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ABSTRACT

This study of the ordinary people, relationships between aocial
classes, and economy of Elizabeth City County, Virginia, in the early
national years was based on intensive quantitative analysis of county
recordse Every effort was made to interpret the lives of the largest
group, the county's black majority, and of women and children. Population movements, slavery, land ownership of residents and absentees,
tenancy, farm production, and standards of living received par~icular
emphasis.
When the American Revolution ended, the county's flourishing farm
economy was based not on tobacco, but on cattle and corn. Fertile soils
enabled small farms to support a large population. Free people alone were
nearly as numerous as in New England, but there was an additional slightly
l;;lrger populati<:-.n of slavea~ A high rate of out-migration accelerated in
the 1790's when nearly 20 percent of the population moved away. Rather
than moving West, people were attracted to Norfolk. Their leaving only
temporarily reduced the population, because a steady stream of in-migrants
from densely settled, adjacent counties replaced them as farm owners and
tenants. By 1810, over one-fourth of free adults had lived in the
~ounty undar ten years.
Years of out-migration and some investment by outsiders left onethird of the farms in absentee ownership by 1810. Tenants worked these
farms, and they, along with the 62 percent of all owners in 1810 who held
100 acres or iess, were the majority of free rural families~ The largest
county farms (500-1,000 acres) were not broken up and little change
occurred in the distribution of land. Although a 50-acre farm could
earn an adequate income when crop prices were high, smaller uues {42
percent cf farms in 1810) faced larger risks of failure and provided a
meager standard of living. Yet even the smallest farms participated in
the market economy and frequently employed slaves. There were few
opportunities for young adults. Neither landowning nor tenant households were normally established by people under 26 and underemployment
of free labor was indicated by the presence of young adults in parents'
households on farms of all sizes.
Over fifty percent of the connty's people were held in bondage and
few were manumitted. Evidence was lacking that sales of slaves outside
the county were an important source of farm income. More likely, migra=
tion ~nth owners caused the loss of black population. The majority of
slaves worked on large farms, but nearly all farms used slaves. A welldeveloped system of slave hiring (which allowed a poor tenant to hire a
child or pregnant woman for scant board and r~, while adult males
commanded premium rates) was the key to continued vitality of slavery.
Owners provided no separate housing for slaves and minimal clothing,
food, and medical care.
The county was not entirely rural~ About one-fou::th of the people
lived in Hampton, once a thriving port. By 1800, with its harbor silted
and its trade lost to Norfolk, the town was a service center for county
farms.
xvi
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INTRODUCTION

Inspiration for this study of the economic and social structure of
Elizabeth City County, Virginia, in the first generation of the early
national period came initially from the studies of New England communities which have been published over the last fourteen years.

Charles

s.

Grant, Sumner Chilton Powell, John Demos, Richard L. Bushman, Kenneth A.
Lockridge, and Philip J. Greven opened new questions about the nature of
New England society in their intensive studies of the settlement and evolution of small towns.

1

However diverse the intentions of the historians

who began these studies, their published works contained one common., and
intensely interesting, focus:

they considered what happened to all of the

residents of a specific area, rather than only those articulate leaders
whose ideas or achieveruents had gained printed recognition in sermons,
political pamphlets, or diaries.
By the late 1960's it was widely recognized that comparable studies
of other regions were necessary to test hypotheses suggested by the
detailed analyses of a few New England communities.

For historians inter-

ested in the early South, the contrast between traditional histories which
concentrated in depth upon the political ideas and practices of leaders
who dominated southern society or upon the lifestyle and economy of the
great staple crop plantations that produced so much of its wealth and the
lack of detailed study (except in a few special cases such as Williamsburg) of the common people of any

~~nnity

was a particular challenge.

3
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4.
Duplication of the types of local studies done for New England
in most cases impossible.

t~nns

was

Southern colonies were settled more often by

individuals than by cohesive groups.

The smallest unit of local govern-

ment was the county, usually far larger in area and population than the
New England town.
coterminous.

Furthermore, county and parish lines were seldom

The ideal of cooperative communal life had never been as

strong in the South as in early Neu England, so a much larger part of the
lives of residents scattered on farms miles away from courthouse or church
had escaped the

~ecording

hand of county clerk or minister.

Since town

meetings were not customary in the South, no notes were ever taken of the
arguments or agreements among the adult inhabitants of an entire county.
Handicappc:! =y hc.v-i11g begun with poorer records of the details of local
life, many localities in the southern region had also lost a substantial
portion of their documents in the British invasions of the Revolutionary
War and the War of 1812 ox· in the Civil War.

Despite these problems, the

response of many scholars to the need for detailed study of local southern
communities is by now evident, although much of the research in progress
and published has focused upon the first hundred years of the southern
experience.

2

Another inspiration for this research was the studies of the broad
processes of economic change underway in American society by the middle
of the eighteenth century.

Questions about the rate of economic growth

in developed colonial economies, changes in the marketing cf export crops,
the distribution of wealth and standards of living, and the possible
changes wrought by the American Revolution were being

explor~d

anew in

the 1960's by George R. Taylor, Alice Hanson Jones, Douglass North,
Aubrey C. Land, David Klingaman, and Jackson Turner Main, among others.
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3

s.
It seemed possible that in-depth analysis of the way in which the people
of one erea responded to the economic
century might be as productive
ment processes had been.

a~

ch~nges

of the late eighteenth

the studies of local New England settle-

For this purpose, a well developed local

economy that was fully integrated into the Atlantic market was more
desirable than a frontier region, while the intention of seeking information about how ordinary people lived, worked, and reacted to the broad
economic and social changes of the period required a small county.
This dissertation was begun with the hope of exploring the lives of
everyone who lived in one of the smallest and oldest Virginia counties
during the years between the Revolution and 1820.

Elizabeth City County

has sometimes been categorized as one of the many Virginia counties whose
records were lost and were this entirely true, the choice would have been
unfortunate.

But, in contrast to nearby Warwick and Gloucester Counties

(whose historical records were nearly completely destroyed), the Elizabeth
City County records were missing for some periods and nearly complete in
others.

In the years finally selected for this study, 1782-1810, there

were boogs of deeds and wills covering all years except 1782-1789,
original wills, one surveyors plat book, court orders and minutes for the
years 1784-1788, 1798-1802, and 1808-1810, and six file boxes of miscellaneous loose Chancery Court

papers~

There were no useful books of

guardian accounts (although some were recozded among the wills and deeds),
marriage registers, or office judgments for the period.
periods for which county records

~ere

One of the

nearly all lost was that prior to

and during the Revolution (1769-1781).
This county was one of the few in Virginia in which the Anglican
parish had coincided with the county, and there was a vestrybook of the
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6.
parish, but the few brief entries made in the post-revolutionary years
yielded little useful information.
and 1806, when the vestry did not

During some of the years between 1784
mc~t

at all, the county overseers of

the poor entered note of the actions they had taken in the blank pages of
the vestrybook.

N? minieter of the

pa~ish,

nor of any other county church

of the period: ever kept a record of births, baptisms, marriages, or
deaths.

Although a few scattered letters were located in various printed

and manuscript

sources~

no one resident in the county in these years

wrote a diary or any other record of daily life, or kept personal or
business accounts that have been preserved.
There were essential sources for the study of the population in
state and federal records.

In the Virginia State Library at Richmond

were personal property tax records for the years 1782-1787, 1789-1798,

1801-1807, and 1809-1810, land tax records for the years 1782-1784,
1787-1798, 1801-1807, and 1809-1810, lists of merchants who secured
retail licenses each year between 1798 and 1810 (except 1808), legislative petitions filed by county residents between 1782 and 1810, and
miscellaneous auditors papers relating to the county.

A few letters of

county inhabitants and a portion of the niary of an unidentified author
who visited Hampton in the 1790's were found in the Virginia Historical
Society in Richmond.

The most important federal records were those of

the censuses of 1790, 1800, and 1810.

Only the printed population totals

exist for the first two censuses, but the manuscript schedule of the

1810 census provided an invaluable source of data seldom available to
early American historians.

It listed, by district within the county, the

name of the head of every free white household, the number, by age and
sex, oi the white residents and only the number of free black and slave
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residents in each household.

Comparison of thiQ list of people actually

living in the county :i.n 1810 with the land and personal property tax lists
for that year formed the basis of computing the number of absentee landowners, the number of tenant families, the age and sex

stru~ture

of heads

of various types of households, and of estimating the error in the number
of free male tithables on the personal property tax lists of other years.
At the National Archives, in Washington, D.C., the import records of the
port of Hampton, pension applications from county residents, and the loan
ledgers showing the names of people who purchased Revolutionary Uar and
federal government bonds were examined.

Elizabeth City County had no

newspapers published within it3 bounds during these yearse

Norfolk was

the city to which county people turned after the Revolution to .advertise
sale of property, runaway slaves, or to publish legal notices.

Three

newspapers were published there at various times during the period:
American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth

Publi~

~

Advertiser, September l,

1795 through April 29, 1796; The Norfolk Weekly Journal and Country
Intelligencer, September 6, 1797 through September 19, 1798; and
Norfolk Herald, January 5, 1802 through December 31, 1803.

!h!

In addition

to microfilm copies of these newspapers, the Norfolk Public Library had a
manuscript letterbook of one of ita merchants,

J~es

Caton, for the years

1794-1798 ..
Because Elizabeth City County was so much smaller than most in Virginia, or in any of the southern states, when this study was planned it
did not seem impossible to reconstruct the lives of at least a substantial
number of the inhabitants.

Because I lived in the community it did not

seem difficult to go to the local courthouse to abstract every remaining
record.

After several years of trying to do so, the task seemed less
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easy.

Not all of the people left records even of their presence in the

county, much

1~~~

their lives.

of the essential circumstances and events that shaped

Tnis was unfortunately most true of two groups often neg-

lected in general histories, women and black people.

The paucity of

sources for interpreting their lives left three-fourths of the county
population under-represented, although I have tried, in the following
pages, to extract every meaning I could from a relatively few documents.
Even among the white men of the county, those who owned most were the
ones whose stories could most easily be told and it was tempting to
abandon the dull business of counting people, acres, and cows to digress
upon a personal vignette.

Elizabeth City County had neither parish

registers nor vital statistics of any kind before the first extant manuscript federal

censu~

of 1810, so its primary research sources were

property records of land bought and sold, of wills and estates in probate,
of slaves divided, and of taxes paid.

Eventually it was obvious that to

continue abstracting these records completely would tell little more about
the life of all the people in the county.

In some areas there was more

information than could be retrieved or used, while other vital questions
went unanswered as more and more cards noting who purchased which tract
of land were accumulated.

So, the terminal

d~,~e

of the study was fixed

at 1810, rather than 1820 (thua avoiding the problem of coping with the
effects of the War of 1812); after 1800 the records were searched only
for answers to important questions, rather than abstracting and cross
referencing every name of the parties and witnesses to transactions; and
the plan of compiling a map showing where everyone lived was abandoned.
One of the earlier decisions regarding the project was not to rely
upon a computer for analysis of the data.

The computations were done
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laboriously by hand with the aid of a desk calculator.

Although the dis-

advantages of this method of handling even small aggregates of quantitative
data were all too apparent when hours were consumed proofing adding machine
tapes, calculating percentages, or

~hecking

error, there were also some advantages.

for the source of an obvious

rae constant handling of hand-

written, instead of punched cards brought a certain sense of familiarity
with the people named and helped to uncover a number of unsuspected
relationships between people of different surnames.

It was relatively

easy to cross-check names in four basic files (from the land tax list,
the

p~~auual p~up~~~~

te: list,

th~

1810 census, and the

probate records, and court orders).

de~ds,

wills,

By this process genealogies were

constructed for free families of long residence in the county and most of
the people who bore identical names and lived in the county at the same
time were gradually separated into unique individuals whose dissimilarity
in age, wealth, or occupation revealed why no one confused them when they
were alive.

However, with regard to the vast majority of slaves, who had

only one name, the attempt to find personal identities and trace life
histories was generally less successful.

Two exceptions were the internal

examination of slave's names on the personal property tax lists of the
early 1780's which proved the extensive hiring of slave labor practiced
in the county and the analysis of the

probat~

records and guardian accounts

of the group of slaves owned by the estate of Francis and

~~ry

Mallory.

The final form of any particular piece of research is shaped in part
by the intentions of the investigator and in part by the nature of the
documents that are available.

The Elizabeth City County records yielded

only a fraction of the story of the inarticulate people who lived within
its bounds.

It was not possible, without good sources of a literary or
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private nature, to explore why they moved about so much, what they
e~ected
~heir

from the Revolution, or why free people so seldom manumitted

slaves.

County court records existed for some of the years of this

study, but the one or two line notations of the actions taken by the magistrates told very little about their motivation. No polls of the relatively small number of landowning adult white men who voted were
until very near the end of the period.

record~d

It was thus not possible to in-

quire much into the nature or meaning of community in the county, or even
to understand the conception of it held by the small elite who controlled
the political life of the county.
Many of the original questions posed were ones about how the economy
functioned and what the relations were between classes of people in the
county.

More than half of the following pages are devoted to those

issues but here, too, the records did not always yield information.

De-

spite very considerable effort to uncover the creditor-debtor relationships between merchants and farmers, to discover the sources of wealth of
the few very rich people, to explain the nature of the slave trade, or
even to know how crops were marketed, the results were disappointing &nd
essential questions unanswered.

In trying to untangle these matters,

particularly those related to the functioning of the agricultural economy,
two other studies of local regions, each done by a geographer, were very
helpful and much influenced this work.

These were H. Roy Merrens's

Colonial North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century and James T. Lemon's
The Best,Poor Man's Country, A Geographical Study of Early Southeastern
Pennsylvania.

4

No American historian can approach the history of tidewater Virginia
uninfluenced by the conception of early American society advanced by
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Frederick Jackson Turner.

His frontier thesis irrevocably shaped our

idea of the East as well as the West.

Avery Craven's Soil Exhaustion as

a Factor in the Agricultural History of Virginia and Maryland, 1606-1860
further impressed upon generations of students the idea that by the end of
the eighteenth century tidewater Virginia was a place of worn out tobacco
land, impoverished planters seeking new locations for their slave labor,
and wretched farming practices.

5

If democracy, equality, opportunity,

and cheap, good land were all to be found on the frontier, surely sane
people would not have stayed in the East.

Yet, as Kenneth Lockridge

pointed out several years ago, in the late eighteenth century many New
Englanders were in no hurry to move West.

And, even when they did leave

known 9urroundings, family, and friends in sufficient numbers to establish
~

=cderately high out-migration rate, this movement in combination with

the high birthrate of colonial Americans resulted in the following conditiona which Lockridge
of the Revolution:

believ~d

typical of much of New England at the end

"A finite supply of land and a growing population, a

population notably reluctant to emigrate, were combining to fragment and
reduce landholdings, bringing marginal lands increasingly into cultivation
and raising land prices. 116
The conditions Lockridge described in New England were also those of
Elizabeth City County, Virginia, at the end of the Revolution, when the
forty acre farm was more common than that of 125 acres.

In the mid-1790's

a wave of mass migration from the county did begin -- but two surprising
facts refuted the traditional view that tidewater farmers set their hopes
on plentiful western land.

People did not leave Elizabeth City County

for the West; most moved to Norfolk.

And nearly as soon as the departure

of some people eased the pressure of an exceptionally dense population on
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a limited supply of land, new in-migrants from adjacent crowded Chesapeake
Bay counties took their places.

The result of the intra-regional movement

of coastal Virginians was both a constantly high migration rate, which
reached exceptional levels in a few years, and increasing population
density.

Absentee ownership of land and tenancy both increased rapidly

as an indirect result of migration.

Although the county had its share of

poor land, it also had much fertile acxeage, so

t~at

large households of

free people end slaves could not only subsist on small farms, but even
earn enough cash income to pay rent and hire slaves.
one-fuu~th

Although about

of the county people prcb3bly lived in Hampton throughout the

period and a few rural residents had non-farm sources of

income~

these

sources of employment showed no tendency to increase and the great majority of inhabitants gained their living from their farms.

Though the

agricultural economy was not as bleak as Craven had suggested, the picture
of an old, eastern, class-dominated tidewater society implied by the
Turnerians was to be found in Elizabeth City CountyG
were free and half exploited as slaves.

Half of the people

Even among free residents ine-

quality was marked for, although there were no grandees like the Carters,
there was little in common between the standard of living of the wealthy
owner of a 200 acre county farm and the poor tenant or owner who farmed
30 or fewer acres.

Before proceeding to the parts of this study in which

the demographic and economic facts to support the propositions stated
above are explained, a brief discussion is necessary of the county's
geography and population, and of the economics of farm and town in the
late colonial years.
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CHAPTER I
COLONIAL ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY

Elizabeth City County in the eighteenth century was one of the
oldest and smallest counties in Virginia.

Occupying the end of the

peninsula that commanded the entrance to Chesapeake Bay between the James
River, Back
,. . ong aud

River~

. .
e:..g~-•t

and the Bay, the county was approximately ten miles

1
aid.'1 es wid e.

Cut through by rivers and creeks with their

adjacent swamps and marshland, the actual area of settlement was about
fifty-two square miles.

2

The surrounding waters gave easy access to most

parts of the county and moderated the climate both in winter and summer.
With no farm more than five miles from water transportation, the level,
fertile, sandy loam above flood level was well suited to commercial
agriculture.

Fish, oysters, crabs, clams, and mussels hovered in and

beneath the waters of every dock; cabbage and lettuce stood the winter
with little protection; and cattle grazed nearly year

rc~nd

in natural

meadows of salt marsh.
~~re

than two thousand acres of the land was clear when English

settlers arrived, yet a wide variety of trees forested much of the county.
Live oaks, reaching their northern terminus, grew luxuriantly in many
places, chestnut trees flourished along the James River bank, while white
oak, gum, hickory, pine, elm, walnut, locust, sycamore, and beech trees
filled the interior forests.

By the end of the eighteenth century, although

much of the original forest was gone, replaced by a second growth of pine

15
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on old tobacco fields, d2erle
b~undariea

eft~~

named hardwood trees that marked

in wooded land and mentioned orchards of apples peach, fig,

and mulberry trees.
English settlement began in 1610 on the plundered ruins of the
Indian village of Kecoughtan, once a settlement of 1,000 people in three
hundred dwellings.

In 1625, 368 people, or 30.3 percent of the Virginia

settlers, lived in the county.

3

By the time of the Revolution, the

county had a 165-year colonial history, which made it generally typical
of the small coastal counties of Chesapeake Bay.

Six generations had

cleared and farmed the land, built three successive Anglican churches,
two free schools, mills, bridges, ferry landings, roads, and a small town
at Hampton.

New land could be obtained only by drainage since nearly all

available acreage had been patented by the end of the seventeenth century.
This fact was reflected in the pattern of population growth, wltich while
exceeding or maintaining the average rate of growth for Virginia prior to
1731, afterwards fell far behind.

Approximately one thousand people lived

in the county at the beginning of the eighteenth century, and thirty years
later that population had doubled.

But in the twenty--nin2 years between

1731 and 1760, instead of reaching 4,000, the population gained only some
seven hundred people.

Between 1755 and 1775 the estimates shmqed an

essentially stable population that varied between 2,700 and 2,900.
significant increase took place until the 1790's.
extant tithable totals for the colonial
growth.

peri~d,

No

Table 1, based on all

shows estimated population

A comparison of population growth in Eli.zabeth Clty County with

that in Virginia and all mainland colonies, in ten-year periods, is
shown in Table 2.
The rapid population gxowth in the first third of the eighteenth
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Table 1
Estimated Population of Elizabeth City County in the
Colonial Period
Year

Tithables 1

Source

1653
1682
1698
1699

395
287
427
453

Journal House of Burgesses 1619-58/59, 88-89 3
II
II
1659/60-93, 176-83
"
"
005:1310, No. 39, fol. 319

1700
1701
1702
1703
1704
1705

478
448
429
478
478
478

005:1312,
005:1312,
005:1313,
005:1313,
C05:1314,
C05:1314,

1714

610

C05:1317, fol. 265

1,464

1720

667

County Court Orders, Jan. 31, 1720/21

1,600

1722
1723
1724

654
753
823

Va. Hist. Reg., IV, 19
II
II
II
II
67
C05:1319, fol. 439, Q:36

1,570
1»807
1,975

1726

813

005:1320, fol. 107-12

1,951

1729

778

<~5:1322,

fol. 237-40

1,867

1731
1732
1733
1734
1735

857
876
877
898
923

County Court Orders, Dec.
II
It
Jan.
"
II
Nov.
"II
"II
It
Dec.
It
II
Dec.
"

"

II

II

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"

II

EstLmated

II

20, III
19, X
16 (ix), Encl. No. 20
33 (xii)
21 {ii)
63 (v)

22,
23,
21,
2,
19,

1731
1732/33
1733
1734
1735

948
688
1,025
1,087
1,147
1,075
1,030
1,147
1,147
1,147

2,057
2,102
2,105
2,155
2,215

P~ulation

(1,188) 4
(1,167) 5

2
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Table 1, continued
Year

Tithables

1

Esttmated Population2

Source

1736
1737
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744
1745
1746
1747
1748
1749
1750
1751
1752

937
924*
966
936
952
972
972
1,012
1,052
1,094
1,125
n.a.
1,078
6
1,103 (1,070)
1,090
1,079
1,035

County Court Orders, Dec.
II
II
II
Nov.
n
II
II
Nov.
II
II
II
Nov.
II
II
II
Nov.
II
II
II
Nov.
II
II
Nov.
"
II
II
II
Nov.
li
II
Jan.
"
II
II
Nov.
"
II
II
II
Feb.

1755

1,128

C05:1328, fol. 41+3, 4414, W:209

1760
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1767
1768

1,155
1,165
1,153
1,127
1,193
1,170
1,143
1,151
1,196

1773

1,212

County Court Orders, Feb.
II
II
II
Jan.
II
II
Jan.
"
II
II
Jan.
"
II
II
II
Jan.
II
II
II
Jan.
II
II
Nov.
"
II
Dec.
"II
"II
II
Novo
7
Sutherland

1Definitions of tithables:

II

II

"
"

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

II

II

2,
23,
21:,
29,
21,
25,
22,
24,
2,
28,
23,

1736
173 7
1738
1739
1740
1741
1742
1743
1744/45
1745
1746/47

Jan. 17, 1748/49
March 17, 1749/50
Nov. 21, 1750
Feb. 20, 1752
Mar.ch 10, 1753

17,
13,
13,
9,
10,
13,
27,
17,
26,

2,249
2,218
2,318
2,246
2,285
2,333
2,333
2,429
2,525
2,626
2,700
2,587
2,647
2,616
2,590
2,484

(2,568) 6

2, 707
1761
1762
1763
1764
1765
1766
1766
176 7
1768

2, 772
Z, 796
2,767
2,705
2,863
2,808
2, 743
2,762
2,870
2,909

1653, all males over 16; 1682, all free males over 16, indentured servants
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Table 1, continued
(males and females who worked in fields) over 14, slaves over 12; 1698-1705, all white males over 16, all
white women employed in tilling the ground ~no were over 16, and all slaves, male and female, who if born in
Virginia were over 12, if imported over 14; 1705-1738, all males over 16, and all Negro, mulatto, and Indian
women who are not free, over 16; 1738-1768, same as 1705-1738, except that mariners were exempted. William
Waller Hening, The Statutes at Large: Being a Collection of All the Laws of Virginia from the First Session
of the Legislature in the Year 1619 (Ri•:hmond, 1821-23 and Philadelphia, 1823), volumes I, p. 454, II, pp. 84,
170, 187, 296, and 488, III, pp. 258-25~1, V, p. 35, VI, pp. 40-41 (cited as Hening, Statutes).
2Tithables multiplied by 2.4.

See

u.s.

Bureau of the Census, ]}storical Statistics, p. 743.

3
All tithables, except those whose source was the county court orders and those of 1773, were printed
in Evarts B. Greene and Virginia D. Harrington, bmerican Population Before the Federal Census of 1790 (New
York, 1932), PP• 145-150.
4

Original source gave tithables 453, untithables (balance of the population) 735.
thesis is the total of these two numbers.
5

Tithablee 448, untithables 719y

6

The number in paren-

See note 4.

Tithables listed in 005:1327, fol. 174, W:30/9 and

tithable~

x 2.4.

7stella H. Sutherland, Population Distribution in Colonial America (New York, 1936), p. 175.
*There was a smallpox epidemic in Hampton in 1737 -- see Luther Kibler, '~!story of Hampton and Elizabeth City County, 11 unpublished manuscript available at the Charles Taylor Library or the Hampton Association
for the Arts and Humanities, Hampton, Virginia, p. 98.
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Table 2
Comparison of the Decennial Growth in Population
of Elizabeth City County, Virginia, and
All Mainland Colonies, 1700-1770
Years 1

Elizabeth City County
decennial increase
percent

1704-1714
1720-1731
1731-1740
1740-1750
1750-1760
1760-1768

27.5
28.0
11.0
14.0
6.0
3.0

Years

1700-1710
1720-1730
1730-1740
1740-1750
1750-1760
1760-1770

All Coloni1~s
.!,!rsinia
decennial increase
percent

21
32
31
38
26
30

29
39
36
41
29
44

1

Based on available county population estimates for the years closest to the comparable decades in which
growth of other areas was measured.
Source: Elizabeth City County, calculated from data in Table 1; Virginia and All Thirteen British
Mainland Colonies, J. Potter, "The Growth,·,£ Population in America, 1700··1800," D. v. Glass and D. E. c.
Evers ley, editors, Population in History, :~seaye in Historical Demography {Chicago, 1965), p. 639.

n.
century was undoubtedly caused in large part by a greatly increased number
of slaves for these were the years in which the UDportation of African
slaves to Virginia skyrocketed from several hundred to as high as two

.

thousand per year.
these years

4

Although county probate recorda and court orders of

c~ntained

increasing numbers of references to slaves, the

rate of increase could not be easily measured because the number of free
and slave tithables were not separately listed in any year prior to 1755.
By that date, slaves already composed 56.2 percent of the county popula.
6
t1or..

Two other factors probably also influenced the county's high rate of
population growth between 1700 and 1730.

Tobacco of exceptionally fine

quality was being produced on county farms and the town of Hampton, for a
brief period one of Virginia's largest towns, was thriving as a center of
export of colonial products and import of European manufactured goods.
Despite Hampton's growth, most of the county's people lived by fanning.

Tobacco was the predominant cash crop in the early eighteenth cen-

tury, as it had been in the seventeenth.

The fertile, sandy loa•s of the

peninsula between the York and James Rivers were the best suited of all
Virginia lands for growing the more valuable sweet-scented tobaccos.

7

After the middle of the eighteenth century this crop's importance gradually faded, though, as the agriculture of the tidewater region shifted
from relying primarily upon one commercial product, tobacco, to a broader
based rural economy which produced a variety of products (corn, wheat,
beef, and perk, as well as tobacco) for export. 8 Historians have long
noted the fundamental change in the region's agriculture but have been
unable to agree upon dating exactly the decade in which the transformation took place.

Some, such as Lewis C.

Gray~

thought the balance was
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5

22.
sw~ng

War. 9

by the dislocation of tobacco marketing during the Revolutionary
But later scholars

hav~

pointed to the large increases in grain

production and exports long before 1776 as evidence that basic changes
had already taken place prior to the war.

David Klingaman argued, on the

basis of quantitative analysis of the relative rate of growth of population and of tobacco and grain exports, that "it was the production and
export of grain, not tobacco, which was the dynamic element in the economy" of Virginia after 1750.

He found that, despite opening of new

tobacco land in the piedmont, there occurred throughout the colony "a relative shift of resources away from tobacco and toward grain" in response
to rising world demand for food supplies, a "slow and uneven growth in
demand" for tobacco, and a slighty greater increase in grain prices relative to those of tobacco between 1740 and 1770.

Klingaman estimated the

average annual value of the entire Virginia tobacco crop by 1768-1772 was
h493,000 while that of the combined wheat and corn crops was h864,000. 10
Unlike most historians who have considered the problem of when tidewater
grain production achieved commercial importance, Klingaman devoted as
much attention to the increase in corn production as to wheat, so his
data was more relevant to the economy of Elizabeth City County which
produced corn, rather than wheat. 11

The whole Lower James River Customs

District, of which Elizabeth City County was part, was the most important
corn erporting area in Virginia.

Between 1768-1772 over fifty percent of

the colony's corn exports were usually shipped out of this district and
in some years the estimated value of corn exported from this area nearly
equaled that of tobacco.

12

Two problems have plagued those who have attempted to measure the
relative importance of the corn and tobacco crops in the colonial period.
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23.
One problem in ascertaining the relative importance of

tobac~o

to any

other crop was that very valuable tobacco crops could be harvested from
very few acres of land, so that although total acreage devoted to tobacco
might have been actually decreasing for many years, the value of what w&s
grown on a small amount of land could have magnified its
fragmentary records of the farm economy.
1,000 pounds per acre.

imp~rtance

in

Good tobacco land would produce

Records from four Maryland counties for the

de~a~e

1750-1759 showed that by that date forty percent of all producers grew
less than 2,000 pounds of tobacco, eighty percent grew less than 5,000
pounds, and only two percent grew over 10,000 pounds.

13

Thus, even in

an area where tobacco was still an important crop, few farmers planted
more than five acres.

The other problem was that corn, even more than

wheat, was the basic foodstuff of the southern population, so that exports
were a poor indication of actual production.

David Klingaman estimated

that by 1768-1772 only 10.3 percent of the Virginia corn crop was exported,
while 17.3 percent of the wheat and 96.7 percent of the tobacco were sold
outside the colony.

14

Careful investigation of farmers' inventories and other local records
in Elizabeth City County to prove the decade when tobacco became less
important to most of its farmers than corn and livestock production was
outside the scope of this study and would, in any case, have been nearly
impossible since the county colonial records after 1768 were nearly all
lost and there were serious gaps among those preserved for the years
1740-1768.
Records dating from the end of the seventeenth century showed that
tobacco then had been very important as a source of cash income for
county farmers.

Local planter's brands were registered with the court
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24.
and estate inventories were normally valued exclusively in pounds of
tobacco.

15

Production probably continued to increase at least until 1714

because the availability of more labor, as imports of African slaves rose
and hence the possibility of marketing more tobacco, was the beet e:planation for the increase of over ten percent in taxed acreage within the
county between 1704 and 1714.

16

The 33,859 acres taxed in the latter

year were the largest number ever recorded in the eighteenth century, and
even in 1810, when the maximum land use of the early national years was
found, there were 378 fewer acres taxed.

17

The first sign of the grad-

ually lessening importance of tobacco as the sole commercial crop may
have been its disappearance from private records, especially those of
eetatea in probate, as the unit for measuring the value of other personal
property.

This development, already apparent in the 1720's, could, how-

ever, have merely signified the generally more diversified economy that
appeared in the county after Hampton became well-established.

Tobacco

was certainly cultivated until the Revolution and continued to be an important medium for public payments of taxes and county expenses until
that date.

18

Furthermore, between 1746 and at least 1768, the county

regularly paid several men for "viewing tobacco fields."

19

Such public

expenditures may have been made either to limit production in order to
maintain crop prices or to secure the high quality and reputation of the
area's tobacco.

20

Yet these citations to the use of tobacco to pay public accounts and
the inspection of tobacco in the field may have overemphasized the actual
importance of the crop in the overall economy of the county after 1750.
The only records found of crops actually grown on any county farm in this
period were those of .a 200 acre farm located on the shore of the James
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25.
River that was owned by the orphan, Henry Jenkins.

Among the products of

the farm in 1762 were tobacco, corn, beef, and turkeys.

The Hampton

tobacco warehouse inspector testified he had received 785 pouudc
one hogshead) of tobacco from the tenants who had been operating the farm.
But the general tenor of the testimony of a number of 'iitnessea was that
corn was the most important crop.

21

The impression gained from the state-

ments about what was produced on the Jenkins farm was supported by the
very minor position of tobacco as a county crop after the Revolution.

The

decline of tobacco in the county certainly did not come as late as the
1790's, although it was possible that it occurred as late as the wartime
years, 1775-1780.
no one

'\'tas

After the war, taxes were never collected in tobacco,

paid with that crop instead of money, and no "viewers" of

tobacco fields were hired.

By that time only a few farmers grew one or

two hogsheads in normal years.

Although Lewis

c.

Gray cannot be proved

wrong in maintaining that the decline of tobacco began in the tidewater
during the war years, the very large numbers of cattle present on the
Elizabeth City County farms in 1782 (after American and British armies
had foraged in the area) were another indication that changes in the rural
economy were long-term ones that began in the decades prior to the war.
It was hardly likely that herds of cattle whose average size surpassed
those of Pennsylvania farmers could have been bred solely in wartime.

22

It seemed more likely that the transition was one that took place gradaully over several decades.

As markets for Virginia corn, beef, and pork

were developed in the West Indies, there was probably a gradual increase
in the number of acres and amount of labor devoted to these crops, while
some tobacco continued to be marketed so long as there were agents to
handle it and prices were high.

Only when the latter conditions changed
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during the Revolution, might it have been noticed how little the county
economy then depended upon its former staple.
Although the transition from tobacco culture to more general farming
may have affected the size of farms and the tenure of farm operators,
there were no records, such as quit rent rolls, from the middle years of
the eighteenth century which might have revealed the impact of changing
crop patterns on the distribution of land.

There were, by the standards

of colonial Virginia, no very large plantations in the county.

By mid-

century farms of about one thousand acres were the largest left in the
hands of one

o'~er.

The twenty families (Allen, Armistead, Brough, Cary,

Collier, Curle, Jones, King, Latimer, Lowry, Mallory, Moore, Parsons,
Selden, Tabb, Wallace, Watts, Westwood, Wray, and Wythe) who

domin~ted

the county!s political, religious, social, and economic life seem to have
farmed between 250 and 1,000 acres.

Deeds indicated that smaller farms

(ranging down to those of twenty-five or fewer acres) also had a long
history in the county.

There were some absentee farm owners, such as

George Wythe, and tenancy was also recorded in the colonial years.

The

distribution of slave labor among farms of various sizes and tenures
could not be determined before 1782 but, since the black population
already exceeded the white in 1755, slaves must have formed the basis of
the farm workforce in the later colonial years.

Thus, it appeared that

all of the elements of the post-Revolutionary county agricultural structure were present in the earlier period.
The relatively rich resources of the land and water and the possi- ·
bilities for employment in the maritime trades and commerce, as well as
agriculture, enabled Elizabeth City County to support a population as
large and varied as that of small coastal New England towns.

And in some
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ways the area's development was more comparable to that of New England
towns than to the larger counties of Virginia.

23

As with New England

towns, there was one village, Hampton, which was the center of population
in the county.

Unlike its northern counterparts, Hampton was not the

original focus of settlement, but was created in the last decade of the
seventeenth century under authority of an act of the House of Burgesses
that sought to foster trade by developing new towns in the colony.
Hampton reached the peak of its colonial development in the first
third of the eighteenth century.

John Fontaine, who visited the town in

1716, said the port, with "about one hundred houses but very few of any
note," was the "place of the greatest trade in all Virginia. 1124 Although
traveler's estimates of the size and importance of towns were not always
reliable, no better source than Fontaine's remark exists among the written
records of the county.

No document indicated the size of Hampton at any

time in the eighteenth century, so it was impossible to tell what proportion of the people lived in the town and in the rural districts of the
county before the federal census of 1810 was taken.
fourth of the people lived in town in 112

hou~eholds.

Then, about oneIf the 997 Hampton

residents counted in 1810 occupied only a dozen more houses than Fontaine
guessed were in the town in 1716, when the total estimated county population

t-Ias

between 1,464 (1714) and 1,600 (1720), it mMt be assumed he

exaggerated the town's size.

Archeological research now underway in old

Hampton may eventually provide evidence missing from historical records of
the size of the town.

25

A little more was known of its trade.

The founding of Hampton was

part of the effort to develop Virginia's trade by directing the business
of scattered plantations through a limited number of portae

Near the end
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of the seventeenth century Hampton was made the port of entry for the
lower James River area on both sides of the river from Lyon's Creek (below
Jamestown and Williamsburg) to the Chesapeake Bay.
in the town was both local and international.

The trade that centered

There were merchants en-

gaged in trade with the colonies up Chesapeake Bay and with the West
Indies, but Hampton was also the Virginia center of at least one London
tobacco consignment firm, known at various times as Jonas and Capel
Hanbury or Osgood and

Cap~l

Hanbury.

Interestingly, the first known Scottish merchant, Alexander McKenzie,
was primarily in the grain, rather than tobacco trade.

McKenzie was a

resident of Hampton in 1715 when he signed a petition protesting the
exclusive control and high charges that George Walker maintained over the
town wharf.

He then owned a waterfront lot in downtown Hampton and a few

years later, in 1726, expanded to a large property on the river adjacent
to Hampton, later named Little England.
for trade, described in a deed as

Here he built extensive facilities

'~ansion

house, houses, outhouses, build-

ings, courts, yards, gardens, granarys and storehouses, keys, wharfs and
.1
utens~

26
s b e 1ong i ng to t h e wh ar f s and k eys •••• u

By this time

Mc~~nzie

was not regarded as a resident alien for he had assumed an important

plac~

in the local hierarchy commensurate with his success as a merchant.

He

was chief justice of the county court, deputy surveyor of customs, colonel
of the militia, and owned the entire north gallery of the Anglican church.

27

McKenzie's trading ventures in the 1740's were primarily along the American
coast and with southern Europe.

Charles Carroll shipped him several bars

of iron from Maryland in 1740 and in 1747 he signed a receipt of

~300

Vir-

ginia currency which he promised the captain of a Philadelphia vessel he
would remit to Pennsylvania.

28 At the same time, McKenzie was sending
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ships loaded with grain to Madeira in exchange for wine.

29

The

granarie~s

McKenzie built were an indication that he was heavily involved in the
provision trade, probably sending ships to the West Indies as well as
coastwise and to southern Europe, and were also evidence that tobacco was
not the only crop produced in sufficient surplus for export in the 1740's.

30

McKenzie was, perhaps, typical of the smaller, independent Hampton
merchants.

31

There were also agents of London merchants working out of

the town by mid-century.

The best documented were those of the

firm, John Hunter, James Balfour, and Daniel Barraud.

H~nbury

Like McKenzie, the

Hanbury's agents built trading facilities outside Hampton on a farm across
Hampton River opposite the town (the present site of Hampton Institute).
In 1758, when Alexander McKenzie returned to Scotland, after living some
forty-three years in Hampton, John Hunter bought Little England and sold
his former property, named Little Scotland, to his associate, James
Balfour.

32

Eventually, both properties were sold to the Hanbury partners

and remained in their hands until the Revolution.

None of the Hanbury's

agents left a body of manuscripts, such as those of the Nortons in Yorktown
or Neil Jamieson in Norfolk, so their activities could only be partially
seen in the local records and newspaper advertisements.

The principal

agents of this firm played an important role in the county after 1750.
They

adv~~ced

large sums in credit to local merchants, such as Charles

King, who collected local tobacco and sold imported goods to county
residents, they sat on the county court and the Anglican vestry, and John
Hunter commanded the local militia.

However, their principal business

seemed not to have been actually conducted in Hampton but on the south
side of the James River in a chain of stores running out of Norfolk to
Suffolk County in which they sold European and East Indian goods and by
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traveling agents who bought tobacco and hemp in the upper James River
33
region for consignment to the Hanburys in London.
Even considering that the poor records of Hampton merchants have
left a large margin of possibility for underestimating the town's commercial importance, there was little doubt that by mid-century Hampton could
not have been called Virginia's most important port.
at which European visitors often landed when they

It was still a place

w~ntcd

to travel along

the north shore of the James River directly to WilliameburgQ

34

But,

Norfolk had usurped its place as the principal trading center on the lower
Chesapeake Bay.

Occupying harbors nearly opposite one another on the

James River, the two towns were natural competitors.

Although Norfolk

was founded after Hampton, and not incorporated as a borough until 1736,
it had the long range advantage of a very deep and well-protected harbor
which could accommodate the increasingly large vessels of the eighteenth
century that "''ere blocked from Hampton's wharfs by the sand bar and shoals
across its entrance channel.

As early as 1735, Norfolk merchants had

complained that it was grossly unfair for Hampton, which they claimed had
a smaller trade and was the home port of fewer vessels, to be the location
of the district customs house.

35

Despite a continuous stream of similar

complaints from Norfolk in succeeding years, English officials never
removed the

cu~toms

headquarters from Hampton, although subagents were

eventually stationed in Norfolk to process papers and collect customs.

36

In 1770, the Inspector General of the American Board of Customs Commissioners, John Williams, was asked his opinion of the latest petition from
Norfolk and his reply, urging that the customs house be moved, also summarized the relative commerce of the t>'l'O ports on the eve of the Re·volution.

Williams began his report by noting the unequal harbor facilities.
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Because access to Hampton was so difficult,
vessels upon their arrival in the district proceed directly to
Norfolk. The masters leaving their vessels there, return the next
or perhaps the same day to the custom house at H~pton, eighteen
miles across the road. They enter their vessels and such part of
their cargoes as they think proper; all which were usually landed
without the least control or inspection of any officer, until I
directed Mro Mosely the surveyor to reside there.... They load in
the same manner without any kind of check and obtain a clearance at
Hampton as they proceed outwards on their voyage. Two hundred and
thirty-three vensels cleared outwards annually in the district upon
an average of four years, all which are owned by or consigned to the
merchants of Norfolk, except twelve sail which are owned and employed
in Portsmouth •••• Nineteen/~wentieths of all dutiable goods imported
into this river are at present landed at Norfolk; from whence the
people in these districts are almost entirely supplied with those
commodities; so that it is the seat of the trade of the district,
which makes the necessity of a custom house there very obvious. On
the other hand, Hampton Town, which lies upon a narrow creek, barred
with sand at the entrance, and having only shoal water, can never be
a place of any consequence. There are but three small vessels belonging to it, which are made use of as coasters, together with several ferry and pilot boats. The chief exports from thence consists
only of about one hundred hogsheads of tobacco in a year. These are
either sent in small craft to Norfolk, or the ships loading in the
.
37
r~ver ••••
Despite the Inspector General's persuasive report, the merchants and
officeholders in Hampton evidently exercised sufficient political influence
in England to prevent
from the town.

r~oval

of the headquarters of the customs district

If Hampton's trade was as pitiable as Williams reported,

they had good cause to fight to retain a customs house through which
passed more shipping than any other in Virginia and whose volume of incoming tonnage was a respectably close fifth behind Philadelphia, Boston,
Charleston, and New York in the five years, 1768-1772.

38

After 1750,

among the town's leading citizens were Wilson Miles Cary, who succeeded
his father, Wilson Cary, as naval officer, and Walter McClurg, surgeon at
the British naval hospital in Hampton.

Besides the fees and salaries

these men and their assistants drew from their colonial offices, others
in the town, such as tavernkeepers, must have profited from business with
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mariners forced to cross Hampton Roads to file papersc

39

Yet, the profits they drew from the British empire did not prevent
men like Cary from leading the county into revolution against it.

The

majority of the members of the county court served on end dominated the
revolutionary committees elected by the "freeholders and inhabitants" of
40
the county in 1774 and 1775.
The consequences of their action were
soon felt when Hampton vessels and fishing boats were seized and county
farms plundered in the fall of 1775 by ships under the command of Captain
Matthew Squire of the Otter.

The

wh.i.~c::

;. ..;.uu.i.t.:iilts' fury at these attacks

was increased by the fact that the Otter was piloted by an escaped Hampton
slave, Joseph Ilarris, called contemptuously by the Virginians Squire's
"Ethiopian director."

41

The local records of the intervening years of

the war after Captain Squire left with Lord
wallis invaded the

tJ

pen~ula

~unmore

and before Lord Corn-

in the summer of 1781 were poor.

A visitor

in 1777 said Hampton was ''almost ruined by the soldiers who were quartered
here last winter, who made terrible havoc by pulling the wooden houses to
pieces for fuel.

All the garden palings, fences &c in the neighbourhood

are entirely burnt up."

42

But his other comments on a brief visit did

not indicate serious wartime dislocation in the county and its residents
seemed to have suffered only small losses while the scene of battle was
distant.

In 1781, when Lord Cornwallis brought numerous British troops

onto the peninsula once more, the situation again became tense.

A skir-

mish between forty of the county militia and a British foraging party of
some three to four hundred men resulted in the death of six militiamen
43
and their commander, Colonel Francis Mallory.
When Hampton was chosen
as one of the places to quarter French officers dur!.ng the campaign at
Yorktown and the courthouse converted to a military hospital, many county
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resideuts fled with their families and slayes to safer places.
turned out, they had little to fear.

As it

Within a few months the victory of

the American and French forces at Yorktown had signaled the end of the
war and the beginning of a new era of independent nationhood.

The people

of the first generation of that era in Elizabeth City County are the
subject of succeeding chapters.
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Notes for Chapter I

1These were the dimensions of the county reported by Dr. R. Archer
in a "Report to the State Board of Agriculture, .. printed in The Farmers'
Register, volume 10 (1842), pp. 335-339. The county's size was diminished
slightly in the late nineteenth century when a section that ran through
the city of Newport News was added to Warwick County. Before this change
was made in the 1880's, Elizabeth City County extended along the James
River to the western fork of Newport News Creek (or nearly to Newport
News Point) and from that creek its boundary with Warwick County ran on
an irregular line (approximately along present Marshall Avenue in Newport
News) to Newmarket Creek (at the site of today's Newmarket Shopping Center).
Thus, about sixty percent of the modern East End and industrial section of
the city of Newport News was within Elizabeth City County. This boundary
change was fully described by W. T. Stauffer, 'The Old Farms Out of Which
the City of Newport News Was Erected, With Some Account of the Families
Which Dwelt Therein," The William and Mary Quarterly, second series,
volume XIV~ number 3 (July 1934), p. 203. In 1952, Elizabeth City County
was consolidated into the city of Hampton, ~hose present limits mark the
boundaries of the county at that date.
2

Although eighty
square miles = 51,200 acres, the maximum amount
Qf farm land ever taxed in the county before 1810 was 33,854 acres in
1714 (see Luther Kibler, "History of Hampton and Elizabeth City County,"
unpublished manuscript available at the Charles Taylor Library or the
Hampton Association for the Arts and Humanities, Hampton, Virginia, p. 79.)
3

Irene W. D. Hecht, "The Virginia Muster of 1624/25 as a Source for
Demographic History," The William and Mary Quarterli, third series,
volume XXX, number 1 (January, 1973), table II, p. 73. The 51 people
living on the Eastern Shore, but listed under Elizabeth City County, were
excluded from the total of 368.
4

u.s. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United
States, Colonial Times to 1957 (Washington, 1960), Table Z294-297, P• 769.
5
Marion Starkey briefly discussed the colonial court records of both
Indian and African slavery in the county in The First Plantation: A Histor of Ham ton and Elizabeth Cit Count
Vir inia 1607-1887 (Hampton,
1936 • She noted that while the court records were full of legal actions
brought by indentured servants alleging maltreatment -- actions in which
the court often ruled on behalf of the servant, there was only one successful suit on behalf of a Negro slave who had been mistreated, that of
a woman who belonged to the Eaton school, p. 32.
6
See Table 8, Chapter II.

7
Lewis c. Gray, Histor of A riculture in the Southern United States
to 1860 (Washington, 1933 , volume I, p. 218.
8

Note that wheat never was an important crop in Elizabeth City County
before 1820, although it became the key cash crop in other former tobacco
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counties of tidewater Virginia.

See Chapter VIII.

9For Gray's discussion, see History of Agriculture, volume I,
chapter X, and volume II, chapter XXVIe He wrote that the major shift to
wheat and corn production in Virginia occurred in the 1790's because of
soil exhaustion and "disturbed mnrketing conditions for tobacco and increased demand for foodstuffs due to the Revolutionary War, and particularly by the high prices for wheat that prevailed in several years following the outbreak of the French Revolution," (volume II, pp. 607, 609).
Yet the amounts of Virginia's corn and wheat exports in 1792, which Gray
believed to have been very high, were less than those of 1769. Avery
Craven, like Gray, did not have access to the export data in customs 16/1
on which later scholars have relied for a more complete picture of colonial
~orts in ~he years 1768-1772.
Craven also placed the date of the major
shift away from tobacco in the 1790is, because, on the basis of incomplete
data, he believed that insignificant amounts of both wheat and corn were
exported prior to the Revolution and that less corn was grown in Virginia
than ~heatu Avery Craven, Soil Exhaustion as a Factor in the Agricultural
History of Virginia and Maryland, 1606-1860, p. 67.
10

"The Significance of Grain in the Development of the Tobacco Colonies,"
The Journal of Economic History, volume 29 (June, 1969), pp. 268-278.
11

susie M. Ames in Studies of the Virginia Eastern Shore in the Seventeenth Century (Richmond, 1940) noted the tendency of grain to replace
tobacco very early in that part of the state. Also see James H. Soltow,
7he Economic Role of Williamsburg (Williamsburg, 1965), part II, ·~he
Marketing of Agricultural CODIIlOdities for Export," pp. 20-106, and Gaspare
J. Saladino, "The Maryland and Virginia Wheat Trade from Its Beginnings to
the American Revolution, I! H.A. Thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1960.
12

rn 1768, 330,343 bushels were shipped from the Lower James River
Customs District out of a total Virginia export of 641,689 bushels; in
1769, the district shipped 320,323 of 759,735 bushels; in 1770, 176,441
of 368,185 bushels; in 1771, 303,660 of 590,758 bushels; and in 1772,
304,100 of 532,886 bushels. In 1769, for instance, the value of the
tobacco shipped from the Lower James Customs District was estimated at
h46,002 Pennsylvania currency and the corn at h44,845. British Public
Records Office, Customs 16/1, microfilm copy (reel M-532) at Colonial
Williamsburg, Inc., January 5, 1768 to January 5, 1772, and Anne Bezanson,
R. D. Gray, and M. Hussey, Prices in Coloni~l Pennsylvania (Philadelphia,
1935), pp. 416-424.
13
Aubrey C. Land, "Economic Behavior in a Planting Society: The
Eighteenth-Century Chesapeake," The Journal of Southern History, volume 33,
number 4 (November, 1967), p. 473, note 10.
1411The Significance of Grain," PP• 274-275.
15

Elizabeth City County Deeds and Wills, 1689-1699.

16
29,502 acres were taxed in 1704, see Table 1, Chapter VI. The 1714
taxed acreage was reported in Luther Kibler, "History of Hampton and
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Elizabeth City County," p. 79.
17

See

Tabl~

8, Chapter VI.

18 It was impossible to tell the extent to which this reflected
tradition, colony-wide practice, or actual production of tobacco. By the
late 1760's the amounts due and payable from the county budget were reckoned in tobacco, but then converted to currency in the final account
column= Some claims against the county, such as those o£ the leaders of
slave patrols, were paid in tobacco, others in currency. Luther Kibler
noted a number of examples of this practice in "History of Hampton and
Elizabeth City County," pp. 127-128 and 141.
19
Elizabeth City County Court Orders, 1731-1769.
20

Lewis C. Gray wrote that while far less was known of this form of
production control than of the warehouse inspections of tobacco, there
was a long standing practice in Virginia of counting and limiting the
number of plants per tithable, Historv of Agriculture, volume I, p. 268.
21Elizabeth City County loose papers, Chancery Ccurt records, John
Riddlehurst vs. Thomas Dixon, decided June 24, 1768. Nicholas Skinner,
one of the witnesses, estimated about one hundred barrels of corn had been
on the farm when the sale of the personal property of its former tenants
began. An essential issue of the case was the amount of crops the tenants
had made and whether livestock and poultry on the farm was their property
or that of Henry Jenkins' guardian, Thomas Dixon. Also see Mrs. Sandidge
Evans, ''Was It Hearsay or Hanky Panky on the Old Plantation?" unpublished
manuscript, Hampton Association for the Arts and Humanities, Hmnpton,
Virginia.
22

See Chapter VIII.

23

un£ortunately, most historical studies of Hew England towns are of
interior ones with quite a different economy. Kenneth Lockridge's study
of Dedham, Massachusetts, for instance, was of a place which, although
only ten miles from Boston, was very isolated from trade and commercial
markets (A New England Town: The First Hundred Years). Andover, Massachusetts, studied by Philip Greven, was also landlocked (Four Generations, Population, Land, and Family in Colonial Andover, Massachusetts).
Kent, Connecticut, was located in the western, rather than coastal section
of that state (Charles s. Grant, Democracy in the Connecticut Frontier
Town of Kent). Newburyport, Massachusetts, the subject of Benjamin
Labaree's Patriots and Partisans: The Merchants of Newburyport, 1764~ (Cambridge, 1962), had about the same population at the ttme of the
Revolution as Elizabeth City County but the town contained only 647 acres.
Labaree did not discuss the town of Newbury, from which Newburyport
separated in 1764. Hampton's population was probably less than onefourth that of Newburyport, which had 2,882 people in 1776 (p. 3).
24

Fontaine also said Hampton was "commonly where all men of war lie
before this arm of the river which comes up to the town. It is not
navigable for large ships, by reason of a bar of sand which lies between
the mouth or coming in and the main channel, but all sloops and small
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ships can come up to the town. This is the best outlet in all Virginia
and Maryland and when there is any fleet made, they make up here and can
go out to sea with the first start of a wind.... There is no church. in
this t~~. They have the best oysters and fish of all sorts here of any
place in the colony. The inhabitants of this town drive a great trade
with New York and Pennsylvania, and are also convenient to trade with
Maryland. They do not reckon this town very healthy because there are
great mud banks an~ wet marshes about it which have a very unwholesome
smell at low water. There is good fowling hereabouts." John Fontaine,
The Journal of John Fontaine, edited by Edward P. Alexander (Williamsb~rg, 1972), PP• 110-111.
25
see Table 1, above, and Chapter X. Archeological work in the old
part of Hampton, under the direction of the Hampton Association for the
Arts and Humanities, has been financed in part by a grant fl~om the
National Endowment for the Humanities.
26
Quoted by Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Little E~glend: A Research Report
un an Historic District of Hampton, Virginia, and of the People Who Lived
There from 1634 to 1880," unpublished manuscript, Hampton Association for
the Arts and Humanities, p. 33.
27

Ibid.

28The shipment of iron was recorded in an account of sales, Alexander
McKenzie to Charles Carroll, June 20, 1740, Carroll-Maccubbin papers,
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, cited by Keach Johnson,
"The Baltimore Company Seeks English Markets, 11 printed in Stanley Coben
Essa $ in Interand Forest G. Hill, editors, American Economic Histor
pretation (Philadelphia, 1966 , P• 76, note 18. The currency transaction
between McKenzie and Captain Lawrence Dent, acting for Francis Scott of
Philadelpllia, merchant and owner of the brig Neptune, was in Elizabeth
City County court orders, 1731-1769, p. 238.
29

Articles of agreement between Captain John Loyd and Alexander
McKenzie, dated February 19, 1746, printed in The William and Mary quarterly, second series, volume 20, number 1, p. 171.
30
McKenzie may have also shipped tobacco; the lack of positive evidence
did not preclude his involvement in this trade also at a time when the
majority of Scots merchants in Virginia were both agents of Glasgow firms
trading in tobacco and independent entrepreneurs in the provision trade.
See James H. Soltow, The Economic Role of Williamsburg, PP• 21-89.
31

Another of these merchants was William Hunter, who died in 1739.
His obituary called him a "considerable merchant of Hampton, 11 and his
inventory included a 60-ton sloop, a schooner, b47S.O.O worth of molasses,
claret, and rum, as well as large quantities of salt, deerskins, hide~,
feathers, wax, cotton, and textiles. Although this man was apparently
not closely related to the John Hunter who was the Hanbury agent in the
1750's, one of his sons became the editor of the Virginia Gazette, two
of his daughters married three men who were editors of that paper, and
his other son, named John Hunter, was captain of ships trading from
Virginia before the Revolution and, after his marriage to a daughter of
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the merchant John Jones, became a Hampton merchant himself. See inventory
and appraisement of the estate of Wi.lliam Hunter, no date, and settli:i~-:ant
of the estate of William Hunter, June 20, 1744, Court Orders, 1737-1747,
pp .. 83-84 and 186, and Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Little England," p. 37.
3

~s. Sandidge Evans, "Little En!tland," pp. 32-39.

33
Wben Charles King died about 1760, he owed b754.13.4 to John Hunter
for remission to the Hanburys in London; the balance of his debts were to
local residents and the total of his debts was less than the obligations
owed him, settlements of the estate of Charles King, Deeds and Wills,
volume E, 1758-1764, PP• 291-293 and Deeds and Wills, 1763-1771, pp. 337338. References to the activities of the Hanbury's agents were based on
documents cited in Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Little England." Also see,
Virginia Historical Society, Occasional Bulletin, October, 1968. Other
merchants who lived in Hampton about mid-century and whose trade was
primarily to Europe were George Wray and Richard Oswald, whose town lot
was confiscated in the Revolution.
34
Among the notable Englishmen who took that route were General
Braddock and Lord Botetourt, who was welcomed in 1768 as Virginia's new
governor by a fifteen-gun salute fired from the guns at Little England.
Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton and Elizabeth City Coun~y, Virginia
(Hampton, 1922), P• 44, and Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Little England."
35

Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton, p. 37.

36
The fact that the Lower James River Customs District was located at
Hampton but, at least by 1750, recorded primarily the trade of Norfolk
has misled some historians. This was particularly so in the case of
Francis Carroll Huntley, whoGe e~ticle on the trade of the district is
very useful, despite the error in its title, "The Seaborne Trade of
Virginia in Mid-Eighteenth Century: Port Hampton," Virginia Magazine of
History and Biography, volume 59 (1951), pp. 297-308.
37
Joecph R. Frase, editor, '~e Royal Customs Service in the Chesapeake, 1770, The Reports of John Williams~ Inspector General," Vir~inia
Magazine of History and Biography, volume 81, number 3 (July, 1973 ,
pp. 280-318. Quotation from pp. 313-314. See discussion of the number of
vessels of various types in Hampton after the Revolution in Chapter X.
38

Francis

c. Huntley, ''The Seaborne Trade of Virginia," pp. 297-298.

39

See comments on the decline in the number of Hampton's taverns in
the 1790's in Chapter X. Aside from George Wythe, who continued to sit
regularly on the county court as long as he represented the county in the
House of Burgesses (until 1769) and who was an absentee landowner in the
county until 1802, the only county residents who moved in the larger
circle of the colony's wealthy and powerful families were Wilson and
Wilson Miles Cary. The latter was listed as one of Virginia's wealthiest
men by Jackson Turner Main, 11The One Hundred," The William and Mary
Quarterly, third series, volume XI (1954), pp. 354-384. Many years later,
when Cary died, a newspaper editor estimated he had drawn bl,OOO annual
income from his post as naval officer of the Lower James River Customs
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District, cited in Fairfax Harrison, The Virginia Carys, An Essay in
Genealogy (New York, 1919).

40Among the eighteen justices of the court listed in 1770 who were
not known to have died or left the county before 1774, twelve served on
one of the county committees elected either in 1774 or 1775. These men
were William Armistead, Cary Selden, Wilson Miles Cary, George Wray,
William Mallory, John Tabb, James Wallace, Joseph Selden, Miles King,
Henry King, Augustine Moore, and Worlich Westwood. Only one member of
the court, James McCaw, definitely became a Loyalist at this time, although there was evidence that Cary Selden later supported the English.
{rntensive investigations of a number of printed and manuscript sources
are pres~ntly being sponsored by the Hampton Bicentennial C0t1111ittee which
hopes to develop material for an adequate history of the county during
the Revolution.7 See Peter Force, editor, American Archives (Washington,
1837-1853), fo;rth series, volume 1, column 634, 991, and volume 3,
column 986; Luther Kibler, ''History of Hampton," p. 143; and Walter Drew
McCaw, "Captain John Harris of the Virginia Navy, A Prisoner of War in
England, 1777-1779," Virginia Magazine of History and Biography, volume
22, number 2 (Ap~il, 1914), pp. 160-172.
41 Peter Force, American Archives, fourth series, volume 3, columns
679-680, 722-23, and 746.
42

A.G. Bradley, editor, The Journal of Nicholas Cresswell, 1774-1777,
second edition (Norwood, Massachusetts, 1924), p. 206.
43Report of F.M. on Colonel Francis Mallory, Virginia Historical
Register, volume IV, 1851, p. 24.
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PART II
THE DEMOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY
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CHAPTER II
POPULATION TRENDS

On October 19, 1781, the guns at

Yorkto~in

were oilenced as Lord

Cornwallis's surrender marked the end of the American struggle for independence from England.

Though more than a year passed before a prelim-

inary peace treaty was signed, evacuation of the French, American, and
British armies and navies meant that by the summer of 1782 few reminders
were left of the great battle waged on the peninsula during the previous
autumn.

1

As the danger passed in 1782 of British raiding parties again

surprising farmers in their fields or their beds, people began to come
home.

Civilians, who had retreated in 1781, and slaves, who had been

taken to safer inland
their

r~giments

State Navy.

counties~

were joined by soldiers mustered out of

and sailors no longer needed on the boats of the Virginia

The county court met for the first time in two years in the

early spring of 1782 and taxes were once more collected.

2

As the people of Elizabeth City County resumed more normal lives,
did they think about the cost of over six years of war?
measure the gains or. losses of severing colonial ties?

Or did they
Or did they ask

if any revolution had taken place at all in their native region?

What

expectations did these Virginians have as they began their existence as
citizens of a new nation?

If such questions were asked in private thought

or conversations, the diaries or letters which might have recorded them
were either never written or long ago destroyed.

Since county inhabi-

tants left no private record of their political opinions, personal hopes,

41
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or the motivations for their actions, their lives must be reconstructed
from the public records which do exist.

Much the largest number of sur-

viving documents are those that record the ownership and division of
private property.

So, the history of this first generation of Americans

cannot tell much about their ideas or their emotions.

Their names, resi-

dence, daily work, even the differences in their standards of living and
opportunity, as well as the kinds of changes that took place between the
end of the Revolution and the beginning of the second war with England
some thirty years lP-ter, must be inferred from what taxes were paid, what
property was inherited, bought, sold, or fought over in the courts, and
what possessions were inventoried or sold when people died.

Those who

owned much, usually free white men, are liable to loom larger than those
men, women, and children whose possessions were few.

Hardest of all to

write is the history of the half of the county's people whose bodies and
lives themselves were claimed as the personal property of others.
Neither the war with Great Britain nor internal revolution between
1776 and 1782 disturbed the fundamental property relationships in the
county.

The failure to abolish slavery left the largest single group in

the population, black people, subject to a white minority.

An even

smaller minority, the forty-seven people who owned two-thirds of the land
in the county, faced no demand from the majority of the free people for a
more equitable distribution of land.

The relatively small number of

Loyalists who left the county had not been large propertyholders; even
the confiscation and sale of two plantations owned by the London merchants, Osgood and Capel Hanbury, amounted to only 234 acres.

There was

no new class of entrepreneurs, enriched by wartime speculation, to challenge the established order or demand a share in power as did the new men
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of Newburyport, Massachusetts.

3

Though neither the town of Hampton nor

the county gained long-range profit from wartime trade, the quartering of
French troops in 1781, or the destruction of the rival city of Norfolk's
economy by fire and the flight of its Scottish merchants, the county also
escaped serious destruction and long-term loss from the years of waro

Un-

like its neighbors in York and Norfolk counties, Elizabeth City County was
never the scene of a major battle and it suffered mainly the temporary
depradations of rival armies scouring farms for provisions.
The extent to which the colonial political relationships, which were
based on deference to property, survived the Revolution unscathed is
illustrated by the fact that the men who sat on the county court in 1774,
and who formed the revolutionary committees that led the county into independence, were again in control of the local government in 1782.

4

If the

feat of dislodging imperial rulers in a long war made so little difference,
it might be supposed that the county's society was an exceptionally stable
one, subject to very little change.

But, that was not true.

The succeed-

ing pages will explore some of the forces hidden behind the facade of
stability.

*

*

*

*

*

One of those forces was the movement of people in and out of the
county.

When the first federal census was taken in 1790, 3,450 people

lived in Elizabeth City County.

Ten years later, there were 2,778 or

19.5 percent fewer inhabitants.

But, in the decade between 1800 and 1810,

the population again increased, so that 3,608 individuals were counted in
the 1810 census.

The decennial enumerations made for the federal govern-

ment show that the decline in the county population of the decade 17901800 was exceptional.

Estimates of the number of residents in the colo-
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nial years show that no such sharp decline had taken place in any prerevolutionary decade of the eighteenth century.

5

And loss of this magni-

tude was experienced only once again (in the decade 1830-1840) in the
years between 1800 and the Civil War.

When considering the causes for an

event of such importance as the sharply fluctuating population changes in
the years between the Revolution and 1810, data taken at ten-year intervals
is not sufficient to pinpoint answers.

Furthermore, the loss of the

county's manuscript schedules for the federal censuses of 1790 and 1800
meant that, although the total numbers of free people and of slaves were
k~own,

the names of the free individuals listed in those years were lost.

Personal property tax lists, the most widely-used basis of population
estimates in the early American period of history, were available, however, for most years between 1782 and 1810.

The availability of both the

personal property tax list and the manuscript census schedule in 1810,
and also of the land tax list for that year, presented an exceptional
opportunity to analyze the sources of the differences in the total populations counted by the census and the estimates based on the personal
property tax rolls.

An assessment of the reason for the lower tax list

estimates was important, because it was found to be necessary to rely
extensively on the tax records in explaining demographic changes in a
county which had no record of births, baptisms, marriages, or deaths.
Without the latter records, no family reconstruction could be attempted,
nor could birth and death rates be measured.

Because

nn~ ~f

the essen-

tial keys to understanding how people continued to live, to work, to
decide to move or to stay, and by these decisions to make subtle changes
in the economic and social system, was the fluctuation in the annual
population as estimated from

th~

personal property tax records, it was
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necessary to consider carefully the sources of bias and the reliability
of the estimates.

The firnt part of this chapter is, therefore, a tech-

nical discussion of the methods of estimating annual population in the
county and of the problems inherent in relying upon lists which name primarily adult white men and, in most years, only count slaves, but do not
name them.

The extent of the bias of the tax lists against white women,

free black people, and children of all races will be considered, but the
~sing

main discussion of the difficulty cf

the records to trace changes

within the slave population will be found in Chapter IV.

In the second

part of this chapter there is an analysis of the four principal periods
of population change between 1782 and 1810.
I.

A Comparison of Methods of Estimating Annual Population.
The personal property tax lists, from which estimates were made of

annual population in the county, were no innovation of the Revolution.
The new state of Virginia merely adapted its practice as a colouy in
assessing and collecting these taxes.

The county court appointed a tax

commissioner, who, between March 10 and May 31 of each year, was responsible for collecting information on tithables and
perty due from the head of each household.

t~~able

personal pro-

Although the tax rates varied

during the years 1782-1810j the only significant variation in the information collected on the taxable population was in the years 1782-1787.
In most years, the lists were arranged alphabetically according to the
initial letter of the names of the taxpayers (and then listed by date of
payment within each letter group).
in columns following each

n~~e

Although only tne taxpayer was named,

were the number of taxed tithable free

males of sixteen or more years, of slaves of sixteen or more years, of
slaves of 12-16 years, of horses, mares, colts, and mules, of carriage
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wheels, of ordinary licenses, and of stud horses.

6

Free blacks were

counted with the white population without indication of their race; however, in so small a community with so few free black people, it was possible to identify most of them from other sources.

Adult women and minors

who held slaves or other taxable personal property were also listede
Some personal property records for the county exist for all years
except 1799, 1800, and 1808.

The lists for the first two years were lost,

while in 1808, when the Embargo was in effect, no taxes (either on land
or personal property) were collected in any county in Virginia.

Totals

for the adult slave population were available for every year except the
three above, and for the free male population of sixteen or more years
for every year except 1782, 1783, and 1791.

These totals are shown in

Table 1.
The results of ttY'O methods of estimating the total population from
the tithable lists are also shown in Table 1 (Part II).

The method com-

monly used now by statisticians to estimate Virginia's population is to
assume a ratio of tithable to whole population of 1:2.4 or 1:2.6.

7

This

is the only method that can be used if only the total number of tithables,
with no breakdown between adult free males and slaves, is known.

However,

when the totals derived from this method were compared to the census
populations for 1790, 1800, and 1810, it was found that for two of the
three census years the error in the estimate was substantial.

In the

colonial years, when only the tithable totals were available, this method
was used in estimating Elizabeth City County's population (see Table 1,
Chapter I) and the post-Revolutionary series computed by this ratio (shown
in Table 1, Part II, below, as Total Population I) is useful for· comparison of long-term trends.
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Table 1
Estimated Annual Population of Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810
Part I.

Year
1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
J.803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

Number of Tithable Persons on the Personal Property Tax Lists
Aae 21+
254
252
271
273
272
265

Free Males
Asc 1·5-21

-··

-34
37
32
58

Slaves
A!le 16.;(288)a
(286) 8
305
310
304
323
340
307
329

--b

340
345
359
352
306
311
310

Age 16+

Age -16

Age 12-16

Total

650
799
774
803
814
866
885
851
904
898
924
912
924
902
839
870

648
708
743
807
793
903

----------

1,298
1,507
1,517
1,610
1,607
1,769

165
176
172
195
175
178
165
168
135
123

871

138

341
326
348
369

782
738
713
719
689c
727
778

123
106
82
82

399
400d

818
796

343
354
31i6

--

--

Total
Tithables
938
1,085
1,073
1,113
1,118
1,189
1,225
1,15H
1,233

--

1,264
1,257
1,283
1,254
1,145
1,181
1,181

106
99

1,125
1,092
1,059
1,06Q
1,015
1,075
1,147

132

1,217
1,196

77

--99

--
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Table 1, continued
Estimated Annual Population of Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810
Part II.

Estimates Compared to Federal Census Population

Year

Total Free
(Hales 16+ x 4)

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

1.152
1,144
1,220
1,240
1,216
1,292
1,360
1,228
1,316
__b
1,360
1,380
1,436
1,408
1,224
1,244
1,240

----

Estimated PoEulation
Total Population I
Total Slave
(All 16+ X 2)
(Tithnblca x 2.4}
(1,298)e
(1,507)e
(1,517)e
(1,6J.O)C
(1,607)e
(1,769)C
1, 770
1, 702
1,808
1, 796
1,848
1,824
1,848
1,804
1,678
1, 740
1·, 742

---1,564

Total Population II
(Est. Free + ~lave)

2,251
2,604
2,575
2,671
2,683
2,854
2,940
2, 779
2,959

2,450
2,651
2,737
2,850
2,823
3,061
3,130
2,930
3,124

3,017
3,079
3,010
2, 748
2,834
2,834

3,204
3,284
3,212
2,902
2,984
2,982

-3,034

-3,208

-2,700

--2,936

--

1,372
1,416
1,384
1,364
1,304
1,392
1,476

1,476
1,426
1,438
1,378
1,454
1,556

2,621
2,542
2,544
2,436
2,580
2, 753

2,892
2,810
2,802
2,682
2,846
3,032

1,596
1,600

1,636
1,592

2,921
2,870

3,232
3,192

--

--

--

Federal Census PoEulation
Free Males
Total
Total
County
Age 1~+
Free •
Slave
PoE•

390

1,574

1,876

3,450

1,256

1,522

2,778

1 ,87·~·

1, 734

3,608

--

481
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Table 1, continued
Estimated Annual Population of Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810
~stimate of free males age 16+ derived from adding the ave~nge number of free males 16-21 in 1784, 1785, and 1786,
(34) to number of free males of age 21+.
b

The number of free males of age 16+ was not totaled in the manuscript and, because many pages of the manuscript_ were
illegible, it was not possible to count the number of men taxed in this groupo
cAdded incorrectly in the origin:1l manuscript tax list as 889.
dAdded incorrectly in the originztl ma·nuscript tax list as 300 ..
eThe total number of slaves taxe~ (Part I), rather than the estimated slave population.
Sources: Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City C~unty, 1782-1810, Virginia State Library, Richmond,
Virginia; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Population Schedules of the Third C<:nsus of the United States, 1810, microcopy no. 252,
roll number 68, Elizabeth City County (cited as 1810 Federal Census); Ninth Census of the United States: Statistics of
Population (Washington, 1870), p. 68.

50.
A second, more accurate, method of estimating the population for the
years 1782-1810 takes advantage of the separate data on the free and slave
populations.

Free adult male tithes were assumed to represent 25 percent

of the free population and adult slaves 50 percent of the slave population.
This is the estimate shown in Table 1, Part II, as Total Population II.
Figure 1 illustrates the difference between the two estimates and compares
them to the population totals enumerated in the censuses of 1790, 1800,
and 1810.

Table 2 shows the relative accuracy of the two methods when

compared to the census totals for 1790, 1800, and 1810.

Only in 1800,

when because the tax lists for 1800 were lost the comparison is based on
1801 estimates, does using the ratio of 1:2.4 yield a better estimate.
Most striking is the source of the error in the second estimate
(Total Population II):

the inaccuracy of the estimate of the free popu-

lation in comparison to that of the slave population.

That the error is

not in the multiplying factor is shown when the number of adult free
males counted by the census and the local tax commissioner in 1790 and
1810 are compared:
Year

Census

Tax List

Percent Error of Tax List

1790
1810

390
481

329
400

-17

-16

The percentage of error in the count of free adult men is nearly identical
to the error in the estimate of the entire free population.

If the number

of adult free males counted by the census in 1790 and 1810 is multiplied
by four, the result is

wi~hin

14 and 50, respectively, of the total census

count of the free population for those years.

To attempt an explanation

of the significant consistent undercounting of the free adult male population, an extensive analysis was made of the data for 1810 in the manuscript census schedule and in the personal property and land tax lists.
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Table 2
Percentage Error in Two Population Estimates
in Comparison to Total Census Population
Total Population I
(All Tithables x 2.4)
total pop.

Census
Year

1790
1800,':
1810

-14%

- 9'7o

-16%

-4'7.

+ 3

+ 6

+ 9

+3

-20

-11

-15

-8

*Compared to 1801 population estimates
Source:

Table 1.

Total Population II
(Adult Free Males x ~ Adult Slaves x 2)
total pop.
free pop.
slave pop.

53.
In addition to the data from those three sets of records, all other
material collected from wills, deeds, inventories, genealogies, and
miscellaneous sources was used to interpret the discrepancies between
the lists and determine t.he errors and biases of the census and personal
property tax records.
The procedure of

cht;;lc~ing

each name on any of the three 1810 lists

to ascertain which people were living and resident in the county, what
property each owned, what was the sex and age group of the adults, and
the detailed results of the cross-comparison of the records are presented
in Appendix 2, "An Analysis of the Undercounting of Free Adults in the
Personal Property Tax Records of Early National Elizabeth City County,
Based on Comparison of the 1810 Manuscript Census Schedule and the Personal Property and Land Tax Records of That Yeare 11

This analysis not

only located the reason why fewer free adult men appeared on the tax
rolls than the census, but also revealed the fact that the former records
were a poor guide to the number of independent women in the community.
O!le reasonable assumption, that it might have been men who were poor
or transient (or both) who escaped paying personal property taxes, but
were enumerated by the census, proved to be false.

The eighty-one men

counted by the census, but not assessed as tithable on the tax rolls,
were not associated exclusively with any social class.

The census house-

holds of large and small landowners and of tenants had adult males living
in them who failed to pay a tithe.
ton.

Such men lived on farms and in Hamp-

Only eight men were found who had probably moved into the county

between the springtime assessment of

taxe~

and the taking of the

c~~sus

in the winter of 1810; taxation of in-migrants who were present when the
tithes were collected, confirmed that neither transiency nor recent
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54.
arrival in the county

w~4a

significant factors in the omission of names

on the personal property tax lists.

Nor were errors in assessing the tax

found to be responsible for more than two missing names.

The remaining

seventy-one men seem to have been consciously exempted from the tax.
Twenty-eight of these were men exempt by law from the tithable tax because
of their occupation, old age, infirmity, or poverty.

9

But, most of the

exemptions could not be attributed to the provisions of the Virginia law
or specific actions of the magistrates.

They were the result of a curious

practice, evidently longstanding in the county, of not beginning to tax
young men at the age of sixteen.

The largest number, forty-three men, or

fifty-three percent of the names omitted from the tax list, were young
men in the census age classification of 16-26 years.
What is the explanation of this failure to record so large a number
of young free males on the tithable list?
16-26 age group?

The law was

~xplicit

And which were they among the

about who was to be taxed and the

definition was unchanged from the colonial years until the Civil War:
That all male persons of the age of 16 years and upwards, and all
female slaves of the age of sixteen years and upwards, shall be,
and they are hereby declared to be tithable, and chargeable for
defraying the county levies and poor rates, except such only as
the county courts may, by reason of age, infirmity, or other
charitable reasons, exempt from the payment of public taxes.l 0
However, two peculiarities of the tithable lists are clarified if the
nature of the taxes levied is considered.

One is the remarkably accurate

count, as compared to the census, of slaves on the personal property
tithable lists.

The other is the inaccurate count of free males.

Slaves

were taAed twice, once for the benefit of the state government and the
second time for the county government; free males were taxed only for the
county levy.

While state officers might have inquired into the affairs

of a county which reported many fewer slaves than there actually were and
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which,

therefore, contributed proportionately less than its due share of

state revenue, Richmond was unlikely to bother about whether those people
taxable only for the benefit of the county itself were counted accurately.

11

Elizabeth City County was small in area with a relatively inexpensive
government, yet very populous.
varying from 25 to

37~

Assessment of tithables at annual rates

cents yielded more money than the county spent in

most years, so that a small surplus was gradually accumulated.

Even in

1801, following five years of decline in the number of Lithables, there
remained a surplus on hand of $66.41 after that year's expenses of $214.84
had been paid.

12

One reaction of the county court to the regular budget

surplus was generosity in granting more exemptions to the county levy
than to the state tax.

13

Another reaction evidently was that it was cus-

tomary not to require young men still living at home to pay the tithable
tax at seventeen, but a year or so later, probably when they began to
carry adult responsibilities.
until a man was 21.

It is possible that the tax was not levied

Table 3 indicates the number of young men likely to

have been of each age within the age group 16-26.

It should be noted

that the tithable tax was apparently levied according to direction of the
state legislature on men over sixteen, not those of that age.

The heading

on the form specified by the state for each year's personal property tax
list read, "number of white males above 16 years old, 11 although the law
indicated men of 16 should be taxed.

14

As a result of excluding those of

sixteen, there were probably about forty men aged 17 and 18, who were
legally of age, but who, by custom in Elizabeth City County, were exempted
from the tithable tax.

The similarity in the percentage by which the

census and personal property tax lists differed in 1790 and 1810 indicated
that this was probably a longstanding practice.

It hardly seems likely
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Table 3
Estimate of the Number of Men of Each Age
in the Census Age Group 16-251
Age

Ntunber
of Men

Age

Number
of Men

16
17
18
19
20

20
20
19
19
18

21
22
23

18
17
17
17
17

Z4
25
Total

ffi

1Note that according to the above estimate there would have been
114 men aged 16-21 (including those of 21 years), or 24 percent of all
481 free males in 1810. See James Henretta, "Social Structure of Colonial
Boston," The William and Mary Quarterly, third series, volume XXII (1965),
pp. 75-92, and Kenneth Lockridge, "Land, Population, and the Evolution of
New England Society, 1630-1790," Past and Present, volume 39 (1968),
PP• 62-80 and note 17, p. 67, for discussion of the assumption that onefourth of the males in a colonial population were likely to be in the
16-21 age group.
that a lack of birth registers or proof of age led to the exclusion of
young free men from taxation when slaves were accurately assessed as they
came of taxable age.

The more logical explanation is that the tax ,.,as

regarded as a levy on productive labor to be applied as one entered the
workforce.

If this were so, the young free male was spared hard labor

for five or six more years than black boys and girls, who were taxed as
workers at the age of twelve.

However, it must be emphasized that if

this was the practice of the county there was no basis for it in the law.
Besides the clause quoted earlier, the 1792 act for levying the county
tax, as amended by the 1796 act, specified that the tax be assessed by
the county court "on the tithable persons in their respective counties,
the amount of that balance in equal proporticns. 1115

Nowhere in the

legislation is there any clause which could be interpreted as permitting
later taxation of some free tithables or, in effect, unequal assessment
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of those taxed.
Free women were not tithable people in Virginia (presumably because
male legislators did not consider them to be productive workers).

Married

women were normally excluded from the personal property tax lists because
their husbands controlled any personal goods they might own and were
assessed taxes due upon such property.

Unmarried women and widows appeared

on the list only if they owned slaves, horses or mules, carriages, or kept
1h

a tavern.--

Comparison of the names of independent women on the 1810

manuscript census schedule and the personal property and land tax rolls
revealed that fewer than half of the women who headed census households
paid any personal property taxes.
There were at least seventy unmarried or widowed women in the county
in 1810.

Sixty-seven of these headed their own household, according to

the census, and three lived with a relative, but paid personal property
tax in their own name.
th~selves

that year.

17

Only thirty-two women paid personal property taxes
Although women were eighteen percent of all heads

of households on the census, they were but eight percent of the personal
property taxpayers in 1810.
Of the thirty-five women whose names were on the census, but not on
the personal property tax records, seventeeu had no free male nor any
slaves of tithable age in their households.

The few slaves living with

some of these women were children under twelve.

However, some of these

women did own older slaves 7 who were hired out annually to an employer
18
who was liable for the taxes.
Two women among the seventeen headed
free black families for whom the 1810 census schedule recorded only the
number, but not the age and sex, of household members.

Of the other

fifteen, assuming the oldest woman in each household was its head, ten
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were in the age group 26-45 and five were over 45 years old.
had children under the age of sixteen.
no land.

Ten women

Two-thirds of these women owned

Three more women, besides these seventeen, were widows whose

husbands died in the months between tax assessment and the taking of the
census.

Each of these three women's names appeared on the 1811 personal

property tax list.

Widows alone with small children were one large group

of women missing from the personal property tax records.

Fifty-seven

percent of the under-representation of women on this list resulted from
their having no taxable people

i~

their households.

The remaining fifteen women all had free men of tithable age in
their households.

Seven had a male of the same surname who paid his own

tithable tax; four had free males aged 16-26 not taxed; and four had a
free adult male of another surname, who paid his own tithable tax, working or rooming in their household.

So, in eleven households which women

claimed to head in the census, males paid the personal property tax.

In

the vast majority of these cases the only personal property tax paid was
the tithe on one free adult male, so it is not surprising to find these
young men paying it themselves, as indeed did many young men who lived in
their father's homes.

But, if households were being reconstructed from

the personal property tax lists instead of the census schedules, in these
cases a man rather than a woman would have headed the family.
This analysis points up the difficulty of

a~s~ssing

a community for periods when no census returns are

women's role in
The per-

availabl~~

sonal property records contain a significant bias against women who
actually were heads of households.

Use of the personal property tax

lists alone in 1810 would have resulted in an underestimation of the number of women heading households of more than fifty percent.

On the other
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hand, the census schedules, when used alone, contained an error of much
smaller magnitude -- three women of independent wealth in land or slaves
who lived in another's household.
When the comparison of the three lists was begun the obvious number
of discrepancies made it reasonable to assume some or all of the lists
contained important omissions and errors.

Actually remarkably few errors

were found, probably because the population of the county was so small.
The facts available provided no basis, of course, for checking the accuracy of the land tax list.
non-residency.

This list was used as a measure of wealth and

It was assumed that people whose names appeared only on

the land tax list were non-residents and that the two people on the land
and personal property tax lists, who paid no tax on adult free males and
were not exempt from the tithable tax, were non-residents.

If the census

missed any significant number of households it was among these 59 people.
However, it is far more likely that some of these people, if they were
county residents, lived in households counted by the census.

The only

household the census definitely omitted was that of the free black Fenn
family.

All of those paying personal property tax, but not named on the

census, can be accounted for in the numerical excess of free adult males
on the census, so it is unlikely that any significant census error is
concealed in this group.
Only two adult males missing from the personal property tax lists
appear to have been definite errors in compiling the lists.

The signi-

ficant undercounting of free adult males on the personal property tax
rolls resulted from exemptions and the apparently purposeful omission of
men in the 16-26 age group.

The actual number of free males aged 16 and

over known to have been alive at the time the cetlsus

wa~

taken was 493
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(481 plus 12 free black men).

Three hundred ninety-seven men who paid

their tithable tax were probably alive when the census was taken.

The

personal property tax list thus undercounted the adult free males by 96
men, or 24 percent of the total men on the tax list.

Of this 96, 68 per-

cent were in the group aged 16-26 and 26 percent were definitely exempted
from the tithable tax by the county court.

On the basis of analyzing one

year's returns it would be hazardous to add as much as 24 percent to the
free male tithables in other years to estimate the free adult male population.

But the 16-17 percent difference between the gross census and

personal property tax counts of free adult men in 1790 and 1810 seems a
conservative figure on which to base estimations.

It would be reasonable

to assume two-thirds of the undercount on the tithable lists was in the
youngest age group and one-third represented exemptions.

Such variations

in county practice in assessing the tithable population may significantly
affect the validity of comparisons of estimates of county populations in
different parts of the state.
If all the names on the personal property tax lists are used, when
no census data is available, rather than the number of free males paying
the tithable tax, the difference between these people and census heads of
households, as shown in this analysis of the 1810 records, must be kept in
mind.

One-fifth of the names on the personal property tax list were males

living in census households headed by someone else.

Thirteen percent of

the free males in the county (all in the age group 16-26) were not named.
Free black men, who headed census households, were, with one exception,
all named on the personal property tax list, but no indication of their
race was given.

The largest other group of adults not named were women

heading households, but paying no tithable tax themselves.

More than
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fifty percent (35) of the 67 resident women heading census households were
not named.

A few aged, disabled, and pauper men entirely exempt of taxes,

were also not named.
The biases of the tax lists discussed above were thus not those of
economic or social class, but mainly of age and sex.

Another extremely

significant bias in this category was that the tax records named only
adults.

Prior to the 1810 census, there were no listings by name, no

count of the numbers, and very little information of any kind about free
children in the community.

For 1790, there was a record of 388 free white

males under 16, but no indication of how many free white female children
there were.

In 1810, there were:

Free White Males
under
10-16
10
years
287

Free White Females
under
10-16
10
years

122

291

115

Total Free
White
Children

Total Free
White Pop.

815

1,799

These children were forty-five percent of the total free white population.
There was no record on census or tax lists of free black children for any
year in the period.

Even though the number of free black families was

small, it was impossible, even with the use of wills, deeds, manumissions,
court orders, and pension claims, to reconstruct these families satisfactorily or even to know how many children were free and how many slave.
Given the sharp bias of the personal property tax lists against the youngest men in the census group aged 16-26, only for the year 1810 can any
demographic history be written of the families in Elizabeth City County.
For other years the records speak of the free population over 21 (and, on
the whole, under 45), thus excluding half of the county's free population.
For slave children no age distribution was available for any year in
the period.

The

perc~~ill pi:ope:~:ty

tax lists counted the number of slaves
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under 16 in the

yea~s

1782-1787.

For these years (but unfortunately parts

of these tax records are illegible), the ratio of adults:children assessed
to individual taxpayers can be studied.

In subsequent years a separate

count was made of slave children aged 12-16 and of slaves over 16.
1810 census did not enumerate slaves by age or sex.

The

But, by comparing

the slaves taxed in each household with the number counted by the census,
a rough estimate of the number of slave children was made.

20

The effect of the bias in the personal property tax rolls can best
be considered by focusing upon the two distinct uses which were made of
those records in studying demographic change:

(1) The number of free

male tithables paying taxes as a basis for estimating population and
(2) The names of male taxpayers present in various years to estimate
migration rates.

If the analysis of the 1810 lists is correct (i.e., if

it was the custom not to tax young men until several years aitcL their
sixteenth birthdays throughout the years studied and if it is assumed
that the number of exemptions from taxes were relatively stable over the
years), the number of free male tithables for various years should accurately reflect changes in the total population.

This would not be true,

however, if at some point there were a sharp change in the birthrate that
would later distort the number of men under 21 in the whole population or
if men in that age group tended to migrate from the county in exceptional
numbers during some years.

The near total lack of records on the free

population of children at any point prior to 1810 makes it impossible to
check these possibilities.

The percentage undercount of the free adult

male population in 1810 does provide a basis for using the 1800 census
data to estimate the missing number of free male tithables in that year.
The patterns of migration to and from the county are the principal topic
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of the following chapter (III), so only a brief comment is appropriate
here on the problems of using the personal property tax listse

Those

exempted by the court as aged or disabled were very unlikely to migrate.
No attempt was made to trace migration of women because it was impossible
in most cases to determine whether a woman had left the county or had
married and changed her name.

Two serious problems remained:

(a) because

of lack of correspondence between census households and payers of the
tithable tax, it was impossible to tell whether men missing from the personal property tax lists represented families leaving the county or only
single men or to determine whether the men stayed in the county, but were
employed by someone else who paid their tithe; and (b) migration rates
might be expected to have been highest among men aged 16-26, the group
most inaccurately recorded on the personal property tax lists.
II.

Four Periods of Population Change in Elizabeth City County.
The county's population had grown at a rate equal to or higher than

that of Virginia as a whole during the first three decades of the eighteenth century, then the rate of growth decreased until in the years before the Revolution there was an exceptionally stable population.

Between

1755 and 1767 there were annual variations of less than one hundred
people.

21

In the near twenty years between 1755 and 1773, the Elizabeth

City County population did not double, as was common in other parts of
the North American colonies.

There were 202 more people in the latter

year, when the estimated county population was 2,909.

22

During the Revo-

lution the county's population declined sharply from its pre-revolutionary
plateau.

Since virtually all the county records for the years between

1770 and 1782 were lost, it was impossible to trace the course of this
decline.

But, in 1782, when the first postwar taxes were collected, there
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were an estimated 2,251 people in the county.

23

As an immediate result

of the war the county lost twenty-three percent of its population.

It

was not until five years after the Treaty of Paris was signed that the
loss was made up and the 1773 population surpassed. 24
Elizabeth City County escaped the severe damage of having any major
battle fought upon its soil, but the county was, nevertheless, located in
a position at the entrance to Chesapeake Bay that was exceptionally
exposed and vulnerable to naval attack.

The county felt the impact of

war first among the southern colonies when raids from the ships of Lord
Dunmore's fleet began in September, 1775, and it remained threatened by
enemy forces until several months after Lord Cornwallis's defeat at Yorktown in October, 1781.

The greatest dislocation of people probably took

place in the closing years of the war when the tidewater region was the
scene of the months of skirmishing that were the prelude to the battle
of Yorktown.

The bulk of the evidence points to temporary evacuation

rather than wartime mortality or an exodus of refugees (either of free
Loyalists or of slaves seeking their freedom) as the main cause of the
loss of population during the Revolution.

Black people suffered most

from this disruption in their normal lives.

There were twenty percent

fewer slaves in the county in 1782 than before the war., while the decrease
in the free white population was only nine percent.

25

Because the war

affected slaves and free people differently, the options open to each and
the causes for the decrease in each group will be considered separately.
The fact that much of the loss of population was a result of temporary evacuation was confirmed in two ways.
made up.

First, the loss was rapidly

By early 1783, when the second postwar tax list was compiled,

353 more people (free and slave) were living in the county than there were
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ir. 1?82, when the tax commissioner had been forced to levy the tax as
civil government was being restored and even before the last French and
American troops were withdrawn.

Secondly, missing from the 1782 and 1783

lists were the names of a number of men who were residents of the county
before the Revolution and who re-established their residence by 1784.
Most were men who had left the county temporarily for military service
(or even if stationed in the area, as many local men in the Virginia State
Navy were, were exempted of taxes while on duty), but some had merely
retreated from the strife of war.

It is, of course, impossible to tell

what proportion of the families of these men remained in the county
throughout the war.

Since population estimates had to be based on the

one group in the free population most likely to have been affected by
active involvement in the war, men eligible for military service, it seems
most likely that there were fewer than nine percent of the free population
missing from the county in 1782.
Few county free residents appear to have been Loyalist emigres.

At

least only a handful bothered to file claims for compensation with the
British government.

26

Voluntary permanent out-migration resulting from

the experience of new places and people during the war was probably
counterbalanced by the decision of some men, such as Benjamin Dessenis
and Joseph Ranger, stationed at Hampton to remain in Elizabeth City
County.

Mortality, either among troops recruited from the area or among

civilians from diseases spread by the war, cannot have been great when
the decrease in the number of men of fighting age was so rapidly recovered.
By the spring of 1784, the free population had recovered most of its wartime losses.
Many slaves are believed to have escaped their Virginia owners during
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the Revolution.

According to Robert McColley, in Slavery in Jeffersonian

Virginia, "Virginians lost an estimated thirty thousand slaves to the
British during the course of the war, of which most came from the Tidewater."

27

Local historians have asswned that Elizabeth City County,

located on the outer edge of the Tidewater area from which most slaves
were taken or escaped,

lc~~ =~~j ele~ee to the Britishe 28 But, analysis

of the county's slave population after the war does not support such an
assmnption.
Loyalists actually resident in the county before the war took very
few, if any, slaves away with them.

29

Somewhat more probably escaped to

the British or French forces when they were fighting in the area.

Cer-

tainly the first known of these largely anonymous freedom-seekers, Joseph
Harris, succeeded early in making his way to Lord Dunmore by September,
1775.

And the county committee's public demand for Harris's return must

have made his feat well-known.

30

Dunmore's proclamation of emancipation

for those slaves who fought with him must have attracted some of the
county's black men before smallpox devastated his troops.

The risk of

abandoning family and friends, particularly after Dunmore's defeat at
Great Bridge, to board the British ships Ln Hampton Roads was great,
though, and Benjamin Quarles has estimated that not more than 800 slaves
got to Dunmore's ships from the entire James River basin and the eastern
shore.

31

Later, other slaves sought freedom by joining the American

army, sometimes by posing as freedmen after their enlistment in the continental forces was permittedo

Hampton merchant Jacob Wray thought this

is what one of his slaves who ran away in 1778 had
advertisement for the man, Wray commented:
r:11 32
go off and .L.erJlist.

do~

, because, in his

"expect he is smart enough to

Near the end of the war, the presence of European
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armies, who had scant respect for the institution of slavery, on the
peninsula gave slaves a better opportunity for flight.

Yet, few of the

county's slaves seem to have been in a position to avail themselves of
this chance either.

There had been virtually no growth in the county

population between 1755 and 1773, and even by 1783, when 799 adult slaves
were taxed in the county, the 1755 adult slave population had been nearly
equaled.

So, unless there had been a great spurt in the slave population

during the war years, few could have escaped or been taken away by the
French or the British armies.

The enumeration immediately after the war

of all slaves, rather than only those of sixteen years or above, provided
further indirect confirmation that the losses must have been small.
of the slaves who left Virginia with foreign armies were adults.

Most

Among

the 2,997 slaves who accompanied General Carleton's retreating British
army, 78 percent were adults.

33

If any significant number of adult slaves

had fled the county with these troops, the remaining population of the
succeeding year or so, at least, should have had more children than usual.
This was not the case.

In 1782, children, under the age of sixteen years,

were fifty percent of all slaves and, in 1783, they were forty-seven
percent.

By 1787, the last year in which the county's slave children

were counted separately, they made up fifty-one percent of the slave population.
tion.35

34

In 1810, children were fifty-four percent of the slave popula-

Thus, at the end of the war in 1782 there were proportionately

fewer children among the slave population of the county than there were
in 1787 or in 1810.
Furthermore, the return of 149 slaves to the county between 1782 and
1783 was, by itself, strong presumptive evidence that their removal had
been at their owner's instruction, rather than through their own successful
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flight from slavery.

Since hiring of slaves was a well-established

practice in the county, it is likely that many of these slaves had been
sent by their owners into the interior of the state where there were em36
1
p.oyers
eager 1y seek.1ng to h.1re t h em.

Some may have been hired by the

French army, which would have released their owners of the obligation to
pay taxes on them.
state.

Others were taken to plantations elsewhere in the

The power of even one man, who had control over the destiny of

many human beings, to drastically affect the county's slave population is
well-illustrated by the case of Wilson Miles Cary, the largest slaveholder in the county, and the man whose supposed losses have been used to
prove extensive British depredations among county slaves.

Twenty-four

of Cary's slaves were carried off by the British from two of his lower
,James River plantations, Celeys in Elizabeth City County, and Richneck in
Warwick County.

Cary responded by

pur~hasing

a plantation north of

Richmond in Hanover County, called Scotchtown, where, according to one
historian, he "resided in a pleasant colony of refugee kinsmen, Amblers,
Nicholases, and Nelsons."

37

He also owned a 4,000 acre plantation in

Fluvanna County, where a large number of slaves were normally kept under
supervision of overseers, as well as property in several other Virginia
counties.

During the war, Cary apparently moved most of his slaves to

the Hanover and Fluvanna County farms, for, in 1782, he was assessed for

200 slaves in Fluvanna County, 80 in Hanover County, 1 in Warwick County,
38
and none in Elizabeth City County.
He returned to Elizabeth City
County himself only in 1783.

At that time he brought nineteen slaves

back to Celeys, while in 1784 there were 31 slaves there, and not until

1787, when he was assessed for 105 slaves in the county, did he complete
the transfer of slaves from his interior plantations to his main residence
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on the James River.

39

Cary's loss of twenty-four slaves and his removal

of 80-100 more to inland

countie~

would, by i'self, have accounted for

much of the loss of black population during the war.

He was exceptional

in having the ability to purchase a retreat to which he could move his
large personal establishment.

Less wealthy men either did not retreat

from the peninsula entirely or moved back soon after Yorktown.
By 1788, the number of adult slaves had risen from 650 to 885, an
increase of 36 percent within six years.

In each of the years between

1782 and 1787, the slave population continued to increase at a greater
rate than the white population.

40

By 1788, presumably all of the black

people who had been shuffled hither and yon by their owners to escape
loss or gain profit from the war had been returned to their county homes.
The preceding discussion of the loss of population during the Revolution was based on the lower estimate of the county population (total
population I, Table 1) that was comparable to the data available for the
prewar years.

The yearly trends of population growth and decline in the

years 1782-1810, based on the more accurate separate estimates of slave
and free populations (total population II in Table 1), are shown in
Figures 3 and 4.
1782-1788;

Four periods of population movement can be distinguished:

1789~1794;

1795-1800; and 1801-1810.

Wartime dislocations ended between 1782 and 1788, and the prewar
population was regained.

Instead of being a critical period in Elizabeth

City County these were apparently the best years in terms of population
growth that the revolutionary generation would see.

Figure 4 and Table 4

show that the county's population growth was well above the average 3.3
percent rate of the nation.

This rate of growth was not approached again

during this period.
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Table 4
Estimated Population of Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810
Comparison of Actual Rate of Growth to Average Growth
Rates of the u.s., Virginia and the County

Year

Actual
Est. Po~.

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

2,450
2.,651
2, 723
2,850
2,823
3,061
3,130
2,930
3,124
n.a.
3,208
3,204
3,284
3,212
2,902
2,984
2,982
n.a.
2,5221
2,936
2,892
2,810
2,802
2,682
2,846
3,032
n.a.
3,232
3,192

Elizabeth Citi Counti Po~ulation
Increase at Averase Rate of Growth of
Counti 0.9'7..
Virginia 1.6'7.
u.s. 3.3%
2,450
2.,473
2,497
2,520
2,544
2,569
2:593
2,618
2,642
2,668
2,693
2, 718
2.,744
2, 770
2,797
2,823
2,850
2,877
2,905
2,932
2,960
2,988
3,016
3,045
3,074
3,103
3,133
3,162
3,192

2,450
2,490
2,531
2,573
2,616
2,659
2,703
2,747
2, 793
2,839
2,886
2,933
2,982
3,031
3,081
3,132
3,183
3,236
3,289
3,343
3,399
3,455
3,512
3,570
3,629
3,688
3,749
3,811
3,874

2.,450
2,532.
2,617
" ..,"''·
£.'
1\1. .
2.,795
2,889
2,985
3,085
3,189
3,296
3,406
3,520
3,638
3, 760
3,886
4,016
4,151
4,290
4,433
4,582
4, 736
4,894
5,058
5,228
5,403
5,584
5, 771
5,964
6,164

1
Estimated from the Census.
Source: Elizabeth City County population estimated from free tithables
x 4 + adult slaves x 2 (total population II, Table 1). The u.s. and Virginia compound growth rates were estimated from the census population for
the years 1780 and 1810 (in u.s. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics
of the u.s., Tables Zl-19, Al-3, and A123-180) and the tables in u.s. Bureau of the Census, Long Term Economic Growth, 1860-1965 (Washington, 1966),
PP• 115-129. The compound growth rate for the county was calculated from
the estimated population for the years 1782 and 1810 and the tables in Long
Term Economic Growth.
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An unusually severe hurricane struck the county in 1788 and the
extensive damage it did to crops may have persuaded some farmers to migrate.
Some

t~ro

hundred people (two-thirds of whom were free) were missing from

the county's tctal population the following year.

But, despite this sharp

drop between 1788 and 1789, the latter year began a five year period of
growth, which while slower than that of the United States as a whole, was
still well above the average 1.6 percenc growth rate of Virginia.

The

average annual rate of growth for the twelve years 1782-1794 was 2.4 percent (Table 6).

The increases in the slave and free population between

1783 and 1794 were not significantly different.
If population trends are a rough guide to the economic and social
health of the county, then Elizabeth City County fared well from the Revolution and under both the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution.
Neither the removal of British barriers to western migration, the loss of
English mercantile connections, nor the disappearance of the Lower James
River District customs house and colonial political offices appear to
have produced immediate chaotic effects on the population.

Eventually

forces of economic change set in motion by the Revolution did take a toll.
Twelve years after the United States gained independence, in 1795, a
period of very sharp decline in the county population began, which would,
by 1800, see the population plunge almost to the post-revolutionary levels
of 1782.

The lose of free people was most drastic as the total free popu-

lation fell below that of 1782o

Unfortunately, as in the case of the de-

cline in the revolutionary war years, the absence of records for crucial
years made it difficult to interpret this demographic change.

Both the

land and personal property tax books for the county in 1799 and 1800 were
missing and all the Virginia manuscript schedules for the federal census
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of 1800 were lost, except those of Accomac County.

The 1800 census totals

were preserved, however, and from those an estimate was made of the population comparable to the estimate based on the personal property tax lists
in other years.

The total population recorded by the 1800 census was

2,778, but since the census totals were higher than the population estimated from the personal property tax records in 1790 and 1810, it was assumed that the comparable estimate for 1800 based on those records should
have been lower.

The census and estimated populations for 1800 are

shuw~

in Table So
Table 5
Census and Estimated Populations for Elizabeth City County in 1800

Census
Estimated!

Total
Pop.

Free
Pop.

Free Male
Tithables

2,778
2,500

1,256
1,049

262

Total
Slaves

Adult
Slaves

1,522
1,451

725.5

1The estimated total population was ten percent less than the census
total, or the average of the percentage undercount of the total population
estimated in 1790 and 1810 (see Table 2). The free population was estimated as 16.5 percent less than the free census population and 25 percent
of the adjusted estimate were assum~d to be free males over 16. The slave
population was estimated as six percent less than the number of slaves
counted on the census, or the average of the percentage undercount of the
slave population estimated from thE personal property tax lists in 1790 and
1810 (see Table 2), and adult slaves (above 16 years) were assumed to be
fifty percent of the adjusted estimate. This estimate of the total population is comparable to total population II in Table 1.

Although the extent of the total decline could thus be gauged, with no information for 1799 and with no records for individuals for either year, it
was impossible to pinpoint either the year or cause of the population
movement.

There was a sharp drop in all segments of the population be-

tween 1795 and 1796, but the next year there was a modest increase followed by a year of stability.

In 1798, the total estimated population was
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2,982.

The estimated 2,500 people in the county in 1800 were 16 percent

less.

Whether the change took place in one or two years time, its effect,

coupled with the decline of 1794-1796 was severe:
the county's 1794 population was lost by 1800.

twenty-four percent of

With an average annual

population decline of four percent, the county fell far below even Virginia's modest average rate of population growth for the remaining years
of the period studied (Figure 4).
Furthermore, a longer term decline in the slave population began in
this period.

The number of slaves in the county did not reach the levels

of the early 1790's again until the mid-1820's (Appendix 1, Figure 1).
Since there was no evidence of any internal demographic disaster
which would have caused a net loss of 784 people in five years, widespread migration from the county must have taken place.

The most obvious

explanation which traditional historical accounts of the relationship of
the Tidewater and the West suggest is that Elizabeth City County people
joined the throngs on the Richmond Road to Kentucky and Tennessee.

Evi-

dence that few from the county moved to the frontier is presented in the
following chapter.

Instead, it was the spectacular growth of Norfolk,

impelled by the neutral trade that the United States gained with the
colonies of warring England and France, which pulled away Elizabeth City
County's population.
Following these six traumatic years of mass movement, a slow, irregular period of growth began in 1800 and by 1809 the population had
regained its 1794 level.

The most significant fact about the demographic

trend in the years 1801-1810 was the difference between the movement of
the free and the slave populations.

For the population as a whole, the

gradual decline which began in 1794 continued until 1805, with an annual
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average population loss of 1.7 percent for the eleven years 1794-1805.
During the five years from 1805 to 1810 this trend was reversed, as the
average annual rate of growth reached 3.5 percent, which was slightly
above the United States' average annual rate of growth in these years
(see Table 6).

But, Figure 3 indicates the sharp difference between the

population changes experienced by slaves and free people.

Between 1800

and 1801, almost the entire loss of free population in the years 1795-1800
was regained; there was a further increase in 1802, then three years of
slight decline before the surge of growth in 1805-1810.

The slave popu-

lation, in contrast, regained in 1801 only a small part of the drastic
loss of 1800, then continued steadily downward until 1805, when there
were fewer slaves in the county than there had been in 1800.

From 1805

to 1810, the growth of the slave population paralleled that of the free
population.

In 1810, the free population was eleven percent higher than

the previous peak year of 1794, while the slave population was thirteen
percent lower.

The change in the relative proportions of free and slave

populations is shown in Figure 3 and in Table 8.

By 1810, the population

was balanced with about fifty percent slaves and fifty percent free.

In

the following fifty years the free population continued to increase at a
faster rate than the slave, so that the relationship of the late eighteenth
century was reversed, with slaves composing about 43 percent of the population and free people about 57 percent (see Appendix 1, Table 1 and
Figure 1).

41

The average annual rate of growth of the county's estimated population for the years 1782-1810 was 0.9 percent. 42
tion

gr~

at the same rate as

th~t ~f

Had the county's popula-

the United States as a whole over

the twenty-eight years, its population would have been nearly double what
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Table 6
Rates of Population Increase and Decrease, Selected Years 1782-1810,
Elizabeth City County, Virginia, Based on Estimates of the
Population from the Personal Property Tax Records
Years

Total Increase
During Period

Total Decrease
During Period

percent

percent

1782-1792
1792-1802

23.6

1784-1794
1794-1804

17.1

1782-1794

25.4

Average Anntlal Growth Rate
Percent
Percent
Decrease
Increase

10.9
17.2
2.4

179l•-1800

24.0

'•·0

179l•-1805

18.3

1.7

1805-1810

16.0

3.5

1801-1810

8.0

0.9

Source: All increases based on Ctxnpound percentage increase during the period; all annual decreases
based on stmple average percentage decrease each year. U.s. Bureau of the Census, Long Term Economic Growth,

186p-1965, PP• 115-129.

Table 7
Decennial Population Increase or Decrease: Comparison of
Census and Estimated Population Totals, Elizabeth
City County, 1782-1810
Years

Total Percentage Increase or Decrease
Based on Estimated Population
Based on Census Population

1782-1792

+23.6

1790-1800

-19.9

1800-1810

+21.6

-19.5

Source: See Table 1 for census population and estimated population
(free tithables x 4, plus slave tithables x 2) from which the percentage
increases and decreases were calculated. The population estimates for
1800 derived from Table 4 were used for that year.
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Table 8
Slave and Free Populations as a Percentage of Total Population
Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810

A. Calculated from estimated population
Year

Percent
Slave

Percent
Free

17551

56.2

43.8

1782 2
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795

53.0
56.8
55.2
56.5
56.9
57.8
56.5
58.1
57 .. 9

47.0
43.2
44o8
43.5
43.1
42.2
43.5
41.9
42.1

57.6
56.9
56.3
56.2

42.4
43.1
43.7
43.8

Year

1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

Percent
Slave

Percent
Free

57.8
58.3
58.4

42.2
41.7
41.6

58.0
53.3
51.0
50.7
51 .. 3
51.4
51.1
51.3

42.0
46.7
49.0
49.3
48.7
48.6
48 .. 9
48.7

50.6
49.9

49.4
50.1

B. Calculated from census population
Year

Percent
Slave

Percent
Free

1790
1800
1810

54.4
54.8
48 .. 0

45.6
45.2
52.0

1The figures from which the total population of 2,888 and the per-
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Table 8, continued
centages were calculated are:
Free Hales
+16

316

Est. Free
Population
(col. 1 x 4)

Black Tithables

1,264

812

M & F + 16

Est. Black
Population
(col. 3 x 2)

Total Pop.

1,624

II

2,888

The total number of tithables were 1,128. The population estimate comparable to Total Population I in Table 1 is 2,707. Source: 005:1328,
fol. 443, 444, W:209, printed in Greene and Harrington, American Population Before the Federal Census of 1790, P• 150.
2
Greene and Harrington calculated slaves as only 26.3 percent of the
county population, while Sutherland recorded slaves as only 13.0 percent,
but both calculations were based on Sutherland's error in recording free
male tithables (see footnote 8).
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it actually was in 1810.

The pattern of the county's decennial population

growth was the reverse of that of the state of Virginia as a whole during
the period.

In the state,

populatio~

increased at a rate of 18 percent

in the decade 1790-1800, but it had a lower rate of increase, only eleven
percent, in the subsequent decade.

43

Elizabeth City County's population had grown rapidly in the early
eighteenth century but, by mid-century, it had attained a plateau at which
it remained stagnant with remarkably little fluctuation for two decades
before the Revolution.

The war brought about a markedly different pattern

of alternating periods of sharp decreases in population followed by years
of growth.

The first important losses of people occurred during the Rev-

olution but these losses were temporary ones.

Following the war were six

prosperous years in which the county's population grew faster than that of
either Virginia or the United States.

A significant factor in this in-

crease, however, was the gradual return of wartime evacuees.
ti.nued between 1789-1794, though at a slower rate.
began six disastrous years of population loss.

Growth con-

Then, in 1795, there

Though the sharp decline

in the total numbers of county people that took place between 1795-1800
foreshadowed the periodic waves of migration of the next century, it was
an event unique in the county's peacetime eighteenth-century history.

A

long-term gradual decline in the number of slaves in the county and in
the proportion of slaves to free people also began at this time.

In 1801,

the free population began another cycle of increase, which between 1805
and 1810 proceeded at a rate above that of the United States.
growth among the black population was delayed until 1805.

Renewal of

The substantial

differences between the rates of population change experienced by slaves
and free people at the turn of the century reduced the proportion of slaves
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in the population from a high of fifty-eight percent to but fifty percent
in 1810.

Because both the rates of change after 1794 and the causes be-

hind the fluctuations of the two populations, free and slave, were different, each will be considered separately in the following two chapters.
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Notes for Chapter II

1The last remnants of the French troops and ships left the peninsula
late in Jul~ 1782, and the final contingent of state troops stationed at
Hampton were withdrawn August 7, 1782. Although Colonel Roe Cowper, of the
Elizabeth City County militia, asked the Governor for more arms "as we are
subject to the Depradations of the enemy every Day," subsequent correspondence shows that his fears were exaggerated by that date. See letters of
Cowper to the Governor of March 15, 1782 and August 9, 1782, and Orders
from the Secretary of War, U. States, to Captain Guion, July 20, 1782, in
William P. Palmer and Samuel McRae, editors, Calendar of Virginia State
Papers (Richmond, 1875-1893), volume III, pp. 99, 224-226, and 253.
2
George Wray, first justice of the Elizabeth City County court,
reported to the Governor on March 15, 1782 that the court had not met
since March, 1780. Also see a letter to the Governor of the same date
from Roe Cowper reporting that "the Field Officers and magistrates had
held a meeting" at which they discovered the county had not been "assessed
in Specie agreeable to the Act of Assembly, and no commissioners appointed
Sine~ 1780.
The county has been in great confusion for eighteen months
past ••• ," Ibid., volume III, PP• 99-100.
3
Benjamin w. Labaree, Patriots and Partisans: The Merchants of Newburyport: 1764-1815. The evidence in support of these conclusions about
the impact of the Revolution in Elizabeth City County will be developed
in subsequent chapters.
4

of the fifteen men active on the county court in the 1780's, etgnt
had been appointed justices before 1770 (when the last surviving list of
the colonial court was compiled). Another five were men who were close
relatives (mainly sons and brothers) or previous members of the court.
Only two justices, George Booker and George Hope, did not come from the
colonial governing elite. See Elizabeth City County Order Book, 17841788, for names of the men who served as justices in the decade. The list
of members of the court on November 6, 1770, is printed in Calendar of
Virginia State Papers, volume 1, p. 265.
5

Table 1, Chapter I, and Figure 2, below.

6

Between 1782 and 1787, the names of all free males of sixteen or
more years were listed, including those whose tithe was paid by another
person. The list of free males in those years was divided between those
over 21 years and those between 16 and 21 years; afterwards all men of
sixteen or more years were grouped together. However, the manuscripts of
the 1782 and 1783 lists are partially illegible, so only the data given
in totals at the bottom of each page could be used. In 1784, 1785, and
1786, the names of all slaves were given after the name of their owner.
Between 1782 and 1787, the entire slave population was counted under two
headings, adults (males and females of sixteen or more years) and children. After 1787, children below the age of tlielve were not counted. The
taxation of cattle in 1782-1787 added a number of women and orphaned minors,
who owned no other taxable property, to the lists of those years. There
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were other minor variations from year to year in the assessment of taxes
on billiard tables, ordinaries, and physicians, none of which were pertinent to the use of the records to estimate population. Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810, Virginia
State Library, Richmond, Virginia.

7
See note to Tables 21-19, "Estimated Population of American Colonies,
1610-1780," in u.s. Bur~au of the Census, Historical Statistics of the
United States, Colonial Times to 1957, p. 743.
8
Evarts B. Greene and Virginia D. Harrington estimated free populations on this basis in American Population Before the Federal Census of
1790, p. xxiii. Stella Sutherland used a 1:5 ratio to estimate free
~lations, which resulted in figures for Elizabeth City County that
were unrealistically high at every point that could be checked against
census data. In Sutherland's tables of population for Virginia counties
based on the 1790 census and the state personal property tax lists of
1782-1787, the Elizabeth City County population was estimated from an
erroneous recording of the number of adult free males in 1782 as 904,
rather than 288. On this basis she estimated the total population at
5,168 and the percentage of slaves in the total population as thirteen
percent, or among the lowest of all Virginia counties. See Stella H.
Sutherland, Population Distribution in Colonial America, pp. 174-175,
202-203. Table X, page 152, in Greene and Harrington, American Population Before the Federal Census of 1790 7 ~as based on Sutherland's error.
9
see Appendix 2 for a complete discussion of the nature, number,
and legal basis for these exemptions.
10General Assembly of Virginia, Acts of the General Assembly (Richmond, 1802), p~ 250, "An Act Concerning Tithables; Directing the Mode
of Laying and Collecting the County Levy," passed December 27, 1792.
This act amended colonial acts of 1743 and 1769 and was, w!th the act of
1796, the basic legislation regarding the county levy, but not the public,
or state, levy. It should be noted that for the county levy, ~laves were
taxed from the age of sixteen, while for the state levy they were taxed
from the age of twelve. In 1856, the wording of the 1792 act, quoted
above, was still part of the Virginia code. See James M. Matthews,
editor, Digest of the Laws of Virginia of a Civil Nature (Richmond, 1856)~
PP• 465-475.
11

Between 1782-1787, there was a state tax of ten shillings on every
free male over 21 years old for the purpose of funding the revolutionary
war debt. This act was repealed twice, O~tober, 1787, and January 1, 1788.
See William W. Herting, Statutes, volume 12, P• 431 and volume 13, pp. 412413. If there were any way to ascertain the age of all free males in even
a few families for the years 1782-1787, it would be possible to test how
accurately all males of the ages 16-21 were recorded then for the purpose
of the county levy~
12
13

Elizabeth City County Order Book, 1798-1802, P• 333.
Sixteen men, accounting for twenty payments of the 1810 tithable
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tax, were exempt from paying the tithable tax themselves, but were required
to pay it on their slaves and other personal property taxed by the state,
while only nine men were entirely exempt of personal property ·taxes in
1810. See Appendix 2.
14

See "Form of return of taxable property to be made by the cormnissioners," part of the 1786 tax revision law, printed in Hening, Statutes,
volume 12, P• 254. Free black men were always recorded in this column in
Elizabeth City County with no special nocation of their race.
15

General Assembly of Virginia, Acts of the General Assembly, p. 251
(emphasis supplied).
16

Between 1782-1787, a nominal tax on each head of cattle increased
the number of taxable women.
17
Thirty-six women paid taxes on land in 1810 but twenty-one of these
were probably no longer resident in the county, although same of these
women may have lived in the census households of relatives. See Appendix
2 for further information on the number of names on each list and the taxes
paid by each.
18

See Chapter IV.

19

In 1790, free white male children were twenty-five percent of the
total free white population, while in 1810 they were twenty-two percent.
20

See Chapter IV.

21

see Tables 1 and 2,

~hapter I, and Figure 2, below.

22

Ibid. The last pre-war year for which the number of tithables were
recorded, on which an estimate of the population could be based, was 1773.
23

Based on Total Population I, Table 1, in this chapter. This estimate is comparable to the data from th.:l pre-revolutionary years when only
the total number of county tithables (not the number of free and of slave
tithes) is kno~m.
24

In 1788, there were 2,940 people.

25

since there was no breakdown of the racial composition of the tithable
lists for any pre-revolutionary year except 1755, that year was used to
estimate the relative free and slave populations. The comparison ::;e~cd
valid since the total number of tithables increased so little between 1755
and 1773 and it seemed reasonable to assume that the proportions of the
white and black populations did not vary substantially within these years
because the 1755 figures corresponded closely to those of the immediate
postwar years. In 1755, there were 316 free white males above 16 years
old and 812 slaves above 16 years. In 1782, there were approximately 288
white males above 16 years and 650 alave~ over 16~ See Table 1, Chapter I,
and Table 1 in this chapter.
26

See, for instance, the claims of Isaac Redman (microfilm reel 504,
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p. 153) and John Cowling (microfiLm reel 483, p. 25) in Revolutionary War
Claims, microfilm at the research department, Colonial Williamsburg,
Williamsburg, Virginia. I aru grateful to Mrs. Sandidge Evans of the Hampton Association of the Arts and Humanities for typed transcripts of all
the claims filed by county residents.

27

Robert McColley, Slavery in Jeffersonian Virginia (Urbana, 1964),
p. 82. McColley believed the British were only indirectly responsible
for the loss of many of the slaves who were seized by traders as part of
the plunder of war. Gerald W. Mullin, in Flight and Rebellion: Slave
Resistance in Eighteenth-Century Virginia (London, 1972), PP• 124-136,
weighed the possibilities the Revolution gave the slave to escape, but
quoted no estimate of the number who may have done so. In general he
argued that the "war and the Proclamation .[Of emancipation made by Lord
Dunmorsi{ itself were premature," and that only at the end of the century
were economic, demographic, and religious conditions ripe for a largescale slave revolt (pp. 124-125).

28 Both Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton and Elizabeth City County,
Virginia, Marion L. Starkey, Tho Firs~ Pl~ntation: A History of Hampton
and Elizabeth City County, Virsinia, 1607-1887, believed this was the
case, but neither had firm evidence to support their belief. The definite
loss of no more than thirty slaves can be confirmed, but in a narrative
history the details of even so few cases may appear significant.
29
For instance, Isaac Redman, whose Loyalist claim is cited above,
said that he was forced to abandon five slaves in Virginia when he fled
to Nova Scotia with his wife and two children. Cowling mentioned no
slaves. Some members of the McCaa family who filed claims for real property lost in Elizabeth City County and for slaves they lost, had not
actually been living in the county prior to the war.
30
see t~e letter from the Committee of Elizabeth City County and Town
of Hampton to Matthew Squire, Esq., Commander of His Majesty's Ship Otter,
September 16, 1775 and an article printed in the Norfolk Gazette on
September 20, 1775, in Peter Force, editor, American Archives, fourth
series, volume 3, pp. 722-723, 746.
31
"Lord Dunmore as Liberator, 11 The William and Mary Quarterly, third
series, volume XV, number 4 (October, 1958), pp. 494-507. Also see
Gerald w. Mullin, Flight and Rebellion, pp. 131-132.
32
Cited in Gerald W. Mullin, Flight and Rebellion, p. 133. The advertisement was originally printed in the Virginia Gazette (Purdie) of June
s, 1778.
33
The best discussion of the impact of the later phases of the war on
Virginia slaves is in Robert McColley, Slavery in Jeffersonian Virginia,
P• 82-89. The number of men, women, and children who left with Carleton
are given on p. 85.
34
Computed from Table 1.
35 See the discussion of the estimate of the number of slave children
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in 1810 in Appendix 4.

36The prevalence of hiring slaves in the county is discussed in Chapter IV. Gerald W. Mullin noted that the wartime needs for manufacture of
cloth, munitions, and iron greatly increased the demand for slaves to
hire, Flight and Rebellion, PP• 87-88.
37Fairfax Harrison, The Virginia Carys: An Essay in Genealogy, p. 109.
Harrison, on the basis of only the 1782 personal property tax returns,
believed Cary had ever.t.'.!ally lost all of his Elizabeth City County slaves
because he paid taxes on none there in that year. Lyon G. Tyler, among
others, followed Harrison in exaggerating Cary's losses. The quotation
is from Bishop Meade, cited by Harrison on p. 109.
38 Ibid.; u.s. Bureau of the Census, Heads of Families at the First
Census-or-the u.s. Taken in the Year 1790: Reco~ds of the State Enumerations: 1782 to 1785, Virginia (Washington, 1908), pp. 45, 79; and Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782.
39Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1790.
40
Table 1 and Figure 3, below.
41
Percentage comparisons of the slave and free populations based on
estimates from the personal property tax records overstate slightly the
percentage of slaves in the total population because the free population
was significantly undercounted on the tithable lists. The percentages
based on the census counts are relatively accurate. The differences
between the percentages based on the population estimates and on the
census (see Table 8) were that in 1790 there was an excess of 3.5 percent
of slaves in the percentage based on population estimates, in 1800, an
excess of 3.2 percent of slaves, and in 1810, an excess of 1.9 percent
of slaves. In Virginia in 1790, 59 percent of the population was wntte
and 41 percent nonwhite. Since the free nonwhite population of the county
was statistically insignificant, these percentages for the state population are comparable to those for the free and slave populations in the
county. On the racial composition of the Virginia population, see J.
Potter, "The Growth of Population in America, 1700-1860," in D. V. Glass
and D. E. c. Eversley, editors, Population in History: Essays in Historical Demography, pp. 631-689.
4

~sing the census data for the years 1790, 18~0, and 1810, the
county's compound average annual growth rate was 0.2 percent.
43

J. Potter, "The Growth of Population in America," p. 665, Table 8.
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CHAPTER III
GEOGRAPHIC MOBILITY AMONG THE FREE POPULATION

The cycles of years of intense growth followed by years of drastic
decrease that were characteristic of the experience of the free population
of Elizabeth City County in the thirty years after the Revolution do not
conform to the stereotype of the Tidewater in this period.

Ever since

Frederick Jackson Turner advanced the frontier thesis, American historians, even many who were critical of aspects of his argument, have been
subtly influenced to perceive western regions as areas of growth, much of
which must have come from draining people from older coastal societies.
Avery Craven's investigation of the devastating effects of soil exhaustion
in eastern Virginia confirmed the belief that its old counties were stagnant, slowly deteriorating communities doomed by the loss of their staple
commercial crop, tobacco, to barely subsist through sales to more fertile
areas of their human capital in slaves.

1

Despite evidence assembled by

scholars, such as Lewis C. Gray, that much of the tidewater region had
successfully converted to profitable grain and livestock production before
the Revolution and by Jackson Turner Main that the coastal counties of
Virginia had always in some respects been different.from the true tidewater counties which lay to the West of them, the view persisted that an
eastern county, such as Elizabeth City County, should have had a poor
economy, based on soils mined for too many years of their fertility, and
a conservative, stable society, changed only by the outflow of people

89
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.
mov1ng

west. 2

Kenneth Lockridge's research on eastern Massachusetts communities in
the post-revolutionary decades has shown that people of those crowded New
England towns were reluctant to leave their homes to seek economic advantages from plentiful land in the distant West.

3

Somewhat similar reactions

were observed in Elizabeth City County, where more people tried to stay
on farms than were needed to work them under the prevailing form of extensive general farming.

Periodically,

though~

many were forced to abandon

the attempt and seek their living elsewhere.

Such a mass exodus occurred

in the years between 1794 and 1800 and the drastic population loss of that
period was responsible for much of the county's low overall rate of population growth between 1782 and 1810.
These years of the county's demographic history seem to conform well
with the traditional picture of the Tidewater.

But, closer examination

of the process of geographic migration exposed flaws in the likeness of
the image.

People did not move to the frontier.

Most went to adjacent

towns or cities, with the largest number going to Norfolk.

Urban his-

torians, who have long urged us to consider the development of eastern
cities as well as the frontier, would certainly not find this pattern of
geographic mobility surprising.

What is harder to explain is that almost

as soon as some people left the farms of the county, others flocked in to
take their places.

It was, apparently, the usually steady stream of

available in-migrants ready to replace about half of those who left that,
combined with a high birthrate and the return of some dissatisfied former
out-migrants, accounted for the cycles of population growth at rates
higher than those of the United States.
The influx of new settlers and the outflow of old residents meant
that the role of geographic mobility was more similar to what might have
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been expected in a frontier society than in the usual conception of a
stable tidewater community.

But, Elizabeth City County was, in fact,

very different from the frontier.

Its people lived close together crowded

into small houses often situated on tiny plots of land.

When even its

free population alone pressed upon the limited arable acreage of the
county, the enslavement of a larger black population doubled the labor
force.

The population density was more similar to that of European states

than the American West.

And, by 1810, the migration of so many of the

post-revolutionary generation had left a mark upon the age and sex structure of the free white population.
All of the data in the preceding chapter was based on net population
change.

Such figures summarized total population movement but gave no

indication of why the population rose and fell, or of who the people were
who contributed to theGe changes, where they went, or where they came
from.

Since the county was so small, it was possible to study the names

of all personal property taxpayers in selected years to try to find the
answers to these questions.
I.

Method of Calculating Geographic Mobility.
Individual cards were made for each taxpayer whose name appeared on

the lists in the years 1784, 1789, 1794, 1798, 1804, and 1809.

Five-year

intervals were used instead of recording the data for every year because
the inconsistencies in the way the tax lists were recorded from year to
year made tabulation very difficult.

The selection of the base year 1784,

rather than 1782 or 1783, was dictated by the fact that the records for
1782 are now partially illegible and one page of the 1783 lists was missing.

A mimeographed list of the 1782 taxpayers prepared in 1941 by Blanche

Adams Chapman was used in conjunction with the cards.

4

Since the 1799 list
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was missing, the names on the 1798 list were used

instead~

In addition:

all the information on the 1785 and 1787 lists, which contained more data
that those of subsequent years, was recorded;

the 1786 list was partially

illegible.
To test the role of geographic mobility in the changes in the net
free population in the period undei study, the names on the cards were
tabulated to show:
1.

all surnames of taxpayers, the years (among those recorded on

the cards) in which people of that name paid taxes, and the number who
paid taxes in each of these years;
2.

the number of names, by five-year intervals, of people who re-

mained in the county, of people whose names were missing, and of new
names (see Table 2, Appendix 1);
3.

the new names were checked to discover how many were in-migrants

from the other areas and how many were residents coming of age, gaining
taxable property, or returning to the county;
4.

the number of men in the 1780's whose taxes were paid by others

and who never paid taxes themselves; and
5.

the number of taxpayers who paid taxes less than five consecutive

years and who thus, presumably, lived in the county five years or less.
It

nr~st

be noted that the totals in the following tabulations do not cor-

respond to the totals of free male tithables for the same years.

5

The records of Elizabeth City County did not permit the full family
reconstruction Philip Greven did of the people of Andover, Massachusetts,
which revealed how many of that town's children who lived to be adults
remained and how many left (and even which sections of the town had higher
migration rates).

Charles Grant, in his study of Kent, Connecticut, had
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better data on the number and ages of adult children who were probable
heirs or migrants from the farms of that rural town.

On the other hand,

somewhat more was known about the families and some individuals in Elizabeth City County than was available to James Lemon in his study of migration in the larger area of southeastern Pennsylvania.

Lemon based his

calculations of migration rates in Chester County, for instance, on names
of persons on a 1774 list who disappeared from a 1785 list and he assumed
that men of the same surname in the latter year were sons replacing
fathers.

6

The most useful sources in compiling relatively accurate cards for
actual individuals from the personal property tax lists for the twentyfive years, 1784-1809, were the wills, deeds, and land tax lists.

The

problem which these sources usually helped to solve was that of many different individuals with not only the same surname, but also the same first
name.

Among the oldest and most prolific families of the county this was

an acute problem, since they tended to use and reuse a very limited combination of names.

7

Thus, in the 1790's among the largest single family

group, there were four Robert Armisteads and six William Armisteads (only
one of whom regularly used a middle initial).

In Elizabeth City County

if the mere disappearance of names from the tax list were relied upon, as
L~~on

did, the mobility of the population would be underestimated in a

situation where death records are incomplete or no correlation had been
made of tax and death records.

An incomplete record of deaths from wills,

deeds, and notations on the land tax records was used to correct the
cards so that the Edward Mallory on the tax records 1782-1787 was not
assumed to be the same man as the Edward Mallory taxed between 1798 and
1809 -- and without an independent record of the first man's death, the
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two would have been counted as one man who left the county briefly.

In

such instances continuity of residence would have been overestimated.

In

so small a county, failure to identify these separate people would have
resulted in significant errors.

Nevertheless, with no complete death

records available, some inaccuracies in identifying people undoubtedly
remained in the cards.
No attempt was made to assign men taxed in later years as sons of
those of the same name who had disappeared from an earlier list, even
when both first and last names were identical.

In this county sons were

not necessarily named after their fathers, but more often were named for
a grandfather, uncle, or other relative.

Furthermore, the words junior.

and senior seldom referred to son and father.

These titles were used

very commonly to indicate seniority of residence, or age, rather than
filial relationship.

8

Instead of trying to match actual fathers and sons

(and unfortunately key data on too many families was missing to do this),
the assumption made was that all people of the same surname were a related group, if not a nuclear family.

Thus, when counting in-migrants as

a component of the new names on the lists in each year, it was assumed in
every case in which anyone of the same surname lived in the county in

1784 or before, that the person was not a new in-migrant, but a county
resident coming of age, gaining taxable wealth, or returning to the
county.

In several cases, even though the surname had not appeared on

the tax lists for the selected years, a name was recognized as one of a
9
.
county f am4"1 y and t h e person not counte d as a new i n-m4grant.

These latter cases illustrate another problem of using the tax lists
to calculate crude mobility rates.

This was a tendency inherent in the

records to overestimate mobility through the death of one male adult.
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a man of 30 died, leaving his wife and four children aged 2 to 10 years,
a census record would show that only one person in the family of six disappeared.

But, on the tax list, if the man owned neither slaves nor

horses, his entire family would have disappeared from the lists for a
period of at least six years (if the ten-year old child were male) and
possibly for as many as t\'Tenty years (if only the youngest child were
male and if he were not taxed until he began productive work at about age
nineteen).

The bias of the lists against women heading households who

owned no slaves or horses meant that poorer families
left the county in disproportionate numbers.

~·1ould

appear to have

Even a wealthy widow, who

remarried and remained resident in the county, disappeared from the personal property tax list.

However, this method did emphasize the migra-

tion of productive free male workers, the group most accurately taxed and
that which headed the great majority of county families.

Tabulation of

the cards prepared from the personal property tax lists of the selected
years was the basis for estimates of the rates of migration into and out
of the county in the early national years.
II.

The Extent of In-migration and Out-migration.
The crude estimates derived from analysis of the changes in the names

of persons paying personal property taxes between 1784 and 1810 showed
that more than half (fifty-eight percent) of the free adults emigrated
from the county in each decade of the period and that about one fourth
(twenty-two percent) of the free adults in any decade were new in-migrants.
Tables 1, 2s 3, and 4 show the data for each five-year period from which
these estimates were made.

Table 1 includes all taxpayers whose names

disappeared from the lists in each interval, whether from death or migration.10

Over the whole period, 1784-1809, an average of 26.4 people per
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Table 1
Mobility of the Free Population in Elizabeth City County
Out-Migration and Death: Names Disappearing
from the Personal Property Tax Lists
at Five-Year Intervals, 1784-1809

Names Missing

Missing Names as a
Percentage of all
Names in Prior Year

1784-1789

124

37'/o

5

24.8

7.4'7o

1789-1794

137

37

5

27.4

7.4

1794-1798

129

38

4

32.2

9.5

1798-1804

146

45

6

24.3

7.5

1804-1809

118

35

5

23.6

7.0

Years

Source:

Total Noo of

Appendix 1, Table 2.

Years
Interval

Average Loss Per
Year
Number
Percent
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year disappeared from the personal property tax lists, or about 7.8
percent of the taxable free population of each year.
Unfortunately, the years selected for tabulating the personal property tax records were not the best ones to show the relationship of migration to tl1e fluctuation in the total population.

This was particularly

evident in the interval 1798-1804, which contained within it the years of
most drastic population loss and gain, which were also the years for which
all records were lost.

As a result of this distortion, the sharpest loss

appeared to have taken place in the prior four years, when 9.5 percent of
the taxable population disappeared, rather than in the seven years 1798-

1804, when the enormous out-migration of the first three years was modulated by the low rates of the last four years.
five-year intervals were remarkably constant.

The losses in the other
But, a sharp difference

could be seen if two decade rates were compared:

between 1784-1794, the

out-migration rate was 54 percent, but between 1794-1804, it was 63
percent.
There was no indication in the county records for these years of
any epidemics or other unusual causes of death, so a constant death rate
of two percent was assumed to estimate the rate of out-migration from the
data on the number of names disappearing from the tax lists each year. 11
Thus, an average of about 5.8 percent of the free population migrated
from the county each year, or about fifty-eight
4).

pe~cent

per decade (Table

This crude estimate of the number of people leaving the county each

decade is high, yet in all probability more, not less, actually moved
away each year.

The actual

nt~ber

of free people leaving were probably

greater because young men not yet taxed, those who stayed less than five
years, and those with no personal property (all of whom must be expected
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to have been more mobile than those on the lists) were not included in
t

.
12
he ca1cu1at1ons.
Jackson Turner Main has argued that only about fifteen percent of

the population in the average American rural community moved away each
decade during the revolutionary period.

13 The Elizabeth City County data

was in sharp contradiction to such a low mobility rate.

And so was the

data for the late eighteenth century from several of the other eastern
to~ms

and counties which have been studied in depth.

In the southeastern

Pennsylvania townships James Lemon checked for the years 1772-1782, between thirty and seventy percent of the residents moved in the decade.
Philip Greven and Charles Grant did not calculate

~igration

from Andover,

Massachusetts, and Kent, Connecticut, on the same basis, but their figures
indicated equally high mobility rates.

In Andover, after the middle of

the eighteenth century, 56.3 percent of the men born in the fourth generation left the town.

Furthermore, Greven showed that the rate of emigra-

tion rose steadily in each generation at Andover.

At the time of the

Revolution, about fifty men out of a taxable male population of 320 left
Kent each year, which could be compared to the 16-23 who left the population of a similar size in Elizabeth City County in the generation after
the Revolution.

Kenneth Lockridge, on the other hand, believed

from Dedham, Massachusetts, was not large before 1790.

~nigration

While he specified

that no more than ten percent of the population left the town in each
decade before 1736, he had no specific data on the rate of out-migration
for later years.

His work focused on the fact that enough of the popu-

lation wanted to stay in Dedham to create severe pressure on the land and
potential conflict between a gentry increasing its wealth and an agricul.
. 1y d.1spossesse d • 14
tura ,... pro 1etar i a t 1ncreas1ng

But, as Grant I s stu dy o f
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Kent showed, the two phenomena of a large annual out-migration and a surp!us population competing for scarce resources were not necessarity incompatible.

The facts in Elizabeth City County also supported such an

interpretation.

One explanation for the discrepancy between Jackson

Turner Main's estimate and those of the studies of small localities may
be that since people tended to move most frequently to adjacent areas,
studies of relatively small areas defined more people as migrants than
did those considering states or regions.
The number of people leaving Elizabeth City County each year was
within the range other scholars have found prevailing in the eastern sections of more northern states.

Though such movement may have been regarded

by Americans as normal, it must certainly have been disruptive of community
life and stability.

Deference to the authority of office, property, and

family was surely weakened once people ceased to expect that they must
live out their lives in the situation to which they were born.

When a

significant number of the county's wealthiest men (including Robert
Brough, Wilson Miles Cary, Wilson Cary Selden, and Miles King, as well as
the heirs of Robert Wallace and Wilson Curle) moved away within one decade
(1792-1802), the power of the old class of merchant-planters, who had long
dominated county affairs, was undermined.

At the turn of the century, as

the old men and women who had become heads of their families before the
Revolution died, their heirs had to turn more often to the county court
to settle the disputes over inheritance of property that were rife among
them.

Often in these cases, it was those who had left the county who

were willing to initiate legal action against brothers and sisters. 15
The court itself became less concerned than in the colonial years to enforce standards of literacy and morality and to oversee the welfare of
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orphans and apprentices

the mobility of the population increased.

~s

Around 1800, when out-migration was at its height, tensions within the
county also reached a peak.

The court docket for that year and the early

months of 1801 was jammed with cases old residents brought against one
another charging assault, battery, trespass, slander, and minor theft.

16

Of course, out-migration was probably not the only cause of the social
tensions existing in the county and, overall, its impact may well have
been to reduce them.

If it was the discontented or the ambitious who

moved away instead of challenging or changing the society into which they
were born, conflict would have been ameliorated.

And, in many families,

it was only the willingness of some heirs to leave small properties to
one sibling who chose to remain in the county that prevented division of
twenty-five acre farms into minute tracts.
People moving away were not the only factor at work in bringing
about change in the county's society, for each year a sigttificant number
of new people moved into the county.

Except in the 1790's, more new

names were added to the personal property tax lists than disappeared in
each interval (Table 2).

In all years, over seventy percent of these new

names were familiar surnames in the county -- people who had came of taxable age or former residents returned to the county.

Though concealed in

the group of residents were some in-migrants from adjacent counties where
large families of
and others lived.

Armistead~,

Carys, Tabbs, Moores, Massenburgs, Drewrys,

Also concealed were in-migrants with any of the most

common English surnames which happened also to exist in the county, such
as Jones, Allen, or Wood.

As in the case of out-migration, collecting

data on the basis of five-year intervals also reduced the number of inmigrants because those who stayed for relatively brief periods were under-
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Table 2
Mobility of the Free Population in

Elizabe~h

City County

In-1-I:Lgration and Residents Coming of Age or Returning to the County: New Names
on the Personal Property Tax Lists at Five Year Intervals, 1784-1809
Average Gain
Per Year
Number
Percent

In-Migrants
Residents
(During Five Year Period)
Number
Percent
Number
Percent

Years

Total
No. of
New NDines

Nc-N' Names as a
Percentage of all
Names in 2nd Yccr

1784-1789

159

43%

5

31.8

8.67.

46

28.8%

113

1789-1794

110

32

5

22.0

6.4

25

22.7

85

77.3

1794-1798

111

34

4

27.8

8.5

28

25.2

83

74.8

1798-1804

162

47

6

27.0

7.9

47

29.0

115

71.0

1804-1809

152

40

5

30.4

8.1

45

29.6

107

70.4

Source:

Appendix 1, Table 2.

Years
Interval

71.27.

102.
represented.

Nevertheless, in sixteen of the twenty-five years, in-migrants

made up about twenty-nine percent of the new names.
up only 22.7 percent of the new names.

In 1789-1794 they made

The latter five years were ones of

steady growth in the free population as a whole, though; such growth must
have come either from the return of former residents or from natural increase.

But, in-migration rose slightly in 1794-1798, when 25.2 percent

of the new names were those of newcomers to the county.

This was the in-

terval which showed the heaviest out-migration and a period of net population loss for the county.

It appears that the forces which drew some

people out of the county also drew others into it.

After 1800, in-migration

was an important factor in the surge of growth in the county's population.
In the three years, 1801-1804, the average increase in new names on the
tax rolls was 11.9 percent each year, rather than the 7.9 percent of the
seven years 1798-1804.
The impact of in-migration on the county's population is suggested
in Table 3.
Table 3
Mobility of the Free Population in Elizabeth City County
In-Migrants as a Percentage of All Names on the Personal
Property Tax Lists at Five-Year Intervals, 1784-1809
Years

Total Names on
Tax List in 2nd Year

Percent
In-Migrants

370
343
325
341
375

12.4
7.2
8.6
13.8
12.0
10.8

1784-1789
1789-1794
1794-1798
1798-1804
1804-1809
Average all years
Source:

Appendix I, Table 2.

In-migration, thus, averaged about twenty percent per decade.
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1810, the high level of in-migration in the previous decade meant over
one-fourth of the taxable population were new people, who had lived in
the county less than ten years.

While this is jarring to the sense of a

stagnant tidewater region that pervades much of the historical literature
on the region, it is not so surprising when the county's location at the
entry to Chesapeake Bay is taken into consideration.

The location had

made the county a port of entry to the state from the beginning of settlement, and movement between the populous coastal counties was even easier
over the network of waterways.

So Elizabeth City County was not, in fact,

a stagnant pool, or one that only drained its population, but one with a
slow circulation in which outflow exceeded inflow.
Table 4 shows the losses from net migration.

The county lost nearly

Table 4
Mobility of the Free Population in Elizabeth City County
Comparison of Estimated Crude Rates of Out-Migration and
In-Migration at Five-Year Intervals, 1784-1809
Net Average Annual
Percentage Loss From
Migration
percent

Average Annual
Out-Migration1

Average Annual
In-Migration2

percent

percent

1784-1789

5.4

2.5

-2.9

1789-1794

5.4

1.4

-4.0

1794-1798

7.5

2.1

-5 .. 4

1798-1804

5.,5

2.3

-3.2

1804-1809

5.0

2.4

-2.6

All years

5.8

2.2

-3.6

Years

1Average percentage loss per year, minus two percent
estimated deaths.
2
Percent in-migrants of average percentage gain each year.
Source:

Tables 1 and 2.
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twenty percent of its population in the decade 1790-1800.

17

Even though

the choice of intervals available for analyzing migration fitted poorly
with the years of drastic population change, the reasons for the net loss
were apparent in Table 4.

Between 1789 and 1794, an out-migration rate

no higher than that of the previous five years coupled with a sharply
lower in-migration rate drove the negative net annual migration rate upward to -4.0 percent.

In the next four years, 1794-1798, the opposite

combination of high out-migration and relatively normal in-migration produced the same result.

The net loss from migration in this period was

-5.4 percent, which, for a crude estimate, was close to the four percent
annual loss of total population in tl1ese years.

In the last interval,

1804-1809, the basis of renewed population growth was the combination of
the lowest out-migration and the highest in-migration rates of the period.
During these years the free population was growing at an average annual
rate of 3.5 percent.
The data on migration account better for the years of population
loss than for those of high population growth at the beginning and end
of the period.

A fairly high birthrate, probably at least the 45-50 per

thousand J. Potter estimated was the norm for late eighteenth-century
America, accounted for part of the increase.

18

The balance must have

come from county residents who left temporarily in the 1790's, then returned after 1800.

These people, under the method used to calculate in-

migrants, were only counted when they left.

They did appear, however, in

the figures for average gain per year in Table 2 and in Table 5, a comparison of the total estimated average annual losses and gains in the
taxable free population.
Even if some of the out-migrants drifted back to their homes and
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Table 5
Mobility of the Free Population in Elizabeth City County
Comparison of Percentage Losses and Gains
in the Taxable Population
Net Gain (+)
or Loss (-)

Years

Average Annual
Percentage Loss

1784-1789

-7.4

+8.6

+1.2

1789-1794

-7.4

+6.4

-1.0

179b,-1798

-9.5

+8.5

-loO

1798-1804

-7.5

+7.9

+ .4

1804-1809

-7.0

+8.1

+1.1

Average Annual
Percentage Gain

even with a birth rate high enough in normal years to compensate for migration of five percent of the free taxable population per year, such a
steady drain over twenty-five years must have taken a toll on the community.

Since those most likely to migrate were young workers at the

most productive years of their life, the constant net loss of people from
migration meant the county was bearing the cost of rearing and training
people for other areas.
But, while these migrants were productive workers, they were, of
course, only a fraction of the county's adult workforce.

Free white males

made up the bulk of the taxable population from which migration rates were
calculated.

These men, approximately ten percent of the total county pop-

ulation, were also those who had the power to decide when and where to
migrate.

Some were young men without dependents, whose leaving or coming

had small effect in itself on the \-Thole population.

Others could move

not only their wives and children, but also their slaves.

In the extreme

case of Wilson Miles Cary, who was the largest slaveholder in the county,
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his decision to emigrate meant nearly one hundred people left the county
.

at one t i me -- ab ou t f our percent o f t h e popu 1atLon.

19

Part of the economic and social loss from out-migration of productive
adult workers, free and slave, was compensated by in-migration of other
adults.

The impact of these newcomers on the county's social structure

depended in large part upon their own origins and reasons for seeking a
new home.

Were they men of wealth like Wilson Miles Cary, who might bring

dozens of dependents into the county with them?

None who came themselves

as permanent residents were as rich as Cary, though some absentee landlords, such as Houlder Hudgins and William Thompson, sent many slaves to
work the plantations they acquired.

Most of those who actually settled

in the county were poorer men and women, who left farms in equally crowded
adjacent counties.
III.

Destinations of Out-Migrants, Origins of In-Migrants.
When migration was so important a factor in the history of a commun-

ity as it has been found to have been in Elizabeth City County in the
decades after the Revolution, it is necessary to ask 'i·7here out-migrants
went and where in-migrants came from.

Theoretically, in Virginia, very

complete answers should have been possible to these questions for the law
required counties to submit to the state solicitor sworn lists of "any
person who may have moved out of the county, together with the name of
the county to which they have removed."

20

But, none of these records

pertaining to Elizabeth City County, if they were kept, have been located.
So, more fragmentary and biased sources were used.

The most useful of

these were the deeds, which usually specified current residence of seller
and buyer, so that those landowners who sold property soon after leaving
or bo•ught it soon after arriving in the county could be traced.
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quently, wills, powers of attorney, or mortgages recorded similar information.

These were, however, the records of the more prosperous migrants

and may not have been representative of the movement of those without
property.

Other sources >·Tere pension applications, a few notations on

21
.
t h e tax recor d s, and genea1 og~es.

Among the fifty-seven out-migrants whose destinations and the sixtyfive in-migrants whose origins were found, '\'7ere people who owned the
largest plantations in the county, small farmers, tenants, and laborers,
merchants, shopkeepers, doctors, pilots, sailors, widows, brides, and
spinsters.

Still, the more property one

o~med,

the greater was the like-

lihood of leaving a record of migration.
But, when 58 percent (33) of the forty men and seventeen women leaving the county went to one place, Norfolk-Portsmouth, it seemed reasonable
to assume that even a small, biased sample reflected with some accuracy
t h e pattern o f

.

.

m~grat~on.

22

Of the three people who came to the county,

then moved on, two went to Norfolk, one to Kentucky.

All six who left

the county and then returned had also resided in Norfolk.

Especially in

the 1790's, when these ports were growing rapidly as a result of the West
Indian trade opened to Americans by the European wars, this was undoubtedly
the prime factor in out-migration from the county.

Rich and poor could

find profits or jobs a few hours across the river and a change in legal
residence did not mean a permanent break with family, friends, and community.
The pull of towns was greater for Elizabeth City County people than
the newer farm land of other areas for seventy percent (40) of the outmigrants went to towns and cities, including (besides Norfolk and Portsmouth) Williamsburg, Suffolk, Dumfries, Smithfield, and New Bern, North
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Carolina.
The frontier had very little attraction for this group of people.
Only one man, John Walker (formerly of Brunswick County), went to Kentucky, and none went to the other western territories or to the western
parts of Virginia.

23

Apparently, remarkably little western land was

owned by county residents.

Only three men, Archelaus Yancey (500 acres)

and James and Samuel Barron (2,000 acres), are known to have held such
land and all of them sold it.

24

There was also little inclination to

venture outside Virginia's boundaries, for only three men, besides Walker,
left the state.

All of these went to North Carolina -- one to New Bern,

the other two to take up land bought by their families prior to the Revolution.

Twelve people moved to other areas in rural Virginia.

Six of

these were to adjacent tidewater counties and six to piedmont counties.
Two women landowners moved to an unspecified part of the state.

Excluding

them, twenty-six percent (15) of the group of out-migrants moved to rural
areas in eastern or northern Virginia (12), eastern North Carolina (2),
and Kentucky (1).

Most of these moved to areas where land was expensive.

Eight either moved to land their families had owned before the Revolution
or married into a landholding family.

Among this group, the bias of the

sample was most apparent since ownership of land outside the county was
not common.

The impact of heavy migration from the county was lessened

somewhat by the fact that 43 of the 57 went to areas only a few hours'
journey from their former homes.
Most of the 65 in-migrants came from areas no further away.

Seventy-

two percent (47) came from the tidewater counties, with 46 percent (30)
from adjacent Warwick and York counties.

25

Two people, with family con-

nections in Elizabeth City County, came from further southside counties.
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Figure 1.

Tidewater Region: County Populations
at the Federal Ccnaue of 1790.
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None came from any other part of the state.
from Maryland and two doctors migrated from

One man moved to the county
Massachuset~s.

Of the 52

people from the United States, only three were from cities or towns.

So,

while the flow of out-migrants was urban, that of in-migrants was rural.
Foreign immigrants made up 20 percent (13) of the group.

Five listed

Great Britain as their former home, one listed Ireland, and two came from

Bar ba does.

. .
.
.
26
Four 1mm1grants
came f rom Franee or 1ts
possess1ons.

One

man, whose immigrant status is known from his application to the county
court for citizenship, was from an unknown country.

All but one of these

immigrants possessed exceptional wealth or skill when they came to the
county.

Three were merchants, four were planters, and two were doctors.

Six of the in-migrants married wealthy county residents.

27

Women were far less frequent among the in-migrants than among the
out-migrants.

Of the 65 in-migrants, only four were women (and three of

these were wives accompanying husbands who died almost immediately), while
seventeen of the 57 out-migrants were women.

Although many women un-

doubtedly moved into the county with their families, it seemingly offered
little opportunity or attraction to a strange independent woman.
While none of the out-migrants whose destination was known were free
black people, four of the in-migrants were free black men.

They came

from Warwick, York, and Northumberland counties and the city of Norfolk.
Two bought land immediately and one eventually owned part of a

to\~

lot.

One of these men, Joseph Ranger, had been stationed in Hampton on the
state customs cutter Liberty from 1787-1789, and returned to the county
to buy a small farm sixteen years later.

James Kelsick, aged 38, was

brought to the county from Norfolk as a slave in October, 1802, and in
January, 1803, he paid Charles Collier $156.50 (the price Collier had
paid for him 3 months before) for his freedom.
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Elizabeth City County was a way station for nine of the in-migrru\ts.
Two of the foreign immigrants moved on to Norfolk after living in the
county for four years each.

J'ohn Walker, who came from Brunswick County

to farm inherited acre!age, left for Kentucky after five years.

One man

from Warwick County stayed five years, but two others left after only one
year, as did three men who came from York County.

These men wer.e part of

the county's floating population of tenants and laborers similar to that
Darrett Rutman found earlier in the eighteenth century in Middlesex County,
. • . 29
V1rg1n1a.

In Elizabeth City, as in Middlesex County, this population

was dimly seen in the records. Itsexact size is hard to document.

1790, the names of those men whose

t~es

on the personal property tax lists.

Before

were paid by others were recorded

The number of men in those years

whose taxes were paid by someone else and who never subsequently paid personal property taxes themselves was:

1784
•• 21
1785 • • • • 22
1787 •
• 10
1789 • • • • 16
Some of these were workers in the shipyards of Hampton, some were young
sons of county families who either left or died before gaining independent
status; others, like "John, the Dutchman," who worked on John Lowry's farm
in 1784, were never even known to the community by their whole names.
After 1790, it was necessary to rely on other records for glimpses
of the large transitory families of poor 'vhite workers whose presence in
the county was barely noted in the tabulation of names from selected years
of the personal property tax lists.

When tenant farmer Thomas Silver-

thorn, who paid taxes on two free males over sixteen in 1794, died
early in 1798, he left his mare, saddle, bridle, twenty-four and one-half
pounds of feathers, nine cows, hogs, carpenter tools, riding horse, gun,
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two beds and furnishings, one pewter dish and seven plates, one flax
wheel, his crops, food, and the hire for the year of one negro woman to
three sons and one daughter.

30

Only one of the sons, Bastin or Sebastien

Silverthorn, remained to pay taxes in 1798 and his name was missing by
1804.

James and Elizabeth Ottley spoke of themselves as "late of Eliza-

beth City County and the State of Virginia," in a 1796 deed giving one
slave and a small amount of farm and household goods to their six adult
childreng 31

Yet they never paid personal property taxes and only one of

their children, whose name was mis-spelled as Ottler, paid taxes in 1798.
Lawrence Quin bought

4~

acres in Foxhill at the end of 1801 for $20.00,

but neither his name nor that of any heirs was on the 1804 tax lists.
Where these people came from and where they went from Elizabeth City
County remained unanswered questions.

A very crude measure of the impor-

tance of the transitory population (including those born in the county
who left as young adults and those who died) was how many people paid
personal property taxes in only one of the selected years (or, thus,
lived in the county as adults for less than six years between 1784-1804).
There were 499 people in this group of taxpayers, or 38 percent of all
those tabulated, while 809 people, or 62 percent, paid taxes in n1o or
more of the selected years (and thus were taxable residents for a minimum
of nine years between 1784-1804).
It was disappointing that even the most careful reconstruction of
all names which appeared in the deeds, wills, and other records of a
small county for the decade of the 1790's told so little about the lives
of workingclass people like the Silverthorns, Ottlers, and

Quins~

The

analysis of the rural economy in 1810, which is the subject of the
fourth part of this study, was more productive.

It revealed how numerous
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farmers of small tracts, such as Quin, and tenants, such as Silverthorn,
had become by that date.

Individuals among these groups, whose economic

position was the most precarious in the county, frequently failing to
find satisfaction in Elizabeth City County, moved to another area.

But,

as long as others followed in their tracks, the number of people seeking
to buy or lease county farms remained greater than the available supply.
In such a situation it was inevitable that the small area of the county
would become exceedingly crowded.
IV.

Population Density.
Elizabeth City County was already densely settled at the beginning

of the eighteenth century when about 27 people per square mile lived
within its limits.

Despite its erratic and slow overall level of popula-

tion growth in the post-revolutionary generation, the pressure of people
on limited land resources continued.

More land might have been reclaimed

through draining the marshes that dotted the low-lying plain on which the
coun~y

was situated.

Instead, the actual area of used (taxed) land de-

clined slightly during the eighteenth century.

By 1810, though, more

marginal land was being plowed as 33,481 acres were taxed.

Neither the

addition of 1,557 acres of farming land nor migration were sufficient to
reduce population density.

Between 1790 and 1810, the number of people

per taxed square mile increased slightly from 67.0 to 69.0.

32

The average

population per square mile in the United States was 4.5 in 1790 and 4.3
in 1810.

In 1770, Rhode Island, the state with the greatest population

density, had 45 people per square mile.

33

Jackson Turner Main estimated

that in 1790 counties along the Virginia coast "contained between sixteen
and twenty-five whites to the square mile. 1134

In Elizabeth City County

there were 30.2 white people per square mile in that year.
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More relevant for a primarily rural society than any of the comparisons of total population density was an analysis of the farm acreage per
adult worker.

Kenneth Lockridge has shown that in Suffolk County,

Massachusetts, in 1789, each adult man (over 21) had an average of 43
acres.

35

In Elizabeth City County in 1810, each free adult man over 21

had an average of

86~5

acres of land.

But if male slaves over sixteen

were included, each adult man averaged only 42.6 acres.

36

Thus, the

acreage available for each male farm worker was: comparable in these two
crowded eastern counties of Massachusetts and Virginia.

However, to

assess accurately the land available in Elizabeth City County for each
farm worker, the whole slave population over 16 should be included,
because adult female slaves were taxed equally with men by the state as
farm workers.

Then, there were only 28.3 acres of land per full-time

adult farm worker in the county.
So, migration, though sufficient to introduce instability into the
lives of the county's people, was not great enough to prevent a constant
narrowing of their economic opportunities.
V.

The Age and Sex Structure of the White Population.
The level of migration did, however, affect the age structure and

the sex ratio of the free white population.

In 1790, the age and sex

ratios of the county's white population were close to those of the state
and nation, as shown in Table 6.

Even then, though, the county had one

percent more women than the national average and 1.4 percent more than
the state average.

However, the age structure of the county's white

male population was very close to the national average, though older than
the state average.
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Table 6
Comparison of the Composition of the Free White Populations of the
United States, Virginia, and Elizabeth City County, 1790
Federal Census
United States

Virginia

Eliz. City Cty.

Females

49.0

48.6

50.0

Males
under 16
over 16

51.0
25.6
25.3

51.4
26.3
25.1

50.0
25.0
25.0

Percentages

Table 7 shows the changes by 1810.

The county's white male popula-

tion was older than the national average and there 'o1ere more >V'omen than
Table 7
Comparison of the Composition of the Free White Populations
of the United States and Elizabeth City County,
Federal Census of 1810
United States

Eliz. City Cty.

Females

49.1

50.5

Males
under 16
over 16

50.9
25.6
25o3

49.5
22o8
26.7

Percentages

men.

Both the sex ratios and age structure of the county in 1810 were

characteristic of populations that have experienced heavy out-migration.

38

The impact of migration over the previous generation was seen most
cleBrly when the age and sex structure of the white population in 1810
were examined more closely.
census returns.

Table 9 summarizes the data from the county

The median age of the county's white population was 1%

years older than that of the nation, but that of the county's white women
was nearly two years older (Table 8).

While the number of young white

women under 26 years in 1810 was about equal to the number of young white
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Table 8
Comparison of the Median Ages in 1810 of the
Free White Populations, United States
Elizabeth City County
United States

Eliz. City Cty.

Total

16.0

17.5

Male

15.9

17.0

Female

16.1

18.0

men, there were proportionately more women over 26 years old than there
were men (Table 9).
Elizabeth City County had a high rate of geographic mobility between
1782 and 1810 with more than half the free population leaving every ten
years, partially replaced by in-migrants who made up about one-fourth of
the total free population by 1810.
growth and geographic mobility has

Concentrating on free population
shol~

that the county had a slow over-

all rate of growth in the period, influenced by the heavy drain of population to Norfolk in the late 1790's, but counterbalanced by in-migration
of rural people from adjacent tidewater counties, particularly after 1801.
The high level of mobility resulted in a relatively old population whose
high ratio of people to land strained available economic resources.
The nature of that strain is one of the questions that exploration
of the role of slavery in the county and the nature of the agricultural
and town economies may answer.

Knowing about the movement of people with-

out reference to their class or their access to land, jobs, or slave labor
is relatively meaningless in such a rural economy.

Heavy migration may

not have made room for the remaining farmers or done much to alleviate
class tensions if landholdings were not sold or divided among those who
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Table 9
Age and Sex Distribution of the Free White Population
Elizabeth City County, Federal Census of 1810
Ages in
Years
under 10

10-15
total under 16

Male
Number

Percent

287
122
(40~-.

32.2

Female
Number
Percent

291

32.0

13.7
115
12.7
(45-.9) --- -- ---- ---(406)_ _ _(44.-71

Total
Number

Percent

578

32.1

237

13.2
(45.3)

(815)--

16-25

182

20.4

177

19.5

359

19.9

26-44

204

22.9

215

23.6

419

23.3

12.2

206
(984)

11.5
(54. 7)

45 and over
total over 16
Total
Approximat-e Number of
Each Age:
Under 10

10-15
16-25
26-44
45-70

95
(481T - ~
890

10.7
(54.0)

111
- {503)

100.0

909

Male

Female

32
20
18
11
3.8

32
19
18
11

4.4

---

C5S:.~T-

100.0

1, 799

100.0
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stayed, but, instead, were bought by absentee owners or obtained by people
coming into the county with more capital.

Since the county was already

developed agriculturally, there was no new land to be opened to the plow
and little opportunity on its farms for the ambitious or those with a
poor start in life.

The county's one

to,~,

Hampton, had ceased to be

competitive as a port prior to the Revolution and offered less scope for
social or economic success than Norfolk.

One interesting point is that

the county's out-migrants were not particularly interested in a rural
life, let alone journeying to the frontier.

Rather they wanted the urban

experience in Norfolk, as well as the economic opportunities of a boomtown.
Their departure should have reduced social tensions, but only if they
were not replaced by troublemakers from outside the county.
the county elite must have considered itself lucky.

On this point,

For the majority of

in-migrants were from nearby rural counties, used to the Tidewater life.
The newcomers quickly found their place in a society which was very similar to the one they had left.

But, when too many old residents tore up

their roots within a few years, not even the easy adjustment of newcomers
could mend the gaps in the community's social fabric.

The frequency with

which relatives and friends insulted one another and squabbled over

prop~

erty in the court indicated that there were serious social tensions among
the old county residents that seem to have been exacerbated by the period
of peak migration around 1800.

Yet, gradually dissatisfaction among the

many free natives who could not hope to inherit or buy land, or even find
a leasehold, must have been drained off by the chance to get a job across
the harbor in Norfolk.
It is possible to speculate that one long-term result of the county's
disinherited and poor free sons and daughters turning to geographic
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mobility was neglect of the possibilities for changing conditions in
Elizabeth City County.

Moving on was far easier than challenging the

fundamental rights of private property on which the inequitable distribution of the county's limited land supply was based.

Also necessary,

and even more difficult, would have been a challenge to the right of
private property in human beings.

The exploitation of black people was

so widespread in Elizabeth City County that only a few of its white
people did not employ slave labor at least occasionally.

The right

slavery gave to one group of people to permanently oppress another proved
an insuperable bar to conscious social change.
Slavery was the dominant fact of life for over one-half of the people of Elizabeth City County.
to migrate.

They had no chance to voluntarily choose

Often, though, they were forced to leave the county with

their owners, less often, probably, to be sold.

But, while slaves could

not hope for much prospect of wider opportunity from their own or others'
migration, their lives were profoundly influenced by the geographic
mobility which characterized the era.

Some of the ways in which thi&

happened will be considered in the following chapters, which explore the
economic and social roles and the everyday life of black people in Elizabeth City County.
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Notes for Chapter III

1

Avery Craven, Soil Exhaustion as a Factor in the Agricultural
History of Virginia and Maryland, 1606-1860.
2Lewis c. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States
to 1860, volume 1, chapter VII and volume 2, chapter XXVI. Gray emphasized the importance of the shift to wheat, a crop that was seldom grown
in Elizabeth City County prior to 1810. David Klingaman, in 'The Significance of Grain in the Development of the Tobacco Colonies," pp. 268-278,
presented a more accurate picture by noting the exceptional importance of
corn to the Virginia economy in these years. Jackson Turner Main, 11 The
Distribution of Property in Post-Revolutionary Virginia, 11 PP• 241-258.
Both Main and Gray, of course, believed Turner's frontier thesis was a
correct general statement of the stages of American development and their
works, cited above, were cast within that framework.
3 Kenneth Lockridge, "Land, Population and the Evolution of New
England Society, 1630-1790, 11 PP• 62-80.

4Blanche Adams Chapman, Wills and Administrations of Elizabeth Cit5
County, Virginia, and Other Genealogical and Historical Items, 1610-180 ,
mimeographed, 1941.

5The comparison of the total number of personal property taxpayers
and of the number who were free male tithables and female taxpayers was:
Year

Total NamesA

Free Male
Tithables +16

1784
1789
1794
1798
1804
1809

335
370
343
325
34i
375

305
307
359
310
341
399

Difference

-30
-63
16
-15
(\

v

24

Female
Taxpayers

44
52
48
39
24
31

Alncludes names of all those \'lho paid taxes -- women, men, estates
and, in 1784 and 1789 the names of all men whose taxes were paid by
others.
6

Philip J. Greven, Jr., Four Generations: Population. Land, and
Family in Colonial Andover, Massachusetts; Charles S. Grant, Democracy
in the Connecticut Frontier Town of Kent; James T. Lemon, The Best Poor
Man's Country: A Geographical Study of Early Southeastern Pennsylvania,
note 4, Chapter 3.
7
Nineteen families had nine or more taxpayers in the years examined.
8
Three men of the same name were referred to as Augustine Moore,
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Senior, Augustine Moore, Junior, and Augustine Moore, the Younger. These
men were from the same family, but Augustine Moore, Junior, was the grandson of Augustine Moore, Senior, by his eldest son, William Moore. Augus~
tine Moore, the Younger, was the youngest son of Augustine Moore, Senior.
When the eldest Augustine Moore died in 1795, Augustine Moore, Junior,
immediately became senior and Augustine Moore, the Younger, added junior
to his name= In some cases, such as that of Thomas Jones, Senior, and
Thomas Jones, Junior, there apparently was no relationship between the
two men, but this \·ras rare.
9
For instance, members of the Jeggetts, Sarvant, Tarrant, Collier,
and Ward families. In the case of Tarrant and one of the Colliers, the
individuals were slaves long resident in the county who became taxpayers
when they gained their freedom.
10
A small number of those whose names disappeared may have remained in
the county, but no longer had taxable property. This would include adult
free men, who from disability or other cause were exempted of taxes, and
women whose personal property was lost. The number could only be significant in the first interval, 1784-1789, because a number of women who were
taxed only on their cattle between 1782-1788 were dropped from the later
lists when cattle were no longer taxed.
11

J. Potter concluded, in "The Growth of Population in America, 17001860,11 that the colonial death rate was probably between 20-25/1,000 (see
p. 646). For Elizabeth City County's free population, this rate would
have meant that about nine of those whose names disappeared from the personal property tax lists each year died. In the six months of 1810 between
the taking of the tax lists and the census, three men actually died. Probate records were found for eighty-five adult decedents between 1780 and
1810, which indicated a minimum average of 2.8 free adult deaths per year.
For a much higher estimate of the proportion of probated estates among all
decedents, see Alice Hanson Jones, '~ealth Estimates for the American
Middle Colonies, 1774, 11 I=·P• 110-115. James Lemon used Potter's lO\V' estimate of two percent in his calculations of death and migration rates in
southeastern Pennsylvani~ (see The Best Poor Man's Country, note 4,
p. 249). Philip Greven's proof of widely fluctuating death rates over
five-year intervals in early eighteenth-century Andover casts doubt on
the assumption of using a constant rate for a twenty-five year period,
but no other method was feasible when death records were lacking. The
average death rate in Andover between 1715 and 1745 was 25/1,000~ but the
Boston mortality rate averaged between 31 and 46/1,000 in the early
decades of the eighteenth century (see Four Generations, note 14, p. 196).
12
A true annual mobility rate would have been much higher. For
instance, data on mobility in the United States in the 1960's indicated
that the population \<Tas twice as mobile when computed on an annual basis
as compared to a five-year interval. See Donald J. Bogue, Principles
of Demography (New York, 1969), pp. 760-763. Elizabeth City County's
average anmtal migration rate in these years >>~as comparable to that of
the United States (migration across county lines) in the past twenty
years. The migration rate across county lines between March, 1964, and
March, 1965, was 6.8 percent of the population. This rate was based on
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the far more accurate statistical technique of the
Census (~., PP• 760-761).

u.s.

Bureau of the

13The Social Structure of Revolutionary America, p. 193.
14

The Best Poor Man's Country, pp. 73-77, 249. Philip Greven, ~
Generations, Table 27, p. 212; Greven not only had the most complete information about the migrating population in the town he studied, but he
also had the best discussion of the probable impact of a high mobility
rate on those who left and on those who stayed. Charles Grant, Democracy
in ••• Kent, pp. 99-102. A New England Town: The First Hundred Years,
Dedham, Nassach11~ett~; 1636-1736, pp. 143-149, 163; "Land, Population,
and the Evolution of New England Society, 1630-1790;" and "The Population
of Dedham, Massachusetts, 1636-1736," Economic History Review, second
series, volume 19 (1966), pp. 318-345.

15

see the Elizabeth City County Court Order Books for 1798-1802 and
1808-1816 for many such cases. For instance, at the court session of
July 23, 1801, fifteen suits were filed by heirs against their relatives
who were administering estates.

16

Court Order Book, 1798-1802, PP• 194-318. The rash of these suits,
which began late in 1800 and continued for about six months, were a unique
phenomena in the court order books. Many of the trespass, assault, and
battery charges were not mere disputes over property lines because those
involved in the suits often had no contiguous property. Few in-migrants
were involved in these disputes, which were so bitter that the defendants
often demanded a jury trial.

17

See Table 7, Chapter II. This was the loss of total population
shown in the fewer number of people enumerated in the census of 1800 as
compared to the federal census of 1790.

1811The Growth of Population iu America, 1700-1860," PP• 647-672. Between 1800 and 1810, Potter argued the birthrate probably fell between
47-52 per thousand. According to the 1810 census, there were 578 white
children under ten years of age in Elizabeth City County, or, hypothetically, 57.8 might have been born each year between 1800 and 1810. At a
birth rate of 50/1,000, 87 children should have been born each year, and
if the average death rate for all years, as assumed by Potter, was
20/1,000 (although, in fact, even a low infant mortality rate should have
been double that figure-- seep. 659), 35 would have died; the annual
increase would have been 52 children per year.

19 Cary moved permanently from the county sometime between 1800 and
1805. He moved first to the Williamsburg home of his second wife, whom
he married in 1802; later they settled at Carysbrook, his plantation in
Fluvanna County. Cary may have left Elizabeth City County soon after his
first wife died in 1799; there are no records of his presence in the
county after that year. But he did not sell Celeys until 1805, so he
continued to pay land tax through that year. His name was not on the
1804 personal property taX roll.

20

Tax Assessment Act of 1786, Hening, Statutes, volume 12, pp. 245-256.
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Lists of insolvents were also required. The mass of uncatalogued auditor's
papers at the Virginia State Library might well contain such lists for some
counties.
21

An attempt was made to trace or1g1ns of in-migrants in U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Heads of Families at the First Census Taken in the Year
1790; Virginia. This was of minor value because records from only
thirty-nine of the state's eighty counties, containing less than half its
population, were used in compiling the book, and because many names were
common to several counties. Among the counties not listed were York and
Accomac, which together contributed nearly one-third of the in-migrants
to Elizabeth City County.
22

Each of the people in the sample of in-migrants and of out-migrants
was a potentially taxable person, i.e., when a family left the county only
the head of the household was counted for this purpose.
23
Thus, the fact that a Virginia county was losing population in the
1790's did not mean that it was directly contributing to the westward
population flow as historians of that migration have often assumed. See,
for instance, Ray Billington, Westward Expansion (New York, 1960), 2nd
edition, p. 247, for a typical statement that soil exhaustion and expansion of plantation agriculture led to western migration from the twentysix Virginia counties which lost population betwe~n 1790 and 1800.
24

Archelaus Yancey, ln 1794, authorized a Louisa County agent to sell
his 500 acres of land in Kentucky for t100. This was the amount of money
he needed to pay a note due in two months against which he had pledged
his cattle and furniture. After his death in 1795, Mrs. Yancey acknowledged the sale as valid. (See Yancey's power of attorney to John Duke,
Senior, dated November 3, 1794 and Mary Yancey's indenture of February 24,
1796, in Elizabeth City County Deeds and Wills, Book 34.) Samuel and
Jane Barron gave a power of attorney to David Brodie to sell 2,000 acres
South of the Cumberland River, that had been inherited from Barron's
father, in May, 1801 (Elizabeth City County Deeds and Wills, Book 12),
but no record of the actual sale of this land was found. In August,
1807, James and Samuel Barron sold 1,500 acres of land in Kentucky to
William Pennock of Norfolk for $3,000 (E:izabeth City County Deeds and
Wills, Book 33, page 59). This was also land the Barron's inherited from
their father, who had claimed it under revolutionary war bounty warrants.
Other county men may have received western land through the same process
for their war service, but 110 records of their actually holding or selling
the land were found. Many probably sold the warrants for cash.
25

York, 16; Warwick, 14; Accomac, 5; Norfolk, 3; Matthew~ 3; Nansemond, 2; Northumberland, 2; Gloucester, 1; Surry, 1. None of this group
came from Northampton, James City, Isle of Wight, or Princess Anne
Counties.
26

Paul and Angelique Henretta Loustav Herren Corbier (or Corbieres)
were probably refugees from the Haitian revolution. They came to the
county early in 1794 with seven slaves who had French names. Paul Corbier
died within three months and Angelique Corbier then bought a 354 acre
plantation, Erroll, for $3,633.30, although part of this was a mortgage
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financed by Miles King. Within three years, she was forced to sell all
but 100 acres of the property. Most of the 400 French refugees from Cape
Francais, Haiti, who were brought to Hampton Roads in July, 1793 were
destitute, however, and numerous letters were written to the state government by officials of Hampton, Norfolk, Richmond, and Alexandria asking
for funds for their care. Miles King wrote the Gove~nor the following
letter on August 21, 1794: "When I was laet in Ric!-.mcnd, I did inform
you the Cash allowed for the French Emigrants had been out for some ttme
and I was in advance for them. I have reduced the number to ten. These
want much to return to the West Indies, where a vessel will sail in ten
days. The Captain is willing to take the whole with him, but will not do
so for under fifty pounds. The Emigrants have made a Friend to pay half.
One hundred dollars is wanting to pay their passages and money to lay in
provisions. Will it not be best to pay the Hundred Dollars and lay in
provisions and be clear of them, as I fear they will not be much benefit
to this county as they are on the \rrong side with us in politicks. If
Cash is not to be had, I will pay the passage, etc., if it will meet with
the approbation of your Board, please to have it laid before the Board
as soon as convenient and let me know, If they miss the passage it may be
some time before another offers. 11 There are no further references to the
Haitian refugees in Hampton, so it is likely King's plan was adopted,
although Norfolk was still requesting state funds for the support of its
refugees in 1802. Cited in J. Luther Kibler, "History of Hampton and
Elizabeth City County, 11 pp. 186-187. Benjamin Dessenis, a doctor, came
from France in 1787 and David Beauregard in 1798.
27
Merchants were James Borrowdale, Robert Willis, and Elizabeth Willis
(who took over her husband's trade when he died soon after their arrival
-- see her pre-marital covenant with Wm. Brough, May, 1801). Planters
were Angelique Ccrbier, David Beauregard (who married the Corbier daughter
and bought the plantation), Thomas F. Phillips (who came from Barbados
and bought the 787 acre plantation, Celeys, from Wilson Miles Cary), and
John Goodwin, Phillipsi son-in-law. Dessenis and John J. Ward, from
Great Britain, were doctors. Beauregard, Ward, Dessenis, Elizabeth Willis,
William Manice, and Anne Borrowdale (widowed very soon after arrival also)
married wealthy county residents. Four of these marriages were into the
Brough family. Of all the immigrants, only John Mee, who applied for
citizenship in 1809, apparently lacked more than a common amount of assets.
James Borrowdale, Paul Corbier, and Robert Willis died within months of
their arrival and William Manice quickly lost his wife's inheritanceo
28
william Williams from Warwick County bought fifty acres of land and
Joseph Ranger from Northumberland County bought five and one-half acres.
James Kelsick inherited a town lot and house in 1807 from Sarah McCaa,
who had previously freed his wife.
29
Darrett B. Rutman, "Little Communities: Viewpoints for the Study
of the Early South," undated, unpublished paper presented at the 1970
meeting of the Southern Historical Association in Louisville, Kentucky,
November 14, 1970, p. 7.
30
will, dated March 16, 1798, recorded June 28, 1798, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.
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31 Deed of Gift, March 22, 1796, recorded June 23, 1796. James Ottley
appeared in court on the latter date to verify the deed, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.
32 In 1714, 33,859 acres were taxed; in 1782, only 31,924 acres were
on the tax lists. After 1782 the amount of land taxed increased, but not
consistently or in direct proportion to population changes. See Chapter
VI for documentation and further discussion of this point. 32,971 acres,
or 51.5 square miles of land, were taxed in 1788; the census population
of the county in 1790 was 3,450. 33,481 acres, or 52.3 square miles of
land, were taxed in 1810, when the census population was 3,608. See
Table 1, Chapter II, and Tables 3 and 8 in Chapter VI.
33The importance of the Louisiana Purchase in reducing the national
average density is shown by comparing the 1800 figure of 6.1 to that of
1810. u.s. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics, Series A17-21,
p. 8; J. Potter, "The Growth of Population in America, 1700-1860," p. 651.
34 "The Distribution of Property in Post-Revolutionary Virginia,"
P• 243.
35 Each adult male had 56 acres in Sudbury, 44 in Medfield, 38 in
Dedham, 17 in Watertown, 71 in Chelsea, 22 in Roxbury, 70 in Wrentham, and
32 in Hingham. Van Beck Hall, according to Lockridge, has done a computer
analysis which shows arable land "probably fell below 5 acres" per man.
No basis for calculating what part of Elizabeth City County's land was
arable exists, but much of the low-lying area was marsh in which frequent
flooding had left deposits of salt. Although little could be cultivated
on such land, the natural grasses and shrubs that grew there were an important source of grazing for cattle. Kenneth Lockridge, "Land, Population, and The Evolution of New England Society, 1630-1790," pp. 67-68
and note 18.
36
According to the census, there were 481 free white males over 16.
Approximately 94 would have been between the ages of 16 and 21 years, so
there were an estimated 387 men over 21 years. There were 796 male and
female sla,res over 16 in 1810. Since the 1810 census gave no breakdown
of sex or age for the slave population, it was assumed that fifty percent
of the slaves were male. While a rough estimate could be made of those
between 16 and 21, this was not done because it was assumed that slaves
were forced to carry adult workloads at a younger age than were free males.
37

It must be noted that these calculations for both Massachusetts and
Virginia assumed all adults counted were farm workers. Subtraction of
nonfarm workers from the populations would increase the average acreage.
For instance, in Elizabeth City County, if the residents of Hampton were
excluded, there were 119.6 acres per free male over 21, 58.9 acres per
adult male (free men over 21 and male slaves over 16), and 39.1 acres per
adult farm worker (free males over 21 and all slaves over 16). The twc
latter averages over-esttmated the amount of land available, because a
significant number of rural slaves were enumerated in 1810 at the Hampton
residences of their mmers. Nor are such calculations comparable to
those Lockridge did for Massachusetts counties which also had small nonfarm populations.
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PART III
THE BI..ACK MAJORITY:

SLAVERY IN

ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY
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CHAPTER IV
THE ECONOMICS OF SLAVERY IN THE COUNTY

Even casual inspection of the estate records of

Eli~abeth

City

County shows that within the first fifty years of the eighteenth century
slavery was firmly established.

In each succeeding decade slaves consti-

tuted an increasing proportion of the pereonal wealth of free families.
By 1755, over 56 percent of the population were enslaved black people
whose forced labor contributed much of the wealth accumulated by the
minority free white population. 1

Bondage w~s the condition of black

people in the county with rare exception before the Revolution and afterwards also.

Neither the Declaration of Independence, war with England,

nor the founding of revolutionary commonwealth and nation affected the
status of more than a handful of black people in Elizabeth City County.
Some exceptional individuals, like the pilot Joseph Harris, who were able
to take advantage of the county's proximity to the British and French
navies in ct&esapeake Bay, gained their freedom.

But, vessels standing

offshore already crowded with Tory slaveowners offered little more real
chance of freedom to the mass of black people than did the appearance of
the French navy six years later, or the subsequent retreat of Lord
Cornwallis's defeated army from Yorktown.

The effect of Lord Dunmore's

emancipation proclamation, issued from the middle of the James River
opposite Hampton, can be contrasted with General Butler's ambiguous 1861
offer of contraband status, backed by the federal guns of Fort Monroe.
127
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Two-thirds of the black population of the county fled East of Hampton
River within a few month of Butler's order.
I.

2

The Revolution and Slave Manumissions.
Service in the American revolutionary forces gave even fewer slaves

freedom.

The guarantees of liberty to slave soldiers and sailors, reluc-

tantly granted by the state, were not carried out by county residents or
officials.

There is no record of how many black men from the county

fought for the Revolution, but there is evidence that some who did so
were ill-rewarded.

One such slave was Caesar Tarrant.

One of seven pi-

lots appointed early in the war by the Virginia Navy Beard, Tarrant
steered the schooner Patriot in engagements against larger, better armed
British ships.

He was cited for behaving "gallantly" at the helm of the

Patriot when his boat rammed the Lord Howe at the climax of a bloody battle.

But his exceptionally heroic service in the state navy did not

motivate Francis Tarrant to free him; instead, Francis Tarrant willed
Caesar Tarrant, along with his other slaves, to his heirs in 1784.

Six

years after peace was proclaimed, the state legislature finally recognized the black pilot's wartime service and bought his freedom from Tarrant's estate.

3

Pluto, a slave of Robert Brough, who served with Tarrant

on the Patriot was less fortunate.

Though in 1781 Pluto had obtained an

affidavit from Richard Barron, COdiDander of the Patriotp that

11 • • •

during

the term of his enlistment of three years ••• he behaved himself well, 11
fifteen years later be was still petitioning the legislature for the
freedom due him.

4

The cases of Caesar Tarrant and Pluto aside, the county

records showed no increase in the number of free black men at the end of
the war.
County slaveowners were no more influenced by the doctrine of the
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rights of man in the Declaration of Independence nor by the changes in
state law adopted in 1782 permitting voluntary manumission of slaves than
they were by the risks of life in their cause taken by slave soldiers
and sailors.

5 No manumission& were recorded in the county for over ten

years after the law was passed.

Even though part of the wills, deeds,

and court orders for the 1780's were missing, it is doubtful that there
were manumissiona in the county comparable to those elsewhere in the state
in the decade since only two free black men, John Rosano and James Jenkins,
paid taxes.

In 1790, the census listed but eighteen free black people in

the county.

In contrast, the free black population of the

P.~ate,

located

mainly in adjacent tidewater counties, had grown from an estimated 3,000
6
in 1782 to 12,866.
Incongruously, significant manumissions in the county
began only after 1800, when it became obvious the state law allowing voluntary manumission was likely to be repealed.

Certainly George Wythe's

hopes that the Revolution might bring about general emancipation of slaves
found little support in his native county, where he still kept 26 slaves
7
in 1784.
Only eight slaves were definitely manumitted by their owners between
the time of the easing of the laws
Revolt in 1800.

(Table 1).

af~er

the Revolution and Gabriel's

In contrast, between 1803 and 1806, when the

movement to restrict the right of owners to manumit their slaves was at
its peak and the Richmond newspapers were blaming free negroes for the
abortive insurrection, twenty-three slaves were emancipated in Elizabeth
City County.

8

Since neither pressing economic causes nor religious be-

liefs appear to have motivated the eight owners who freed their slaves in
these three years, the most probable explanation for their action were
the series of close votes in the legislature on bills intended virtually
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Table 1
Unconditional Manumissions of Slaves Recorded in
Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810
Year

Name of Freed Slave

Description

Age

1793
1793
1797
1798
1798
1798
1799

Lucy Tarrant
Nancy Tarrant
Jack
Nannie
Anne
Harlow
Kate

negro woman
daughter of Lucy T.
negro
woman
child of Nannie
child of Nannie
negro woman

1799
1801

Sam
John Davis

negro man
negro man

1802

James Kelsick

negro man

38 years

Charles Collier

1803

Nancy Hampton

yellow woman

39 years

Amelia Brough

1803
1803
1803
1803
1804
1804
1804
1804
1804
J.804
1804
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805
1805

Violet Kelsick
Isaac Kelsick
Polly Kelsick
James Barber
J.nck Hampton
Nell
Chnrlotte
Phillis
Rebecca
Nelly Blue
Dilsy
Betty Bryan
Guy
Plymouth
Peter
Ben
Moses

black woman

40 years
3 years
18 months

Sarah McCaa

Reason for Manumission

John Rogers

15 months

11

It

James Naylor Cooper
Wilson Cary Selden
It

"

11

II

II

II

Wilson Miles Cary
James Latimer
Miles King

negro man
negro man

42 years

negro woman
daughter of Charlotte

"

0..-ner

II

negro girl
negro wo::nan
negro woman

II

tl

..

II

t1

Francis Ballard
Sarah Brough
Francis Ballard
Francis Ballard
Francis Ballard
Francis Ballard
Thomas Cary Nelson
IJ

faithful service

$10 and faithful service
faithful servant

If

Thomas Jones
Thomas Fenn
II

(wife of Caesar Tarrant)
(daughter of Caesar Tarrant)
5 shillings & past services
(migration to Loudoun County;
Nannie & Anne remained in
Eliz. City Cty; Harlow in Loudoun)
"late attendant upon Sarah
Cary, deceased1 11 (his wife)
faithful service
Davis paid King t122 ($406.26)
for his freedom
Kelsick paid Collier t50
($166.50) for his freedom
wife of Jack Hnmpton, later
freed by her sister

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

To:n

II

II

Charles

II

II

Negro girl, Hannah was also to
be freed after serving his
sister Rosen for nine years
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Table 1, continued
Year

Name of Freed Slave

1805
1805
1806
1810

Haria
Betty
Daniel
Bet Ranger

Source:

DescriJ:!tiOn

ARe

Owner

Reason for Manumission

Thomas Fcnn
..

mulatto man
mulatto woman

40 years
40 years

11

George Booker
Elizabeth Dessenis

sundry faithful services .
promised manumission in 1805;
sold to husband for $5.00 in 1810 •.

Elizabeth City County Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33; Loudoun County Deed Book Y, p. 305.
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to prohibit future manumission.

9

The debate may have encouraged action

among those owners who had vaguely promised freedom to a slave or those
who disapproved of the mood of vengeance against free blacks prevalent in
the state.

Owners who rlelayed anyway, such as Elizabeth Dessenis, who in

1805 filed a statement with the court that Bet Ranger should be free after
her death, were forced after 1806 to carry out their intentions through
nominal sale of the slave to another free black person already resident
in the county.
Six of the fourteen people who manumitted slaves had no direct heirs,
but these six were a small minority of the slaveowners who died between
1780 and 1810 without surviving wife or children.

° For most sueh uwnera

1

of slaves the intimate relationships of living closely for a lifetime were
less important than concern to transmit valuable property to sisters,
brothers, niecest nephews or cousins.

Among these six, though, were the

only three people out of a generation in the county who not only gave
freedom to all their slaves, but also willed property rights to them in
partial compensation for their unpaid labor.

Francis Ballard gave his

house and lot to Jane Latimer, probably his niece, but lent the five
slaves he had freed

11

the use of my kitchen" for their lifetimes, gave his

"two faithful servants," Jim Barber and Charlotte, all of his personal
property after payment of his debts, and left to Barber all of his "wearing apparel."

11

There is no further record of these former slaves under

either the name Barber or Ballard paying personal property tax or having
a separate census household in 1810, but they may have been among the
twenty-five free black people who lived in free white households in 1810.
When Sarah McCaa died four years after she succeeded in freeing
Violet Kelsick and her two youngest children, she left to Violet and her
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husband, James Kelsick, her Hampton house, lot, and all of her personal
property "as a compensation for their particnlar care and maintenance of
me in my latter years."

12

The Kelsicks paid land and personal property

taxes and, in 1810, had a census household in Hampton consisting of five
free black people and three slaves, who may have been three of Violet
Kelsick's older children hired from Richard Backhouse.

This family main-

tained their freedom and continued to reside in the Hampton-Norfolk area
for many years.

In 1856, Sally Kelsick Walker, probably a daughter of

James and Violet Kelsick, and her daughter, Mary Kelsick Peake registered
as free black residents of Elizabeth City County.

13

Most fortunate were the ten slaves manumitted by Thomas Fenn, who
died childless in 1805.

Except for "one room in either of my houses"

that he lent to his sister Rosea Fenn for life and the loan of another
house to William Crosswell for seven years, Fenn gave his "houses and
lands to all my negroes jointly for their mutual support and maintenance."
He also gave them his "stock of cattle, horses, hogs, sheep, plantat.ion
utensils, and all my monies •••• " for their "mutual support and benefit."
The Harris Creek farm of over 100 acres which he gave to his former slaves
continued in their possession for over fifteen years until they began to
sell it in the 1820's.

Although missed by the 1810 census taker, the

Fenns appeared in numerous tax, court, and census records from 1809 to
1853, when the death of Maria Fenn, aged 60, of pneumonia, was recorded.
II.

14

Free Black Families in Elizabeth City County.
Besides these few freed people who were given property, several of

the others mantDDitted belonged to families who were able to acquire real
property and who, despite the increasingly hostile laws and attitudes
toward free black people in Virginia, were able to keep their freedom and
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property to pass on to another generation.

Among these were Caesar and

Lucy Tarrant, Jack and Nancy Hampton, and Joseph and Bet (or Betty)
Ranger. 15 Their bravery and persistence in fighting for their freedom
and security are all the more remarkable in view of the human cost exacted
for them.

Among the slaves whose age at the tUDe of manumission is known,

most were nearly forty years old, nearly at the end of their most productive years of work and

childb~aring.

16

Some, like John Davis, who bought

his freedom for h122 ($406.26), paid a very high price-- more in this
case than was paid for more than one-half of the farms sold in the county
during the previous ten years and enough to buy a very fertile fifty
acre farm.
Even greater financial and personal strain

~as

imposed by the fact

that when some in a family gained freedom, others were left in slavery.
When Lucy Tarrant and her fifteen-month old baby, Nancy, were freed in
1793, John Rogers kept as a slave the Tarrants' fifteen-year old daughter,
Liddy.

It took 29 years of persister.t effort by the Tarrant family to

free Liddy, in 1822 when she was 46 years old, and over twenty years
later her sister Nancy was still trying to free a nephew and niece who
were probably Liddy's children."

17

In 1810 whtn Bet Ranger was finally

freed, her husband, Joseph Ranger, signed an agreement with her former
owner, Elizabeth Dessenis, "to keep and maintain at his own expense

f~r

the Term of ten years if required by the said Elizabeth Dessenis or her
heirs Benjamen and Moses, two children of the said Joseph And Betty •••• "
and to post $30.00 bond.

Three years later Elizabeth Dessenis was dead

and the two boys, then aged seven and nine, were valued in her inventory
at $250 and $280, respectively.
hi~

18

Neither Ranger's five acre farm nor

wages as a seaman would have made it easy for him to raise so much
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money to purchase hio sons.

Nancy Hampton, freed when she was 39 years

old, had seen three of her daughters and two

g~~·~childLen

sold in Norfolk

by her former owner, but she evidently bore at least two sons after her
manumission.

19

Only the two youngest of Violet Kelsick's children were

freed when she was manumitted, while at least four, aged 6 to 12, and
probably others who were older, remained slaves.
At each of the first

tl~O

20

federal censuses (1790 and 1800) the county

had but 18 free black residents, and it was primarily a result of the inCLeased manumissions after 1800 that the free black population rose to
85 peop1e~

21

Of these, 18 had been free, 26 are known to have been manu-

mitted after 1800, and the remaining 41 were either born to free black
families, moved into the county from other areas, or were freed through
unrecorded manumissions or conditional manumissions carried out.

22

Since the birth rate of a group containing so many women over 35
years old and

sev~ral

young children could not have been high, the most

important sources of the additional free black population must have been
migration and manumission& of local slaves whose legal documentation was
.
1y 1ost. 23
never comp 1ete d or h as b een suosequent

Records show that

Joseph Ranger, a native of Northumberland County who was free before the
Revolution, chose to settle in Elizabeth City County sometime after he
had been stationed in Hampton as part of the crew of the Virginia ship,
Liberty, in the 1780's.

William Williams moved to the county from ad-

jacent Warwick County in 1798 when he bought fifty acres of land.

24

Sev-

eral of the other heads of free black households in 1810s who had names
uncommon in the county, were probably also in-migrants (see Table 2).
Peggy Backhouse, Jack Collier, and Joe Tabb were heads of free black
households in 1810 who had probably been slaves of Elizabeth City County
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Table 2
Free Black Households in Elizabeth City County in 1810
Number c)f Peoole in Household
Slaves
Free

Head of Household
Jack Hampton
James Kelsick
Lucy Tarrant
Ben Feen (Fenn)
Moses Feen (Fenn)
Peter Feen (Fenn)
Ha~pton Armistead

6
5

~b

b
_b

1

Peggy Backhouse
Jack Collier
Joe Tabb
Joseph Ranger
William Williams
Thomas Wise
James Hopson
Hary Cook
Cesar Jones
Total households:
Free reeidents
Slave residents
Landot-;ners

2
1
4

1
6

5
5
8
1

0
3
0

Personal Pro2erti Tax 0
Free Males
Slaves

1
1

-

Land Owned

Origin of Head
of Household

0

25 acres

manumission, 1804

2

lot
lot

0
0
0

-2

1
1
1
1

2
1

1

0
4
0

1
1

1
1
0
0

1

0

1

1

1

1

0
0
0
0

0

1
0

[100 acrese

0

1

"

"
"
"
"
conditional

1802
1793
1805
1805
1805

manumission, 1790
unrecorded manumission?

"
5% acres
50 acres

"

"

"

in-migrant
..

If

probable in-migrant
It

It

u

II

II

"

"

"
"

16

God

15
8

Free black people living in other households:

25

~ithable tax-payments for free males over 16 years and slaves over 16 years; none paid taxes for slaves between the ages
of 12 and 16 years.

bNot counted in the 1810 federal census.
~he 100 acres of land was O'l<lTled jointly by the ten people freed in 1805 by Thomas Fenn and the eleventh slave who was to
gain her freedom in 1814.

dincluding the other seven free residents of the Fenn households who were ~ot counted in the 1810 census,
Source:

Federal Census, 1810, }lanuscript Land and Personal Property Tax Records.
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residents since they bore names common in the county.
record of their manumission under those names. 25
Armistead,

~ould

But there is no

They, like Hampton

have been part of a larger group of slaves

pr~ised

conditional manumission in the wills of their owners at some future date
or when intermediate heirs died.

Although it is impossible to tell how

many such slaves actually ever obtained their freedom, scattered records
indicate that a few, at least, did.

The terms of conditional manumission

by will were sometimes complicated:

James Bray Armistead gave his "negro

man Hampton" to Dianna Wallace Bayley "during her widowhood but if she
should intermarry then

my

Will and Desire is that the said Negroe Hampton

shall have his freedom on paying Wilson Wallace Bayley Three pounds lawful
money annually and in case of his death it is my Will and Desire the said
26
Negroe Hampton shall have his Freedcm."
Basically there were two types
of conditional manumission -- that which lent the labor of the slave to a
third person for a specified period of years of life at the end of which
the slave was to

b~

freed, and that which made manumission

c~nditional

upon the death without issue of the heirs named in the will.

Among the

county slaves who were known actually to have attained their freedom, all
had been promised manumission under a clause of the first type.
were Jack Payne, Hampton Armistead, and James Powell.

These

But, in each of

these cases, the fact that they became free was not found in court "free
papers" or registers, but through tax lists, census records, orders for
apprenticeship, and a bill of sale.

27

Although these cases suggest that there were some slaves manumitted
in the county besides those listed in Table 1, the number
been very significant.

c~Jld

not have

Only a few wills had even a remotely contingent

conditional manumission clause, and there ie no reason to believe that
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wills which have been lost over the years would have contained a higher
proportion.

By 1810, the 85 free black people in the county were 2.3 per-

cent of the entire county population, 4.7 percent of the black population,
and 4.5 percent of the free population.

28

It was a tiny minority which

could be tolerated without threatening the system of slavery.

It is re-

markable, though, that among the county's post-revolutionary generation
the antislavery

~pulse ~as

was nearly too late.

so weak -- in fact, scarcely existed until it

The denunciations of the immorality or the ineffi-

ciency of slave labor by prominent Virginians of the era moved very few
of the county's slaveowners to action.
III.

The Distribution of Slave Labor.
It isn't difficult to understand, however, why the minority free

white population was reluctant to free its slaves.

By the ttme the peace

treaty with Great Britain was signed, most of the slaves dislocated during
the war years had been brought back to the county by their owners, and
slaves again made up 56.8 percent of the population.

It is somewhat more

difficult to explain not only the existence of slavery on such a seale,
but also its continued growth during the succeeding decade.

Though,

presumably slavery was introduced to the county to facilitate tobacco
culture, it remained as a viable system of labor long after tobacco ceased
to have importance in the local economy.

About 35 slaves among the 904
29
adults taxed in 1790 could have tended and harvested that year's crop.
Most slaves were farmworkers, however, though there were also artisans,
30
seamen, and household workers.
The farms on which they worked were engaged in general mixed farming of a highly extensive nature.

The work to

be done was herding and milking cattle, keeping track of hogs in the
woods, and less often caring for them in a pen, ploughing, planting,
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hoeing corn, then picking and shelling the ears and pulling the leaves
and tops for fodder, with proportionately less time devoted to minor
grains, vegetable gardens, and fruit orchards.

The county's farms were

similar to those of Pennsylvania, or New England, except that more cattle
were run on the land and less acreage was devoted to rye, oats, and wheat.
When a free family of five managed to earn a good living on a 100-200 acre
farm in Pennsylvania without employing additional labor, why did their
counterparts in Elizabeth City County usually employ four adult slaves
and several children?

And, in the long run, how could they afford to do so?

Slaves were originally brought to Virginia when labor was scarce in
the seventeenth century.

By the end of the Revolution, and probably sev-

eral decades before it, this was certainly no longer the case in Elizabeth
City County.

With a ratio of one free adult male to each 97 acres of land

in the 1780's, the county had fewer free farm workers available than did
stmilar overpopulated coastal counties in Massachusetts, but the ratio
of one farm worker to each 27 acres of land that obtained when adult male
and female slaves were added to the free work force was hardly justified
by the extensive farming practiced in Elizabeth City County.

31

Other evi-

dence confirmed the argument that slave labor was not necessary to farm
production in the county. The free population alone was pressing upon
the limited available land.

More than one-half of all farms in 1782 were

of one hundred acres or less and by 1793, 64 percent of the
~orkine

such small farms.

f~ers

were

In the same years, however, 66 percent and 58

percent of the land was in the hands of those owning farms of more than
100 acres.

32

Yet even these farms had potential sources of free labor

aside from the alternative of emancipation.

These were the propertyless

young men, who continued to live with their families until near thirty
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years of age, and who then were forced to either seek places as tenants
or migrate.

Apparently sUnilar conditions in adjacent counties meant that

even when migration from Elizabeth City County was exceptionally high
there was an inflow of free workers eager to buy small farms, to get
leas~s,

or jobs on the land.

Yet over 1,500 people were kept in bondage to do the hardest work on
farms of all sizes.

One of the remarkable things about slavery in this

area was how widespread it was.

No farm of more than one hundred acres

was without slaves by 1810 (and it is unlikely that the situation was different in earlier years); less than twenty percent of land-owning families
used no slave labor; and nearly two-thirds of all tenant families employed
slaves.

Most of those farmers who couldn't afford either to own or hire

slaves had farms of twenty-five acres or less, though more than half of
these tiny farms used slaves in 1810. 33
There was no small class of great planters who monopolized slave
labor to

gi'OW

staple crops counterposed to the mass of yeomen growing a

variety of foodstuffs with free labor.

On farms of all sizes cattle and

corn were the basic products, supplemented by a number of minor crops,
with even the smallest farmera striving to participate in the market
economy and to hire or own slaves when they could be afforded.

Few peo-

ple did not benefit in some years from the exploitation of slave labor.
Yet, if nearly all of the free population were tmplicated in supporting
the institution of slavery, not all shared equally in access to slave
labor.

Table 3 compares the number of free households employing adult

afid child slaves and the size of the groups of slaves, or slave households, in 1784 and 1810.

In both years the 25-26 households (about one-

tenth of all free households using slave labor) with from 16-50 slaves
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Table 3
Size of Slave Households and Number of Free Households
Employing Sl~ve Labor in 1784 and 1810
Number of Slaves
Living in Employer's
Household:

1784
Free Households With
Slaves
percent
number

1810
Slaves
number

percent

Free Households \-lith
Slaves
number
percent

Slaves
number.

percent

With no other slaves
Adults
Children

35
23

15.2
10.0

35
23

2.3
1.5

24
42

8.8
15.4

24
42

1.4
2.4

With one other slave
Two adults
Adult and child
l'l•o children

6
28
2

2.6
12.2
0.9

12
56
4

0.8
3.7
0.3

5
23
11

1.8
8.4
4.0

10
46
22

0.6
2.6
1.3

With 3-7 slaves
Adults l•nd children
Children only

66
1

28.7
0.4

304
4

20.1
0.3

84
9

30.9

3.3

394
37

22.7
2.1

With 8-15 slaves
Adults and children

43

18.7

448

29.6

49

18.0

531

30.5

With 16-50 slaves
Adults and children

26

11.2

629

41.5

25

9.2

633

36.4

230

99.9

1,515

100.1

272

99.8

1,739

100.0

Total
Free Black Households
Total

1
231

2
1,517

8

280

15
1,7546

~hirty-nine slaves on whom taxes were paid in the spring of 1810 were not counted among the 1,734 slaves in the fall

census.

Twenty were presumably adults, 19 children.

Sources: Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1784 and 1810, and manuscript federal census
of 1810, Elizabeth City County.
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resident employed over six hundred slaves or about four of each ten
people.

Nearly reverse proportions existed at the bottom of the scale,

where some forty percent of the households had one or two slaves, who
made up less than ten percent of the slave population.

34

Although there

was drastic loss in the slave population in the years between 1784 and
1810, and presumably accompanying changes in the distribution of slaves
among free households and in the size of slave households, by 1810 the
larger free and slave populations were, with one exception, again stabilized in a pattern little different from that of 1784.

35

The exception

was the significant increase in the employment of child slaves only and
the decrease in the employment of only adult slaves.
1784
Free Households
Slaves
With Slaves
%
No.
%
No.

1810
Free Households
Slaves
With Slaves
1.
No.
No.

-r-

Children
Only

26

11.3

31

2.1

62

22.7

103

5.8

Adults
Only

41

17.8

47

3.1

29

10.6

34

2.0

Source:

Table 3.

This change was caused by the relative increase in the number of small
farms, operated by owners or tenants, who could only afford to own or
hire children.

Surely it is revealing of the adaptability of human slav-

ery to varying conditions that in an agricultural economy where the profit
margin was small and where by 1810 about forty-two percent of all farms
were under fifty acres in size, more than one-fifth of those using slave
labor employed only children, who could be bought or hired far more
cheaply than an adult man.

Although the number of slave children employed

separately was a small proportion of all slave children, and might reasonably be attributed to the use of orphaned slaves, rather than the separa-
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tion of youngsters from their parents, the information on the hiring of
particular slaves named in the 1780's tax records (discussed in the following pages) indicated that this was not the case in the county at that
time.
The high ratio of slaves to free population, the exceptionally broad
access of all but the very poorest families to slave labor of some

type~

and the flexibility in allocating bonded labor among the free classes,
both in 1784 and 1810, were indicative of the strength of the institution
in the county.

In the most unlikely circumstances -- no traditional

staple crop, no really

larg~

farms and many exceedingly SMall ones,

numerous tenants, and the sons and daughters of free farmers underemployed
for years on their family acreage or forced to migrate to find jobs or
land -- slavery did not die, either before or after the cotton gin trans36
formed Southern agriculture.
But, despite the similarity in the distribution of slaves in 1784 and 1810, there were substantial short-term
changes in the slave population and in the number of slave owners in the
twenty-six years between those two dates.
IV.

Geographic Mobility:

Involuntary Slave Migration.

lmmediately after the Revolution ended there was over a

decad~

of

very rapid population growth in the county, during which there was no
significant difference in the rate of growth of the free and slave populations.

Between 1784 (when slaves moved inland during the war were

again on the tax rolls) and 1794, the total estimated slave population of
the county rose from 1,517 to 1,848, an increase of 21.8 percent for the
decade.

The peak in the slave population of the early 1790's (whether

measured by the 1790 census count of 1,876, or the 1,848 people estimated

.

from the tax lists) was not matched again until the early 1820's.
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144.
is no evidence that imports of slaves contributed to this population
growth, although there were a few traces of newly imported slaves in the
following decades.

38

There was also parallel movement between the two

populations in the five years from 1795 to 1800, when both declined
sharply.

But, between 1800 and 1805, when the decline in the free popu-

lation was reversed, so that by 1805 almost all of the loss of the years
1795-1800 had been made up, the slave population continued to drop and
rather than regaining any of the loss before 18.00, in 1805 there were
fewer slaves in the county than in 1800.

In the decade 1795-1805 the

number of county slaves decreased by 23.6 percent.
slaves in 1805 than there had been in 1794.

There were 470 fewer

The true population loss

was, of course, much greater than 470 because as children were born during
the decade the population normally would have continued to grow.

For

instance, if the population grew in this decade at the same rate that it
had in the prior one, the net population loss was 823 people, not 470.

39

Or to consider the bnpact of this demographic change on adults only,
within eleven years one of every four slaves older than sixteen present
in the county in 1794 was gone in 1805.

Between 1805 and 1810, however,

the parallel movement of the two groups resumed as both populations rose
again at a fairly rapid rate.

40

There are no extant records on which to base estimates of birth or
death rates for free or enslaved people in the county.

But, the steady

decline in the number of adult slaves taxed between 1794 and 1805 indicates that out-migration, rather than change in the natural growth rate,
was the primary factor.

While some information was gathered on mobility

patterns of the free population, no comparable history of the mdgration
in and out of the county ean be written about the slaves.

Not only did
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the fact of their enslavement deny them the possibility of voluntary
migration for economic or personal reaoons, but it also prevented them
from leaving direct records or movements imposed upon them.

Slaves sold

no land, nor bought any, paid no taxes, nor had their wills probated, so
no slave ever wrote a document to be recorded at the courthouse saying
that he/she formerly lived in Elizabeth City County, but now resided in
Norfolk, or was late a resident of Africa, the West Indies, or Northampton
County.

It is true that slaveowners left legal documentation of the

people whose lives they controlled, but these indirect records had inherent weaknesses that severely limited their usefulness in tracing the fate
of large numbers of slaves to find a statistical answer to questions of
why so many left the county, whether they were sold or accompanied their
owners, or where they went, or even in tracing the movements of household
groups of slaves.
were:

The three most important limitations in the records

(1) all but a very few of the slaves named in the personal property

tax lists of the early 1780's, in wills, inventories, or court divisions
of property had only a given name, so that even for a group of slaves for
which exceptional records existed over a five, ten, or twenty-year span
it was impossible to know if the same people remained in the group or
what their relationship to one another was; {2) hiring of slaves within,
and possibly outside, the county was so prevalent

th~t

it could not be

assumed that fluctuating numbers of slaves on any person's tax lists represented births, deaths, sales or purchases of slaves; and (3) sales of
slaves were so seldom recorded by the clerk of courts that it was impossible to assume that the fragmentary bills of sale preserved represent
the true volume of slaves sold or bought.

41 Because of these defects in

the records, the most important question about the involuntary migration
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of slaves cannot be definitively answered:

did they accompany their

migrating owners or were they sold separately?
There was no descriptive material on the motivation, plans, or priorities of slaveowners to supplement the sparse county records of individual
slaves.

There were, however, two factors which might have instigated

sharply increased sales of slaves outside the county by owners who remained resident.
The first was fear of slave rebellion in the 1790's and early 1800 1 s.
The Haitian revolution had a direct impact in Hampton Roads for not only
news of the success of the black revolt came into the ports 9 but also its
refugees.

42

Soon afterwards, fears of local slave revolts agitated slave-

owners and authorities of all the lower Chesapeake Bay Counties.

Although

no armed revolt occurred in Elizabeth City County, rumors of plots of
hundreds of armed slaves moving throughout the area and the actual arrest
of sixteen slaves on the Eastern Shore brought requests for emergency arms
from every county, including this one.

In late May, 1792, the situation

was temporarily in hand, for Miles King, a

le~ding

justice of the county

court, wrote from Hampton that the Governor had left and "the news from
the Eastern shore

~~

much more favorable than we expected."

43

Fears were only temporarily abated for in the late summer and autumn
of 1793, officials of York, Warwick, and Elizabeth City Counties were
again demanding arms.

The commander of the Warwick County militia wrote

"since the melancholy affair at

Hispaniola~

the Inhabitants of the lower

country and especially this county have been repeatedly alarmed by some
of their Slaves having attempted to raise an Insurrection, which was
timely suppressed in this county by executing one of the principal advisors of the Insurrection."

44

Miles King, on September 10, 1793, wrote

Lieutenant-Governor James Wood that "Our militia is very badly armed, and
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not more than one-third of the guns £itt for duty, and as we think the
Negroes have some thoughts of an insurrection,

an~

I fear too well-

founded, I hope that your board will take the matter in consideration and
order the County of Elizabeth City one hundred stand of arms....

Will it

not be better for part of the Guns at the Arsenal to be delivered to the
citizens of the lower countys, in case of an Insurrection, than to run
the risque of their being made use of against them?

My Good Sir, I am

satisfied this county is in Danger, and I hope you will use your best
endeavor to aid us with the arms &c .u45
Although the reality of slave rebellion never matched the exaggerated
fears of the slaveowners, there were groups of militant ex-slaves in the
neighborhood, the maroons of the Dismal Swamp, whose raids on the outlying
46
The fact that many of
farms of Norfolk County kept those fears alive.
the dissatisfied slaves who managed to escape from the interior of the
state moved surreptitiously to the ships of the lower James River, especially those docked in busy Norfolk, where they were evidently frequently
given asylum, must have contributed to those fears.

47

In 1800, after the planned Gabriel's Revolt was crushed outside
Richmond, a new crisis of fear hit Virginia slaveholders.

There is no

direct evidence that Elizabeth City County slaves were involved in planning this rebellion, but one was evidently accused and acquitted of complicity.

On September 28, 1800, Ned, "a slave the property of Miles

King," was charged with "Conspiracy and Rebellion, 11 and tried before the
Elizabeth City County Court of Oyer and Terminer.

Eight of the nine

county justices active at the time sat on the court to hear the case.
The complete record follows:
The prisoner Ned being led to the bar the Commonwealth Attorney
filed an Indictment against h~m which was Read, and to which the
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prisoner pleaded not guilty, Whereupon Several witnesses were Sworn
and Examined on Behalf of the Commonwealth, and the prisoner by his
Attorney heard in his def~nse -- On consideration whereof and after
much deliberation thereon the Court are of Opinio~ that he is Not
guilty, and ordered that he be discharged out of Custody.
Worlich Westwood
Thou~~

no other local slaves

down until late in 1802.

~ere

tried, the furor in the state did not die

48

Confirming the seriousness of the masters' fears of revolt among
their slaves was the fact that the county doubled its payments for slave
patrols in 1800.

What had

b~en

a minor expense in previous years con-

sumed about twenty percent of the county budget that year.

49

Maintenance

of the slave patrols even in years when there was no particular suspicion
of rebellion among the slave population was evidence that relations between the county's free and enslaved people were never as casual or easy
as the intimate association of the two groups in the community might auggest.

Hiring of slaves, their employment as seamen and artisans, and the

responsibilities they assumed under the type of general farming prevailing
in the county (as opposed to farm laborers doing tasks performed in gangs
under strict supervision on large staple-crop plantations)

g~ve

black

people wider scope for initiative and a broader experience of life than
slaves may have been able to achieve in some other southern communities,
but their movements were watched and regulated by the patrols whose work
was considered a legitimate and normal part of local government.

Land-

owners usually supervised the slave patrols while it was mainly tenants
who were paid to leave their homes at night to check the roads for wan50
dering slaves.
There was no direct evidence that Elizabeth City County slaveowners
acted on their fear of slave revolts by selling their slaves in Western
Virginia, Georgia, South Carolina, or Cuba, but the coincidence of the
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prolonged period of hysteria over the prospect of slave insurrection with
the years of drastic reduction in the county slave population -- a reduction which changed the proportion of slaves from 57.9 percent of the total
population in 1790 to 50.7 percent in 1803 -- should be noted.

57

Nor was

there evidence that any large percentage of the reduction in the slave
population could be attributed to an increased rate of slave escapes.
Though given the relatively good opportunity that the expanding shipping
trade and growth of Norfolk presented, some may have fled servitude without leaving a trace of their flight in the county records.
The

aet~ond

52

factor which might have encouraged owners to sell slaves

around 1800 was the abrupt increase in slave prices.

This national price

increase, long noted by scholars, was immediately reflected in the prices
commanded by slaves sold in the county and in appraisals of slaves in
53
estates.
But, prices in the lower South rose more rapidly than did
those in the county.

So, while before 1800 an Elizabeth City County male

young adult slave was worth two-thirds as much as his counterpart in
Georgia, afterwards he was valued at about one-half the amount of the
54
Georgia slave.
Since the amount of the difference in the county price
and the Georgia price was nearly $300, it is obvious that county slaves
could have been profitably sent to Georgia for sale.
The logical question is why didn't slaveowners use this opportunity
to liquidate profitably their inherited investment in slaves, so that
they could have invested the realized cash in farm land for themselves or
their children or in the West Indian trade?

If any did so, there was no

direct or indirect record remaining of their action.

Or, if few sales to

more southern states were in fact made, it was not because of reluctance
based on humane or charitable grounds, since there is little evidence of
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paternalism or deep personal regard for slaves in the county records and
much of actions concerning slaves motivated by profit motives.

It is

more likely either that some yet undiscovered factor made the real price
differential less than it appears, or that the employment of slaves within the county yielded higher profits than alternative local investments.
The vast majority of recorded slave sales for which the name of the purchaser was given were either to county residenta or to former residents
who had recently moved to Norfolk.

However, since most slave sales were

not recorded in the county, it is possible that some of the decrease in
the slave population resulted from sales, made directly or through intermediaries, for the cotton fields of the more southern states.

But, the

facts that the area had no well-developed slave trade and that not one
reference -- for instance a direction in a will to send slaves to Georgia
or Charleston for sale
probable thesis.

to such trade was found made this also a less

55

In spite of the reasons for owners of slaves to sell them outside
the county, the bulk of evidence points to the departure of owners with
their slaves as the main cause of the loss of black population between
1795 and 1805.

An estimated 281 slavee were taken from the county in

those years by only ten owners of eight or more slaves.

The number who

may have accompanied people of lesser wealth cannot be calculated.

56

The disproportionate impact of the out-migration of members of the
wealthieat class was illustrated by the fact that only ten people could
account for 59.8 percent of the loss of 470 slaves from the county population, or 34.1 percent of the estimated loss of 823 slaves (including
the natural increase in the decade).

The continued decrease in slave

population after 1800 must have reflected in large part the departure
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from the county of tne two men who took away the largest number of slaves,
Wilson Miles Cary and Miles King.

Nevertheless, although there was no

way that the distribution of the ownership of slaves could be calculated,
the various kinds of probate records did show that there were many owners
of from one to eight slaves in the county, and this fact combined with
the known high rate of out-migration among the free population in the last
years of the eighteenth century, could easily account fur the balance of
the loss of the slave population.

It seems most likely that the pattern

in the county at this time differed little from that Robert

w.

Fogel and

Stanley L. Engerman found for the South in the ante-bellum years, "that
about 84 percent of the slaves engaged in the westward movement migrated
57
with their owners."
In addition to the slaves taken from the county
when their owners moved, there must also have been a delayed out-migration
of slaves resulting from the out-migration of free people in the earlier
years who later inherited county slaves and took them to their new homes.
Since a similar pattern accounted in part for the rising proportion of
absentee-owned land after 1800, it should be expected that slaves, who
were frequently the share of an estate given to younger sons and daughters, should have been similarly affected.

While inheritance must have

always led to the movement of slaves into and out of the county, following any period of abnormally high out-migration of free population the
loss of slaves may have accelerated.
Not all out-migrants took their slaves with them.
to be hired out or to hire themselves out in the county.

Some left them
For instance,

William Parrish moved to Norfolk by 1798, where by 1802 he was employed
in the federal customs service, but he continued to pay personal property
taxes on one slave in Elizabeth City County.

58

Some wealthy men left
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slaves to work farms they still owned in the county.

George Wythe, who

usually had a tenant or overseer on his 800-acre Chesterville plantation,
did this for well over twenty years until he finally sold the land. 59

In

1810 Miles King still owned 789 acrea of land in the county, although he
had been a Norfolk resident for nearly a decade, and his was the only
census household that year consisting only of slaves.
who lived there evidently managed the

pl~itation

The thirteen slaves

for King, whose business

and political activities in Norfolk must have left him little time to
oversee operations personally.

The practice of leaving slaves

~ither

to

hire out, to work under an overseer, or to manage themselves the land of
absentee owners was not, however, so common in Elizabeth City County as in
adjacent York

~unty.

Eleven non-residents were noted on the 1810 manu-

script census schedule as having left a total of 189 slaves to work in
York County under one of these arrangements.

60

Some people sold their slaves before migrating to finance the costs
of relocation.

Francis Skinner did this.

On July 9, 1802, he sold to

Hampton merchant, Robert Lively, for b250, "one negro man slave named Bob,
my

rights in and to two others, namely Phebe and Rachel, eight head of

cattle, seven head of hogs, three beds, bedsteads and furniture, one desk,
three tables, eleven chairs, four chests, two cupboards with the whole of
the farming utensils and kitchen furniture now in my possession."

Skinner

left the county soon afterwards for an unknown destination, although he
continued to pay taxes until 1810 on a twenty-five acre farm he had inherited from his father.

61

During the decade when the slave population declined so sharply and
the ratio of the free to slave population became about equal, free people
were coming into as well as leaving the county.

Slaves accompanied some
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of these in-migrants, even those who were tenants.

Several absentee or

in-migrant purchasers of large tracts of land brought relatively large
groups of slaves into the county after 1800.

In 1802, Boulder Hudgins of

Matthews County bought George Wythe's 800-acre Chesterville plantation
and two years later he paid taxes on sixteen adult slaves; in 1808 he
made a deed transferring "possession during their natural lives 11 of the
farm and twenty slaves to his daughter, Mary Hundley Haller, and her husband, Gabriel Haller.

62

William Thompson, a Norfolk merchant heavily in-

volved in the West India trade, bought 552 acres of Little England plantation in 1801 and paid taxes in 1804 on eight slaves over sixteen years
old.

When Thompson died in 1808, the inventory of his county estate

showed he had nine adult slaves and six children at Little England.

In

1809 and 1810 his estate paid taxes on six adult slaves and one child
(aged 12-16 years).

Thompson's sole heir was a nephew, who had left

"this country" in 1793, but Little England was retained after settlement
of the estate and apparently operated by a tenant with slaves owned by
63
the estate.
There were at least two other men who purchased large
tracts of land and probably owned the slaves on which they or their heirs
paid taxes.

In addition, a Norfolk resident, whose name had not appeared

in previous county records, was paying taxes on seven adult slaves in
Elizabeth City County in 1810.

Even though these few wealthy in-migrants

and absentee owners brought their slaves into the county, the new owners
kept fewer slaves on their properties than the previous out-migrant owners
had.

For instance, Wilson Miles Cary had as many as 105 slaves at Celeye,

but, John Phillips and his daughter, Sarah Goodwin, brought no more than
18 with them from the West Indies.

64

The most probable explanation of the one period (from 1800 to 1805)
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when the movements of the free and slave populations were not parallel,
and of the change in the ratio of the two populations which resulted, was
the differential migration of free residents accompanied by their slaves.
Between 1800-1805, out-migrants took away more slaves than in-migrants
brought into the county.

But, after 1805, this gap was closed as fewer

wealthy owners left the county with large numbers of slaves and the new
owners of large tracts sent in slaves to work their land.

Although the

total number of slaves counted in the 1810 census was 142 fewer than in
the 1790 census, the system of slavery was temporarily stabilized.

Peri~

odic repetitions of this process of reduction of both the slave and free
populations between 1810 and 1860 adjusted the total population to the
limited supply of land while maintaining the viability of the institution
of slavery.

In the long run of the one hundred years from 1755 to 1855

there were usually about 800 adult slaves in the county, evidently the
number required to do the general farming, household, and maritime work
in the county.

The county's share in the long-term southward shift of

the nation's slave population did not come at the expense of this basic
for there were 28.8 percent more slaves in the county in

workforce

1860 than in 1790 -- but from movement of the natural increase in the
population.

6~

~

It should be noted, though, that the readjustment of the years 17951805 was the most drastic of the one hundred-year period.

There were

fewer slaves in the county in 1800 than in any other census year.

In

the decade 1795-1805 the first fundamental change in the ratio of the
slave to tree population took place.

Between 1755 and 1800 slaves were

about fifty-six percent of the total population; between 1801 and 1810 the
percentage dropped to around fifty percent; and between 1810 and 1820 it
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dropped a further seven percent to about forty-three percent, a percentage
which then remained relatively stable for the remaining forty years of
slavery.

66

Despite the tentative nature of the explanations for the decrease,
the loss of from 400 to 800 black people within ten years from involuntary
migration (whether accompanying their owners or being sold to someone else
outside the county) must have been a catastrophe to the black community
and to many individuals.

67

However disrupt:lve the large migration of free

people was to the community and individual, their movements were governed
by at least an element of choice that was not allowed to the slaves.

When

one of every four black adults were forcibly taken from their homes, there
can have been few people who were not separated from friends or family.
If out-migration with their owners was the principal factor in the reduction of the slave population, it is probable that a majority of the slaves
were moved to adjacent counties, particularly to Norfolk.

But, knowing so

little about the freedom of movement allowed to slaves, it is impossible
to speculate on whether moving so short a distance ameliorated for the
slave his or her separation from home or was no different than moving to
Georgia.

It is possible, though, that the black people of the county

were imaginative in finding ways to slip across the James River for most
local slaves had years of experience in temporary annual separations from
their homes when they had been hired out in the county.
V.

Hiring of Slaves.
The hiring of slaves was evidently a well-established colonial prac-

tice in the county because it was pervasive in the 1780's and several
sorts of records indicated its continuance throughout the period to 1810.
Although no contracts specifying the terms of hire were found, widespread
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rental of slaves for work in Hampton and on county farms was evident in
the personal property tax lists, wills, estate settlements, and the census of 1810.
The personal property tax records for 1784, 1785, and 1786 listed
the given namee of slaves after the uame of each taxpayer.

Unfortunately

the order of listing was random, so that it was Unpossible to know which
slaves in any group were over sixteen and which were younger. 68 The most
remarkable thing about these lists of slaves was the extreme discontinuity within household groups over the short period of three years.

It was

rare to find exactly the same slaves in a household in all three years.
Typical examples among small to medium sized groups of slaves were:

John Weymouth, Jr.
Age group:
Henry Jenkins

1784
Edy
Peter
1+16 1-16
Sam
Nan
Sall
Sarah
Judy
Sam

Moll
Age group:

4+16

3-16

1785
Dinah
Peter
1+16 1-16
Nan
Sarah
Judea
Sam
Moll
2+16 3-16

1786
Pat
Jupiter
2+16
Joe
Nan
Kate
Sarah
India
Sam
Moll
2+16 5-16

In larger slave groups changes of the same, and often greater, proportions occurred.
While some change in the personnel of various households was to be
expected from births, deaths, inheritance, purchase, or sale of slaves,

69

the wholesale shifts encountered in these tax lists in just three years
were so large that it was apparent that the institution of slavery would
not have been long maintained had they involved capital losses or gains.
In an economy where profit margins were small, large scale slave trading
was unlikelyo

Furthermore, internal evidence often indicated natural
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increase or decrease was not the primary factor.

For instance, if Henry

Jenkins's two adult slaves in 1785 were both women, they might have borne
thre.e children in 1786 if one had twins.

But, when ease after case

similar to that of Jenkins's slaves was found, the possibility of multiple
births had to be rejected.

While the possible combinations of deaths,

births, sales and purchases for any single group were nearly endless, the
only reasonable explanation for the general phenomena was that some owners
hired out slaves, while other people hired theme
Slaves were customarily hired from the first of January until Christmas through public auctions, newspaper advertisements, or private arrangements.

The person who hired a slave for a year paid a cash rent and also

assumed responsibility for feeding, clothing, housing, medical expenses,
71
and taxes of the slave.
So, the name of anyone hiring a slave should have appeared on the
tax list, compiled in the spring of each year, and the slaves appearing
after any taxpayer's name may have been either owned or hired by that
person.

When this was the case, the tax records proved not a guide to

ownership of slaves, but to the use of slave labor.

The extent of their

unreliability as an index of the ownership of slaves is well illustrated
in the case of Elizabeth City County.
The lack of correspondence between the names of the slaves on which
the majority of taxpayers were assessed from year to year made it impossible, without the use of a computer, to tabulate and analyze all the
names for the county.

If the majority of named slaves under each tax-

payer's name had remained the same each year, the task of compiling one
year's tax list and then recording the changes in the two following years
would have been simple.

When, instead, there were numerous changes every
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year in the names of the slaves upon which most taxpayers paid tithes, it
proved too difficult to find a usable method of listing the names of
hundreds of slaves and taxpayers so that the movement of the slaves could
be comprehended.

Instead a sample of twenty-five percent of those who

paid personal property taxes on slaves was checked.

These fifty-seven

people were selected on a random basis from owners of farms of 1-25 acres,
26-50 acres, 51-100 acres, 101-200 acres, 201-500 acres, and over 500
acres in approximate proportion to the number of each in the county population and from tenants, residents of Hampton, farmers with major sources
of non-farm income, and free blacks.

72

A search was made for wills, in-

ventories, estate settlements, bills of sale, manumissions, mortgages,
and other records pertaining to the slaves of each of the fifty-seven.
Although some infonaation was found for more than one-half of the taxpayers, in only a fraction of the cases was it useful in determining
whether the taxpayer had owned or hired slaves between 1784 and 1786.
Most useful were inventories of deceased taxpayers taken between 1786
and 1790.

Table 4 summarizes the analysis of the sample.

If the sample was representative of practices throughout the county,
nearly 90 percent of the taxpayers were involved in the hire of slaves
and hiring was an integral part of the institution of slavery in Elizabeth City County.

Though historians have believed that extensive hiring

of slaves prevailed in Virginia in the late ante-bellum years, even their
highest guesses assumed only about three percent of the state's slaves
were hired out each year.

No comparable annual estimate for Elizabeth

City County could be derived from the sample, but since only 236, or 39
percent, of the 600 slaves in the sample lived in the same household for
three consecutive years, the proportion who were hired out in at least
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Table 4
Annual Hire of Slaves in Elizabeth City County
1784, 1785, and 1786 Among Fifty-Seven Taxpayers
Not Involvt!d in Slave Hire
--rai:ed on
Possible
Same Slaves,
Natural Increase
1784-86
or Decrease
number

Type of
Taxpayer

Tenants
Owners of:
1-25
acres
26-50
II
51-100
II
101-200
"
II
201-500
over 500 11
Farm & Non-farm
income
Hampton residents
Free Black
Total
Subtotal

1

7

2

1
4

2
1

1
3
4
3

5
2

1

1
2
6

2
4
3

1

1

No.
4

%

No.

%

7.0

2

3.5

-----------------~,----------------~

No.
6

Source:

Hired or Hired Out Slaves
Definitely
Either Hired
Definitely
Hired Out
or Hired Out
Hired Slaves
Slaves
Slaves

Percent
10.5

No.
24

~

42.1

%

No..
4

7.0

No.
51

Percent
89.4

Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1784, 1785, 1786.

No.
23

T
40.3
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one of the three years must have been higher than three percent.

Since

most histories of slavery are drawn from facts about many regions over
a long period of time, it was also impossible to find comparable data on
which to judge

~mether

hiring on the scale observed in the county in the

1780's was normal, or reflected a regional pattern, or an atypical phase
in the adjustment of the numbers of bonded workers to economic need.

73

There was some evidence of extensive hiring in Virginia near the end of
the eighteenth century.

The largest slave-owner in the state, Robert

Carter, hired out over two-thirds of his 509 slaves in 1791.

After the

Revolution, Carter retained personal management of only two of his
eighteen farms.

He rented the others, usually in units of about one

hundred acres, complete with slaves, livestock, and equipment; however,
he charged a separate, individual rent for each slave, based on the value
of the slave according to age and sex.

He also hired out some slaves

separately, and he occasionally hired slaves with special skills himself.

74

Other owners sometimes advertised as many as thirty slaves for hire, and
newspaper accounts of runaways occasionally mentioned that the slave had
75
been hired.
Gerald w. Mullin. in Flight and Rebellion: Slave Resistance in Eighteenth-Century Virginia, noted an increased demand by businesses in the state for hired slaves at the time.of the Revolution, which,
he suggested, could be met because the "supply was increased, as many
tidewater planters switched to general farming and wheat growing, and
hired out slaves they could not profitably employ."

76

A system of widespread hire of slaves made sense in Elizabeth City
County, where small owners and tenants, usually too poor to buy slaves,
were a majority of the farmers, and where a minority of slave-owners had
more workers than they could gainfully

employ~

In addition to providing
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a flexible way of distributing labor amortg farms, hiring also provided a
small urban population in the town of Hampton with a ready supply of
domestic servants and occasional workers.

And, as Robert Carter's example

illustrated, it was a method of allocating workers of special skills and,
equally, by age or sex.
Unfortunately, although careful examination of the lists of individual slaves taxed each year demonstrated that neither birthst deaths, nor
sales could account for the magnitude of annual turnover, it was not poesible in twenty-three cases (40.3 percent of the sample) to determine who
was hiring slaves and who was hiring them out.

For example, in the case

of the ten slaves on which Henry Jenkins paid taxes (page 156), if it were
ass~ed

there were no births, deaths, or sales in the three years:

(1)

did he own only four slaves (Nan, Sarah, Sam, and Moll), and
hire Sam, Sal, and Judy in 1784, Judy only in 1785, and India,
Kate, and Joe in 1786?

(2)

or did he own all ten slaves, and hire out India, Kate, and
Joe in 1784 and 1785, Sam and Sal also in 1785, and Sam, Sal,
and Judy (or Judea) in 1786?

(3)

or did he own no slaves and hire between five and seven each
year?

Another example was that of Sam Bright, one of the few slaves in the sample with both a given and a surname.

In 1784, Sam Bright's taxes were

paid by Thomas Wootten but, in 1785, Richard Barron paid them.

Without

further records, there was no way to determine whether Wootten, Barron,
Qr someone else, such as Robert Bright, actually owned this man and which
was earning the profits from his hire.

For over 49 percent of the sample

it was possible, either from the evidence of the tax lists alone,

o~

from

supplementary sources that established ownership of the slaves on a taxpayers list, to determine whether a given taxpayer was a lessor or lessee
of slaves.

In fewer cases the age and sex of hired slaves could also be
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determined.

Si: t~ayers (10.5 percent of the sample) ~ere not involved

in the hire of slaves.
It was certainly remarkable that in a sample in which forty-five of
the fifty-seven taxpayers had fewer than ten slaves (in 1784), only four
paid taxes on exactly the same slaves in all three years.

One of these

was a tenant, who paid for two children; two awned farms of fifteen and
seventeen acres, one of whom used the labor of two adults and two children while the other had only one adult and one child; the fourth owned
125 acres on which he employed

~our

adults and two children.

Settlements

of estates showed that it was not unusual for the same person to hire the
same slave for several years, so even these four might not have owned the
slaves on whom they paid taxes.

Subsequent wills and inventories of two

of the four men, Baldwin Shepard Morris, a tenant, and Joseph Nichols,
77
owner of 125 acres, revealed that they did own their slaves.
Equally remarkable was the fact that only VAO other taxpayers had
holdings of slaves in which all the changes might reasonably be attributed to natural causes.

Both owned

medi~sized fa~s.

had fewer slaves than usual for one who owned 110 acres.

William Gooch
In 1784, he was

taxed for two adults and two children, one of whom was evidently 15 years
old:

Abby, Hannah, Harry, and Murtilla.

By 1785, a child, Murtilla, had

apparently died, but in 1786 another, Tom, was born.

Tom probably died

in childhood also, for when Gooch died in 1792, he named Abby, Hannah,
and Harry in his will, but mentioned neither Tom nor other children born
subsequently.

His pessimistic phrasing about distribution of the increase

of his slaves, "if there should be any increase ••• ," pointed to the
hazards of counting on capital gains from natural increase, although, he
might have sold children born to Abby and Hannah before he died.
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John
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Cary, who owned 175 acres, had more slaves than were usual on a farm of
that size.

While Cary had nearly balf again aa much land as Gooch, his

21 slaves were over five times as many as Gooch's.

John Cary paid taxes

in 1784 for nine adults and twelve children, eighteen of wham remained on
his list each year.

Two slaves apparently died in 1785, and one in 1786,

but one child was also born in each of those years.

There was no other

group of slaves in which the changes could be attributed to an expected
high child mortality rate.
There were several categories of people who

neede~

to hire slaves.

Tenants and small farmers, each hiring relatively few slaves, were the
largest group of employers of slave labor.

The proportion of children

hired was significantly high among this group.

These seldom appear to

have been children hired out with their mothers, so they were probably
older children of from ten to fifteen years, who frequently worked on
one farm one year and on another the next.

Hampton residents also em-

ployed numerous women and children to do domestic work.

There was, in

addition, a distinct market for adult male slaves for farm and non-farm
work.

Though much more difficult to trace, because they apparently were

usually owned by those with large numbers of slaves and employed in
groups as often as singly, the hire of men was probably as important as
that of women and children.

Since their annual rate of hire was propor-

tionately much greater than that of either women or children, adult male
slaves appear to have been employed more frequently on larger farms or
by artisans, merchants, ship-builders, and ship-owners.
Fifteen taxpayers (26 percent of the sample) were

a~st

certainly

hiring slaves because they paid taxes on different individuals in each of
the three years.

Six were tenants, who were usually able to afford no
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more than one adult or one adult and one child. 79 Three owned small
farms (of 8,

37~,

and 100 acres), and normally hired one adult and one
80
child, or two adults each year.
The remaining six people were residents of Hampton, who employed from one to three slaves.
of women

The predominance

children among the slaves hired to work in Hampton households
suggests that they were mainly employed in domestic service. 81
er~

Another group, primarily small farm owners, either owned or hired
for a longer term the one or two slaves whose names appeared after theirs
in each of the three years, but also hired others.

This was the most

likely explanation, for instance, of those cases where a male slave appeared consistently along with changing companions.

Typical of these

taxpayers was William Sandy, a tenant, whose adult slave Cutty was listed
each year along with a different hired child every year.

Also in this

group was John Rosano, a free black man, who held his wife, Rachel, as a
slave in 1784 and 1785, and also paid taxes on another male, the adult,
Harry, in 1784 and the child, Jack, in 1785, but who had no taxable slaves
in 1786.

Seven farmers who owned and hired slaves had farms of from 26

to 100 acres.

William Hatton (with 58 acres) paid in 1784 for Nanny and

two nameless children; in 1785 for the children Judith and Ballard; in
1786 for Lucy, an adult woman, along with Ned and Ballard, children.
After Batton's death, thirteen years later, Ballard was hired out by his
82
estate, so he was or became the property of Hatton.
S~ilarly, Thomas
Payne (35 acres) owned Jack, one of two adult males on whom he paid taxes
each year,

bi::~ause

in 1791 the

"n~gro

man slave, Jack" was part of his

security on a small debt, and in his 1801 will, Payne provided for Jack's
83
eventual manumission.
It was impossible to ascertain from the tax lists alone that a tax-
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p&y~i

•as hiring out slaves, so the four cases for which other proof

existed that slaves owned by the taxpayer were definitely hired to someone else in some of the years 1784, 1785, or 1786 undoubtedly grossly
under-represented the taxpayers in the sample who were hirers of slave
labor.

Furthermore, the bias of any sample from the tax lists must mini-

mize the number of people who hired out slaves because entirely excluded
were the names of an unknown number of slave-owners, especially women and
orphans, who leased all their slaves to others each year and had no other
taxable personal propertye
John Rogers, a Hampton merchant, was probably typical of many owners
of a few slaves who hired out one or two occasionally or regularly.

In

F~bin,

and

1784, he paid taxes for three adult slaves, Lucy, Nanny, end
two children, Thomas and Sampson.

However, he also owned another child,

Lidia, about eight years old, who must have been hired out in 1784.

The

following year Lidia was on his list, but Nanny and Robin were not.

Since

Robin's name reappeared on Rogers' 1786 list, he had aLmost certainly been
hired out in 1785, while Nanny may have been hired
or been sold.

~ut

for two years, died,

84

Mary Mallory, Samuel Watts, and Westwood Armistead owned more slaves
and hired out more each year than did
acres of farm lend end
1786.

f~~rt~en

Job_~

Rogers.

Armistead owned 999

slave$ when his estate was inventoried in

Comparison of names on his inventory and tax lists revealed that

he had hired out his four adult men in 1784 and 1785, and retained for
his own use five adult women and their children.
tax lists was a pattern similar to Armistead's:

85

Common to a number of

a basic group of women

and children appearing each year along with from two to five adult men
listed in only one of the years. While it was impossible to tell whether
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these men were hired or hired out in the other cases, such a pattern was
indicative of a specialized market for adult male slaves.

For instance,

a farmer who owned a slave woman and her young children might have hired
86
one or two men each year.
Besides their obvious value in doing heavy
farm work, these men were needed in the maritime economy of the county as
sailor~

and

a~

workers in the shipyards and docks of Hampton.

Thomas Hatton and George Hope had diverse interests and needed slaves
with particular skills.

Hatton, of Hampton, was evidently an artisan,

possibly engaged in some aspect of shipbuilding

o~

outfitting, for he

hired from two to five unrelated free adult men each year.

Though only

one female slave was in his household three consecutive years, each year
there were different adult men slavesQ

In 1785, when he hired five free

men, he also apparently hired five adult male slaves and one woman and
child.

In 1786, he paid taxes for two free adult men and three different

adult male slaves.

George Hope, who operated the largest shipyard in

Hampton in this period and owned more than 500 acres of land (divided into
several farms), like Hatton hired both adult free males and adult male
slaves each year.

In 1784, he hired six unrelated free males and five

adult male slaves; in 1785, five free males and two adult male slaves;
and in 1786, four free males and no slaves.

In the following twelve years

the number of adult slaves on which Hope paid taxes continued to fluctuate
sharply as, apparently, his business increased or decreased.

For instance,

in 1792, he paid taxes on twelve adult slaves, in 1794 on twenty-four, and
in 1798 on thirteen.

But, while he hired men to work in his shipyard, he

evidently hired out several women and children each year because their
names disappeared, then reappeared on his list.

87

Though the merchant-

planter, Miles King, had a relatively stable holding of eighteen slaves
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in 1784 and 1785, augmented by twenty-two additional slaves he inherited
from his father-in-law in 1786, he hired several adult men in later years
88
and may have done so in the 1780 1 s.
The most important source of adult slaves for hire was the small
number of planters who owned from fiftaen to fifty slaves, over forty
89 Mary Mallory, who owned over
percent of the countyes slaves in 1784.
forty slaves was one of these.

Exceptionally complete records for the

estates of Colonel Francis and Mary Mallory made possible the determination of which men, women, and children were used in Mrs. Mallory's household and which were hired out in each of the three years (see Table 5
for the complete list of slaves, by name, sex, and age group, on which
Mrs. Mallory paid taxes herself or hired out and Table 6 for a summary of
the numbers hired out and retained each year).

Mary Mallory kept about

two-thirds of her slaves to farm 250 acres and to maintain her extrava90
gant lifestyle.
She hired out about one-third of her slaves. Included
were about half of her adult men, fewer adult women, and a handful of
children, either older children hired out separately, or younger ones
employed along with their mothers.

Four men, three women, and three

small children were hired out in each of the three years; four men, five
women, and seventeen children (including six infants) were never hired
out; and three men, three women, and five children were hired out in some
years, but not in others (Table 5).

A large proportion of the most

valuable adult slaves were hired out, while children made up about half
of the number of slaves Mrs. MAllory retained for her

~

use.

Less satisfactory were the records for Samuel Watts, who held at
least 37 slaves, some of whom belonged to his wife, Jane Naylor Watts,
through a previous marriage.

He apparently used most of the slaves on
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Table 5
Individual Slaves of the Mallory Estate Ret.Elined on the Mallory Farm
and Hired Out, 1784-1786, by Sex and Age Group
Name

1785

1784
:x:

Adult Men
Sam Berry
Manuel
Abraham
Robin
John Davis
Will
Lewis
Ben
Sam
Jack
Ned
Adult Women
Hannah
Nell
Sue
Kate
Deb
Judy
Sarah
Lucy
Lydia
Nancy
Peggy

= hired

1786

Appy~ahed

Valuc!.J. 1788

out
t.SO
:X:

X

X

X

X

X

:X:

::X:

X

X

::X:

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

:c

X

)C

X

X

X

X

:X:

40
20 "old"
died, 178i'-88
60
55
60

55
60
30
50
20 "old"
45
27%
35
20
36
35
40
40
50
48 pregnant
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Table 5, continued

Name

1784

1785
x

Children
Peter
Mun
Johnny
Zilpah (Silpha, Silphia)
Rachel
Hannah
Dan
Fanny
Nelly
James

Peter
Rachel
Tully
Hannibal
Chelsea
Deb
Mary

= hired

-~ ~~

1786
__ __ __

out
adult
adult

X

X

X

xa
xa

X

x adult
adult
adult

X

X

xa
xa

xa
xa

Matt
Davy
Betty
Tom

Billy

65
60
60 adult by 1788
40
50
50
40
50
45
27~

18
30

25
20

25

James

Tom

Appraised
Vaule, 1788

xb
born 1784
born 1784
born 1784
born 1784

xb
xb

born 1785

xb
xb

20
20
20
20

15
15
15
15
10
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Table 5, continued

Name

Children (continued}
Rose
Rob
girl (not named)
child (not named)

1184

1185
x = hired out

118E)

born 1786
born 1786
born 1786-87
born 1787-88

Appraised
Value. 1788

12~

10
10
__ c

:aired out with mother, Lydia.
Hired out with mother, Nancy.
c
Rachel's child, not inventoried, but for whom pur.zhases were made between 1789 and 1791, when it died.
Source: Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1784-1786; Inventory,
December 31, 1788, and Partial Settlement of the Estate of Francis and Mary Mallory, Deeds and Wills, Book 34,
PP• 116, 431-438.

Table 6
Number of Mallory Slaves, by Sex and Age, Hired Out and
Retained for Use on the Mallory Farw, 1784-17861
Number of Slaves
Adult Men
Hired Out
Retained

1784

1785

1786

5
6

5

6
7

11

11

13

4
7

3

8

6
8

11

11

14

4

15

7
16

6
13

Total

19

23

19

All Slaves
Hired Out
Retained

13
28

16
29

18
28

Total

41

45

46

Total
Adult Women
Hired Out
Retained
Total
Children
Hired Out
Re~ai.ned

6

1None of the Mallory slaves died or were sold between 1784 and 1786.
Between seven and eight babies were born in those years.
Source:

Table 5.
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his 600-acre farm in 1784, though possibly hiring

o~t

as many as five,

but in the following two years he probably hired out many more:

between

5 and 18 in 1785, and between 11-13 adults and 4-5 children in 1786.

91

These examples indicated that both owners of relatively few slaves, such
as John Rogers, and of large numbers, such as Mary Mallory and Samuel
Watts, hired out some of their slaves, although it was certainly from
the large holdings that the bulk of the adult slave labor for hire was
found.
There were, however, other important sources of slaves for hire that
were not recorded on the tax lists.

These were the slaves owned by

estates in process of settlement (a period that might cover from one or
two to over twenty years), by absentees, by orphans, and by women, each
of whom depended on the income of their hired slave labor.
these cases, if all of the slaves were hired oat, the

In any of

c~er~s

not have appeared on the personal property tax list at all.

naDe would
Independent

documentation that such people lived in the county and owned slaves who
must have been hired out, since they did not pay taxes on the slaves
themselves, existed in only a few cases, and the few traces of each group
remaining in the

record~

undoubtedly were a poor measure of their impor-

tance to the way slavery functioned in the county.

Women and orphans

were probably the most significant "invisible" owners of slaves, although
absentee ownership may have become more important after the large scale
migration of county residents just prior to 1800.
Slaves to be hired out were the most secure and profitable property
a person could leave for the maintenance of dependent heirs at a tLme
when land rent was low, stocks and bonds a speculation, and life insurance
little used.

Estate planning among the wealthy recognized this fact in
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wills that specified that slaves were to be hired out annually by the
executors for the benefit of dependent heirs.
were made of the hire of certain slaves.

92

Sometimes small bequests

Robert Sandefur Russell gave

his housekeeper, Many Saunders, "two years hire of Jem and Ben after
t h eir b eing h ire d out to pay

my d eb ts....

1193

Among t h ose wi t h f ew s 1 aves,

the provisions for the division cf a slave's hire could become complicated.
Judy Saunders's will said that her "Negro man Will should be hired out by
my executor for seven years, the first three years hire I give to my son
Robert Saunders towards boarding, clothing and schooling him, the fourth
years hire to my daughter Mary Saunders, the fifth years hire to my
daughter Ann Saunders, the sixth years hire to my grand-daughter Mary
Saunders, and the seventh years hire to be equally divided between my
other two grandchildren, James Saunders Wilson and Ann Wilson."

94

Besides those cases in which the decedent's will directed the hire
of slaveG, they could be so employed at the discretion of the estate
e~ecutor.

95

It was rare, though, for an executor to return to the court

a detailed listing of the names of sla,res and amount of annual hire, but
it is probable that a number of the unitemized credits in estate accounts
96
resulted from hire of slaves.
The names of women and orphans who definitely awned slaves were also
missing from the tax lists.

In many cases it could not be proved (without

the final accounts rendered by estate executors) that the women or children
continued to live in the county after they acquired their slaves, or that
a woman did not marry a man who assumed responsibility for taxes on her
slaves, or that the slaves were not sold or did not die.

The beat proofs

for the existence of these "invisible" slaveowners came from bills of sale
or deeds of emancipation that related the history of the

~l~ve's
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Sarah Brough,

~ho

was born in Hampton before 1770 and died there in

1806, unmarried, never paid personal property taxes.

Yet, she owned a

Negro man, Jack Hampton, " ••• about forty-two years old, who being a part
of

my

father's estate, and then known by the name of Jack, was allotted

to me at the division thereof •••• " in 1792, who must have been hired out
between that date and that of his manumission in 1804.

97

Her sister,

Amelia Brough, who was a retail merchant in Hampton for many years after
1800, owned a number of adult slaves, both inherited and purchased, but
her name appeared only on the 1804 personal property tax list, when she
paid for one adult slave, and on the 1810 list, when she paid for one
child, aged 12-16 years.

Since some of the slaves she owned during these

years were listed in her 1821 will, she must have been hiring out her
adult slaves in most years, while possibly retaining the services of the
98
children.
Peter Manson, orphaned early in the 1780's, iru1erited a
mulatto woman named Nancy, who was born in 1764, and her children. She
99
was hired out each year, except 1789, from 1782-1803.
Mary Harwood
Tabb, orphaned by the death of her father, Johnson Tabb, iu 1795, inherited several adult slaves on which her father's estate paid taxes in 1798,
but who were evidently hired out afterwards for neither she nor the estate
paid the taxes again until 1809, when she paid for tt7o adult slaves.
taxes on her farmland were paid in her name every year from 1796-1810.

land
100

Other women who probably continued to own adult slaves they inherited or
were given by relatives, but

-~ho

never paid personal property taxes (and

most noteworthy was the failure to pay in years immediately following the
gift), were Nancy Williams, Euphan Naylor Russell, Euphan Ross, Elizabeth
Parrish, and Judith Curle King.

101

There were also other women or orphans

who consistently paid taxes on fewer adult slaves than they owned.
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175.
Suggestive of the practice of single or widowed women commonly hiring
out their adult slaves was the fact that although they inherited chares of
family slaves more often than shares of land, fewer women paid personal
property taxes in their own names than land taxes.
as well, have been the result of another factor:
land, were readily moveable property.

This disparity could,
slaves, in contrast to

103 This raises the difficult ques-

tions of absentee ownership and migration of slaves with their owners.
Sarah and Mary Armistead, unmarried daughters of William Armistead,
Senior, lived in the county until after their father's death in 1799,
then moved to Norfolk for several years, but returned to Elizabeth City
County by 1809.

They owned slaves deeded to them by their father in 1793,

inherited under his will, and purchased after his death.

But, although

they paid no taxes on their slaves until after their return to the county,
some were left in Elizabeth City and hired out while they lived in Norfolk.

And, on their return to the county, since they paid taxes on far

fewer slaves than they must have owned, the Armistead sisters probably
continued to hire out slaves either in Elizabeth City County or Norfolk.

104

Mary Young, of Hampton, had six slaves working in York County in
1810o 105 The only other evidence of slaves being hired out in other counties was that of the twenty-three people hiring alaves owned by estates
(Table 7), only three were not county residentsa

There was no way to

estimate the extent of inter-county slave hiring, whether it was of slaves
owned by county residents sent to work elsewhere or of those left in the
county to work after their owners migrated.

But, the most reasonable

assumption was that the well-established practice of slave hire was not
limited by county lines, especially when the free population moved easily
and frequently across them.

106
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Table 7
Slaves Hired Out in Elizabeth City County with Annual Rate of Hire,
As Listed in Estate Settlements, 1787-1803
Name of Slave

Year

Owner

1787
1787
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1787 to
1793
1789

Est., Joseph Selden

II

II

II

II

Est., Moss Armistead
II

II

II

tt

tt

tt

II

II

t

"

II

It

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

II

II

"
"

"

II

II

II

II

II

Est., William Lively
II

II

"

Est., Mary Mallory
II

II

II

II

"

II

II

II

II

"

"
"

II

"

II

It

II

II

II

t

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

"

II

II

1790

tt

II

II

II

"

II

II

It

"Negro"
"Negro"
''Negro hire"

II

II

II

"

Est., Mary Mallory

AselSex

II

"

II

Phoebe
II

Johnny (Davis)
Sam
Ab1.·aham
Cate
Ned
Will
Mun
Peggy
Silphia (Zilpah)
Lydia
Hannah
Johnny
Nancy & children
Sue
Manuel
Sam

Adult/F
II

Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M

Annual Hire
Va .. pounds
2. 6..
3. o.
13.15.
17.15.
16.10.
18.10.
19.13.
20.10.
20. o.
25.15.
25.15.
9. 3.
6. o.
II

II

8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hired BI
Samuel Servant
John Seymour

tt

10. o. 0
8. 1. 6
6. o. 0
6. o. 0
3.10. 0
6. 1. 0
7. o. 0
2.10. 0
2. o. 0
3. o. 0
2. o. 0
6. o. 0
1.10. 0
part of orphans'
board & room
(3.15. o)l

William Pierce
Euphan Marshall
Francis Minnis

Worlich Westwood

"
Dr. Taylor

II
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Table 7, continued
Year

Owner

1790

Est., Mary Mallory

It

It

"

It

II

II

It

II

It

It

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

It

II

II

II

II

"

II

II

It

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

"

II

II

II

1791

II

Est.,

II

"
Mary

It

II

"
Mallory

II

II

II

II

"

It

II

"

10

It

II

II

II

II

II

il

It

II

"
"
"
"
"

II

II

"

"

II

"
n

II

II

II

II
II

II

"

II

II

II

"

"
II

"

II

II

"

"

II

"

"
"

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

II

Ntme of Slave

As.eZsex

Johnny (Davis)
Johnny
Lydia & boy
Abraham
Rachel
Mun
Ned
Will
Peggy
Silphia
Hannah
Chelsea
Nancy
Rachel
Sue
Manuel
Peggy
Nancy & children
Sue
Hannah & children
Manuel
Silphia
Mun
Lucy & children
Johnny (Davis)
Johnny
Ned

Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/H
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Child/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F + ch.
A.c!ult/F
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F + ch.
Child/M

Will

Cate
Rachel
Lydia & son
a boy

Annual Hire
Va. pounds

12. o.
7.10.
3. o.
4.10.
3. o.
10. o.
6. o.
6.15.
2.10.
3o10.
2.10.

Hired BI

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10. 0

food & clothes
2. o. 0
part of orphans'
board & room
2.10. 0
2.10. 0
3. o. 0
2. o. 0
7. o. 0
1.10. 0
10. o. 0
1.10. 0
12. o. 0
7. o. 0
7. o. 0
8. o. 0
6. o. 0
3. o. 0
3. o. 0
1.10. 0

Worlich Westwood
II

II
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Table 7, continued
Year

Owner

1792

Est., Mary Mallory

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

I

II

II

II

II

Name of Slave

AseZsex

Cate
Peggy & children
Hannah
Rachael
Silphia
Johnny (Davis)
Johnny

Adult/F
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Child/M
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/F
Adult/F
Child/M
Adult/M
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/F

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Will

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

"

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Manuel
Chelsea
Lydia & son
Sue
Nancy
James
Mun
Lucy & children
Ned
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny
Jacob
Fanny

1795
1795
II

1796
II

1797
II

1798
II

1799
It

1800
II

1801
II

I

"

Est., Rebecca Dewbre
Est., Francis Poole

"

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

It

It

II

"

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

Annual Hire
Va. pounds

6. o.
1. 4.
2.10.
4.15.
4.13.
12. o.
7.16.
9. 7.
9.10.
3.11.
3. 6.
3. o.
4. o.
2. o.
11. o.
1. o.
9. 5.
3. o.
9. 1.
7.10.
13. 3.
6. o.
10. o.
8.16.
6. o.
7.10 ..
7.10.
7. o.
10. 2.
2. 8.
7.10.
5. 2.

0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Hire~

Fanny Bains 2
William Brough
Farmy Bains
William Brough
Fanny Bains
Mn.rlt Parrish
Fanny Bains
WUliam Brough
Fe1nny Bains
Mrs .. Best
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Table 7, continued
Year

1795 to
18013
1st
2nd
1st
2nd
1796

Name of Slave

Owner
Est., James Goodwin
II

II

II

II

II

II

yr
yr

II

II

II

II

II

yr
yr

II
II

"
II

"

II

II

Est., Robert Smelt

"
"
"
"
1797

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

1798

"
"
"

II

II

"

II

Old Jack
Pegg
Peter
Moses
Moses
Moll
Moll
Joe
Tom
Colley
Patty
Nancy
Old Dick
estimated hire of aU

II

II

II

II

II

Tom

II

II

II

II

"
"

II

II

II

II

II

II

Colley
Joe
Nancy
Patty "with child"

II
II

II

1797
1797
1799
1800
1800
1800
1801
1801
1802

1803

"
Est.,

"

II
II

"
Arthur

Henderson
Charles Jennings
Est., William Hatton
Sarah Armistead
Mary Armistead
Est., John Skinner
II

II

II

William Lowry
Est., John Landrum
II

II

II

Age/Sex___Annual Hil:'~-- ___
Va. pounds
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult./F
Adult{M
slaven
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/F
Adult/F
Chi~ld/M

Tom

"Negro"
''Slave"
Ballard
"hire of Negroes 11
11
hire of Negroes 11
Nelly
Nelly
"Negro 11
11
Negro hire"
II

1 Hire for part of year only as Sam 11 died early in the year.n

0
6
0
0
0

0 3

(1.10 .. 0)

10. o.
16.10.
15. o.
7.10.
3. o.

0
0
6

6
6

58. 2. 6
15. o. 0
15. o. 0
15. o. 0
3. o. 0
4. o. 0
12. 0
4.17. 6
7.

o.

0

/F

6.

o.

05

~~·

3.16.
6. o.
2. o.
2. o.

Adult/M

II

3. Oo
1. 2.
11. o.
12. o.
12. o.
4.10.

.. Hired By

12. o. 0
18. o. 0
24. O. 0

46
0
0
0

James Parsons
Miles King
Robert Armistead
John Skinner
Mrs. Tompkins
David Smelt
Miles King
Miles King
·Capt. Blaney
Mrs. Tompkins
John Skinner
David Smelt
James Tompkins
John Perry
Peter Haughton
Est., Wm.. Armistead
II

II

II

Est., Thomas Willings
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Table 7, continued
2

Fanny Bains was the tenant who rented the Poole farm, 1795-1801.

3

Years not specified, but estate account covered the years 1795-1801; in the second
out. for four months only.
4

y~ar, Moll was hired

No itemized accounting of the hire of slaves was filed for 1797, but a total figure for rent of land
and slaves in 1797 and 1798 of ~122.4.6 was included. The estimate of total slave hire in 1797 was made by
deducting the known amounts earned from slave hire and rent of the land in 1798 and assuming the same amount
was paid to rent the land in 1797.
5An additional 18 shillings, 6\ pence was paid for interest on Nelly's hire.
6

Including both hire and interest.

Source:

Settlements of Estates in Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 33, and 12.

un.
Generalizations about the average amount paid for annual hire of a
slave are hazardous for the sums varied sharply according to age, sex,
and skill and from year to year even for the same slave. 107

Something

of this range is shown in Table 7, which lists all the itemized accounts
of slave hire found in the county estate settlements.

The highest amount

paid for the annual hire of any of these slaves was the

~16.10.0

($54.95)

Miles King paid in 1796 to hire Tom, an adult man owned by Robert Smelt's
estate.

The lowest individual payment was the food and clothing exchanged

in 1790 for the year's labor of Nancy, a woman owned by the Mallory estate,
who two years later earned

~

($13.32) in addition to her keep.

108

Par-

ticularly interesting examples of the fluctuating yearly rates of hire
are those paid for the services of the two adults, Fanny and Jacob,
(estate of Francis Poole) between 1795 and 1801.
Table 8 compares the maximum hire of twenty-four slaves to their
appraised value.

Clearly there were important differences between the

immediate (hiring) and long-term (appraisal) values of slaves.

"Old"

Abraham, who, in fact, died in 1791, was valued at only b20 in the 1788
appraisal of the Mallory estate, yet in the following year someone paid
~6

to hire him, and even in 1790, when he was already chronically ill, he

earned t4.10.0, more than was paid for any of the Mallory's adult
that year.

~dQmen

The opposite relationship between rental and appraised values

existed for women with young children, whose need to care for their progeny reduced sharply their hire value, but did not affect the amount of
the appraisa1. 109

Young boys were also appraised in terms of their even-

tual, rather than immediate earning capacity.

The range of annual earn-

ings to appraised value among all the males, except the boy, Tom, and
Old Abraham, was 7.3-23.7 percent, but only one adult man had a maximum
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Table 8
Comparison of Maximum Annual Hire and Appraised Value
of Slaves in Elizabeth City County, 1787-1803
Name of Slave

Age/Sex

Owner

Abraham
Manuel
Moses
Colley
Johnny (Davis)
Ned
Hun
Sam
Will
Joe
Peter
Chelsea
Johnny
James
Tom

Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Adult/M
Child/M
Adult/M
Child/M
Child/M

Mallory

Cate
Fanny
Silphia
Sue
Rachel
Uancy
Hannah
Peggy & children
Lucy & children
Source:

Adult/F
Adult./F
Adult./F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F
Adult/F + ch.
Adult/F + ch.

II

Goodwin
Smelt
Mallory
II
II
II
II

Smelt
Goodwin
Mallory
II

II

Smelt
Mallory
Dewbre
Mallory
II
II
II
II

II
II

Maximum Annual
Appraised
Hire
Value
Va. pounds

Hire as
Percentage
of A raisal

6. o.
9.10.
12. o.
15. o.
12. o.
9. s.
11. o.
a. 1.
9. 7.
15. o.
11. o.
3.11.
7.16.
2. o.
12.

0
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

20. o. 0
40. o. 0
59. 2. 0
75. o. 0
60. o. 0
so. o. 0
60. o. 0
45. o. 0
55. o. 0
90. o. 0
72. o. 0
25. o. 0
60. o. 0
27.10. 0
54. 4. 0

30.0
23.7
20.3
20.0
20.0
18.5
18.3
17.9
17.0
16 .. 7
15 .. 3
14.2
13.0
7.,3
1.1

6. o.
3. o.
4.13.
3. o.
4.15.
4. o.
2.10.
1. 4.
1. o.

0
0
6
0
6
0
0

o.
o.
o.
27.10.
so. o.
so. o.
so. o.
48. o.
65. o.

0
0
0

17.1
13.0
11.6

0

10.9

()I

0

Settlements of Estates in Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 33, and 12.

3S.
23.
40.

0
0
0
0
0

9.5

a.o

5.0
2.5
1.5

183.
rate of hire of less than 15 percent of his appraised value, and nine of
the thirteen had a maximum rate of hire that was from 16.7 to 23.7 percent
of their appraised value.

In periods as in 1792-1796, when such high

rates of hire prevailed, the invesbnent in an adult male slave could have
been recovered within six years.

This data from Elizabeth City County

confirmed the statements of Thomas Jefferson and others that for such
slaves the ratio of hire to capital value was 1 to 5.

110

Only one of the women, Cate (a grandmother), had a ratio of annual
earnings to capitalization comparable to that of the men.

The range of

maximum annual earnings as a percent of appraised value among the nine
women was from 1.5 to 17.1 percent, but excluding the two women hired out
with their children at nominal rates, five of the remaining six women had
maximum rates of hire of 8 to 13 percent of their value.

At these rates

it would have taken about ten years to amortize by hiring the
in an adult female slave who bore no children.

inv~stment

However, it should be

noted that women slaves were more difficult to hire out than men.

For

instance, among the 35 slaves which the Mallory estate attempted to hire
out between 1789-1792, there were each year from three to five women who
were ill, pregnant, needed to care for infant slaves, or for whom jobs
could not be found, but only one man, in one year, who was not hired
out. 111 A number of the other slave women (especially if accompanied
by children) could be placed only if a nominal rent was paid.

Only

"Old Dick" among the adult men listed in Table 7 was hired without payment
of substantial cash rent.
The inescapable conclusion was that women's capacity to bear children was included in their capitalization.

112

Another conclusion was that

to quote as an "average rate of hire" figures based solely on what was
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paid for adult male slaves, as historians have generally done, without
indicating how much less was paid for the labor of women and children,
seriously overestimated the income an owner of any but all adult male
slaves would have received for their annual hire.

Despite these reser-

vations, if the small number of cases for which comparable rates of hire
and appraised valuas were available were representative, hiring out slaves
was a profitable venture in Elizabeth City County at the end of the eighteenth century.

What other investment would have yielded so high and

steady return as that of hiring out an adult male slave?

Although, in

comparison, the annual earnings of women slaves seemed puny, they were
more than respectable, even without the bonus of profits eventually to be
realized from their children, when compared to the legal rate of interest
on United States bonds which paid from 3 to 8 percent interest.

113

Another way to measure the profitability of hiring out slaves was to
compare their annual earnings to those obtained from renting land.

There

were several cases from among the estates hiring out slaves for which this
comparison could be made.

As Table 9 shows, far more cash income was to

be earned from renting slaves than land.

Even a larger than average farm,

such as Robert Smelt's 150 acres, rented for about the same amount of
money per year as one grown male slave.

The difference between annual

earnings of slaves and land, in the Smelt case, was far lazger than the
difference in their market sales values when both land and slaves were
sold in 1799.

Although the land had rented for less than one-fifth as

much as the six slaves, its sales price was more than half as much as the
amount received for eight slaves sold.

114 The relationship between the

prices paid for rental of adult male slaves and farm acreage was the reverse of what might have been expected in a situation in which labor was
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Table 9
Comparison of Annual Receipts from Hire of Slaves
and Rent of Farmland in Four Estates
Estate

Year

Hire of Slaves
Va. pounds

No. Slaves

Hire of Land
Va. pounds

No. Acres

R. Smelt
R. Smelt

1796
1798

52. 1. 6
52.12. 0

6
6

8. o. 0
9.10. 0

150
150

F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.
F.

Poole
Poole
Poole
Poole
Poole
Poole
Poole

1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

16.11.
19. 3.
18.17.
13.10o
14.10.
12.10.
12.12.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
2
2
2

5. 3. 0
3. 3. 0
5. 1. 0
s. 1. 0
3. o. 0
3. 2. 0
3. o. 0

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

w.

Hatton

1799

12.

o.

0

1

M.
M.
M.
M.

Mallory
Mallory
Mallory
Mallory

1789
1790
1791
1792

63.12.
67.10.
77 .10.
94o18.

6
0
0
0

17
18
20
19

Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, 33.

2

2

s. o.
15. o.
21. o.
15. o.
15. o.

0

58

0
0
0
0

250
250
250
250

186.
plentiful and land scarce.

Part of the explanation may lie in the fact

that, at least before the rise of absentee ownership in the early years
of the nineteenth century, land was rented primarily as a short-term expedient while estates were in the process of settlement or orphaned heirs
were in their minority.

In such situations there may have been more con-

cern to find a qualified tenant to maintain the value of the property
than to earn an immediate return.

As tenancy became more widespread and

permanent in the county after 1800, there was a gradual erosion of the
very favorable terms on which land had been available to tenants in the
eighteenth century.

115 In contrast to the rental of land, the hire of

slaves appeared to have been well-established on a wide scale before the
Revolution, so that it was, perhaps, customary to value highly

t~e

labor

of adult male slaves regardless of the objective fact that by the end of
the eighteenth century there was an excess supply of potential male workers in the county.
ke~a

The very existence of slavery also affected the mar-

for the rental of slaves and land.

The black slave population was

not allowed to compete for places as tenants.

Free adult male workers

may not have competed for the types of work performed by their slave
counterparts, although the extent to which each had well-differentiated
jobs or cooperated in doing the work on farms is one of the shadowy aspects of day-to-day life in the county.

Travelers, such as Johann

Schoepf, described the free population as being "too proud to work with
and among the negroes who in Virginia and Carolina are aLmost the only
working people....

Any man whatever, if he can afford so much as two to

three negroes, becomes ashamed of work and goes about in idleness, supported by his slaves. Thus the introduction of the negroes has been injurious to the moral principles of the inhabitants of these provinces;
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and at times cruel, because of the despotic power they have over their
slaves."116 Although Schoepf's description applied to the minority

~f

owners of large farms in Elizabeth City County, it is doubtful that it
accurately portrayed the working conditions on the majority of small
owner-managed and tenant farms discussed in Chapters VI and VII.
Even when an estate, such as that of the Mallorys, had a large number of dependent slaves to support, and the expenses of doing so were
deducted from the net earnings of the slaves hired out, the enterprise
was profitable.

In the four years following Mary Mallory's death in the

winter of 1788, the 250 acres of farm land was rented to a tenant, her
three minor orphans were lodged in the homes of a married sister and aunt,
and most of the able-bodied slaves were hired out.

The number of slaves

who could be hired out for the support of the Mallory orphans after 1789
was reduced by the sale of four slaves (one adult male and three older
children) to pay accumulated debts of the estate and by the partial division of personal property which gave the older daughter, Dianna Mallory
Wray, ten slaves (three adult men, two adult women, and five children).
Among the remaining 35 slaves, the number of men, women, and children who
were hired out and who could not be hired out between 1789-1792 are shown
in Table 10.

In this instance, because there were so many small children

and infants to care for, the estate was forced to support and pay taxes
on from 18 to 21 slaves each year.
Mallory slaves

w~o

117

The cash expenditures for the
118
could not be hired out were:

. .. . .
..
.

1789 •
•
1790 •
•
•
1791
•
• • • •
•
1792 • •
• • •
•
taxes, 1789-91
=

. . . .. .

h24.14. 8
13.12. 4
7. 7.10
23.19. 5
2.17. 8
b72.11.11

The slaves who were hired out earned b303.10.6 in the four years; when the
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Table 10
Dependent Slaves in the Mallory Estate: Compariso~ of Numbers Hired Out
and Numbers Supported by the Estate, by Age and Sex, 1789-1792

Hired Out
Not Hired Out
Reason unkncr.m
Sick
Pregnant
Died
Sold

Adult
Hen

1789
Adult
Women

8

7

2

1

3
1
1

11

1

Adult
Men
7a

1790
Adult
Women

Children

7

3

2
1
2

7
3

1
1

Total Dependents

1

5

14

Adult
Men

1791
Adult
Women

6

8

6

3
1
1

3

Baby

8

Childrcn

16

1792
Adult
Women

6

8

5

6

2

7

1

1
1

8

6

5

Adult
Men

Children

4

14

Children

11

3

18

Sam, hired out part of the year before his death, not included among 7 men hired out.

Source: settlement, guardian accounts, and division of slaves in the estate of Francis and Mary Mallory, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34, pp. 102-106, 116, 431-438.

189.
expenditures for the dependent slaves were deducted from this, there remained

~230.18.7,

or about b58 per year, plus the income from the rent of

the land, for the support of the Mallory orphans.

The annual earnings of

the slaves in the Mallory estate between 1789 and 1792 as

~

percentage of

their estimated capital value were: 119
gross earnings of
net earnings of
slaves hired out
all slaves
percent
1789
1790
1791
1792
VI.

5.6
6.4
7.3
9.3

3.4
5.1
6.6
6.9

Sales of Slaves
The emphasis on the importance of the hire of slaves in Elizabeth

City County, an aspect of slavery usually left in relative neglect, should
not obscure the fact that slaves were also bought and sold.

The full ex-

tent of the trade in human beings was difficult to estimate, much less
document, because only a portion of the records survived.

While deeds

for the sale of land were usually entered in the books kept by the clerk
of the county courts, though often years after the date of the sale when
an heir or subsequent purchaser wanted to establish a clear title, the
bills of sale for slaves were rarely so entered.

Perhaps the best expla-

nation of why purchasers of slaves, very often more valuable than the
small tracts of land sold in the county, were unwilling to pay the neeessary fees to have their titles recorded was that sales of slaves did
not present the same possibilities for later dispute over the boundaries
120
Between 1782 and 1810 only twentyof the property sold as land did.
five bills of sale or deeds for the purchase of slaves were recorded in
the county courthouse.

Sixteen of these involved the transactions of one
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family, the Broughs, who were mere meticulous in having all sorts of
legal transactions -- interfamily loans, premarital covenants, as well as
sales of real property and slaves
the court than any other people.

permanently recorded by the clerk of
Of the remaining nine bills of sale,

two were for the purchase of freedom by black men, two were transactions
between members of a family involved in a legal dispute over management
and distribution of their father's estate, one was a purchase for a gift,
and only four seem to have been ordinary sales for which there was no
special need of a firm public record.

The other main source of specific

data on the sale of slaves, the settlements of eetates, confirmed that
many more slaves were sold either at public auction or through private
arrangement.
No bill of sale was recorded by estate executors for the slaves they
sold, although when they sold land a deed was registered with the county
court.

Of the 166 slaves for whom definite sales information existed,

124 were sold by executors without a recorded bill of sale.

Thus, the

largest body of records concerning the sale of slaves was that of those
who were sold at their owner's death.

From such data it has sometimes

been assumed that slaves were mainly sold when their owners died.

121

Admittedly fragmentary sources suggested this was probably not true and
that slaves were

~old

as routinely as any other property.

Some evidence, besides the few recorded bills of sale, proved the
existence of slave trading among living county residents.

The terms of

a mortgage or will occasionally mentioned a previous unregistered purchase or sale of a slave. 122 A note in the county court records confirmed
that, in 1802, the vestry of Elizabeth City County parish of the Episcopal
Church bought a "negro yellow by the name of James in place of David sold
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by themo 11123

No bills of sale were found for either James or David.

played an Lmportant role in some of the
but no bill of sale, remained.

~ales

Deb.t

of which indirect record,

Slaves were ordered to be sold to meet

debts both by their owners and by the courts.

Under Virginia law, the

order in which assets of a deceased person were to be sold to meet debts
was perishable goods, other personal property such as household effects,
cattle and horses, then slaves, and last land, except when a will specified a different priority.

124

A few decedents ordered that all of their

slaves should be sold, but the more frequent provision was the naming of
one or two slaves who were to be sold to raise cash for debts.

125

The

county had the power to order the sale of slaves of debtors and occasionally ordered the sheriff to hold a public auction for that purpose. 126
Rare among county wills was an

a~ner 1 s

expression of a desire not to

have any slaves sold, or of any concern about the care and welfare of all
or particular slaves.

The exceptional nature of such concern reinforced

the general impression gained from the county records that there were few
inhibitions or community restraints on the sale of slaves in general, or
l~iting

children.

the separation of families, especially through the sale of young
If hiring out slaves was a normal way of reducing maintenance

costs and adding to yearly cash income, selling them was as surely the
normal way to raise large amounts of cash.
In Appendix 1, Table 3, all documented sales of slaves are listed.
Among the 166 slaves sold were 44 men, 45 women alone, plus another 16
sold with one or two of their children, 16 boys, and 22 girls.

127

A few,

besides the women with small children, were sold in family groups of busband and wife, mother, daughter, and grandchildren, but in more cases
children were sold separately.

Sylvia, aged 6, Nancy, aged 11, and Grace,
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aged 9, were among the youngest children of knolm age sold separately
from their parents. but judging from the prices paid for the other 35
boys and girls sold, few were much older. and some were probably younger
than these girls.

128

Nor were aged slaves exempt from sale, despite the

nominal sums they brought.

Ten of the men and women sold were either

over 50 years old or described as "old."
The names of the purchasers of 85 of the slaves were known.

Fifty-

two (61 percent) of the slaves were bought by people living in the county
when the purchase was made.

One man, Robert Brough, a native of Elizabeth

City County who transferred his mercantile business to Norfolk in 1793,
bought 21 of the slaves.

Another Hampton merchant, Miles King, who also

moved to Norfolk in 1802, bought nine, although only four were purchased
after he left the county.

Brough and King were merchants with exception-

ally broad business interests, which may have included occasional slavetrading, but neither seemed to have been primarily dependent upon the
profits of buying and selling slaves, and it is possible their purchases
were for their personal use.
and 8 women) bought slaves.

129

Thirty other county residents (22 men

Ten, including the two slaves who purchased

their freedom, did not own farm land.

Three of these purchasers lived in

Hampton, three were farm tenants, and the residence of four is unknown.
Four purchasers owned Hampton lots and the remaining sixteen owned farm
land.

The widespread ownership of slave labor was indicated by the size

of the farms owned by
acres owned
1- 25
26- 50
51-100
101-100
201-500
over 500

thes~

people:

130

number of :eurchasers
3
2
2
3
5
1

I6

number of slaves bouaht
5
2
2

3
8
2

22
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But, significantly, only four adult men were purchased by these county
residents, and three of these were bought by men who owned farms of over
250 acres, while the remainder acquired cheaper women and children.
Thirty-three slaves were purchased by eleven non-residents (including
Brough and King), of whom only four were neither former county residents
nor heirs of

decca;~d

residents.

Twenty~five

of these slaves were taken

to Norfolk, one to Richmond, and seven to unknown destinations.

Many of

the 81 slaves whose purchaser's name was not recorded may have been bought
by outsiders, whose unfamiliar uaiDes were perhaps less likely to have been
recorded than those of county residents, past or present.

Although the

evidence is inconclusive as to the extent and pattern of slave trading,
it appeared likely, on the basis of

th~se

fragmentary records, that sales

of slaves were related to the trading and migration trends of the free
population, and that during the years under consideration the preponderance
of this trade was with Norfolk. 131
There were even fewer records of slaves purchased outside the county
than there were of

thos~

sold outside its bounds.

Five of the six slaves

whose purchase was recorded were bought in Norfolk and all were bought at
estate sales. 132
Many more quotations of slave prices were available in the county
records than those of the 166 slaves sold.
divisions of estates were far more numerous.

Appraisals in inventories and
Although the price quota-

tiona in these records slightly underestimated the market value of the
slaves, this was not the primary problem in using the data. 133 What made
it impossible to tabulate meaningfully the price of slaves for any year
or series of years was the fact that even among male slaves (who were
never priced together with children as women sometimes were) the range of
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prices in any year was enormous.

For instance, in 1794, among eighteen

adult male slaves, the most common value was b60 ($199.80), the highest
was tlOO ($333.00), and the lowest bS ($16.65).

The age of only a handful

of these slaves was known, but there were usually clusters of prices in
any year which could be assumed to have represented the changing market
value of a young adult slave of ordinary skill.

But an average price

cannot be derived only from the most frequent quotations, because it is
misleading to quantify such clusters and drop all prices above or below
the central range.

The simpler solution was to omit tabulation in favor

of a summary of the longer range trends.

134

The majority of adult male slaves in 1786 were appraised at

~75

($249.75), but prices evidently fell sharply afterwards for among 66 men
valued between that date and !792 none was worth ao much as t75.

In 1788,

nine of twelve men were valued at between bSO ($166.50) to b60 ($199.80).
Prices reached their lowest point in 1791, when the most common appraisal
for an adult male was t40 ($133.20) and the highest b60.

The following

year a rising price trend began that continued unbroken until 1801, when
the price of a prime male stabilized at tlOO ($333.00).

From 1792-1797,

prices hovered between b60 to b75, then in the next two years quotations
were very scattered over the range of

~60

to

vious years no two slaves had the same value.

~90,

and in contrast to pre-

From 1801 to 1810, price

stability was shown by the fact that a common price for adult male slaves
again appeared.
t90-b100.

In 1801, ten of the sixteen men appraised were valued at

Though a few men were valued at bl20 ($399.60) in the following

nine years, the most common price remained t!OO ($333.00).
At no point were the changes in prices of male slaves closely correlated to changes incorn prices, the predominant cash crop of the county
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for which there was a price series (see Table 6,
short-term

economi~

~napter

VIII).

downturns, such as occurred in 1799-1801 and following

the 1807-1808 embargo, deflect the rising trend in slave prices.
there was an

Nor did

appro~imat~

But,

relationship between the trend of slave prices

and the growth of the total slave population that indicated the most
likely reason for the low prices between 1788-1797 was a relative oversupply of slaves in the county.

135

More significant was the change in

the differential after 1801 between prices in the county and those prevailing elsewhere.

From 1786 to 1800, Elizabeth City County

pri~es

for

adult male slaves were slightly lower than those in Virginia's Northern
Neck and Piedmont and lower than those in coastal Georgia.

In 1788,

Robert Carter's men between the ages of 16 and 40 were valued at between
~64

and

~70,

while none of the twelve Elizabeth City County men appraised
136
that year was worth more than c60.
By 1792, when U. B. Phillips found
the average price of a prime male field hand in Georgia was $300, such a
man in Elizabeth City County, valued at c65 or $216.00, would have been
worth nearly one-third less than his Georgia counterpart.

But, in the

first decade of the nineteeuth century, prices rose more rapidly in the
new cotton areas than in Virginia, so that by 1809 the same slave in
Georgia was worth $600.00 or nearly twice the $333.00 that could be cammanded in Elizabeth City County.

137

The prices of adult female slaves in the county rose and fell along
with those of male slaves, except that when prices were depressed the
value of women dropped more sharply than that of men (falling in 1791 to
only fifty percent of the 1786 price), and when prices rose those of women
138
went relatively higher.
After 1801, many women were valued at from

c80 ($266.4u) to b100 ($333.00), although many others commanded but
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($199.80).

Illustrative of the price increase was the fact that in 1794

a woman and her two young children could have been bought for $216.00
(b65), while in 1808 their value was $400.00 (see Appendix 1, Table 3).
VII.

Gifts and Bequests of Slaves
For the slave, sale usually meant separation from family and friends

and adjustment to a new environment and owner.

This trade in human flesh

was an aspect of slavery offensive to many and widely condemned then and
since.

Less condemnation has been accorded to the other ways in which the

lives of the black people held as private property were as much disrupted.
Involuntary migration and hiring, already discussed, were, for the slave,
personal hardships.

But what must have been the most common way of

wrenching a black person from known relationships was the gift of a slave
to a son, daughter, neice, nephew, aunt, uncle, or friend -· a process no
different at all for the person given than being sold.

Once human beings

were regarded as private property, and became furthermore the most valuable
property that any free person normally owned, such gifts were inevitable.
Though slaves must have feared their owner's death because that event
nearly always resulted in a multiple division of slaves among several
heirs, it is important to realize that slaves were not given away only at
that time.

The deepest expressions of love, affection, or obligation

among slaveowners were expressed by the gift of a slave to a young child,
a newly-wed couple, adult children who would receive no land or have to
wait many years for a share of that property, or to an aunt, cousin, or
friend who had been kind.

There was no indication in these sometimes

touching records that the welfare of the slave was considered when such
gifts were contemplated.

The documents recording them, in fact, most

clearly defined the slaveowners' complete

a~d

callous objectification of
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the slave.

Many of these gifts also went unrecorded for occasional

referencee in wills confirming prior gifts made it clear that a frequent
fo~

of dividing slaves during their owner's life or at death was the

informal agreement among family members.

But the frequency of these

divisions of slave property is well-attested in the three forms of record
that remain, wills, court divisions of contested estates, and deeds of
gift.
The disposition of slaves was, of course, one of the main objects
of a will.

Two concerns were preeminent in the minds of the majority of

the testators:

equitable division among their children and limitation of

a wife's share or control of slaves if she remarried.

The rarest clause

among the county wills was one asking that any consideration be given to
the desires or welfare of even a favored slave.

139

When a will was lack-

ing, ambiguous, or displeasing to the heirs, and they could not agree
among themselves how to divide a group of slaves, they did not hesitate
to ask the court to settle the issue.

Court orders for the division of

slaves occurred much more often in the county records than did land divisions, because the slaves were usually more valuable than the land.

The

primary concern of the court in these cases was again not the wishes or
welfare of the slaves, but how to split a group of human beings into the
requisite

n~ber

of shares of nearly equal monetary value.

These docu-

menta seldom indicated the family relationships of the slaves divided.
There was no way to measure how often husband and wife, or father and
children, or sister and brother were separated in this way, but some
notion of the casual attitude toward taking children from their mothers
was shown in the division of the Mallory estate.
Among the slaves given to the eldest Mallory daughter, Dianna, and
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her husband! George Wray, at the first division in 1788 were two of Nancy's
youngest children, Matt and Deb, both probably under ten years old.

140

Nine years later, when the other three Mallory children claimed their
shares, more children were taken from their mothers.

Nancy wau given to

Charles K. Mallory, while her other two surviving children went to Elizabeth Mallory Page and John Page.

Lydia was sold and her youngest son

given to Mary Mallory Letuz and H. G. Letuz of Norfolk.

S~ilar

tiona involved Kate, Sarah, Silpha, Judea, and their children.

separaNelly and

her children had all gone to the Wrays in 1788, and Lucy and Peggy may
have been able to keep their children with them in 1797.

141

The impres-

sion gained from the division of the Mallory slaves that t,here were no
social prohibitions against giving mothers and their children to different
people was supported by several other examples.

Sarah Brough, who had

previously freed Jack Hampton, gave to her niece an infant so young it
had not been named and its mother to her sister in 1806.

142

In 1802, "a

negro girl named Charlotte, about four years old, daughter of Tiller
~tillif,

who is the daughter of old Paree1.1, 11 was given to Mary Smith
143
by her grandmother and uncle, Rachel Jones and Isaac Jones Redman.
In
1804, Charles K. Mallory gave the following slaves to the children of
Catherine and William Lowry:
about 21 or 22

y~ars

to Mary Hollier Lowry, a woman, Kitty,

old; to Thomas Whiting Lowry, a child, Peggy, two

years old, the daughter of Amie; to Elizabeth Thruston Lowry, Harriot,
about 16 or 17; to Catherine Ann Beverly Lowry, a child, Phebe, about
144
two years oldo
In 1793 and 1794, Jane Naylor Watts gave one of her
grandchildren fifty acres of land and three others each a slave, two of
whom were children.

145

These examples differed from the bulk of the be-

quests and deeds of gift only in providing more detail than the usual
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form, which merely named the slaves.
The impact of family slave divisions must have fallen more heavily
upon the slaves as the rate of out-migration of free people increased and
it more often became the fate of the inherited slave to leave home and

friends in the county to join a new owner somewhere else.

Even those who

stayed in the county could usually expect temporarily or permanently
broken homes and relationships as they were shuffled from household to
household as hired servants, lent or given to children, or awaited settlement of their prior owner's estateo

For the slaves of the post-revolu-

tionary generation, as for the free people, life was more likely to yield
disruption and discontinuity than tranquil attachment to one place and
group of people -- though with the difference that for the slave these
changes were imposed, not chosen.

Only rarely could a slave expect to

spend a lifetime on one farm among the same people.

If this mobility

took a toll, there must also have been beneficial side effects.
beth City County slave

~~o

The Eliza-

frcm childhood had been hired out on farms of

various size in different parts of the county or worked in the houses or
trades of the town must have

mo~e

closely resembled those quick-witted

urban slaves who were adept at maximizing the advantages of any situation
because they had a wider experience of people and places than the diffident
slave who had never left the confines of one large plantation.

146

Within this pattern of changing managers or owners, what can be said
or the daily life of the slaves who remained in the county? Many of the
most important questions cannot be answered from the sources available.
Though occasional references indicated that there were skilled slaves -pilots, sailors, ferrymen, coopers, and shoemakers (there were no references to women with specific skills)

-- the most important occupation
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was

fa~ing.

The county

or sugar plantations.

fa~s

were more like mnall ranches than cotton

The work to be done on them could not have been

accomplished in gangs under the close management of a driver or overseer.
It must have required instead workers with considerable understanding of
animals and crops who could exercise independent judgment as they performed their daily tasks.

Something of the extent to which the county's

slaves, though human beings claimed by others as private property and
supposedly totally cared for from birth to death by those

owner~, ~ere

forced to provide themselves many of the necessities and comforts of even
a simple life was indicated by considering their housing, furniture,
clothing, medical care, and food.
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Notes for Chapter IV

1

See Table 8, Chapter II. Only Warwick and James City Counties had
higher concentrations of slaves. See map on page 73 and Table 1, page 74,
in Robert E. and B. Katherine Brown, Virginia, 1705-1786: Democracy or
Aristocracy? (East Lansing, 1964}.
2
On May 23, 1861, General Butler, commander of Fort Monroe, told
Frank Baker, James Townsend, and Shepard Mallory, slaves of a1arles K.
Mallory, that in return for their labor, he would regard them as confiscated enemy property of the u.s. Army. Butler reported to his superiors
that he was sending Colonel Mallory a receipt "as I would for any other
property of a private citizen which the exigencies of the service seem to
require to be taken by me, and especially property that was designed,
adapted, and about to be used against the United States." By July, 1861,
there were about 600 refugees near Fort Monroe and 300 more in Hampton,
abandoned by the Confederate forces. By October 1, after Confederate
troops had burned Hampton, an estimated 1700 black people, almost all
from Elizabeth City County, were occupying most of the land between the
Fort and Hampton. In 1860, there were 2,417 slaves in the county and 201
free black people; about 65 percent of the county's black population fled
to the Union Army within the four summer months of 1861. See Edward
Graham, "As It Was in the Beginning," unpublished manuscript, for a discussion of the situation of the refugees, reports that those who took
advantage of Butler's policy in the first months were primarily from
Elizabeth City County, and the text of Butler's report to General Scott.
A copy of the manuscript is in the library of the Hampton Association for
the Arts and Humanities.

3
William w. Hening, Statutes, volume XIII, P• 102. A full account
of Caesar Tarrant's military exploits and the text of the act of November 14, 1789, freeing him are in Mrso Sandidge Evans's unpublished paper,
"Caesar Tarrant, The Resurrection of a Black Hero of the Revolutionary
War." Also see a shorter pamphlet, 11To See Justice Done My Children."
Both are available from the Hampton Association for the Arts and Humanities, Hampton, Virginia.

4

In 1781: Pluto was owned by William Brough, elder son of Robert
Brough, and a justice of the Elizabeth City County Court; by 1796, he was
the property of the younger Robert Brough, who had moved to Norfolk. His
petition, accompanied by a notarized copy of Barron's affidavit, stated,
" ••• that during the late war he entered into the service of his Country
as a Mariner in the Navy of this State, and was in several actions; that
at the end of the war he was regularly discharged from the Service, and
returned to the employment of his master. Your petitioner, therefore, in
consideration o! ~tis Services, humbly solicits the Legislature to pass an
Act admitting htm to participate J:r!Sf the blessing of Freedom." Legislative Petitions, Norfolk Borough, 1793-1801, November 22, 1796 (84822),
Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
5
The act of May, 1782, required only a will or "any other instrument
in writing," presented in the county court where the cwner resided, to
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free a slave, in contrast to the private legislative bill required before.
Hening, Statutes, volume XI, PP• 39-40.
6

John H. Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, 1619-1865 (Baltimore,
1913), P• 13.
7Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1784, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. In 1785, Wythe's tenant,
John Wills, paid the taxes on the slaves and, as late as 1789, his nephew,
George Wythe Sweney, who was living at Chesterville, paid the personal
property taxes on Wythe's slaves. Ibid., 1785-1789. There are no records
in Elizabeth City County of any manumission& of slaves by George Wythe.
If he ever freed some or all of his county slaves, the deeds of emancipation were probably filed in RicbmondG
8
see John H. Russell, The Free Negro in Virginia, pp. 64-78, for a
full discussion of the newspaper publicity and legislative campaign between 1800-1806 to limit the individual right of manumission and to promote colonization or other means of removing the free black population
from the state.
9

As the price of slaves had risen sharply after 1800 and as these
were not depression years in the area, it would have been more profitable
to sell a slave after 1800 than in most of the twenty prior years. Although both Baptist and Methodist congregations existed in the county,
they do not seem to have been active opponents of slavery. Richard Backhouse, a trustee of the Hampton Baptist Church, thwarted the efforts of
his wife and mother-in-law to free Violet Kelsick and her children for
several years. After the death of Mary McCaa Backhouse, her mothe~ Sarah
McCaaspaid Backhouse $400 for Violet Kelsick and two of her children, who
she then freed, but he kept as his slaves the four other children, Betty,
aged 12, Jenny,about 10, Billy, about 8, and Robert, about 6. See deed
from Worlich and Hannah Westwood to the trustees of the Baptist Church or
Society, February 15, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 53; premarital
covenant, Mary Gilchrist McCaa, Richard Backhouse, and Isaac Backhouse,
June 13, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 103; bill of sale and agreement between Backhouse and Sarah McCaa, October 28, 1803, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, p. 299; and Deed of Emancipation, January 1, 1803, Deeds and
Wills, Book 12, p. 301. Backhouse presumably took the children with him
when he moved from the county to Norfolk in 1804. In contrast it would
appear at first sight that one could set against the aetions of Backhouse
those of his fellow Baptists, Sarah and Amelia Brough, who freed the
married slaves Jack and Nancy Hampton after Amelia purchased Nancy H~ton
from her owner Peter Manson for $100.00. Their actions were evidently
motivated by personal regard for these two slaves, rather than religious
conviction that slaveholding was morally wrong because within a few months
they bought other slaves, some of whom were still in Amelia Brough's possession when Bhe died in 1821. See Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 271,
276, 285, and 356. The Broughs were identified as prominent early Baptists
in the reminiscences of an anonymous "old lady" printed in The Soldiers
Home Bulletin, March 25, 1887, number 17, volume 3, Elizabeth City County,
Virginia. Five of the fourteen people who manumitted slaves (excluding
Miles King and Charles Collier, who acted as agents for slaves purchasing
their own freedom) were members of one family. These were the sisters,
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Amelia Brough, Sarah Brough, and Elizabeth Dessenis, their brother-in-law,
John Rogers, and their cousin, Sarah McCaa. Their brother, Robert Brough,
made more recorded purchases of slaves than anyone else in the county (see
Appendix 1, Table 3). Lucy Tarrant, Jack Hampton, and Bet Ranger had all
been the property of the Brough's father, Robert Brough, the elder, who
died in 1770, as was Pluto, the slave inherited by the younger Robert
Brough and denied his freedom despite honorable wartime service in the
Revolution.
10The six were Francis Ballard, Amelia Brough, Sarah Brough, Elizabeth
Dessenis, Thomas Fenn, and Sarah McCaa.
11

.

-will of Francis Ballard, November 25, 1802, recorded April 25, 1804,
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 320.
1 2will of Sarah McCaa, October 4, 1807, recorded December 24, 1807,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 142. Sarah McCaa's only daughter, Mary Backhouse had died in 1802 or 1803. James Kelsick was formerly a slave of
Alexander Moseley of Norfolk, but managed to buy his freedom in 1803, when
he was 39 years old, with the assistance of Charles Collier of Elizabeth
City County. Collier purchased Kelsick for ~50 ($166.50) on October 31,
1802, and manumitted him on payment by Kelsick of the same amount of money
on January 1, 1803, bill of sale and deed of emancipation, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, PP• 234-235.
13
Minutes of the Court of Elizabeth City County, June 28, 1856, cited
in Edward Graham, "As It Was in the Beginning, 11 p. 6. Mary Peake, educated while living with an aunt in Alexandria, Virginia, taught in underground schools for slaves and free blacks in Norfolk and Hampton before the
Civil War. She founded a school for contrabands under the guns of Fort
Monroe that was one model for later educational work of the American
Missionary Society and the Freedmen's Bureau and she continued to teach
there until she died of tuberculosis in 1862. In the prewar years she
also organized the Daughters of Zion, which continued after the war to
work among poor and sick black people. See Rev. Lewis c. Lockwood, ~
s. Peake, The Colored Teacher at Fortress Monroe (Boston, no date). Although no one has yet traced the connection between James and Violet
Kelsick and Sally Kelsick Walker and Mary Kelsick Peake, both the uniqueness of the name, and a number of facts in the Lockwood biography leave
little doubt that they belonged to the same family.
14
See Mrs. Sandidge Evans, 11The History of 'Finn's Point' on Harris
Creek, Hampton, Virginia," unpublished research report for the Hampton
Association for the Arts and Humanities, March, 1972, PP• 85-112, for a
discussion of the later history of the Fe.nns. Thomas Fenn's will, November 13, 1805, is in Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 475-476. This was one of
the minority of county wills with no introductory clause referring to
God. But neither Fenn's will nor any other county record explained his
motive for manumitting his slaves and giving them the bulk of his property. The county clerk sometimes recorded the Fenn freedmen on the tax
rolls as Feen, instead of Fenn.
15

see Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Caesar Tarrant, The Resurrection of a
Black Hero of the Revolutionary War"; Joseph Ranger's 1833 pension appli-
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cation and attached documents, Revolutionary War Records, s. 7352,
National Archives, Washington, D.C.; and deeds of June 25 and February 17,
1840 in which Edward Hampton or Brough of Norfolk and Richard Hampton or
Brough and his wife Ann of Elizabeth City County sold their shares of
their parents' land, Rerecorded Deeds, Book H, pp. 343 and 358.
16
After a 1799 court decision~ an owner who wanted to manumit a slave
over 45 years of age had to post bonds with the courts to assure 11 the
said slaves shall not become chargeable to the public •••• " Pleasants v.
Pleasants, 2 Call 319, May, 1799, cited in Helen T. Catterall, editor,
Judicial Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Negro (Washington,
1926-1937), volume I, pp. 105-106.
17
Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Caesar Tarrant, The Resurrection of a Black
Hero of the Revolutionary War." Tarrant claimed Liddy as his daughter in
his 1797 will and directed that his house and lot and all other property
be sold if it were possible to free her, but the family evidently could
not raise enough money for in 1801 John Rogers sold her to his brothoerin-law, Robert Drough for $250.00, bill of sale, September 1, 1801, Deeds
and Wills, Book 12, p. 102. Based on the ages of the children named in
Tarrant's will, he and Lucy Tarrant were married for at least 18 years
before she was freed, and they lived together only six years afterwards
before he died.
18
Bill of Sale, Elizabeth Dessenis to Joseph Ranger, January 18,
1810, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 190; Inventory, Elizabeth Dessenis,
January 28, 1813, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 713. Besides Benjamen
and Moses, there were six other children owned by Elizabeth Dessenis, who
from their names appear likely to have been the children and grandchildren
of Bet and Joseph Ranger. These ranged in age from 24 to 11 years; the
eight children had a total appraised value of $2,030.00. Since Ranger
first came to Elizabeth City County from his native Northumberland County
in the 1780's, when he was a sailor on the Liberty, stationed in Hampton,
he and Bet may have been married for over twenty-five years before she
was freed.
19
While Nancy Hampton was the property of Peter Manson, he sold her
daughters Grace, aged 9 years, Nancy, aged 11, and Phoebe, aged 21, along
with Phoebe's children of 2 years and 2 months. Bills of Sale, Peter
Manson to Robert Brough, September 27, 1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34;
January 1, 1801, and March 15, 1804, Deeds and Uills, Book 12, pp. 51 and
368. See note 15 for record of the two sons who were alive in 1840.
20
see notes 9 and 12. Since Violet Kelsick would have been 28 years
old in 1791, when the oldest of the children named in the records was
born, it is unlikely that this child was her first.
21
Seventy-five people were counted in the 1810 federal census, but
the ten people freed by Thomas Fenn in 1805 were omitted in the census list.

22

.

Some of the 26 people manumitted may, of course, have left the county
as soon as they were free to do so, or they may have been living in either
a free black or free white household in 1810. Ten of the 26 were not located in later records. Since one of the few major errors found in the
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1810 census was the failure to count the ten people freed by Thomas Fenn,
in the county that year was proved in other records, it must
be assumed that a considerable margin of error may exist in the census
counts of free black people.
23The county court kept no register of free black people in the early
years of the nineteenth century, although it was obligated by law to do
so. There are a few orders to the clerk to deliver "free papers" to
emanciphted slaves, which were given to three of Thomas Fenn's former
slaves in 1807, though the other seven, who were probably minors, did not
receive them at that time, Elizabeth City County Court Minutes, 1803-1809,
P• 158.
241833 pension application and attached documents submitted by Joseph
Ranger, Revolutionary War Records, s. 7352, National Archives, Washington,
D.c. Deed of July 14, 1798 from Samuel and Sarah Thomas to William
Williams, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Nothing in this deed identified
Williams as a black man, but on the plat for the tract of land, in Plat
Book 1, p. 1, the surveyor had written after William6!s fiBiiit: ''(a black
man~' Williame's name did not appear on the county land tax lists until
1806, although he (and Th~as Wise) signed the petition of November 30,
1803 protesting the proposed abolition of the free Syma and Eaton schools.
Manuscript land tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1798-1810 and Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth City County, 1800-1832, box 2, Virginia State
Library, Richmond, Va. The rare references to race in legal documents
other than manumissions and the dispersed housing pattern of the free
black population are factors which made it difficult either to trace individuals or count the entire group.
25Although some of the county's freed people took the name of their
last owner (for instance, Caesar Tarrant and Hampton Armistead), others
(Betty Bryan, Nelly Blue, James Barber) did not. Thus, it is possible
that Jack Collier, who first paid personal property taxes in 1798, was
the slave Jack, who was freed by James Naylor Cooper in 1797.
26
Will of August 31, 1970, recorded April 28, 1791, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34. Dianna Wallace Bayley died in 1792, leaving all of her property
to her son, Wilson Wallace Bayley, whose name did not appear in subsequer.t
county records. Hampton Armistead was free by 1798 when he paid his own
personal property tax.
27 Jack Payne was promised freedom "if consistent with the laws of my
country" by his owner, Thomas Paine (or Payne), after the death of his
wife, even though he also had children living in 1801 when the will was
written. At that time Jack Payne had already worked at least 17 years of
his adult lif~ for Thomas Paine. He may have worked another fifteen years
for his wife, for the first reference in the county records to h~ as a
free man is an 1816 bill of sale in which Robert Saunders of Williamsburg
received $10.00 from "Jack, a free man, called Jack P~yne," to, in effect,
manumit a woman named Nanny King, formerly a slave of Miles King. Will
of Thomas Paine, October 8, 1801, recorded October 22, 1801, Deeds end
Wills, Book 12, p. 94. Jack was one of the slaves over 16 years old on
whom Thomas Paine paid personal property tax in 1784, manuscript personal
property tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1784; and on August 20, 1791,
~se~nce
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the "negro man slave, Jack" was used by Paine as security for a debt of
t11.14.0 to Charles Bayley, Deeds and Wills, Book 34; bill of sale,
June 29, 1816, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 616. James (or Jtm) Powell
was one of four slaves that Mary Powell, a single woman, willed for life
to her aunt and uncle, Elizabeth and Francis Riddlehurst, with the provision that at their death the slaves were to "be enfranchised, Manumitted,
and sett Free, and enjoy their Freedom in every respect, as if they had
been free Born without any let or molestation of any person or persons
whatsoever." Will of June 20, 1792, recorded July 25, 1792, Deeds and
Wills, Book 34. By 1796 both Riddlehursts were dead, and presum&bly
Lender, Jeffery, Joe, and Jim were free; however, there was no further
reference to the first three in the county records. On December 26, 1800,
the county court ordered the Overseers of the Poor to bind out "according
to law" among others "James Powell who was freed by Mary Powell." Court
Orders, 1798-1802, p. 210.
28 In comparison, the 458 free ble:~ people in York County in 1810
were 8.8 percent of that county's population; the 592 in the Borough of
Norfolk were 6.4 percent of the city's population; but the 18 in Warwick
County were only one percent of that county's total populatione
29 Lewis C. Gray estimated each hand could work two acres of tobacco
using the techniques prevalent after the Revolution, History of Agricul~' vol. II, p. 912.
71,400 pounds of tobacco, or the product of about
71.4 acres, passed through the Hampton warehouse in 1790. See Chapter VIII.
30there was no way to differentiate the slaves who worked on farms
and those whose primary occupations were noh-farm work before the Census
of 1810. And, even then, only the crudest estimates could be made. In
1810, 1,279 slaves (74 percent) were located on farms and 455 (26 percent)
in the t~"T& of ~ton. But, 171 of the slaves listed in the town households were owned by people who also operated farms, including some very
large acreages. Undoubtedly, some of the slaves located on farms did
household work, carpentry, and similar jobs, and some, especially those
owned by farmer-pilots, were seamen. But, the complex pattern of slave
hiring prevalent in the county makes it equally likely that some of the
Hampton slaves of people wh~ gwned no farm land (especially in cases
where from 7-12 slaves lived in a household whose owner paid no personal
property tax on slaves) were actually working on fanns most of the year.
It is also important to keep in mind that in both the free and slave
populations there was far less job specialization than in later years, so
that, excepting a few highly skilled occupations, people combined farming
with other work both on a day-to-day and seasonal basis. Only rarely were
slaves listed in inventories, estate divisions, or wills found to have
high valuations or specified skillso
31 Based on the tithable population and land taxed in 1788. The average
acreage per worker does not refer only to tilled land, but includes substantial areas of woods and marshes.
32see Table 9, Chapter VI.
33

Only 69 of 276 farm families, or twenty-five percent, did not employ
slaves in 1810. Among 36 resident owners of farms of twenty-five or fewer
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acres, 21, or 58 percent, used slave labor in 1810. Some of the tenants
who farmed the remaining sixteen tracts of this size also used slaves on
their farms. See Table 14, Chapter VI, Tables 4 and 7, Chapter VII, and
discussion in Chapter VIII.
34

In 1784, 40.9 percent of households with one or two slaves employed
8.6 percent of all county slaves, while in 1810, 38.4 percent of households employed 8.3 percent of the slaves -- see Table 3.
35

un£ortunately there were no records from which a comparable distribution of slave labor could be constructed for the years after 1786, when
the personal property tax lists ceased to nmne individual slaves and to
count those under 12 years old, and before 1810 when the manuscript federal
census and personal property tax records together provided the necessary
data. It is particularly regretable that during the decade of sharpest
population change, 1795-1805 (discussed below), there was no way to measure
the distribution of all slaves among free households.
36The argument that slavery was not inevitably linked to staple crops
or the traditional plantation economy of the ~outh in many areas other
than Elizabeth City County has been developed by historians in recent
years. See the discussion in Melvin Drimmer, '~as Slavery Dying Before
the Cotton Gin? 11 in Black History, edited by Drimmer (Garden City, 1968).
Also see the important article by Edward W. Phifer~ "Slavery in Microcosm:
Burke County, North Carolina," Journal of Southern History, XXVIII (May,
1972), pp. 137-160. On the general strength of slavery in Virginia
during the period, see Robert McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia
(Urbana, 1964).
37see the discussion of various estimates of the county population
and of its fluctuations in Chapter II, especially, Figure 3 and Tables
1 and 8. See Appendix 1, Figure 1, for population after 1810.
38

virginia's 1778 law prohibiting interstate trade in slaves was probably less important than the fact that the county already had a surplus
slave population. James C. Ballagh, A History of Slavery in Virginia
(Baltimore, 1902), p. 23. The slave trade from Africa to the South
flourished, however, between 1780-1810. The volume of the trade in comparison both to prior and later years is shown graphically in Figure 6 of
Robert W. Fos~l and Stanley L. Engerman, Time on the Cross; The Economics
of American Negro Slavery (Boston, 1974), pp. 24 and 25. Also see the
second volume of Time on the Cross: Evidence and Methods, pp. 27-29, for
a discussion of new scholarship on the size of the ext~rnal slave trade
during these years. The few references found to newly imported slaves in
Elizabeth City County and Norfolk described people brought from Africa
via the West Indies. Scme came with Haitian refugees (see note 26 in
Chapter III). Probably the extensive trade between the H~ton Roads
ports and the West Indies after 1795 led incidentally to the import of
some slaves into the county, rather than the economic demand in South
Carolina and Georgia which created the market for the major African slave
trade of the period. Only one ad in the Norfolk newspapers referred to
a newly-imported slave: "Run away on Thursday night last, from on board
the schooner Idle Tim ••• , while lying at Maxwells Wharf, a Negro fellow,
by the name of Sam, about 5 feet 10 inches high, and of very dark com-
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plexion is pitted with small-pox and cannot speak good English, being
formerly of Africa. He has been several years in the West Indies, and is
a good sailor. I have been told he is capable of conversing in the French
language •••• " American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser, February 16, 1796. As late as 1809, a year after the United States
government supposedly ended the external slave trade, loopholes were evidently found in the law. On March 27, 1809, John P. Davis, whose nearest
adult relatives lived in Elizabeth City County, wrote a letter from Norfolk
explaining that he was "leaving the country for a few months ••• ," and instructing a friend about caring for his minor children and various business
affairs. "I also have to beg the favor of you to take charge of a Negro
Boy that I have sent for at the Island of St. Bartholomews, should he
arrive in the country before my return and do whatever necessary relative
to him." Davis evidently died within the following year for the letter
was recorded in Elizabeth City County in lieu of a will on April 26, 1810,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 215.
39

1784 slave population of 1,517 x 1.220 = 1,850 (1794 population,
1,848). 1795 slave population of 1,804 x 1.220 = 2,201 (1805 population,
1,378).
40

See Table 1, Chapter II.

41This problem was exacerbated by the facts that a relatively few
given names were used repeatedly for the county's slaves and that within
any group of slaves a few of those names tended to be repeated, presumably
as babies were named for older members of the group. For example, in
1784, Joseph Nichols, who owned 125 acres of farm land, paid taxes on
three slaves over 16 and three under that age: Abram, Rose, Nell, Will,
Robin, and Sall. When he died in 1807, he owned nineteen slaves, two
of whom were named Abraham, three Rose, three Billy, two Sally, and one
Peg, Sam, Tom, Nelly, Disey, Mary, Jeffry, Robin, and George. In his will,
Nichols named "Peg and her children, Abraham, Sam, Billy, and Rose," but
indicated nothing else about the relationships or ages of the other slaves.
All except four, George, Billy, Tom, and Rose, were given to relatives in
the will, so only those four were appraised and sold at prices ranging
from $2.58 (Rose) to $400.00 (Tom). Was the Rose who was sold for so
little one of the adults of 1784, who might have been an elderly woman in
1807? Or was she another Rose with some infirmity that made her value
negligible? Or a newborn infant? The fact that four of the names held
by Nichols' slaves in 1784 were repeated among the larger group may be
evidence that the number of his slaves more than tripled in 23 years through
natural increase (a low mortality rate and v~ry high birth rate). But this
is a risky assumption without evidence about who had the right to name a
child -- parents or owner? For Nichols might have been purchasing babies,
whom he named Rose, Abraham, and Billy, or he might have, by chance,
bought adults bearing those names. Repeated efforts to force answers to
these riddles from a number of similar sets of names yielded very little.
Common sense perhaps indicates that naming was a prerogative of the parents,
since so many Roses and Billys must have sometimes caused inconvenience
to the person managing them. The whole question of names of slaves could,
if explored further, reveal much about the interaction between slave and
master on the most fundamental personal levels. Why were some names used
only by slaves, some only by free people, and other~ by both? Why do some
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names only occur in certain groups of slaves? And why did the use of
classical names for slaves abnost entirely disappear among babies born
in the county after the Revolution? One indication that the vast majority
of the county's slaves were probably natives of Virginia is the fact that
names of African, Spanieh 7 or French derivation were rare. Manuscript
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1784; Will of Joseph
Nichols, February 11, 1807, recorded February 26, 1807, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, pp. 544-545; inventory and estate sale of Joseph Nichols, April
2, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 135. Hiring and sales of slaves
are discussed in some detail on subsequent pages.
42

See Chapter III for discussion of Haitian refugees.

43

King's letter reported that only 16 slaves had been "put in Jail -all try'd; none cond~ed; some whiped; a few of the most dangerous sent
to the Havannah, and everything appears to be quiet there; it appears there
was no dissenters conceal 1 d in the
• 11 So, the reports which had
brought the Governor quickly to Hampton were apparently much exaggerated.
Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts (New York, 1943), pp. 211213, cited letters from authorities of several counties telling of 900
armed slaves massed on the Eastern shore, who planned to sail across the
Bay to join mainland slaves "to coumit violent outrages" and trolow up the
magazine in Norfolk, and massacre the inhabitants........ King's letter is
printed in William P. PaLmer and Samuel McRae, editors, Calendar of Virginia State Papers, volume 5, p. 547.

44 Quoted in Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, p. 96;
also see pp. 214-215 for further discussion of the 1793 alarm, and citations of letters from county officials requesting arms.
45

Quoted in J. Luther Kibler, "History of Hampton and Elizabeth City
County," P• 194.
46
An example of their audacity is found in the following letter,
printed in the Norfolk Weekly Journal and Country lntelligencer, January
31, 1798: "On the 13th at night, the house of Mr. Sykes, distance about
4 miles from Ferry, was surrounded and attacked by a gang of Negroes: A
man in the house endeavoring to defend the entrance was wounded and afterwards pinioned; the negroes very deliberately plundered everything that
could be of use to them.. The next days the neighbors suceeeded in tracking them to an underground room with everything necessary, not only for
convenit:lnce b·ut for the comfort of life: The negroes were apprehended
and committed to the Norfolk county jail and a court was called for their
trial. Only one Magistrate appeared and the men are by law discharged.
As this is a general concern, and known to hundreds, though not perhaps
to the public at large, the writer of this does not think it necessary
to give his name to the world; but it is left at the office; and for the
credit of the county, he is sorry that a heinous unpunished robbery, so
well known to many, should be so little attended to by all. A Neighbor."
47
A predominant theme of the ads in the Norfolk newspapers for slaves
who had run away from all parts of the state was the warning to ·~asters
of vessels" against hiring the runaway as a sailor or "carrying the said
Negro out of the state at their peril." It seems likely that in a period
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when American shipping was rapidly expanding, profits were high, and
sailors scarce, many captains did not inquire too closely into the proof
of freedom black sailors offered. See th6 American Gazette and Norfolk
and Portsmouth Public Advertiser, September 1, 1795-April 29, 1796, and
the Norfolk Weekly Journal and Country Intellisencer, 1797-1798. Gerald
w. Mullin's analysis of hundrede ~f sdwertisements for runaway slaves in
the Williamsburg, Fredericksburg, and Richmond newspapers between 1736
and 1801 showed "approximately one in three advertisers mentioned that
their runaways were bound for a port to obtain either work or passage out
of the colony." Flight and Rebellion, pp. 117-118.
48

Court Orders, 1798-1802, p. 182. Robert Saunders, later a Williamsburg resident, was the Commonwealth Attorney (Court Orders, 1798-1802,
p. 191), but there is no indication who served as Ned's attorney, nor of
who paid his fee. Although nothing in this record ties the trial of Ned
to Gabriel's Revolt of August 30, 1800, the timing of the trial was significant. Gabriel was arrested aboard the schooner Mary in Norfolk in
September 25, 1800 and tried as soon as he was returned to Richmond. By
October 7 all the rebels convicted had been hung. Herbert Aptheker,
American Negro Slave Revolts, pp. 219-226. Aptheker cited, on p. 226,
a report from Governor James Monroe to the General Assembly stating that
slaves from Hanover, Caroline, Louisa, Chesterfield, and Henrico counties
were known to have been involved in the plot, and "there was good cause
to believe that the knowledge of such a project pervaded other parts, if
not the whole of the State." According to Gerald w. Mullin, on the
weekend following Gabriel's planned revolt, "about a hundred and fifty
slaves actually gathered at Whitlock's Mill outside Norfolk," where they
remained for several days until news reached them that the Richmond effort
had failed. Mullin also noted there were confirmed conspirators in
Gloucester County. So, there certainly was knowledge of the plan in areas
adjacent to Elizabeth City County. Flight and Rebellion, pp. 154-155.
Herbert Aptheker, American Negro Slave Revolts, pp. 228-234, remarked the
revolutionary consciousness of Virginia slaves in this period, and noted
their expectation of being joined in revolt by the numerous class of poor
white people.
49

Nearly $40.00 was spent on slave patrols in 1800 but in 1801 the
amount dropped to $20.34. Court Orders, 1798-1802, PP• 187 and 333.
5°For instance, one typical patrol in 1808 was that supervised by
Thomas Bullock, who owned 82~ acres of land. Working under Bullock were
three landless tenants, William Smelt, John Parrish, and John Crandol.
Elizabeth City County Court Orders, 1808-1816, P• 19, and Manuscript
Land Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
51Table 8, Chapter II,
52
Only one advertisement among many in the Norfolk newspapers for
escaped slaves could be identified as that of an Elizabeth City County
man, a slave from Buckroe plantation. American Gazette and Norfolk and
Portsmouth Public Advertiser, March 25, 1796, The files of three Norfolk
newspapers cover only four years of the period, however. But, neither
did Gerald w. Mullin's study (Flight and Rebellion) of ads from other
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Virginia newspapers mention any slaves who ran away from Elizabeth City
County after the Revolution.
53
1:ne pioneering studies of slave prices, still generally relied
upon, were done by U. B. Phillips. See "The Economic Cost of Slaveholding
in the Cotton Bel~,;; 'Political Science Quarterly, XX (June, 1905), pp. 259275 (which has a useful table of slave prices in Georgia from 1775-1860)
and American Negro Slavery; A Survey of ~Supply, ~loyment and Control
of Negro Labor as Determined by the Plantation Resim~New York, 1918),
chart opposite p. 370. Most recent is the price series constructed by
Robert W. Fogel and Stanley L. Eng~rman from the probate records of 54
counties in eight southern states, including data on 80,000 slaves. See
Time on the Cross, The Economics of American Negro Slavery, figure 23,
p. 87. Their data, in index form, unfortunately cannot be compared to
that of Phillips or to that found in the county records. Fogel's and
Engerman's index of real slave prices, deflated for changes in monetary
values, shows prices rising sharply and fairly steadily from 1801-1810.
There was no significant further increase in the price of Elizabeth City
County slaves between 1801 and 1810.
54
see the discussion of slave sales and prices in a subsequent section of this chapter and U. B. Phillips, American Nesro Slavery, p. 201
and chart opposite p. 370.
55
Slave sales and trade are discussed further in a subsequent section
of this chapter.

56

It was assumed that anyone known to have owned slaves and to have
migrated from the county (and who then ceased paying tithes on slaves in
the county) took the slaves to his/her new home. But, because the personal property tax lists really indicated use, but not necessarily ownership, of slave labor (see the following pages on slave hire), it could
not be assumed that all slaves on whom out-migrants had paid ta:ec may
have left the county with the taxpayer. Nor can it be assumed that all
taxpayers whose names disappeared from the tax lists, even those known
to have owned slaves, were out-migrants (see preceding chapter). All of
the ten people above were known to have owned slaves and to have moved
from the county during these years. But, it was necessary to estimate
the number of slaves each took out of the county because several men left
a few of their slaves behind and because after 1787 only those slaves
over 12 years old were included on the tax lists. The names of the ten
out-migrants, the estimated number of slaves of all ages each took away
from the county, and the destination of their move were: Wilson Miles
Cary, 88, Williamsburg and Fluvanna County; Wilson Cary Selden, 28,
Loudoun County; Wilson Cary, 16, Warwick County; Johnson Mallory, 12,
Norfolk; George Wythe, 20, Richmond (slaves he kept at Chesterfield until
the plantation was sold); James Westwood Wallace, 26, Fauquier County;
Mil~; King, 48, Norfolk; Robert Brough, 27, Norfolk; heirs of John Hunter,
8, Norfolk and Williamsburg; John Ashton Wray, 8, Norfolk.
57
Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery, p. 48.

58
Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County,
1791.. -1809, list of federal employees, Port of Norfolk, 11 Report to the
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Congress by Albert Gallatin," February 17, 1802, in American State Papers,
Documents Legislative and Executive of the Congress of the United States
(Washington, 1832-1861), Class X, Miscellaneous, Volume I, p. 274. Since
the taxes of slaves hired out were no~ally paid by the person who hired
the slave, other eases may have existed without leaving any record. Same
county residents resented departed owners granting so much independence
to slaves. Occasionally, the county grand jury charged such out-migrants
with negligence in supervising their slaves who remained in the county.
Even so eminent a man as Wilson Miles Cary was not immune to this public
chastisement for he was charged with 11 permitting his slaves Lawrence and
Fanny to go at large" in 1809. Since this was at least four, and possibly
as many as nine, years after Cary left the county, these two slaves were
virtually independent, though not free, County Court Orders, 1808-1816,
May 25, 1809, p. 103.

59 sometimes he paid the taxes of free workers and slaves in his own
name -- for instance in 1784, he paid for one free male aged 16-21 years,
eleven adult slaves, and fifteen children -- but more .often the taxes
were paid by his tenant. In 1785, John Wills, the young man for wham
Wythe paid taxes in 1784, paid his own tax and that of the 28 slaves
Wythe had at Chesterfield that year. Between 1787-1789, his nephew,
George Wythe Sweney, operated the farm and paid the taxes. Manuscript
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
60
These absentee owners were not listed as regular households on the
York County census schedule. Instead, in the district where they had
previously livecl a notation was ~Tritten across the form as follows: 11 Mary
Craig, in Richmond, has slaves in York County," and under the heading
"Slaves" the number was entered. The largest number of slaves left by
one owner was the 71 of Colonel Nathaniel Burwell; the smallest was the
three slaves of Sarah Tabb of Gloucester County. Only one Elizabeth City
County resident was found, Mary Young of Hampton, who had six slaves in
York County. The manner of recording the absentee-owned slaves made it
impossible to determine whether they were hired out, l>~orking under an
overseer, or managing farms of their owners. u.s. Bureau of the Census,
Population Schedules of the Third Census of the United States, 1810,
M-14720, Microcopy No. 252, Roll No. 71.
61
Bill of sale, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 156; Manuscript Land and
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1798-1810. Peter
Manson also sold Nancy Hampton, her children and grandchildren (over a
period of several years), and part of his inherited land before he moved
away from the county.
62
It was assumed that recent in-migrants who definitely owned slaves
brought them into the county, rather than purchasing them there. As in
the case of ou~-migrants, it cannot be assumed that slaves on whom tithable taxes were paid by recent in-migrants were owned by them, since the
slaves may have been hired. Examples in which ownership is proved are
Nathaniel Bedingfield, a former Surry County landowner, who moved to
Hampton by 1798 and died later that year possessed of at least the three
slaveo he instructed his executor to sell (deed of February 28, 1798, and
will of March 9, 1798, recorded June, 1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34);
and John Barbeep Junior, a landless in-migrant, who secured a debt of t40
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to Hampton merchant Thomas Jones, Senior, by mortgaging four slaves,
Clary, Jude, Harry, and Rose (mortgage of June 4, 1804, due August 1,
1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 340). Barbee did not pay the tithable
tax on any of thcga four slaves in 1804. Boulder Hudgins paid taxes on
the slaves in 1809 (fifteen adults). Deed of DecP.mber 6, 1802, Deeds and
Wills, Book 12, pp. 232-234; indenture of June 26, 1808, Deeds and Wills,
Book 33, p. 146; Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City
County, 1804-1809.
63
There was no evidence that Thompson ever was a resident of the
county; Robert Fitchette was probably the tenant in 1810. His census
household had eight free and nine slave residents, but he paid tithable
tax only for himself. Although Thompson bought the property in October,
1801, he did not pay land taxes htmself until 1803. A letter dated
May 25, 1800, at Norfolk, to his nephew was recorded in lieu of a will in
the Elizabeth City County Court on February 25, 1808, Deeds and Wills,
Book 33, p. 141; inventory of March 7, 1808, Deeds and Wills, Book 33,
pp. 121-122; Manuscript Land and Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth
City County, 1804-1810.
64
John F~ Phillips, from Barbados, bought Celeys from Wilson Miles
Cary in 1805 and was joined the following year by his daughter and sonin-law, Sarah and John Goodwino In 1809 they paid taxes on 16 adult
slaves and one child (aged 12-16 years); in 1810, Sarah Goodwin's census
household had 18 slaves. The unusual number of adult slaves, more
characteristic of a West-Indian than ~ Virginia slaveholding, suggests
that the slaves may have accompanied the Phillips-Goodwin family to the
county. Report of alien resident to the county court, November 28, 1807,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 34-35; Manuscript Personal Property Tax
records, Elizabeth City County, 1809-1810; Manuscript Federal Census,
1810. In 1787, Cary's tax liet had 47 adult slaves and 58 children,
Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1787.
James Baytop, of Gloucester County, bought a 300-acre farm on Sawyers
Swamp from Worlich Westwood in 1808, and in 1809 paid taxes on 13 adult
slaves and seven children (aged 12-16 years). In 1808, he had sold a
"boy named Frederick" to John P. Armistead for $500, so Ba.ytop was owner
of some of the slaves on which he was taxed. Although he moved to the
county when he bought the land, he was soon heavily endebted to a number
of county people, and by 1810 he had left the county. Deeds and Wills,
Book 33, pp. 56 and 75, Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1809-1810~ William Cowen, after whose name on the tax
lists was the notation "Norfolk," paid taxes on the seven slaves, but he
paid for no free adult males, Manuscript Personal Property Tax records,
Elizabeth City County, 1810.
65

In 1755 there were 812 slaves over 16 years old taxed in the county,
or a total estimated slave population of 1,624, Table 8, Chapter II. The
number of slaves counted on the federal census rose above 2,000 only in
1830, 1850 and 1860. Although there were 2,417 slaves in the county in
1860, if the pattern of the previous decades had been repeated and if
slavery had continued, there should have been a sharp downward readjustment in the followit1g decade. See Appendix 1, Table 1.
66
The importance of this change in the population pattern is clearly
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apparent in Figure 1, Appendix 1~ The percentages of free people and
slaves in the county population for the years 1755-1810 are shown in
Table 8, Chapter II. Before 1800, the minimum percentage of slaves was
53.0 percent in 1782, and the maxUnum percentage was 58.4 percent in 1798.
Between 1801 and 1810 the percentage of slaves dropped more or less continuously from 53.3 percent to 49.9 percent. In 1820, 43.3 percent.of
the total population were slaves, and the maximum variation after that
date was no more than five percent. See Appendix 1, Table 1.
67
The county records yielded disappointingly little information about
the nature of either black slave families or community. Only in a few
scattered cases could family relationships among blacks who never attained
freedom be established. In such rare cases, family ties (especially those
of husband and wife) were noted casually and erratically. An example of
the difficulty of ascertaining marriages of slaves and of tracing the
movement and separation of their families was that of Phoebe, Ben, and
their ten children, a group whose lives were exceptionally well-documented
over a twenty-two year period in comparison to the majority of slaves,
but whose history could not be fully explained. What could be developed
is discussed in the concluding pages of this chapter. Estate inventories
in the county were not organized by families. Mother-child relationships
were seldom entered in the inventories and those of husband and wife or
father and child almost never were noted. The scattered shreds of evidence
that remained did indicate slaves maintained family relationships. Yet,
in a situation in which one was likely to be separated at any age from
family by hiring, division among heirs, migration, or sale, other human
relationships must also have been important. Because their owners placed
no value on the network of personal contacts and friendships formed by
black people, there were no records of the community they created, and
even its existence is a spec~lative suggestion.
68
On the 1786 personal property tax list, some entries noted which
slaves were over sixteen, though the majority did not.
69
Careless or fraudulent tax returns might also have accounted for
the differences in the annual returns, but this factor was judged negligible in Elizabeth City County in the 1780's because the grand jury presented several indictments each year of owners who had failed to list one
or more named slaves, a process that suggested that the county was small
enough for everyone to know what slaves each person had in his/her household each year and that the knowledge was acted upon to punish those who
were careless or cheated on the tithable t~~es. The amended returns,
corrected for the names of slaves missing from the original lists, were
used in the study.
70

In the illustration above, for instance, Weymouth either lost an
adult in 1784 or in 1785 (depending upon whether Peter or Edy was the
slave over 16), which, if it were a death would have cost him a minimum
of ~50; it i~ unlikely his 100 acre farm could yield enough to sustain
this loss and also within one or two years allow him to spend from blOO
to tl50 to purchase two new adults.
71

On the essential point, that the person who hired a slave paid the
personal property tax for the year, see the entry of Miles King, executor
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of Francis and Mar;; Mallory, "paid taxes of the negroes that could not be
hired out in 1789, 1790, and 1791," September, 1792, partial settlement of
the estate of Francis Mallory, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, P• 102. Also see
Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution: Slavery in the Ante-Bellum
South (New York, 1956), pp. 68 and 414, and Gerald W. Mullin, Flight and
Rebellion, p. 88. The Virginia courts ruled upon some of the conflicts
that arose between owners and employers of such valuable property~ An
1806 ruling, for instance, decided that "where one hires a slave for a
year, that if the slave be sick or run away, the tenant must pay the hire;
but if the slave die without any fault in the tenant, the owner and not
the tenant, should lose the hire ••• , .. because death was an act of God,
George v. Elliott, 2 Hen. and M.S, in Helen T. Catterall, editor, Judicial
Cases Concerning American Slavery and the Nesro, Volume I, page 113.
72

See Table 2, Chapter VI. Tenants and Hampton residents were probably
under-represented by the arbitrary decision to use ten names from each
group since the total number of neither was known; free blacks (1), owners
of over 500 acres (4), and farmers with major sources of non-farm income
(4) were over-represented because of their importance as slaveholderso
The latter group included a marchant, an owner of a shipyard, the holder
of the Norfolk ferry concession, and a ship captain, each of whom owned
over 200 acres of farm land as well. Selection of only seven women almost
certainly underestimated their importance as owners of slaves, judging
from the evidence in wills and inventories, but supported other evidence
that women slaveowners, except those who were actually operating farms,
normally hired out their slaves. Only those who had slave labor in their
households for at least two of the three years were chosen for the sample.
73

Frederic Bancroft estimated over 15,000 Virginia slaves were hir~d
out annually in the 1850's, Slave-Trading in the Old South (Balttmore,
1931), pages 404-405. Kenneth Stampp, in The Peculiar Institution, pages
67-68, accepted Bancroft's figure. In 1850 there were 472,528 slaves in
Virginia. One of the most thorough discussions of hiring is in Richard
c. Wade, Slavery in the Cities: The South 1820-1860 (New York, 1964), Chapter 2. He showed that hiri:~;; wo1s very widespread in southern cities even
in the 1820 1 s, though he gave no data on how many of the total slave population may have been hired at any one time.
74
Louis Morton, Robert Carter of Namini Hall: A Virginia Tobacco
Planter of the Eighteenth Century (Charlottesville, 1964), pages 76-77,
106-107, and Appendix Tables 4 and 9. Morton, by considering only the
f~1 slaves hired out separately in 1791, believed Carter was opposed to
hiring out his slaves, but he presented no direct evidence for this. In
fact, Carter may have hired out much larger numbers, separate from those
leased with farms, in other years. The number of only eight hired out
separately was taken from the manumission schedule Carter drew up in
1791, the first complete record of the slaves he owned. All data for
prior years were derived from his tax payments in several counties and
his rental agreements with tenants. Though Morton maintained Carter was
opposed to buying slaves, the total number attributed to him in various
years of the 1780's fluctuated more widely than natural increase could
have accounted for. For instance, between 1784 and 1785, there was a net
increase of fourteen percent among his slaves. Such discrepancies, as--well as that between the slaves Philip Fithian claimed Carter owned and
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those on which he paid taxes, could be explained by hiring. ~.,
PP• 99-100 and T~hle 9~
75Robert McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia, page 79, cited
a 1790 advertisement from the Richmond Virginia Gazette and General Advertiser in which an owner offered about 30 slaves of different ages and
sexes for hire at the Henrico courthouse. On the other hand, few advertisements offering slaves for hire appeared in the Norfolk newspapers of
the 1790's, and typical of those was this offer of only one woman: "For
Hire. Until the 1st of January next, a Negro Woman, who understands
cooking, washing, and ironing exceeding well. Inquire of the printer
here of." Norfolk Weekly Journal, November 20, 1795. The only reference
to large scale hiring was a plea for hire of "gangs" of slaves to work on
construction of the Dismal Swamp Canal. ~., November 8, 1797. Examples of runaway slaves who had been hired out were more numerous in that
paper and in the American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser. Also see Thad W. Tate, The Negro in Eighteenth Century Williamsburg (Williamsburg, 1965), p. 103.
76 Page 87. Mullin's brief discussion of hiring was focused on slaves
employed in industries and urban occupations and he did not consider the
market for hired slaves among farmers.
77The inventoried estate of Bi!ldwin Morris included the "Negro Woman
Dianna and Child," the "Negro Woman Fann and child," a girl Nilsen, and
a boy Laurence. July 29, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pages 556-557.
From 1784-1786 Morris paid taxes on two girls under sixteen named Dinah
and Fanny (or Euphan or Fan). When Joseph Nichols died in 1807, he
possessed seventeen slaves, seven adults and twelve children. At least
five, Rose, Nell, Will, Robin, and Sally, appear to have been the same
slaves on which he paid taxes in the 1780's; although the Abraham of the
1780's lists was probably sold or died in the intervening twenty-one
years, there were two young children named Abraham mentioned in Nichols'
will, February 11, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pages 544-545. His
inventory and estate sale, both dated April 2, 1807, were recorded in
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, page 135.
78
Will of March 18, 1792, reco~ded October 25, 1792, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.
79
Thomas Humphlet hired one adult in 1784, none in 1785, one adult
and one child in 1786; Joseph Smelt hired one child in 1784 and in 1785,
one adult in 1786; William Seymour hired one adult in 1784 and 1785, no
slaves in 1786; John Nettles hired one adult and two children in 1784,
one adult and one child in 1785, and only one child in 1786; John Phillips
hired one adult and one child in 1784 and 1785, no slaves in 1786; and
Judy Saunders hired one adult in 1784, none in 1785, and in 1786 she paid
taxes on two children, Billy and Nanny, which she purchased either that
year or later for they were mentioned in her will, ten years later, as
her "Negro Man Will" and ''Negro Girl Nanny," Will of July 2, 1794, recorded
July 23, 1795, Deeds and Wills 34. It seems more likely that Judy Saunders first hired, then later bought Billy and Nanny, because in 1786 she
was paid $8.33 "for supporting her children" by the Overseers of the Poor,
who were as unlikely to have condoned capital investments by their welfare
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clients as are their modern counterparts; but she was not among those receiving child support payments in 1787, Minutes of the Overseers of the
Poor, Elizabeth City County, Vestry Book of Elizabeth City Parish, St.
John's Episcopal Church, Hampton, Virginia.

8°Frazier Stores, Junior, hired only adult slaves (one in 1784, two
in 1785, and three in 1786) who probably assisted him in some other occupation than farming his eight acres; Matthew Lewis hired one adult woman
and one child in 1784 and 1785, and only one child in 1786 to work on
his 37% acres; John Weymouth, who owned 100 acres, hired one adult and
one child in 1784 and 1785, and in 1786 one adult man and one adult woman.
81Among the Hampton residents, William Watkins, a pilot, hired one
adult and two children in 1784, one adult and one child in 1785, and no
slaves in 1786; Mary Almand hired one adult woman each year; James Ballard
hired one adult and one child in 1784, one child in 1785, and no slaves
in 1786; John Carter hired one adult and two children in 1784 and 1785,
while in 1786 he had only two children; Robert Dobson, Senior, hired one
adult woman in 1784, none in 1785, and one adult woman and her child in
1786; John Banks, a blacksmith who paid the tithes of two unrelated free
males in 1785 and of four in 1786, hired one adult woman and one child in
1784 and 1785, and one child in 1786.

~state Sale and Settlement, William Hatton, January 9, 1799 and
August 8, 1808, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pages 203-204. Ballard was the
only slave mentioned in the accounts of the estate; he was hired out in
1799 only, although the land was also rented in 1804, 1805, and 1806.
Ballard subsequently was hired or claimed by Bartholomew Dawes for in
1801 Hatton's executor, Peter Haughton, charged Dawes with "illegally detaining a slave, Ballard." A jury found Dawes guilty on August 28, 1801,
and ordered him to pay Hatton's estate b30 damages and court costs and to
deliver the slave "or the price of him if he may not be had." County
Court Orders, 1798-1802, p. 314. The 1808 estate settlement did not
include any payments from Dawes.
8

83 Deed of trust, August 20, 1791, Thomas Payne to Charles Bayley,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34; will of Thomas Payne, October 8, 1801, Deeds
and Wills, Book 12, page 94. The other five farmers in this group were
John Bayley, John Skinner, Senior, William Lewis, John Allen, Senior, and
Thomas Fenn, Senior.
84Lucy, the wife of Caesar Tarrant, was manumitted by Rogers in 1793,
but their children, Sampson and Lidia, were not freed. When Rogers sold
Lidia in 1801, he said she was 25 years old. He had inherited Lucy and
her children from his wife's father, the elder Robert Brough, who died in
1770. See instrument of emancipation, January 21, 1793 of Lucy and Nancy
Tarrant; will of Caesar Tarrant, February 19, 1797, in which he calls
Lidia, Sampson, and Nancy (born in 1791) his children, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34; and bill of sale, John Rogers to Robert Brough~ September 1,
1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, page 102. Note that without these additional documents it would have been reasonable to assume that Lidia was
born in 1785.
85 Inventory of July 17, 1786, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.

This inven-
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tory was taken about two months after the 1786 tax lists were compiled.
During the three years, two children were born to Armistead's slaves and
one died. In 1786, he paid tax on the four men, but hired out one of the
women. His inventory had relatively little farm equipment ror e~ large
an acreage, so he probably used his slaves pr~arily for domestic work
and may have leased his land to tenants. His inventory was also exceptional in containing about $100.00 w~rth of hogshead and barrel staves,
so he may have employed his male slaves in his woodlands when they were
not hired out to someone else.
86 James Williams owned 60 acres of land and eleven alaves when his
estate was appraised in 1790. Comparison of the latter list with the
names of the slaves on which he paid taxes between 1784-1786 indicated
that he probably owned an adult woman, Judah, and her six children, but
hired one or two adult males each year. Inventory of November, 1790,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34, page 290.
87There were no useful records to cheek whether Hope did hire slaves
as suggested above, or whether he owned at least twenty-five slaves and
hired out as many as fourteen in 1786. Even when Hope died in 1819, his
will listed by name only a few slaves. In 1784, he paid tax on a total
of 15 adults and 8 children; in 1785 on 12 adults and 2 children; and in
1786 on 8 adultn and 3 children. In each year his slaves were mainly
males -- for instance in 1784, 13 of the 15 adults were male. Among the
25 individual slaves on whom he paid taxes in the three years, only 8
appeared on his list each year, at least two of whom were children. Only
two of the eight were women, which accorded with the exceptionally small
number of children on his tax lists.
88see Table 7, below. King evidently also hired out some slaves at
the same ttme he was hiring others. Though he hired some adult men between 1796-1798, he had hired out a slave, Pompey, to Thomas Wootten,
Junior. A bond for a debt Wootten owed King carried a notation, dated
June 1, 1799, "Hire of negro Pompey, b50, not included in the Bond,"
recorded September 26, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Wootten must have
hired Pompey for four to five years.
89
See Table 3, above.
90
The estate accounts, which recorded all of Mrs. Mallory's purchases
from 1787 through 1788, left no doubt that her spending was on the lavish
seale usually associated with the lower James River elite. Between October, 178~ and October, 1788, she spent over $500 mainly for weekly purchases of such items as kid gloves~ silk, brandy, rum, chocolate, Hyson
tea, china, satin slippers, combs, buckles, and other miscellaneous goods,
partial settlement of Mallory estate, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pages
431-438.
91 Since not all of the Watts and Naylor slaves were named in a series
of deeds and wills in the 1790's, it was impossible to determine exactly
how many were hired out, died, or sold in 1784, 1785, and 1786; however,
all but one of the slaves named in the later documents was hired out in
one of those years. See Jane Naylor Watts, deed of gift to three grandchildren, September 22, 1794, and her will, April 26, 1797, recorded
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January, 1798; Samuel Watts, will of December 26, 1797, recorded June
28, 1798, in Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
92
A good example of this type of will was that of Robert Armistead,
in which eleven slaves (Yellow Bob, Jeffery, Lockey, Wildly, Jack, Big
Beck and her child, Phillis, Little Fanny, Sal, and Milly) of his 36
inventoried slaves were to be hired out annually for the support of his
mother and his daughter. The ten adults in this group to be hired out
were nearly half of his 22 able-bodied slaves who were neither young
children not aged. Armistead expected his wife to support herself through
operation of her dower share of the land and personal property. His will
also provided for some money to be "placed in the Treasury of Virginia"
to earn interest for the support of his daughter, a type in investment
that was rarer than that in slaves. Will of November 12, 1792 and inventory of February 19, 1793, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. His wishes were
evidently carried out for in 1798 his daughter, "Elizabeth Armistead,
orphan," paid tax on only two adult slaves, although by that date since
her grandmother and only brother had died, she was sole heir to all except
her mother's life interest in one-third of the estate. Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1798. Sarah Brough
gave a "negro boy George" to her nephews Robert and Matthew Rogers, but
specified the slave was "not to be under the care or control of their
father at all, but to be hired out until they shall come to full age,"
will of April 6, 1806, recorded April 24, 1806, Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
P• 529. Samuel Wornum, mariner and farmer, ordered in his will that ·~y
land and vessel" be sold and the profits used to buy "a young female
negroe or negroes" for the support of his children, will of February 15,
1808, recorded April 28, 1808, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 137.
93

ne also lent Mary Saunders for life the bulk of his other property,
including two adult women and two child slaves. The women either died
soon afterwards or were also hired out for Mary Saunders paid no tithable
tax on adult slaves until 1809, and then only on one person, although she
paid tax on the land lent her by Russell every year from 1801 to 1810.
Will of November 5, 1798, recorded July 26, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book
34; Manuscript Land and Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City
County, 1801-1810.
94
After seven years, Will was to be given to her son, Robert Saunders,
while her other slave, Nanny (a young girl), was given to her daughter,
Elizabeth Saunders, "if she pays my son James Saunders three pounds."
Neither slave was listed at the sale of Mrs. Saunders personal estate,
worth b130.15.4\, nor could either be traced on subsequent tax lists.
Will of July 2, 1794, recorded July 23, 1795, and estate sale of December 4, 1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34; Manuscript Personal Property Tax
records, Elizabeth City County, 1798, 1804, 1809, and 1810. Also see the
will of Joseph Needham, May 1, 1803, recorded June 23, 1803, in which the
hire of a man, Daniel, was divided between two of Needham's minor children,
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pages 240-242.
95
For instance, Robert Smelt's will said nothing about hiring out his
slaves, instead directing that they be sold and the money divided a=ong
his children; but the executors hired them out for three years before
they were sold. Will of May 3, 1795, recorded June 26, 1795, and settle-
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ment of January 23, 1800, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pages 518-519.
960n1y sixteen estate accounts were found which did itemize the hire
of slaves. See Table 7, below. In every case in which it was known that
all slaves in an estate were hired out, the name of the deceased owner
disappeared from the personal property tax lists, but, if the slaves of
a deceased owner were not all hired out, the person's name remained on
the tax list with a notation of "deceased11 or 11 estate 11 after it. As well
as the cases cited in notes above, examples of deceased taxpayers whose
names were omitted from the personal property tax lists because their
adult slaves were all hired out were Francis Pool, Robert Smelt, James
GoQdwin, and William Lively; Moss Armistead's estate, which owned seven
taxable adults, paid no taxes in 1787, and taxes on from one to three
slaves afterward~ until all were sold in 1796. After Mary Mallory's
death, the adult slaves who could not be hired out were taxed under the
name of her husband, 11Francis Mallory, deceased," (although he died during
the Revolution, his name first appeared on the 1789 personal property tax
list). Other decedents whose names disappeared from the tax lists while
their estates still held adult slaves who were probably hired out were
John Parrish, John P~binson, James Williams and James Marshall. In these
cases the time between the death of the original owners and final division
of their slaves was two, seven, ten, and nine years, respectively.
97
.
Will of Robert Brough, March 1, 1770, proved June 28, 1770, original
will number 160; will of Sarah Brough, April 6, 1806, recorded April 24,
1806, original will number 408; deed of manumission, Sarah Brough to Jack
Hampton, January 1, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, page 285; Manuscript
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1804. There
was no evidence that Sarah Brough migrated from the county at any time.
98
Amelia Brough was one of the few women whose continued residence in
the county could be provsd, since she paid the $15.00 retail merchant's
t~ each year from 1800-1810.
(The returns for this tax were posted at
the end either of the land or personal property tax books each year, with
that for 1800 included in the 1801 tax lists, Manuscript Land and Personal
Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1801-1810.) Although Amelia
Brough must have received a share of her father's slaves, there was no
record of it; but in 1806, she inherited a Negro woman, Lucy, from her
sister, Sarah Brough, and in January, 1804, she purchased an 18-year old
''Negro girl named Sukey, 11 from Elizabeth Guy for bSS ($183.15), bill of
sate, January 20, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, page 356. In 1810, she
had three slaves living in her household, two of whom must have been under
12 years old, manuscript federal census of 1810. Will of May 16, 1821,
ori3inal will number 514.
99

In 1787, Peter Manson, orphan, had three slaves under 16, but none
over 16 on his tax listing; in 1789, Nancy was taxed under James Manson,
deceased; Pet~r Manson began handling his own affairs in 1798 and subsequently paid his own tithable tax, but none on his slaves; land taxes on
his real property were paid each year after 1783, Manuscript Land and
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810. Between
1798 and 1804, Manson sold Nancy (who was manumitted by Amelia Brough),
three of her daughters, and two grandchildren; the bills of sale confirmed
that Nancy and her children had become his " ••• property at the death of
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my father, James Manson." Bills of sale, September 27, 1798, Peter Manson to Robert Brough, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, January 1, 1801 and March
15, 1804, Peter Manson to Robert Brough, October 7, 1803, Peter Manson
and George Massenburg to Amelia Brough, Deeds and Wills, Book 12.
100
Johnson Tabb left also a "little infant in arms," who evidently
died soon after he did since by 1796 all of his land had reverted to Mary
Harwood Tabb. Will of January 6, 1795, recorded September 24, 1795, Deeds
and Wills, Book 34. In 1798, his executors paid the taxes for five adult
slaves and one child between the ages of 12 and 16, Manuscript Land and
Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1795-1810.
101The will, dated August 30, 1797, recorded October 25, 1798, of John
Williams mentioned a Negro woman, Sarah, who was to be retained by his
estate even if part of his Hampton lot had to be sold to make that possible, but neither the estate nor his widow, Nancy Williams, paid taxes
on the slave in 1798 or subsequently. Euphan Naylor Russell was given a
young Negro woman named Whitty by her grandmother, Jane Watts in 1794,
but neither her name nor that of any male Russell who could have been
paying taxes on the slave was found on the tax lists, deed of gift, September 22, 1794. Martha Ross left her daughter, Euphan, a negro woman,
Mary, in her will of September 12, 1787, recorded July 24, 1794. In 1792
Elizabeth Parrish sold the six-year old daughter of a woman, Dinah, who
had been bequeathed to her in her father's 1781 will, but she had never
paid taxes on this woman, bill of sale, February 23, 1792, Deeds and
Wills, Book 34. In 1796, when she was still underage and unmarried,
Judith Curle King's mother, Hannah King, bequeathed her three adult
slaves, Jack, Nancy, and Violet, on whom she never paid taxes, will of
March 22, 1796, recorded April 28, 1796, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. In
each of these cases, the woman was known to own an adult slave and there
was some evidance that she continued to live, under the same name, in
the county for at least one year. Many other gifts or bequests of slaves
to women involved slaves of unknown age, who may have been children not
assessed for taxes.
10

~lizabeth Des~enic owned at least ten slaves in 1810, four of whom
were adults, but she paid the tax of only one slave over sixteen that
year and none were resident in her census household, inventory, January
28, 1813 1 Deere and Wills, Book 33, page 713. Mary Bright owned eleven
adults when she died in 1810, six of whom were named on the tax lists of
her husband, Robert Bright, in 1784, yet all but one or two must have been
hired out after 1800, for she never paid taxes on more than two adults in
the subsequent years, inventory of Robert Bright's slaves, August 23, 1810,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, page 233G After Robert Bright's death in 1785,
Mary Bright probably operated the family farm herself until 1800, for she
paid taxes on all the slaves until that time. Margaret Mallory inherited
twelve slaves (seven adults, five children) when her husband, James Goodwin Mallory, died in the winter of 1809-1810, of whom seven were originally
part of the estate of her father, Joseph Meredith. But, in 1810, she paid
taxes for only three of her adult slaves and had only four slaves in her
census household, inventory of James GG Mallory, February 22, 1810, Deeds
and Wills, Book 33, page 193.
103
- A woman who was lent slaves for life could not, under the Virginia
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law of dower, take the slaves outside the boundaries of the state. If
she tried to do so, she forfeited her rights to all property in the estate.
See Hening, Statutes, volume 5, pp. 444-448 for the act of 1748 prohibiting removal of dower slaves from the state and volume 12, p. 145, for the
clause in the 1785 act confirming that provision of the colonial law.
104By deeds of gift of October 3, 1793, Armistead gave Mary a woman,
Hester, her child, Charlotte (a girl), and Emmanuel, a boy, and he gave
Sarah a boy, America, and Jinny, Lydia, and Rachel; in his will of August
23, 1799, recorded September 26, 1799 (which said his daughters lived in
his house during his last illness) the sisters were given two-thirds of the
balance of his slaves not given to other children by name, which must have
been between 15-18 slaves; by bill of sale, January 12, 1802, they bought
Lucky, Boatoin (or Boatswain), and Sam from their brother, Robert Armistead,
for $545.00, Deeds and Wills, Books 34 and 12. In the 1802 bill of sale
for the latter slaves, their residence was given as Norfolk, and in 1808,
when with their sister, Euphan Graves, they commenced a suit against their
brother, Robert Armistead, executor of their father's will, they were
still living in Norfolk (Court Orders, 1808-1816), but in 1809, they paid
taxes on five adults and one child, aged 12-16, and in 1810, on five
adults and 2 children, aged 12-16. In 1810, they owned 81 acres of land
and had a census household, in district 6, consisting of themselves and
12 slaves. Although they paid no personal property taxes for slaves they
owned for the 15 years between 1794-1809, the records of their father's
estate indicated that some of their slaves were hired to work on the
family land in 1800, for Sarah Armistead was paid ~18 and Mary Armistead
c24 for "hire of Negroes," settlement of estate of William Armistead,
Senior, August, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pages 87-88.
105

see note 60. Mary Young had paid personal property tax in Elizabeth City County on one black adult in 1794, but she never paid taxes on
slaves in the county in subsequent years. She did not head a census
household in 1810. Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth
City County, 1782-1810.
106
Thad W. Tate, Jr., in The Negro in Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg,
cited the case of an 18-year old slave, Kate, belonging to Edward Cary,
Jr., of York County, who was hired out in Williamsburg in 1774, then in
King and Queen County in 1775, page 103. After the Revolution, if the
demand for slave labor paralleled that for free labor, Norfolk would have
been the focus of hiring outside the county. The growth of the city, its
thriving foreign trade, and construction of the Dismal Swamp Canal should
have created a brisk demand for laborers, stevedores, carpenters, ship
carpenters, seamen, domestic workers -- or any of the other skills possessed by many of the Elizabeth City County slaves. Such short-term migration of slaves, based on hiring, may partially account for the drastic
decrease in the county's slave population between 1797 and 1806.
107
Other historians have quoted a wide range of rates of hire fer
slaves in the period. Lewis c. Gray, noting that the hire of slaves for
a year cost about the same as the hire of a free worker, cited various
sources in the 1790's which said slaves could be hired for from ~8 to ~12
per year. His most specific reference, a 1796 report to the British Board
of Agriculture by William Strickland, said " ••• that the usual price paid
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i" Vi~gi~!~ :~r male slaves hired for farm labor was ~9 per year and board
and clothing. Unusually strong Negroes employed in digging the James
River Canal had been paid for at the rate of ~1l.Ss. each." Gray also reported a "very liberal estimate" made by Thomas Jefferson in 1792 that
"the hire of a for.ee of field hands made up of equal proportions of men
and women" would cost t.l6 sterling "apiece per annum besides their keep,"
although "in the same correspondence it came out that near Charlottesville, Virginia, a Negro man could be hired at ~9 besides his food and
clothing." History of Agriculture, volume I, p. 468-469, volume II,
page 667. Jackson Turner Main, in The Social Structure of Revolutionary
America, wrote that before the Revolution, slaves were usually hired for
'1:.10 per year, and in the 1780 1 s, "as a rule," for t.l2 per year, pp. 72
and 125n. His source for the latter figure is the Maryland Journal,
March 1, 1785. Robert McColley cited exceptionally high rates of hire,
but gave no specific dates, sections of the state, or sources. He wrote
that 11 rents ran from seven to ten dollars for a month and from fifty to
one hundred dollars per year, depending on the talenta of the slave and
the part of the country." The rates quoted would have amounted to from
~15 to t30 per year, far higher than any other estimate other than that
of Jefferson, although Gray noted that Washington, D.C., m~wspapers
carried advertisements in 1797 for slave "laborers at $70 per year and
found with everything, 11 including medical attention. Slavery in Jeffersonian Virginia, p. 78, and Gray, History of Agriculture, volume II,
P• 667. The rates in Elizabeth City County most closely approximated
those reported by Strickland.

108This variation in payment for Nancy's hire was due to market factors, rather than personal cne=, since she was never listed as sick or
pregnant during the years involved in the accounts of the estate.
109
.
Note that Peggy and her children were hired for b1.4.0 ~n 1792,
while in prior years she was worth twice as much (b2.10.0) alone.
110
Cited in Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture, vol. I, p. 473; alao
see Robert McColley, Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia, p. 78. But, note
this was only true when maximum rates of hire prevailed, and when the
price of slaves was exceptionally low.
111

See Table 10. Pregnant women were also hired out; for instance,
Peggy was hired out in the three years, 1789, 1791, and 1792, in which
she bore children, as were Lucy and Silphia, although Sarah, Judea, and
Rachel were not hired out when pregnant.
112
See Alfred H. Conrad and John R. Meyer, 'The Economics of Slavery
in the Ante-Bellum South, 11 Journal of Political Economy, LXVI (April,
1958), pp. 95-122 for evidence from a later date on this point.
113
The Virginia usury law, 1788, limited interest to five percent
annually, Hening, Statutes, vol. 12, pp. 337-338. Federal government
bon~s issued in the 1790's (including older issues refunded) paid 3, 6,
and 8 percent, but no Elizabeth City County residents owned the 8 percent
bondst although these were popular among Richmond, Petersburg, and Norfolk
investors. See RG 53, volumes 1087, 1137-1140, 1143-1148, 1150, and 1178,
Records of the Bureau of the Public Debt, u.s. Treasury Department,
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National Archives, Washington, D.C.
114The land was sold for ~227.0.0; the slaves for b409.l.O, settlement
of estate of Robert Smelt, October 26, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book 34,
page 506.
115see the discussion of tenancy in Chapter VII.
116

Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, translated and
edited by Alfred J. Morrison (Philadelphia, 1911), volume 2, p. 40.
Schoepf paseed through the county on his 1783-1784 trip to Virginia, but
his comments on slavery were probably based on his observations in other
parts of the state in which he stayed for a longer time.
117

Included among the dependent slaves were eleven babies born between
1789-1792. Three women, old Hannah, Sarah, and Judea, who were never
hired out, were evidently responsible for raising the children of the
women who were hired to others.
118
Although the estate accounts for 1789-1792 itemized the money spent
for clothes, blankets, hoes, medicine, doctors, and some corn, they did
not include enough purchased food to have fed all the dependent slaves,
even at a starvation level. Nor did the accounts indicate where these
3-6 adults and 14-18 children lived. Since the relatives who boarded the
Mallory orphans charged the estate for their food, it is unlikely they
absorbed the food expenses of their slaves. Probably the dependent slaves
continued to live on the Mallory farm and ~ere either provided food by the
tenant farmer, as part of his/her contract to lease the land, or were
allowed to grow their own food on part of the land. The account of expenditures began in March, 1789 and ended in September, 1792. Included
in the 1789 expenses was the purchase of 14 barrels and 2 bushels of corn
for h10.16~0; ~ barrel of corn was bought in 1790; none in 1791; and 5
barrels were purchased in 1792. Included in the 1792 expenses was payment to a doctor of ~14.1.3 for treatment of the slaves and the Mallory
orpltans.
119
The estimates of capital value were based on the 1788 appraisal of
those slaves allocated to Mary Mallory, her daughters Elizabeth and Mary,
anJ eon Charles. Although no adjustments were made for increasing or
decreasing values by age of the slaves in the six years from 1788-1792,
the appraised cost of slaves who died or were sold was deducted from and
the value of infants (hlO) born the previous year was added to the total
capital. These esttmates were ~1,133.11.3 in 1789, h1,053.11.3 in 1790
and 1791, and Zl,023.11.3 in 1792. Gross earnings were the amount earned
by the slaves hired out; net earnings were calculated by subtracting the
cash expenditures for support of the dependent slaves from the gross
earnings of those hired out.
, ?!'I

·~~Slave sales were not the only valuable property transactions of
which there was little record. Racehorses, carriages, and ships of all
sorts, from canoes to pilot boats and vessels for the West Indies trade,
were bought and sold, yet there were only occasional references in the
county records to these transactions which sometimes involved hundreds of
dollars.
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121 Comparison of the sale of slaves and land suggested that this was a
hazardous thesis. If the buyer of real estate. had kept the only copy of
the deed, and none bad been recorded at the courthouse, it would have
appeared to later observers, relying upon wills, estate settlements, and
fragmentary deeds accidentally preserved, that land, highly valued by a
society that modeled itself on the English gentry, was seldom sold except
to meet the pressing debts of a deceased owner. Instead, the registration of deeds, which left a relatively full and accurate account of land
sales, showed that parcels of land wer~ routinely sold and traded during
their owners' lifettmes (see Chapter VI) and it is possible that there was
a corresponding unregistered trade in slaves.
122
See, for instance, a mortgage dated March 24, 1804, recording John
Frazier's debt of b32.12.8 to William King, secured by 11 two horses, a
cow and calf, and a negro woman named Disey which negro woman was purof said William King ••• ," Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 238-239. The
will of Samuel Watts, Senior, dated December 26, 1797, recorded June 28,
1798, confirmed to his son, Samuel, "a right to a negro man Sam, which he
sold some years ago ••• ," Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
123

Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 246. This note may have been entered
among the deeds and wills by the county clerk because the vestry of the
church was not meeting or keeping any records in 1802.
124
nening, Statutes, volume 12 (1785-1788), PP• 140-154.
125Robert Elliott ordered that George should be sold, will of December
5, 1793, recorded July 28, 1798; Mark Hall ordered the sale of the "negro
girl Fran" to pay his debts, will of April 18, 1793, recorded February 7,
1794; Martha Ross ordered the sale of Neptune, will of September 12, 1787,
recorded July 24, 1794; Francis Riddlehurst wrote that his "negro girl
Hanneh 11 could be sold if necessary to pay his debts, will of May 7, 1796,
recorded July 28, 1796, all in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Many more citations to clauses of this type can be found in the wills of the county.
Examples of the rarer direction to sell all of the slaves are found in the
will of Robert Smelt, May 3, 1795, recorded June 26, 1795 and in the will
of Johnson Tabb, January 6, 1795, recorded September 24, 1795, both in
Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
126
For instance, on March 28, 1801, the court ordered nine slaves in
the possession of William Allen 7 defendent in a case in chancery, sold at
public auction on twelve months credit; on August 28, 1801, the sheriff
was ordered to sell a "negro man named Billy, 11 at public auction to raise
the b110.1.4 that Mary Curle owed Miles King. Court Orders, 1798-1802,
pages 250 and 318. Although the court issued a number of such orders each
year, in the majority of the debt cases before the court such drastic
measures were not necessary because the total amount in dispute was less
than hlO.
127
Either the sex or age of eleven was not specified.
128

See, for instance, "a small boy, Tom" who was sold by Robert Wallace's estate for b7.10.0, or a boy, Sam, sold by John Banks for h13.10.0,
both of whom were probably under 6 years old. Frederick Bancroft, in
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Slave-Trading in the Old South (Baltimore, 1931), noted that after children
were over 8-9 years, they were sold more profitably separate from their
mothers, p. 275. Robert W. Fogel and Stanley Le Engerman, in Time on the
Cross, attacked Bancroft's contention that a significant trade in children
existed. Their estimated projection that "the total interregional sales
of children amounted to just 234 per annum" was based on the fact that
children under 13 sold separately were "only 9.3 percent" of all slaves
sold in New Orleans. And they agreed with u. B. Phillips that "this
small number of child sales could easily have been explained by orphans •••• "
Time on the Cross: The Economics of American Negro Slavery, pp. 49-51 and
Time on the Cross: ~vidence and Methods, p. 53. If all 38 of the children
sold separately in the county (listed in Appendix Table 3) were under 13,
the group comprised 22.9 percent of the 166 recorded slave sales. Nor were
all of these children orphans. Usually the mother's name was not given
when a child was sold separately, so it could easily be assumed that only
orphans were sold. But, indirect evidence exists from the records of
black families who gained their freedom that this was probably not the case
and that there were no social or economic barriers preventing the separation
of families by saleo Nancy Hampton's daughters, Nancy, 11, and Grace, 9,
were not orphans when Peter Manson sold them in Norfolk. Nor were Violet
Kelsick's four children, aged 6-12, orphans when Richard Backhouae kept
them and sold the mother and her two youngest children (see note 9)e In
two other cases, those of Nancy Tarrant and Bet Ranger, the mother was
also freed while her young children were retained as slaves -- a practice
little different in its impact on the family than the sale of the children
or the mother to different parties. Also, see a deed of gift from Charles
K. Mallory to the children of Catherine and William Lowry, involving among
others two very young children separated from their mothers, "Peggy, two
years, daughter of Amie, 11 and "Phebe, about two years." Since these children and Amie, the mother of one of them, were not among the slaves Mallory
inherited from hia parents, he must have bought them to express his "natural love and affection" for the Lowry children, and since Arnie was named
as the mother of one, with no notation that she was deceased, for instance,
she was probably still alive. Deed of gift, June 5, 1804, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, PP• 359-360.
129one of the slaves King bought, John ~~vis, purchased his freedom
from King three years later; none of the others were among the relatively
few of his many slaves that were specifically mentioned in King's 1812
will. Eight of the slaves Brough bought were purchased from his relatives,
mainly to settle debts they owed him. See his purchases from his brother,
William Brough, his brother-in-law, John Rosers, and his neices, Grace
Bowrey Mannice and Mary Courtney Bowrey Ward. Of these slaves, only Liddy
Tarrant was returned to her original owner, John Rogers. Four of the
children Brough bought (Jack, Jesse, Sylvia, and Grace) were retained by
him until they were adults for they, or their children, were pledged as
part of th~ security on an 1821 mortgage to the Farmers Bank of Virginia,
Deeds and Wills, Book 32, page 142.
130

see Appendix 1,Table 3. See Chapter VII for further discussion of
the distribution of slave labor among farms of various sizes.
131According to Frederick Bancroft, Slave Trading in the Old South, the
interstate slave trade was already well-developed by the end of the eigh-
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teenth century, though professional traders were not numerous before 1810e
During these years, the centers of the Virginia trade were in Fredericksburg, Alexandria, and Richmond, the latter city having the most prestigious market. In the Fredericksburg newspapers around 1800 there were
numerous advertisements offering lots of 40-50 slaves, some from estates
and others to meet debts (Bancroft, PP• 19-23). There was no record of
any Elizabeth City County owner having so many slaves for sale at one
time, although MOss Armistead's heavily endebted estate was forced to
sell 20 slaves over a four-year period (see Appendix 1, Table 3). Although
the Norfolk newspapers. contained many more ads for the sale of slaves than
for their hire, these generally offered only one or two slaves for sale at
courthouse auctions or through the agency of the printer, methods of sale
which Bancroft found predating the rise of professional traders. American
Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser, September, 1795~
April, 1796; Norfolk Weekly Journal and Country Intellisencer, September
6, 1797-September 19, 1798; Norfolk Herald, January S, 1802-December 31,
1803.
132Robert Armistead purchased four slaves, Boatswain, Sam, Luky, and
Bet, formerly the property of his brother-in-law's estate, from Samuel
Marsh of Norfolk, in 1800 for $700.00, bill of sale, December 23, 1800,
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 55. Two years later, Armistead sold three
of the slaves to his sisters, Sarah and Mary Armistead, who were living at
that ttme in Norfolk, bill of sale, January 12, 1802, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, P• 139. Charles Collier purchased James Kelsick from the estate
of Alexander Moseley of Norfolk a few months before Kelsick purchased his
own freedom from Collier, bill of sale, October 31, 1802, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, PP• 234-235. In 1796, Augustine Moore, Senior, bought the slave
Harry at the estate sale of Isaac Avery for b20, a fact noted when Harry
was later sold to Miles King as part of the settlement of MOore's estate.
Avery was never a resident of Elizabeth City County. Settlement of the
estate of Augustine Moore, Senior, June 19, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book
12, P• 71.
133
Between 1786 and 1810, 491 sl~ves were appraised in the probate
recorda. The appraisal and sales prices of 22 slaves from nine estates
for whom there were comparable records showed that sixteen (72.7 percent)
were sold for more than their appraised value. For five, the sales price
exceeded the appraisal by $100 or more, for six the sales price was $2575 more, and for five the difference was less tha.1 $25. The sales price
was lese than the appraisal in only three cases, with the greatest difference amounting to $16.75. In the remaining three cases the two prices
were the same. This small sample is in contrast to what Thad W. Tate,
Jr., found among another small group of tidewater slaves, those of Governor Fauquier, who were R~l~ ~n York County for less than their appraised
prices before the Revolution (The N~gro in Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg, pp~ 86-87).
134
Robert W. Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman sharply criticized u. B.
Phillips's use of the most frequent prices and his exclusion of lower
prices. Comparing their analysis of New Orleans slave prices with those
of Phillips, they found "his procedures led to an overesttm~tion cf the
average level of the prices for prime-age males by aboui.lS.percent."
Fogel and Engerman found Phillips's series to be a reliable index of
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"year-to-year movements in slave prices, 11 however. Time on the Cross:
Evidence and Meth~~' PP• 174-175. These year-to-year movements of county
prices and the range of prices, rather than an average price, are the object of the following discussion of slave prices in Elizabeth City Countye
135

See the discussion of national slave prices during these years in
Robert Wo Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, Time on the Cross: The Economies
of American Negro Slavery, PP• 86-88, in which the authors reached a
similar conclusion and refuted u. B. Phillips's contention that postRevolutionary slave prices were so disastrously depressed that the system
of slavery would have collapsed if the cotton gin had not saved it.
136The most valuable data on Virginia slave prices, by age and sex,
for the years immediately after the Revolution is that on Carter's slaves,
compiled by his biographer, Louis Morton, in Robert Carter of Nomini Hall,
Appendix Tables 10 and 11. At this time, Carter was probably the largest
slaveowner in the state (see Morton's discussion on pp. 100-101 on the
difficulties of ascertaining this), and was operating fifteen plantations
in five counties of the Piedmont and Northern Neck. In 1788, the age and
sex of 297 of his slaves was tallied, of whom 105 men and women were between
the ages of 16 and 40.
137
u. B. Phillips, '~he Economic Cost of Slaveholding in the Cotton
Belt," pp. 259-275. If Phillips' Georgia prices had the same u~ard bias
as his New Orleans series (15 percent) and if the county appraisals had a
consistent downward bias from actual sales prices, the difference in real
prices may have been less. But, if both of these factors remained constant, the differential between the price of an adult male slave in Elizabeth City County and in Georgia should have been significantly larger
after 1801 than before that date. The highest recorded price pcid for a
male slave in Elizabeth City County during the period was the $500 John P.
Armistead paid for the boy, Frederick, sold to him by James Baytop in 1808
(see Appendix 1, Table 3), but this figure was so much in. excess of the
other recorded prices that it must be suspected of being atypical, either
because of Frederick's special skills or Baytop's indebtedness.
138
Fifty pounds ($166.50) was the most common price for adult women in
1786, while ~25 ($83.25) was in 1791. Prices for female slaves varied
more each year than did those of men, which were usually clustered around
one figure, while those for women were scattered over a much wider range.
139
For instance, Barbara Jones wrote in her will that her "negro woman
Moll" should choose ''which of my children she pleases to live with and
that they will all endeavor to make the remaining part of her life comfortable ••• ," undated will, recorded January 22, 1795, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34. Moll was not among the more than 18 slaves inventoried as part
of Barbara Jones's estate, inventory of Barbara Jones, December 29, 1794,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34, ppe 258-259. Aside for the handful of people
who manumitted slaves by will, this provision in Barbara Jones's will was
the most considerate of a slave found among the county wills of the thirty
years from 1780-1810.
140
Allotment of the slaves in the estate of Colonel Francis and Mary
Mallory, by court order of November 27, 1788, Deeds and Wills, Book 34,
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p. 116. In ~his case the inventory of the slaves made on December 31,
1788, and filed with the division of the slaves, indicated the relationship of mothers aad their children. The ages of Deb and Matt were estimated
on the basis of comparison of their appraised value with the age of slaves
of the same sex owned by Robert Carter, as listed in Appendix Table 11,
Louis Morton, Robert Carter of Nomini Hall.
141
Since the names of infants born after 1788 were not known, it was
impossible to know which of these children stayed with their mothers in
the 1797 division and which were separated. See documents cited in the
previous note and the further division of slaves in the state made by
court order of November 23, 1797, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, p. 438.
14

~ill of April 6, 1806, recorded April 2~, 1806, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, p. 259.
143Deed of gift, August 24, 1802, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 185.
Charlotte's grandmother, Pareen (sometimes spelled Perreen or Peneen)
belonged to Rachel Jones's husband Y~rris when he wrote his will in 1760,
in which he gave Pareen to his wife for life, then to his daughter
Susanna. Susanna Married Isaac Redman, a pilot who joined the Loyalist
emigration to Nova Scotia, but returned to Norfolk in the 1790 1 s. In
1791 Rachel Jones, Susanna Redman and Isaac Redman sold one of Pareen's
daughters and two young grandchildren, Amy, Jim, and Jack, to Robert
Brough of Norfolk. Although Mrs. Jcnes paid taxes on Pareen, Amy, Myrtilla, Anthony, and Jemmy (the last three under si~teen years) in 1784-86,
after 1789 she never paid taxes on any slaves, so her slaves were either
hired out or livtng with the Redmans after that date. When Isaac Redman
died in Norfolk in 1796, his will provided for the manumission of Pareen
after his wife's and mother-in-law's death; Susanna Redman was dead when
the 1802 deed of gift was made, but Mrs. Jones was still alive, so Pareen
was presumably still her property. This was one of the very rare cases
in which the lifetime of a slave who remained in the same family could be
traced. Notice, however, that even if a lifetime of service to the JanesRedman family gained Pareen her freedom, it was at the cost of seeing at
least two children and three grandchildren remain in slavery. There was
no indication in the records of Mary Smith's age or place of residence
when she was given the four-year-old child. Will of ~orris Jones, Deeds
and Wills, 1758-1760, p. 108; bills of sale, January 20 and May 16, 1791,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34; Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1784-1810; Norfolk Borough Records, Will Book Number 1,
will of !~aac Redman, p. 113, Norfolk Corporation Court, Norfolk, Virginia.
144
Deed of gift, June 5, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 359-360.
Mallory evidently purchased these slaves, since Kitty, Amie, and Harriot
were not among the women he inherited from his parents in 1797. No relationship has been found between Mallory and the Lowrys, although the
clause in the deed, "natural love and affection," usually indicated a
gift among family members.
145

Deeds of gift from Jane Naylor Watts to James Naylor Cooper, John
Cooper, Susanna Cooper, and Euphan Naylor Russell, April 10, 1793 and
September 24, 1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Jane Naylor Watts's 1797
will asked thatmother slave, Rachel, be sold and the proceeds divided
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by two other granddaughters, Elizabeth and Sarah N. Buxton, will of
April 26, 1797, recorded January, 1798, Deeds and Wills! Book 34.
146
see Chapter Nine, 'The Transformation of Slavery in the Cities," in
Richard c. Wade, Slavery in the Cities, pp. 243-282, for discussion of the
differences in personality, attitudes, and expectations among slaves in
the cities and those on isolated country plantations.
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CHAPTER V

STANDARDS OF LIVING OF SLAVES AND THE
NATURE OF SLAVERY IN THE COUNTY

Much of the daily life and routine of a people who were without legal
identity and who left no personal memoirs is irretrievably lost.

Many

iutangible qualities of human interaction between slave and master, of
day-to-day resistance to slavery, or even the normal pace and hours of
work escape reconstruction.

The material conditions of daily living are

somewhat clearer because traces of the tangible goods and services purchased for slaves were recorded.
I.

Housing, Personal Possessiono, and Income.
One of the mysteries surrounding the day-to-day life of the majority

of the black people of the cnunty was where they lived.

It seems quite

certain that there were commonly no slave quarters, whether well or poorly
built, such as those cabins historians have claimed were the residence of
most slaves, for no such buildings were described in any of the many deeds,
leases, divisions of property, advertisements of farms for sale, or applications for fire insurance recorded in the county between 1782 and 1810.

1

The only description of slave q11arters in the county is one from the prerevolutionary years.

In the 1750's the slaves belonging to David Curle,

son of a Burgess and sheriff, brother of llilliam R. W. Curle (one of the
first judges of the Virginia Admiralty Court), and an eminent planter in
his own right lived "in a Pen made of Poles •md covered with Pine-Brush,
231
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and in bad weather retire to the Neighbours for Shelter."

Robert E. and

B. Katherine Brown found evidence in the records of a number of counties
to support their argument that "such slave quarters were not unusual." 2
Those who were more fortunate probably lived in the separate kitchens,
barns, stables, lumberhouses, or storehouses frequently described, or in
the small houses that the majority of the free population inhabited.
Particularly interesting proof that slaves who lived in Hampton had
no separate quarters was found in the 1796 and 1806 applications for
property insurance made to the Mutual Assurance Society by a number of
men, including several of the wealthiest in the countyo

These applications

listed every building on the property, its original cost, and present
worth, and included a sketch of the layout of the buildings, their size,
and the distance between each.

Not one included slave quarters.

The

majority had only two buildings, a house and a kitchen, often as small
as 16 by 16 feet.

Francis Ballard, a pilot, in 1796 insured his buildings

on Hampton River "situated bet>feen George Hope and William Jennings, 80
feet from the shipyard."

Included were a one-story wooden house, 30 by

20 feet, a wooden storehouse, 18 by 16 feet, and a wooden kitchen, 16 by
12 feet.

When Ballard died a few years later he manumitted his five

slaves, three adults and two children, and lent

11

to them during their

lives the use of my kitchen," in which they had probably been living.

3

Ballard's neighbor, William Jennings, also a pilot, had only a one-story
house and smaller kitchen for his family and the two or three adult slaves
on whom he paid taxes each year.

4

The properties of Joseph Meredith, mariner, and George Hope, a shipbuilder, had more buildings, but they also had more people living in them.
Meredith had one of the largest brick houses in the town, a two-story
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dwelling of 50 by 20 feet, with an attached wooden kitchen and wash house
of 40 by 18 feet.

Nearby were a wooden stable and lumberhouse each of

which were nearly as large as the house itself.
small

~»

The Meredith family was

he and his vife had only two children -- and when he died the

year 8fter insuring his property, he owned twelve slaves, six adu.lts and
six children, some of whom probably lived and worked on his 132 acre farm
near Hampton.

5

Even if all sixteen people in the Meredith household lived

at the Hampton residence, they would have had far more space per person
than was usual.
~res

Surely, though, an tmportant insight into the prevailing

about housing for more than half of the county's population, the

57.8 percent who were slaves in 1796, can be gained from the fact that a
wealthy man, who owned one of the most luxurious houses in the county,
felt no need to spend the one or two hundred dollars necessary to build
even one small frame house for his slaves.

6

George Hope's four insured

buildings were a two-story brick house, only slightly smaller than Meredith's, ornamented with wooden porticos, one of which overlooked Hampton
River, a one-story wooden kitchen (20 by 16 feet), a one-story wooden
stable (20 by 16 feet), and a 30 foot-high brick windmill.

Hope's family

was large for seven children survived to adulthood and he usually employed
several free apprentices in his shipyard.

His household also included at

times as many as 24 adult slaves whom he owned or hired and a few slave
children.

In 1810, when a number of his children had established separate

households, he had 29 people (5 free and 24 slaves) on his census listing
in Hampton, but it is unlikely that so many ever lived only at the insured property.

He also owned a shipyard in Hampton which had a house on

it, that was sometimes used as a schoolhouse, over 900 acres of farmland,
which he divided into seven tracts for his heirs, but which were probably
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operated as four or five farms while he lived.

In 1796, when he took out

the insurance and his shipyard was operating at capacity, if the nine
members of his family and the three or four young free men he employed
lived in the house, there would not have been much room there for whatever slaves he kept to work in Hampton, and they must have lived in the
kitchen and/or the stable loft.

7

The residential buildings of only one farm, Pascow Herbert's 350
acres located on Hampton River between the town and the river's mouth,
were insured.

The Herbert house, one of the few county colonial buildings

still standing, was of brick, two stories high, and 40 by 20 feet in size.
Behind it was a wooden kitchen (20 by 16 feet) with brick gable ends and
nearby a wooden windmill.

If there were slave houses, barns, or other

farm outbuildings, they were not insured; none were located near the main
house, since a principal purpose of the sketches accompanying the insurance applications was to show wooden buildings near to the insured dwellings which might constitute a fire hazard.

Five children survived Herbert

and his wife; he owned fourteen slaves, of whom only one could have been
a child, when his estate was inventoried in 1801.

It seems tmprobable

that fourteen people could have lived only in tbe 20 by 16 foot kitchen;
even if it had a loft.

Did some spread pallets on the floor of the house?
8
Or were there other buildings where they lived elsewhere on the property?
Another farm, of comparable size and elegance, was one on the other
side of Hampton River which William Brough advertised for sale in 1802.
It had a "brick Dwelling House, a Kitchen, two Barns, and several convenient outhouses, also a windmill •••• "

Brough, a merchant and magis-

trate of the court, kept about fifteen slaves, including ten adults.

9

The buildings on another of the county's large farms, the 450 acres on
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Sawyers Swamp that Robert Armistead inherited from his

father~

William

Armistead, Senior, were described in 1810, when the court marked off the
portion for the dower of his widow, Priscilla.

There was a house, kitch-

en, smoke house, dairy, stable, and two henhouses, but no separate slave
quarters.

Unlike the other properties described so far, this one was

located far from Hampton in census district 2.

Between 1804 and 1809,

Armistead paid taxes on between 12 and 13 adult slaves each year; in
1810, his widow paid for 14 adult slaves, although when the census was
taken in the fall there were only twelve slaves in her household along
'
10
with five free residents.
If the county's wealthiest families felt no
need to build houses for their slaves, it seems unlikely that the many
poorer families, who themselves lived in houses little larger than the
kitchens of Joseph Meredith and George Hope, would have been likely to
spend scarce cash to buy lumber and nails to build slave cabins. 11
Furniture for the use of slaves was no more to be found in the inventories of their owners in Elizabeth City County than in those Thad W.
Tate, Jr. checked for nearby Williamsburg.

12

It was not surprising that

the many small farmowners or tenants, whose own houses seldom had a bed
for each family member along with a table, a few chairs, one or two chests,
a spinning wheel, and loom, did not provide furniture for the one or two
slaves they owned or hired.

These free families still lived at the turn

of the nineteenth century much as poor European farmers and American settlers had for generations, and their slaves must have had even fewer
material comforts.

13

It was more surprising that in the seventy-odd

wealthiest households, where over sixty percent of the county's slaves
lived, no beds, and few tables, or chairs for slaves could be found in
the inventories of those who died during the period.

14
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A room-by-room inventory of the furnishings in the main house and
outbuildings of Captain John Hunter showed what was inside a large twostory house of the type George Hope and Joseph Meredith insured and what
was in the separate kitchen, dairy, and storeroom..

The two upstairs bed-

rooms, two chambers "belowstairs," the parlour, and diningroom contained
a vast array of mahagony and walnut desks, tables, chests, bookcases, and
chairs; there were eight beds with curtains, including one set of flowered
linen, a cradle, and a hammock; nine closets were jammed with imported
china sets, flower pots, silver, decanters, glassware, and "sundry trifling articles."

Th~

dairy was so amply outfitted with butter pots, milk

pans, and jars that it was obvious more milk was processed there than the
Hunter household could have used; in the storeroom were lanterns, scales
and weights, and the household linen in drawers and chests; besides cooking utensils there were three tables and one wheel in the kitchen.

Unless

the seven slaves listed in Hunter's inventory slept in one of his four
bedrooms, there was no furniture listed that might have belonged to them.

15

Although Hunter's inventory was unique in naming the rooms and closets in
which each item was located, the majority of inventories were obviously
taken in the same manner and as the list of furnishings was read it was
easy to visually progress from room to room.

The items found in the

kitchens and outbuildings, nearly always listed last, occasionally included
one or two chairs, almost never a bed.
If the inventories presented a true picture, one must conclude that
the 1,500-1,800 people who were slaves in Elizabeth City County were left
by their owners to live from day to day in conditions not much better than
those of our dogs and cats.

However, there was also some evidence that

slaves possessed a few belongings which were not considered part of their
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owner's property when it was inventoried.

Because the inventories listed

in minute detail the salt cellars, teaspoons, pillowcases, fryingpans,
hoes, and other possessions of small value, it was natural to conclude
at first that everything in the household was appraised.

But, this was

not the fact for several types of personal goods belonging to free members of a household were never, or rarely, listed: clothes, jewelry,
16
There were similar cateand certain foods being the most important.
gories of small personal possessions belonging to slaves which were exeluded from the inventory of property liable to sale to meet the claims
of creditors or heirs.

Besides clothes, among the excluded items were

pallets and blankets given the slaves, bedsteads, chairs, and tables made
by the slaves, and livestock owned by them.
Pallets, or the eight to nine yards of osnaburg to make them, were
purchased for a number of the Mallory slaves between 1789 and 1792.
pallets or mattresses cost from five to nine shillings

(83~

These

to $1.48) so

it should have been within the means of most slaveowners to provide them.

17

It was also customary for slaveowners to provide blankets for their
slaves, even when they were hired out.

In four years the executors of

the Mallory estate bought nineteen new blankets, at ten to twelve shillings
($1.67-2.00) each, as well as cotton to make blankets for small children.
Only five of the adult slaves did not receive a new blanket during the
four years.

18

Yet none of the inventories in the county records con-

tained enough blankets for those of the slaves to have been includedo
This was especially obvious in the case of the wealthy, whose numbers of
blankets correlated closely to the number of beds inventoried, but not to
the number of their slaves.

None of the estate accounts showed any other

furnishings purchased for slaves, but they may have owned other things
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which did not come from stores, but were made themselves.

John Blassin-

game found, from reading slave autobiographies, that "usually the slaves
had to make what furniture and utensils they used.

They built tables,

beds, and benches and sometimes carved wooden spoons."

He also noted

that at the end of the eighteenth century Virginia slaves made drums and
three-stringed banjos based on African prototypes.

19 Though none of

these items appeared in the inventories of their owners, it seemed unlikely that none of the county's slaves, some of whom were carpenters,
ship carpenters, or seamen with idle hours to carve, had such possessions.
So, if the county's black slaves were able to count as their own the
meager allotments of blankets and clothes they got from their owners and
the household furnishings they may have built for themselves, they did
not live quite as cats and dogs.

The county's slaveowners were not gen-

erous in providing private housing or portable goods but they may have
allowed, or expected, their

blac~

supposed-dependents to provide by their

own efforts a slightly better and more human standard of living.

Under Virginia law slaves could not own property, yet by custom they
w~re

sometimes allowed by their masters to own horses, cattle, or hogs,

and occasionally even small plots of land.

20

None of the post-Revolu-

tionary generation of slaveowners in Elizabeth City County was so generous as to give land to their slaves, but there was some evidence of
slaves owning livestock.

In 1786, Mary Mallory was cited by the county

grand jury for letting a goat belonging to her slave, Sam Berry, "run at
large."

21

Perhaps the embarrassment of the incident provoked Mrs. Mallory

to force Sam Berry to dispose of the goat, it may have died, or he may
have kept it, but the animal was not among the livestock belonging to
Mrs. Mallory's estate sold in February, 1789.

22 The generosity of masters
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was not the only source of slaves' livestock for "Old Jack" bought a red
cow for bS ($16.65) at a county auction.

23

If slaves were allowed to

hold as their own such relatively valuable property as this, it was probable they also had other personal effects which were not stripped from
them when their owners died.
Some slaves, besides those allowed to hire themselves out, had opportunities to earn cash income.

Notations of "paid a negro, 3 shil-

lings," or "paid Old Abram for getting rails, seven shillings

j

sb: pence"

in the accounts of estate executors indicated that it was not uncommon to
pay slaves for tasks outside their normal duties or for work done by a
slave belonging to someone else.

24

Skilled slaves had opportunities to earn much larger amounts of money
through businesses which they conducted on a regular basis, sometimes under
the supervision of their owners, but in other cases with an independence
that suggested they were hiring their own time.

The men who sailed the

schooner carrying passengers and mail from Norfolk to Hampton were allowed
by their owner to
liquor."

The

'~ake

~oman

a perquisite offering the Passengers a dinner and

passenger who ate the dinner catered by these slave

sailors in 1796 complained that

·~e

drink, but our victuals were scanty.

were a large party and got enough to
They however had the impudence to

charge half a dollar for two ounces of beef or ham and 1.6d lPne shilling,
A7
six pence, or about 25.!1:1
for the Porter we drank." 25

A

shoemaker~

named

Hampton, submitted accounts to his customers similar to those of free
craftsmen, and was paid 21 shillings, nine pence ($3.62) by one estate
executor, and 24 shillings ($3.99) by another, sums far larger than those
26
usually paid to other slaves in the estate settlements.
Another interesting business, though both its existence and profits were leas certain,
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was that which may have been conducted independently by Nanny, one of the
slaves Miles King left in the county when he moved to Norfolk.

The grand

jury indicted King in 1809 "for permitting his slave Nanny to keep a ;lisorderly house" on the basis of information submitted by Richard Servant
and Mark Parrish.

However, King, who was mayor of Norfolk at the time,

appenred in the court in August, and "on hearing the parties" the charge
against the former county magistrate and clerk of the court was dismissed.
Despite the enterprise shown by some slaves in creating by custom opportunities denied them by law, most slaves probably had little chance to
earn regular cash income.

Significantly, all the recorded earnings, ex-

cept the unproved instance of Nanny's disorderly house, were those of
adult men, so that it is probable that women and children had to rely
primarily on what others -- master, husband, or father -- gave them for
clothes, medical care, and food, supplemented by unknown amounts of goods
and services they produced themselves.
Providing clothes for slaves was a responsibility of their master,
except when they were hired out it fell to the person employing them.
The clothing given to slaves

w~s

nsver inventoried at their owner's death.

The primary records of the nature of the garments, or the yardage of
material from which slaves fashioned them, were the county estate settlements and the accounts of the guardian of the Mallory orphans which contained more entries pertaining to the clothes bought for slaves than to
any other category of goods.

But, an attempt to analyze what was and

what was not purchased for the slaves of these estates left unanswered
nearly as many questions about the slaves' clothing as about their household durable possessions.

Most was known about what was allotted to the

newborn slave.
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Each time a baby was born to one of the Mallory slaves its mother was
issued from 3/4 to 1 1/2 yards of flannel, two yards of linen, thread and
pins.

Yet even such a consistent clothing ration, which was in marked

contrast to the varying amounts of yardgoods and readymade clothes allocated to older slaves, does not allow the historian to visualize the
fully-clothed slave baby nor to compare its layette to that of free babies
of various classes for whom there was absolutely no data in the records.
For instance, some portion of the material was probably used by the mother
since the entries were variously noted as "Peg laying in" and "Sarah's
baby's clothes."

Or without specification of the width of the flannel

and linen it was difficult to speculate on how many diapers, dresses or
blankets could have been made from the material.

It was certainly unlikely

that either the flannel or linen were used for diapers, both because the
amounts provided were small unless the widths were improbably larga and
because they were, per yard, among the most expensive materials bought
for the slaves.

More probably, worn cloth was used for this purpose,

while the new flannel was for wrapping the newborn child and binding its
navel and the linen made up into two to four long dresses or wrappers.

28

Relatively expensive striped flannel was bought for young children
and issued to their mothers who presumably each sewed for her own children.

For the Mallory slaves about half of the other yardgoods bought for

children were cotton, linen, and negro cotton, each of which cost two
shillings or more per yard, and the other half cheap osnaburg and rolls,
at one shilling per yard eacho

29

A rough estimate of the amount of cloth

provided for each child of the women who were not hired out was
per year, probably enough to make one new shirt or brief dress.

1~

yards

Only one

readymade garment was purchased for a slave child, a shirt bought for the
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boy Tom at 3 shillings at the same time that 2 3/4 yards of negro cotton,
presumably for trousers, were bought for 8 shillings, 3 pence.

In 1792,

the administrator paid cash (6 shillings, 8 pence) for "weaving cloth for
Judea and children," a small amount in comparison to what was spent for
yardgoods for the slave children over the four years; however, there was
no way to know how much fabric the slaves may have woven to supplement
their clothing ration nor the extent to which slave children may have
received cast-off clothing from the expensively dressed Mallory orphans.

30

The most striking fact about the clothing and yardgoods purchased
for the Mallory slaves, particularly for the women who were never hired
out, was the unequal allotment among the adults.

Instead of a standard

issue to an undifferentiated group of workers, there was a variety in
quantity and quality indicative of individuals with separate responsibilities, unique needs, or persistent demands.

The only common denominators

were the purchase of a blanket at least once in four years for most of the
adults and the fact that no shoes were bought for any of the slaves of any
age in four years.

31

Even though the slaves who worked for others during

the year were normally provided with clothes by the person hiring them,
the Mallory estate paid for some extra items of clothing for certain of
its slaves while they were hired out.

Probably such hats or pieces of

cloth were incentives for the worker, rather than inducements to the person hiring the slave, for they were given to the men and women who commanded the highest rates of hire among the adult Mallory slaves.
entry in the

settl~nt

A rare

of an estate which had hired a slave -- 'To one

shirt and stockings for negro I hired," -- showed that at least in this
case it was hardly necessary for the employer to provide a full wardrobe
and that this slave evidently came provided with shoes.

32
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The women owned by the Mallory estate who were not hired out usually
received about 3\ yards of the cheapest material (osnaburg or rolls) or a
shift in alternate years, but Rachel and Sarah managed to get larger
amounts of material and small quantities of the more expensive green
planes.
If the purchases of garments and yardgoods for slaves recorded in
the accounts of the Mallory estate represented their only source of
clothing, they were ill-clad.

Only two women had coats, none had shoes,

and the osnaburg shifts and shirts (which from the yardage bought were
the most prevalent material) would have become ravelled and worn well
within one year since it is a loosely woven and flimsy fabric.

Even in

the mild climate of the county, people would have shivered and suffered
from cold many weeks of the year.

However, there was also the possibility

that slaves did not depend entirely on what their masters bought but were
able to supplement their scant allowances by weaving on the looms, usually
found in even the poorest households, locally grown cotton and wool.

Sim-

ilarly in an economy in which cattle were the most important product and
hides cheap, leather could have been obtained to make simple shoes.

There

was no way for the historian to determine whether such household manufacture was permitted, or, if it was, how widely such opportunities existed
or were usede

Although the Mallory accounts were the only detailed rec-

ords found of purchases for a large group of slaves, it was undoubtedly
significant that the accounts of other estates, large and smalls filed
between 1780 and 1810 contained so few specific references to purchases
of clothes for slaves or even regular debts to the merchants from whom
such items must have been bought.

If the Mallory records were a valid

guide, the average cash expenditure per slave each year was well under
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one pound ($3.33).
II.

33

Medical Care and Food.
The accounts of several estates showed that executors paid for a

variety of kinds of

p~ofessional

medical care for slaves.

There were

bills for general care from doctors, for deliveries of babies by midwives,
for pulling teeth, and for cure of venereal disease by a layman.

But, as

in every other area involving the personal life of the county slaves,
these records posed many questions about the comparative quality and
quantity of the treatment given.
Illustrative of one aspect of the problem was the matter of obstetrical care.

Several estates made payments to at least two free white

midwives, Mrs. Massenburg and Mrs. Frazier, for delivering female slaves'
babies.

The usual payment was 15 shillings ($2.50), though as little as

12 shillings and as much as 20 shillings was paid.

34

No payments were

made to doctors for the specific purpose of delivering a baby, nor were
any slave midwives paid in cash by estate executors.

A different per-

spective on the employment of these midwives emerged, though, from an
analysis of the accounts of the Mallory estate.

Between 1789 and 1792,

eleven babies were born but a midwife was hired for only one birth.

In

1792, Mrs. Massenburg was paid "for laying Peg," who had also given birth
in 1789 and 1791 and was the only woman in the group to bear children so
frequently.

Among the Mallory slaves, childbirth was normally carried

out by the slave women themselves helping one another, while the owner
paid only for the rum, tea, and sugar they used to ease pain.

There was,

of course, no way to compare the scant facts about childbirth among these
slave women with that among free women for there were no records at all
to indicate whether the latter normally were delivered by friends and
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neighbors, midwives, or doctors.

But, from the facts known about the

Mallory women, it appeared that childbirth was &till regarded as a natural
function, and not an illness, unless unusual complications were present,
and that doctors as yet had made few inroads upon the practice of midwives.
It was even more difficult to tell how often doctors were called and
for what illnesses or injuries, or whether they treated slaves in the
same way as they did free patients.

In many cases executors did not note

whether the doctor was hired to treat slaves or heirs of the estate, and
among the few who did indicate the payment was for care of slaves there
was no way to tell the period a bill, often paid late, covered.

There

was more evidence about what kind of medicines were prescribed either by
doctors, owners, or slave healers for the treatment of slave illnesses.
Rum, sugar, tea, and molasses were used for ordinary
adults and children.

The only specific medicine mentioned was "doses

of Physick," which cost 9 pence (12 cents) each.

venerial disease."

35

of both

Adults who were gravely ill might also receive wine,

brandy, rice, and meal.

no indication of what

ai~ents

medici~~

Unfortunately there was

David Spruce used "for curing Nanny of the

Aside from the bottles of wine bought for slaves

who were "very sick," all of these ingredients were cheap.

The Mallory

estate spent the following amounts on medicine for its dependent slaves:
dollars
1789
1790
1791
1792

2.08
8.36

2.32
1.22

During the same period, doctors Colton and Applewhaite were paid an addi36
tional hl4.8.9 ($48.06) for treating the slaves and Mallory orphans.
Their bills may have included costs of some medicines they gave patients,
but if they were responsible for the prescription of alcohol and sugar as
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the cure for everything, then the slaves would have been fortunate if
there were folk healers among them to gather herbs and barks.
Although estate executors sometimes bought food for the slaves
under their supervision) none bought enough to feed them throughout the
year and there were no other entries in any of the county reccrds that
threw light even upon the question of how much corn and meat was customarily provided as rations.

37

Estimation of the total corn production

of the county indicated that there was probably an ample supply to feed
the slave and free population and still yield a marketable surplus.

How-

ever, if dairy products were regularly consumed by slaves there would not
have been a surplus for sale, and since various records indicated milk
and butter were important commercial products for some county

f~ers,

it

was unlikely that slaves received any substantial quantities of those
products.

Nor was it likely that slaves were allowed to share in eating

the beef that was the staple meat for the free population despite the
fact that one of the slaves' principal chores must have been caring for
the cattle found on nearly every farm.

Not only was there no record of

any purchase of beef specifically for slaves, but also, like dairy products,
there would have been no marketable surplus if slaves had been allowed to
eat this meat.

38

Pork, a less

~portant

commercial product in the county

was sometimes given to slaves by their owners, and slaves may have been
allowed to own these less valuable animals, which usually ran wild and
fed in the woods.

39

Significantly, no slave was brought before the court during the
years 1780-1810 for stealing livestock or food, although a number of free
people were indicted and several convicted of stealing hogs.

40

Whatever

the generosity or parsimony of their owners in providing food, it is
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probable that the slave population was relatively well-fed in an area
where by their own efforts they could get fish or game much of the year,
where domestic poultry were of so little value that they were seldom inventoried, where green and root vegetables grow ten or more months of the
year, and where many wild greens, nuts, and fruits would be available for
as long.

Consideration of such factors has recently led Darret Rutman to

abandon his tentative thesis that the summer conception cycle of the slave
population was due to their starvation diet much of the year.
III.

41

The Nature of Slavery in the County.
Answers to many questions about the life of black people in Eliza-

beth City County were necessarily elusive because for the years between
1780 and 1810 no direct written records were left by the majority who
were slaves.

The deficiencies in the indirect records were so numerous

that even the attempt to study in depth the lives of so relatively few
people over the lifespan of one generation was filled with frustration
for the historian.

There was no way to find out what proportions of the

black population were men and women.
could only be estimated after 1787.

The proportion of children to adults
Because hiring was so prevalent,

names were so common, and transfers of slaves among owners so frequent,
only one group of slaves, those of the Mallory estate, could be traced
as individuals through the records of even a few years.

Among the impor-

tant questions to which there were no or inadequate answers were:
was the birthrate?
at a younger age?
sale of slaves?

What

Did black people die more often than free people or
How frequent was the intra-county and inter-county

To what extent did the small geographic area of the

county make it possible for slaves to maintain family and community ties
despite the instability introduced into their lives by hiring, sales, and
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divisions among the families of their owners? Were the many slaves of
this generation who were taken from the county by involuntary migration,
hiring, or sales soon settled in Norfolk or on Virginia farms?

Or were

they, instead, later sold South?
Besides the unanswered questions about the composition, mobility,
and day-to-day life of the blaclt people who were held as private property,
there was the major problem of whose property the slaves were.
revealed a paradox of slavery in the county:

The records

the majority of the slaves

at any time worked and lived on the largest farms, yet only a small minority of the free population did not use slave labor.
and poor people owned slaves, many hired them.

Though middling

And when they did so, the

employer, not the owner, normally paid the annual tax on the hired slave.
So, the tax lists, which included both those owning and hiring slaves,
were not a guide to ownership of slaves, but to the use of slave labor.
The extent of their unreliability as an index of the ownership of slaves
was well-illustrated in the Elizabeth City County personal property tax
records.

This would not matter if there were other records that did show

who

Which

~~ed

~r

how

~any

slaves at any time.

But, careful analysis of

all county records pertaining to slaves over the twenty-eight years, 17821810, revealed that there was no accurate way to measure the distribution
of slave ownership in the population.
In many

ce~es

it could not even be established how many slaves a

person owned at death.

The probate records were not a reliable guide.

42

It was not uncommon for an owner to distribute part of a slaveholding to
potential heirs informally or by deeds of gift several years prior to
death.

William Armistead, Senior, gave his children at least twenty-two

slaves by deeds of gift in the eight years before his death.

43
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wills, which confirmed prior gifts, otherwise unrecorded, sometimes named
or indicated the number of slaves given an heir, and other times did not.
A person whose personal property waa undivided at death did not necessarily
leave a more accurate record.

Any slaves who were part of a bequest in a

will, whether specifically named or not, or those ordered to be sold were
not nonaally inventoried.

This would have mattered less if there had

been a better correspondence between the wills and inventories which have
survived, but even in cases for which the records were fairly complete
the vague phrasing of the will, particularly clauses like "the balance of
my slaves ••• ," often precluded using it along with the inventory as a
source of the number and/or names of slaves the person owned before death.
The complex customs, laws, and private agreements about a wife's slaves
and her widow's dower rights also

detrA~ted

from the inventory as a con-

sistent and reliable guide to slave ownership.
The impact of

th~se

ways in which slaves could seemingly disappear

from an estate was most sharply apparent in the case of a person known to
have owned slaves whose inventory listed none.

~

But, many other inven-

tories must be suspected on containing only a partial list of the slaves
an individual or nuclear family awned.

Estate sales records, especially

of those wealthy enough to avoid selling any slaves, were even less accurate.

Divisions of slaves ordered by the county court and final estate

settlements sometimes provided essential missing information.

In other

cases so many years passed between the taking of the first and the final
probate records that it appeared that the inventory

an~ ~be

division or

settlement dealt with different people altogether since so many names of
individual slaves were missing or added.

Though in some cases, when

several parts of an individual's probate record had been preserved, it
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was possible to at least estimate the number of slaves the person

Ol~ed

in his/her lifetime, in too many other cases the inconsistencies in the
estate records were so great that such an estimate could not be made.
While records such as those from the Mallory estate provided much illustrative and useful information, the probate records could not be used to
check ownersnip of slaves against the tax lists or alone to study the
overall distribution of slaves among the free population or any section
of it.

The federal census of 1810, of course, told nothing about slave

ownership; it revealed only the residence of slaves in various households
when the census-taker called.
By 1810 about one-third of the free farm workers were tenants, mainly
farming absentee-owned

land~

Although no recorded farm lease included in

its terms the hire of slaves, since their hire was usually a separate
transaction, there was every reason to believe tenants usually hired the
larger part of their slave workforce.

45

And, if the hiring patterns of

the 1780's still prevailed in 1810, many of the owners of small farms
also hired their slaves.

Whether these slaves came from the holdings of

an absentee owner or from county residents, most probably still belonged
to the wealthiest county families.

So, the probable effect of there

being historical records only of the use of slave labor, and not of the
ownership of slaves in a situation in which hiring was so prevalent, was
a gross underestimation of the extent of concentration of slave ownership.
That would be a very important factor in any attempt to seriously analyze
county wealth levels in Elizabeth City County, and possibly in other
areas of the South.
However, there was no reason to believe that both the tax lists and
the census did not accurately reflect the use of slave labor.
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the issues explored in this study of the lives, institutions, and economy
of all of the people in the county, use of slave labor may have been as
important as ownership.

It certainly played a key role in expanding the

number of free people committed to preservation of the institution of
slavery.

The person who regularly or occasionally relied upon hired

slaves could be expected to object as vociferously as an owner to having
to spend more for free labor if slavery were abolished or to having to
compete for land with a free black peasantry.

In political terms, though,

the group with an economic stake in slavery was somewhat larger even than
the recorded users of slave labor for there also should be included owners,
such as women and orphans, who hired out all their slaves, and sons,
daughters 7 wives, nieces, nephews who expected to inherit their share of
the family patrimony in slaves, as well as those not hiring slaves in any
of the years studied, but expecting to hire them another year.
Most unfortunately, the roles of inheritance and marriage in fragmenting or augmenting the slave holdings of families could not be analyzed.
This would be difficult in any case as human
~r~u~es

while land does net.

p~uperty

decreases and in-

But, in an economy in which slaves and land

were the principal forms of wealth, the historian who can unravel only
half the thread is handicapped in interpreting fundamental changes.

For

instance, how many children of large farmers who inherited only a fraction of the family acreage maintained their standard of living by hiring
out their slaves?

Because slaves, not land or money, were generally the

most important part of women's inheritances, it was particularly frustrating that the tax and census records concealed (either behind their husband's
name or that of a hirer) the extent of women's share in the ownership and
exploitation of the county's slaves.

How many single women and widows
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maintained their independence, even if living in a relative!s household,
because they had slaves

~o

work the land or to hire?

slaves affect a free woman's opportunities to marry?
affect the marriage?

How did a dowry of
And how did it

Numerous clauses in wills referring to the slaves

a wife brought to a marriage as a distinct group, as well as some premarital covenants, showed it was not unusual for there to be a strong
sense of possession about her slaves on the wife's part.

46

Did such a

sense of ownership give a wife any actual latitude within a marriage, did
it affect her relationships with heirs, or did it impinge upon the dayto-day lives of slaves subject to dual authority?
The last, and perhaps the most important, unanswerable question was
why slavery continued to exist at all in Elizabeth City County.

Though

the scarcity of labor which had prompted enslavement of Africans was long
over by the outbreak of the American Revolution and little tobacco was
grown in the county, the lack of obvious economic justification did not
weaken the institution of slavery.

Superficially, Elizabeth City County

appeared to have fit perfectly the stereotype of tidewater Virginia
developed by historians.
before the Revolution.

Tobacco was displaced by corn and cattle well
According to the traditional view of southern

agriculture, the decline in the staple crop of the Chesapeake Bay counties
was the result of severe soil exhaustion, which made the use of slave
labor economically unprofitable.

The mild climate, however, did make it

profitable to produce another crop after 1800 -- slaves bred for the
cotton plantations of the deep South.
tioning of the county's

f~

47

Close examination of the func-

economy showed that part of this interprets-

tion certainly did not fit what was happening there between 1780 and 1810,
and that it is doubtful if any of it did.

In succeeding chapters it will
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be argued that instead of depleted soils there remained many very fertile
acres and that farms of surprisingly small size were supporting large
households.

Whether slave labor was profitable or not, it was widely

employed by anyone who could afford to hire a man, woman, or child.
There can be little question that the retention of so large a workforce
including both free and slave laborers -- to farm in the most extensive
manner was not an economically

opt~

allocation of human resources.

The primary response to the situation, however, was not to dispense with
slave labor in favor of free yeoman farmers, but a complex migration pattern involving both free people and slaves, so that by 1810 slavery was
stabilized and slaves still worked alongside tenants and farmowners hoeing
corn, herding cattle, cutting wood, and drawing water.

There was no

direct evidence in the county records that advantage was taken of the
theoretical profits, particularly
slaves South.

afte~

1801, to be earned by selling

Since the records of slave sales were so scant, however,

it is possible that many of those slaves whose disappearance so drastically
reduced the slave population around 1800 were sold to itinerant traders.
But, the general coincidence of the years of rapid migration of both the
free and slave populations casts doubt on this as the best explanation.
The charge that breeding slaves was the real source of farm profits
is more difficult

t~

prove or disprove.

There were scattered examples

which might lend credence to either side of the argument, but with none
of the crucial information for the whole population

births, deaths, or

sales of slaves, or accurate record of their owners

the problem could

not be attacked directly.

Robert W. Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman based

their refutation of slave breeding as the foundation of the agricultural
economy of the Old South states on their estimation that total sales of
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slaves from eastern to western states in 1860 amounted to flless than one
percent of the gross value of agricultural output in the exporting
statel'i ••• ," a sum which "could hardly have been the margin between the
success or failure of plantation agriculture •••• " in those states. 48
Without even an estimate of the number of slaves sold outside the county,
no comparison of the value of slave sales and gross agricultural output
could be made.

Yet, the issue cannot be dropped so easily, for even if

only a fairly smail number of slaves were regularly exported, their high
value in relation to the other commercial products of the county's farms
would have been considerably more than the one percent Fogel and Engerman
estimate.d for the entire eastern-state region of the South.

For example,

if only nine adults (over 16 years) and nine children (from one percent
to

les~

than 1.5 percent of the county slave population, depending upon

the year) were sold outside the county annually, the amount received could
have been nearly ten percent as mMCh as the estimated gross value of the
corn crop or seven percent of the estimated gross receipts from corn,
cattle, and tobacco.

49

Slave exports of this magnitude could easily have

taken place even in the fourteen years in which the taxed adult slave
population increased, as well as in the eleven years when it decreased.

50

During the latter years, mainly between 1795-1805, although crop prices
were setting record highs, and even the smallest county farms were often
earning a profit on commodity sales alone, it is possible that significantly more than eighteen slaves per year were sold outside the county
and that the ratio of earnings from slave sales to crops was much higher. 51
In regard to the central question of whether slaves bred for export provided the essential margin of profit for county farmers, two points should
be noted.

First on a regular basis over the twenty-eight years from 1782-
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1810 profits from slave sales could have accrued to only a handful of
farmers each year.

Only those twenty-five or so households with sixteen

or more slaves could possibly have relied on relatively steady income from
such a source.

For those wealthy families, though, the slave trade could

have been the means by which they accumulated far more property than the
average farmer.

But, secondly, the majority of county farms were able to

function at least in the years of profitable neutral trade without relying upon earnings from slave sales.

It appeared more likely that slaves

were sold, probably as often inside as outside the county, whenever a
family needed to raise a substantial sum of money (because they were the
most valuable and easily sold asset a slaveholding family had), rather
than on a regular basis as a

11

product 11 of the farm.

There was no partic-

ular need to breed slaves if the natural rate of increase of the
population was large.

bla~k

But, in such a limited geographic area, the land

could not indefinitely accommodate either a free or a slave population
that doubled each twenty years.

52

The compatibility of slavery with general farming throughout the
period studied presented a pattern of slavery with marked differences
from the more frequently studied forms of urban and

pl~ntation

slavery.

The Revolution brought no significant changes in the property relationships that characterized this form of slavery.
pated.

Slaves were not emanci-

The large landowners who dominated the economic and political

life of the county were not overthrown.

In fact rather than being a broad

social revolution which freed human beings and redistributed real property more equitably, independence from Great Britain brought a decline in
direct trade with Europe that reduced non-farm employment and made the
county's people even more dependent on the crops and products the slaves
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raised under the superintendence of free owners and tenants.

In a little

over a decade the farms were overcrowded by the rapid postwar population
in~rease

and many

and their slaves.

peo~le

had to look for other employment for themsleves

The opportunities they were seeking were mainly found

in Norfolk which rose from the ashes of the Revolution into a boomtown in
the years when it was one of the centers of the American neutral trade
with the West Indian colonies of warring European nations.

Norfolk's

need for skilled workers and laborers, free and slave, to build houses,
docks, roads, and ships, to man 3hips and stores, to load and unload
goods, pulled people away from Elizabeth City County farms for over a
decade.

But the heavy out-migration of free people and slaves at the

turn of the eighteenth century brought no more permanent change to the
black people of the county than the Revolution had.

By 1810 life for the

county slaves was little changed from what it had been in the 1780's.
Though they were more likely in 1810 to be owned or hired to people who
had recently moved to the county, there were about the same number of
slaves working in groups of nearly the same size. The only important
difference was that at the end of the period black children were more
systematically exploited by more often being hired out away from their
families to work on the small farms of poor landowners and tenants.
Flexibility was the key to the viability of the form of slavery
that existed in Elizabeth City County.
sential to that flexibility.

And the hire of slaves was

~s=

The pervasive and complex system of hiring

offset the inherent rigidity of slavery in several ways.

For the owner

of slaves, hiring permitted a more efficient allocation of workers of
various ages, sexes, and skills.

Mature male workers could be shifted

from job to job in response to market conditions. When jobs in the non-
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farm sector were available, skilled men brought premium earnings to their
owners as shipyard workers and seamen.

Hiring was also a way to cut the

costs of rearing slaves, even if only room, board, and clothing could be
obtained for the services of a pregnant woman or a nominal fee for a
child's work.

By these means the underemployment of slaves was minimized

and profits even from the labor of children were maximized.

Hiring also

provided the slaveowner the most effective available insurance
protect widows or orphans.

syst~

And it was in itself very profitable.

to

The

annual income from renting slaves was greater than that which could be
earned from renting land of equal capital value, although the reverse
relationship existed when the two forms of asset were sold.
Hiring also broadened access to slaves among the free population to
the extent that even a large part of the propertyless tenant class used
slave labor.

For those who hired slaves there were several benefits.

Labor could be obtained at minimal cost -- without the capital investment
or risk of loss from death or injury that owning a slave incurred and at
about one-third to one-half the wages that would have been paid to a free
worker.

53

Counterbalanced to this enormous advantage was always the

danger of being outbid or unable to hire slaves when crop prices were
highest and peak production needed.

Though in an abstract sense the op-

portunities for jobs and farm land (to rent or to purchase) upen to young
people, tenants, and small farmers might have been greater if there had
been no slaves in Virginia, this was not the practical context in which
people viewed slavery.

Rather than potential competitors, slaves were

seen as potential employees.

As such, they were a class prevented by

their legal status from competing for the already small number of places
as owners of farm land, as tenants, or as farm managers, and were pro-
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scribed to compete only among themselves as the lowest paid farm laborers
and domestic workers.

Only the male slaves who were skilled workers in

the maritime trades attained any measure of equality in this system.
Undoubtedly the widespread economic dependence cf free landowning and
t~nant

farmers of all sizes on slave labor was crucial to maintaining the

dominance of a minority over the lives of the majority of the population,
for such a situation left little possibility for the alliance of poor
free people and slaves that would have been requisite to a successful
revolt.

But, fear of rebellion of the half of the people who were slaves

was an ever-constant threat and the slave patrol an accompanying duty and
expense.
The efficiency and flexibility which hiring provided must have been
a key factor in sustaining slavery and preventing its absolute decline in
an agricultural economy with lower profit margins than staple-producing
areas.

Another factor, related to the availability of slaves for hire,

cut the costs of production.

There were few intermediate managers, or

overseers of slaves in the county.

54

The small farmers who hired slaves

or the tenant who hired land and slaves both supervised their workers and
took part of the risk inherent in farming.

Most resident owners of large

farms managed their own land and workers.

But, those who chose not to do

so and the absentee-owners (who by 1810 accounted for one-third of the
county acreage) could contract with tenants for those tasks in return for
a guaranteed sum of money.

The long-run tendency of the system may have

been to further concentrate the ownership of slaves.

To the extent that

hiring enabled owners of large groups of slaves to cut the costs of keeping more slaves than required to work on their farms, it worked toward
maximizing their capital gains from both natural increase in the number
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of slaves and the rising price trend.

This was, of course, offset by the

practice of dividing slaves among an owner's children.

But, the advantage

may have been with those able to hang onto the largest groups of slaves in
which the odds of infertility and child mortality were minimized and the
possibility of doubling capital investment in less than twenty years
maximized.
It must be assumed that slavery in the county was profitable in some
sense -- even if only in the choice of free people to

exchar~e

ically possible higher standard of living for less drudgery.

a theoretSlavery

never declined absolutely in the county to the point that its existence
was threatened either in the period studied or between 1810 and 1860.
Nor does it appear that the pattern of slavery in Elizabeth City County
was unique, either geographically or temporally.

Though historians have

focused their attention primarily on the plantation-staple crop slavery
in which the majority of slaves in the United States were employed, the
existence of numerous counties with similar crops and equally numerous
small farmers and tenants, especially in Virginia, North Carolina, and
Maryland, in which slavery must have more resembled that of Elizabeth
City County than that of the plantation model deserves further study.

55

It is particularly important to explore further how this form of
slavery may have differed in its impact on the people enslaved, even
though the sources were as frustrating in refusing to yield clear answers
to this as to any other question about slavery in the county.
ruption of periodic heavy out-migration was obvious.

Less

The dis-

appa~cut

were

some of the effects of this form of slavery on the black people who remained in the county.
The form of slavery in the county minimized patriarchal control over
the lives of black people and encouraged initiative and responsibility
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for their own welfare among the slaves.

In many respects the social con-

ditions of the county slaves resembled those of urban black people, although the work each group did was quite different.
Hiring was foremost among the factors that weakened ties between
slaves and masters.

The discontinuity of work experience was extreme

among the slaves of taxpayers surveyed between 1784 and 1786 for only 39
percent of those slaves lived and worked in the same household for three
successive years.

By 1810 the practice of hiring out children separate

from their families had increased to the point that about one out of nine
slave children that year began early in their working lives to adapt to
different masters without the buffer of their parents.

Though about one-

half of the slaves worked and lived in groups of 8 to 50 on farms of over
100 acres, and fewer than ten percent of all slaves were living alone or
with only one other slave in a free household at any one time, because of
the prevalence of hiring the life experience of many slaves must have encompassed both situations.

Black people thus knew both the cultural and

personal autonomy of group life and had the familiarity with the dominant
culture and class that came from the close association of individual
service.

56

With a substantial part of the slave population moving about among
the different farms, the shipyards, and the homes of Hampton each year,
there were ample opportunities to learn that working conditions varied,
that fr.ee people were paid higher wages for the same work, that there were
many, many other black slaves in the county.

News of the successful revo-

lution in Haiti seemed to have spread quickly among the slaves and the
belief of the county leaders that their slaves were conspiring with their
counterparts in Norfolk and on the Eastern Shore to revolt implied much
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about their freedom of movement.

The problem of controlli.ng and disci-

plining the sense of independence slaves must have gained in such a
situation was increased by the fact that during most of these years slaves
were more than one-half of the county population.

57

~)St

threatening were

the few slaves left behind to hire out their own time by owners who had
migrated from the county.

A series of grand jury charges against these

absentee owners for letting their slaves "go at large" was an ineffectual
means of control.

58

More effective, evidently, were the increased slave

patrols which by the end of the period constituted one of the major expenses of county government.
Such a form of slavery also had inherent disadvantages for the slave.
As the patriarchal authority of a master was decreased when slaves were
hired out, so also was the sense of responsibility that may have accompanied it.

Despite the opportunities of slaves to work closely with free

families and to know them well from the conditions of intimate living
that prevailed in the smaller households of the town and country, those
conditions seldom led to manumission of slaves.

The periodic removal

from farms of wealthy people to those of pC'nr::!r families, whose own standard of living was harsh and who had less to cast off or share with
people even more oppressed, must have been a hardship for some slaves.

59

Such conditions must have been especially hard for children to accept at
the same time when they were also subjected to the loneliness and lack of
protection of separation from their families and friends.
likely that the low-profit

ma~gins

It also seems

of the major county crops and the wide-

spread distribution of slaves mnong owners of varying degrees of wealth
led to a more systematic and earlier exploitation of child labor, both
among those hired out and among those retained on their home

fa~,
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was usual in the larger plantations farther South.
Slavery
living.

h~re

existed in a society with a preindustrial standard of

Despite the fact that the county's location at the entrance to

Chesapeake Bay had always given it easy physical access to European manufactured goods, most people could afford to buy few of them.

Alongside

a handful of very wealthy families and comfortably secure middle class
farmers, who together made up about forty percent of the farm families,
lived about one hundred very poor farm families, while another fifty
families occupied the precarious boundary between poverty and the middle
class.

The latter sixty percent of all farm families were thenselves

poorly housed in crowded quarters which seldom had more furnishings than
60
early seventeenth-century homes.
People for whom such living was a
norm surely saw nothing wrong in providing even less material comfort for
their slaves.

The black families who had a kitchen, storehouse, or shed

to house them were fortunate.

The only furnishings they could expect to

receive from their owners were a mattress covering and blanket, and scant
clothing was purchased.

But these few possessions and whatever else the

slave made or acquired through his/her earnings were regarded as the
slave's personal property.

This narrow right to accumulate goods along

with the use of incentive payments for exceptional tasks and the differences in allotments of clothing and bedding issued to various slaves
meant that there must have been differences among the personal property
and material well-being of slaves -- differences that were partly accountable by the relative wealth or generosity of their owners, but that were
also due to the initiative and efforts of the slaves.

The gap between the

actual standard of living of many of the slaves and that of the one hundred poor free families may have been narrowo
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There was, however, one crucial difference.

Whatever trifling goods

slaves accumulated or supplemental food they grew for themselves, the fundamental fact was that it was all done by sufferance or custom to which
there were definite limits.

A slave was legally denied ownership of

property or any means of production being himself/herself considered part
of both.

Although a slave might acquire a goat, none had a herd of cattle.

A tiny minority of black people leapt over part of the legal barrier when
they became free.

Then they could inherit or purchase land and sue in

the county court for protection of their rights.

But, the laws that op-

pressed most of their race still circumscribed their economic and social
mobility.

A free black person could not obtain a pilot's or merchant's

license, own a gun without permission, vote, or hold political office.
After 1806 it was even impossible for free black people to buy the freedom
of relatives or friends still enslaved except by participating in the
system of slavery by holding the title to the slave themselves or by
sending the freed person immediately out of the state.
The nature, permanency, or extent of black family relationships was
impossible to ascertain from the scant references in the records.

Monog-

amous marriage existed but was seldom acknowledged in the official records.
An interesting example of this was the case of Ben and Phoebe, two slaves
whose history over twenty-two years was better documented than that of
most slaves.

They were first named in a 1777 will, in which they were

referred to as a 'tman named Ben, also a Negroe wench called Phebe and her
six children, viz John, Tom, Will, Bob, Peter, Betty •••• "

In 1791 the

Elizabeth City County claimants under that will won control of "Old Ben"
and "Phebe, his wife" in a suit before the High Court of Chancery of Virginia.

But, neither the two additional documents pertaining to the law-
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suit, nor a pre-marital covenant, a mortgage, and a bill of sale, all of
which mentioned Ben and Phoebe by name, referred to their marital status.
Thua, only one of the seven records happened incidentally to record a
marriage maintained for well over the twenty-two years of the records as
the family was transferred from county to county, hired out, fought over
in the courts, divided among claimants, and sold to meet the debts of
their owners.

61

In records such as these and in the case of the several

manumissions which indicated the marital status of the person being freed,
the

~hildren

were almost always identified only by their mother.

But,

the rare documents, such as Caesar Tarrant's will, that expressed a
father's love and concern for his children warn against accepting the
official lineage as the only one.

The records of the few free black

families give us other glimpses of family life.
owner's slave group must have been common.

Marriage outside an

Caesar and Lucy Tarrant formed

their relationship when he was the property of Francis Tarrant and she of
the elder Robert Brough.

Since both Tarrant and Brough were dead when

their slaves gained their freedom, the case cannot be regarded as one of
exceptional leniency allowed by owners opposed to slavery.

Nancy and

Jack Hampton were married while belonging to different owners, as were
Bet and Joe Ranger and Violet and James Kelsick.

Further evidence that

this had to be a common practice was found among the records of the
various small slaveholdingso

For example, in 1784, Baldwin S. Morris

owned only two slave girls, Fanny and Dinah.

When he died sixteen years

later, his only slaves were these two, then women, and their four children.

62 At no time did Morris have slaves who might have fathered the

children.
For married slaves who belonged to different owners the odds of
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separation and breakdown of the family from hiring, migration, sale, or
division among heirs were doubled.

The struggle of free black families

to overcome tremendous obstacles to reunite their families showed how important the personal relationships of husband, wife, and children, or
sisters and brothers were to some of the county's black people.

The

county's amall size, the probability of migration to nearby areas, even
hiring, and the relatively low price of slaves in the county may all have
helped in strange ways to strengthen family ties.
There was no clue in the records to another aspect of family life
for slaves -- its use as a means of social control by their owners.

63

But, of course, all the factors which weakened the patriarchal authority
of masters, as well as the marriage of slaves of different owners, would
have tended to make it less possible to use the family as a way of training, rewarding, punishing, or retaining the loyalty of slaves than when a
group of slaves spent their lifetimes together on an isolated plantation.
If miscegenation was as prevalent in the county as it is often believed
to have been in Virginia, no trace of it reached the county records.

Nor

was there any mention at all of the religious practices of the county
slaves, although one of the five recognized black Baptist congregations
in the United States was located in adjacent York and James City Counties.
The available evidence about the nature and strength of slavery in
the county strongly supported the arguments of historians such as Melvin
Drimmer and Robert McColley that

sl~very

was not about to die before the

cotton gin was invented and that it never declined absolutely afterwards
65
despite the massive migration of Virginians to the South and West.
Despite the complaints of prominent Virginians about the excessive number
of slaves in the state and the fact that there was no economic need for
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slave labor in Elizabeth City County, local owners clung tenaciously to
their human property.

Emancipation would have raised the costs of labor,

and would either have left the politically dominant population a minority
or, if the freed blacks had been forced to leave the area, would have
wiped out the greater part of the accumulated wealth not only of the
upper class, but also of the majority of farm owners who voted.

Slavery

must have been regarded as profitable, or as worth accepting a slightly
lower standard of living in exchange for less hard work, by the majority
of owners who never took advantage of increasing prices and the large
profits they might have gained by liquidating their investment in slaves.
For the majority of the county slaves of this generation, who themselves
or whose families had been Virginians since before the Revolution, the
future had less to offer.

Their lot may have been less grim than that of

the slaves who toiled on cotton or sugar plantations, but they had remaining before them in 1810 over fifty year$ before they could take over the
farms they tilled for so long and even briefly use their majority to
bring democracy to the county.
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Notes for Chapter V

111 In the towns and on the farms each slave family had its own cabin
near the master's house, as a rule; on the plantations the slaves lived
in little villages, called the quarters, within sight of the overseer's
cottage." These words introducing Kenneth Stampp 1 s discussion of the
types of cabins built for slaves described the slave housing usual in
most parts of the South, at least in the nineteenth century. The Peculiar
Institution, pp. 292-295. Also see John w. Blasingame, The Slave Community (New York, 1972), p. 159, for a summary of comments on their fo~er
homes from the autobiographies of ex-slaves. However, the lack of housing
was not unique to Elizabeth City County in eighteenthaeentury Virginia.
Thad w. Tate, Jr., in The Negro in Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg, found
descriptions of a few specific slave quarters in the town, but in many
cases "the living space for slaves seems not to have been a separate
building but only the second-floor rooms over the kitchen," or they
"spread pallets in the hall, on the staircase, or somewhere else in the
house after the family had retired," PP• 108-109.
2From House Journals, 1752-1758, ppa 359-361, cited in Robert E. and
B. Katherine Brown, Virginia 1705-1786: Democracy or Aristocracy?, pp. 65
and 77, n. 10.
3

Policy number 152, Insured of Elizabeth City County, Mutual Assurance
Society of Virginia, Part I, Reel 1, Vol. 12, April 20, 1796, microfiLm,
. Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.; Ballard signed a 1791 petition of
pilots to the legislature, Elizabeth City County Legislative Petitions,
Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.; will, November 25, 1802
recorded April 26, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, page 32. Ballard manumit-ted one of the slaves, James Barbour, in 1803, before his death. Barbour never paid personal property t~es and there was no indication that
a household of free blacks, using either the name Barbour or Ballard, was
still living in the kitchen when the 1810 census was taken.
4
Policy number 150, Mutuel Assurance Society, and Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1794, 1798.
5

Meredith bought his North street property from Wilson Miles Cary in
1795 for :D545 specie; the insurance society valued its actual worth in
1796 at $2,000 and estimated it would cost $4,000 11 to build now." Cary
lived in the house during the years when he was naval officer for the
Lower James River Customs District before his mother's death ena~him to
move to the family plantation, Celeys. It was while he was living in this
house that Jackson Turner Main found his total wealth large enough to include htm among the one hundred richest men in Virginia. Jackson Turner
Main, 'The One Hundred," William and Mary Quarterly, 3rd series, XI (1954),
pp. 354-384. Deed of May 30, 1795, Wilson Miles Cary to Joseph Meredith,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34; policy number 101, Mutual Assurance Society;
Personal Property and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1790-1798;
will of Joseph Meredith, March 12, 1797, recorded January, 1798, and inventory, July 3, 1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
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6Table 8, Chapter II. ALmost all the wooden kitchens, including the
40 by 18 1 structure on the Meredith property, were valued on the insurance
forms at $100, so if the cost of building a new one were twice that amount,
$200 might have been required. Stmilar buildings reconstrJCted in colonial
Williamsburg, such as Roscow Cole's laundry or the Levingston kitchen, show
that small, but liveable quarters could have been built for such a ~11
1

S\DDe

7

This assumes that the house in the shipyard was being used as a
schoolhouse during these years while his children were still young. Policy number 105, April 20, 1796, Mutual Assurance Society. In 1806, when
Hope renewed his insurance, the stable and kitchen had evidently been rebuilt, for their dimensions were 30 by 10 and 26 by 16 feet, policy number
708, June 26, 1806, Mutual Assurance Society, Part I, Reel 8, volume 64,
microfilm, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va. By that date Hope had
owned the property for fifteen years without ever feeling a need to build
housing for the slaves who lived there. Since this tract had one and
one-half acres of land, there was ample room to have built separate cabins
for slaves. Deed, July 26, 1791, William Cunningham to George Hope, Deeds
and Wills, Book 34; will of November 23, 1818, probated July, 1819, original will number 490; Manuscript Personal Property and Land Tax records,
1782-1810, Elizabeth City County.
8

Policy number 151, May 27, 1796, Mutual Assurance Society. Herbert's children were named in correspondence concerning p.~n~!~ns and
benefits due his heirs from his service in the Revolution, R-43, Virginia
Half-Pay, Revolutionary War Records, National Archives, Washington, D.C.;
inventory of June 25, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 215-216; in
1787, Herbert paid taxes on 16 slaves, and afterwards, when only those
over 12 years were counted, on 7 or 8, so he may have hired out some of
his adult slaves in the 1790's, Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth
City County, 1782-1798.
9

Norfolk Herald, May 6, 1802, p. 4. In 1785, Brough paid the taxes
for 9 adults, 6 children; 1787, 11 adults, 6 children; throughout the
1790's, when children were no longer listed, he paid taxes on between 9
and 12 adult slaves and one or two aged 12-16, Manuscript Personal property Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1804.
10Division of the estate of Robert Armistead, October 30, 1810, Deeds
and Wills, Book 33, p. 248; Manuscript Personal Property Tax records,
Elizabeth City County, 1804-1810, and Land Tax records, 1810. Also see
the court division of the farm of John Lattmer, July 12, 1805, between
his widow, Jane Bright, s.nd his daughter, Mary A. c. Latimer, Deeds and
Wills, Book 12, pp. 443-444. A house, dairy, smokehouse, and crib were
mentioned. This 't-tas probably the 125 acre "Britains" in Foxhill. Twelve
slaves were also divided by the two women, including Beck, a woman, and
two children, Lukey and a grandson; Mary, a "negro woman," and two children, Sally and Amy, two men, Ned and Jim, and four other children, Lucy,
Tish, Moses, and Billy. Although Jane Lattmer (later Bright) paid the
taxes on these slaves in 1798, the year after her husband's death, neither
she, her daughter, or the estate paid them afterwards, so presumably the
slaves were then hired out, possibly to the tenant who rented the farm,
for Jane Bright lived in Hampton. Nevertheless, before Latimer's death
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broke up the household, there was not even a kitchen to house at least
two separate famili~s of slaves. Manuscript Land and Personal Property
Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1794-1810.
11See, for instance, a lease of David Murray's farm to Robert Topping,
which specified repairs to be made on the f~ouse which had only two
rooms on the lower floor. Another small house on this property and the
land around it was leased separately to another tenant, Thomas Bully,
September 8, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 398-399.

~ete wrote, "In the specific instance of Williamsburg not a single
inventory has appeared that suggests anything definite about the furnishings
of slave quarters. The inventory of the William Prentis estate did include
a room-by-room listing of furnishings that also included outbuildings. It
contains one or two entries of possible value. Described as being 'ln out
House, Yard &C'were a number of tools, some scrap metal, and a few chairs
and chests. These last few pieces of furniture could have been used by
the slaves, although no beds at all were included. Also several items
were 'At old Nann 1Y's17,' one of Prentis's slaves being called old Nanny.
This included only a frying pan, a pot, a grindstone, and a few tools,
however, and no furniture at all." The Negro in Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg, pp. 109-110. See remarks on John Hunter's inventory below.
13
Forty percent of the county's rural households had so ~tnimal a
standard of living (see Chapter IX). Probably fewer than ten percent of
the county's slaves, and those largely women and children, lived in these
households in any one year, but because the poorer farmers so frequently
hired the slaves they used, a much larger percentage of the slaves might
have spent a year or more in these circumstances at some time in their
lives.
1

14See Table 3, Chapter IV. In 1784, 71.1 percent of the slaves lived
in groups of 8 or more in 69 households; in 1810, 66.9 percent lived in
74 households.
15
Hunter, a son of one of Hampton's wealthiest merchants, was a cnptain of merchant vessels before he settled into trade in Hampton. By his
marriage to Susanna Jones, daughter of another wealthy merchant, John
Jones, he was related to Miles King, Pascow Herbert, and Thomas Jones,
Junior. Although in comparison to other men of his wealth, Hunter kept
few slaves, it was clear from his inventory that there were no separate
quarters for the six to seven who lived in his household throughout the
period 1782-1795. Manuscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth
City County, 1782-1795; inventory of Captain John Hunter, July 8, 1795,
Wills and Deeds, Book 34.
16
Although clothing was frequently willed and inventoried in the
seventeenth century county records, its mention became more unusual in
each succeeding decade of the eighteenth century. The omission of certain
food products is discussed further in Chapter VIII. Custom in regard to
what were considered really personal belongings of household members (and
excluded from the inventory) and what were accumulated property liable to
be sold to meet the debts of the estate or to allow its equal division
among heirs may have varied significantly at different times and in dif-
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ferent areas of the state. Omissions in detailed documents such as inventories are hard to analyze, but the increased use of the inventory as a
research tool makes it important for historians to compare the practice
of appraisers at different times and in different areas. For instance,
in the post-revolutionary period fewer possessions mey have been listed
in Elizabeth City County than in frontier regions.
17

In the Mallory estate records these pallets were called beds, but
since only yardgoods were supplied, they were actually just mattress
coverings to be stuffed with straw or ether material available free on a
farm.
New "beds" were provided for Judah, Sarah, Hannah, Abraham, Silpha,
and Peggy in the four years. Often they were bought when the person was
ill and could not be hired out, but Silpha 1 s and Peggy's were bought in
years in which they were hired out to others. Settlement and guardian
accounts, estate of Francis and Mary Mallory, Deeds and Wills, Book 34,
PP• 102-106, 116, 431-438.
18

Ibid.

No blankets were bought for Johnny (the younger), Kate, Lucy,
Some children received new blankets, others did not.
Also see the settlement of the estate of Francis Poole, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, pp. 381-2, for purchase of blankets for slaves hired out.
19
The Slave Communitx, pp. 159 and 33.
Nancy,~Peggy.

20

see the discussion of the evolution of both statute and custom in
this regard in James Curtis Ballagh, A Historx of Slavery in Virginia,
pp. 70-71. Ballagh did not discuss such minor personal personal property
as blankets, clothes, or furniture but the evidence that slaves were
allowed to own more valuable goods obviously indirectly supported the
argument that they were customarily permitted ownership of lesser goods.
21

order Book, 1784-1788, ppo 305-306. There was no record of further
action in the case.
22
Sales of the estate of Colonel Francis and Mrs. Mary Mallory,
February 11, 1789, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pp. 437-438.

23
Estate sale of William Brown, October 2, 1800, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, p. 135. There was a slave named Jack in Brown's inventory, who
may have been the purchaser.
24
Partial settlement of the estate of Colonel Francis and Mrs. Mary
Mallory, pa~ent of December 24, 1787, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, p. 431;
settlement of the estate of John Smelt, 1788 payment, October 20, 1790,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
25
unidentified author, manuscript diary, March 23, 1796-April 4, 1796,
MSS 5:1, Un 3:4, Virginia State Historical Society, Richmond, Va.
26
settlement,of Robert Smelt, February 23, 1801, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, P• 67; settlement of William Armistead, Senior, August, 1807,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 87-88. Payments were made in 1796 and 1801.
27eourt Orders, 1808-1816, indictment of May 25, 1809; although owners
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who had left the county were often indicted for pe~itting slaves left
behind in the county to "go at large," the charge against King and Nanny
was unique. In 1810 King had the only census household inhabited solely
by slaves. The thirteen slaves who lived there must have had considerably
more independence than those under the supervision of resident owners or
those left to hire themselves out, and this fact may have led to an unjust
charge against Nanny. If so, the gr~d jury indictment was not the only
injustice she suffered for in 1816, when Robert Saunders of Williamsburg
(former Elizabeth City County Commonwealth Attorney and son-in-law of
John Hunter, deceased Hampton merchant) purchased her and then sold her
for $10.00 to Jack Payne, a free black resident of the county, he indicated
his intention was to circumvent the restrictions on manumissio~ and to
right an old wrong: "and the further consideration of carrying into effect
my design when I purchased from Miles King his faithful servant woman
Nanny whom he ought justly to have liberated according to his repeated
excl~~~~ations ••• ," bill of sale, Robert Saunders to Jack Payne, July 25,
1816, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 616.

28
These materials were usually purchased from one to two and one-half
months before the mother delivered the baby (dated by the nearly invariable purchase of rum, tea, and sugar "for Judah laying in" or "for wench
laying in"). Partial settlement of the estates of Colonel Francis and
Mary Mallory, 1789-1792, Di:ads and Wills, Book 34, pp. 102-106.
29
It should be noted that negro cotton, woven in Virginia, was not
cheap in comparison to imported German osnaburg. The cotton cost 2
shillings, 6 pence, or 41 cents per yard, while both osnaburg and rolls
cost only one shilling, or 17 cents per yard. The most expensive material
purchased for the Mallory slaves was green planes for jackets at 3 ehillings, 6 pence, or 58 cents per yard. The Mallory orphans were clothed
in far greater variety of materials which ranged in cost from durants,
brown Holland: and sagathy that cost no more than osnaburg and rolls to
patterned silks and fine muslins purchased for 20 shillings, or $3.33,
per yard. Ibid. Thad W. Tate, Jr., commented on the use of negro cotton
or "Virginia cloth" and "country linen," locally woven, to clothe slaves
as well as imported English oazu1lmrg and Russia drab, The Negro in
Eighteenth-Century Williamsburg, pp. 96-97. The Elizabeth City County·
records did not specify Virginia cloth, country linen, English osnaburg,
or Russia drab; German osnaburg was frequently listed. In his study of
eighteenth-century Virginia newspaper advertisements and plantation records, Gerald w. Mullin noted that prior to 1760 "slaves wore clothing
usually cut from a heavy, coarse cloth of flax and tow originally manufactured in Osnabruck, Germany." In most parts of the state, according
to Mullin's research, this osnaburg was replaced,following the tmpetus to
home manufacturing provided by the non-importation agreements and the
RevolutionJwith locally woven fabrics, Flight and Rebellion, p. 51.
Evidently, though, in the coast counties, at least 1 the cheapness of German osnaburg quickly restored its competitive advantage over locally made
cloth.
30
Partial settlement of the estates of Colonel Francis and Mary Mallory,
1789-1792, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pp. 102-106.
31
Blankets were purchased for fourteen adult slaves. Five of these
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were issued two blankets, four of whom got them in 1789 and again in 1792,
and the fifth, Rachel, received one in 1791 and another in 1792 during a
grave illness which culminated in her death. But not all slaves issued
blankets in 1789 received another in 1792. Seven adult slaves were not
provided blankets by the estate administrator. Two of these were Sam
Berry and Sam, who died in 1790. The remaining five, Johnny (the younger),
Kate, Lucy, Nancy, and Peggy, included three who were hired out every
year and two who were hired out for two and three years only. The slaves
receiving blankets included individuals hired out every year, some years,
and no years, so that did not seem to be the de~ermining factor in whether
or how often a slave received a blanket. Since Miles King, brother of
Mary Mallory, was both administrator of the estate after Mrs. Mallory's
death and owner of the store where the carefully itemized purchases were
made, this group of slaves may have received more ample supplies of manufactured textiles than wes usual in the county. In the two years prior
to Y~s. Mallory's death when full accounts of purchases for the estate
were also kept, but in which no notation of the recipient of goods was
made, only one blanket, destined either for the Mallory family or its
slaves, was purchased, while 21 were bought in the next four years for
the adult and child slaves. Settlements of the estates of Colonel Francis
and Mary Mallory, 1787-1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pp. 102-106, 431438. In the six years, 1795-1801, the only cash outlay the administrator
of Francis Poole's estate made for the two adult slaves, Fanny and Jacob,
hired out,was L1.15.3 ($5.87) for a blanket for each and one pair of shoes
for Fanny. During these years Fanny and Jacob earned a total of ~107.13.0
($353.48) for the Poole heirs. No other specific entry was found in any
of ~~e county records showing the purchase of shoes for a slave despite
the fact that the pair bought for Fanny cost only seven shillings, six
pence ($1.23) or half as much as a good blanket. Settlement of the estate
of Francis Poole, no date, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 381-382.
32 In this ease the executor neglected to note what he had paid for
the hire of the slave, althongh he entered the 6 shillings, 9\ pence
($1.12) he paid for the clothes. Settlement of the estate of William
McRolland, July 27, 1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, PP• 417-418.
33For instance, expenditures on clothing and bedding (including blankets) for the three adult women owned by the Mallory estate who were
never hired out and who lived throughout the period 1789-1792 were:
Average
1791
1792
1790
1789*
Per Year
dollars
Sarah
Judea
Hannah

$1.84
0
2.83

$2.17
2.08
3.41

$3.39
.61
0

$2.04
2.20
0

$2.36
1.22
1.56

*In 1789, 90 yards of osnaburg were purchased for "negroes shirts and
shifts" of which these women probably received a share not accounted
above. Partial settlement of the estates of Colonel Francis and Mary
Mallory, 1789-1792, Deeds and Villa, Book 34, pp. 102-106. Another source,
newspaper ads for runaway slaves, which has been used by historians to
determine the normal clothing of slaves, produced little relevant information for Elizabeth City County. Only one advertisement describing a
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male dressed in "a short jacket and overalls, of negro cotton," was found
in the American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser,
March 25, 1796.
34
See, for instance, settlements of the estates of Moss A~istead,
October 25, 1797, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, PP• 380-382; Colonel Francis
and Mary Mallory, 1789-1792, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pp. 102-106;
William Armistead, Senior, August, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 8788. All of these were among the county's wealthiest land and slave owners, who may have been more disposed and able to hire midwives occasionally
than their less wealthy neighbors.
35Spruce was a county resident who owned neither land nor slaves, but
did pay taxes on a horse after 1798, Manuscript Personal Property and
Land Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810. Moss Armistead's
estate paid him b3 in 1793 for treating Nanny, who lived at least until
1796 when she was sold along with other slaves of the estate. Settlement
of the estate of Moss Armistead, October 25, 1797, Deeds and Willa,
Book 34, pp. 380-382. Since Nanny was one of the most common names in
the county for female slaves, there was no reason, in the absence of any
specific evidence, to associate this woman with the Nanny who was later
accused of operating a bordello.
36Medical expenses in 1790 were exceptionally high because two of the
elderly slaves "old" Hannah and Abraham, who died early in 1791, were
seriously ill throughout the year. Quantities of wine and brandy, as
well as the usual rum, tea, and sugar, were bought for them with the notation "very sick" usually made. There seemed to be no seasonal pattern to
the illnesses of the slaves, despite Johann Schoepf's observation that
residents were "subject to autumn sicknesses which are general almost
throughout the coast country." Partial settlement of th~ estates of Colonel Francis and Mary Mallory, 1789-1792, Deeds and Wills, Book 34,
pp. 102-106; Travels in the Confeder~tion, P• 101. Also see the settlement
of the estate of Charles Bayley, June 23, 1800, Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
p. 49, for itemized listing of similar medicine bought for "sick negroesn;
Dr. Applewhaite was paid 19 shillings ($3.16) for his "account against
the negroes."
37

In all of the estate accounts in which purchases of food were recorded, except those of the Mallory estate, information was lacking either
about the number of slaves to be fed or the period of time in which the
food was to be consumed. In the case of the Mallory slaves, when it could
be determined how many were not hired out each year and were, therefore,
dependent upon the estate for food, an attempt to allocate the supplies
of purchased provisions among the dependent slaves on a monthly basis
proved that not enough food was purchased to feed them, even at starvation levels, in any year.
38 see Chapter VIII and Appendix 4. Also see the settlement of the
estate of Williem Armistead, Senior, August, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book
33, pp. 87-88, which noted "bought beef for the family up to October,
1799 11 ; no purchases of any food for slaves were included in this account.
39For instance, Frazier Stores's executor purchased eleven pounds of
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bacon and ten bushels of corn "for the negroes" in 1793, estate settlement,
March 28, 1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. No meat of any kind was purchased for the Mallory slaves between 1789-1792.
40
Court Orders, 1784-1788, 1798-1802, 1800-1813. For example on
March 26, 18011 a jury found Samuel Cunningham, Edward Skinner, J~hn Skinner, Jr., and William Gooch guilty of hogstealing, but at a second trial
on May 28, 1801, all except Cunningham were acquitted. These men had not,
of course, stolen from hunger as a slave might have done, but were involved in a dispute over the ownership of hogs allowed to run wild. All
were farmers in the Salters Creek area. Court Orders, 1798-1802, pp. 236,
257-261. In 1788, two free men who owned no land, William Smelt and
Cheely Ross, were sent to the county jail on a charge of breaking into the
granary of George Wythe Sweeney, but at their trial the jury found them
"innocent of the charge," Court Orders, 1784-1788, P• 578.
41

eonversation with Rutman in Durham, New Hampshire, May 27, 1974. In
1970, Rutman wrote of the slaves in Middlesex County, a coastal Virginia
county only slightly larger than Elizabeth City, based on data from the
late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries: 'The spacing of the black
conception cycle -- the months of high and low conception -- together
with literary evidence pertaining to foodstuffs supplied the blacks,
their garden plots, and their celebrationa -- can all be encompassed by
hypothesizing that the blacks were well-nigh starved to death during a
large part of the year and that they were rescued individually and as a
group (for birth rates projected on the basis of the low conception
months alone, together with mortality rates, suggest a situation in which
the black population could not have been sustained) by periodic feastings
at Christmas and Easter and by their own efforts expended upon the gardens." "Little COUIDUnities: Viewpoints for the Study of the Early
South," a paper delivered at the Southern Historical Association, Louisville, Kentucky, November 14, 1970.
42

See Appendix 3 for a more detailed and fully documented discussion
of the problem of using county probate records.
43
Deeds of gift of May 17, 1791, to Robert Armistead, of July 23,
1793, to Starkey Robinson, of July 1, 1793, to Sarah Armistead, of October 3, 1793, to Euphan A~istead, of October 3, 1793, to Mary Armistead,
all in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Twenty-two st'aves were named in these
deeds, but the gift to Robert Armistead of the negro woman, Hannah, '~ith
all her children," who were not named, indicated more than twenty-two
were given away. There was no way to accurately estimate the number of
slaves William Armistead, Senior, owned when he died in 1799, despite the
fact that the recora~ ~f his estate included the deeds of gift, a will,
two estate sales, and final settlement. In 1787, he paid taxes on 46
slaves (adults and children), all of which he probably owned. In 1798,
after the gifts to his children, he still paid taxes on 27 adult slaves,
so his slaveholding evidently increased substantially in the eleven years
between 1787-1798. In his will, he made special bequests of five more
slaves, who were named, to various children, but the bulk of his remaining slaves were not named, nor their number given, in the provisions dictating how they should be divided among his wife and children of two marriages (will of August 23, 1799, recorded September 26, 1799, Deeds and
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Wills, Book 34). No slaves were included among the personal property sold
at two different estate sales in 1799, which even without any slaves
yielded the large sum of b806.5.3, a figure which must have been well
under one-half the true value of his personal estate. One adult male
slave, John Petersburg, was sold before the estate was finally settled in
1807. Estate sales of October 10 and December 19, 1799, and settlement
of August, 1807, all in Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 81-88.
~

See Appendix 3 for examples.

45
See Chapter IV, Table 4 and the discussion on succeeding pages.
Also a number of the people who hired slaves in later years, listed in
Table 7, Chapter IV, were tenants.
46
This appeared to have been true of women who held many slaves and
of those with one or two. For the former, see the will of John Cary,
October 24, 1794, recorded July 23, 1795, and the pre-marital covenant
between John Page and Miles King to protect the slaves of Elizabeth
Mallory when she married Page, April 15, 1795, in Deeds and Wills, Book
34. Typical of a pre-marital covenant protecting the property of a
poorer woman was that signed February 6, 1809, between Mitchell (Allen)
Backman and Mary Ross in which for a payment of $800.00 he gave up all
right to her property af~er their marriage, including "one negro woman,
one yoke of oxen, four cows, and one yearling," Deeds and Wills, Book 33,
P• 175. Also see the covenants to protect the slaves of Mary Courtney
Bowery, January 4, 1795, and Grace Elizabeth Bowery, November 10, 1794,
in Deede and Wills, Book 34. However, despite these agreements, both
Bowery sisters eventually lost most of their slaves through creditors'
claims against the debts of their husbands.
47
see Robert w. Fogel and Stanley L. Engerman, Time on the Cross:
The Economics of American Negro Slavery, pp. 44-49, for a review of the
development of this interpretation of slavery in the border states and a
sharp attack on its premises, particularly on the idea that breeding
slaves was the foundation of farm profits.
48
Time on the Croes: The Economics of American Negro Slavery, P• 48.
49
This estimate was based on the following assumptions:
1. that the nine adults could have been sold for an average price
of $250 each, because after 1801 the most common price for
young men was $333 and for young women $200.
2. that the nine children could have been sold for one-half as much.
3. that the total gross receipts from sale of the 18 slaves would
have been $3,375.
4. that the eattmated gross corra production of the county (including the amount necessary for domestic consumption within the
county and that available for sale outside the county) was
50,220 bushels, or ten percent of the taxed farm acreage in
1810 at a yield of 15 bushels per acre (see Table 7, Chapter
VIII).
5. that the corn sold for 67.2 cents per bushel, the average price
received by Virginia farmers between 1801-1810 (see Chapter VIII),
so that the total value of the corn crop was $33,748.
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6.

that the estimated gross value of the tobacco crop was the
$3,800 earned from tobacco shipped through the Hampton warehouse in 1790, a year of peak production (see Chapter VIII}.
7. that the estimated value of the slaughtered cattle was $8,000,
probably a conservative guess (see Chapter VIII).
8. and that the total estimated value of the three f~ products
was $47,548. Both estimates of value of crop production and
slave exports were grosR figures, not profits.
In the early 1790's, when slave prices were much lower, and corn prices
were already hight the export of a few slaves would have been proportionately less significant in relation to the value of the county's
other crops.
1::0

--No data was available for three of the twenty-eight years, 17821810. See Table 1, Chapter II.
51 If, for example, all of the 470 slaves who disappeared from the tax
rolls between 1794 and 1805 had been sold (an ~verage of 22 adults and 22
children per year), under the assumptions given above,the average annual
earnings from slave exports of $7,750 would have been twenty-three percent
of the value of the corn crop or sixteen percent of the value of the
three commodities. These ratios would, of course, be nearly doubled if
the possible number of slaves exported (assuming all were sold and none
migrated with their owners) were calculated on the basis of the rate of
increase of the slave population in the prior decade.
52An event that would have taken place had not the heavy out-migration
of free people and slaves at the end of the eighteenth-century reduced
the rate of growth underway in the 1780 1 s. See Table 4, Chapter II.
53Adult male slaves could be hired for from ~7 to ~15, or $23.31 to
$49.95, per year, while the annual wages of free laborers and sailors
ranged from $80 to $135 per year. See Table 7 in Chapter IV and Chapter
IX.

54See Chapter VII.
55An especially geed example of one such study is the article, "Slavery in Microcosm: Burke County, North Carolina," by Edward W. Phifer,
Journal of Southern History, XXVIII (May, 1962}, pp. 137-160.
1:~

JvJohn Blasingame argued in Chapter Seven of The Slave Communitz that
very different personality types emerged ~~g slaves who spent their
lifetimes on plantations of twenty or more slaves than among those who
always worked more intimately in white households. This varied experience
rather than the leni~ency or benign attitude of county slaveholders was
the likely cause of the relative sophistication of the county slave population at the oneet of the Civil War described by Edward Graham, "As It
Was in the Beginnin.~;, 11 unpublished manuscript, Hampton Association for
the Arts and Humanities, and by Robert F. Engst 'The Development of Black
Culture," Ph.D. dissertation, Yale University, 1972.
57The breakdown of control over slaves in cities, as conditions similar to those in the county led to their increasing self-confidence, inde-
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pendence, and resentment of slavery, was a majot· theme of Richard c.
Wade's Slavery in the Cities: The South 1820-1860. Gerald w. Mullin
concluded in Fli t and Rebellion that the acculturated eighteenth-century
Virginia slaves those who had broadest knowledge of white society and who
had most fully asstmilated the English language, manners, and occupations)
were a group that posed by 1800 a serious threat because they "challenged
their masters' (and the society's) traditional sense of security," pp. 162163. Most county slaves of this period would probably have been classed
by Mullin as acculturated.
58These grand jury charges, though not very frequent, were scattered
throughout the court orders of the period. See, for instance, the charge
against Mrs. Selden, of Princess Ann County, in 1786, Court Orders, 17841786, p. 305, and those against Miles King and Wilson Miles Cary in 1809,
Court Orders, 1808-1816, p. 96. The order books for only six scattered
years of the period have survived, so it was impossible to tell whether
the number of slaves left at large increased as out-migration rose.
59 John Blasingame found in the narratives of escaped slaves a unanimous sense of contempt for the poverty, subservience, and ignorance of
the poor free white people with whom those slaves had associated. See
The Slave Community, PP• 202-203.
60See Chapter IX for further discussion of the various living standards prevailing among the free farm population.
61
None of the six children named in the 1777 will were mentioned in
the 1791 court decree, although they had been part of the original bequest. Another son, Jim, was retained by the Hanover County defendents
in the suit on payment of ~50 and three younger sons, Jesse, Matthew,
and Caleb,were delivered to the county heirs with their parents and
divided among themn Will of William Fraser, August 14, 1777, original
will number 199; copies of High Court of Chancery decrees of October 19,
1791 and March 21, 1792 in county Deeds and Wills, Book 34 with affidavits of Grace Elizabeth and Mary Courtney Bowery accepting the settlement, May 28, 1792, and the court division of the slaves among them,
dated November 26, 1791, filed February 23, 1792, Deeds and Wills, Book
34, p. 60; pre-marital covenant between John James Ward, Mary Courtney
Bowery, and William and Robert Brough, her uncles, January 4, 1795; mortgage of March 14, 1797, John James Ward to Robert and William Brough; and
indenture of bargain and sale of March 6, 1799, John James Ward, Mary
Courtney Ward, William Brough, and Robert Brough, all in Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.

~uscript Personal Property Tax records, Elizabeth City County,
1784-1798; inventory, July 29, 1799, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 556Q557.
63
A most enlightening discussion of how an imaginative owner could
use the institution of the family to discipline, reward, and train his
slaves is in Charles B. Dew, "David Ross and the Oxford Iron Works: A
Study of Industrial Slavery in the Early Nineteenth-Century South," The
William and Mary Quarterly, third series, volume 31, number 2 (April,--1974), pp. 189-224. Also see John Blasingame, The Slave Community, p. 80.
6
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64John Asplund, Universal Register of the Baptist Denomination in
North America for the Years 1790, 1791, 1793, and Part of 1794 {Richmond,
Virginia, 1794), pp. 24-31. The Elizabeth City County Baptist Church,
which may have accepted black communicants, was founded in 1791 with 100
members and by 1793 had 176 members, according to Asplund's record. Since
there were an estimated 690 free adults and 912 adult slaves in the latter
year, only a small proportion of either group could have belonged to this
congregation. No records of the size of the Methodist church, founded
after 1800, were located.
65 see McColley's Slavery and Jeffersonian Virginia and Drimmer's '~as
Slavery Dying Before the Cotton Gin?" in Melvin Dr~er, editor, Black
History: A Reappraisal (Garden City, New York, 1968), pp. 96-114.
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THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY
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CHAPTER VI
LAND OWNERSHIP

Three-fourths of the people of Elizabeth City County lived outside
the small town of Hampton, and while same of them were partially or
wholly employed in nonfarm work as artisans, storekeepers, pilots, or
seamen, most were farmers.

And, as in the longest settled parts of New

England, they were farmers faced with a limited supply of land shared
among a very large rural population.

Though similar in circumstances in

many ways to their northern counterparts, slavery made their situation
distinctly different.

In fact, rural life in Elizabeth City County con-

formed to none of the stereotypes of American farming:

it was neither a

land of free, independent yeomen, nor one of staple plantation slavery.
Over one-half of the landowners held farms of seemingly bare-subsistence size, but most had surplus crops for sale.
the owners were absentees.

By 1810, one-third of

As many as forty-five percent of the free,

rural households in 1810 were those of tenants.

Slaves, though making up

half of the rural population and widely dispersed among farms, were not
raising profitable staple crops like cotton or tobacco, but were doing
general farm and household work.

Unlike much of the tidewater region,

wheat had not replaced tobacco as the main commercial crop.

The agricul-

tural economy of the county was based, instead, on cattle and corn, although a variety of other minor crops were grown.

The extensive general

farming practiced in the county was more to be expected on holdings of
280
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two hundred or more acres than on those of fifty to seventy-five acres.
The ratio of farm workers to land (especially to land that had been worked
for over 150 years) was extremely high, and yet farming was evidently
somehow profitable enough to keep land prices high, to hold free men and
women as tenants, and to support the system of slavery.
In Elizabeth City County, among the first areas settled and farmed
by the English colonists in the seventeenth century, all the lend had
been claimed as private property long before the Revolution.

There were

no reserves of unpatented or undivided public lands for new generations.
The minimal amount of land confiscated during the Revolution provided no
new opportunities for the person who did not inherit or could not afford
to buy land.

The manner in which real farm property was distributed among

the free people of the county and the ways in which that distribution was
altered by inheritance and sale of land were, therefore, fundamental to
understanding the county's agricultural economy.
I.

Distribution of Land Among Farms of Various Sizes.
Commercial agriculture developed early in the county, where access

to transportation to overseas markets was easy and cheap.

At the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, when tobacco was the prime cash crop, the
basic pattern of farm ownership was already determined.
compared to other sections of Virginia.

Farms were small

There were no plantations in the

county in 1704 encompassing thousands of acres.

The largest single holding

was 2,140 acres and only fifteen people owned more than five hundred acres
(see Table 1, below).

Though nearly one-fourth of all farmowners held

fifty acres or less, forty-three percent of all farmers had between one
hundred and five hundred acres.

No other record of the distribution of

land in the colonial years could be located but, on the basis of the quite
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similar distribution of land in the immediate post-revolutionary years,
it seemed safe to conclude that the transition from tobacco to other crops
b~ought

no upheaval in control of the county's acreage and that a small

number of people controlled most of the land throughout the eighteenth
century.
Only ten percent of the rural population owned land in the eighteenth
century, and though the proportion increased slightly in the early years
of the nineteenth century, by 1810 it had dropped again to 10.5 percent. 1
Nor was the land allocated equally among the tenth of the population who
owned it.

After the Revolution about fifty people controlled over sixty

percent of the farm acreage.

With an increasing number of people seeking

ownership of a limited amount of land, the inequality among owners rose
slightly throughout the years between 1704 and 1810.
Tables 1-8 show the distribution of the ownership of farm land in
Elizabeth City County for the years 1704, 1782, 1788, 1793, 1798, 1801,
1805, and 1810.

2

The average total amount of taxed farm land in the county in the
post-revolutiona~y

years was 32,552 acres.

However, in some years the

total taxed acreage varied by as much as 1,000 acres.

The total acreage

taxed increased by five percent between 1782 and 1810, when the record
amount of land ever taxed in the eighteenth century (the 33,859 acres
assessed when tobacco was still king in 1714) was nearly matched.

But,

rather than showing a consistent upward trend over the twenty-eight years,
the totals rose and fell. Neither examination of the gains and losses in
3
each farm-aize category nor a search of the cards of individual taxpayers explained why this occurred.
year was very rare.

Omission of a taxpayer's name in any

Nor were any large tracts of land dropped or added
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Table 1
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1704
No. of
Owners

under 10

0

o.. oo

o.oo

0

o.oo

o.oo

10- 25

3

2.61

2.61

75

0.25

0.25

so

22

19.13

21.74

1,092

3.70

3.95

51-100

25

21.74

43.48

2,316

7.. 85

11.80

101~200

18

15.65

59.13

3,141

10.65

22.45

201~500

32

27.83

86.96

9,925

33.64

56.09

501-900

10

8.69

95.65

6,339

21.49

77.58

over 900

5
115

4.35

100.00

6,614
29,502

22.42

100.00

26-

Percent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentase

Size of
Hold ins
acres

Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acreage

Cumulative
Percentase

Source: Quit Rent Roll, Elizabeth City County, 1704, printed in Blanche Adams Chapman, Wills and
Administrations of Elizabeth City County, Virsinia, pp. 50-51.
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Table 2
Distribution of Ownership of Fa~ Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1782
Size of
Hold ins
acres

No. of
Owners

Percent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentase

Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acrease

Cumulative
Percentase

under 10

5

2.79

2.79

23

0.07

0.07

10- 25

19

10.61

13 .. 40

343

1.07

1.14

26- 50

34

18.99

32.39

1,409

4.41

5.55

51-100

36

20.11

52.50

2,965

9.29

14.84

101-200

38

21.23

73.73

6,115

19.15

33.99

201-500

34

18.99

92.72

11,076

34.69

68.68

501-900

10

5.59

98.31

6,859

21.48

90.16

over 900

3
179

1.67

99.98

3,134
31,924

9.82

99.98

Source:

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782.
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Table 3
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1788
No. of
Owners

under 10

12

s. 77

5.77

54

0.16

0.16

10- 25

29

13.94

19.71

557

1.69

1.85

26- so

36

17.31

37.02

1,450

4o40

6.25

51-100

42

20.19

57.21

3,272

9.92

16.17

101-200

42

20.19

77.40

6,461

19.60

35.77

201-500

33

15.86

93.26

11,000

33.36

69.13

501-900

11

5.29

98.55

7,210

21.87

91.00

over 900

3
208

1.44

99.99

2,967
32,971

9.00

100.00

Source:

Percent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentase

Size of
Hold ins
acres

Total
Acres

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1788.

Percent of
All Acrease

Cumulative
Percentase
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Table 4
Distribution of Ownership of Farm ·Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1793
Percent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentase

Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acrease

Cumulative
Percentase

Size of
Holdtns
acres

No. of
Owners

under 10

15

6.41

6.41

64

0.20

0.20

10- 25

36

15.38

21.79

771

2.42

2.62

26- 50

44

18.80

40.59

1, 745

5.48

8.10

51-100

54

23.08

63.67

4,222

13.26

21.36

101-200

42

17.95

81.62

6,681

20.98

42.34

201-500

34

14.53

96.15

11,422

35.87

78.21

501-900

8

3.42

99.57

5,278

16.58

94.79

over 900

1
234

o43

100.00

__h.659
31,842

5.21

100.00

Source:

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1793.
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Table 5
Distribution of tOwnership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1798
Size of
Holding
acres

No. of
~~era

Percent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentage

Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acreage

Cumulative
Percentage

under 10

13

5.80

5.80

57

0.17

0.17

10- 25

36

16.07

21.87

772

2.37

2.54

26- 50

38

16.96

38.83

1,573

4.82

7.36

51-100

46

20.54

59.37

3,596

11.03

18.39

101-200

47

20.98

80.35

7,217

22.14

40.53

201-500

34

15.18

95.53

11,552

35.l.3

75.96

501-900

8

3.57

99.10

5,233

16.05

92.01

over 900

2
224

0.89

99.99

2,602
32,602

7.98

99.99

Source:

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1798.
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Table 6
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1801
Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acrease

No. of
Owners

under 10

14

5.93

5.93

58

0.18

0.18

10- 25

37

15.68

21.61

784

2.41

2.59

so

46

19.49

41.10

1,906

5.87

8.46

51-100

46

19.49

60.59

3,652

11.24

19.70

101-200

47

19.92

80.51

7 ,on

21.79

41.49

201-500

36

15.25

95.76

11,663

35.91

77.40

501-900

8

3.39

99.15

5,249

16.16

93.56

over 900

2
236

0.85

100.00

2,093
32,482

6.44

100.00

26-

Source:

Percent oi
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentase

Size of
Hold ins
acres

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1801.

Cumulative
Percentase
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Table ·7
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1805
Total
Acres

Percent of
All Acrease

No. of
Owners

under 10

15

6.25

6.25

61

0.19

0.19

10- 25

39

16.25

22.50

840

2.59

2.78

26- 50

47

19.58

42.08

1,945

6.00

8. 78

51-100

47

19.58

61.66

3,756

11.59

20.37

101-200

45

18.75

80.41

6,576

20.30

40.67

201-SOG

34

14.17

94.58

10,620

32.78

73.45

501-900

12

5.00

99.58

7,598

23.45

96.90

over 900

1
240

.42

100.00

1,000
32,396

3.09

99.99

Source:

Percent of
All Owners

Cumulat:lve
Percentase

Size of
Hold ins
acres

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1805.

Cumulative
Percentase
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Table 8
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land
in Elizabeth City County, 1810
Size of
Holding
acres

No. of
Owners

under 10

15

6.17

6.17

63

0.19

0.19

10- 25

37

15.2:3

21.40

788

2 .. 35

2.54

26- 50

49

20.16

41.56

1,952

5.83

8.37

51-100

49

20.16

61.72

3,916

11.70

20.07

101-200

45

18.52

80.24

6,475

19.33

39.40

201-500

34

13.99

94.23

10,329

30.85

70.25

501-900

11

4.53

98.76

7,058

21.08

91.33

over 900

m

3

1.23

99.99

2,900
33,481

8.66

99.99

Source:

Perc.ent of
All Owners

Cumulative
Percentage

Total
Acres

-

Manuscript l.and Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1810.

Percent of
All Acreage

Cumulative
Percentage
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at any time.

When, for instance, those who owned over 500 acres lost

3,240 acres between 1788 and 1793, the division and sale of all tracts
of over 500 acres was checked and each could be found on the 1793 tax
list as part of a smaller farm.

Since the smaller farms did not increase

their acreage proportionately to the loss from farms of over 500 acres,
it must be assumed that the actual loss of 1,129 taxed acres came
farms of less than 500 acres.
be~~een

fr~

No consistent correspondence was found

the total amount of acreage taxed and population growth.

Only a

computer analysis of every taxpayer in each year would answer the question of whether the variation was the result of clerk's errors in compiling the tax lists or an actual reflection of changes in land use.

If the

latter were the case, it would mean that it was land in holdings of under
500 acres that was put into farm production at some times and withdrawn
at others.

The many marshes and stretches of sandy soil in the
4
undoubtedly provided marginal farm lands for sueh useo

~ounty

The increase in the total number of landowners did correspond to
population growth.

Between 1782 and 1810, the number of landowners in-

creased thirty-five percent.

The decade after the Revolution saw the

sharpest increase in landownership -- twenty-eight percent between 17821793.

As population fell in the county during the 1790's, so did the

number of landowners, so that in 1798"there were ten percent fewer than
in 1793.

After 1801, the number increased as the population did, although

after 1805 the latter cltmbed rapidly, while only three more names were
added to the tax rolls.
The inevitable result of more people owning a relatively limited
supply of land was, of course, a declining average farm size.

At the be-

ginning of the eighteenth century (1704), tlle average Elizabeth City
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County farm was 257 acres.
only 178 acres.
acres.

By the end of the Revolution (1782), it was

Six years later, in 1788, the average had fallen to 159

Thi6 was, however, larger tban the average farm size of 140 acres

which Jackson Turner Main calculated for the eight Virginia coastal counties in that year.

5

By 1810, the Elizabeth City County average was only

138 acres.
But average farms were not real farms, and in Elizabeth City County
neither the increase in number of landowners nor the decrease in the
average size of farms indicated a greater equality in the distribution of
land.

The Lorenz Curves for 1704, 1782, 1793, and 1810, show-u in figure 1

(based on data from Tables 1, 2, 4, and 8), illustrate the overall trend
throughout the 106-year period toward greater inequality in land owner6
ship.
In 1704, the poorest fifty percent of the people owning land
held seventeen percent of the county's acreage; by 1810, the far larger
number of people making up the comparable fifty percent owned only thirteen percent of the acreage.

Or, at the other end of the scale, in 1704,

the richest twenty-five percent owned sixty percent of the land and by
1810 this had increased to sixty-five percent.

Only among the very rich-

est landowners were there substantial losses over the whole period, and
only those owning more than 900 acres lost control of a significant amount
of acreage.

Between 1704 and 1782 the most significant changes had al-

ready taken place:

the county's few estates of more than 1,000 acres had

been divided among several heirs and many more farms of under 25 and under
10 acres had been established.

7

Although no careful analysis was made of

how or why changes in the distribution of land took place during the
colonial years, the impression gained from checking the history of some of
the largest plantations and reading many deeds and court records of the
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period was that the process had been a gradual one of division of land
among families and splitting farms by selling tracts much in the way that
similar changes continued to take place after the Revolution.
The post-revolutionary distribution of land among small, medium, and
large size farms is shown in Table 9.

Two general points should be noted

from this summary of the land distribution tables.

First, the magnitude

of the shifts in the distribution of land amgng farms of various sizes
was small over the entire period.

Whether measured by the number of

owners or acres, the variation in the proportion of small (including
tracts of under 26, under 51, or under 101 acres), medium, or lsrge farms
was leas than ten percent.

8

The second conclusion to note from this

table was the extent to which the county's farmland was divided into very
small holdings.

Farms of twenty-five or fewer acres were not found pri-

marily on the outskirts of Hampton.

Such farms were scattered throughout

the county, although they were more numerous in some sections, such as
along the shores of Mill Creek and Harris Creek.

Most of the small hold-

ings seemed to have been working farms, not the rural residences of peo9
ple whose principal source of income came from non-farm occupations.
Relatively important shifts in farm

ai~e

which took place in the

decade after the Revolution were not attributable to radical land confiscation or reform movements.

Most of the insignificant amount of Loyalist

and British-owned land claimed by the revolutionaries was already assessed
upon its new owners in 1782.

10

Conversion to cash of bounty warrants for

western lands, final payments for wartime service, and pensions to soldiers
and sailors were a source of new capital which may have enabled some of
the fifty-five additional people who became farmowners between 1782 and
1793 to acquire their land.

Definitive evidence was lacking, though, to
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Table 9
Distribution of Ownership of Farm Land in Elizabeth City County
Percentage of Number of Owners and of Total Acreage
in Small, Medium, and Large Farms, 1782-1810
Size of
Holding
acres

1782
No. Acres

1788
No. Acres

1793
1798
No. Acres
No. Acres
percent

1801
No. Acres

1805
No. Acres

1810
No. Acres

under

26

13

1

20

2

22

3

22

2

22

3

22

3

21

2

under

51

33

6

37

6

41

8

39

7

41

8

42

9

42

8

under 101

52

15

57

16

64

21

59

18

61

20

62

20

62

20

101-500

40

54

36

53

32

57

36

58

35

58

33

53

32

50

7

31

7

31

4

22

4

24

4

23

5

26

6

30

over 500
Source:

Calculated from Tables 2-8.
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prove whether or not such payments were a significant factor in the increase in t he numb er of 1andowners.

11

Instead, the explanation may have

been simply the prosperity the county and the town of Hampton enjoyed in
the years immediately after the war.
The pattern which was set by 1793 was temporarily altered in the
1790 1 s.

In the years when more people were leaving the county than were

coming into it, the steady loss of land from larger to smaller farms was
temporarily reversed.

After 1800, when new in-migrants from adjacent

rural counties countered the loss of Elizabeth City County residents to
cities, the land distribution of 1793 was re-established and remained
stable until 1810, except for the apparent growth of large farms at the
expense of those of medium size.
By 1793, about one-fifth of the land was in small tracts of one hundred acres or less, another fifth was in farms of over 500 acres, and the
remainder in medium size holdings of 101-500 acres.

But over sixty per-

cent of the rural landowners held 100 acres or less, and twenty-two percent owned twenty-five or fewer acres.

The substantial, medium-sized

farmers, holding 101-500 acres, were one-tbir.d of the owners and controlled
over half the acreage.

If farms of 51-501 acres were considered as ade-

quate for maintaining a family, fifty-five percent of the owners and
seventy percent of the land would have been included.

Large planters

were an insignificant number of the farm owners, although by 1810 they
controlled nearly one-third of the land.
The pattern of farm ownership in the county fit generally with Jackson Turner Main's description of the Virginia coastal counties in the
1780's.

lie found these counties in the final stage of a process of devel-

opment in which wealth was accumulated, then eventually declined as profit-
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able farming moved westward.

After the Revolution, according to Main,

this section of the state had more small farms, a larger landless population, fewer slaves, and a decreasing number of cattle and horses.

How-

ever, in several respects the distribution of land in Elizabeth City
County was different from what Main found in his analysis of the coastal
counties.

There were many more farmers with 100 or fewer acres in Eliza-

beth City County.

12

Medium-sized farmers in this county were not being

squeezed between stable large farms and increasing numbers of small ones.
Their numbers increased, while as a group they lost control of less than
400 acres in the twenty-eight years.

The increases in numbers and acreage

of small farms apparently came primarily from the land added to the tax
rolls.
The fluctuation in the numbers and acreage of large farms (over 500
acres) appeared to refute Main's finding that these

plantations~

group, were quite stable in the post-Revolutionary years.

as a

But, this was

deceptive, for these farms in Elizabeth City County were more stable than
the statistics indicated.

Much of the apparent change in the number of

owners and amount of land held in the large farms between 1782 and 1810
reflected temporary divisions, mainly for widow's dowers.

There was some

loss of acreage from the largest plantations as estates were settled, land
sold to raise cash, or new owners found, but there were also cases where
the size of the farm increased.

At least part of every one of the thirteen

largest farms of 1782 changed hands
consecutive owners.
intact.

with several having four or five

But, by 1810 most of these holdings were essentially

In addition to the farms listed in Table 10, three large holdings,

that in 1782 through temporary division were reduced, had been restored
by 1810.

These were John Armistead's 560 acre farm, of which his grand-
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Table 10
Chllnges in Ownership of Farms of
500 or More Acres, 1782-1810

1782 Owner

Name a

1782 Acreage

1810 Owner

1810 Acreage

Cary Selden

Buckroe

1,125

Eliz. Page Cary

Wilson Miles Caryb

Celeys

1,010

Sarah Goodwin

730

w.

Briarfield

1,000

Mary Curle, Jr.,
Lockey Curle, &
Eliz. Curle Cary

950c

R.

w.

Curle

1,000

999

divided, parts sold

800

Hc1ulder Hudgins

1,oood

800

Roscow Parsons

999

795

divided, parts sold

Frances Armistead

750

Wm. Armistead (mill)

737

Wm.

670

divided by two sons,
total acreage increased

726

divided by two sons,
total acreage increased

774e

599

Worlich Westwood, Jr.

505

587

Thomas Jones, Jr.

320

525

Catherine Lowry

525

Westwood Armistead
George Wythe

Chesterville

John Paraons
Robert Wallace

Armistead~

Samuel Watts,

Erroll

Senr.

600

Sen~r.

Worlich Westwood
John Jones
John Lowry

Pembrok·e
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Table 10, continued

a

All acreege may not be part of named farm.

b

Cary's acreage dropped sharply in 1790 1 s, reaching a low of 490 acres, but Sarah Goodwin's father,
Thomas F. Phillips, bought 800 acres from Cary in 1805.
cAfter 1810, Mary Curle, Jr., died and all land reverted to his daughter-in-law and granddaughter, who
managed the property together.

duudgins gave his daughter and her husband, Mary and Gabriel Haller, 700 acres of Chesterville, but the
property reverted to him soon after 1810.
eOne of the sons, Thomas Watts, owned 514 acres in 1810.

300.
daughter, Elizabeth Armistead Booker, owned 552 acres in 1810; the Collier
farm, which Charles M. Collier increased from 550 to 728 acres in the
twenty-eight years; and Little England (550 acres) owned by William Thompson of Norfolk in 1810.

Joining these owners of traditional farms were

two men who, by 1810, had accumulated large holdings by purchasing smaller
tracts for years.

Miles King, a merchant heir of an old family, was the

most important, though by 1810, nearly a decade after he moved to Norfolk,
he owned only 789 acres in Elizabeth City County.

Between 1782 and 1797,

his holdings rose from 207 acres to 1,667 at a time when he held the
majority of county mortgages.

By the latter year, fourteen separate

tracts were carried under King's name on the tax rolls, and although some
were adjacent, it was impossible to tell how large any single farm was.
George Hope, a pre-revolutionary Lmmigrant and shipbuilder, owned 244
acres and leased 88 acres in 1782; by 1810, he had acquired five farms
with a total of 909 acres in addition to his shipyard, mill, and valuable
lots in Hampton.

13

Thus, while the names of owners changed and while there was a significant trend toward absentee ownership of the largest farms, the actual
number of owners remained nearly stable and the total acreage owned by
the group declined by less than 1,000 acres.

The apparent losses of the

wealthiest group during the years 1793-1805 were cancelled within a generation by the strong grip of family control.

Only four of the fifteen

largest post-revolutionary estates were finally divided by heirs or
broken up and sold.
Although comparable statistics on the distribution of land ownership
for areas outside Virginia were not available, Kenneth Lockridge's description of population pressure on land in eastern

~%assachusetts
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1790's seemed to describe a situation similar to that in Elizabeth City
County.

14

In contrast, the late eighteenth-century farms of southeastern

Pennsylvania and western Connecticut, described by James T. Lemon and
Charles

s.

Grant, had not been so divided.

Lemon found few farms of under

eighty acres (except in one part of eastern Chester County) and a number
of instances when the courts of Pennsylvania refused to divide
sixty to seventy-five acres among heirs.
gion exceeded 210 acres.

est~tes

of

But, very few farms in this re-

Grant recorded only seven of 103 Kent farms in

1796 with less than 25 acres, while another 33 averaged forty acres, though
some in this group has as many as 154 acres. 15

In comparison to these

northern farms, most of those in Elizabeth City County seemed not to have
been viable units either for subsistence or commercial farming.

Since

even the extensive work of Grant and Lemon on farm size and earnings left
many questions unanswered, and since the pattern of farming in Elizabeth
City County was a particularly complex one, based on variations in soil
fertility as well as farm size, widespread absentee ownership and tenantry,
and slavery, a number of points must be considered before the viability
of its farms can be measured.
II.

County Geographic Districts:

Variations in Farm Size.

The manuscript schedule of the 1810 federal censua divided the county
into six rural districts and the town of Hampton.

The approximate loca-

tion of the boundary lines of the districts was determined from property
lines laid out in the deeds of residents of the various districts. 16 These
districts are shown in Figure 2.

Four of the districts were of comparable

size (between 4,000 and 5,500 acres), one was over twice as large, and the
sixth had only 735 acres.

17

Table 11 shows the number and acreage of all

farms, by size of the farm, in each of the 1810 census districts and the
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amount of land which could not be located in any district.

Table 12 shows

the percentage of the total a.creage in each district by farm size.
The political boundaries of this small county encompassed several
distinctly

diffe~ent

agricultural sections.

Most obviously different was

District 3, adjacent to York and Warwick counties.

This section, which

had about one-third of the county's total land, was dominated by large
farms.

Nearly half its area was in tracts of over 500 acres and eighty

percent was in farms of over 201 acres.

The smaller middle-sized farm of

101-200 acres made up only 12 percent of the district's acreage -- a significantly smaller proportion than in any other district.
were in a minority, both in numbers and acres.

Small farmers

District 2, immediately

South of District 3, had eighty percent of its area in farms of over 101
acres, with those of 201-500 acres predominant; but 22 of the 37 farms
here were small ones of less than 101
five or less acres.

acre9~

with only five having twenty-

The James River District, running along Hampton Roads

South of District 2, showed a distinctly different pattern.

Once a center

of tobacco production, by 1810 this area had many "old fields."
farms of more than two hundred acre:s J:'etnained:

Only two

Celeys, whose elegant

mansion had been abandoned by the Carys, the county's richest and most
influential pre-revolutionary family, and the Herbert farm, located at
the scenic point where the Hampton River and Hampton Roads met.

Most

farms (22 of 41) and the largest part of the acreage (nearly 63 percent)
were in the 51-200 acre range of small to medium size.

Farms of 101-200

acres were more important here, both in numbers and area, than anywhere
else in the county.

There were seventeen farms with less than fifty acres

occupying thirteen percent of the area.
Mainly East of the Hampton River and the Southwest Branch of Back
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Table 11
Size of Farm by Geographic Area of the County (1810 Census Districts)
All Farms (Resident and Absentee): Number of Farms and Total Acres

Size of
Holding

Census District
Jllllles River
No.
Acres

3

2

No.

Acres

No.

Locatio~

4

Acres

No.

5

Acres

No.

6

Acres

No.

.Acres

Unknown
No.
Acres

acresI
Under 10

1

1

1

6

1

3

2

13

4

23

6

17

0

0

10-25

8

177

4

100

4

88

10

226

9

152

0

0

2

45

26-50

8

355

9

380

4

176

9

332

11

404

1

41)

7

265

51-100

11

938

8

607

8

664

6

472

9

696

3

282

4

321

101-200

11

1,587

8

1,134

10

1,443

7

1,040

6

858

1

150

2

263

201-500

1

242

5

1,998

13

3,809

9

3,173

5

1,327

1

246

1

250

501-900

1

730

2

1,278

7

4,665

0

0

1

514

0

0

0

0

Over 900

...Q.

__o

0

___.Q.

..1.

--.22.!.

...Q.

__o

_.!.

1,000

....Q.

_Q

0

__Q

4,030

37

5,503

48

11,839

43

5,256

4-6

4,974

12

735

16

1,144

Totals

41

1Totel number and acres of farms do not correspond.to those in Table 8, because George Hope, Worlich Westwood, Jr., and Roe
Cowper owned farms in more than one district. Hope, a Hnmpton resident, was counted as an own£•r in District 3 only, as he owne~
634 acres there!, and 275 acres in District 2. Hestwood, also a Hnmpton resident, was counted as an owner in District 3 only,
l7here he had 300 acres, with another 205 acres locate.d in District 2. Cowper had lived in District 5, where his estate held 254
acres, but he also left 64 acres in District 6. Miles King, a Norfolk resident, o"~ed 789 acres, all of which were included
in District 3, where he Qaintained a residence, because he seemed to have concentrated his holdings in that area as he disposed
of land in other parts of the county, but some of his land may have been located elsewhere.

26.6 percent of 243 farm owners and 3.4 percent of the county's 33,481 acres.
Sources:

Manuscript Census of 1810 and Land Tax Records, 1810, Elizabeth City

County~
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Table 12
Size of

Fa~

by Geographic Area of the County (1810 Census Districts)
All Farms (Resident and Absentee): Percent
of Acreage by Size of Holding

Percent of Acreage
in Farms of:
acres

James River

2

Census District
3
4
percent

0- 25

4.4

1.9

0.7

26- 50

8.8

6.9

51-100

23.,3

101-200

5

6

Location
Unknown

4.5

3.5

2.3

3.9

1 .. 5

6.3

8.1

5.4

23.2

11.0

5.6

9.0

14.0

38.4

28.0

39 .. 4

20.6

12.2

19.8

17.2

20.4

22.9

201-500

6o0

36.3

32.2

60.4

26.7

33.5

21.8

over 500

18.1

23.2

47.8

o.o

30.4

o.o

o.o

100.0

99.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

99.8

Total
Source:

Table 11.
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River were Districts 4, 5, and 6.

District 4, with no farms of more than

500 acres, had eighty percent of its area in the sixteen farms of 101-500
acres, mostly lying along the banks of Back River opposite District 3.
But sixty-two percent of its farms were smaller.

And among these, mostly

clustered around Harris Creek, were more than one-fourth with twenty-five
or fewer acres.

So, this was an area in which both medium and small farms

were important.

District 5, running the length of the county's Chesapeake

Bay front from Grandview to Old Point, then jutting across Hampton River
around the town of Hampton into District 2, had

a~ost

as high a propor-

tion of very small farms (twenty-five or fewer acres) as District 4.

De-

spite the fact that District 5 curved around Hampton on three sides, very
few of its small farms were near the town.

Many were on the banks of

Mill Creek, a sub-community where pilots and seamen had lived for decades.
Others lived along the creeks between Harris Creek and Grandview.

Between

these settlements, lying along almost the entire Chesapeake Bay beach
front and running far back into the district, was one of the county 1 s
largest plantations, Buckroe (1,000 acres).

This tract and the 514 acre

Thomas Watts farm at the head of Hampton River (adjoining 250 acres his
father, Samuel Watts, Senior, owned in District 4) occupied over thirty
percent of the district's acreage.

Small to medium sized farms of 51-500

acres took up nearly fifty-eight percent of the area and were forty-three
percent of the farms.

But, there were more farms in this district that

had fifty acres or less than had more.

District 6, the tip of land along

Hampton Roads between Mill Creek and the Hampton River, had no large farms,
and only two of medium size.

Predominant were the four farms of

acres which occupied forty-four percent of the area.

26~100

The six very small

farms (under ten acres) in this district were suburban residences clustered
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at Ferry Point opposite Hampton and on the West side of Mill Creek.
Variations in fertility of the soils of the different districts (and,
in some cases, of sub-sections of a district) probably accounted for uruch
of the difference in farm size but no direct proof of this could be found.
A

survey of the soUs types in Elizabeth City County had never been made

because the area was already primarily urban when the state of Virginia
began an extensive soil mapping program in the twentieth century.

18

In-

direct evidence of different types of soil of varying levels of fertility,
texture, and value for agricultural purposes w.as found in the differential
tax rates at which parcels of land were assessed between 1782 and 1810. 19
Tracts of land within the county were assessed for the land tax at rates
varying from 75 cents to $3.50 per acre.

20

These rates reflected the

agricultural value of the land, except for a small number of high assessments levied on one or two acre parcels where mills, stores, or ferries
were located.

There were no contemporary descriptions for the years 1782-

1810 of the county's soil types or fertility, but correspondence of the tax
rate to soil fertility was established by comparing the precise descriptiona of the soils made at the instigation of Edmund Ruffin in the 1830's
and 1840's with descriptions of land in post-revolutionary deeds on which
tax rates were known.

21

The most valuable land was the "black ground" and

the "brown or chocolate colored ground, 11 on Back River, where "the papaw,
which is unknown in the high country, except on spota of rare fertility,
or on the rich western lands, is here a common growth, seen in almost every
waste spot....

It would be difficult to find any land richer than either

of •••[these two7 kinds -- and scarcely any more productive, when well cultivated, and in good seasons."

22

Land described in deeds as "the black

ground" was taxed at high rates in 1810..

23

In the area along Back River
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(District 3) containing this most fertile land, nearly 5,000 acres were
taxed at above

a~erage

rates in 1810.

This section of the county also had

the smallest proportion of land taxed at low rates.

To facilitate com-

parison of soil fertility as measured by tax assessment, the rates were
grouped as follows:
Land taxed at $0.75 to 1.27

poor soils

1.48 to 1.84

less than average

1.90 to 2.00

average soils

2.12 to 2.50

very good soils

3.20 to 3.50

superior soils

soil~

In 1810, 16,093 acres (cr 48e1 percent) of the county's 33,481 taxed
acres were valued at the average rate of $1.90-2.00. 24 Only 987 acres
(with 975 of that on Back River in District 3)weretaxed at the maximum
rates of $3.20-3.50, while 2,653 acres were taxed at the minimum rates of
$0.75-1.27.

Thus, 89 percent of the county's acreage fell into the three

middle categoriese

The distribution of these soil types in each district

is shown in Table 13.

In general, the large farms nearly monopolized the

best soils in the county, but the situation varied somewhat in each district.
The James River District, once a center of tobacco plantations, by
1810 was the only area where deeds and leases repeatedly referred to "old
fields."

It was an area of once fine soils that had become worn and the

only section of the county where the majority (59 percent) of
was assessed at less than average values.

th~

acreage

There were no superior soils

and only one farm, of 140 acres, had only very good soils.

Farms of over

100 acres occupied most of the average land, although a few small farms
were also in this group.

However, the 'poor soils were not relegated to

the smallest farms, but were all located on farms of 75-200 acres, where
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Table 13
Percentage Distribution of Soil Types, as Measured by T~'
Assessmetlts, in Six Census Districts of Elizabeth City
County, 1810

District

Poor Soils
~0.75-1.27

Less Than Average
Soils ~1.48-1.84

Average Soils
~1.90-2.00

Very Good Soils
~i2.12-2.50

Superior Soils

$3.20-3.50

Total

99.9

percent of acreage in district
James River

9.2

49.8

35.6

5.3

District 2

1.7

34.4

60.1

3.7

o.o
o.o

District 3

.9

17.9

38.1

34.9

8.2

100.0

District 4

14.3

18.9

42.5

24.2

o.o

99.9

District 5

21.6

6.0

70.6

1.6

0.2

100.0

District 6

27.6

o.o

49.5

22.7

0.3

100.1

6.6

20.9

64.0

8.7

o.o

Location
Unknown
Source:

Table 11 and Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1810.

99.9
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they made up the swamps and marshlands bordering the small creeks draining
into the James River.

Small farms were located

s.~ost

exclusively on the

less than average soils.
In District 2, three farms of 51-100 acres occupied all the very good
soil, while three small farms of 25-50 acres had all the poor soil.

Al-

though all sizes of farms had tracts of both less than average and average
soils, only three farms of 200 or more acres were assessed in the $1.48-

1.84 bracket (less than average), while the remaining farms of that size
had average soils.
District 3 had markedly more fertile soils than the other districts.
On Back River were the rich lands Ruffin's correspondent later described,
including tl1e two most valuable farms (per acre) in the county, 275 acres
owned by the Moore family and 525 acres owned by the Lowrys, whose entire
acreages were assessed at $3.25 per acre.

25 These two farms and Susan

Cary's 175 acres assessed at $3.20 per acre made nearly a thousand acres
of farm land which could only bear such a rate of taxation if it were extremely fertile and productive.

In the other districts all land taxed at

such rates ($3.20-3.50), as well as some of the land taxed at $2.12-2.50
per acre, was not actually farm land, but the location of mills, ferry landings, or stores.

Thirty-five percent of the land in this area was very

good, so over 43 percent of the District 3 land was above average, 38 percent average. and only 19 percent less than average or poor.

Only two farms

(of 44 and 66 acres) were located entirely on poor soil, although another
seven had less than average soils.

While one sixteen-acre farm had very

good soil, none of the remainder assessed at this rate had less than 200
acres, and four had more than 500 acres.

Thus, the largest tracts of bet-

ter than average land in the county had not been divided.

Here 81 percent
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of the farms were at least in part made up of average or above average soils.
In sharp contrast was District 4.
bove average, none superior.

Only 24 percent of its soil was a-

The above average land, located along Back

River facing District 3, was all in tracts of over 101 acres.

Although two

large interior tracts (of 172 and 200 acres) were entirely on poor soils,
most of the farms on such soil were of less than 100 acres.

Five small

farms (less than 50 acres), three of medium size (115-139 acres) and one
large farm of 470 acres shared the less than average soils, while all sizes
could be found among those with average soil.
In District 5, with less than 100 acres of above average soils, and
nearly one-quarter of the land in poor soils, small farmers were not so fortunate.

Nine of the district's 21 farms of under 50 acres were located on

poor soils, three were on less than average soils, seven were on average
so il s, and two were on goo d or super i or sot"1 s. 26

But the poor soils also

contained three farms of 100 acres or more and several tracts that were
parts of larger farms.

The three largest farms (of 1,000, 514, and 365

acres) in this section were located entirely on average soils.
District 6 had two valuable one-acre tracts at Ferry Point opposite
Hampton that were not farm land.

Seven of the ten remaining farms in the

district were located entirely on average land, one large farm was divided
about equally between peer and very good land, and two small farms were
located entirely on poor soil.
III.

27

Resident and Absentee Landowners.
One result of fifteen years of high levels of out-migration by the

free residents of the county was that one-third of the rural landowners
were absentees.
the land. 28

These non-resident landowners in 1810 held 36 percent of

The proportion of absentee owners was relatively consistent
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Table 14
Distribution of Land Among Residents and Absentees in
Elizabeth City County: All Owners, 1810
Size of Farm
Acres

Resident Owners!
Number
Acres

Non-Resident Owners
Number
Acree

Total
Number
Acres

Percent Absentee
Number
Acres

0- 25

36

503

16

348

52

851

31.0

41.0

26- 50

36

1,445

13

507

49

1,952

26.5

26.0

51-100

32

2,557

17

1,359

49

3,916

35.0

34.7

101-200

28

3,998

17

2,477

45

6,475

38.0

38.2

201-500

21

6,296

13

4,033

34

10,329

38.2

39.0

over 500
Totals

9

6,639
21,438

52
81

3,319 2
12,043

14
243

9 1 958
33,481

35.7

33.3

33.3

36.0

m

Average percentage of absentee owners, all sizes of farms
1

Including farm owners who lived in Hampton.

2Includes 789 acres owned by Miles King, whose census household had no free inhabitants, 13 slaves.
Source:
County.

Manusc:ript Federal Census, 1810; Land and Personal Property Tax Recorda, 1810, Elizabeth City
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for all sizes of farms, ranging from a low of 26.5 percent of all owners
of farms of 26-50 acres to a high of 38.2 percent of all owners of farms
of 201·500 acres.

29

In addition to the 81 absentee owners, there were 19 people living in
Hampton, who owned 4,246 acres of farm land.

30

If these were counted as

absentee farm owners, 41.1 pereent of the farms and 48.6 percent of the
acreage were owned by non-farm residents.

Since the majority of the H2mp-

ton residents held large tracts, their inclusion among absentee owners
changed the distribution of sizes of farms of non-resident owners (Table
15).

Nearly one-third (six of the nineteen) of the Hampton residents were

men with retail licenses, another owned the largest shipyard in the county,
and five were widows.
On the basis of deeds, wills, and other county records, 93.4 percent

of the farms and 96.6 percent of the acreage of these absentee owners were
assigned to the geographic districts of the 1810 census.

31

Calculation of

the percentage of absentee owners and acreage by section of the county and
by farm size (Table 15) revealed no consistent pattern, nor any clear relationship between soil fertility and farm residency.

The total amount of

absentee ownership, when Hampton owners were included, did vary significantly among census districts.

In District 3, where the county's largest

and most fertile farms were located, fifty percent of the owners and sixtyone percent of the acreage were absentee.

Yet about three-fourths of the

small farmers here lived in the district, while most of the large farmers
did not.
In

There was a similar, though less pronounced, trend in District 2.

cont~ast,

in the less fertile James River District and in the Harris

Creek section of District 4, the owners of many small farms had left the
county, and the largest farms were operated by resident owners.
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Table 15
Percent of Farm Land Om1ed by Absentees, Including Hampton Residents,
By Size of Farm and Geographic Area of Elizabeth Ctty County, 1810

Size of
Farm

2

Census Districts
3
4
No. Acres
No. Acres
percent

6

James River
No.
Acres

No.

0- 25

44.4

49.0

20.0

23.6

20.0

27.5

58.3

66.9

26- 50

62.5

65.0

33.3

31.6

25.0

23.3

11.1

11.1

o.o

o.o

51-100

9.1

n.o

62.5

61.1

62.5

65.4

33.3

29.7

44.4

49.1

101-200

45.4

41.9

37.5

43.0

20.0

19.7

42.8

43.3

50.0

50.2

100.0 100.0

40.0

47.1

76.9

80.6

22.2

25.4

60.0

55.5

100.0 100.0

62.5

60.2

o.o

o.o

o.o

50.0

61.3

34.9

30.3

26.1

Acres

acres

201-500
over 500

o.o

o.o

Average
in Dist.

39.0

33.0

Source:

43.2

58.5

Calculated from Appendix 1, Tables 4 and 6.

5

No. Acres

15.4 15.4

No.

o.o
o.o
o.o

Acres

County
Average
No. Acres

o.o
o.o

32.7 43.4

22.7

42.8 43.6

100.0 100.0

42.2 42.1

34.7

35.5

o.o
o.o

55.9

59.1

o.o

o.o
o.o

50.0

47.0

30.9

8.3

29.1

41.1

48.6
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Absentee ownership was not entirely a new phenomena in the county in
1810.

Without a manuscript census for earlier years, it was impossible to

compare accurately the ratio of absentee to resident owners before 1810.
But the

estimatic~ th~t

could be made from existing county records indi-

cated that absentee ownership increased sharply between 1800 and 1810.
The amount of land owned by colonial absentees was decreased slightly
by confiscations during the Revolution.

Following a 1778 petition from

forty county inhabitants (mainly living in Hampton) asking the state legislature for authority to seize two plantations owned by London merchant
Osgood Hanbury, Moss Armistead, local escheator for the state, called a
court of inquiry at the courthouse in Hampton to ascertain what British
property should be confiscated.

This body ruled on September 17, 1779,

that Little Scotland (66 acres) and Little England (170 acres), two farms
situated opposite one another on the banks of Hampton River just outside
town, owned by Osgood and Capel Hanbury, a male negro slave of John Hamilton's, and "a large kettle belonging to Osgood Hanbury of London," were
enemy property.

Subsequently, another valuable one-acre plot of county

land (traditionally the site of a retail store), located on t.le main road
to York County and owned by Alexander and George Graham of New York, and a
large Hampton lot that belonged to Richard Oswald, the English merchant who
was later appointed to negotiate a peace with the Americans, were confiscated.

Although all the land taken was of exceptional value, the total

acreage (aside from Oswald's Hampton lot) amounted to only 235 acres, or
7/10ths of one percent of the assessed county acreage of 1782.

All the

land was sold to county residents, but as most were already wealthy men,
the effect of the confiscations in redistributing farmland was negligible.
Little England was purchased in 1780 by a grcup of Hampton men who were
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not primarily farmers and who probably hoped to incorporate the land into
the town and profit by its subdivision.

When this plan apparently failed,

one of them, Miles King, bought out the shares of the others,

King even-

tually sold a greatly expanded 550-acre Little England to Norfolk merchant
William Thompson in 1802 and 1803.

In 1780, Robert Walker, county surveyor,

purchased the Graham plot of one acre.

Little Scotland was not sold until

October, 1785, when Roe Cowper, who already owned 172 acres of land, bought
it at public auction for ~1,764.16.2 paid in military certificates.

32

No land belonging to anyone resident in the county at the outbreak of
the war was seized.

The most active Loyalist farmer, Hamilton Usher St.

George, had no land to claim because he was the tenant on George Wythe's
800-acre Chesterville farm.

Two others, John Lowry and Cary Selden, who

were among the largest resident county landowners, were sympathetic to the
British cause, if not active Tories, but they managed to ride out the storm
of revolution suffering only the loss of livestock and crops, but retaining
their land.

33

Between 1782 and 1790, twelve absentee owners were found who held a
total of 2,522 acres of land.

Five of these, including George Wythe, had

left the county before the Revolution.

Only 1,138 acres in five farms could

be traced to residents who left the county, but retained their land, in the
eight years after the Revolution.

Since few deeds remained from these

years, it was impossible to compare these people to the number who sold
their land and left.

The scant evidence there was suggested that the Amer-

ican Revolution had less direct impact on the landowning class than the
economic changes in the area induced by the wars resultittg from the French
Revolution.
In the next decade, 1790-1800, out-migration increased, accompanied
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by increased absentee ownership.

Over one-tenth of the county farmland

passed into the hands of twenty-one non-resident owners between 1790 and
1800.

Less than 300 of the 3,470 absentee acres acquired in this decade

were purchased as an investment by non-resident owners.

Several owners of

100-250 acre farms left the county, but kept their land for a number of
years, either in anticipation of returning or finding a buyer.

But, the

largest single source of absentee land in this decade was the death of
large landowners, whose heirs did not choose to live in Elizabeth City
County, yet kept their land.

34

In the decade 1800-1810, the proportion of absentee acres rose from
about fifteen percent to over one-third of the county's farm land.
factors contributed to this development.

Several

The flow of county people to

nearby cities at the turn of the century included many landowners and their
children as well as townspeople, but many of the former kept their land
and became urban rentiers.

This trend continued after 1800 with at least

eleven farmers, owning about 2,500 acres, leaving the county, but keeping
their farms.

Included were owners of farms of all sizes.

35

About 1,600

more absentee acres came from 24 farmers who died in the decade, whose
heirs had already migrated, but who chose not to sell their inherited land.
Fifteen of these involved farms of under 100 acres.

A significant new de-

velopment was the investment in county land by outsiders who never lived
in the county.

Fifteen such people bought 2,034 acres during the decade.

Some of these were tracts bought by adjacent Warwick and York County landowners, but five were large farms bought by Norfolk, Richmond, Alexandria,
and Mathews County businessmen.

Profits from the West India trade enabled

William Thompson, a Norfolk merchant, to buy Little England as a country
home and Houlder Hudgins, of Mathews County, to buy Chesterville (800 acres)
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and the Syms school land (200 acres) as a home for his daughter, Mary
Haller, who, despite his generous endowment in 1808, lived in the county
less than a year before she and her husband were forced by their debts to
flee and the property reverted to her father's name.

Success in Norfolk

business enterprises also allowed Robert Brough to buy Strawberry Banks
(150 acres) nearly ten years after he moved permanently away from the county.

It was not success, however, but bankruptcy that caused the transfer

of the 450-acre farm of Hampton merchant, Robert Armistead, to Thomas
Willock, of Alexandria.

Possibly that was also why William Brough's 263-

acre Hampton River farm fell into the possession of his relative, James
Drew McCaw, of Richmond.
the county.

36

None of these men ever established residence in

A total of 2,854 acres, including 820 acres that had long

been held by absentees, was controlled by such investors in 1810.
Taxes continued to be paid regularly on all of these absentee-owned
farms, so it could be assumed that the land was not abandoned but continued
to be farmed by tenants.
county's

agricult~~e,

But, before discussing the role of tenancy in the

the impact and methods of transferring ownership of

land should be considered.

For there was more change in the people who

owned the land than the shifts in distribution of the sizes of farms
indicated.
IV.

Sex, Class, and Stability of Land

~mership,

1782-1810.

There were 613 different people who owned rural land at any time in
the 28 years between 1782 and 1810.

Of these owners, 467 (76.1 percent)

were men, 140 (22.9 percent) were women, and the sex of six (0.9 percent)
could not be determined.

Included in the calculation of changes in owner-

ship, as shown in Tables 16 and 17, were all transfers of

fa1~

land shown

on the tax rolls from 1782-1810, including both sales and family divisions
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Table 16
Length of Ownership of Farm Land in Elizabeth City
County, 1782-11310, by Sex

Male

Unknown
Sex

Female

Percent
Female

1- 5 years

151

3

60

28.0

6-10 years

104

3

42

11-15 years

63

16-28 years

149

-

Length of
OwnershiE

Source:

Total
Owners

Percent of
Total Owners

Percent Female
of Total Owners

214

34.9

9.8

28.2

149

24.3

6.9

16

20.3

79

12.9

2.6

22

12.9

171
613

27.9
100.0

3.6
22 .. 9

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
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of property.
Women, who usually acquired land through widowhood, rather than as
heirs to family land or purchasers in their own right, held their land for
shorter periods than men did.

Among the 613 people, 40.6 percent owned

their land for more than ten years of the period, but women were only 6.2
percent of this group.

Among those owning land less than ten years, women

were more significant.

They were 28 percent of those owning land 1-5 years

and of those

o~1ning

6-10 years.

Inventories and wills demonstrated that

many of these women were not nominal owners but working farmers or farm
managers.

Frances Armistead had the largest of the farms owned by women.

From at least 1782, when the tax lists began, until 1789 she managed 750
acres and thirty slaves.

She divided her land with her son-in-law but con-

tinued to operate her own farm of 356 acres from 1790 until her death in
1805.

More typical of the women farmers were Martha Armistead, who had no

slaves on her 87 acres, farmed from 1792-1798, but whose inventory included
one yoke of oxen, six cows, farm implements, and harvested corn and fodder;
Dianna Wallace Bayley, with four slaves and 70 acres, farmed from 1787-1792,
left ten cows, one horse, two beehives, and a miscellany of farm equipment;
or Rebecca Dewbre, who had 100 acres when the tax lists began in 1782, but
sold half to a son-in-law and operated the remaining 50 acres with two
slaves until her death in 1794, at which time her inventory recorded nine
cows, ten pigs, one horse, and harvested corn and wheat crops.

37

The poor, as well as women, farmers held their land for shorter periods than did wealthy men.

Table 17 correlates length of ownership of farm

land with the size of the farms owned.

Of all small farms (under 50 acres),

over forty percent were in the same hands five years or less, yet the same
proportion of owners of over 200 acres kept their land for more than fifteen years.
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Table 17
Length of Ownership of Farm Land in Elizabeth City
County, 1782-1810, by Size of Farm
Size of
Farm
acres

1-5 ::t:ears
percent

Length of OwnershiE
6-10 ::t:ears
16-28 Iears
11-15 !ears
percent
percent
percent

Total

1- 25

40.9

26.0

11.0

22.0

99.9

26- 50

42.1

26.4

10.7

20.7

99.9

51-100

39.8

26.0

11.4

22.8

100.0

101-200

26.5

20.5

19.7

33.3

100.0

201-SCO

28.7

21.8

9.2

40.2

99.9

over 500

15.8

23.7

18.4

42.1

100.0

Source:

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.

Turnover in farm ownership declined as the size of the farm rose, but
the most striking fact was that land changed hands so rapidly.
have been expected that rural

l~ndowners,

It could

especially in the oldest settled

part of the state, would have been a more stable class.

Instead, even

among the largest farmers a minority owned their land throughout their
adult lives.

In a county that seemed at times to be breeding population

for adjacent cities, this was perhaps not so surprising, although those
privileged to own land would have been expected to have more binding ties
to the community than landless workers or town dwellers.

But, or course,

the high rate of absentee ownership did imply that many who left were reluctant to relinquish their security at home.

Over the twenty-eight years,

though, land transfers through inheritance or sale, were frequent, and the
methods of transfer explained in part why many owned their land so short
a time.
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V.

Family Transfers of Land by Gift and Inheritance.
The pattern of inheritance was complex and without full genealogical

evidence and family reconstruction could only be partially unravelled.

To

answer questions about the prevalence of primogeniture, of partial division of land, or of equal division among all landowners it would have been
necessary to know at

l~ast

how many children survived every landowner.

A

written will usually, but not always, listed these survivors, but wills
existed for only a fraction of the landowners who died between 1782 and
1810.

Although those wills that did remain were strongly biased toward

large owners, they indicated the variety of practices in written legacies
of land.

A second source of partial data on transfer of real estate at

death was the land tax list.

Transmission of property in a family whose

surname was unique in the county could easily be traced, though, of course,
it was impossible to tell how many possible heirs did not share in an inheritance or what the relationship of those on the tax lists was.

Further-

more, a peculiarity in the way the tax commissioners compiled the lists
often revealed transfers among the many families with common surnames.

Al-

though the names were grouped by the beginning letter of the surname, they
were not listed alphabetically within each letter group.

Each name ap-

peared in the same relative position year after year, though there was no
evident reason (such as size of holding, social status, or location of
land) for the practice.

When a landowner died, whoever inherited the land

also usually inherited the position on the tax ledgere

In a few other

cases, fragmentary knowledge of a family's intermarriages, or the peculiar
size or tax assessment of a tract made it possible to trace the land transfers within the family at death.
An example of one of the latter showed how easily such family trans-
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fers could be overlooked on the land tax lists.

In 1782, Phoebe Rowland,

a wiJow, was taxed on 100 acres, but her name disappeared from the 1783
list, because she married Edward Hurst, who paid the taxes in that year.
By 1787, Phoebe Rowland Hurst was again widowed and paying taxes on the
land.

In 1793, she leased twenty-five acres for life to her son, Samuel

Roland (who dropped the

·~"

from the family name).

Since long-term ten-

ants appeared as owners on the tax lists, Phoebe Hurst's taxed acreage
then dropped to 75 acres and Samuel Roland paid taxes on the remaining 25
acres until his death in 1803.

His mother died in 1798, and, on the next

surviving tax list of 1801, her 75 acres were divided by her other sons,
Richard and William Roland.

Because it was very rare for a remarried wo-

man to pay taxes in her own name on land held for children of the first
marriage, many such transfers could not be traced.

And, even in this case,

it waa impossible to tell which was the eldest son or how many other chil-

dren may have been excluded from the inheritance.
Phoebe Rowland Hurst's case history also illustrated another key facet
of the problem of understanding how families divided their land at death.
This was the control of land by the widow, usually for only a few years,
but sometimes for two decades or more.

Widows were legally entitled to

the use of one-third of their husband's real property during their lifetime.38 The county court appeared to have taken women's dower rights very
seriously, though again, with no record of how many widows survived their
husbands yet did not receive their full dower, and without knowledge of
social pressures exerted by husbands or children on women to waive those
rights, only a tentative conclusion was possible.

39

Dower rights were

exercised often enough, however, for their effect on the distribution and
control of land to warrant further investigation.

A widow could also be
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given or lent for her lifetime a larger part or all of the family land
through a will.
d~en

This was a frequent practice in cases where minor chil-

were very young.

40

Such provisions, combined with the equally prevalent practice of
taxing land under the name of the estate of the deceased father until all
the beneficiaries were adults, meant that the land of many of those who
died between 1782 and 1810 was not transferred to the ultimate family
heirs until long after 1810.

41

The larger part of the land in the county controlled by women was
held for life only under the widow's dower or through a will -- a fact
which tells much ab01.1t the distribution of land among children, for daughters, especially before 1800, seldom inherited land when there was a male
heir.

The practice of Elizabeth City County landowners in distributing

their property to children after their death varied from virtual primogeniture to equal division among all sons and daughters.

There was a gradual

change apparent over the years studied for partible inheritance to become
more common.
Although primogeniture had been abolished in law after the Revolution,
the eldest sons cont.inued to be favored in the county for many years.

Most

common was the bequest of the bulk of the county land to the eldest son,
with small tracts given to second or third sons (or less often land outside the county), and no real property left to younger sons or daughters.

42

But, such attempts to consolidate family holdings had, throughout the
eighteenth century, been coexistent with inheritance practices that dispersed property more equally among several favored children, aLmost always
the sons.

43

By the mid-1790's it waa not uncommon to find wills specify-

ing equal division of all property, real and personal, between all surviv-
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ing children, though the older practices also continued.

44

Probably more

important than a relatively small number of wills was the post-revolutionary law directing the "course of descents" of intestate estates, which
provided that all male and female children should inherit real estate
equally.

45

This apparent trend toward partible inheritance was in interesting
contrast to Philip Greven's argument, in Four Generations, that after the
middle of the eighteenth century in Andover, Massachusetts, equal division
of farms sharply declined in favor of transmission of the entire farm to
the eldest son as population pressed on smaller land holdings.

46

Without

a full statistical analysis of family farm transfers in Elizabeth City
County for the entire eighteenth century, as well as the years under study,
it was impossible to know how important changes in inheritance practices
were among all farmers.

Though the majority of Elizabeth City County farms

were already small in the post-revolutionary period, division at death did
continue.

Examination of the land tax rolls revealed that it was not un-

common for fifty to one hundred acre farms to be split among two or three
heirs, so that each had a farm ranging in size from 25 to 37 acres.
farms of the latter size were occasionally divided.

47

Even

The fragmentation

resulting from such inheritance practices did not have a drastic effect on
the size of county

fa~s

because it was counteracted by the increasing size

of some farms as others were being reduced.

The purchase of additional

land was probably the principal means of such increases, but also important
were inheritance through marriage (even if only the use of the land was acquired) and through the death of all other heirs.

48

How property was transferred at death was of crucial importance beG
cause this was the predominant method of transmitting ownership of land
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from one generation to another.

Deeds of gift, informal transfers with-

out legal record, and sales by parents to children were less frequently
used in Elizabeth City County than in other American eighteenth century
agricultural communities.

Fe~

sons (and only a rare daughter)

co~ld e:~

pect to achieve economic, psychological, or social independence as they
reached adulthood through sharing their living parents' land.

Even the

favored elder sons, faced with waiting a possible twenty to thirty yP.ars
to inherit f&mily lands, were likely to choose other options:

tenancy,

farm labor, marriage to a landowner, the sea, or migration to booming Norfolk.

Undoubtedly both the lack of land for most children of landowners

and the prospect of prolonged delay in achieving independence for those
who expected to inherit were vital factors in the county's high out-migration rate.

And, perhaps, the practice of inheritance at

dea~h

was also a

factor in the high rate of absentee ownership, because by the time land
finally fell to many in the younger generation they already had jobs, family, and ties in a new community.

49

The possibilities of members of a younger generation being given,
lent, or sold land before their parents' death varied with social class.
Among the richest

farme~s,

whose land was relatively plentiful, the elder

adult sons usually received part of the family land some years before
their parents died.

Among the eighteen resident landowners who held more

than 500 acres at any time between 1782-1810, eleven had the opportunity
during their lifetime to transfer land to adult children.

50

Six gave part

of their land to children (including five to sons and one to a daughter
and son-in-law), one allowed a son use of 165 acres, and only four retained
all their land until death.

51

The birth date of only one of the seven re-

cipients of family land was known, so it was impossible to establish the
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ages of the remainder when the property was transferred.

Wilson Cary

Selden received 700 acres of Buckroe plantation when he was 26 and sold
52
the entire property (1,000 acres) three years later.
Those who owned less land were seldom so generous with their children.

Among the remaining 595 people who owned land between 1782-1810,

only thirteen gave part of their land to children before their death.
Four of these divisions were made by

fa~ers

53

owning 201-500 acres, four

by those owning 101-200 acres, and five by those with one hundred acres
or less.

The smallest of the

f~s

so divided (and the smallest gift)

was the 40 acres of John Bean, Senior.

In 1787, he gave four acras to

his son, Charles, and in 1810 Charles still had only that land, while his
father had the remaining 36 acres.

In five of the thirteen cases, though,

the younger generation received their land within the decade of their
parent's death.
A third method, besides gifts and inheritance, was used to transmit
land between generations in New England.

Parts of farms there were fre-

quently sold to the children, but this practice was more rare in Elizabeth
City County than the gift of land.
The reluctance of Elizabeth City County landowners to divide their
property as their children came of age was partially understandable when
the average size of the majority of farms was considered.

Nevertheless,

it was in sharp contrast to the practices Philip Greven found in mideighteenth-century Andover, Massachusetts, a community with farms of comparable size to those in Elizabeth City County.

There thirty percent of

the fourth generation sons who received land from their families got it by
deed of gift or sale before the father's death.

54

size of farms was not the only determining factor.

Obviously the small
Social customs, unknown
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differences in family relationships, or the prevalence of fann tenancy and
slavery in Virginia may have underlaid these differences between New England and the South.
For the majority of prospective landowners, whether the children of
owners excluded from a share of the family property or unwilling to await
their parents' death, or the numerous landless people, ownership of a
county farm could only be obtained through purchase on the open market.
Thus, the amount and quality of land available for sale, the prices asked,
and the terms on which it was sold were of utmost importance in det.ermining the possibilities for economic mobility of the free population
within the county.

VI.

Sales of Land.
Based on land sales for the decade 1790-1799, about one-fourth of the

county acreage came onto the market.

55 There were a total of 125 tracts

Table 18
Number of Sales of Farm Land Recorded in Deeds at
Elizabeth City County Each Year, 1790-1801
Number of Sales

Year
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
Total
Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books

5
13
12
3
11

15
8

11

12
7

16
12

125
1. 2

and 34.
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of county land (excluding Hampton lots) sold in the twelve years between
1790 and 1801 for which deeds were recorded.

56

Although there was a

slight increase in the average number of sales between 1790 and 1801, it
was not as large as might have been expected during a period of immense
population movement.

In the first five years, 1790-1794, 44 tracts were

sold, or an average of 8.8 per year; in the next four years, 1795-1798,
46 tracts were sold, or an average of 11.5 per year; and in the last
three years, 1799-1801f 35 tracts, or an average of 11.7 per year, were
sold.
There were fewer sales in proportion to its size in District 3, where
the largest area of fertile land lay, than elsewhere in the county.

More

land was sold East of Hampton River (Districts 4, 5, and 6) than in any of
the Western districts.
poles

57

The land sold

to 1,000 acres, and included

va~ied

bo~h

in amount from 158 square

fertile and worn soils.

The

size ranges of the farms sold in each district are shown in Table 19.
Twenty-seven farms of over 100 acres were sold (or twenty-four, if
resale of the same farms is discounted), which, with the addition of the
unrecorded sale of George Wythe's

800-a~re

Chesterville, meant there were

twenty-eight opportunities to buy a medium size to large

farm~

or that

about thirty percent of the number of farms of this size were sold.

58

Thirteen of these farms were acquired by resident county landowners as
additions to their acreage, and three landless county men bought farms.
Three of these farms were bought by in-migrants to the county, and nine
were purchased as invesbDents by absentee owners.
Madison bought his land in 1791,

59

Although Bishop James

sales to non-residents increased rapid-

ly in 1799 and 1800, when five of the nine transactions took place, at
least two of which were forced upon county merchants to settle debts.
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Table 19
She of Farms Sold in Elizabeth City County,
1790-1801, by District
Size of
Farm
acres

James River

Cens\\s District
4
2
3
number of sales

5

6

Location
Unknown

Total
Sales

Percent of
All Sales

0- 25

2

2

7

12

10

sa

3

44

35.5

26- 50

4

7

3

6

5

3

0

28

22.6

51-100

8

3

2

7

5

0

0

25

20.2

101-200

1

2

4

7

1

0

0

15

12.1

201-500

1

1

4

3b

2

0

0

11

8 .. 9

over 500
Total

I6

0

0
15c

2o

0

1
124

I'OO':I

a

0

0

35

1

24

0

IT

3

All Ferry Point subdivisions; largest tract 2-3/4 acres.

b

All sales of same farm.

c

Sale of Little England tract omitted as acreage involved in 1792 sale was

Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books 12 and 34.

no~

specified.

o.a
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although a relatively large number of farms of more than average size
came onto the market for sale, the situation offered little real opportunity to county residents who did not already own land.
Twelve of the twenty-eight sales were made by owners who were known
to have already left the county or to have been preparing to leave at the
time of the sale.

Other sales were to settle estates, divide family prop-

erty, pay debts, or acquire better land.

Exceptionally large numbers of

farms of over 100 acres were sold in Districts 3 and 4, and though in each
case the number of sales recorded was inflated by repeated sales of one
farm, more of the desirable land on either side of Back River was sold
than other land in the two districts.

However, none of the most valuable

farms in District 3 were sold.
Ninety-seven tracts of 100 acres or less were sold, or 68 percent of
60
the number of farms of that size in 1801.
Again, the largest group of
purchasers of these smaller farme were forty-two people who already owned
county land.

Those expanding their acreage made about half of the pur-

chases in the James River District and in Districts 2 and 5, about onefourth of the purchases in Districts 4 and 6, and three-fourths of those
in District 3.

But, almost as many landless county men were able to ac-

quire farms of this size.

Thirty-eight of the purchases of farms of 100

acres or less were made by this group, though only one was in the more
desirable District 3, and the largest number were in Districts 4 and 5.
Ten in-migrants bought small farms, the majority of which were District 2
lands located near the Warwick County line bought by men from that county.
Eight non-residents invested in county farms of this size, most of whom
owned land in adjacent York or Warwick counties.

So, 49 percent of the 97

sales of farms of 100 acres or less were made to formerly landless county
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residents or in-migrants.
There were 54 people, formerly landless or in-migrants, who were able
to acquire farms of al?. sizes in the county through purchases in these
twelve years.

Forty-three percent of the 125 sales were made to this group,

but these 54 were a distinct minority among the 236

~~era

in 1801.

Though

land was available for sale, it was more likely to be bought by local landowners or non-resident investors, an increasingly important factor after
1798.

The ability of the former to increase their holdings helped counter-

act the fragmentation of inheritance and maintain control of the land in
the hands of the established landowning class.
The greatest obstacle to acquiring land for those not fortunate enough
to inherit wealth was its high price.

An

acre of land in Elizabeth City

County in the 1790's might cost as little as $1.33 or as much as $181.64.
But less than 500 acres were sold for under $2.00 an acre and leas than

15 acres, mainly in tracts that were, in fact, urban subdivisions adjacent
61
to Hampton, sold for more than $25.00 an acre.
The range of prices of
62
124 tracts sold in the years 1790-1801 was:
Price per Acre

Number of Sales

$ 1.33- 2.00
2.01- 4.00
4.01- 6.00
6.01- 8.00
8.01-10.00
10.01-15.00
15.01-25.00
over 25.00

29
20
19
13
18
8
8

9

124

There were variations in the prices paid for farms of different sizes.
Table 20 shows the sales price per acre of 116 tracts of fsrm land (exeluding eight sales of subdivided land at Ferry Point, opposite Hampton,
and one sale for which a price per acre could not be calculated), by amount.
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Table 20
Price Per Acre of Farm Land Sold in Elizabeth
City County, 1790-1801, by Size of Farm
Size of
Farm
acres

$0-4.00

$4.01-~.0Q_

Sales Price Per Acre
§6.01~8.0<!_ -- .. - _$8.01-10.00
number of sales

Over $10.00

Total
Sales

0- 25

12

5

5

3

11

36

26- 50

11

4

6

2

5

28

51-100

8

7

2

6

2

25

101-200

5

2

4

1

3

15

201-500

1

2

2

1

5

11

over 500
Total

0
37

0
20

0
19

0
l3

27

Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books 34 and 12.

1

1

116
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of land purchased.

Nearly half of the small (under fifty acres) and the

medium-sized (51-200 acres) farms sold for less than $6.00 per acre and
nearly half sold for more.

Among the lar&er farms (over 200 acres), three-

fourths were sold for more than $6.00 per acre.

About one-third of all

farms (37) sold for $4.00 or less per acre, one-third (39) for $4.01 to
$8.00, and one-third (40) for over $8.00.
It was difficult to find a valid basis for comparing the prices paid
per acre in Elizabeth City County with those prevailing elsewhere.

From

scattered data it appeared that about fifty percent of the Elizabeth City
County sales were made at higher prices than were usual in Virginia, but
~ :..•..: .. at~

cneaper in the Old Dominion than in the adjacent mid-Atlantic

states to the north.

The cheapest third of the sales were at prices

equivalent to those being paid in the western states of the period.

63

While the price per acre was important in determining who could afford
to buy land, so also was the total purchase price.

Indeed, it was the re-

quirement that a minimum of 320 acres be bought (at $2.00 per acre) that
was the main obstacle for small farmers who wanted federal lands in the
West.

64

One-half of the 125 Elizabeth City County tracts sold for less
65
than $250.00 and only twenty brought more than $1,000.00.
It was unlikely

that those with less than $250.00 to invest were in a position to consider
66
financing a western move.
The twelve years for which land sales were analyzed represented too
short a period to fully assess the importance of land speculation in the
county.

Although a number of parcels of land were divided and the smaller

tracts sold at different prices, there were only thirteen cases in which
exactly the same piece of farm land was sold more than once.
thirteen farms were involved in seventeen sales.

67

These

In eight of these the
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land was sold at the same price per acre each

t~e,

in eight cases there

was a price increase, and in one a price decrease (probably because the
first sale between siater and brother was part of a larger family property
settlement).

Only one of the eight profitable sales took place before

1797 and five were made in 1800-1801.

But six of the resales at the same

price were also completed after 1797.

Four of the profitable sales were

made to in-migrants or absentee investors, and three of the remaining fou.r
were made to wealthy resident landowners.

On the basis of such partial

evidence, it appeared that the high out-migration rate at the turn of the
century did not depress farm prices.
prices rose substantially.

On the contrary, in a few instances

Nevertheless, the facts that so few farms (a-

bout ten percent of all sales) were sold more than once in twelve years
and that only half of those resales brought a profit implied that shortterm land speculation was not an important factor in the county's economy.
Substantial changes in the level of taxation on farm land in the
1790's had little direct effect on real estate sales.

Tax assessments in

the county were high in comparison to western areas of the state.

68

This

was most burdensome to county farmers in the 1780's when Virginia was
levying high taxes to pay off her Revolutionary debts.
exceptionally low taxes of 1793-1798
affected sales of farms.

nor:

But neither the

t.heir near doubling

afte~.::l.rds

Tax assessments per acre, though high in rela-

tion to other parts of the state, were low in relation to sales prices.
The ratio of assessed value to actual sales value was most favorable on
expensive properties, where the sales price in some cases was ten times
the assessed valuation, though ordinarily it was from two to five times
as much as the assessment.

69

Because of the underassessment and the relatively low level of the
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Table 21
Virginia Land Tax Rates per $100 Assessed
Value, 1783-1810a
Years

Tax per $100 Assessed Value

1783-1789
1790
1791-1792
1793-1798b
1799-1810c

$1.50
.75
.37
.25
.48

~e tax rate in 1782 was $1.00 per $100 assessment, but the proportionate reduction of all assessments in the county in 1783 cancelled the
effect of the rate increase in that year. Nearly all taxpayers paid the
same total tax on farm land in 1782 and 1783.
b

As taxes were lowered between 1790 and 1793, those who paid very low
taxes of one or two pence got no reduction in their taxes. In 1794, soma
reductions were made in taxes of small landowners, and in 1796, higher
assessments were levied on a number of farms. The conversion of taxes
from pounds to dollars in 1797 resulted in slightly higher taxes for many
farmers as odd numbers were rounded upward, for instance the common assessment of 8/10 was most often converted to $1.50, rather than $1.46. Some
farms were also reassessed at higher rates at the same time.
cA note at the end of the 1798 tax list indicated the tax rate for
1799 was to be 48 cents; it was assumed no change was made in 1800. Also
see Hening, Statutes, volume 13, pp. 386-387. Very little land was reassessed between 1798 and 1810.
Source:

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-

1810.
land tax after 1791, taxes were neither an obstacle to buying land, nor
to retaining it as an absentee

m~er.

A 100 acre farm, taxed at the av-

erage rate of $2.00 per acre, would have cost its

own~r

nual taxes between 1793-1798, and 96 cents afterwards.

50 cents in anEven the largest

owners in the county never paid more than $15.00 a year in land taxes
70
after 1791.
Lack of long-term credit was a second obstacle, besides high prices,
which prevented many landless people from buying county land.
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credit for the land sold between 1790-1801 was available only from the
seller.

In none of these cases did a third party finance the sale, al-

though during these years mortgages were recorded in the county court for
short-te~

operating credit secured by land.

Probably because of the dif-

ficulty in securing credit to buy land, the overall level of indebtedness
among county farms appeared to have been low.

71

But, for those purchasers fortunate anough to have been buying from
an owner able to finance the sale,
standards, normal.

te~s

were, by eighteenth century

Minimum down payments were usually one-fourth of the

total price and the balance was most often due within two years.
ginia~~

usury

1~

72

Vir-

limited annual interest to five percent, although by

1800 this ceiling was evidently raised to six percent. 73
Although all sales of land

bet~een

.1802 and 1810 could not be ab-

stracted and compared because of the enormous amount of time the analysis
of those of the previous period had consumed, two trends apparent in the
deeds recorded for those eight years need to be noted.
First, was the substantial amount of land purchased by in-migrants.
Sale of just twenty-four tracts between 1802 and 1808 involved a total of
3,414 acres, or more than ten percent of the county's land.

74

Fifteen of

these sales to new residents were made by continuing county residents,
four by out-migrants, one by an absentee investor, and four were of formerly semi-public land.

The larger part of the acreage involved was

transferred from the hands of old residents to newcomers who brought
capital with them into the county.

No pattern was observed that might

have explained why so many continuing county residents suddenly were sell~ng

their land nor why there were so many more people with cash to buy it.

The fact that so much land was put up for sale may have been an tmportant
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factor in the high rate of in-migration from adjacent counties in these
years.

For a striking fact about this group of twenty-four people who

purchased land was that, with one exception, they came from the surrounding crowded Chesapeake Bay counties.

75

The influx of affluent people

ready to buy land, combined with the doubling of the amount of land in
absentee ownership in the years between 1801-1810, meant that in that
decade alone almost one-third of the county's entire farm acreage (10,015
acres) passed out of the hands of the old landowning class still resident
in the county.

Or, to look at it another way, by 1810 resident farmers

who had lived in the county over ten years controlled only 54 percent of
the farmland, while newcomers and absentees together had forty-six percent
(15,457 acres).

76

The second trend was the sale of 1,127 acres of semi-public land
between 1806 and 1809, or nearly four times as much land as the confiscationa of the Revolution had put upon the market.

The sale of the 204

acres of glebe land that had belonged to the county Anglican parish was,
of course, a delayed outcome of the Revolution.

The farm was sold by the

overseers of the poor on March 8, 1806, to Henry Heffernan, a Middlesex
County real estate speculator, for bl,020 ($3,396.60); he sold it eleven
months later to Robert Wills (formerly of WaL-wick County, then li.ving in
Hampton) for $4,000.

77

The sale of the 923 acres of Eaton and Syms free

school land was the result of an act of the state legislature of January
12, 1805, abolishing the county's two ancient charitable schools and
establishing in their stead the Hampton Academy in town.

The latter

school was financed in part by a trust fund derived from the proceeds of
the sales of the farmlands originally donated to support the old Syms and
Eaton schools.

78

Longtime county residents were able to purchase only
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153 acres of the land sold by the school trustees.

One of these local

purchasers, Samuel Cunningham, bought 88 acrea on generous terms in compensation for his agreement to revoke the life lease he held on part of
the Eaton tract.

The other two men were already farmowners -- William

Allen had 75 acres before he purchased 15 more from the Eaton tract and
Richard Smith owned a 44-acre farm to which he added the fifty acres of
Eaton school land he bought.

The remaining 570 acres of Eaton land went

to three recent in-migrants from the eastern shore of Virginia, John

s.

Parker (156 acres), Stephen Drummond (280 acres), and Benjamin West (134
acres).

The entire Syms tract sold at this time, 200 acres, was bought

by Houlder Hudgins, Senior, of Mathews County, who paid $10.00 an acre
for this land adjacent to his Chesterville farm.

None of this land was

sold cheaply, though it did not realize the near $20.00 an acre paid for
the glebe land.

All of the Eaton land, except Cunningham's 88 acres and

Richard Smith's 50 acres, sold for $6.66 per acre.
$10.00 per acre.

Since all but two of

th~

Smith's tract cost

seven tracts sold for $500 or

more, the decision to sell this land offered no more opportunity to acquire farms to the mass of free people in the county than the confiscations of the Revolution had done.
VII.

79

Profile of the Elizabeth City County Landowner.
The typical Elizabeth City County landowner was a middle-aged white

male, who held less than 100 acres of land inherited from his family.
There were, however, significant other groups in the landowning class.
One-third were absentees by 1810.

Among the 162 resident landowners (in-

cluding those who lived in Hampton) in that year, at least forty-five
(27 percent) were not from old familieg but had come into the county from
other areas.

A few of these came as early as 1787, but the largest number
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had lived in the county less than ten years.

All of these, as well as

some of the long-time residents, had purchased rather than inherited
their land.
acres.

The size of these forty-five farms ranged from four to 365

Among all 162 resident owners, seventy-two had SO acres or less,

sixty had between 51 and 200 acres, and only thirty owned more

th&~

200

acres.
Only six of the landowning farmers in 1810 were free black men, and
no black women owned farm land.
in size from Joe Ranger's

S~

These six men had small farms, ranging

acres to William Williams's SO acres.

were local freed slaves, and two were in-migrants.

Four

Three of the former

inherited land as well as freedom from their owners, and the other three
bought their land.
Thirty-three resident landowners were women, only four of whom were
not widows of landowners.

Eight women were widows of in-migrants.

80

Fourteen of the thirty-three women paid land taxes in their own names,
and all but two of these (Uphan Pierce and Elizabeth Page Cary) headed a
census household in 1810.

The remaining nineteen women headed census

households, but taxes were paid under the name of the deceased husband's
estate.

Women's farms ranged in size from three to 1,000 acres, though

a higher proportion owned large tarms than did men.
The size of the farms owned by the above groups in 1810 is summarized in Table 22.
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Table 22
Size of Farms of Resident Owners in 1810 by Sex,
Race, and Length of Residence in the Countyl

Size of
Farm

Old
Families

White Males
InMigrants

Total

acres

Free
White Females
Black
Old
In. Males
Families
Migrants
number

Total

Total
Owners

1- 50

38

14

52

6

8

6

14

72

51-200

32

18

50

0

9

1

10

60

over 200
Totals

3

m

9

8s

30
162

18

35

21

0

6

8

25

1

8

33

1old families were those who had lived in the county (or in which someone of the same surname had lived
in the county) when the first tax lists were compiled in 1782, while in-migrants were those who came into
the county after 1782. See Chapter III, pp. 100-102, for comment on the margin of error in using surnames
to identify in-migrants.
Source:

Manuscript Census of 1810 and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
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Landowners were markedly older than the rest of the county's population, though not significantly older than all heads of households.
Table 23
Comparison of Age Distribution of Resident Landowners
and Total Free Adult Population of Elizabeth
City County in 1810, by sex!
Male
Age

Landowners

years

Total Free
Landowners
Adult Poe.
percent

Female
Total Free
Adult POJ!•

16-25

6.7

37.8

6.3

35.1

26-44

51.7

42.3

46.8

42.7

over 44

41.5
99.9

19.8
99.9

99.'9

46.8

22.0

99.8

1

Based on age data in the 1810 census for 150 landowners. Ages of
12 landowners, including the six free black landowners, could not be
determined. In those cases where the age of the landowner was not knQwn
and several adults of the same sex resided in the household, the oldest
was assumed to be the landowner.
Source: Manuscript Census of 1810 and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth
· City County, 1810.
Differences in age distribution among owners of various sizes of
farms or among old residents and in-migrants were slight.

The highest

proportion of owners under 26 years (11.8 percent) was found in the men
from old families who owned more than 200 acres, and this group also had
the smallest proportion of 44 years old (35.2 percent).

This reflected

the propensity of large landowners to divide their land with sons as they
matured.
migrants.

There were significantly fewer young men owning land among inNo men in this group under 26 years of age owned farms of less

than 50 acres or of more than 200 acres, and they made up only 5.5 percent
of those owning 50-200 acres.
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The chances of any person under 26 years old owning land in Elizabeth
81
City County were slight.
Age brought the opportunity to acquire land,
as well as other property, to free white men, and over half of all those
men who lived past 45 ended up owning land.

Although women's chances of

acquiring land also increased with age, women landowners were a small part
of the county's feminine population.

The majority of the county's free

Table 24
Comparison of Number of Resident Landowners to Number of
Free Adults of Known Age Residing i~ the County
in 1810, by Age and Se~

Age

Adult
Males

years

number

Male
LandOwners
number

16-26

108

8

7.4

121

2

1.7

26-44

137

61

44.5

150

15

10.0

over 44
Total

77
322

49
118

63.6

78
349

15

19.2

32

Percent
Owning
Land
percent

Female
LandOwners
number

Adult
Females
number

Percent
Owning
Land
percent

1 Excluding eleven males, including 6 free
black men, and one female
resident landowners whose ages were unknown. The 671 adults were all
those free adults living outside Hampton, except free black people whose
ages were not recorded in the census.
Source: Manuscript Census of 1810 and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth
City County, 1810.
residents in their most productive years did not own land.

Even among

free adult males aged 26-44, resident landowners in 1810 were only 44.5
percent and landless men were 55.5 percent of the group.

Only among men

over 44 years old were owners of land, including the dozens of very small
farms, in a majority.

Comparing all 129 resident male

lando~-ners

(in-

eluding those whose age was unknown) to the county's 322 free white adult
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men, showed that 40 percent owned land and 60 percent were landless in

1810. 82 A stmilar comparison of the 33 resident women landowners to the
349 free white adult women living on county
were owners and 90.6 percent were not.

f~

showed that 9.4 percent

The 162 resident landowners made

up nearly one-fourth (24.1 percent) of the

~u~nty's

free white adult farm

population.
Of course many of the landless free adult men and women were part
of landed families as wives, sons, daughters, or parents.
not.

And many were

One measure of the ratio of landowning to landless farm people was

the household.

In 1810 there were 257 separate resident farm families in

the county. 83 Of these families, 141 (54.9 percent) contained at least
one landowner resident in the county, and 116 families (45.1 percent) had
84
no landowner among their household.
Although some of these landless
families did not farm, most did so either as paid farm workers or tenants.
VIII.

Conclusion.
The pattern of landownership in Elizabeth City County during the

first generation of the new nation was one that exhibited far more instability than might have been expected in a long-settled eastern part of
the country.

Some of the wealthiest plantation owners or their heirs

abandoned the county.

Land in farms of all sizes was frequently sold

perhaps as much as half of the county's acreage may have come on the market for sale during the twenty-eight years between 1782 and 1810o
minority of landowners held their land for as

~Jch

A

as fifteen years and

those who farmed the same tract for a lifetime were a small fraction of
the county's owners.

In part, the short tenure of awfters reflected the

mature age at which they commonly acquired land.
reflected a high rate of

failur~

In part, it may have

among those who attempted to make a liv-
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ing on very small farms.

Yet, despite all this activity, there was little

change in the basic structure of land ownership.

Only minor

cha~ges

had

occurred in the distribution of land among farms of various sizes between
1782 and 1810.
Farms were not abandoned nor did the price of land decline as masses
of natives left the area.

High land prices, the lack of third parties

willing to lend money on land, the particular traditions of bequeathing
land to heirs, and the appearance of men from adjacent Chesapeake Bay
counties with the money to purchase farms were all elements that preserved
the inequitable distribution of land prevailing when the Revolution ended.
Together these factors presented almost impossible obstacles to the countless landless families seeking to buy land.

By default the opportunity

to acquire land was opened mainly to the members of families who already
owned property and to outsiders.
The sharp rise in the amount of land owned by absentees and recent
in-migrants after 1800 gradually eroded some of the power of the colonial
elite.

But, as in earlier eighteenth-century years, new men of wealth

were soon integrated through marriage and political office into the ruling
class, who dominated the lives ot two subordinate groups:
tenants and free laborers and the slaves.

the landless

If the landed moved frequently

but had opportunities to stay within their class and to retain their power
in the community, what were the landless whites doing?

Were they also

mobile but locked into their traditional roles?
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Notes for Chapter VI
1
Year

No. of
Landowners
number

Estimated Rural
Population
number

1704
1782
1788
1793
1798
1801
1805
1810

115
179
208
234
224
236
240
243

1,147
1,773
2,265
2,319
2,158
2,125
1,941
2,310

Percentage of Landowners
in Rural Population
percent

10.0
10.1
9.2
10.1
10.4
11e1
12.4
10.5

Owners of Hampton lots were excluded from the number of landowners in each
year. In 1704, before any substantial development of the town of Hampton,
all county residents were assumen to be rurel; for the remaining years,
72.4 percent of the estimated population was calculated as rural on the
basis of the percentage who were actually residents of the county, rather
than Hampton, in the 1810 census. If the census count of 2,611 rural
residents in 1810 were used instead of the estimated population (comparable to the other years), the percentage of landowners would have been 9.3
percent. Source: number of landowners, Tables 1-8, below; estimated population, Table 1, Chapter II. The number of free farm households in the
county was known only for the year 1810, when there were 257 families, of
whom 141 owned land and 116 were landless. The remaining landowners in
that year lived outside the county or in Hampton (see discussion in the
following pages). The percentage of slaves in the rural population in the
years after the Revolution was probably nearly the same as that in the
total county population shown in Table 8, Chapter II.
2
The 1704 data from the quitrent rolls of that year was the only colonial list of county landowners available, although the total amount of
acreage taxed was recorded in the county court order books for other years.
In the poet-revolutionary years manuscript county land tax records existed
for all years between 1782 and 1810 except 1799, 1800, and 1808. An individual card was made for every person who owned land in the county during
the twenty-eight year period. Recorded for each year were the acreage
and/or lots in Hampton taxed, assessed value per lot or acre, total assessed value, total tax paid, and information from other records, such as
deeds, wills, and estate settlements, about how the land was acquired,
dates of death, division or disposition of the land through sale or bequest. The selection of years for tabulation of the distribution of land
ownership between 1782 and 181.0 was made at approximate five-year periods,
with some variance to allow for the missing years yet include the data for
1798 and ~en~ (t~e years cloGest to the period of drastic population loss
in 1799-1800) and that for 1810 (which could be compared to other valuable
data in the manuscript federal census). Thus, the interval between 1782
and 1788 was six years; that between 1798 and 1801 was three years; that
between 1801 and 1805 was four years; and the remaining intervals were
five years.
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3

Variation in Total Number of Acres Taxed

Size of
Hold ins
acres

17821788

17881793

17931798

17981801

18011805

18051810

under 25
26- 50
51-100
101-200
201-500
over 500

+ 245
+ 41
+ 307
+ 346
76
+ 184
+1,047

+ 224
+ 295
+ 950
+ 220
+ 422
-3 1 240
-1,129

6
-172
-626
+536
+130
+898

+ 13
+333
+ 56
-140
+111
-493
-120

+ 59
+ 39
+ 104
501
-1,043
+1 1 256
86

50
7
+
+ 160
101
291
+1 1 360
+1,085

Source:

+760

Tables 2-8.

4

According to Gerard Chambers, Hampton surveyor for many years (whose
knowledge of the county's topography and historic property boundaries probably exceeds that of anyone now alive}, Elizabeth City County taxpayers
often neglected to claim marshland within the limits of their deeded property because they did not want to pay taxes on it. Whenever land became
more valuable, such land might have been brought into production, possibly
through draining it or by using it to pasture cattle. No direct evidence
was found to support this hypothesis, however.
5
Jackson Turner Main, '7he Distribution of Property in Post-Revolutionary Virginia," The Mississippi Valley Historical Review, XLI (19541955), p. 254. Main did not specify which eight counties he classified
as coastal, although in a footnote on page 247, he named six coastal counties, including Elizabeth City County. The average farm in Virginia in
1790 contained, Main figured, 230 acres {page 245).
6
The straight diagonal line on the Lorenz Curve represents an equal
distribution of land. Thus, if twenty percent of the owners held twenty
percent of the land, forty percent held forty percent, or eighty percent
held eighty percent, the line plotted would fall on the diagonal line of
equality. The amount by which the actual distribution in any year varied
from that line indicates the inequality of distribution.
7

Compared to other parts of Virginia, plantations in Elizabeth City
County were never exceptionally large. In 1704, there were only five
farms of over 900 acres. Four of these tracts were still in the hands
of heirs of the 1704 owners at the end of the Revolution. Two {William
Wilson's 1,024 acre farm, Celeys, and Nicholas Curle's 950 acres) were
virtually intact after 78 years, while James Wallace's 1,300 acres was
reduced to 795 and Anthony Armistead's 2,140 acres were divided after his
death in 1728 by his three surviving sons, then again among their heirs
(but all large Armistead landowners of the post-revolutionary period were
his descendants). Also see comments on division of Elizabeth City County
and adjacent Warwick County lands in W. T. Stauffer, "The Old Farms Out
of Which the City of Newport News Was Erected With Some Account of the
Families Which Dwelt Thereon," The William and Mary Quarterly, second
series, volume 14~ number 3 (July, 1934), pp. 203-215; number 4 (October,
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1934), pp. 333-341; volume 15, number 2 (April, 1935), pp. 126-137; and
n1nijheL 3 (July, 1935), pp. 250-266.
8
The one exception to this statement was that the fluctuation in the
percentage of the number of owners of farms of less than 101 acres between
1782 and 1793 was twelve percent.

9
Very few of the small farms were located near the town of Hampton.
With the exception of the five residential tracts of two acres or less at
Ferry Point, opposite the town, Hampton was surrounded by farms of larger
than average size. The concentration of farms of twenty-five or fewer
acres at Mill Creek was a traditional home of the James River pilots. In
1798, these pilots owned only six of the forty-nine county farms of twentyfive or less acres (see Table 4, Chapter X). Near Harris Creek another
cluster of small farms was operated by people with no known source of nonfarm income; however, this section of the county attracted the largest
number of in-migrants from the Eastern Shore of Virginia, who may have
combined farming and fishing. See Figure 2 and the discussion following
it for further discussion of the sections of the county in which small
farms were located.
10
See comments on confiscated lands in the subsequent discussion of
resident and absentee landowners.
11

several problems were encountered in attempting to test this point.
There was no complete list of prewar landowners against which the names
of veterans could be compared to find the total number who acquired land,
independently of family inheritance, after the war. Only scattered deeds
remained for most of the 1780's, and although the lists of lands transferred compiled by the tax commissioner in some years compensated in part
for the loss, not all sales of land in the decade could be traced. The
records of wartime service and compensation presented even more problems.
Mainly those men with unusual names could be found in the pension records
indexed by name, rather than county residence. The unique pension provisions made for members of the Virginia State Navy (which had enlisted a
large number of county men) yielded applications for some other county
residents, but these were most often filed by their descendants after 1834
to claim a6ditional federal benefits. A few of these files carried notation of previous payments made by either the state or federal governments
in the immediate postwar years. Most were in the form of state land warrants. Since no evidence was found that men such as Robert Dobson (266.7
acres), James Burke (2,600 acres), John Jennings (2,111 acres), and Pascow
Herbert (2,666 acres), all of whom died in the county, actually ever owned
western land, they may well have sold their claims. Herbert probably inherited his 400 acre county farm. Burke purchased his 95-acre farm from
Anthony Armistead of North Carolina on November 27, 1789 for h50 and within three years was able to pay b200 for a further 150 acres he bought
from another out-migrant heir, Adam Mercer of Nansemond County (Deeds and
Wills, Book 34). Dobson and Jennings each purchased Hampton lots after
the war. Revolutionary War Records, R-43, Virginia Half-Pay, National
Archives, Washington, D.C.
12
Jackson Turner Main, "The Distribution of Property in Post-Revolutionary Virginia, 11 pp. 253-254, 258. ltain found forty percent of the
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owners held from 1-100 acres in 1788, compared to fifty-seven percent in
Elizabeth City County. If his following category ("100 acres") were included, his total percentage of small farms would have been 67.5 percent;
however, since farms were more frequently of uneven than even acreages by
the 1780 1 s, it was difficult to interpret a table that listed farms in
categories of 100, 200, 300 acres, etc. He gave no data on total acreage
(see note 18, p. 247). See comments in subsequent chapters on other differences between Elizabeth City County and Main;s prototype of the Virginia coastal county.
13

A third man, James Lattmer, pilot, started with 64 acres in 1787
and by 1804 owned 576 acres in seven parcels; in 1809 he began selling
his land, eo that he owned only 226 acres in 1810. Robert Armistead, Jr.,
sen of Westwood Armistead owned 531 acres in the 1790 1 s, but lost all except 81 acres in bankruptcy in 1800. William Latim~r, Senior, owned 522
ac~~q in 1795 and 1796 only; in 1810 his estate cont~olled 440 acres.
No
' --"'-~~ el.:~. ~;.?tl over 500 acres between 1782 and 1810. Manuscript Land Tax
Rec;;;-.~~&: 'L:~~zabi~tl& City County, 1782-1810 •
...............

14
see l.:!-e dt't..:~~~sioil of L~ckridge' s data from "Land, Population, and
the Evolution c.~ !-lew'~~~~lan~ !:i~:i~tv, 1630-1790, 11 in Chapter III.
15
''~., __
James T. Lemon, The Bes~ Poor ci~~~b~~ntry, Chapter 3, see especially
pp. 90-91. Only one instance was found in whici:. the Elizabeth City County
court felt a farm was too small to divide: a 12% acr~ tract was ordered
sold on February 28, 1799 with the proceeds to be divided hy the three
heirs, Court Orders, 1798-1802, p. 48. But, the records of court proceedings in the county were missing for the majority of the years 1782-1810.
Local courts had less discretion in Virginia than in Pennsylvania. Only
in those casea where the land was valued at ~30 ($100.00) or less, could
the Virginia county court direct its sale and division of the proceeds
among the heirs. See Hening, Statutes, volume XIII, p. 122, December 24,
1790, "An Act Directing the Course of Descents." Though it was possible
for as much as fifty acres to be valued at only $100, it was more likely
that only farms of less than 25 acres would have been affected by the ban.
Charles s. Grant, Democracy in the Connecticut Frontier Town of Kent,
Chapter 3, especially pp. 32-39.
16The vast knowledge of Elizabeth City County deeds and topography
possessed by Mrs. Sandidge Evans, of the Hampton Association for the Arts
and Humanities, her great patience and generosity with her time were indispensable both in locating these boundaries and in ascertaining the
districts in which absentee tracts lay. Both tasks were made possible by
the existence of a map of the county, copyrighted at the Library of Congress on December 22, 1892, which was compiled and platted by A. E. Semple
and drawn from actual surveys by Semple, William Ivy, and c. Hubbard. The
map showed in minute detail the late nineteenth-century farm property lines,
many of which had changed little since the previous century.
17
Although the James River District appeared much smaller than Districts 2, 4, and 5 in Figure 2, drawn from a contemporary map (adjusted
to show the original boundary between Elizabeth City and Warwick counties),
it had lost much land through soil erosion since 1810. W. T. Stauffer,
who had remarkably detailed knowledge of the land, trees, and ruins of
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this area, estimated in 1935 that the shoreline along Hampton Roads was
several hundred feet farther out into the James River in the eighteenth
century. "The Old Farms •••.G.f7 Newport News," volume 15, numbei: 3, note,
p. 253. There were also 1,144 acres of land, whose location could not be
determined, to be added, probably to Districts 2, 4, and James River.
The acreage totals for each district were computed by adding the total
acreage owned by residents of that district enumerated in the 1810 census,
plus the total land owned by absentees and residents of Hampton which
could be assigned to a particular district. There was considerable margin for error in tracts which may have run over district boundaries, in
cases where families owned some acreage outside the district in which they
resided, and in the amounts of land which may not have been taxed in 1810.

18The counties in which a soil survey ~as in progress, as of October,
1972, or had ever been completed were listed in D. E. Pettry, compiler,
Statue of Virginia Soil Surveys, Research Division Report No. 42, Virginia
Agricultural Experiment Station (Blacksburg, 1972). Correspondence with
Professor Pettry, of the College of Agriculture and Life Science, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia, and R. L.
Googins, State Soil Scientist, Soil Conservation Service, United States
Department of Agriculture, Richmond, Virginia, confirmed that no surveys
existed.

19soil surveys of adjacent counties on Virginia's Coastal Plain and
general descriptions of its soil formations revealed that the land in this
area contained many distinct types of soil. According to
G. H. Robinson, and s. s. Obenshain, Genesis and Mo holo
Soils, Bulletin No. 540, Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station Bl~cks
burg, 1962), "the Coastal Plain deposits, the youngest geological formation in Virginia, are comprised of sands, sandy clays and clay. These
sediments are of Cretaceous, Tertieary and Quaternary periods and are
quite variable because of their origin and mode of deposition. In places
rich marl deposits have formed from the remains of crustaceans. In the
southeastern part of the area there are some accumulations of peat material ••• ,11 pp. 11-12. R. L. Googins, State Soil Scientist with the u.s.
Soil Conservation Service, wrote in a letter dated April 3, 1974, that
"a wide variation in soils may well exist within the county. Soil surveys in comparable areas of the Coastal Plain have confirmed this. 11 Also
see C. s. Simmons and Edward Shulkcum, Soil Survey~ Princess Anne County,
Virginia, series no. 1939, no. 3 (Washington, 1945 , and E. F. Henry,
James Chudoba, and H~ c. Porter, Soil Survey of Norfolk County, Virginia,
series 1953, no. 5 (Washington, 1959).

20The assessment rates per acre in 1810 were $0o75, 1.00, 1.20, 1.22,
1.25, 1.27, 1.48, 1.50, 1.75, 1.84, 1.90, 2.00, 2.12, 2.20, 2.25, 2.30,
2.45, 2.50, 3.20, 3.25, and 3.50.
21 See R. Archer, "Report to the State Board of Agriculture on Elizabeth City County," and A Gleaner, "View of Part of York and the Back
River Lands," in The Farmers' Register, volumes X (1842), pp. 335-339, and
III (1836), pp. 414-416. A less valuable note was in volume IV (1837),

PP• 524-526.
2L

~he

Farmers' Register, volume III, p. 415.
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23 see, for instance, the reference to the 11 black ground 11 on the Back
River farm of Robert Armistead's orphan in a deed from Edward and Elizabeth Allen to Miles King, September 3, 1796, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
This farm and others described as containing 11 black ground" were all taxed
at $2.25 per acre or more in 1810.
24

rn the 1782 11Act for Equalizing the Land-Tax, 11 Elizabeth City County
was one of the 41 eastern counties comprising the first district, whose
taxes were to be assessed at the average valuation per acre of 10 shillings
($1.66), based on 11 the soil and situation11 of those counties in comparison
to the other districts whose average taxes declined in proportion to distance from the coast to as little as three shillings. The first district
extended far into the Piedmont, though, including counties as far West as
Cumberland and Amelia, so the Elizabeth City County assessors probably
actually based their average rate on the high sale prices of county land,
rather than the amount specified in the act. No amendment or change in
the legal rates between 1782 and 1810 was found. The 1782 act was printed
in the appendix of General Assembly of Virginia, Acts of the General Assembly of Virginia (Richmond, 1802), pp. 437-439. Note that the act directed
that the assessment of taxes on farm land was to be based on the soil and
access to transportation, but did not mention inclusion of improvements,
such as houses, barns, fences, or cleared land. Comparison of the sale
price per acre and the assessed value per acre of tracts sold in the 1790's
revealed no consistent relationship between the two valuations of the property. The price for which any farm could be sold did seem to depend very
much on the number, quality, and state of repair of its buildings, as well
as the fertility of its soil. Sales prices of land are discussed further
in a subsequent section of this chapter.
25 rn 1810, 50 acres were owned by Augustine Moore, Senior, and 225
acres by Augustine Moore, Junior. Although both the Moore and Lowry farms
were temporarily divided among family members, no part of either farm
passed out of the hands of the immediate families between 1782 and 1810.
26
Three tracts of one acre each were probably not farm land.
27

rn addition, the 64 acres (Little Scotland) that Roe Cowper owned
in District 6 were assessed at $2o45 per acre.
28
Absentee owners in 1810 were found by comparing the names on the
manuscript census, the land tax, and personal property tax lists. All
landowners residing in a census household (except Miles King, whose census
household contained only slaves and who was known to have been living in
Norfolk with his family in 1810) were assumed to be residents. The land
of all owners who had died by 1810, whose taxes were paid by their estates, and whose resident heirs were known was assigned to that ~~nsus
household; in cases where a definite heir was not known, but there wa~ ~
census household of the same surname, the land was assigned to that householde There remained seventeen people who owned land and paid personal
property tax in the county, but did not head a census household. Five
lived in the census household of a relative and four were omitted from
the census (Peter, Ben, and Moses Fenn, the freed slaves and partial heirs
of Thomas Fenn's estate, and Richard Routten). Eight others were absentees. Three of these paid personal property tax on slaves only and the
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remaining five were either known to have left the county by this time o~
could not be accounted for in any census household. There were seventyfive remaining names which appeared only on the land tax list. Thirtyfive of these absentees were adult men, who had either never lived in the
county (never paid personal property tax on a free male tithable), or who
had left by 1810. Seven absentees were women, four of whom were known not
to have been living in the ceneus household of their remaining county relatives, and three, who had held their land since the 1790's without ever
paying any personal property tax, were probably not living in the county.
Thirty-four names listed under the estate of a dead owner were counted as
absentees because no definite heir resident in the county could be found,
no one of that surname remained in the county, all.live residents of the
surname owned county land, or, in the case of land held for orphans, the
household of the immediate family had no minor children. An example of
the latter is the estate of John Weymouth, Jr., who died in 1789, leaving
100 acres of land, 67 acres of which were still listed as "Orphans of
John Weymouth, deceased" in 1810. When Weymouth's widow, Sarah, married
Samuel R. Cunningh~ in 1797, the court assigned her 33 acres and part of
the house and farm buildings as dower lands and Cunningham paid land tax
on that property in 1810. But the Cunningham's census household contained
only two free adults and one daughter under 16, who could not have been
Wey1n0uth 1 s orphan. By 1810 the youngest of Weymouth's orphans, if born
the year the father died, would have been 21, and it must be assumed that
Weymouth's child, or children, were alive, but not living in the county,
so the 67 acres were included among the absentee-owned land. Appendix 1,
Table 4 lists separately the farms of live absentees and absentee estates,
by geographic district and by size of farm. Appendix 1, Table 5 summarizes the data on absentee owners. Appendix 1, Table 6 lists resident
owners only by size of farm and by geographic district.
29

0nly one owner of less than ten acres was an absentee, however.

30

see Appendix 1, Table 5. Since for some purposes the Hampton residents should be considered as resident owners, they are so listed in
Appendix 1, Table 6.
31
Appendix 2, Table 4.
3

~he petition also asked that part of Little England be annexed to
the town, which was never done. Petition to the General Assembly, October,
1778, Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth City County, Virginia State Library,
Richmond, Virginia. A transcript of the proceedings of the 1779 court of
inquiry was filed with the 1786 claim for losses submitted by Osgood and
Capel Hanbury. They asked compensation of b702 for Little Scotland and
b2,929 for Little England. See Loyalist Claims (Survey Report 2394, P• 3,
13/30), microfiLm series 2, Virginia Claims, reel M-488, Colonial Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Virginia. Also see advertisements for sale of the
land, placed by Moss Armistead, escheator, in the Virginia Gazette (Clarkson and Davis) December 8, 1779, and (Dixon and Nicolson), January 8, 1780,
and Mrs. Sandidge Evans, "Little England: A Research Report on an Historic District of Hampton, Virginia, and of the People Who Lived There
from 1634 to 1880," unpublished paper, on file at the Hampton Association
for the Arts and Humanities, Hampton, Virginia. No original record of the
sale of Little England could be located, but Mrs. Evans has found evidence
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in tracing subsequent sales of tracts from the planta~ion that the group
included Henry King, Miles King, Worlich Westwood, Joseph Meredith, and
Benjamin LaPort. Miles King owned an additional 207 acres, Westwood, 599
acres, and Meredith, 137 acres, in 1782. Henry King, a Hampton merchant,
died before the end of the war and LaPort's name never appeared in postrevolutionary records. Robert Walker owned no land after the war except
the one acre he had purchased in 1780. Cowper's purchase of Little Scotland was recorded in an indenture of July 23, 1793, recorded April 28,
1796 in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, p. 139. Evidently Cowper was unable to
gain clear title to the land before 1796, since he did not pay land taxes
on the property until that year (and in previous years, although Little
Scotland was listed on the tax rolls, no money was collected from it),
Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1796.

33
Tbe British sympathies of St. George, Lowry, and Selden were revealed
in letters St. George wrote in 1780 and 1781 to Lord Cornwallis. See
George H. Reese, editor, The Cornwallis Papers: Abstracts of Americana
(Charlottesville, 1970), PP• 22, 45, and 56. Lowry's loyalism and his
problems with American troops plundering his livestock were discussed in
H. J. Eckenrode, The Revolution in Virginia (Hamden, Connecticut, 1964),
PP• 282-283. For early suspiciona about Selden's activities see the report of an October 9, 1775 meeting of the county coumi ttee of safety in
Peter Force, editor, American Archives, fourth series, volume 3, p. 986.
In 1782, Selden owned 1,125 acres (Buckroe) and Lowry had 525 acres.
Selden resigned from the county court at the end of the war. The other
people known to have emigrated to Nova Scotia or England were Hampton
residents who had rented property.
34
Among these were Wilson Curle's wife and daughter, who held 728
acres, one of Robert Wallace's sons, and one of Westwood Armdstead's sons.
The Carle, Wallace, and Armistead holdings of 1,533 acres were still in
absentee ownership in 1810.
35
Tbe total of absentee-owned acres on the 1810 land tax list traced
from 1782-1800 was 5,992. A total of 6,051 acres on the 1810 land tax
list, owned by fifty people, fell into absentee ownership in the following decade, 1800-1810. Underlying most of the causes of the fifty percent
increase in absentee ownership between 1800 and 1810 were the population
movements of the previous decade. The largest landowner to leave was Miles
King, who moved to Norfolk in 1802, yet still retained 789 acres in 1810.
Johnson Mallory left between 1799-1804, keeping his 450 acres, and Elizabeth Armistead Booker left after her husband's death, but kept the 552
acres she had inherited from her family. The remaining farms of outmigrants ranged in size from 25 to 120 acres.
36
Thompson's mercantile interests were revealed in a letter he wrote
from Norfolk, on May 25, 1800: "I remained in the Cape and Port au
Prince until July of 1795 where I done very well and since my arrival in
this place have not added much to my Capital, but having settled Mr.
Franks at St. Thomas the House there has made something handsome. I shall
leave this in Ten days in a Brig loaded with Sugars and Coffee for Leghorne in order to fix correspondence there, and shall return by way of
the West Indies where I shall see Mr. Franks and by the end of November
hope to be again in this place," Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 141. Thomp-
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son did not pay cash for Little England; he obtained it in exchange for
property in the town of Norfolk to which Miles King then moved, Deed of
Exchange, October 28, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 126. Boulder
Hudgins paid George Wythe $6,000 for Chesterville in 1802 (Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, pp. 232-234) and he paid another $2,000 for the 200-acre Syms
tract in 1809 (discussed below). Wythe had tried to sell Chesterville in
the 1790's to a Richmond merchant, but that transaction was never completed.
For involvement of Hudgins in the West Indies, see The Daily Press, Newport News, Virginia, February 17 and June 17, 1974. In the section on
"Geographic Mobility: Involuntary Slave Migration," Chapter IV, there is
further information on the personal property of both Hudgins and Thompson and of the gifts to Mary Hudgins Haller. A relative (but not the son)
named Boulder Hudgins, Junior, migrated to Elizabeth City County and
bought 131 acres of land in 1806, but the elder Boulder Hudgins never
lived in the county. Robert Brough bought Strawberry Banks from nonresident Norfolk heirs in 1804 and kept it until 1818, when it was sold
to Bolitha Laws, of Washington, D~Co, for $3,500 (see Deeds and Wills,
Book 33, p. 760). Debts incurred in trade were the cause of Robert Armistead's loss of his inherited farmland (see Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
p. 38 and the discussion in Chapter X). William Brough, who was the executor of the estate of John Harris, McCaw's father-in-law, was unable to
pay the t1,550 due Sarah Harris McCBh in 1794 so he mortgaged his own
inherited farm to th~ McCaws (sometimes spelled McCaa), who finally
claimed the land in 1806. See mortgage and receipt dated April 21, 1794,
in Deeds and Wi Us, Book 34, and Walter Drew McCaw, "Captain John Harris
of the Virginia Navy, A Prisoner of War in England, 1777-1779," The Virginia Historical Magazine, volume 22, number 2 (April, 1914), pp. 160172.
37
other women farmers who left inventories included Mary Bell, Mary
Curle, Chevers Elliott, Rosea Latimer, and Frances Pool. Women who
farmed as tenants included Ann Hollier and Elizabeth Wellings. See Deeds
and Wills, Books 34 and 12.
38The colonial laws regulating the widow's dower in ler.d and personal
property were re-enacted after the Revolution. Although her husband could
will his wife a larger share of the land for life or as fee simple owner,
the one-third dower was a minimum guaranteed by the law, unless she had
deserted her husband or been convicted of adultery. See "An Act Concerning the Dower and Jointures of Widows," 1785, in Hening, Statutes, volume
12, PP• 162-165.
39
Effectiveness of dower rights was evidenced in three ways. First,
when a married man sold land during his lifetime, his wife had to formally waive her dower rights before a clear title could be issued to the
purchaser. This could be done by the woman in court when the deed was
registered, but more often two or three justices were appointed to go to
the woman's home, because she could not "conveniently travel to the County
Court, 11 and examine her privately, without her husband being present, to
ascertain that she voluntarily consented to the sale. (This procedure
was spelled out in detail in a 1785 law, including a requirement that the
deed be "explained to her" by the justices before she swore that "she did
freely and willingly seal and deliver the said writing." Hening, Statutes,
volume 12, p. 155.) See, for instance, the privy examination of Mary
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Herbert, by Robert Brough and George Hope, on a deed dated November 19,
1790, ordered on April 25, 1791, and certified to the court on July 28,
1791 (in Deeds and Wills, Book 34). More often, the privy examination
was conducted immediately after the sale, and the deed, order for the
privy examination, and the report on it were consecutively recorded. If
a woman no longer lived in the county at the time of the sale, justices
of the court where she lived were asked to conduct the examination in her
home and certify the result to the Elizabeth City County court. For instance, Elizabeth Brough was examined by four justices of the Norfolk
Corporation Court about a deed of December 29, 1794 (Deeds and Wills,
Book 34). The privy examination records constitute the largest body of
documents pertaining to women in the Virginia county court records.
A second evidence of enforcement of dower rights was the formal court
decree laying out the bounds of the widow's dower land. Such decrees were
relatively rare because most families, apparently, could decide among
themsleves how to divide the land, or, in fact, farmed the dower and childrens' portions jointly. But when the court was forced to make the division, it did a thorough job. Such was the case in the division of the
property of John Weymouth, Junior, who died in 1789. In the fall of 1798,
after Sarah Weymouth remarried, the court divided the 100 acre farm, setting aside as her dower 33 1/3 acres "beginning at the third row of apple
trees on the North side of the orchard ••• , .. and also " ••• allotted and set
apart the dower ••• in the houses," so that the Cunninghams had use of "the
first room in ye dwelling house, 11 one-third of the kitchen, and the first
room in the barn, while the two minor Weymouth orphans had the remainder
(court orders of November 23, 1797, October 24, 1798, and October, 1799,
in Deeds and Wills, Book 34). Sarah Weymouth Cunningham also received
one-third of the personal estate of Weymouth, h24.11.11.
The third kind of evidence was that on the land tax list, for when a
man's holding was at his death divided into parts, one of which was onethird of his total land, it could be presumed that represented the widow's
dower.
There were, however, some exceptions to the practice of honoring
dower right~, ~hich though possibly eventually explicable, should be noted.
Two instances of inconsistent practices, one with regard to privy examinations, and the other to land inherited by the widow, illustrated this.
Miles King, between 1790 and 1799, sold (or was co-seller on several pieces
of mortgaged land) ten different properties, yet his wife, Martha King,
was co-seller (and thus legally waived her dower rights in a privy examination) on only five of these transactions, two of which involved land she
had inherited from her father. The privy examination on one such tract,
sold in 1791, was not ordered until April, 1798. Miles King was a justice
on the court throughout the 1790's and probably noted the omission of his
wife's consent to the sale of part of her inheritance because he was acting clerk of the court from February to June, 1798, but her belated consent to the other five sales was not asked (Deeds and Wills, Book 34).
John Parsons owned 800 acres when he died in 1788, and from other documents it was known that his widow, Mary Parsons, survived him. Yet, after 1788 she was taxed on only 82 acres, which was about one-tenth, rather
than one-third of his estate. (Deed of November 11, 1791, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34, for her relationship to John Parsons, and Manuscript Land Tax
records, 1789-1794.) She evidently protested her inheritance for in the
County Court Ordere for 1798-1802 the case of Mary Parsons Landrum, widow
of John Parsons, against her son, William A. T. Parsons, administrator of
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the estate, was continued once more (court of July 23, 1801, p. 296)o
Loss of tha court orders of earlier years made it impossible to find when
the suit was initiated or any further details about its content.

40
Though wills often revoked such generous bequests if the wife remarried. There we4e widows in possession of all the family land for some
years on the land tax lists for whom no will making the bequest could be
found.
41 Besides the Weymouth estate, discussed above, two other extreme instances of this were the estate of Roe Cowper, who died in 1805, but whose
estate was not divided until 1826, and the estate of John Page, whose 1801
will lent his wife for her lifetime the 1,000 acre Buckroe plantation, but
gave the land at her death to several nieces and nephews; Elizabeth Page
(later Cary) lived at Buckroe and paid taxes on the land until the late
1840 1 s.
42
see the 1795 will of Augustine Moore, Senior, in which he left William Moore 200 acres, Augustine Moore, the younger, 50 acres, and no land
to sons Merrit and John, nor to any of his three daughters; the 1789 will
of Edward Mallory, who lent his wife, Rachel, 250 acres during her lifetime with reversion to eldest son Johnson Mallory, who also inherited immediately 250 acres, while 150 acres was left to a second son, Francis
Mallory, but no land was provided for sons Edward, James Goodwin, or William, nor for daughter Elizabeth; the 1790 will of John Lowry gave his
eldest son William all of his extremely valuable 525 acre Elizabeth City
County farm after his mother's death (Mary Lowry paid taxes herself on her
one-third of the land from 1790-1804), his second and third sons received
land in Lunenberg County (which Lowry had inherited from his two brothers),
and his other two sons and four daughters got no land; in 1790, John Parsons left 658 acres to his eldest son, ordered 42 acres sold to pay debts,
lent his wife 82 acres with reversion at her death to a younger son, James,
and provided no land for his remaining four sons and three daughters; John
Baines left his 55 acres entirely to his eldest son, Matthew, providing he
paid b9 compensation to each of his four brothers as they came of age; William Gooch left his 110 acres to his only son, and gave none to his two
daughters; and the 1793 will of William Lewis left 142 acres to his son
William, a minor, providing that no land was to go to any of his four
daughters unless his son died before he was 21. Wills of Mallory, Parsons, and Lowry in Original Wills, and the remainder are in Deeds and
Wills, Book 34.
43
see, for instance, the 1748 will of Charles Jennings, who left land
to his three sons and two daughters; or that of Thomas Latimer, who at
his death in 1771, left farms to each of his four sons, but none to his
four daughters; and other cases summarized in Blanche A. Chapman, Wills
and Administrations of Elizabeth City County, Virginia.
44
See, for instance, the 1794 will of Charles Bayley dividing land,
slaves, livestock, and all other property equally among his three sons;
John Cary's will of the same year providing for equal division of all
property among his nine minor children at his wife's death (Susannah Cary,
his wife, still controlled this property, including 175 acres of very
valuable land, in 1810); Robert Smelt's 1795 will directed that all his
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property, including 150 acres of fann land, be sold at his wife's death
and the proceeds divided equally among all his children, male and female,
and when this was done by the executors in 1799, division was made among
nine legatees; Joseph Meredi~h, who died in 1797, ordered his large estate
equally divided by his son and daughter; and Roe Cowper's estate, including 318 acres of farm land, was eventually equally divided by three surviving daughters. All in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, except Cowper, which
was in Deeds and Wills, Book 38, pp. 60-61 (sale on April 4, 1826). Miles
King, in a will written at Norfolk in 1811, wrote his general intention
was that the "whole of my estate of everykind not given away" was to be
equally divided by his son and three daughters. hl,OOO already given his
son was to be deducted from his share. Will Book Number 3 (1810-1820),
PP• 199-200, Corporation Court, City of Norfolk, Virginia.
45

Hening, Statutes, volume 12 (1785), pp. 138-140.

46

Greven quoted the early nineteenth century observation of Alexis de
Tocqueville to show that this trend in Massachusetts was a persistent one.
Four Generations, PP• 227-231.
47

see note 15 for the statutory limitation on division of intestate
estates.
48

Farm size also appeared to increase on the tax lists when land was
leased for long-terms under a contract whereby the tenant paid the taxes.
49

There is a fine discussion of the profound impact on individual,
family, and community of different practices in the timing and method of
transfer of farm land in Philip Greven, Four Generations, Chapter 6.
Greven contrasted the economic and psychological consequences of situations
in which fathers maintained patriarchal authority over mature sons through
control of the family land and those in which children gained autonomy
when the family could not provide a means of livelihood as they entered
adulthood. Both conditions existed in Elizabeth City County, though the
former was of importance to a relatively few men in a population with more
adult slaves and landless men and women than landowners. An interesting
aspect of the problem which Greven, preoccupied with patriarchal authority,
ignored was the relationGhip of the widowed landowner (who controlled onethird, and sometimes allj of the landed property as well as slaves) to her
sons, daughters, and sons-in-law. Such women, who might outlive their
husbands by ten to thirty years, were an important minority in Elizabeth
City County. Unfortunately, only the most fragmentary evidence remained
to illuminate these relationships.
50

seven either had no heirs, died while their children were still minors, or had inherited the land as a minor before 1782.
51

Since formal deeds of gift of land were very rare in Elizabeth City
County, it was assumed that when a landowner's beneficiary began to pay
taxes on a piece of land, a gift of that tract had been made. This assumption was supported by several wills referring to gifts made in previous
years for which there were no deeds of gift recorded. See particularly
the wills of Augustine Moore, Senior, and William Armistead, Senior, which
made larger land bequests dependent upon the eldest son'a willingness to
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transfer title of land given previously to him to a younger brother
(Augustine Moor~, will dated November 9, 1793, and William Armistead,
will dated August 23, 1799, in Deeds and Wills, Book 34). Incidentally,
these two instances supported Greven's argument that gifts (even with a
formal deed) did not insure autonomy from family control (Four Generations, p. 133). Actually a person given land informally, as seem~ to have
been the practice in Elizabeth City County, was a long-term tenant (all of
whom paid their own taxes). But assumption of responsibility for taxes on
a farm also logically implied assumption of control of decisions about
land management, crops, and markets, as well as allowing a certain physical and psychological distance to the younger family. Also, since the
land tax lists were used by state authorities to compile rolls of eligible
voters, the six men paying taxes on family land presumably were qualified
to vote, while Samuel Watts, Junior, living on 165 acres taxed in his
father'~ name, was not.
(See Charles S. Sydnor, American Revolutionaries
in the Making, pp. 37-38.) One of the few recorded deeds of gift for
real estate was probably made to indisputably qualify a son for political
office: in May, 1798, Worlich Westwood bought a lot and house in Hampton
and immediately deeded the property to his son, Worlich Westwood, Junior,
who then within a few days was appointed deputy clerk of the county court
(Deeds and Wills, Book 34, May-June, 1798).

~is father was a witness, but not a co-seller in the second transaction (Deed, Wilson Cary Selden to John Page, October 17, 1793, Deeds
and Wills, Book 34).
5

53These thirteen were identified on the tax rolls when part of the
land of a taxpayer was transferred to another taxp3yer cf the s~e surname or known relationship. Included were instances in which the transfer was made as few as two years before the death of the parent. Not included would be any cases in which all the family land was transferred by
gift before the parent's death. Although three gifts women made to a son,
a grandson, and a son-in-law with different surnames were included in the
thirteen, it should be noted that some gifts of either parent to the husband of a married daughter or other descendants with a different surname
may have been omitted.
54
Of all Andover farms, 6.6 percent were under 30 acres, 55.7 percent
had from 30-109 acres, and 37.7 percent had from 110-611 acres. Compare
to Tables 2-8 of this chapter. Of the 226 fourth generation sons, 152
received land from their f~ilies, with transfers to 46 during the father's
lifetime and to 106 at death. Philip Graven, Four Generations, pp. 224
and 228.
55
Approximately 8,615 acres, or 26.4 percent of the 32,602 acres
taxed in 1798, were sold in the decade. This included the resale of
several tracts for presumably each repeated sale of the same acreage offered a new opportunity to purchasers. The exact acreage of a few tracts
could not be determined from the deeds.
56
These were all the deeds recorded in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, and
those through 1801 in Book 12. Relying upon recorded deeds resulted in
underestimation of the amount of land actually sold, since some deeds were
undoubtedly not recorded in the county at the time of the sale. The most
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significant known omission was George Wythe's sale of the 800-acre Chesterville farm to Daniel Hylton in 1793. Hylton paid taxes on the land through
1798, but could not complete payment on the farm, so the land reverted to
Wythe, who briefly transferred or rented it to George Wythe Sweney before
finally selling it in 1802 to Houlder Hudgins, Senior, of Mathews County.
The Hylton deed may have been recorded in Rictuoond, where both Hylt.on and
Wythe lived at the time of the sale. A second significant omission involved a number of tracts acquired by Miles King, probably through foreclosure of mortgages. Between 1790 and 1802 King was extensively engaged in
buying and selling land on credit, and held more mortgages than anyone
else in the county. He paid taxes by 1798 on 1,602 acres in 17 separate
tracts. Deeds were not recorded for at least six of the tracts he acquired, varying in size from 409 to 5% acres, though conceivably he might
have been a long-term tenant rather than owner of this land.
57

slightly less than one acre, which would have measured 160 square

poles.
58 Based on 93 farms of over 100 acres in 1801.
farms of this size in 1788 and 1793.

There were 89 and 85

59Although Bishop Madison bought a 161-acre farm, called Lilliput, in
1791 from Wilson Miles Cary for hl,OOO ($3,330) and though he still owned
the farm in 1810, he never lived in the county and no evidence could be
found of any activities on his part there.
60Based on 143 farms of 1-100 acres in 1801.
farms of this size in 1788 and 1793.

There were 119 and 149

6

~he law that all legal transactions after January 1, 1793, were to
be based on dollars rather than pounds was seldom followed in Elizabeth
City County land sales, even after 1797, when the land tax was first
assessed in dollars. So, total sales prices and prices per acre for most
tracts, originally recorded in pounds, were converted at the official rate
of $3.33 = one pound used by Virginia tax commissioners in the 1790's.
6 Zrhe price per acre on one sale of part of Little England could not
be calculated since the acres sold were not recorded in the deed.
63
The best source for land prices per acre was Lewis c. Gray, History
of Agriculture, volume I. Gray believed the average price of land on the
lower James River was from $5.00 to $7.50, although he noted, in reference
to later land prices, that land in Elizabeth City County and lower York
County always commanded higher prices (see volume I, p. 405 and volume II,
p. 644). Virginia Piedmont land was selling for $3.33 to $5.00 an acre
in the 1790's, and Fairfax County land for $3.33 to $6.66. Gray also
noted, however, that land prices tended to be higher in any area where
small farms predominated. Thus land opposite Fairfax County in Maryland
sold for $13.00 to $16.00 an acre, and Maryland's Piedmont lands were
valued at $10.00 to $26.64 per acre, with average sales prices of about
$20.00 (volume I, pp. 404-405). James Lemon, in The Best Poor Man's
Country, p. 69, found that while 1789 land prices in Southeastern Pennsylvania varied from 66 cents to $100.00 per acre, most sales were made
in the range of $9.99 to $33.30. Ray Billington, in Westward Expansion,
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P• 247, quoted the price of even poor New York state lands at between
$14.00 and $50.00 per acre. Western lands, the cheapest being state,
rather than federal government holdings, could be bought in the 1790's at
prices ranging from 20 cents to $2.00 an acre, Roy M. Rubbins, Our Landed
Heritage, The Public Domain, 1776-1936 (Lincoln, 1962), pp. 7-19.
All of these prices, as well as those for Elizabeth City County, were
for cleared, fenced, and improved, if sometimes worn, land. The value of
such improvements was calculated by Martin L. Primack, "Land Clearing
Under 19th Century Techniques: Some Preliminary Calculations," Journal of
Economic History, volume 22, number 4 (December, 1962), pp. 484-497.
Primack estimated that east of the prairies, "five acres of forest clearing in a year, in addition to current crops, was about the limit for a
farm family," (p. 484). He also provided data on the man-hours required
to remove sticks and stones, fence, construct outbuildings, and drain
land, as well as girdle and burn trees, then pull their stumps. Farmers,
who must have known better than twentieth century scholars how hard this
work was, undoubtedly weighed these factors and often chose expensive,
long-farmed land at home in preference to cheap western land.
64
These were the terms after liberalization of the land laws in 1800.
Four years were allowed for payment. See Roy M. Robbins, Our Landed
Heritage, pp. 18-19.
65

Total Sales Price

Number of Sales

1.00- 100.00
101.00- 250.00
251.00- 500.00
501.00-1,000.00
over $1,000.00
Total ·

35
29
24
17
20

$

m

66

Note the point, discussed in Chapter III, that there was no record
of significant western migration from the county.
67 rt was impossible to compare the larger number of sales or resales
of farms that were divided because there was inadequate information about
the relative value of the pieces of land or improvements involved in the
sales. Subdivisions of the Ferry Point tract were omitted from these
calculations.
68

see note 24.

69

For instance, the Lilliput plantation which Wilso~ Miles Cary sold
to Bishop Madison in 1791 was assessed at $1.84 per acre, but sold for
$20.74 per acre. Properties such as this undoubtedly had valuable houses
and other improvements not considered in the tax assessment. Because of
this factor no direct correlation was found between tax assessments and
sales prices.
70

Miles King, who owned more land than anyone else in the county
during the 28 year period, paid $10.21 in taxes on 1,667 acres of farm
land and 2~ town lots in 1797 and $14.84 on 1,597 acres and 2~ town lots
in 1801. The Lowry farm of 525 acres, which bore an exceptionally high
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assessment of $3.25 per acre, cost its owner, William Lowry, $8.18 in
taxes in 1805, while the 1,000 acre Buckroe plantation paid $9.41.
71

This statement was inferred from the usually insignificant debts
listed in the settlements of the estates of deceased farmers, the number
of mortgages recorded, and the number of foreclosures authorized by the
county court (although the court order books were missing for a majority
of the years studied). However, since office judgements (the form in
which protested debts were recorded) existed only for 1809-1810, a careful
analysis of indebtedness could not be undertaken and the degree of obligation of county farmers to creditors may have been underestimated. Shortterm farm credit is discussed briefly in Chapter X.
72

According to Roy M. Robbins, the terms of the 1800 act revising the
basis on which western lands were sold by the federal government established a "liberal credit system." "One-fourth part of the purchase price
was due in forty days, a second fourth in two years, a third in three
years, and the remaining fourth in four years, 11 Our Landed Heritase,
pp. 18-19. Between 1790 and 1801, the range of time allowed to pay the
balance varied from six months to five years. One of the most generous
mortgages found in the records was that John Jennings, of Hampton, extended to Michael Bonwell, of York County, on the purchase of 131 acres
on Mill Creek in January, 1802. Bonwell paid ~150 down payment (or 36
percent of the purchase price of b420) and was allowed six years to pay
the balance of t270 in b50 installments, plus interest due on each, Deeds
and Wills, Book 12, p., 110.
73

See Hening, Statutes, volume 12, "An Act Against Usury," passed in
1788, PP• 337-338. This was a post-revolutionary reenactment of the
colonial act of 1748 in Hening, Statutes, volume 7, pp. 101-104. The act
raising the interest limit to six percent could not be found in Hening's
Statutes or Samuel Shepherd, editor, The Statutes at Large in Virginia,
JLL92-1806 (Richmond, 1835), but see the Virginia AUnanac, published at
Richmond in 1800 (Evans 36649), for "A table of interest at six percent for
any sum from 20s to 10001s, 11 the only table of interest printed in the book.
74
Ten of these sales were for tracts of 1-100 acres, nine for 101-200,
four for 201-500, and one for more than 500 acres. These 24 sales were
those recorded in Deeds and Wills, Books 12 and 33, in which the in-migrant
was identified as resident in another place at the time of purchase or
11
formerly of ••• , .. plus a few known in-migrants not so identified by the
deed. In all probability a complete abstract of deeds recorded in these
books would reveal more in-migrants who bought land.
75

Four came from the middle peninsula counties of Gloucester, Mathews,
and Northumberland, eight from the Eastern Shore of Virginia and Maryland, six from York and Warwick counties, four from Norfolk (it was not
possible to distinguish between those who came from the city and those
who came from Norfolk County), and one from Nansemond County. The one
foreign in-migrant was Thomas F. Phillips from Barbados.
76
77

Based on 33,481 taxed acres in 1810 (see Table 8).
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 496 and 509.
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78

see the discussion of the public controversy over abolishing the
Eaton and Syms schools in Chapter X. By 1809, all the school land had
been sold except for 50 acres, held under a life lease, that was finally
sold in 1816 to James M. Vaughn of Mathews County for $813.00.
79

Samuel and James Cunningham received a total of b44 for abrogating
their joint life lease of fifty acres of Eaton land. Neither man had been
paying taxes on the land in the years previous to the sale. Samuel Cunningham paid ~100 ($333) or $3.78 per acre for his 88 acres and he was
given a mortgage allowing him three years to pay the principal. No down
payment was specified, but interest was to be paid quarterly. Benjamin
West and Richard Smith received similar mortgages. Only Smith was required to secure the loan by collateral other than the purchased land
(his own 44 acres and five slaves). The other purchases were for cash.
See Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 519-521, and Book 33, pp. 40-45, 47-50,
106, 171, and 644-645.
80

It was impossible, in most cases, to identify migration of married
women. So, the number of women from outside the county who migrated to
Elizabeth City County through marriage was unknown, as was the number of
county women who married in-migrants. However, at least one of the eight
widows of in-migrants, Frances Fenn Stores Frazier, was a local woman.
81

Only ten people among the 150 resident owners whose age could be
calculated were under 27. Philip Greven, in Four Generations, presented
no statistical data on the age of all landowners in Andover, Massachusetts,
earlier in the eighteenth century, but he cited many instances, even in
his fourth generation, of land having been given to sons before they were
27 years old.
8

Zrhe county's resident free adult male farm population was larger
than 322, but the 61 free black people residing in the county could not
be included because neither age nor sex distribution was given in the
manuscript census. These figures confirmed Jackson Turner Main's estimate
that in Virginia Tidewater counties in the 1780's, "well over half of the
adult males had no land ••• ," "Distribution of Property in Virginia," p. 244.
Also see Main's Social Structure of Revolutionary America, p. 54.
83

The figure, 257 households, was a corrected one. The manuscript
census listed 253 families residing in the county outside Hampton. }~al
ysis of the land and personal property tax lists added four households
missed by the census: Moses Fenn, Ben Fenn, Peter Fenn, and Richard
Rout ten.
84
The household of Miles King, an absentee landowner, consisted only
of slaves but was included among the 141 landowning householdse Of 162
resident landowners, nineteen were counted by the census as Hampton residents and two lived in the household of another county landowner.
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CHAPTER VII
TENANTS AND FREE FARM LABORERS

Although scholars have known for a long time that tenancy existed in
Virginia, this form of land tenure has often been neglected in historical
schema of rural life that emphasized yeoman farmers, plantation owners,
overseers, and slaves.

Tenants were numerous in Elizabeth City County

where they, almost exclusively, managed farms when their owners could not
or did not choose to do so.

Tenancy existed in the county before the Rev-

olution but in the decades following it, as absentee ownership increased,
so did the number of tenants.
on the largest plantations.

Paid overseers were rarely employed even
Only a few scattered references to overseers

could be found in the records of twenty-eight years.

1

In contrast to the

paucity of references to overseers or foremen, slave or free, those to
tenants abounded in leases, deeds, probate records, and a petition to the
state legislature.

This evidence, and the number of landless families

living in the countryside when the census of 1810 was taken, confirmed
that tenancy was the predominant form of land tenure among non-owning
farmers in the county.
It was impossible from the existing records to fully or accurately
estimate the proportion of tenants and owners in any year prior to 1810,
but the increasing number of leases and references to renting land in probate records gave some indication that tenancy became more important as
out-migration and absentee ownership rose.

Because this form of land ten-

364
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ure was, by 1810, the basis of the lives of so many of the county's rural
families, a careful examination was undertaken of all of the evidence of
the causes and extent of tenancy, the terms and conditions of leases, the
use of slave labor by tenants, the wealth accumulated during their lifetimes, and the relationship of migration to tenancy.
Another group o£ significant size who have suffered some neglect
relative to the better known groups of rural Virginia were free farm workers.

Free male

fa~

laborers appeared in the county records only as adult

men whose tithable taxes were paid by others, and only when they were
named, between 1782 and 1789, could non-related employees be separated
from sons.
workers.

Even then, it was difficult to separate town workers from farm
For instance, George Hope, already a large landowner in the

1780's, paid taxes for as many as six unrelated men in some years of the
decade, but these were almost certainly workers in his Hampton shipyard.
On the other hand, John Lowry, who had no town interests, always paid
taxes for one or two unrelated men working on his 525 acre farm.

On the

whole, the free farm workers appear to have been young men, who later established independent families, or else highly transient.
I.

Causes and Extent of Tenancy.
At fir9t glance there would appear to have been little opportunity

for tenancy to flourish in a county which had so many small owner-operated
farms and such a generous supply of slave workers.

Closer consideration

showed, however, that rental land was amply available.

Nearly half (46

percent) of the county's acreage in 1810 was probably farmed by tenants.
This was the 16,289 acres owned by 47 live absentees, 34 absentee estates,
and 19 Hampton residents.

2

The smaller amount of additional land rented

each year by live county residents and by estate executors on behalf of
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widows and minor heirs resident in the county could not be determined,
but leases from prior years negotiated by people in both groups confirmed
their use of tenants.

3

Jackson Turner Main has estimated that about fifteen percent of free
farm workers in Virginia tidewater counties were tenants, thirty-one percent laborers, eleven percent non-owning workers on family lands, and
forty-three percent owners.

Main recognized the difficulty of determin-

ing how many people rented land and admitted his estimate of the proportion of tenants

may be too low."

11

4

Although definite figures were as im-

possible to find for ElizBbeth City as for any other Virginia county, it
was most probable that tenants may have been nearly thirty percent, rather
than fifteen percent, of the free farm workers.

5

This crude estimate was

based on the availability of absentee-owned land and the organization of
landless families in separate households.
Not only were there about one hundred farms needing resident operators in the county, but these farms were geographically located in rough
proportion to the homes of landless families (Table 1).

Assuming that

ordinary farm workers, both slave and free, usually lived in the household of their employer, which was the custom on American farms not only
in the colonial years but throughout the nineteenth century, then, in
1810, landless farm households were headed by either non-farm workers,
overseers, or tenants.

Data on non-farm occupations was scarce, espe-

cially for a group who never named their occupation in a deed.

Two men,

William Parish (district 5) and William Hickman (district 4) held retail
licenses; Thomas L. Nicholson (district 4) was a surveyor; and James
Barron (district 6) was a suspended

u.s.

naval officer.

Another man,

John Dinn (district 4), was possibly too old to farm, as both he and his
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Table 1
Number of Landless Farm Families Compared to the Number and Acres
of Absentee-Owned Farms in Each Census District, 1810

James River

2

Census District
3

4

5

6

Location
unknown

No. Landless
Families

18.0

22.0

22.0

28.0

19.0

7.0

No. AbsenteeOwned Farms

16.0

16.0

24.0a

15o0

12.0

1.0

16

No. AbsenteeOwned Acres

1,324.0

3,221.0

7,258.0

1,592.0

1,536.0

214.,0

1,144

73.5

146.4

329.9

56.9

80.8

30.6

Absentee Acres per
Landless Family

a

alncluding ~·.he land of Miles King.
Source:

Manuscript Census of 1810 and Appendix 1, Table 4.
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wife were over 44 years and they had no other free or slave residents in
their household.

In

add1~1on

to these five men, four cf the seventeen

women heading landless households lived alone with young children and had
no slaves, so they were excluded from the group of tenant farmers.

6 The

division of labor in the rural areas of the county was limited, as evidenced by goods inventoried, so that even those with artisan skills usually
farmed too.

7

It was assumed that the 107 remaining landless families were

employed on farms as tenants.
But, to compare these families to the percentage of male workers
that Jackson Truner Main used, it had to be assumed that only each head
of household was a tenant, while other free adult males in the household
were ordinary farm workers.

Since Main considered only male farm workers,

neither the thirteen county women who headed tenant families nor the unknown number of free women who did farm work could be included in the comparison.

Among free white male farm workers in Elizabeth City County in

1810, 126, or 40 percent, owned land; 94, or 29 percent, were farm laborera (including those who worked for land-owning and tenant families);
five, or two percent, were not farm workers; and 94, or 29 percent, were
tenants.
Perhaps the most important differences between free men were not
those of tenure.

Quite obviously this was true for all the slaves and

for the 86 percent of the rural free women who did not head households.
Even among free men, what difference did it make in their lives to own

900 acres or 25, or to rent 75 acres or manage 500, to work for a landowning father or for a tenant father, or to work for a mother holding
land under either tenure?

One simple difference was political.

The Vir-

ginia franchise throughout the period was limited to free white men who
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owned 25 acres with a house or 50 acres without, or leased equivalent
property for life (a rarity in the county by the end of the Revolution).
Only 89 (27.6 percent) of the 322 adult free white men living on farms in
1810 met this qualification.

But, one doesn't vote every day, and other

economic and social distinctions must have been more important.

To ex-

plore these, two separate groups among the landless farm population,
tenant heads of households and dependent workers, were distinguished and
different questions asked about the lives of each.

Among tenant heads of

households, the principal questions were what were the terms of tenancy
and to what extent was land tenure primary to differences in economic
reward and social status.
II.

Terms of Tenancy.
There was little in common between the institution of tenancy in Eliz-

abeth City County in the post-revolutionary years and Southern tenancy in
the post-Civil War years.

The county's tenants, far from being an impov-

erished class held in debt peonage, presented a range from rich men, who
brought as many as fifteetl slaveG to their rented acres, to those with
nothing but their family's labor.

Even the latter, though, were working

in prosperous times throughout most of the years from 1782-1810 and were
renting on advantageous terms.

Given the number of absentee-owned acres

in the county, the most rational economic decision might well have been
to forego the status of landownership and to invest capital instead in
labor with which to work the land as a tenant.

If such were the case,

landless households might well have been as wealthy as those of landowners
farming comparable-size farms.

In such circumstances, labor would have

been a more important component of farm wealth than land.

The

ava~.~-!lbi.li.ty

of land for lease and the surplus free farm population in Elizabeth City
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County in the late eighteenth century made this an attractive hypothesis.
However, the evidence about the relative wealth of landless and landowning
families showed the opposite was true:

landless families, though not im-

poverished as a group, were substantially less wealthy than landowning
families.
The terms of tenancy were crucial to the opportunities existing for
renting farmers to gain wealth.

In Elizabeth City County, as one might

have supposed from the large number of potentially rentable acres
these terms were favorable to tenants.

itt

1810,

Short-term cash rents predominated

here, as elsewhere in Virginia, in the post-revolutionary period.

8

The

lease for one or more lives virtually disappeared after the Revolution,
and few leases for more than one year were given.

From the historian's

point of view, this was unfortunate because Virginia law required that
only leases running for more than five years had to be written and
recorded at the courthouse.

9

Sharecropping was entirely absent in the

records until near the end of the period studied.

In 1804, the first of

several leases was recorded in which in-migrant tenants agreed to pay
either one-fourth or one-third of their crop as rent.

10

The appearance

of sharecropping followed the rapid renewal in the growth of the free
white population after 1801 when in-migrants streamed into the county and
fewer natives left.

Introduction of tenancy on shares probably meant

that the period when managing tenants were scarce relative to the amount
of land to be let was drawing to a close and the te·cms of tenancy were
turning against the renter.
Nineteen written leases were recorded during the years 1782-1810.

11

Several other types of court records also attested to the wider existence
of tenancy.

A number of deeds contained clauses such as " ••• that tract •••
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John Bushell n<Y..s liveth a tenant •••• "

When a tenant bought a

farm he/she had been renting, the deed usually mentioned that it was "a
parcel of land whereon Jeremiah Cain now lives •••• "
might indicate that its author was renting land.

Less often a will

One dispute over the

costs of repairs between a tenant and owner was brought before the court
for settlement.

12

Besides the lea9es, it was the final accounts of es-

tates, which listed rental of land during the years when settlement was
pending, that were most useful in evaluating the terms of tenancy. 13
Besides these references in the county court records, another indication of the prevalence of tenancy in the county was an 1803 petition
to the state legislature protesting plans to abolish the county's two endowed free schools and establish, instead, an academy in Hampton.

This

petition, signed by 96 men (including two free black men}, who were "inhabitants of the vicinity of Eatons and Syms' Charity Schools of the
County of Elizabeth City ••• ," argued that closing the rural schools (one
of which was in district 3, near Poquoson, and the other in district 2}
l'rould have " ••• the most injurious consequences to the poor inhabitants
residing in the vicinity of Said Schools that could happen, because there
are a number of poor people who reside in the vicinity of the School who
have not a Horse for their Children to ride on and have heavy rent to pay
and perhaps not a second suit of Clothes to appear decent in nt so public
a p 1ace as Hampton i s •••• 1114

CompariGon of the names on this petition

with those on the land tax records for 1803 revealed that two-thirds (62)
of the subscribers did not

~l

land.

Names of Hampton residents predomi-

nated on the petition of those favoring the town academy, but 39 percent
of its eighty signers were also landless men (who lived mainly in the
eastern section of the county not served by the existing schools).
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These references, which made it clear that tenancy was widespread, also
supplied some data about the limitations imposed on tenants, changes in
tenancy during the period, and the amount of rent paid.
In thirty-four cases the amount of land rented, the total rent, and
the length of the tenancy were identified.

Twenty of these were for land

rented between 1780 and 1794, five between 1795 and 1798, six between
16
1799 an1 1803, and three between 1804 and 1810.
Rental was on an annual
basis in twenty-two cases and in twelve it was for four or more years.

In

every case there was a fixed 1 annual rent rather than a sharecropping
agreement, and all, except

one~

specified cash rent.

Rents paid per acre

ranged from 3 cents to 73 cents per year, but each of these was an atypical
case involving a lease between parent and son.

The range in the thirty-

two other cases was between 9 cents and 44 cents per acre each year.
Table 2
Annual Cash Rent Paid Per Acre on Different Sizes of Farms
in Elizabeth City County, 1i81-1805
Number of
Leases

Total Acres
Rented

Range of Rent
Paid Per Acre
cents

Average Rent
Per Acre
cents

3

25- 30

27-44

35.0

14

40- 80

24-43

32.3

2

100-150

14-29

21.5

13

200-300

9-20a

a

17.3

In t~~lve cases the rent varied between 17-20 cents per acre; the
average rent per acre was 18.0 cents in these cases. The one lease at 9
cents per acre was negotiated in 1803 at the end of a period of exceptionally low rental prices.
Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34.
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Analysis of the data on the basis of the length of the lease, the date of
the tenancy, and the amount of acreage rented revealed that the size of the
farm was the most aignificant variable.

Annual rents paid per acre in the

thirty-two leases negotiated between 1781 and 1805 according to the size
of the farm rented are shown in Table 2.
Thus the tenant on a small tract paid more than one renting a large
farm.

The quality of the land did not appear to be as important a factor

as the size of the farm.

Three leases specified that the land was "old

field ground, 11 a term usually applied to worn tobacco fields, and one was
for acreage near Chesapeake Bay of exceptionally low assessed value, yet
the rents paid for these lands were as high as those paid for more fertile farms.

And, in a county where accessibility to water transport was

everywhere available, waterfront locations brought no
Annual rent varied over the entire

p~riod.

premi~=

Though the number of

cases in which movement in the price of rent could be studied was small,
four distinct periods were noticed.

Between 1781 and 1794 variation in

the rent of each size farm was minimal.

Rent per acre increased sharply,

especially on small farms, between 1795 and 1798. The average amount
chP.rged per acre on seven farms of 25 to 80 acres in the first period was

33.0 cents and in the second it was 38.2 cents on four farms.
rents for farms of all sizes declined.

In 1799,

Tenants on four farms of 25 to 80

acres paid only an average of 26.2 cents per acre between 1799 and 1803.
In 1804, the price of renting land began an upward trend shown in the
fact that farms of 25 to 80 acres once more cost an average of 34.0 cents
per acre.
The two most probable factors responsible for variation in the cost
of renting land were changes in (a) the number of potential tenants or
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(b) the price of the products of county farms.

Movements in the price of

renting land corresponded to the pattern of out-migration more clearly
than to fluctuations in the prices of corn, the county's most important
cash crop.

The correlation to migration was strongest in the period 1799-

1803, years when net population loss was high and the remaining tenants
may have been able to demand rent most favorable to them.

The correlation

to corn prices was strongest when rents rose in 1795 following an increase
in the price of corn.

One long-term lease, signed in 1794, provided for

rent fluctuation as crop prices changed by levying the rent in barrels of
corn rather than cash.

Evidence from county inventories indicated that

corn prices had risen nearly forty percent in the four years previous to
the signing of this lease.

But the 1795 corn price of $2.88 per barrel

was a peak price that was followed by a decline to $1.15

p~r

1797, much the lowest price recorded between 1789 and 1810.

barrel in
Yet 1798

rents were not lower, following the disastrous 1797 break in corn prices.
By 1799, when rents did begin to decline, corn was again being sold for
over $2.00 a barrel and in 1801 a record average price of $4.16 a barrel
was paid for corn, yet rent did not begin to increase until 1804, the
year in which average corn prices leveled out at $3.00 per barre1. 17
Either migration was the more important factor or the lag in the response
of rent to corn prices was longer than might have been expected.
The rents paid by this small sample of the county tenants were in
line with the fragmentary evidence about Virginia rents in the late eighteenth century.

George Washington,

~~

rented much of his land to tenants,

noted that land in the state, after the Revolution, commonly rented for
eight to ten pounds currency per 100 acres, or from between 27 to 33 cents
per acre.

18
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As rent was not the only condition that the landlord imposed on the
tenant, the other terms of leases must also be considered before reckoning the leniency or hardship of the tenancy.

Compared to the conditions

prevailing elsewhere in Virginia, the tenants in Elizabeth City County
had few restrictions.

Only eleven of the nineteen written, long-term

leases laid restraints upon the tenant.

One of these required the tenant

to repair the house and kitchen, and to fence and trim the "young orchard"
at his expense. 19

Several allowed the tenant to cut 'Timber to build him

a House to live in and every other out House he may think necessary and
Timber for farming utensils."

20

Some leases provided for mutual respon-

sibility in repairing buildings and one landlord promised to build a new
road to the tenant's house.

21

In one lease the tenant agreed to give

the owner "Liberty ••• to catch oysters along the shore."

22

The most usual

restrictions placed on tenants in county leases were concerned with
conserving timber and woodlands, and preventing soil exhaustion by limitint consecutive plantings of corn.
prohibited clearing any

woodl&a.d~

With one exception, these leases all
for

f~~i~g 7

and usually also prohi-

bited cutting or use of fallen hardwood trees, such as chestnut and oak.
Typically, a tenant was given " ••• the liberty to cut pine for firewood,
provided he cut none that will maul into rails or is fit to saw into the
1123
worst ki nd of p 1an k ••••

Cash penalties in these leases all related

to wastage of timber resources.

But, there was also concern about crop

rotation, so that the tenant was often not allowed to cultivate "the
same field two years successively in Indian corn."
to be left

fallu~

or sown in small grains.

Land not in corn was

24

The three sharecropping leases signed in 1804, 1805, and 1809 for
six, seven, and eight years, respectively, were no more restrictive than
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the cash rent leases.

In none of these cases was the tenant reqt1ired to

grow a specific commercial crop.

Instead, the typical wording was that

the landlord would receive "one-fourth of everything that is made upon
the Land such as Corn, fodder, oats, pease, etc •••• "

This lease did

except what the tenant grew "from two Bushells of Potatoe seed and garden," and a second excluded the wheat crop (a minor grain in the county)
from the landlord's share.

25

These fairly simple leases

(~ld

those cited above were the most

restrictive recorded in the county) contrasted sharply with the complex
provisions common at this time in the Northern Neck and Western Virginia.
There the landlords, who were renting tracts of 100-150 acres, often of
previously unfarmed land, required tenants to agree to build houses,
barns, and fences; to terminate the lease at their pleasure; prohibited
sub-tenancy; limited the number of slaves who could be employed on the
land; required bonds for fulfillment of the lease; and sometimes refused
to rent to those who owned nearby land.

26

Not only were the terms of the recorded leases in Elizabeth City
County not onerous, but the rents were low, both in relation to sales
prices and crop prices.

A 100 acre farm of average value that rented

for 30 cents per acre, or $30.00, a year in the 1790's would have cost
$600.00 to buy.

27

Had the tenant borrowed the money at five percent

interest to purchase the farm, he or she would have paid as mt1ch in
interest as in rent.

Or, to see it from the owner's point of view,

rents seem to have approximated the maximum annual interest on the velue
of their land.

Since loans were not widely available, the option of

purchase was probably not open to most tenants.

So, it was relevant to

consider what part of their crop was necessary to pay the rent.
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The 77 acres that Charles Jennings rented for ten barrels of corn
(or about 32 cents per acre) each year provided a good measure of this.
Not all of this farm was cropland.

Although none of the county records

specified how much land was in woods, meadows, orchards, or crops, it
was not unreasonable to assume that ten acres might have been planted
in corn, the predominant crop in the county.

The

min~

yield of such

a planting should have been about 150 bushels, of which 35 bushels would
have been required for rent. 28 Thus, less than one quarter of Jennings's
cash corn crop paid his rent, while he had the profits of the remainder
of the farm as well.
Yet, despite the economic opportunities tenancy on such favorable
terms might have offered landless families, other available indirect
evidence about their accumulation of wealth indicated they did less well
than those who owned land.
III.

The Use of Slave Labor and Accumulation of Personal Property by

Tenants.
Agriculture in the county was baaed not only upon the land but also
upon slave labor.

So the extent to which tenants had access to that

labor was one measure of their earnings and wealth.

29

Tables 3, 4, and

5 show the relative number of landowning and landless families who used

slave labor in 1810 and the number and age groups of the slaves working
for each.
Over one-third of landless families used no slave labor, while only
half as many landowning families farmed with free workers only.

Nearly

twice as many landless families (23.3 percent) had only one slave in
their household as did families owning land (12.5 percent).

So, while

58.6 percent of tenant families farmed with no slaves or only one, only
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Table 3
Distribution of Slave Labor Between Landless and Landowning
Families in Elizabeth City County, 18101
Number of
Slaves in
Household

Children
Under 16

Landless Families
Adults
Children
Over 16
& Adults

Resident Landownins Famil~
Children
Children
Adults
TotlLl
Total
Under 16
& Adults
Over 16
number of households

None

--

··-

--

41

--

--

--

28

One

16

0

11

27

10

0

10

20

Two

1

6

3

10

6

10

1

17

Three

2

5

2

9

2

3

1

6

Four

1

7

0

8

1

8

2

11

Five

2

1

0

3

1

8

1

10

6-10

1

14

1

16

2

21

0

23

11-15

0

2

0

2

0

22

0

22

0
23

·rs

16 or more
Total Households

0

0

I7

0

II6

0

22

23

95

0

IS

23

1.60

1

Excluding all Hampton residents except the 19 who owned farm land. The number of landowning families
was only 160 because two owners lived :Ln the household of another owner. All nlaves counted by the census
and those on which personal property t.ax was paid were included. Those residing in a census household on
whom no tax was paid, or who were asseosed as being between 12-16 years old on the personal property tax roll
were presumed to be children.
Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810 and Personal Property Tax

List~

1810, Elizabeth City County.

Table 4
Percentage Distribution of Slave Labor Betweetl Landless and
Landowning Families in Elizabeth City County, 1810
Number of Slaves
in Household

Percent of 116
Landless Families

Percent of 160
Landownins Families

35.3
23.3
8.6
7.8
6.9
2.6
13.8
1.7

17.5
12.5
10.6
3.7
6.9
6.2
14.4
13.8
14.4
100.0

None
One
Two
Three
Four
Five
6-10
11-15
16 or more

o.o

100.0
Source:

Table 3.

Table 5
Percentage Distribution of Slaves by Age Group Among Those
Landless and Landowning Families Using
Slave Labor in 1810
Percent of 75
Landless Families

Percent of 132
Landowning Families

Children under
16 only

31

17

Children and
Adults

46

72

23

roo

Age Group
of Slaves

Adults over
16 only

Souxce:

IOo'

11

T..lOle 3.
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thirty percent of landowning families did so.

Even more revealing was the

higher concentration of tenant families able to afford to employ only
slave children (Table 5).

Among landless families, 56 percent either had

no slaves or children only, while only 32 percent of landowning families
did so.
But, although landless families had significantly less access to
slave labor, and especially to that of mature slaves -- including women
of reproductive age (who, for owners, represented increased potential for
capitalization) -- almost two-thirds of these families were wealthy enough
to employ slave labor.

A few tenants (15.5 percent) used six or more

slaves on their farms, compared to 42.6 percent of landowning families.

30

This was evidence both of the pervasiveness of slavery in the agricultural
economy of the county and of the diversity of wealth among tenant families.
Table 6
Landless Households Without Slave Labor in 1810
by Census District
Landless Families
Without Slaves

J.R.

Number of Families

4.0

9.0

3.0

22.2

40.9

13e6

Percent of Landless
Families in District

2

Census Districts
4
3

5

6

Total

11.0

14.0

0

41a

39.2

73.9

0

~ive additional landless families had no slaves resident in their
census household, but paid personal property taxes on slaves in 1810.
These were probably either hired slaves who lived at the home of their
owner or slaves who died after taxes were levied and before the census
was taken. But, in either ease, the household used slave labor for at
least part of the year, and was not included among the landless households
using no slave labor in 1810. Three of these households were in district
3, one in district 4, and one in dietriet 6.

Source:

Manuscript Census of 1810, Elizabeth City County, Virginia.
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Further evidence of this diversity was found in the settlement
pattern of the landless families who used no slave labor.

The highest

concentrations of tenants using slave labor (excepting the small district
6) were located in district 3, near York County, and along the James
River, while 73.9 percent of the landless families in the eastern district 5 used no slaves.

No direct explanation of the relationship between

tenants' use of slave labor and their residence in different sections of
the county could be found.

It is possible that various sub-communities

within the county possessed distinct social

characteristi~s

that affected

the employment of slave labor by tenants as well as by landowners, but
no evidence of such patterns was found.

31

A relationship that may have existed was that in the diBtricts (such
as district 5) with larger numbers of small farms (of 50 acres or less)
fewer tenant families may have employed slave labor than in the districts
(such as district 3) in which large farms predominated.

32 Since there was

no way to ascertain the size of the farms rented by tenants, no direct
correlation of the use of slave labor by tenants and the amount of land
they farmed could be made.

Information which was available for each dis-

trict on the number and size of farms worked by owners who did not employ
slave labor in 1810 might explain which tenants were least likely to use
slaves.

While two-thirds (48) of the county landowners farming 50 acres

or less did use slaves, one-third (24) of the owners of this size farm did
not.

Over one-half (15) of the farmowners

acres or less.

~ho

did not use slaves held 25

Every owner of over one hundred acres used slave labor and

only four with 51-100 acres farmed entirely with free labor (Table 7).

Is

it not likely that the ability of tenants to afford slave labor was as influenced by the size of their farms as was that of farmowners?
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Table 7
Resident Landowning Families Using No Slave Labor in 1810,
by Census District and Size of Farm1

Size Farm

J.R.

2

acres

Census District
3
4
number of landowning families

5

6

Total

1- 25

2

2

1

3

6

1

15

26- 50

0

2

0

5

2

0

9

51-100

0

1

0

1

2

0

4

over 100

0

2

0

5

0

I

0

9

0

1o

0

I

0

28

1 Including 19 Hampton residents who owned county farms. Nine additional families had no slaves resident
in their census households but paid personal property taxes on s!aves in 1810. One owned less than 26 acres,
six owned 26-51 acres, one owned 101% acres, .and one o~med 365 acres. Two owned land in James River district,
two in district 2, oneindistrict3,one in district 4, and three in district 5.

Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810 and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1810.
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Since landless families had access to fewer slaves to work their
farms, it was not surprising to find that they accumulated less wealth
during their lifetimes than landowners did.

Nearly three-fourths (74 per-

cent) of the landowners in the sample (shown in Table 8) had a gross personal estate (personal property valued soon after death before payment of
creditors' claims) of more than h101, while over half (56 percent) of
the landless decedents had less.
had over

~200

landless.

Forty-three percent of the landowners

in personal estate at death, compared to 19 percent of the

The bias of the sample against the poorest of the landless

families (see Appendix 3) probably accounted for there being no probate
records of tenants with less than

~5

in gross personal estate.

Though

the data did show a considerable range of wealth in both groups, those
who awned land were also the ones with better opportunities to accumulate
personal property during their lifetimes.
This increased opportunity to accumulate personal property for the
landowners was directly correlated to the amount of land owned (see
Table 9).

It was as rare for those who owned less than 101 acres to

have more than

~200

in gross personal estate as it was for those who

owned more land to have lees personal

property~

If tenants had also

accumulated personal propertr in proportion to the amount of land they
farmed, then only a few of them could have farmed more than 100 acres.
But, the number of absentee-owned farms of more than 100 acres available
for tenants to farm made it more probable that most of those who worked
relatively large farms accumulated less wealth than owners of comparable
sized tracts because their rent payments reduced their disposable income
each year.
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Table 8
Gross Personal Estate (Inventory of Estate Sale of Personal Property, Including Slaves)
of Elizabeth City County Farmers Only, Probated Between 1782 and 1810

Number

under 15

0

o.o

o.o

2

4.8

4.8

15- 25

3

18.8

18.8

3

7.1

11.9

26- 50

3

18.8

37.6

3

7.1

19.0

51-100

3

18 .. 8

56.4

3

7.1

26.1

101-200

4

25.0

81.4

13

31.0

57.0

over 200
Total

I6

3

18.8
100.2

100.2

42.9

99.9

Mean
Median

Landless Families

Number

Value of
Personal
ProEerti
pounds

Percent

~153

79

Curaulati vc!
Percent

Landowning Families
Cumulative
Percent
Percent

16

42

99.'9'
t.467
162

Source: Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33. See discussion in Appendix 3 on methods and relative
validity of data from probate records used in this table.
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Table 9
Gross Personal Estate of Landowners, Probated Between
1782 and 1810, by Size of Farm

Size of Farm
acres
1- 25

Under

b

Value of Gross Personal Estate
),
~
t.
t.
26-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
number of landowners

Over
t.l,OOO

No.

Total
Percent

us

15-25

2

2

1

1

3a

9

21.4

1

1

1

4

7

16.7

1

1

3

1

6

14.3

2

3

3

1

9

21.4

1a

2

2

5

11.9

5

6

1

4
7

42

6

14.3
100.0

26- 50
51-100
101-200
201-500
over 500
Total

!.5011,000

2

3

3

3

1

TI

~he value of two estates was underestimated by the exclusion of slaves belonging to the decedents
at death.

Source: Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33, and Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1810. See note 33 and the discussion in Appendix 3 on methods and relative validity of data from probate records used in this table.
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Available records necessarily left unanswered a number of questions
about the economic and social status of the county's rural landless people.

For instance, because county tax records did not indicate which

people lived in Hampton and which in the rural areas, it was not feasible
to compare personal

~roperty

and land tax lists to determine the number

of landless taxpayers before 1810.

Leases and probate records indicated

tenancy existed throughout the post-revolutionary years.
in the

nm~unt

The increase

of absentee-owned land after 1800 made it highly probable

that tenancy increased after that date but its relative importance in
different decades could not be documented exactly.

There was some evi-

dence, though, on the questions of whether landless families were a permanent class, were related to !&,downers and might acquire land, or were
newcomers to the county seeking better opportunities.
IV.

Tenancy Among Migrants and Old Residents.
The largest number of the 116 landless families in 1810 were from

old, rather than in-migrant families.

Seventy-four (64 percent) came

from families who had been in the county more than ten years (Table 10).
Over three-fourths (79 percent) of the landless farmers from old families
were related (at least to the extent of sharing a common surname) to
landowning families.

34

But there was also a small group of landless

families, long resident in the county and not related to landowners, who
constituted a permanent tenant class.

35

Only six of the 39 landless

families who moved to the county after 1800 were related to landowners.

36

Thus, fifty-six percent of the landless families of 1810 were the children of local landowners who had no portion of the family acreage by the
t~e

they established a family, twenty-nine percent were landless in-mi-

grants, and fifteen percent were from the permanent tenant class.
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Table 10
Old and New Landless Families in Elizabeth City County, 1810
Family Surname First Appeared in Personal Property Tax Records:!
Years
Number of Families
1784-1789

65

1794-1798

9

1804

10

1809-1810

29

Never on personal
property tax lists
Total

3

ill

1Based on tally of the personal property tax records for the years
1784, 1785, 1787, 1789, 1794, 1798, 1804, 1809, and 1810. Note the duplication of several common names, such as Brown, Smith, Johnson, or Jones,
of possibly unrelated people tended to inflate the numbers of landless
families whose residence in the county dated to the 1760's. In each group
the family may have lived some years in the county before the first years
recorded: those in 1784-1789, an indefinite number of years; in 17941796, from 1790; in 1804, from 1799; and in 1809-1810, from 1805.

Source: Manuscript Federal Census of 1610; Personal Property Tax
Records, Elizabeth City County, 1784, 1785, 1767, 1769, 1794, 1798, 1804,
1809, ~nd 1810.
location patterns were similar to those of landowners with old families
predominating on the better farm lands in district 3 and in-migrants most
numberous East of Hampton River in districts 4 and 5.

v.

Profile of the Elizabeth City County Tenant.
Heads of landless households were slightly, but not significantly,

younger than heads of landowning households.

A comparison of the per-

centages in Table 11 with those in Table 23 in Chapter VI showed there
were 3.0 percent more landless households headed by a male 16-25 years
old, 6.3 percent more headed by a male 26-44, and 10.3 percent less
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Table 11
Comparison of Age Distribution of Landless Heads of Farm
Households and Total Free .Adult Population of
Elizabeth City County in 1810, by sexl
Age
Grou2
years

Male Heads of
Landless Households
percent
number
0

o.o

16-25

10

10.7

26-44

54

58.0

over 44

29
93

'99.9

under 16

31.2

Total
Free Adults
percent

Female Heads of
Landlesss Households
percent
number

Total
Free Adults
percent

1

6.6

37.8

0

o.o

35.1

42.3

5

33.3

42.7

19.8

99.'9

9

15

60.0

99.9

22.0

'9'9':8

1 Based on age data in the 1810 census for 108 heads of landless farm households. Ages of 8 free black
heads of landless households could not be determined. In those cases in which the age of the head of the
household was not known and several adults of the same sex resided in the household, the oldest was ass\wed
to be the head of the household.
Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.

389.
headed by a male of 45 or more years.

Landless women heading households

were, in contrast, significantly older than the comparable group of women
owning farms.

One important fact about the social structure of the county

was evident from the age data on all heads of rural households in 1810:

few

people under the age of 26 were able to establish independent families,
Only twenty-one (eighteen male and three female) of 241 farm households were
headed by someone under 26 yeers.

37

Equally few free white farm men aged

26-44 failed to form their own household since only 22 of these men were
38
Rural men in Elizabeth City Coundependent members of another household.
ty either did not marry at an early age, or, if they did so, did not tmmediately establish a separate household.

The opportunity to farm indepen-

dently as a tenant was primarily an option for the white male over 26.
Among the 116 landless rural households, 83 (71.5 percent) were headed by
such men, 15 (12.9 percent) were headed by white women (of whom only one
was under 26), and 8 (6.9 percent) were headed by free black people of unknown age (two women and six men).
Little is known about the free black tenants. Four lived in district
2, which also had two black landowners; two lived in the James River district; one in district 3; and one in district 4, where three black landowners lived. 39 There was no ghetto enclosing the handful of free black
farm families in the county.

These families ranged in size from the bach-

elor Cesar Jones to Mary Cook's household of eight free people and one slave,
but they were, on the average, smaller than free white households.
The eleven free white women who headed tenant households were also
dispersed throughout the county, but tended to have large households.

Some,

such as Sarah Tennis and Nancy Routten, were widows with adult sons helping
them.

40

Three were widows with no free adult males living at home, but
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with a number of slaves to do the farm work. 41 More typical were complex
households of four to five free adults and several sl'lves.

In Catherine

Mears's family there were two women over 44, two men aged 16-25, two boys
aged 10-15, and three slaves.

Dianne Pointer, widowed in 1810, had two

children under 16, a daughter aged 16-25,
slaves in her household.

two

free black people, and ten

The existence of slavery increased the possibil-

ities for women to farm, either as tenants or owners, but most of the women
who headed tenant farm households also had free adult dependents or employees living with them.
Nothing in the county records suggested that sharp social distinctions
were made between tenants and landowners.

People from wealthy families who

rented land, such as Merritt Moore, Ann Hollier, or Charles Jennings, were
accorded the class status of their families.

Both Moore, who owned no land,

and Jennings, who owned 50 acres and a town lot and rented another 77 acres,
held prestigious political offices. 42 One of the daughters of tenant James
Marshall married Charles Co:lier, heir to a 550-acre farm.

Mary Parsons,

widow of John Parsons, one of the county's largest landowners, took as her
second husband a tenant, William Landrum.

43

Many other marriages between

landowning and tenant classes could prob3bly be discovered in more careful
examination of the genealogical records of the county.

The size of the

farm and the number of slaves employed were more important in determining
the wealth and social standing of rural people in Elizabeth City County
than was land tenure.

But, tenants as a group had less access to the large

farms and numbers of slave laborers requisite to entry into the middle
and wealthy farm classes than did owners.

Both tenants and owners depended

heavily on the labor of two groups to operate their farms:

free young

adults and slaves.
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VI.

Free Farm Workers.
In 1810, 90 (83.3 percent) of the 108 free white rural men aged 16·25,

plus an unknown number of free black men of that age, were living as dependents in a fana household.

There was no evidence in the county records of

how many were working for their

famili~s

and

how

many were

~~rking

for others

(either in farm or non-farm occupations), or of what their terms of employment were.

But these young men were the most important component of the

free farm workforce.

Though men of this age group might be expected to have

been highly mobile, many obviously were not.

The high ratio of slaves in

the county, especially in view of the size of most of the farms, which would
apparently have made the labor of these free young men unnecessary to their
families' economic welfare, made their presence more difficult to explain.
Some may have done non-farm work.

William Skinner's James River district

farm of 15 acree could hardly have supported or provided

employmen~

adult free men, a wife, two children, and one adult slave.

for four

Though Willimn

Rowland's 100 acres may have been adequate for his one adult son and five
other children, even with two adult slaves and fi·1e slave children.

Some-

times childrens' labor largely replaced slave labor, as in the case of
Stephen

~nd,

who

h~d

five free adult males and

on~

adult woman, besides

his wife and five children, and one adult slave to work his 280 acre farm.
Nor were young men the only source of free labor.

At least 52 (42.8

percent) of the free white women aged 16-25 were also unmarried dependents
in another's household.

Marriage allowed a much higher proportion of young

women than of young men to move out of their parents' home before they were

26.

Yet a large number of rural free women were not married in 1810.

At

a minimum over one-third (36.3 percent) of the atlult free white rural women
were unmarried or widows in 1810.

Eighty-one of these women lived as depen-

dents in another household and sixteen headed their own households.
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Table 12
Dependent Adult Free Farm Women
Number of Women, Not Heading Households, Who Could
Not Have a Husband in the Household, 18101
Age
GrouE

Land Owning
Households

Landless
Households

16-25

31

21

26-44

12

5

7

over 44

5

50

31

1
A minimum estimation, since any unmarried dependent woman in a
household with an unmarried dependent male (such as a brother or paid
farm worker) was excluded.
Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.
Table 13

Estimation of the Number of Free Adult Farm Women Living as Dependents,
Heading Households, and Married, by Age Group, 1810
Age
Groue
years

Total
no.

Single
Deeendents1
7.
no.

Heads of
Households
%
no.

Possibly
Married
no.
7.

16-25

121

52

43.0

2

!.6

67

55.4

26-44

150

17

11.3

20

13.3

113

75.3

78

12
81

15.4

24

30.8

42

53.8

over 44
1

349

46

ill

See note 1, Table 12.

2

A maximum estimation, since any woman for whom a male pair was found
in the household was assumed to be married.
Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.
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More than one-quarter (28.7 percent) or the free white adult farm
population lived as dependents.

Less than one-half (43.6 percent) of the

rural families were nuclear (consisting only of father, mother, and minor
children) even when slaves living in the household were excluded.
VII.

Comparative Household Size Among All Rural Families.
Complex families (including those in which two families shared a

household, in which aged parents resided with their children, or in which
adult childrenp sisters, brothers, or unrelated persons lived in the home)
were more common among landowners than among landless families, indicating
that the number of adult dependents was related to family income as well
as custom. 44
Table 14
Nuclear and Complex Rural Families in Elizabeth
City County, 1810, by Land Tenurel
Type of
Famil

Land Owners
no.

%

Landless Families
no.

Total Families

%

no.

%

Nuclear

47

35.6

58

53.2

105

43.6

Complex

85

64.4
100.0

51

46.8
100.0

136

56.4
100 .. 0

m

..

109

241

~Excluding

16 rural households, mainly those of free black families,
for which no age or sex data was available.
Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.

Farm life in Elizabeth City County for free people must not have been
an unending burden of work and loneliness.

More typical were underemploy-

ment (in the economic sense of the ratio of labor to land) and crowded
homes.

Personal relationships sometimes were accompanied by extreme fric-
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tion in such dense living, occasionally even requiring the intervention
45
of the county court to settle family qaarrels.
At the end of the eighteenth century, as the period of heaviest out-migration was drawing to a
close, inter-personal tensions among free people were so great that a
marked tendency developed to project these aggressive feelings onto neighbors.

Only at this time was there record of numerous squabbles over prop-

erty, accusations of slander, and demands for court warrants to keep
peace between people.

46

In Table 15 the total number of people in each farm household, including children and slaves, in 1810 is shown.

The majority of county

households were not composed only of family members, because slaves also
were a part of them, and to sense the true size of households, as well as
to consider the human relationships that may have permeated them, both
family members and slaves need to be counted.

Although only five house-

holds had but one or two people in them, over one-fourth (27.3 percent)
had five or fewer inhabitants, and nearly the same number had six to
eight, so that slightly more than half of the farm households (54.1 percent) contained eight or fewer people.
had nine or more people.

But, nearly half (45.7 percent)

Over a third (35.2 percent) had 9-17 people,

and 10.7 percent were small communities, rather than households, with 1851 people living in them.
When the Revolution ended tenancy had a well-defined social and economic function within the county.

The amount of land available for farm-

ing was constant, with little fluctuation, but the free white male population increased in the succeeding decades steadily.

Without some adjust-

ment, the average farm would have been divided so many times as generations
lived and died that no one could have supported a family on it.
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Table 15
Size of Elizabeth City County Farm Households, Including
Slaves, in 1810, by Census District
Number of
People in
Household

Census District
James
River

2

4
3
number of households

5

2

1

6

Total

1-2

1

1

3-5

13

16

7

12

13

3

64

6-8

10

10

11

14

17

6

68

9-12

11

8

10

11

12

4

56

13-17

4

6

8

5

5

5

33

18-30

3

1

5

7

1

1

6

31-51

3

5

17
10
253

Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810o
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bination of out-migration, absentee-ownership, and tenancy provided a
buffer, a temporary solution to the problem.

In resident families, cus-

tomarily the adult white males worked as farm laborers on the family or a
neighbor's farm until they were around the age of 26 years.
were able to rent a farm and form a family of their own.
one-half of the county's farm acreage was rented.
as fifteen slaves were tenants.

Then, they

By 1810 about

Even men with as many

With time, good management, and good

luck, they could accumulate the capital to buy a farm in the county or
elsewhere.

Consequently, tenancy in itself was not a social disability

and tenants could marry well or hold important political positions.

Their

social position was more influenced by their parents' family status, the
numbers of slaves they

own~d,

and the number of acres they farmed than by

the tenure on which they held land.
landowners.

Of course, some males

nev~r

became

In 1810, there were probabl7 around fifteen percent of all

adult white men who were clearly permanent tenants.
During the period studied changes occurred.

The terms of tenancy

varied in response to supply and demand.

Out-migration lowered rents and

higher corn prices may have raiaed rents.

The most important change was

the migration in and out of the county between 1799 and 1803, which increased the number of absentee landowners (and consequently the number of
acres available to tenants), raised the percentage of tenants among the
adult

~ite

men in the population, and also brought a significant increase

in tenants from outside the county.

While the terms of tenancy remained

relatively favorable to the tenant as compared to other parts of Virginia,
a few sharecropping contracts were made at this time.
Farming involves many things.
white farm labor is concluded.

With this chapter, the discussion of

Next to people and land, the most tmpor-
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tant factor in farming is the kind of products grown, the subject of the
next chapter.
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Notes for Chapter VII

1A deed for 30 acres in 1801 referred to "that parcel of land whereon
the overseer's house stands.oe," (Thomas Bayley to Joshua King, February 1,
1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12~ p. 54). In 1785, the year Wilson Cary
Selden returned to the county after the war, after hie name on the tithable
list was the notation, "(overseer) Johnson" (Manuscript Personal Property
Tax Records; Eliz~beth City County, 1785). Selden did not pay the tithes
of any adult free men, except his own, in subsequent years. No other individual reference to any overseer could be found. Slaves were the working managers of at least one county farm, the 789 acres owned by Miles
King of Norfolk. Thirteen slaves and no free people were resident in the
household of King at the time the 1810 census was takene Since King was
serving as Norfolk's mayor that year it was unlikely that he could spare
much time to supervise this farm himself. Virginia slaves somet~ee managed farms for absentee owners. George Washington, Landon Carter, and
Henry Lee all employed slave overseers at various times to manage some of
their farms, see Gerald w. Mullin, Flight and Rebellion, note 70, pp. 171172. At least some of the Hampton merchants, who kept their townhouses
after they acquired county farms, probably left the day-to-day management
of work routines, crops; and livestock to experienced slaves, but no direct
evidence of the extent of the practice among these men or any other group
of county farmowners could be found.
2

See Appendix 1, Table 5.
3
Among county residents who leased land at various times between
1782 and 1810 were Henry Jenkins (four tracts), David Murray, George Dunn,
Mary Curle, William Lewis, Michael King. and Joseph Nichols. King :..... ~~d
300 acres, Jenkins 200, Lewis 144, Nichols 125, and the three others held
less than 100 acres. Among the estates who leased land for the benefit of
resident dependant heirs were those of Francis Mallory, Thomas Latimer,
and John Smelt. Since there was no indication that the county's largest
farmers usually employed tenants to work their land, nor of any trend to
an increasing rate of tenancy among resident owners, the absentee-owned
acres were judged to have been the most important source of land for tenants to farm. Data on the terms of tenancy or the names of tenants employed by absentee owners was scarce, in part because their estates were
often probated in other counties. Three of nineteen recorded farm leases
were signed by absentee owners: Westwood Wallace, Robert Poole, and
Martha Massenburg. Some evidence that absentees did rent their land was
found in other records. For instance, in 1808 Lockey Curle, widow of
Wilson Curle and co-owner with her daughter of 728 acres, sued the estate
of Thomas Dudley, ~e of her former tenants, for ~10 rent due. The county
court ordered 19 bar~els of corn, one cow, and one calf owned by Dudley's
estate attached and sold to pay the debt. Court Orders, 1808-1816, P• 20.
4

Jack~on Turner Main, "The Distribution of Property in Virginia,"
pp. 245 and 248. However, Main gave no indication of the bat1is of his
estimatP..
5Tbis estimate agreed with that Willard F. Bliss made for Loudoun
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County in 1782 from that county's land tax lists. Bliss believed, though,
that Loudoun County "contained perhaps more tenants than any other ••• , 11
Willard F. Bliss, 11 Rise of Tenancy in Virginia, 11 The Virginia Magazine of
History and Biography, volume 58, number 4 (October, 1950), p. 429.
6

They were Rebecca Turnbull, Elizabeth Sandiforth, Nancy Rudd, and
Lucy Landrum. Manuscript Federal Census Schedule, 1810.
7

For instance, John Skinner, Jr., of the Salters Creek area, called
himself a wheelwright in a 1798 grand jury report, but at that time he
also owned a 25 acre fa~ and by 1810 he owned 125 acres. Thomas Jeggetts
described himself as a bricklayer in 1795 when, after his wife died, he
sold his 65 acre farm to board with his two young daughters in another
family. Though James River pilots frequently owned farms (see Chapter X),
none who rented land could be identified in 1810. Thet·e was no evidence
of the other major Chesapeake Bay occupation, commercial fishing, in
Elizabeth City County before 1820. Court Orders, 1798-1802, grand jury
presentment, August 23, 1798, p. 11; Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth
City County, 1798 and 1810; Deed of Thomas Jeggetts to James Burke, July
27, 1795 and settlement of the estate of Thomas Jeggetts, June 24, 1799,
in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, .p. 478.
8
see Willard F. Bliss, 11 Rise of Tenancy in Virginia," for the best
summary of changing practices in renting land in eighteenth century Virginia. Also see Lewis c. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume II,
PP• 646-64 7.

9
Hening, Statutes, volume 12, P• 154.
10Virginia overseers were often paid one-seventh or one-tenth share
of the farm's net profit in the colonial period, but this was a quite
different form of farm management from the tenancy found in Elizabeth
City County in the early national period. See Louis Morton, .Robert Carter
of Nomini Hall, pp. 92-95.
11Three leases were for the life of the tenant, in each case a son of
the owner; one was for the life of the tenant and of his wife; one was
for the life of the widowed owner of the land; three were for 21 years;
ten were for from five to eight years; and one was for four years. Five
of these tenants paid the land tax on the farms they rented and appeared
as owners on the tax lists. Deeds and Wills, Books 33, 34, and 12.

12Deed of 50 acres sold by Thomas and Elizabeth Dewbre to John Tennis,
Book 12, p. 14. The Dewbres vere county residents at the time Bushell
was their tenant. Deed of Thomas Littleton and Ann Nicholson to Jeremiah
Cain, Book 12, p. 79. Although the Nicholsons were also county residents,
the farm sold to Cain was a separate tract Ann Nicholson had inherited
from her father. See, for instance, the wills of Merritt Moore, dated
April 25, 1798, and Thomas Silverthorn, dated March 16, 1798, in Deeds
and Wills, Book 34. Court order to settle accounts between Robert Pool
and th~ Reverend William Bland, May 24, 1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
13
Sees for instance, estate settlements for Francis Mallory, September
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27, 1793, John Smelt, October 20s 1790, and Moss Armistead, July 20~ 1792,
in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Another type was that of the estate of a
deceased tenant, administered by his landlord, such as that of James Tompkins, tenant of Michael King when he died in the autumn of 1796. King
collected ~2.18.6 in rent due from Tompkins in the estate settlement
dated January 26, 1797, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
14
Petition to the General Assembly, State of Virginia, of November
30, 1803, from Elizabeth City County residents, Legislative Petitions,
Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. Emphasis added. Also
printed in Belen Campbell Jones, '~he Syms and Eaton Schools and Their
Successors," William and ~A~ ggarterly, second series, volume 20 (January, 1940), Appendix VI, PP• 30-31.
15Thirty-one men owned no land. Petition to the General Assembly,
State of Virginia, 1803, from Elizabeth City County residents, Legislative Petitions, Box 2 Oversize, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. Also printed in Jones, "The Syms and Eaton Schools," Appendix V,
PP• 26-27.
.
16
These cases came from leases to William Boggs, John Parker, John
Guy, Pennuel Sands, David Smelt, Samuel Rowland, William Bland, Ann
Bollier, William Cunningham, James Cunningham, George Minson, and Charles
Jennings, and settlements of the following estates, which had rented land
while in the process of probate: Francis Mallory, John Smelt, ~as
Minson, Thomas Wootten, William Hatton, and Francis Poole. Estate lands
were sometimes rented to the same tenant for a number of years, sometimes
to different people, and sometimes the tenant was not identified. When
the rent varied from year to year, each year was assumed to represent a
diff~r~nt rental agreement.
The large number of cases from yearo before
1800 resulted from the fact that the probate records were not checked
after 1810. With the slow process of estate settlement in the county,
rental of f~s of some decedents of the decade 1800-1810 would not have
been recorded before 1810. Deeds and Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34.
17
.
Lease of 77 acres of the dower land of Mary Curle, Junior, to Charles
Jennings, February 1, 1794, for Mrs. Curle's life, Deeds and Wills; Book
34. Jennings was to pay ten barrels of Indian corn per year. In 1794,
each barrel was worth 15 ~billings, s~ he rented the land for t7.10.0 or
$24.98 (32 cents per acre) that year. For corn prices as valued in county
inventories, see Table 6, Chapter VIII.
18Cited in Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume I, P• 406.
Washington was, of course, most familiar with rents in the Northern Neck
and Western districts of the state. Gray discusaed the terms of tenancy
in the period in volume I, pp. 406-408 and in volume II, pp. 646-647.
His few examples of specific rents were scattered over the entire South
and over the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. Neither Bliss nor Main discussed the amount of rent tenants paid (see "Rise of Tenancy in Virginia,"
"Distribution of Property in Vi'I'gin!a," and Social Structure of Revolutionary America). Robert E. and B. Katherine Brown, in Virginia, 17051786: Democracy or Aristocracy?, did diseuse it, stating that " ... typical rents were b2 to 114 a year for 100 to 150 acres •••• " (p. 23). Their
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citation was to Loudoun and Richmond County deed books of unspecified
years, but Washington's comments on changes in tenancy in Loudoun County
made it evident these were pre-revolutionary rents. Surprisingly, there
was no discussion of the rent or terms under which the many tenants in
Southeastern Pennsylvania farmed in James T. Lemon's The Best Poor Man's
Country.

19Lease of November 21, 1796, Charles Jennings, guardian of John and
Henry Robinson, to George Minson, in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Jennings
was at the same time the tenant of Mary ~urle, Jr.
20

Lease of October 9, 1808, James We~twood Wallace to Hugh Freeman,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 172. Also see Lease of May 31, 1806, William
Lewis to William Boggs, Deeds and wills, Book 12, p. 493.

21 See, for instance, a lease of September 8, 1804, in which the owner,
David Murray, agreed to repair "the Easternmost room in the dwelling house
on the lower floor," while the tenant, Robert Topping, was allowed, if he
wished, to repair "the westernmost room 11 at his expense, Deeds and Wills,
Book 12, pp. 398-399. Wallace, in the lease cited above, agreed t~ build
the road.
22Lease of Wil1tam Latimer, guardian of Thomas Latimer, orphan, to
John Guy, June 19, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 361.
23 Lease of March 28, 1791, from Henry Jenkins to Pennuel Sands, Deeds
and Wills, Book 34. The one exception, a life lease of land belonging
to William Lewis to William and Sarah Boggs for both of their lives, allowed them to "clear any part of the Land that formerly has been cleared
or in cultivation ••• , .. Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 493.
24Lease of September 30, 1791, from William Cary, guardian of the
orphan Simon Hollier, to Ann Hollier; lease of July 30, 1793, from Henry
Jenkins to David Smelt; lease of November 23, 1794, from Henry Jenkins to
Samuel Burket; and Jenkins' lease to Pennuel Sands, in Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.
25 Quotation from the lease of David Murray to Robert Topping, Deeds
and Wills, Book 12, pp. 398-399. In the sixth year of his lease with
Murray, Robert Topping signed another lease to rent land from William
Lewis on a similar basis for eight years, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 171.
An 1805 lease from George Dunn to George Drummond rented land for seven
years on one-third shares, Deeds and Willa! Book 12, P• 453.
26
.
Willard F. Bliss, "Rise cf Tenancy in Virginia," PP• 430-434.
27 Based on the median sales price of $6.00 per acre in 125 farms sold
during the years 1790-1801.
28 Based on a corn yield of 15 bushels per acre. See James Lemon's
discussion of sources for use of this figure as a conservative average
yield in the 1790 1 s 9 The Best Poor Man's Country, p. 157 and notes 25-28,
p. 266. One barrel contained 3.5 bushels. Or Jennings's rent could have
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been estimated as the produce of less than three of the 77 acres. Yields
in the county may have averaged 25 bushels, rather than 15, which would
have drastically reduced Jennings's actual rent. See Chapter VIII for
discussion of the evidence on corn yield. Note that Jennings, a blockmaker by trade, was not totally dependent on the income from this farm.
29
See the discussion in Chapter IV on the problem of distinguishing
between ownership and use (hiring) of slave labor. The assumption of the
following discussion was tha~ families with slaves resident in their
households in 1810, or those who paid personal property taxes on slaves
in that year, had the use of their labor for the year, but did not necessarily own them.
30

One-third of the eighteen tenants who used six or more slaves were
related to the wealthiest landowning class of the county (James Barron,
Samuel Barron, Richard Booker, George Armistead, Anthony Armistead, and
George Lattmer). Three were from families long resident in the county
who had little wealth (David Smelt, Johnson Smelt, and William Landrum).
One-half (9) were in-migrant newcomers (Henry Turner, Samuel Lively,
Dianne Pointer, Robert Fitchette, Edward Whitaker, William Vaughn, John
T. Smith, Elijah Smith, and Elizabeth Robinson, of diot~i~t 2, who may
have been related to wealthy Robinson families of other districts in
Elizabeth City County or of York County). Six of the eighteen lived in
district 3, four in district 2, three in district 4, and one each in
district 5 and the James River district. Samuel Barron died in 1810, but
his family still lived in district 6 when the census was taken.
31For instance, no particular settlements of religious denominations
were located nor was there evidence of any religious crusade against
slavery in the county among its Baptists and Methodists (see Chapter IV).
In-migration was heaviest in the eastern districts where fewer tenant
families employed slave labor, but no unique personal characteristics
could be attributed to in-migrant tenants.
3
Zrhe percentage of all farms of 50 acres or less in each district
was: James River, 21%, district 2, 38%, district 3, 19%, district 4, 49%,
district 5, 52%, district 6, 58%. It was probable that tenants seldom
rented from more than one owner, although owners of large farms may have
hired more than one tenant. If so, the size of the farms rented by
tenants wuuld not have been larger than those owned in the various districts.
33
The strength of the correlation of farm size and gross personal estate (according to the mean square contingency coefficient phi) is ~ ~ .536.
See Charles M. Dollar and Richard J. Jensen, Historian's Guide to Statistics, guantitative Analysis and Historical Research (New York, 1971),
PP• 71-72.

34
Fifty-five of the sixty-five families resident in the 1780's and
four of the nine who came in the 1790's were related to landowning familiesG
35
These included the Turnbull, Landrum, Johnson, Crandle, Nettles,
F=eeman, Dinn~ Sherrington, Gilliam, Whaling 1 Nicholson, and Dunaway families. A few, such as the Landrums and Nettles, were. living in the coun~y
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long before the Revolution. Of those related to landowners, a considerable number were connected to fmmilies who never owned more than 60 acres
of land, such as the Cain, Bushell, Crosswell, Bully, Guy, Whitaker, Wise,
Routten, and Sandifer families, and these probably bad little prospect of
ever inheriting family land. Free b~ack families were counted on the
basis of surname, which may have ove~estimated the number related to landowning families.
36
Five of these were related to the ten families who came before 1804,
and only one to the 29 families who came afterwards.
37
Excluded were 16 households, mainly those of free black people, on
which no age data on the head of the household was given in the 1810 census.
38
Nearly equal numbers of white male household heads in this prime
age group owned land (61) and were tenants (54). Since the eldest male
in a household headed by a man was assumed to be its head, none of the
78 men over 45 appears as a dependent, although some may have been.
39Tenants in district 2 were Thomas Wise, who had lived in the county
at least since 1803, when be signed one of the school petitions, James
Hopson, Hampton Armistead, and Cesar Jones, while Joe Ranger and William
Williams owned land there. Tenants in the James River district were Mar1
Cook and Peggy Backnouse, wnile,Joe Tabb liv~d in district 3. John (Jack}
Collier was a tenant in district 4, where Ben, Moses, and Peter Fenn
owned land.

40 sarah Tennis also had three free black people in her household and
Nancy Routten had one slave in hers.
41
Elizabeth Smith had five slaves, Elizabeth Robinson had nine, and
Rachel Brown had four.
4

~re was clerk of the court from 1795 until hie death in 1798,
despite the fact that he never owned land and was ineligible to vote. No
polls of county voters survived from the years between the Revolution and
MOore's death in 1798, so it could nut be determined whether Moore was
ever allowed to vote. Moore rented an unknown amount of land from nenry
Jenkins. The settlement of Moore's estate in January, 1802, showed that
he owed Jenkins "for rent b8.13.0" when he died (Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
p. 217). Jennings became sheriff in 1799.
43
See the court division of Marshall's slaves between Jenny Marshall
and Charles Collier, on behalf of his wife, Nancy, November 26, 1801,
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, page 111. Eleven slaves~ valued at a total of
b515 ($1,714.95) were divided by these heirs. The Parsons-Landrum marriage was noted in County Court Orders, 1798-1802, p. 296.
44

Lutz K. Berkner, in '~he Stem Family and the Development Cycle of
the Peasant Household: An 18th-Century Austrian Example," argued that
European families went "through development cycles as the individuals who
compose them go through their life cycles. A census taken at a given
point in time takes a cross-section and gives a static picture of house-
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holds and families that the historian or sociologist can sort out into
types. we can count so many extended families, so many nuclear. But
rather than being types these may simply be phases in the development
cycle of a single family organization." He also pointed out that "there
are not only demographic limitations to the formation of stem families~
but also economic lLmitations, for they can exist only on farms that produce enough income to support three generations." Berkner was considering
eases in which retired farmers lived with married children. There were
such families in Elizabeth City County but they were not common. But an
argument parallel to Berkner's could be made about adult children remaining in their parent's homes until the age of 26 or more year~. Berkner's
article was printed in Michael Gordon, editor, The American Family in
Social-Historical Perspective (New York, 1973), pp. 34-58; quotations
from pp. 41 and 43.
45
see, for instance (as one &mong a number of cases), the court division of a very small house into separate sections for mother and daughter
in Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 182, or the division of the house of John
Weymouth among his survivors, previously cited, as examples of court intervention in family life. The court apparently did not usually intervene in family life while all members were living in these years, although
earlier in the eighteenth century the court order books contained numerous
citations for failure to educate or care for children adequately. However,
the court still possessed limited power over the family, which it occasionally exercised. See the Court Orders of 1808-1816, p. 108, for a
$100 peace bond required of Edward Moss to assure his "good behavior
tow. ·_·d Maximilian," his wife, for one month. Although the court records
contained some separation agreements between husband and wife providing
for the division of their property (see, for instan~e, that of Rebecca
and John Yeargin in 1808 in Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 157), divorce,
even when mutually desired by husband and wife, was not within the power
of the county court to grant~ It was obtainable only through private
legislative act of the General Assembly (see the petition of William Daws
to the legislature, December 12, 1802, Elizabeth City County Legislative
Petitions, Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia). In the
post-revolutionary years there was a marked tendency to suppress tensions
within the family until the death of its head, which was evidenced both
in the divisions of houoes and in provisions of wills which attempted to
guarantee specific rooms in houses to widows or unmarried daughters. A
poignant example of the problems Q£ complex families, in this ease involving a classic stepmother, was the bequest by William Armistead, Senior,
to his daughters, Sarah and Mary, of " ••• their Beds and furniture, '!9:f
young mare colt, with 20 pounds specie, to be paid to each in consideration of their great suffering by my wife, and their care and tenderness
in my long sickness ••• ," Deeds and Wills, Book 34, will of August 23,
1799. Nevertheless, such public eAhibitions of family conflicts were not
common in the court recor~s of the entire periodc
46
see the discussion of these eases in Chapter III. John Demos, in
A Little Commonwealth, Family Life in Plymouth Colony (London, 1970),
pp. 49-51, suggested that crowded Puritan households may have displaced
their family tensions in legal actions against neighbors. Incomplete
court orders for the years 1784-1788 and 1808-1816 showed only a few of
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these cases (aside from those in the orders for 1798-1802), such as the
$100 peace bond Merrit c. Patrick was forced to pay to guarantee he would
keep the peace for one month with James Hopson, a free black man. Hopson
paid no fine and did not have to file a bond (see Court Orders, 1808-1816,
p. 93). Of course, much tension might have regularly been displaced
upon slaves without recourse to the court.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE NATURE OF THE FARM ECONOMY

Most Elizabeth City County farmers earned some cash income in
addition to providing for the subsistence of their large households, although the distribution of land into small plots would have seemed to deny
the possibility of this.

For instance, if only those farms of more than

100 acres were considered capBble of producing a surplus for sale, 52.5
percent of the farmers in 1782, 63.7 percent in 1793, and 61.7 percent in
1810 would not have earned any cash income.

1

But, several factors pointed

instead to the conclusion that some farms as small as 25 acres did produce
a marketable surplus.

2

Yet most farms of less than 50 acres probably were

able to provide only a comfortable subsistence plus a marginal cash income
adequate to pay rent and perhaps hire one slave child.

If so, about forty

percent of the farmers, holding less than ten percent of the land, were in
this category, while sixty percent, using the balance of the farmland,
were more heavily dependent on the market.

3

No sharp differentiation existed in the type of farming, methods
used, or labor employed between the largest and smallest units.

There

were no commercial plantations, often thought typical of the Tidewater,
which grew one staple crop for cash and bought most of their food and
other goods from smaller farmers.

4

The county farm economy was remarkably

homogeneous with the continuum from commercial to subsistence farm marked
mainly by the amount of capital investment and consequent

profits~

406
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thermore, although gradual changes in the county's agrarian economy began
shortly before the War of 1812, they were of minor importance in the
period prior to 1810.

The twenty-eight years, 1782-1810, can best be con-

sidered as a phase (properly including

a~

least a decade before the Revo-

lution) in the county's agriculture between the transition from tobacco
culture and the experiments with

pa~e

christi (eaator oil bean), wheat,

oats, and sweet potatoes which followed the Peace of Ghent.
The post-revolutionary farm economy of the county was based primarily
on the provision trade for ships and export to the West Indies.
corn were its basis.

Beef and

Secondary products, sold ir. local markets of

~o~folk

and Hampton, were swine, sheep, poultry, tobacco, cider, oats, wheat, cotton, and honey.

A few farmers also harvested barley, flax, peas, lumber

and staves, hay, hops, and potatoes.

5

The shift of eastern Virginia

farmers from tobacco to grains prior to the Revolution is well documented.

6

Less well known was the importance of cattle in the economy of the coastal
counties.

In fact, largely because of the prominence travelers gave to

the unique taste and quality of Virginia hams 9 hogs come more readily to
mind in association with Virginia livestock production than do beef cattle.
Yet analysis of the inventories of 52 Elizabeth City County farmers showed
the predominance of cattle in the county.

More numerous than swine on

most farms, cattle were the only common product on nearly every inventory,
of both tenants end owners, and over three-fourths (77 percent) of the
7
inventoried herds were larger than required for home consumption.
The somewhat surprising conclusion that ranches rather than plantationa were the typical farm unit was supported by data on the number of
cattle taxed in the 1780's, exports from the region, and studies of adjacent coastal areas of Virginia and North Carolina.

Table 1 compares the
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total number of cattle taxed during the 1780's with the total county
population. 8

Elizabeth City County had nearly quadruple the number of
Table 1
Average Number of Cattle Per Hundred Persons
in Elizabeth City County

Year

Number of
Cattle
Taxed

Estimated
Total
PoJ2ulation

Average Number
of Cattle Per
100 Personal

1782

2,510

2,450

102.4

1783

3,190

2,651

120.3

1784

2,207

2,723

81.0

1785

2,637

2,850

92.5

1786

2,917

2,823

103.3

1787

3,261

3,061

106.5

1 Including slaves,
who owned no cattle.

Source: Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1782, 1783, 1784, 1785, 1786, and 1787 and Table 1, Chapter II.
cattle per hundred persons (including slaves) that were found in ten
counties of southeastern Pennsylvania in 1773.

Even counties such as

Chester and Lancaster in Pennsylvania, where fattening cattle for the
Philadelphia market was an important factor in the rural economy, had only
one-third as many cattle per hundred persons as Elizabeth City County.

9

The barreled meat (both beef and pork) that ranked as Virginia's
fifth or sixth most valuable export in the years immediately prior to the
Revolution came almost exclusively from the lower James coastal region.
An average of 93.7 percent of the beef and pork exports in the years 17681772 were shipped from the Lower James Customs District located at Hamp-
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ton. 10 Of course, Elizabeth City County furnished only a fraction of
this meat, much of which came from the Southside counties and North
Carolina, but these figures were striking confirmation of the thesis that
the eighteenth century cattle

indust~~

was a coastal, not a western one.

Whatever the absolute size of Virginia cattle herds was, the marketable
surplus was in the East.
Cattle herding on the coastal islands and barrier reefs of the
southern states has long been acknowledged by historians, but most authorities have agreed with Lewis C. Gray that "the up-country from Virginia
to Georgia became the paradise of herdsmen."

This view was based partly

on contemporary descriptions and partly on the assumption that "largescale herding was a stage in the evolution of every community as the tide
of settlement moved westward," with cattle-raising inevitably being eventually displaced by the enclosures of farmers.

11

This argument has been

challenged in a study of the economic geography of one of the most important cattle producing states, North Carolina.

Harry R. Merrens, in

Colonial North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century, found instead that both
the largest average holdings of,livestock and the largest herds were located in the eastern counties.

Descriptions of herds of many hundreds or

thousands were not supported by facta in the inventories of actual farmera; both his own research and that of others showed that "the average
number of cattle per cattleowner among the counties for which data were
available varied between six and sixteen.

Large herds were rare, and

only abcut twgnty-five cattleowners were in possession of herds of more
than one hundred."

12 Jackson Turner Main's analysis of the numbers of

cattle on the Virginia tax lists of the 1780's also discredited the notion
that western herds were large, although he placed the center of the cattle
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industry in the wealthy fall line counties.

13

Merrens believed there were two reasons for the location of the
larger herds in the coastal areas of North Carolina.

One was the exis-

tence of large tracts of poorly drained wetlands, often called "pocosins"
or "bays," and of open forested areas that could be used for grazing.
The other reason was that the longer settled areas had more opportunity
to build their herds uver the yee~s th~n did newly settled regions. 14
The latter argument was, of course, as applicable to Elizabeth City County
as to eastern North Carolinao

The topographical explanation was equally

applicable, despite the fact that coastal North Carolina lands were
sparsely settled with much unclaUned and unenclosed land, while Elizabeth
City County was densely populated and all land was claimed, though little
was

enclosed~

Similar wetlands abounded in the county, particularly along

the shores of the two prongs of Back River and adjacent to the many creeks
that penetrated the interior sections of the county.

Some of the largest

herds were owned by those district 3 farmers located across the northwest
prong of Back River from Poquoson in York County, a vast area of salt
marsh.

The unenclosed

f~rests also provided ample, if sparse grazing. 15

Even in the mid-nineteenth century artificial

mead~~s

were virtually un-

known in the county because the salt marshes afforded "extensive and luxuriant grazing, and in some situations the

ca~tle

are raised exclusively

upon them, having never tasted a grain of corn, or blade of fodder. 1116
According to the German traveler, Johann Schoepf, "the meat of the region
is said to be better than elsewhere, the cattle not pasturing on dry sandy
soil but feeding on sedge and reeds. 1117

Schoepf alao noted the "great

numbers of cattle" raised in the Norfolk area.
Only a few of the county herds \!Jere large, with but eight owners
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being taxed for over fifty head at any time in the 1780 1 s.

John Lowry,

Miles King, and George Wythe each ran about 100 head on their farms in
district 3; the 54 head that Wilson Miles Cary kept on his 1,000 acre
James River district farm was the largest herd outside district 3. 18 With
the exception of Cary and Wythe, herds of fifty or more were all located
on farms of 400 to 600 acres; however, not all of the largest farms had
19
big herds of cattle.
The distribution of cattle ownership in 1787 is shown in Table 2o
Table 2
Distribution of Cattle Among Personal Property
Taxpayers, Elizabeth City County, 1787
Number of Cattle
None
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-19
20-30
31-49
50-75
76-103
Total cattle:

Number of Taxpayers
81
92

38
41
20
20
18

29
17
5
2

ill
3,261

Source: Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1787.
Of those people paying personal property taxes in that year, including
residents of Hampton, single men paying their own tithes but living on
the family farm, and orphans or non-residents with slaves, 282, or 77.7
20
percent, owned cattle.
Many of the people who owned one or two cows
lived in Hampton, so there were 74 more owners of cattle than there were
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farms.
The substantial number of taxpayers owning no cattle or but one or
two for domestic use complicated calculation of average figures relevant
to the economic importance of cattle on county farms.

Averages including

all taxpayers or all cattle owners underestimated the actual numbers of
cattle on farms.

21

But, i.f the number of farms owned in 1787 was assumed

to have represented closely the number of operating farms (including those
of tenants), the number of cattle per farm could be estimated.

A close

correspondence was found between the number and size of farms and the number and size of herds of three or more cattle.
190 owners of four or more head of cattleo

There were 208 farms and

Comparing the distribution of

cattle and farm acreage, the average sizes of herds on farms, according
to the total number of acres of land on the farm, were:
number of cattle

size of farm

3-4
5-7
8-12
13-20
21-35
36-103

under 25 acres
26-50 acres
51-100 acres
101-200 acres
201-500 acres
over 500 acres

The average number of cattle per farm was 15.7 with 25.5 percent of the
22
farmers owning twenty or more head.
Every tenant wealthy enough to have
an estate inventoried at

d~ath

owned cattle.

The largest of the tenant

herds was 27 head, while the average holding of the sixteen tenants with
inventories was 11.3 head.

23

The fluctuation in numbers of cattle taxed in the 1780's showed no
consistent trend.

Certainly the number of cattle taxed in 1782 (Table 1)

did not indicate that the county's herds were destroyed during the Revolution~

Fragmentary data from the inventories of farmers for subsequent

years did reveal a gradual decline in the number of cattle on county
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farms (Table 3).

This decline may have reflected a long-term trend,

which had, by the time the 1840 census was taken, reduced the average
Table 3
Average Numbers of Cattle in Elizabeth City
C~unty Estate Inventories, 1785-1806
Number of Decedents
Ownins Cattle

Years

Average Numb~r
of Cattle

1785-1790

4

19.0

1791-1795

18

24.0

1796-1800

16

12.8

1801-1806

12
50

14.1

Source:

Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33.

~
number of cattLe
per county farm to three. 24

Or the sharp drop in the

years li95-1806 might have been caused by the booming West India trade,
whose high prices could have induced local farmers to deplete their herds.
If such were the case, the long-term decline in livestock numbers would
have dated from the closing of the West Indies to American farmers after
the War of 1812 and the consequent redirection of the county farm economy
toward a variety of other crops.
In contrast to most sections of Virginia, Elizabeth City County farmers kept smaller herds of swine than of cattle, and though fifty of the
52 farmers inventoried counted cattle among their possessions, only 39
had swine.

The largest number were the 45 hogs that Robert Armistead

kept on his 533 acres.

The average number of swine among the 39 estates

was 13.2, compared to the average of 17.6 head of cattle in fifty estates.
Small farmers sometimes kept large numbers of swine, though they were
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less common among tenants than cattle.

The number of swine inventoried

did, however, decline consistently, though not as sharply as cattle,
25
over the years f~om 1785 t~ 1806.
Table 4
Average Numbers of Swine and Sheep in Elizabeth City
County Estate Inventories, 1785-1806

Years

Number of
Decedents
Owning Swine

Average No.
of Swine

Number of
Decedents
Owning Sheep

Average No.
of Sheep

1785-1790

3

15.7

0

o.o

1791-1795

14

14.9

5

36.2

1796-1800

12

10.4

5

16.8

1801-1806

10

9.7

3

23.0

Source:

39

I3

Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33.

Only thirteen of the 52 farmers owned sheep.

Six of these flocks,

including the largest herd of 96, were grazed on farms of more than 400
acres; four on farms of 101-200 acres; and the remaining three flocks
26
were kept by two owners of small farms and one tenant.
Poultry, valued at one shilling or less each, were

s~ldcm

counted in

inventories, so that it was unlikely that there were many large flocks in
the county.

In those few cases in which values were assigned to poultry

(including fowls, chickens, geese, and turkeys) they were usually the
27
property of women and the flocks were sma11.
The county's advantageous location at the mouth of Chesapeake Bay
was the key to markets for its l i vestf)Ck products, especially for tJ:le
small farmers whose small volume of marketable surplus could not have
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been sold had markets been distant.

Though the internal market in the

town of Hampton was small, three inter-related external markets were convenient:

provisions for ships trading in Chesapeake Bay, the West Indies,

and Norfolk.

Beef, pork, lamb, poultry, hides, leather, tallow, lard,

and butter were sold directly from the farm and through Hampton and Norfolk merchants.
Beef for the crews of ships was probably a steady and important
source of cash income.

Vouchers for the provisions bought for the sailors

on two state customs boats in the 1780's showed that one-half of the beef
was purchased in Elizabeth City County, as well as some lamb, butter,
peas, and potatoes.

All of the pork and poultry was

and ships' bread was normally bought in Alexandria.

28

pro~ured

in Norfolk,

Most of the beef

was bought fresh directly from county farmers, usually a quarter at a
time.

The beef purchases made for the Liberty and the Patriot in 1788

illustrated well the mechanism of the ship provisioning trade, especially
its importance to small farmers.

In amounts ranging from 46 to 260

pounds, 755 pounds of beef were bought in the county.

Joseph Needham, a

large farmer who owned 200 acres and 34 head of cattle, sold 386 pounds
over several months.

John Hunter, a Hampton merchant, sold 110 pounds.

The balance was bought from small farmers.

Samuel Healy, a tenant who

had only seven head of cattle, sold 83 pounds.
with 18 head of cattle, sold 130 pounds.

John Drewry, another tenant

And Samuel Barron, lieutenant

of the Patriot and owner of 31 acres in the county on which he kept seven
head of cattle, bought 46 pounds from himself.

29 Witt10ut any transporta-

tion costs, it was feasible and profitable for the farmer who could only
slaughter one steer at a time to market part of the beef and use the remainder at homeg
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Norfolk, only two hours across the James with favorable winds, had a
thriving city market and numerous merchants who handled meat for ships
and the West Indies.

30

Even in the 1780's, as the city was being rebuilt,

if the records of the Patriot and Liberty were an accurate index, Norfolk
was the primary Virginia outlet

fo~

pork.

The phenomenal growth of the

city during the European wars which made it a center of West Indian exports and re-exports gave to farmers in adjacent areas a rapidly increasing urban population to feed also.

A generation of Elizabeth City County

farmers profited from their favorable location and personal ties as Norfolk thrived until the abrupt end of an era, foreshadowed by the 1807
Embargo, came with the outbreak of war in 1812.
was the basis of Norfolk's brief boom.

The West Indian trade

Ships entering the lower James

River ports in the 1780's carried Caribbean sugar, rum, molasses, limes,
and oranges, and returned with salted beef and pork, corn, and staves
from Virginia.

Although no records could be located by which to measure

the short range impact of changes in the West Indian trade on Elizabeth
City County farmers, it was clear that the abrupt collapse of that trade
at the end of the Napoleonic wars, and with it the great Norfolk merchant
31
houses, led to rapid changes in the county farm economy.
Livestock
production declined sharply, as farmers shifted to grains and sweet potatoes to be sent up Chesapeake Bay to Baltimore.

By 1816, the county sher-

iff reported "the trade of the county of Elizabeth City is principally
with the town of Baltimore, and the farmer receives in return for his
producG either the notes of the Banks of Baltimore or of the District of
Columbia ••• ," which, he complained, raised new problems in

co~lecting

taxes since these notes were not accepted by the Virginia Treasury and
little Virginia currency was circulating in the county that year.
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Actual prices received by county farmers for meat and butter were
calculated for 1788 from the records of purchases for the state schooners,
33
Patriot and Liberty •

.!!!:!!•

The bulk of the beef was bought at three pence (or about four

cents) per pound.

Elizabeth City County cattle must not have been the

scrawny beasts sometimes described by travelers to Virginia or found in
inventories of interior herds, for the carcass weights calculated from
these records were equivalent to those found near Philadelphia. 34 A
slaughtered steer which yielded 436 pounds of meat would have sold for
$17.44.

Its hide was worth about $1.20 before tanning, so its owner
35
earned $18.64 (plus the unknown value of tallow).
The value of a

slaughtered steer was approximately twice that of the inventory values of
cattle on the hoof.
Total sales of beef in 1787, at the 1788 price, may have yielded
36
county farmers about $7,750 or $37.00 per farm family.
But the unequal
distribution of the county's herds among its farmers meant that their
opportunities to profit from meat sales were not equal.

The forty-one

families in 1788 with less than 26 acres of land and an estimated three
to four cows could seldom have had beef for sale.

The thirty-six families

who worked 26-50 acres eight have slaughtered one steer (of an estimated
herd of 5-7) per year and sold about half its meat, and the hide, for
about $9.00.

The forty-two farmers with 51-100 acres might have sold

meat and hide from

on~

cow for a total return of $18.64.

The other forty-

two farmers with 101-200 acres and herds estimated at 13 to 20 head of
cattle could afford to butcher 2.5 to 3 head, yielding a surplus for sale
of at least two cows worth $37.00.

The 33 farmers operating 201-500 acres,

with estimated herds of 21-35, might have slaughtered 4.5 animals and sold
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four carcasses and hides for $74.50.

The fourteen largest farmers, who

averaged estimated herds of 36-103 head of cattle, could afford to sell
as many as 140 head at profits ranging from $93.00 for five head to the

$280 John Lowry could have earned on the sale of fifteen head. 37

~4ly

those farmers with more than 100 acres would have received the average
return of $37.00, or more than that.
Other Meats.

Pork sold at a higher price per pound than beef; the

average price was six cents per pound and the bulk of the meat was bought
salted in barrels.

But, pork prices were important only to the relatbre-

ly few county farmers who raised a sur?lus for sale, since most herds of
swine were only adequate to provide meat for the home larder.

It was un-

likely that those county farmers who did produce pork received as much
per pound as the Norfolk merchants were paid, even though they salted the
meat themselves. 38

Lamb and poultry had nominal values.

The prices

paid for several quarters of lamb indicated the value of the meat from
one animal was about $1.70; no estimates were found of the value of the
wool.

Five fowls were bought at the Norfolk market for two shillings,

six pence, or 41 cents.
Butter.

Though meat sales were a possible source of some income for

all but the smallest farmers, dairying was a more specialized market activity for those with herds larger than 30 head of cattle.

39

largest dairies were operated by John Lowry and John Hunter.
ventory showed that he had fifty-three adult cows.

Two of the
Lowry's in-

If half of these were

producing a quart of milk each per day, and even if his large family used
as much as 13 quarts per day, he had a surplus adequate t,o churn two
pounds of butter every day, or 730 pounds a year, worth $121.55 at the

16.5 cents (one shilling) per pound paid in 1788.

40

The inclusion in his
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inventory of

2~

dozen milk pans and 15 butter pots indicated that he was

in fact milking cows and producing butter on this scale.
H~~ton

John Hunter, a

merchant who owned but one cow, bought the butter he sold.

The

separate dairy at his Hampton home contained fewer milk pans and jugs
than Lowry's, but 18 butter pots, far more than his family of six would
have used.

Hunter, as well as Miles King, merchant, and Francis Riddle-

hurst, tavernkeeper, sold butter to the Liberty and Patriot in 1788.
~-~!le

John Lowry, who owned one schooner, one-third of another schooner,

one boat, and one-half of a lighter, probably took his butter to the larger
Norfolk market along with other crops, men like Hunter, King, and Riddlehurst provided an outlet for smaller producers in Hampton.

41

The preju-

dice North Carolinians felt against the milk and butter from cows grazing
salt marshes was evidently not shared by Virginians since it was clear
thP-t ccmmercial dairying was part of the Elizabeth City County economy,
while Harry R. Merrens found that in North Carolina it was a regional
function of the western section of the state.

42

It should be noted that

the county's small surplus of butter was dependent on the inferior diet
of half its population.

Had slaves consumed dairy products in equal pro-

portion to the free population, even a herd the size of John Lowry's
would have been barely adequate for the consumption of his household.

43

Since small boats were the most convenient means of transportation
in the county, where no farm was more than five miles from a navigable
creek, far fewer horses were found on farms than in other areas of the
United States. 44 The t~tal number of horses and mules taxed from 1782-

1810 are compared to the number of free male tithes in Table 5 and Fig45
ure 1.
There was a steady decline in the number of horses in the county,
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Table 5
Comparison of the Free Population and the Decline in the Numbers of
Horses: Free Male Tithes Over 16 and Horses, Colts, Mares,
and Mules Taxed, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810

Year

Number of Horses,
Colts, Mares, Mules

1782
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798

614

, -rn.n.

624
648

639
636
629
638
582
595
602
583
612
535
542
450
447
445

.!.1':17

::.~a.

1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

n.a.
385
391
403
382
392
382
428
n.a.
417
419

Number of Free
Male Tithes1

Average Number
of Horses Per
Tithable Free Male

288
286
305
310
304
323
340
307
329
n.a.
340
345
359
352
306
311
310
n.a •
n.a.
343
354
346
341
326
348
369
n.a.
399
400

2.1
2.2
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.8
1.7
1.8
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.1
1.2
1.0
1 .. 0

1From Table 1, Chapter II.
Source: Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1782-1810.
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Comparison of the Free Population and the
Decline in the Number of Horses.
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both in absolute terms and relative to the free population.

Though the

number of horses fluctuated along with the population, in 1810 there were
32 percent fewer horses than in 1782.

The migration of a number of large

landowners, whose absentee acres were then operated by poorer tenants
unable to afford the same number of horses, could explain this trend.

For

instance, when Wilson Miles Cary left the county he took fifteen horses
with him, and Miles King removed sixteen from his county farm when he
moved

to

horses.

Norfolk.

47

46

~~y

Only a few of the largest farmers ever had this

Most farms of more than 200 acres kept three to five horses,

and many small farm owners and tenants had none.

48

Wealthy farmers rode

their horses, hitched them to their carriages and chairs, or raced them.
Poorer people, who had 11 not a horse for their children to ride on 11 if
schools were distant, walked or used boats.

49

Oxen and yokes of steers were the most widely used work antmala in
the county.

Nearly every farm had such animals among its cattle and the

yokes that harnessed them to the plow were as common as hoes in farm inventories.

Only three mules were found in the fifty-two farm inventories.

Corn was the most important crop

~:wn

in the county.

It was the

staple food for slaves and basic to the diet of free people, and despite
the value of cattle, was probably a far larger source of cash income to
county farmers than beef.

Most farms must have planted at least a few

acres of corn; however, the inventories, the best surviving source of
farm production, did not prove this.

50

Only nineteen (36.5 percent} of

the fifty-two farmers' inventories showed corn stored on their farms.

51

No farm inventory that did not have corn had any other grain or fodder on
hand.

No correlation

w~~

found

~etween

the presence of corn in an inven-

tory and the size of the farm or the month of the year in which the inven-
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tory was taken.
If more were known about crop marketing, part of the puzzle of why
some farms had corn on hand to inventory, while others apparently did
not, might have been solved.

Some farmers may have sold all of their

surplus corn at harvest, while others could afford to store it until
prices rose in the winter and spring.

52

But, there would still be some

missing pieces to the puzzle -- those involving what produce on the farm
was included in the inventory and what was excluded.

Even setting aside

complexities of the widow's dower and the ownership of growing crops,
careful study of the inventories revealed the fact that some items necessary for home consumption, which must have been present on the farms gf
at least some of the 52 decedents, never appeared in an

inven~c~y.

53

Veg-

etables, fruits, flour, tea, sugar, coffee, butter, pickled pigs feet and
oysters, and pickles and preserves were never inventoried in the county. 54
Thus, it was possible that inventories recorded only those farm products
in excess of

hom~

consumption which were intended for market.

Yet, the

facts that estates were sometimes debited for food supplies consumed by
the family and slaves between the time of the death of the head of the
household and the settlement of the estate and that some executors of
estates without crops had to buy provisions for slaves during this interim
period mitigated against this simple explanation.

55

So, the possibility

that some farmers raised no corn, but bought their food supplies and fodder, must be considered.

The tools of corn culture -- hoes, ploughs, and

work animals -- were so simple that their presence (or rare absence) was
no solution to the mystery, but their normal inclusion in the tmplements
of farms was perhaps a clue pointing to more widespread planting of corn
than the inventories indicated.

Few fGrmers, whether

t~nants

or owners
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of any size of farm, did not have plows and yokes of work
their inventories as well as a variety of hoes.

an~als

in

Many had two or more

plows, a fact difficult to explain unless they were engaged in field culture.

This was also notable in reference to the quality of farming meth-

ods, because, even with the large number of slaves relative to the size
of farms, corn was not cultivated only with hoes.

56

Also notable was the

fact that corn was the only crop landlords sought to control in their
leases.
Corn yielded three separate products:
tops.

shelled corn, blades and

Shelled corn, ground into meal at the county's tidemills or soaked

in tubs of lye at home to make hominy, was the basic food for the bulk of
the population. 57

Indispensable to the local diet, loss of the corn crop

was catastrophic.

A hurricane in July, 1788, destroyed most of the corn

crop throughout the county, and, according to William Armistead, sheriff,
" ••• every House Keeper in the county was obliged to purchase Bread for
their distressed Family, which has despaired them of paying their
Taxes •••• 1158

Shelled corn was stored and sold in barrels containing 3.5

bushels each.

The amounts inventoried ranged widely from one and a half

barrels to 200 barrels.
The blades and tops of the corn stalk were used as fodder for cattle. 59

Though, it was unclear from the evidence of the inventories which

cattle were fed fodder, when, and whether it was
purchased.

gr~

on the farm or

Europeans widely condemned American farmers' negligence of

their cattle, particularly their being forced to forage the woods in winter.

Johann Schoepf remarked that "In these lower parts of Virginia lit-

tle or no hay is made; the dry sandy soil does not bring it willingly,
and they do not understand how to make use of their marshes.

Their
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horses, and such cows as are kept about the house for milking, are fed on
corn fodder, as long as the store lasts; and afteTWarde must shift for
themselves....
little

Swine and cattle multiply prodigiously, but there is so

at~~~tion

given to

th~ir

keep that besides what is fattened and

salted for family use or for sale, many head of cattle perish for lack of
suitable feed, given over to their fate in the woods and swamps, where
often there is abundant nourishment to be had, (and quite as often very
meagre), but the main dependence must be reeds and sedge throughout the
60
winter."
Yet seventeen of the Elizabeth City County farmers' inventories had fodder, with some such as John Bayley, who owned 16% acres and
eleven head of cattle, keeping larger amounts than they would seem to
have needed themselves.

61

On the other hand, John Lowry's inventory,

taken in the middle of winter (February 7) had none for his 103 head of
62
cattle.
Winter is an excep~ionally short season in Elizabeth City
County, seldom lasting more than six to eight weeks, and though in a mild
year green grass remains plentiful on dry ground and in the marshes, at
times snow covers the ground.

Though herds might have survived on natural

forage, it is hard to believe cows would continue to produce milk without
63
supplemental feed.
The questions raised in the probate records of how much corn was
raised for fodder and how much livestock depended upon natural sources for
their feed were not resolved by evidence from other sourcese

Though land

boundary ditches, mentioned frequently in deeds, if maintained, could
have kept cattle confined to their own farms, there were some disputes
over ownership of wild livestock.
six years.

One case was before the court for over

First record of this dispute "relative to a parcel of wild

stock running on the Fox Hill Commons in Elizabeth City County," was the
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posting of $1,000 bond in 1806 by each of the litigants (all of whom
owned more than 300 acres of land), James Latimer, Miles King, and James
Cowper) acting as executor of the estate of Roe Cowper), to guarantee
they would attempt to settle the issue among themselves.
Jennings was to divide the cattle and any party refusing
decision" was to forfeit his $1,000.,

If not, Charles
11

to abide by the

Something went wrong with this plan,

because in a letter of May 28, 1812, James Cowper wrote to Miles King
about the still-disputed cattle as follows.:
answer to

my

11

I shall be glad to have an

letter to you relative to your Cow that it came out in evi-

dence that the late James Latimer's Negroes knocked in his head for him
for the sake of his skins; as I have a matter of that sort to adjust with
Roe Lattmer, the representative of the said James Lattmer deceased, and I
request that you will inform me how many cattle you bought at Fox Hill,
how many you had out of this wild stock there belonging to the Estate of
Roe Cowper deceased prior to the year of our Lord 1804, and how many you
64
In contrast to the frontier rehad in 1804 and 1800 and five /sici?"
gions of the state, the county court did not register brands, yet some
people knew their own cattle.

In Thomas Silverthorn's will, he lovingly

named "one cow with calf called Cherry," a "Bull Yearling called Buck,"
"one cow cmlled Brawny," and so forth for his entire herd of fifteen head
of cattle.

65

Nor were barns unknown, though whether common or not was

impossible to prove. An advertisement, run in the Norfolk Herald of
May 6, 1802, described a

f~

of about 300 acres opposite Hampton, which
66
had "two Barns and several convenient ~thouses."
Edward Rudd, a pilot
and farmer, had fodder listed as "that in the barn" sold after his death.

The court division of the

dowe~

land of Priscilla Armistead, widow of

Robert Armistead, named a stable among that farm's outbuildings but other
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properties divided by the court had no barns.

68 So, it appeared that

some cattle were kept penned and stabled, either grazing natural pasture
of salt marsh on their home

f~s

and/or eating the tops and blades of

while others ran wild in the woods or commons free, perhaps, to

cor~,

range widely beyond the borders of the farm for food.
There are other unanswerable questions about corn farming.
crops were rotated with corn?

What

The amounts of oats, barley, and wheat in

inventories were too small to make it obvious that they were part of an
"old three-shift 11 rotation system before 1810.

Rye may have been planted

as a winter crop and grazed or ploughed undero

Or land simply may have

been left fallow between corn croppings.
yield?

69

In his 1842 report, R. Archer wrote,

How much corn did the land
11

the average product per

acre throughout the county may be estimated at 25 bushels of corn ••• , ..
which was a much higher figure than common in Virginia or elsewhere in
70
the eighteenth century.
With no important gains in crop productivity
o~

improvements in farming methods recorded between 1810 and 1840, and

with the expectation that soil fertility would decline rather than increase over 30 years, it was possible that as much as 25 bushels per acre
was harvested.

Shell banks, a natural source of lime, were prevalent

alluvial deposits in the county's soils that attracted the wonder of
colonial travelers with a scientific bent and later agrarian reformers,
71
and could account for corn yi~lds nearly double those of other areas.
The prices paid for corn in the county for a series of years between
1789 and 1808 were calculated from the probate records (see Table 6)o
The prices before 1800, usually ranging just above and below $2.00 a barrel, were high in comparison to most years of the eighteenth century,
when corn seldom sold for more than $1.15 per barrel, though about equal
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Table 6
Average Prices for Barrels of Shelled Corn Listed in
Elizabeth City County Probate Records, 1789-1808,
Compared to Other Virginia Prices, 1791-1810

Year

Average
County Price1

Norfolk
Price2

Average Annual
Local Price
in Virsinia3

dollars per barrel
1789
1791
1792
1794
1795
1797
1798
1799
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

2.08
1.96
1.84
2.42
2.88
1.15
2.17
2.08
4.16
2.56
3.52
3.00

1.30
1.89
2.24

2.13
1.68
2.66
3.29
2.13
3.00
3.04
2.25
1.50
2.00
1.78
2.48
2.80
1
Calculated from all prices for corn in barrels in probate records
of county farmers at one pound=$3.33. Prices for corn listed as "short"
or "rotten" were omitted. Prices paid in 1800 for 25 barrels of corn,
sold in four lots, at the estate sale of Thomas Wellings, were omitted
because they ranged from $1.67 to $14.56 per barrel (ten barrels sold for
over $14.00), an extreme variation never encountered in other years. No
other record of prices in 1800 was found. Corn usually sold at estate
auctions for the same, or nearly the same, price as the inventory valuation. Deeds and Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34.
2Norfolk prices noted by the Duke of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt in
1796 (converted from bushels to barrels at 3.5 bushels per barrel),
Travels through the United States,_p. 24.
3 "Average Annual Local Prices of Shelled Corn Per Bushel in Virginia,
1801-1860," compiled by A. G. Peterson from newspapers and other local
sources and printed in Lewis c. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume II,
p. 1039, Table 50. The price per bushel was converted to a price per barrel at 3.5 bushels per barrel.
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to those of 1770-1772, when European grain markets were exceptionally
strong. 72

In the first decade of the nineteenth century, corn brought

even higher premiums.

The $4.16 per barrel (the average of amounts paid

by seven purchasers of over 45 barrels of corn at two

es~ate

sales) peak

price of 1801 could not be sustained but in 1803, 1804, and 1806 over

$3.00 a barrel was paid.

73

Growing corn was exceptionally profitable in

all of the years from 1789 to 1810, except 1796-1797.

74

The average

price all Virginia farmers received for corn in the ten years 1801-1810
was 67.2 cents per bushel, compared to the average price of 49.0 cents
75
per bushel in the decade 1820-1829.
Located near the main export market for corn, county farmers received
premium prices for their corn.

They had an advantage over inland growers

of minimal transportation costs, and, if their yields were as high as 25
bushels per acre, even a small farm could have earned handsome profits.
Ten acres of corn grown for the market would have produced 250 bushels of
corn, which, even if it were sold at the 1801-1810 average Virginia price
of 67 cents per bushel, would have brought $168.00 in gross cash income
to its producer.

Ten percent of the county's 1810 taxed acreage (3,481

acres) planted in corn at a yield of 25 bushels per acre would have produced a crop of 87,025 bush2ls or 358 bushels per farm.

76

This figure

seemed too high in relation to the amounts of corn inventoried, average
farm production in 1839, and the amount domestic consumption and export
77
m~rkets might have absorbed.
More likely, either less land was planted
in corn or yields were lower.

A range of estimates of corn production,

farm consumption, and cash income per farm is given in Table 7.

The esti-

mates of average farm production of 179-215 bushels and cash income of

$77-115 per farm corresponded more realistically to the amounts of corn
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Table 7
Estimates of Corn Production and Average Net Cash Earnings Per
Farm at Various Yields and Levels of Farm Consumption,
Elizabeth City County, 1810
Number of Acres Planted in Corn
3,481
1,740
(10 percent of
(5 percent of
taxed acreage)
taxed acreage)
unit
Yield of 15 Bushels Per Acre
Total county production

bushels

52,220

26,110

bushels

215

107

2
Maximum Consumption
total corn for sale
earnings per farm

bushels
dollars

23,248
$ 77

$00

Minimum Consumption3
total corn for sale
earnings per farm

bushels
dollars

34,916
$115

8,806
$29

Total county production

bushels

87,030

43,515

Average production per farm1
Cash earnings per farm1

bushels

358

179

2
Maximum Consumption
total corn for sale
earnings per farm

bushels
dollars

58,058
$191

14,543
$48

MinUDwn Consumption3
total corn for sale
earnings per farm

bushels
dollars

69,726
$230

26,211
$86

Average production per farm
1
Ca.:~~& earnings per farm

1

0

Yield of 25 Bushels Per Acre

1Based on 243 farms (see Table 8, Chapter VI) and the average Virginia price of 80~ per bushel in 1810 (see Table 6, above).
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Table 7, continued

~otal consumption of the fann population was est~ated at 28,972
bushels per year with each person allowed 11 bushels per year. See Appen•
dix 4.
3
Total consumption of the farm population was estimated at i7,304
bushels per year with differential allowances for adults and children in
the free and slave populations. See Appendix 4.
Source:

Table 8, Chapter VI, Table 6, above, and Appendix 4.
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!n inventories and the 20,000 to 30,000 bushels that the county reasonably
might have exported.

At this rate of production, total cash income to

county farmers from corn would have ranged between $17,000 and $26,000
per year.

It was impossible to estimate the distribution of income from

corn

aua)ng

farms of various sizes since crops of high value could have

been

produ~ed

on so little land, labor requirements were relatively low,

and the proportion of all farmers actually growing corn was unknown.
Other grains appeared in inventories of twelve farm owners.

Oats

were stored on the farms of seven of the fifty-two farmers inventoried,
usually on farms which had more than a usual number of horses.
was listed in three inventories.

Barley

Wheat appeared in four inventories.

amounts of both grains stored on farms were small.

The

John Lowry had eighty

bushels of wheat worth $67.00 and 200 bushels of barley worth $117.00;
Stmon Hollier had thirty-two bushels of wheat worth $23.00 and 106 bushels
78
of barley worth $70.000; the others had less of each graino
But, wheat
was evidently grown by more farmers.

In the final account of Rebecca

Dewbre's estate, it was noted that six shillings had been "paid a mower
~or

cutting the wheat, 11 though her inventory contained none.

79

The estate

of Augustine Moore, Senior, was credited in 1799 with t45.15.9 ($152.47)
for "cash received for wheat sold at Baltimore."

80

Several other farmers,

who had no wheat on hand, had wheat fans, scythes, and cradles, but the
fact that these were not common implements in the county indicated that
wheat was still a minor crop, planted less in the county than in other
81
parts of the state and less than in the mid-nineteenth century.
Since
three of the inventories that listed wheat were taken after 1800 and since
wheat was named in two sharecropping leases singed in 1805 and 1809 (though
it had never been mentioned in earlier leases), there may have been a
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slight shift toward wheat production after that date.
Tobacco was also a minor crop, but on considerable value to the few
farmers who made a hogshead or two.

It was of considerably less impor-

tance to the post-revolutionary generation than it had been at mid-century,
since the county no longer expended public funds on its inspection.

Even

in York County very little was raised after the war according to Isaac
Weld's 1796 observation.

82

One report of the Hampton tobacco warehouse

inspectors for 1790, filed among the county's wills and deeds, recorded
84 hogsheads received, of which 41 had been shipped and 43 remained in
the warehouse four months after the end of the crop year.

83

Since more

tobacco was exported from the United States in 1790 than in any year
afterwards until 1840, this probably represented the maximum production
in the years between 1782 and 1810.
to 71,400 pounds of tobacco.

84

The 84 hogsheads were equivalent

It was unlikely that more than thirty-five

to forty farmers cultivated any tobacco.

85

No inventory mentioned any

tobacco, although one estate sale and two settlements listed the small
amounts of twelve pounds, one hogshead, and two hogsheads.

These frag-

mentary sources may have understated the importance of tobacco immediately
after the Revolution.

The Sheriff's 1788 petition reporting hurricane

damage in the county specified loss of both corn and tobacco crops, though
the latter may have been noted because of its cash value for taxes, rather
86
than its pervasive culture.
The county's tobacco was still of premium quality, however, and commanded high prices.

Weld noted that in neighboring York County,

11

the

little that ie sent for inspection is reckoned to be vf the very best
quality, and is all engaged for the London market."

87

His remark was

almost certainly pertinent to the Elizabeth City County growers, who
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probably all were located in census district 3, near York County.

One

hogshead of tobacco from John Parson's 800-acre farm in district 3 sold
in 1789 for

~14.5.0

($47.50) or 5.6 cents a pound.

Augustine Moore's

225-acre farm in that area produced two hogsheads of tobacco in 1798 that
sold for b27.1.0.

This was $45.86 per hogshead, or 5.4 cents per pound. 88

The average price of American tobacco in

thes~

years was only 3.3 to 3.5

cents per pound. 89 At the price Moore actually received for his tobacco,
the 84 hogsheads grown by county farmers in 1790 were worth about $3,864,
or from $90 to $100 for each of 35-40 growers.
Timber and staves

~are

also a source of cash income for some farmers.

Only two inventories listed hogshead and barrel staves, a product that
should have appeared more often had tobacco

b~en

more widely grown since

Virginia tobacco farmers employed their slaves in the forests in the winter.

Westwood Armistead, who owned 999 acres, had hogshead staves worth

~29.14.0

($98.90) and barrel staves worth

~6.2.2

($20.34) in his 1786 in-

Simon Hollier had 3,400 hogshead staves worth eS ($16.6~ in his
90
1803 inventory.
Logging equipment (several types of saws, axes, wedges,

ventory.

and chains) was common, however, and there was at least one sawmill in
the county.

91 The presence of shipyards in Hampton would have provided a

ready market for lumber, besides that which may have been exported to the
West Indies or sold in Norfolk.
Several other products most commonly found in inventories were probably not harvested primarily for market, but for home use.

Cider and

brandy made from apples and peaches were the drink of ordinary people.
Twelve inventories, nine of owners and three of tenants, had a supply of
either cider or brandy on hand, while cider barrels, troughs, and processing tubs were among the most common household equipment inventoried.
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Cotton was grown by at le3st nine iarmers, including seven owners and two
tenants, usually in small amounts.
and two other6 wool.

Only two inventories contained flax

But so few households, even the poorest, were with-

out cards, spinning wheels, and looms, that home textile industry was an
aspect of rural life that could confidently be attributed to nearly every
farm.

It was not merely shortages of English cloth imports during the

Revolution that led to such universal household manufactures for spinning
wheels and looms were found as often in inventories taken after 1800 as
in those of the 1780's.

It was impossible to tell to what extent spinning

and weaving was done by slaves or free people, but it was significant that
the tools of this work were not the special property of women, as poultry,
for instance, seemed to have been.

93

The mild climate also made it pos-

sible to grow cabbage and greens throughout the year with a much wider
selection of vegetables available from April to December.
Fish and game were abundant to supplement beef and pork raised on
the farm.

Although there were no contemporary references to the kinds or

amounts of wild fowls and small game that may still have been found in
the marshes and forests of the county, tile guns in most houses were probably used for hunting.

Fish and shellfish for home use could be caught

with only a line, hook, and bait, items too cheap to inventory; some
households

eontain~d

evidence of fishing on a larger seale:

anchors, small boats and

canoes~

seines,

fish barrels, powdering tubs, and salt.

The latter probably sold salted fish either to other Virginia slaveowners
or for export to the West Indies.

94

Fish were more important to people

in the county than the inventories indicated.

The two most widely sub-

scribed petitions submitted to the state legislature in the twenty-eight
years from 1782 to 1810 concerned regulating fish during the spawning
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season.

The 1804 petition, signed by 177 white males (52 percent of free

male tithes in that year), asked the General Assembly to prohibit the use
of seines to catch shad and herring between May 1 and August 1.
tioners explained:

The peti-

"That great waste and destruction to the breed of Fish

while they are coming up the rivers to spawn and returning thence after
spawning, and while they are generally small and almost useless, is occasioned by many persons hauling Seines upon the Beaches and Shores of the
Bays, Rivers, Creeks and other waters within this Commonwealth, at
proper seasons of the year:

~-

where for the Sake of obtaining comparatively

a few Fish fit for use, they destroy and waste very large quantities of
the smaller Fish, that have not attained their sufficiency to be of any
use; but are left to perish upon the Beaches and Shores to which they are
hauled; and that the waste and destruction in

thi~

way is so great as to

tend to destroy the principal Fisheries within the Commonwealth, more
especially those of Shade and Herrings, the value of which is well

known •••• " This ecologically wanton behavior was unnecessary, because
the fish "may be had in sufficient plenty with the Hook. 1195
This county was not part of the impoverished Tidewater of exhausted
soils, declining yields, depopulation, and abandoned fields covered with
foxtails and broomsedge.

The soils in the interior, northwestern section

of the county were still exceptior4ally rich and land of at least average
fertility was scattered

throu~~o~t th~ ~ounty,

though edmittedly much of

the sandy land east of the Hampton River was poor.

Migration rates were

high, but the population density was about the same as that in crowded
eastern rural towns of Massachusetts.

And, as the population slowly in-

creased, fields were not abandoned, but more marginal land probably was
brought into production so that 1,557 more acres were taxed in 1810 than
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in 1782.

With more people trying to

f~

each year, the average size of

farms declined from 178 acres in 1782 to 138 acres in 1810.
lived on far samller

Many families

f~s.

Cattle and corn, the county's prime commercial products, commanded
high prices in this period, so that even farms of less than fifty acres
earned some cash income with which to pay rent and employ slave labor.
Although most farms, even very small ones, were involved in the market
economy, favorable conditions for self-sufficiency were also important.
A ~~rm climate, moderated by ocean breezes, and

~dequate

rainfall, evenly

distributed throughout the year, gave farmers a growing year that extended from April to the end of November.

Even in the short winter season,

when temperatures only occasionally fell below freezing, hardy crops remaiued green in the fields.

Though much of the best hardwood had been

cut, and there was concern to preserve good timber, to a traveler in 1796
it seemed that "the patches of cleared land are yet rare and inconsiderabl e. 1196 So, wood for houses, fences, and fireplaces was easily and

cheaply obtainable.

Within the forests, orchards, and marshes, cattle

and swine grazed without demanding of their owners the labor of haying
and small game and fowl (as well as swarms of mosquitos) found shelter.
In the waterways that cut the county into separate districtB there wao
additional protein available at small effort:
clams, crabs, and oysters.

shad, herring, bluefish,

''With fish and oysters at our very doors,"

a later observer wrote, "a man can in one hour catch enough to subsist a
family a whole day. 1197
In the eyes of many tidewater residents Elizabeth City County must
have seemed a very desirable place to farm, with good soil, weather, and
natural food sources.

A key factor among its advantages was proximity to
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very good markets:

provisions for Chesapeake coastal traders, the Nor-

folk wholesale merchants, and the booming West Indies trade.

Transpor-

tation to these markets was cheap, plentiful, and frequent, all of which
influenced the higher than average prices county fanners obtained for
their livestock products, corn, and a little tobacco.
came from the European wars and after 1815 county

But, prosperity

f~s

shifted production

to grains and sweet potatoes when the collapse of the trading aystam of
the early national years forced them to depend upon the more distant markets in Baltimore.
Although small farmers could survive in years of exceptional prosperity, they accepted a very low standard of living to do so.

Poverty

and wealth co-existed in Elizabeth City County in a rural economy in which
half of the population were slaves

~rovided

minimal subsistence by their

owners and in which income was inequitably distributed among the free half
of the people.

In Chapters VI, VII, and VIII, the agriculture of Eliza-

beth City County has been surveyed in economic terms:
tenants and free farm workers, crops, markets, and

ownership of land,

na~u~ai

resources.

The actual lives of the free inhabitants were not emphasized, yet these
material aspects had meaning only as they were interpreted by the people
who lived in the county.

In the following chapter, the standards of

living of the different classes of free, rural people will be considered.
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Notes for Chapter VIII

1Although historians have offered different definition.~ ~f ~ommer
cial and subsistence farms, and in recent years there has been increasing
emphasis on the importance ~o American farmers of the drive for profits,
few have discussed the amount of acreage necessary to earn a profit. The
most thorough analysis of production costs, crops, methods, and profits
was James Leman's model, in The Best Poor Man's Country, of a 125 acre
farm in southeastern Par~sylvania (Chapter Six). Lemon believed farms of
less than 80 acres were inadequate even for family subsistence under the
extensive cultivation methods of the eighteenth century but ;~y have sufficed where intensive farming was practiced (p. 91). Also helpful was
Charles S. Grant's discussion, pp. 31-55, in Democracy in the Connectic~!t
Frontier Town of Kent. Grant classified all farms with over 90 acres as
profitable, while those averaging 40 acres, but ranging from 27-90 acres,
were subsistence freeholds adequate "if not burdened with too many mouths
to feed," (p. 36) and those Kent farms under 25 acres were all rural
residences.
2

Tenants paid cash rent on 25 acre farms, which indicated they expected to earn income as well as subsistence from such a small tract; at
least 13 farming families owning 25 or fewer acres in 1810 owned slaves;
and inventories showed farms of this size with as many as eleven head of
cattle. None of the owners of such small farms in Kent, Connecticut, had
more than two cows (~., pp. 32-33, 37-39).
3see Tables 1-8, Chapter VI, for minor changes between 1782 and 1810
in the percentage of farm owners with 50 acres or less.
4see Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture, Vol. I, pp. 451-461, for
discussion of the staple commercial plantation type and examples of its
existence in tidewater Virginia.
5All of these products appeared in the probate records, primarily
inventories, of county farmers, though hay, hops, and potatoes were listed
in only one inventory each. Vegetables must also have been grown, but
were not a commercial crop. Nor were fruits, mainly apples and peaches,
marketed in any form except cider and fattened livestock. County records
contained no mention of turpentine, tar, pitch, rye, buckwheat, turnips,
or hemp, all common colonial crops which could have been produced in the
area, nor of palma christi, which was much in vogue ln the 1820's when castor oil was manufactured in Hampton.
6see Chapter I.
7Fifty of the 52 decedents owned cattle and 40 had five or more head
of cattle. See Appendix 3 for discussion of the validity and bias of
this sample of inventories.
8The tax en cattle was repealed in 1787, so data on the total number
of cattle in any part of Virginia exists only for the years 1782-1787.
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The first federal census of
1839.

liv~atock

was taken in 1840 for the year

9

Compare Table 1 to Table 33, page 198, in James T. Lemon, The Best
Poor Man's Country. The average for the ten Pennsylvania counties was
27.8 head of cattle per hundred persons; Bucks County had 40.5, while
Chester and Lancaster had 30.3 each.
10
calculated from British Public Records Office, Customs 16/1, microfi~ copy (reel M 532) at Colonial Williamsburg, Inc., January 5, 1768 to
January 5, 1773, beef and pork exports for each year were:
Year

Unit

Lower James
Customs Dist.

Total
Virginia

Percent of All
Va. Meat Exports
from Lower James

1768
1769
1770
1771
1772

barrels
tons
tons
barrels
barrels

4,688
791.90
703.45
4,419
7,178

5,056
882.10
761.75
4,665
7,242

92.7
89.8
92.3
94.7
99.1

No comparable export data exists for the years after the Revolution when
the colonial duties on trade were abolished.
11
Lewis c. Gray, History of Agriculture, Vol. I, pp. 149 and 151.
1
luarry R. Merrens, Colonial North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century
(Chapel Hill, 1964), PP• 136-137.
13
Jackson Turner Main, ''The Distribution of Property in Virginia,"
PP• 251-252.
14
Harry R. Merrens, Colonial North Carolina, pp. 137-139 and Appendix I, "Fire and Open Land."
15
The lack of an enclosure law and the continuing practice of allowing
cattle to roam freely were cited much later by agricultural reformers as
a serious hindrance to better farmins methods. See R. Archer, "Report to
the State Board of Agriculture," The Farmers' Register, vol. 10 (1842),
P• 339.
16
Ibid., P• 336.
17
Johann David Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, translated and
edited.by Alfred J. Morrison, Philadelphia, William J. Campbell, 1911,
P• 100.
18
John I.e-~ was taxed on from 87 to 103 head in the 1780's, and the
inventory of his estate after his death in 1790 showed 109; Miles King
was taxed on 30-100 bead in the 1780's; George Wythe and his tena~ts kept
between 57 and 100 head in various years; Wilson Miles Cary's herd ranged
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from 37-54; the other b:~ds of more than 50 head taxed in any year from
1782-1787 were those of Thomas Kirby, 83, John Armistead (who also owned
land in North Carolina where cattle were raised), 68, William Mallory,
Senior, 59, and Mary Tabb, 51. Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records,
Elizabeth City County, 1782·1787. Lowry's inventory is in Elizabeth City
County Wills and Deeds, Book 34, p. 88.
19Wilson Cu~le, who QWned 1,000 acres, paid no tax on cattle in the
1780's; John Parsons had only between 11-16 head on his 800 acres; Robert
Wallace kept 20 head on his 795 acres; on seven other f~s of over 500
acres, the herds ranged from 29-45 head. Manuscript Personal Property
Tax and Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1787.
20
The 22.3 percent figure for those owning no cattle compared closely
with Jackson Turner Main's data for 1787: throughout Virginia, 20-25 percent of the population owned no cattle and in si~ tidewater counties
23 percent had none. He believed these were mainly landless people.
While those owning no cattle in Elizabeth City County were normally not
landowners, neither were many of them independent farmers, and many landless tenants did own their own cattle. Jackson Turner Main, 11 Distribution of Property in Virginia," PP• 251-252 and note 29.
21
.
There were an average of 9.0 head of cattle per personal property
taxpayer; or 11.6 bead per cattle owner. Jackson Turner Main found an
average of 10.5 head of cattle per taxpayer and "about fifteen head of
cattle for each owner" in the fall line counties; he included no average
figures for the coastal counties, though he found that "the number per
owner and the size of the herds declined to the east and west of that region, so that the counties along the coast had fewer cattle than the
Tidewater generally, and the Shenandoah less than most of the Piedmont."
"Distribution of Property in Virginia," p. 252 and note 28. See quotation from Merrens, above, that North Carolina herds in cattle-raising
districts ranged from an average of 6 to 16 per cattle owner.
2

~is may be compared to Jackson Turner Main's conclusion about
cattle ownership in Virginia: "The average hundred-acre farm contained
about seven. Larger farms supported fewer cattle per hundred acres, so
that the seven-hundred-acre estate held not 49 but about 25. Most
farmers owned between five and twenty. One out of four f~rs had more
than twenty; such men were usually large landowners." ~., P• 251.
James T. Lemon found an average of six or seven cows per farm in ~nester
and Lancaster counties of Pennsylvania; Lemon cited unpublished data from
Mrs. Marga Stone that holdings on New England farms ranged from an average
of 2.2 to 10.1 cows, The Best Poor Man's Country, P• 161, and note 60,
Chapter Six. It was difficult to explain how such large numbers of cattle in Elizabeth City County were maintained on such small acreages.
Lemon estUnated that it tOok a minimum of 62 acres of land (for feed
grains, meadow, fallow, and woodland) to support the six or seven cows
common on Pennsylvania farms (Ibid., p. 164). Although some fodder (corn
blades and tops) was fed to Elizabeth City County cattle, they largely
subsisted through grazing marshlands and forests, which should have required more land than use of cultivated meadows. Nevertheless, the average herd size on the farms of less than 100 acres was substantiated by
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both the numbers of cattle owned by small farmers in the 1780's and the
number in inventories of very small farmers for later years.
23
Deeds and Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34.
24There were fewer cattle in the county in 1839 (2,445) than there
were in 1782 (2,510). Data for 1839 from the Sixth Federal Census, 1840,
cited in Table 4, p. 229, and Table 5, p. 230, Peter Crawford Stewart,
"The Coamercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 1815-1860, 11 Ph.D.
dissertation, University of Virginia, 1967.
25
since swine were never taxed, inventories were the basic source for
estimates of their number (Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33). James
T. Lemon found an average holding on Pennsylvania farms of between five
and ten hogs, ~~d the maximum herd in Southeastern Pennsylvania was 30,
The Best Poor Man's Country, p. 166. Neither Harry R. Merrens, in Colonial North Carolina, nor Jackson Turner Main, in 11Distribution of Property
in Virginia," provided data on numbers of swine. By 1839 the proportions
of cattle and swine were reve4sed and the average ~ounty fanD had six
!3Wine, Peter c. Stewart, "The Commercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 1815-1860," Table 4, p. 229.
26
see Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33, and Manuscript Land Tax
Records, Elizabeth City County, 1785-1806.
27
See, for instance, the inventories of Rebecca Dewbre and Barbara
Jones in Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
28Auditors Papers 224 (accession number 13147), Virginia State Library,
Richmond,.Virginia. Two boxes contain receipts for provisions and repairs
and payrolls for the state ships, Patriot and Liberty, 1784-1789. During
the years of the Confederation, these two boats, with a combined crew of
twenty-eight men in most years, were used as customs cutters by t~ state
of Virginia.
29

Ibid., Manuscript Land Tax Records, 1788, and Personal Property Tax
Records, 1787, Elizabeth City County.
30
The normal time for the ferry crossing from Norf•olk to Hampton was
given by the Duke of La Rochefoucauld-Liancourt as two hours, although his
own trip in 1796 took ten hours "for want of wind." In his discussion of
the Norfolk economy he noted that the most important exports were salt
beef, pork, and fish and wheat and corn. Travels thrOUgh the United
States of North America, the Country of the Iroquois, and Upper Canada,
in the Years 1795, 1796, and 1797; with an Authentic Account of Lower
Canada (London, 1799), volume III, pp. 35-36 and 25. R. Archer, in "Report to the State Board of Agriculture," 1842r estimated i t took three or
four hours to sail to Norfolk and 20-30 to Richmond, Petersburg, or Baltimore (p. 335). The crews of the Patriot and Liberty purchased some provisions at the Norfolk city market, which was also described by travelers.
They also bought beef, fresh and salted, free: Norfolk m~r.;;hunta George
Kelley and Moses M. Myers, and pork from Stmon Vashon and Robert Taylor,
Auditors Papers 224, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. The in-
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volvement of these merchants in the West India trade can be traced in the
pages of the American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser,
September 1, 1795 through April 29, 1796, microfilm reel 1391, Norfolk
~ublic Libraryo

31Auditors Papers 224, Virgi~i~ State Library, contains one large box
of port records, including many clearances for ships entering Hampton and
Norfolk with West Indian products in the 1780's; there ~ere no records of
ships outbound from Virginia. For the development of Norfolk in the postRevolutionary years, and particularly the key role of the neutral trade
with the West Indies, see T. J. Wertenbaker, Norfolk: Historic Southern
~' second edition, edited by M. W. Schlegel (Durhsm, 1962); Douglass
c. North, The Economic Growth of the United States, 1790-1860 {Englewood
Cliffs, 1961); and Peter Crawford Stewart, 11The Commercial History of
Hampton Roads, Virginia, 1815-1860." The extent to which Hampton merchants were directly involved in the West Indian trade after the Revolution was unclear. Although archeoiogical excavations have discovered
many West Indian artifacts in Hampton, there was no contemporary evidence
that its merchants financed voyages to the West Indies (see Chapter X).
32
Petition to the Legislature from Charles M. Collier, Sheriff of
Elizabeth City County, November 20, 1816, Elizabeth City County Legislative
Petitions, Box 2 (1800-1832), Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
33
The prices paid by the state in 1788 were higher than those quoted
by Johann Schoepf for 1783-1784 in Travels in the Confederation, P• 81,
but lower than those reported in 1796 by the Duke of LaRochefoucauldLiancourt in Travels through the United States, p. 25.
34
.
Data on weights of slaughtered carcasses of beef was extremely rare.
Michael L. Nicholls found that "in one Amelia County inventory, the combined weight of three butchered steers totaled only 884 pounds;" this inventorY was taken before 1750, when the county waa on the Virginia frontier. Michael L. Nicholls, "Origins of the Virginia Southside, 1703-1753:
A Social and Economic Study," Ph.D. Dissertation, College of William and
Mary, 1972, p. 212. James T. Lemon found records of nine animals slaughtered in Pennsylvania in the 1730 1 s. "Their dressed weight ranged from
337 to 507 pounds •••• "· James T. Leman, The Best Poor Man's Country,
p. 163. Lemon assumed in his models that the average dressed carcass
weighed 450 pounds. Two invoices for beef purchased for the Liberty and
Patri~t in 1788 specified purchase of a quarter of beef at weights of 97
and 109 pounds, so the weights of the whole carcasses were 388 and 436
pounds. Auditors Papers 224, Virginia State Library, invoices for beef
purchased from Joseph Needham.
35The value of the hide was calculated from 12 inventories which had
hides appraised at from 1 shilling, 3 pence to 16 shillings each, with an
average appraisal of seven shillings, three pence or $1.20 (one pound =
$3.33), Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33. Tallow also appeared in
many inventories, but in different units of measurement that made it impossible to compute an average value.
36This estimate was based on the following assumptions: that only the
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free population of 712 adults and 581 children ate beef; that each adult
ate 1.5 pounds per week and eElch child under 16 one-half that amount;
that 192 bead of cattle were consumed in the county, of which one-third,
or 64, were sold to non-farm residents; that one-third of the total taxed
cattle (3,261) were dairy cows and one-half were work antmals or too
youn.g to butcher, and the remainder, 544, were butchered. Thu~, 12.~ h~ad
of cattle were estimated to have been consumed on farm8, 64 sold to county residents for $1,193, and 352. sold outside the county for $6,561. The
total estimated sales of $7,754 were divided among 2.08 farmers owning
land in 1788. For population estimates, see Table 1, Chapter II and
Table 9, Chapter III. Consumption estimates were based partly on the data
on Pennsylvania diets in James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man 1 s Country,
Tables 27 and 2.8, pp. 152.-153 and 155, and James T. Lemon, "Household Consumption in Eighteenth-Century America and Its Relationship to Production
and Trade: The Situation Among Farmers in Southeastern Pennsylvania,"
Agricultural History, XLI (January, 1967), No. 1, pp. 61-62, which included one pound of beef per person per week, and partly on calculation
of the beef bought in nine months of 1788 for the 2.8 sailors of the Patriot and Liberty, which averaged 1.5 pounds per man per week. This~s
less than the British Navy fed its sailors (see Table Z 388-405, u.s.
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of
the United States, p. 774). Proportions of dairy cattle, work animals,
calves, and heifers were estimated fr~ the fifty inventories of county
cattle owners in Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12., and 33. Lemon estimated
one steer from each seven head of cattle (three cows and three calves)
was slaughtered each year in Pennsylvania; on this basis only 466 of the
3,261 head in the' county would have been butchered in 1787 (The Best Poor
Man's Country, p. 155). Data on the number of cattle and farms from Manuscript Personal Property and Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1787.
37
.
These estimates were based on the comparison of farm size and average size of cattle herds. It was assumed that approximately one of every
seven cattle were slaughtered each year (see previous note), though a
higher proportion of smaller herds were killed, and that the family (excluding slaves) consumed one-half of one carcass. According to this
model about 416 head of cattle would have been available for sale, which
wao the number used in the calculation of total estimated county income
from beef sales.
38
For instance, 500 pounds of pork in the inventory of John Weymouth,
taken on December 31, 1789, were valued at only 2.5 cents per pound (15
shillings per hundred pounds). Weymouth, with 17 head of cattle and 2.5
swine, was one of the few farmers who had more hogs than cattle. Inventories of farmers with large numbers of hogs or amounts of pork on hand
usually contained equipment such as barrels, salt, and meat tubs which
indicated that they prepared the salted meat for sale. See inventories
of Diana Wallace Baily, John Lowry, James Marshall, Frances Pool, John
Wellings, and John Wilson, as well as that of Weymouth, Deeds and Wills,
Books 34 and 12.
39
.
The milk pans and butterpots common in most farmers' inventories
showed that dairy products were an important part of the family diet, but
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most herds were too small for commercial production. The highest ratio
of adult cows to all inventoried cattle was 50:50, but proportions of
one-third to one-fourth cows were more common. James T. Lemon esttmated
that cows gave little more than one quart of milk per day each, and that
only one-half were producing at any time; he found it took two gallons of
milk to produce one pound of butter. Based on these estimates, only herds
of 30 or more, with eight to ten milking cows (or smaller herds with as
high a proportion of milking cows), could produce milk in excess of the
family consumption. See James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country,
p. 163 and note 64, p. 269.
40This was the amount paid to several merchants for purchases of one
or two pounds of butter at a time, but farmers may have received less.
In the 1830 1 s farmers got from 14-23 cents per pound for their butter on
the New York wholesale marketa UoSo Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States, Table K 234-235,
''Wholesale Prices of Cheese and Butter: 1830-1957," p. 293.
41
Inventory of John Lowry, taken February 7, 1791; inventory of John
Hunter, taken July 8, 1795; will of John Hunter, January 26, 1795, all in
Deeds and Wills, Book 34.

~rrens quoted a contemporary view: "In the upper parts of the
country the milk is well tasted, but where cows feed in salt marshes, the
milk and butter receives an ill flavour." However, Merrens found some
milk and butter were produced in eastern sections of the state at various
times in the eighteenth century and he noted there was much pastureland
available besides salt marsh; he concluded the specialization resulted
either from prejudice against the eastern dai~ products or the cultural
preference for dairying in the western settlements of Germans, ScotchIrish, and Scottish Highlanders. Harry Roy Merrens, Colonial North Carolina, p. 139.
4

43 For the hazards of assuming equal distribution of high-nutri~nt
foods, even among free family members in a household, especially a poor
one, see the suggestive article by Laura Oren, "The Welfare of Women in
Laboring Families; ~i•i!;lar,i!, lZS0-11)50," Feminist Studies, volume I,
number 3-4 (Winter-Spring, 1973), pp. 107-125. Oren documented the
dietary deprivation first of wives, then of children to maintain the
health of the wage-earning father among both urban and rural poor families in England and cautioned historians against assuming that food was
always distributed equitably among members of a family.
44

R. Archer wrote in his 1842 "Report to the State Board of Agriculture," P• 335, "bounded on three sides, and intersected in various directions by navigable streams, the facilities of transportation to market
will bear a comparison with those of the most favored regions of our
country. From no part of the county has the farm~r to cart his produce
more than five miles, and in many situations the vessel anchors within a
st,ne's throw of the barn." Many formerly navigable streams, such as Newmarket Creek (the southwest branch of Back River), have been diverted or
filled in the twentieth century.
45 Horses, colts, mares, and mules were taxed as personal property in
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Virginia from 1782-1810. Stud horses, taxed at a much higher rate, were
not included in Table 5 or Figure 1 since there were an insignificant
number in the county.
46
Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1810.
47
John Lowry may have bred race horses on his 525-acre farm; his inventory had the largest number of horses -- 21 -- in any of the 52 farmers' inventories. No other decedent in this group had more than six
horses. At times in the 1780's Lowry had as many as thirty horses, plus
one stud horse, on the farm. But, though he had one bay mare valued at
$50.00 (in comparison to the $18-25 value of most horses appraised in the
county), most of his horses were not any more expensive than usual and
none bore names. His son, Willirun Lowry, definitely raised racing horses
on the farm for in his 1810 inventory were Top Gallant, a stud horse
worth $400.00, as well as mares named the Dare Devil, Belfast, and Polly
Kemp. William Lowry never paid taxes on as many horses as his father had
before his death in 1790& Between 1798 and 1810, the maximum number of
horses the son had were twelve, plus one stud horse. Inventory of John
Lowry, February 7, 1791, Deeds and Wills, Book 34; inventory of William
Lowry, October 16, 1810, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, PP• 239-241 (not included among the group of 52 farm inventories); Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810 •
48
Among the 52 farm inventories, there were s~:t~en decedents with no
horses, twenty with one, fifteen with 2-6, and one with 21 (Deeds and
Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34).
49
Petition to the General Assembly, December 19, 1803, Eiizabeth City
County Legislative Petitions, Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richmond,
Virginia.

.

50 Inventories, estate sales, and settlements of farmers' estates,
while providing an indirect and imperfect guide to the farm economy, did
list harvested crops stored on the farm, as well as livestock and imple•
ments, with values assigned to each. These prices were the most accurate
index to actual conditions in the inventories since they corresponded
closely, in most instances, to prices people actually paid shortly afterwards at the estate sale. The inventories were not, however, an accurate
record of total farm production, markets (though a rare settlement noted
where a product was sold), or rotation practices. Unfortunately, no
traveler gave a useful account of Elizabeth City County agriculture in
this period. Hampton's sharp decline as a port after t~ Revolution can
be measured by the fact that most of those who recorded their impressions
of the lower Tidewater avoided the county by crossing the James River by
ferry at Jamestown to proceed from Williamsburg to Norfolk. One who took
that route, though, was Johann Schoepf, whose particular interest in
farming led h~ to make a number of useful comments about agricultural
practices in the lower tidewater areas in Travels in the Confederation
(1783-1784). Others, such as Nicholas Cresswell (who was in the area
during the Revolution), Isaac Weld, and the Duke of LaRochefoucauldLiancourt commented briefly on Hampton or the passage across the James
River from Norfolk before they began their journey overland to Yorktown
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and Williamsburg. Weld observed in 1796 that "from Williamsburg to Hampton the country is flat and uninteresting." Isaac Weld, Travels Through
the States of North America, and the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada,
during the Years 1795, 1796, and 1797, 4th edition (London, 1807), vol. II,
p. 97. Jane Carson's bibliography, Travellers in Tidew~ter Virginia,
1700-1800, Williamsburg, Va., Colonial Williamsburg, 1965, is an excellent
guide to which travelers passed through the county and to the authenticity
of their observations. The only useful detailed narrative descriptions
of farming practices were the articles written a generation later by
Edmund Ruffin's correspondents, whose references to "old" practices were
often helpful.
51Fifteen farm owners (or 41.7 percent of the owners inventoried) had
corn; four tenants (or 25.0 percent of the tenants inventoried) had corn,
Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33.
52Esttmation of the amounts of shelled corn necessary for household
consumption (family and slaves) for the remainder of the crop year after
the inyentory was taken revealed that 14 farmers had a surplus of corn on
hand, ranging from five to 294 bushels; two had supplies adequate only to
feed their households; and one had a shortage of 153 bushels. Two were
credited with corn crops, though no amount or value was given in the inventory. This estimate was made by multiplying the number of months between the date of the inventory and August 1 times the total monthly consumption of the household. The latter figure was based on the number of
slaves listed in the inventory, each of whom was assumed to have required
nine bushels of corn per year (12 bushels for adults, 6 for children) and
the number of free people in the family, each of whom was assumed to have
required 4.5 bushels of corn per year (6 bushels for adults, 3 for children). In ten cases the exact number of the family was known from a will;
the remaining seven were assumed to have five in their families. Deeds
and Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34. See minimum corn consumption est~ate
in Appendix 4.
53The inventory of Frazier Stores, Senior, for instance, whose only
heirs were his married daughters and grandchildren, and who had no crops
inventoried for his 180 acre farm, indicated that the absence of crops
could not be explained by the assumption that such crops were the property of a widow. See inventory of Frazier Stores, Senior, taken July 6,
1793, and his will of March 15, 1790, probated August 25, 1793, in Deeds
and Wills, Book 34. Stmilarly, some widows had corn in their inventories,
while others did not. Growing crops were considered part of the real
estate, but twenty-two inventories taken between October and April,.which
included no· corn, precluded this as ~ ~~tisfactory explanation.
54
For the role of these foods in the diet of eighteenth-century Virginians, and particularly for the extensive use of pickled and preserved
meat, fish, fruits, and vegetables, see Jane Carson, Colonial Virginia
Cookery (Williamsburg, 1968), especially Chapters I, II, and VII. After
the Re~olution, clothes were only rarely part of an inventory, so it was
obvious that certain possessions for personal use were excluded fram that
portion of the personal estate subject to the claims of creditors.
55

See, for instance, the accounts of the estates of Robert
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(North Carolina), inventories of February 19, 1793 and April 28, 1794, and
estate sales of February 28, 1794 and January 20, 1795, and the inventory
of Frazier Stores, Senior, July 6, 1793, all in Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
56
.
See Lewis c. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume I, pp. 194-195,
for discussion c.f tbe scarc:lty of plows in some purts of Virginia in the
eighteenth century and the reluctance of some large planters to employ
them.
57
The omission of other grains from the inventories did not necessarily mean small quantities were not purchased, especially by wealthier
families. Johan Schoepf wrote that when dining with the ordinary people
of the state, " ••• one eats with the family both thick and thin homany
f.SiSJ'.... " He also remarked that corn alone did not make good bread and
was mixed with wheat, rye, or barley. Travels in the Confederation,
PP• 35 and 37. Though, of course, there were a number of breads made
with corn alone.
58
Petition of November 9, 1789, Elizabeth City County Legislative
Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Vi:cginia. No personal
property taxes were c~llected in the county in 1788, although the land
tax was paid.
59 Blades were tender leaves pulled one by one from the corn plant
while it was green, dried, bundled and saved for winter feed -- a very
labor intensive fodder. Tops were the part of the stalk above the ears.
Inventories usually valued blades and tops separately, though sometimes
"a parcel of fodder" was listed. Use of blades and tops as fodder was
both a very old ar.o very Yideepread practice in the South, which Lewis c.
Gray believed "tended to discourage the employment of artificial grasses,"
History of Agriculture, Vol. I, PP• 177 and 174; also see Vol. II,
PP• 814-815.
60
Travels in the Confederation, p. 89.
61 Bayley had 1,000 bundles of fodder valued at 40 shillings ($6.66)
and shucks and oats straw worth 15 shillings ($2.50), inventory recorded
October, 1797, Deeds and Wills, Book 34, p. 374.
6

~y did have other grains, including oats, but these presumably
would have been"' required to feed his 21 horses. Diana Wallace Bayley,
with 10 head of cattle, had no fodder on January 28; James and Judy
Saunders, tenants who owned 22 head of cattle, had no fodder on Dec. 4 -a total of fifteen cattleowners whose inventories·were taken between
October 1 and March 31 had no fodder for their cattle. Deeds and Wills,
Books 34, 12, and 33.
~

.

Though see the remark of R. Archer that cattle were raised in the
marshes without ever tasting fodder, quoted above. This may have been an
exaggeration, however, for later in the same article, explaining why farmers abandoned palma christi, he wrote, "the farmer who raises this crop
usually has to buy his corn and fodder; and the condition of his stock in
the spring speaks a language which cannot be misunderstood." "Report to
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the State Board of Agriculture," P• 337. Notation of the purchase of
fodder by executors of estates was rare, and the few that were found shed
little inform&tion on the general problem. See, for instance, the settlement of the estate of William Armistead, Senior, filed in August, 1807,
for a payment on May 30, 1801 to 11Simon Hollier, his acct. for fodder 54/ 11
($8.99), Deeds and Wills, Book 33, PP• 87-88. Armistead had a large supply of fodder on hand when he died and his cattle w~re sold at the estate
sale in October, 1799 (Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 81-86), so it was
not clear'how many (or whose) cattle the purchased fodder was to feed or
for how long.
64 tndenturP. of February 4, 1806, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 130.
King, then a resident of Norfolk, owned 789 acres; James Latimer owned
576 acres in 1806, and Roe Cowper owned 318 acres when he died (Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1806). Cowper's 1812
letter is in Chanc~ry 15 ~ loose papers, James Cowper administrator of
William Smith, deceased, and Roe Cowper, deceased, vs. Miles King. Commas
added for clarification. Also see a note on the inventory of Mary Healy,
June 23, 1804, '7his Bull and hog was in the Commons and not present, and
were appraised on condition they can be found," Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
P• 318.
65There were also cattle named Diamond, Blossom, Rose, Damsel, and
Pink as well as un-named calves. His riding horse was not called by name
in the will, nor were the swine. Will of Thomas Silverthorn, March 16,
1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
·
·
6~

The ad was placed by Robert and William Brough for a
from their father.

fa~

inherited

67Estate sale of Edward Rudd, January 8, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book
12, PP• 37-39.
~

.

This 450-acre farm also had a smokehouse, dairy, two henhouses, and
a pump for water (but no quarters for slaves). Division of the estate of
Robert Armistead, October 30, 1810, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 248.
69 R. Archer said in 1842 that "the old three-shift system is still
the prevailing one," but aseuming his readers understood what that system
was, did not describe it. He did claim clover was unknown as a field
crop in the county before 1820. "Report to the State Board of Agriculture,"
p. 337. Lewis c. Gray described the "old three-field system" of Virginia
and Maryland as follows: " ••• small grain .fYas sOWE,7 in the midst of
standing corn. After the fodder was pulled and the corn harvested, the
stalks were knocked down.... Somettmes this field system was combined
with a period of one or two years of 'rest,' during which tUne stock were
pastured on the weeds and stubble." History of Agriculture, Vol. I,
p. 198. This description matched fairly well the provisions of leases
recorded for the county. Robert Carter instructed his overseers in the
1780's to plant rye, oats, barley, or turnips in the corn fields "before
the corn is laid by," but such :Helds were not "to be used as pasture on
any occasion." He specified that "it is not purposed that the grain sown
at the lying by of the Corn shod lBi£1 produce a Crop but they are intended
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aa a dressing only." Thus, such crops, whether ploughed under or grazed
would not appear in an inventory. Louis HOrton, Robert Carter of Nomini
.!!ill, p. 149.
70
.
"Report to the State Board of Agriculture," P• 338. The average
corn yield in the United States in the 1790's is usually placed at 15
bushels per acre. The Duke of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt, on his 1796
trip through Virginia~ noted average yield~ of 12-14 bushels per acre
around Williamsburg, Travels through the United States, p. 39. James T.
Lemon evaluated various estimates of corn yields in The Best Poor Man's
Country, p. 157 and notes 25-28, p. 266. Also see Lewis c. Gray, History
of Agriculture, Vol. I!, ppD 608 and 815. Gray found the southern
coastal plains averaged only 8 to 15 bushels per acre of corn and noted
no improvement in yields of older farming areas between the 1780's and
1840's.
71

R. Archer discussed the county's shell or Indian banks in "Report
to the State Board of Agriculture," P• 336. Johann Schoepf made a special
side trip to York county to examine the banks there. Travels in the Confederation, pp. 82-86. For the importance of shell marl in nineteenthcentury efforts to rehabilitate worn Virginia soils, see Lewis c. Gray,
History of Agriculture, Vol. II, pp. 779-781.
7

~ere are no price series for the products of colonial Virginia,
but see Table Z 337-356, "Average Annual Wholesale Prices of Selected
Coamodities in Philadelphia: 1720-1775," in u.s. Department of Ccamerce,
Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of the U~s., P• 772.
73
. .
Some corn sold in the county in 1800 brought the unbelievable price
of $14.56 per barrel. See note 1, Table 6.
74Lewis c. Gray, although he did not discuss corn prices in these
years, noted that wheat prices declined sharply in 1796 throughout the
United States but offered no explanation for the decline, History of
Agriculture, volume II, p. 607.
75
calculated from A. G. Peterson, "Average Annual Local Prices of
Shelled Corn Per Bushel in Virginia, 1801-1860," cited in Table 6.
76
Ten percent of the acreage would have been about one-fourth the
arable crop land in the county, according to the estimate of R. Archer,
"Report to the State Board of Agriculture," p. 336. There were 243 farm
owners in 1810, see Table 8, Chapter VI.
77
The average amount of corn in 17 inventories which liste~ specific
amounts was slightly over 134 bushels, with individual holdings ~anging
from five to 420 bushels (Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33). In
1839, county farmers produced 80,540 bushels of corn or an average of 93
bushels per farmer; by 1859, total production was 116,025 bushels, so the
county lands could have produced a crop of over 80,000 bushels (see Peter
c. Stewart, 'The Commercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 18151860," Tables 4 and 5 pp. 229 and 230. For possible levels of domestic
consumption, see Table 7. There was no data on the amount of corn ex-
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ported by the region in the post-revolutionary period, but it seemed unlikely that overseas markets took much more corn than in the years 17681772, when exports were at record levels. The 330,343 bushels of corn
that passed through the Lower James River Customs District in 1768 was
the largest amount exported in that period (British Public Records Office,
Customs 16/1, microfiLm copy (reel M-532) at Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.,
January 5, 1768 to January 5, 1769). !£ Elizabeth'City County, the
smallest of the counties contributing to the exports of that customs district, produced one-tenth of the 1768 figure, its estimated maxi~ exports would have been about 33,000 bushels.
78
Lowry also was one of the farmers with oats in his inventory. He
farmed 525 acres; Hollier owned 267 acres. Inventories of February i,
1791 and November 26, 1803 in Deeds and Wills, Books 34 and 12; Manuscript
Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1790 and 1802.
79
she owned only fifty acr~s at this time, although until 1788 she
had owned 100 acres. Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1794; settlement of estate of Rebecca Dewbre, January 28, 1796;
estate sale, Rebecca Dewbre, December 1794; and inventory of the estate
of Rebecca Dewbre 1, November 29, 1794, Deeds. and Wills, Book 34.
80
.
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 71. Moore owned 225 acres of excepa
tionally valuable land (taxed at $3.21 per acre) in census district 3 and
also grew tobacco. Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1810.

81
By 1839, county farmers grew an average of 22.2 bushels of wheat
each, and a total crop of 18,559 bushels. By 1859, the total crop was
44,013 bushels. This was far more wheat than was grown in any of the
other five counties bordering Hampton Roads. See Tables 4 and 5, Peter c.
Stewart, "The Commercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 1815-1860,"
PP• 229 and 230.
8

~ravels in Virginia in Revolutionary Times, p. 97.

83

needs and Wills, Book 34, P• 13.

84Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume II, Table 47, p. 1035.
85 If each grower produced 2,000 pounds (the product of approxUn8tely
two acres), 35.7 farmers could have grown the 1790 crop; or, if each
grower made two hogsheads of 850 pounds each, it would have taken 42 producers (twenty percent of the 1788 farmowners) to grow the crop. See
comments on average farm production of tobacco in Chapter I. The total
tobacco inspected in the county in 1790 could have been grown on less
than 72 acres.
86
Petition of William Armistead, Sheriff, November 9, 1789, Elizabeth
City County Legislative Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va. In 1842, R. Archer reported that no tobacco was grown in the
county, "Report to the State Board of Agriculture," p. 337; but in 1859,
when the largest pre-Civil War crop in the nation was grown, Elizabeth
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City County farmers contributed 94,000 pounds, Peter c. Stewart, "Coa:mercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia, 1815-1860," Table 5, p. 230.
Thus, it seemed likely that a few farmers grew an acre or so whenever
prices were exceptionally high, but that in most years production was an
insignificant factor in the county's farM economy.
87

Isaac Weld, Travels in Virginia in Revolutionary Times, p. 97.

88

Settlement of the estate of John Parsons, filed September 26, 1799,
in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, P• 491. No other credits from the sale oi
tobacco were listed although there were entries for other payments made
and received between 1790 and 1793. Settlement of the estate of Augustine
Moore, Senior, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 71. The twelve pounds of
tobacco sold at the estate sale of William Armistead, Senior, in 1799
brought 8 cents.per pound, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 81-86.
89 Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture, volume II, pp. 604-606, and
Table 49, p. 1038.
90

rnventory of Westwood Armistead, Senior, July 17, 1786, Deeds and
Wills, Book 34; inventory of Simon Hollier, November 26, 1803, Deeds and
Wills, Book 12; Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1785.
91
.
The "saw pitt" at Roe Cowper's wood landing on Hampton River was
described in a deed of fifty acres of land Pascow Herbert sold to Thomas
Jennings, November 19, 1790, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
92
Stills for making brandy were less common. William Armistead,
Senior, who owned 670 acres, did manufacture brandy commercially. Among
the goods from hi3 farm sold after his death were 81\ gallons of brandy
sold for ~24.9.0 ($81.46) and the administrator of his estate paid a distillery tax of 27 shillings for 1799 (Estate sale, October 10, 1799, and
settlement 7 August, 1807, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 81-88). Only
John Lowry had the ingreclicuts an~ ~quipment for brewing beer. Deeds and
Wills, Books 12, 33, and 34.
93
Despite the number of sheep, only one pair of sheep shears'was
listed in an inventory. There was also only one butter churn in the
fifty-two inventories among numerous milk pans and butter pots, so it
must be concluded that many products for home use were made in the most
primitive ways. Cotton was grown on farms of all sizes, but required
good land. Johann Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, described in
detail how cotton was grown along the James River in the 1780's, pp. 7476. Only one decedent had a cotton gin (Edward Rudd, estate sale, January 8, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 437-439). Edmund Patrick was
paid for weaving by the administrator of William Armistead, Senior, (Deeds
and Wills, Book 33, PP• 87-88). Spinning wheels and looms were found
also among the possessions of several men who had no free women resident
in their household (see, for example, the wills and inventories of Thamas
Silverthorn and Frazier Stores, Senior), but who had one or more women
slaves. Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33.
94
See, for instance, the inventories of Frances Pool,

Janua~
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and Baldwin s. Morris, July 29, 1799. A barrel of salt fish, according to
the Pool inventory, was worth $9.10 in 1795. Deeds and Wills, Books 34
and 12.
95
The first petition had 134 names and stmilar wording. That submdtted December 5, 1804, had two notations added on the back. One said the
petitioners did not intend to prohibit hauling sturgeon in seines in
fresh waters at any tUne of the year and the other noted the following
county residents as owners of seines: John Topping, Thomas Watts, William
Brough~ William Lowry, John Bean, Thomas B. Armistead, Robert Lowry, John
Robinson, and George Minson. Several of these men signed the petition.
Elizabeth City County L~gislative Petitions, Boxes 1 and 2, Virginia State
Library, Richmond, Va.
96
The Duke of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt, Travels through the United
States, p. 37.
97
.
R. Archer, "Report to the State Board of Agriculture, 11 p. 339.
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CHAPTER IX

STANDARDS OF LIVING AM>NG FREE FARMERS

Well endowed by nature with soil, woodlands, marshes, fish, and
climate moderated by sea winds so that it was appreciably warmer in winter
and cooler in summer than counties located twenty or thirty miles farther
inland, Elizabeth City County was doubly fortunate in being but a short
sail across the James River from Norfolk, a rapidly growing city that
had more than its share of the lucrative neutral trade with the West Indies and Europe in the period.

At a time when transportation costs for

low value, bulky agricultural products were high, and even th2 means of
moving corn and cattle lacking in many interior areas, the economic advantage of being able to sell corn, beef, and pork at virtually the cost
of production was enormous.

It was a good time to be engaged in commer-

cial farming.
The county suffered little physical damage in the Revolution and
afterwards its inhabitants quickly resumed lives little different because
of it.

The rate of population growth and the numbers of slaves, cattle,

and horses in the early 1780's were evidence of continuing prosperity
during the years of the Confederation.

The temporary closing of the West

Indies to American ships and products between 1788 and 1793 may have
caused some economic distress but after 1793J when Great Britain and
France began a war that lasted with but one interruption until 1815 and
both countries were forced to open their West Indian colonies to the
454
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Americans, there were fourteen years of exceptional prosperity lasting
until 1807.1

Economic historian Douglass North wrote of these years:

There can also be little doubt that the period between 1793 and 1808
was one of full employment, in which our resources were utilized
completely. A substantial increase in productivity resulted particularly from the growth in size of the market. That growth, in
turn, was stimulated as the high prices being paid for our exports
attracted America's agricultural products into the marketplace and
made it possible for farmers to specialize in producing, therefore
pulling them out of selfsufficiency and into the market economy.
Moreover, the temporary phenomenon of very high export pri~es coupled
with very low import prices {reflecting the situation of a world at
war} meant that, at least for this very brief period, we became better off than ever before, as a result of being abl2 to buy more
manufactured imports with every dollar of exports.
The embargo abruptly ended this prosperity in 1807, and 1808 was a year
of depression especially severe in the coastal areas of the country, but
relaxation of the embargo and efforts to revive trade were at least
successful in preventing a collapse of the economy, if not ir. stimulating
continued growth.

ALmost all the data available for studying the county

agriculture of the period fell within the prosperous period of neutral
trade, a time when it was advantageous to be an American farmer on the
seacoast.
The large enslaved labor force, as well as a surplus of free labor,
should have enabled county farmers to fully exploit the earning potential of these boom years.

Even though many people were lured to Norfolk

by the prospect of jobs and wealth, it was indisputable that more than
enough remained or moved into the county from adjacent areas to work its
land.

How then did various classes of farmers fare in exploiting these

natural and market

opportunitie~?

By 1810, there were four discernible

groups, or classes, of farm managers in the county, each of which had
profited differently from the conditions of the early national years and
had, as a result, distinct standards of living and wealth.

Thirty, or
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twelve percent of all free farm families, were wealthy owners of large
farms (over 200 acres).

Seventy-three, or twenty-eight percent, were

owners and tenants on medium-sized farms of 101-200 acrese

These two

groups, comprising forty percent of rural free families, had prospered
and were able to live comfortable, secure lives.

Forty-nine, or nineteen

percent, were owners and tenants on awallcr farms of 51-100 acres, whose
position was marginally middle class.

Remaining were about one

hundr~d

poor free farm families, or forty percent of the total, owners and tenants whose very small farms of 50 acres or less provided a bare living.
Nearly all farm households were headed by people of

n~ar

thirty years of

age or older for the county's farms provided little opportunity for young
men and women to form households.

White men were responsible for the

vast majority of these families but white women and free black men and
women headed a minority of households.

Nearly all exploited the labor

and lives of the other half of the county population, black slaves.

The

following conclusions, which attempt to sketch the standards o£ living
and the opportunities that were open to the four classes of free farm
fmnilies, were based on the material in the three previous chapters on
the county's agricultural economy and on the probate records of what
material goods people had been able to accumulate in their lifetimes.
Large farmers with ample land (including most of the county's very
fertile soil)j cash reserves, and fifteen to thirty slaves of all ages,
were in the best position to exploit fully the opportunities of the ageo
Inventories of farmers

~~ing

201 or more acres showed that it was

mainly the farmers in census district 3, owning from 201 to 525 acres
of

l~~d

taxed at more than $2.25 per acre, who attempted to maximize

their profits by db'ersifying production in response to the market.
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John Lowry and Augustine MOore,

Senior~

who together owned 750 of the

1,000 acres taxed at more than $3.00 per acre. experimented with wheat.
So did Stmon Hollier, on his 267 acres, and John Page, on his 1,000 acres
of less valuable district 5 land.

Moore also raised tobacco and Lowry had

a wider variety of farm crops in his inventory than any other decedent in
the county.

The largest herds of cattle and swine and the only flocks of

sheep were usually held by this group of farmers.

Their dairies and

orchards were large enough to supply a surplus of butter and cider or
brandy for sale.

All existing records suggested that farming was a prof-

itable activity for those owning more than 200 acres.

None left a grose

personal estate under bSOO ($1,665). None lost their farms because of
3
debts incurred in farming.
Frequently they had cash on hand when they
died, and some were owners of.United States bonds in the 1780 1 s.

4

A pru-

dent manager, who daily supervised the work of his farm, such as John

Lowry, could earn from eight to twelve percent annual return on his total
invesbnent. 5
Yet, by 1810, 37.5 percent of the owners of farms of over 200 acres
did not live in the county and another 17 percent managed their land from
Hampton

resi.deneea~

The highest absentee rate mnong owners of such large

farms was in the most fertile sections of the county, particularly census
district 3, where Lowry was farming so profitably.
farms of 201 acres or

mor~

Fourteen district 3

were run by resident owners, while 21 owners

did not live in the district.

These people were apparently content to

collect rents or pay overseers, and to maintain their status as landowners, while exercising minimal supervision of their land.

Why should

there have been so many absentee-owners of the largest and potentially
most profitable farms in the county? There were several different rea-
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sons.

Some men who wanted to participate in the larger political life

of the state found the county's small population an inadequate base for
their ambition.
to the

Following George Wythe, were Wilson Cary Selden (elected

legislatur~

from Loudoun County before he left Elizabeth City

County permanently) and Miles King (elected mayor of
after he moved there).

N~rfolk ve~

soon

A larger group left for personal reasons:

mar-

riage, desire to practice a profession or live in a city, such as Norfolk
or Richmond.

Included among these were some or all of the heirs of

wilson Curle, Robert Wallace, Westwood Armistead, and John Armistead, as
well as living farmers like Edward Allen.

While people had been making

similar decisions throughout.most of the county's history, after 1800
investments in large tracts of county land by merchants and

f~ers

from

other areas led to a sharp rise in the rate of absentee ownership.
Though large farms were sold less frequently than smaller ones, when
they came onto the

~arket

the price was prohibitive to local farmers.

But not too high for men whose opportunities for profit as merchants were
even greater than those of farme=s in these years.

So, large tracts

began to be advertised as suitable for a "sunmer retreat" with the beauty
and healthfulness of the area given as much prominence as the earning
potential of the farm.

6

Although land was certainly not the only invest-

ment of these men, the prestige of its ownership in Virginia society undoubtedly led the state's merchants to divert a large portion of their
earnings

i.L~

the netJtral trade i.nto land and slaves, rather than making

the investments in manufacturing, insurance, and shipping that their
New England counterparts found most attractive.

For similar reasons

Hampton shipyard owner, George Hope, concentrated.on acquiring plantations for each of his sons instead of diversifying his shipping interests.
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Several possible factors can be discounted as explanations of the
number of absentee owners of large farms.

The sometimes prolonged pro-

cess of settling a large estate in Virginia affected only three of the
farms of over 200 acres in 1810.

Nor was it soil exhaustion, lack of

profitable crops or markets 7 or the lure of better lands on which to
employ slaves which led to the high absentee rate.

There was absolutely

no evidence that the cotton gin had begun to attract large planters
southward before 1810.

7

There were two important effects of absentee ownership of so much
land.

Opportunities were created for tenants to

than they could afford to buy.

fa~

The largest and best

larger holdings
tr~cts

were rented

to men, sometimes relatives of the owners, who had access to large numbers of slaves and cattle, so that rather than tenancy resulting in the
division of large tracts into small operating farms, a class of wealthy
tenants was created whose personal wealth was equivalent to that of
owners of 100-200 acre farms.

But, payment of rent on perhaps as much

ao fifty percent of the county's total acreage to people who lived outaide the county meant that capital created by the farmworkers of the
county was constantly drained from the local economy, rather than reinvested.

Only the low level of cash rents prevented this from seriously

damaging the agriculture of the county.
There were thirty resident owners, including those who lived in
Hampton, of farms of more than 200 acres in 1810. Usually their households were large with 18 to 50 people, including several adult dependent
children and fifteen to thirty

~l~?~g~

A $ignifi.cant minority, including

most of those who lived in Hampton, were merchants, shipbuilders, or
masters of ships as well as farmers, and these additional sources of
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income gave these households a more luxurious standard of living than
those dependent only on farm income had.

It was usually the merchant-

planter who could afford both a town and a country houseo
men who headed these rich

fa~

The thirty

families also controlled the local court,

the vestry of the Episcopal church, and the overseers of the poor.

Only

these thirty families (12 percent of the 257 farm families in 1810) lived
the life of the Virginia gentry so often described by travelers and historians.

They had carriages, or more often after 1800 smaller two-

wheeled buggies, and riding horses (though fewer than people of comparable wealth in the interior of the state).

Although there were only a

few really large houses in the county, the furniture this class of farmers owned at death indicated they had several bedrooms, living room,
dining room, and separate kitchen.

Their curtained beds were elaborate,

often valued at forty to fifty dollars each; their oval tables, tea
wagons, and chests were made of walnut and mahogany; their many chairs
were made of walnut or leather.

Only in these households were there

several mirrors and pictures with gilt-edged frames, although few books
were to be found.

And only in these kitchesn was there equipment com-

plete enough to have cooked the menus described in colonial cookbooks.
Several sets of imported dishes, wine glasses, china bowls, silverware,
coffee mills and pot: 1
were

tcaeters,

che~se

householdgoodsr~gularly

Forty-five people owned
tw~ty-eight

~~ensive

linens, and flower pots

found only in the inventories of this class.
f~s

of 101-200 acres in 1810, but only

were living on their farms.

Thirty of these 45 farms were

located west of the Hampton River in the James River census district and
districts 2 and 3.

The tenants on farms of this size and on the larger

tracts of absentee-owned land

ur~at

have numbered about forty-five.
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about seventy-three families, sixty-two percent of whom were tenants,
operated

fa~s

of medium size.

fields and tend their cattle.

All used slave labor

tQ

work their corn

There was probably less diversification

on farms of this size than on some of the larger ones, though some in
district 3 probably grew a little tobacco, a few raised hogs for market 5
and others planted a few acres of cotton.

With herds of cattle averag-

ing 13-20 head each, these farms could earn a net income of about $37.00
from beef sales and $100-150.00 from corn.

Their average annual income,

in addition to the food consumed by their family and slaves, was probably
about the same as that James T. Lemon projected for the farms of similar
size in Southeastern Pennsylvania.

8

When they needed operatir~ credit,

their land and slaves could be mortgaged for about $400, and few lost
9
their farms because of debts.
Their average total personal estates at
death ranged between

~101

($336) and over

~500

of farm owners probably averaged about $2,500.

($1,665).
10

The net worth

Tenants on farms of

this size paid only about twenty cents per acre rent, or $30.00 a year
for a 150-acre farm, but the rent payment would have made their net
income about one-fourth less than that of the owners.
The fundamental importance of slavery in the farm economy was illustrated by the difference in the wealth accumulated during a lifetime by
tenants who hired or owned one slave and those owners or tenants who
owned from five to eleven.

Thomas Silverthorn and Judy Saunders, ten-

ants who usually hired one slave, had total personal estates of

~101

($336) and tl32 ($440) but their household furniture was nearly

~s

as that of poor farmers.

11

scant

Tenants and owners cf five to eleven slaves

had personal estates ranging from t302 ($1,006) to z779 ($2,594) and
better than average furniture.

12

Families with this many slaves were
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able to earn disposable income at least equal to that of northern farmers
on farms that were far less diversified.

Freed of the most onerous work

by exploitation of slaves, these families did less to earn equivalent
money.

However, their social status and income were far less secure than

those of larger farmers for they could not transmit their prosperity to
their children.

The majority were tenants with no property rights in

the land they farmed and even the owners had no surplus land to divide
among their children.

Successive generations either left farming, became

tenants, or divided the acreage into small farms.
Between nine and seventeen people ordinarily lived in these households.

The families had markedly less furniture than those with more

land, but enough to fill several rooms of a house.

Elaborate curtains,

bolsters, and pillows were missing from their beds, valued at $12-20.00;
pine tables, chests, and chairs appeared along with a few walnut pieces,
perhaps one mirror, spinning wheels and loom.

A few pieces of chinat

pewter plates and bowls, and a rare silver spoon were on their tables.
Linen tablecloths were generally absent, and only enough sheets and
guilts for two or three beds were in their trunks.

Kitchen equipment

was minimal, though each home might have one or two luxury items (such
as spice mortar or coffee mill) in addition to the spits, racks, and
irons, skillets, dutch ovens, and pots necessary for cooking.

But their

farm implements and tools for self-sufficient living were more impressive
and frequently nearly as numerous as those of wealthier farmers.
These comfortably situated or wealthy families were forty percent
of the county's 257 farm families in 1810.
lived a more precarious life.

The remaining sixty percent

Among those 150 farmers working less than

one hundred acres about one-third were tenants and two-thirds owners.
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Approximately forty-nine families lived on farms of 51-100 acres.
There were farms of this size in every section of the county, some on
excellent soil, some on poor, many with a mi.xture of good and bad land.
The largest numbers of 51-100 acre farms were in the James River census
district and district 5.
commercial farms.

Despite their small size, these were generally

The conclusiof'.
that farms as small as this could pro.;.---........._

duce a surplus for sale was based not only on the inventories of owners
of such farms, but also on the widespread use of slave labor, the availability of credit, and the net personal estates.

Only four of 32 resi-

dent families who owned between 51-100 acres did not use slave labor in
1810.

Most of the tenants on farms of this size must have also owned

or hired same slave labor.

Few owners or tenants had families of slaves,

however, and the labor of slave children was more important than on
larger farms.

Herds of cattle averaged 8-10 head, so that only marginal

amounts of beef were available for sale.

But herds of swine were rela-

tively larger, usually as big as or more numerous than cattle herds, so
the sale of pork was possible.

Farmers owning as little as fifty acres

and/or several slaves were able to borrow money to operate their farms,
though it may have been more difficult for them to repay it.

13

The gross

personal estates of nine decedents owning 51-100 acres varied widely,
ranging from

~34

($113) to

~350

($1,166), but the majority (five) fell

within the same range as the owners of farms of 101-200 acres.

A favor-

ably located and well-managed farm this small could apparently earn nearly
as much for its owner as one of over a hundred acres.

For tenants, the

situation was somewhat less favorable, since their rents, about 32 cents
an acre, were appreciably higher than rents for larger farms.
A large number must not have been able to earn enough money to
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satisfy their wants for farms of this size were often sold and the stability of ownership was markedly less than that of larger farms.

Between

1790 and 1799, sixty-eight percent of all the farms in the county of less
than 100 acres were sold.

Between 1782 and 1810, forty percent of the

farms of 51-100 acres were kept by the same owner five years or less,
another twenty-six percent were kept from six to ten years, and only
slightly more than one-third were farmed by the same person for eleven
years or more.

Those who were successful and kept their farms until

their death were able to accumulate as much wealth as larger farmers,
but these seem to have been a minority among the families who tried to
maintain a middle-claes standard of life on a small farm.

The inven-

tories of those who still owned their farms when they died show that
their possessions were about the same as those of farmers with 101-200
acres; there was no way to determine the wealth of tenants on farms of
this size or of those who failed to retain their farms.

A number undoubt-

edly dropped into the single largest class of free farm people in the
county -- the poor.
The one hundred families who lived on farms smaller than fifty
acres had a markedly lower standard of living.
farm sources of income.

Only a minority had non-

The living to be had from farms of four, seven,

or thirteen acres was modest indeed, yet a surprising number of the
twenty-five-acre and larger farms yielded some cash income in addition
to supporting families.

A disproportionate number of these farms had

only the poorest soils in the county and very few had better than average
land.

Clustered mainly along the James River, Harris Creek, Long Creek,

and Mill Creek, many of these families must have been heavily dependent
on fishing for food and more may have actually worked at sea than the
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records indicated.

But not all were homesteads of fishermen or sailors

because even the small farms along the creeks were in many cases owned
by people whose primary occupation was farming and many of the interior
small farms were the result of family divisions of land.

Fifty-two of

these small farms were East of the Rampton River in en area with less
than one-third of the county's land, no schools, and few roadsg
Despite their poverty, seventy-two percent of the resident owners
of farms of 26-50 acres and fifty-eight percent of the resident owners
of farms of 1-25 acres used slave labor -- poignant testimony to the
incredible prevalence and strength of the institution of slavery in the
county.
year.

Many of the poorest tenants also hired one or two slaves each
Tnese were the families who relied most heavily on the labor of

aged or child slaves.
Farms of 25 or fewer acres averaged three to four head of cattle;
those with 26-50 acres averaged five to seven head.

Usually there were

more hogs than cows, who may have been allowed to wander freely on the
farm and perhaps across its boundaries onto the land of more fortunate
neighbors.

William McHolland's executor paid five shillings "for rum

for to catch wild hogs," though his account didn't say who drank the rum.

14

Few slaves and smaller households meant that less of the corn grown on
these farms would have been required for household consumption, so that
even less than ten acres at less than average yields might have produced
a surplus for sale.

As in the case of slightly larger farms, the evidence

available suggested that many were earning at least a marginal cash income
from sales.

Tenants were able to pay rent and to hire slaves, and those

who owned land were able to pay their taxes and still buy or hire
slaves.

15

Even farmers owning 25 acres of land had the same kinds of
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debts and accounts due them as larger

fa~rs

(thQugh on a smaller scale),

which indicated participation in the market economy.

16

Owners of less

than fifty acres with no outside source of income seldom accumulated over
Z!OO ($333) in their lifetimes.
that amount.

And more frequently it was only half

All except one of the eight county landowners with gross

personal estates of

~50

or less were owners of such small farms.

might have as much as LSO ($167) or as little as
tories.

~20

Tenants

($67) in their inven-

Paying the highest rents per acre, they had little disposable

income each year to spend or save.

Only among this poorest class of farm

owners and tenants did debts frequently consume the entire personal estate.

Among these families, the death of the father was an economic

catastrophe because, besides losing his labor, payment of outstanding
debts meant selling the cattle, plow, and beds.

The destitute widow and
17
children could only turn to their families or the overseers of the poor.
Very mnall farms were the cheapest in the county.

Sixty-two percent

of all the farms that were sold for less than $4.00 per acre between
1790-1799 were of fifty acres or less.

People who couldn't afford to

move West, but wanted to own their land and work for themselves, were
tempted to buy these marginal homesteads.

Most were local people and

about half (49 percent) of the farms of under 100 acres sold between
1790-1799 were bought by county tenants or in-migrants from adjacent
counties.

But the rate of failure was slightly higher than that for

farms of 51-100 acres.

About one-fifth of the owners worked their land

throughout their adult lives.

The disproportionately large numbers of

people who owned small farms for ten years or less (see Tabl£ 17, Chapter
VI, also may have reflected a higher death rate among the poor, or the
fact that many worked for others long years before they were able to
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afford their own land.

Men such as Benjamen Stores, who owned 27 acres

in 1810, and William Stores, who owned 8 acres, were over 45, but their
wives were younger and each still had several children under 16.
The average family size of the 32 resident owners of 25 or fewer
acres in 1810 was 5.3 people.

Those who had slaves had more mouths to

feed, although 74 percent of the slaves owned by this group were children
under 12.

The inventories of these families were all much alike.

Their

few possessions cannot have required more than a one or two room house.
Typically, they had only one or two inexpensive beds, four or five chairs,
one pine table, a few trunks and chests, a spinning wheel, and loom.

In

their kitchens were wooden ware and earthenware, sometimes one or two
pieces of pewter, two iron pots, one baker, tea kettle, and frying pan.
fa~ers,

But, their far.m tools, though less plentiful than those of larger
were not as sharply

d~fferentiated

from those of wealthier families as

were the household possessions.
These one hundred families, nearly forty percent of the county's
rural households, hoped to establish their independence on the land.

Few

seemed to have had skills that could have enhanced their earning power
in nearby cities.

And most were too poor to move to the frontier.

Hampton or Norfolk they might earn $80.00 to $135.00 per
or sailors.

18

Cash

fa~

----

y~~

-UO

In

1-L----~OUUL~~o

earnings of half that amount, plus food, housing,

and home-made clothes and shoes, would have provided an equivalent standard of living.

Some succeeded on such farms; more lost them after three

or four years, and drifted to Norfolk, where jobs were plentiful, or
found work as tenants of wealthier families who had moved to the city.
The marked differences in personal wealth exhibited in those belongings necessary to everyday rural life -- furniture, cooking utensils,
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farm implements, and numbers of cattle and hogs -- as well as the amount
of living space and income which were inferred

fr~

the amount of mate-

rial goods inventoried, revealed that the Revolution had not obliterated
class lines among the free people of Elizabeth City County.

It might be

argued that there were not four, but only two or three classes among the
free farmers.

But the gap between the wealth, the daily standard of liv-

ing, and the opportunities of the thirty richest families and the one
hundred poor ones was to great to encompass within one large middle class.
There was little evidence of upward mobility among native farmers.

Even

in these years of agricultural prosperity, that American dream seemed
seldom to have been realized within the county.

Actually only a small

percentage of the population had any chance of social mobility.

Slavery

automatically ruled out of the game half of the county's people.

There

were too few of the documents necessary to systematically study the opportunities for social mobility marriage presented to women.

Slavery

made it possible for a few women to farm independently but the majority
were tied to the class of their husband.

The prolonged dependency of

young adults on their parents meant that the chance to begin seeking a
better station in life was normally postponed until near middle age.

In

fact, the social system operated in a way that must have forced the
majority of the people in the county to resign themselves to their positions fairly early in life, especially those with the least chance:
women, young adult men, and slaves.
All except
cised

th~

slaves had another option which was frequently exer-

to move away.

For most who chose this way, geographic mobility

meant leaving the county.

But, it was also possible to move from farm to

the county's one town, Hampton.

In the next chapter, the opportunities

that were to be found in Hampton will be explored.
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Notes for Chapter IX

1Alice B. Keith, "Relaxation in the British Restrictions on American
Trade with the Weat Indies, 1783-1802, 11 Journal of Modern History, volume
XX (March, 1948), PP• 1-18; s. G. Checkland, "American vs. West Indian
Traders in Liverpool, 1793-1815," Journal of Economic History, volume 18,
no. 2 (June, 1958): pp. 141-160. See the decline in county population in
1788 and relatively slow growth to 1793, Figure 3, Chapter II. Between
1791-93 an exceptional number of mortgages for short-term farm credit on
which payments were overdue we~e recorded at the courthouse (see Deeds
·
and Wills, Book 34, passim).
2
Douglass C. North, Growth and Welfare in the American Past, second
edition (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1974), pp. 72-73. North's analysis of these economic changes is in The Economic Growth of the United
States~ 1790-1860, Part I, Chapters II-V. There was some evidence of an
economic recession in 1797-1800 in the county's records. The population
apparently dropped very sharply, though this was difficult to verify and
interpret because no taxes were collected in 1799 and 1800 in the county
(see Figure 3 and discussion in Chapter II). In fact, either the heavy
population movement cr the economic situation probably prevented collection of taxes. The difficulties some of the county's merchants faced,
including bankruptcy and loss of family land, were documented in the
records and, as in 1791-93, some farmers were unable to meet payments on
loans when they were due. Deeds and Wills, Books 12 and 34 and court
orders, 1798-1802.
3
,
Robert Armistead, merchant, lost his 450-acre Back River farm in
1800 because his business was $6,384.88 in debt to Thomas Bland, a London
merchant, whose agent in Virginia, Charles Young, succeeded in winning
a judgment against Armistead (Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 38).
4
Excluding landowners who were also merchants and some names whose
county residence was not certain, the following farmers redeemed Re~olu
tionary bonds in 1785-1787: William Armistead, Senior, 670 acres, $2,219;
John Lowry, 525 acres, $140; William Mallory, 406 acres, $59; Martha
Kirby, 410 acres owned by her father, $36; John Armistead, 400 acres,
$300; Pascow Herbert, 400 acres~ $1,309; Josiah Massenburg, 275 acres,
$29; Robert Manson, 156 acres, $29; John Allen, 60 acres, $179; Archelaus
Yancey, bought 48 acres in 1789, $69, J~es Barron (naval officer), 22
acres, $167. The face values of the bonds had been deflated to postinflation specie values before redemption and the recorded figures were
rounded to dollars. Land is the amount owned in 1782 (Manuscript Land
Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782). These bonds were usually
purchased in 1777-1779, so they represent the accumulated pre-revolutionary earnings of the farms, rather than later incomes Only Pascow Herbert
continued to purehase new federal securities issued in the 1790~~, though
several other merchant-planters from the county bought these bonds also.
See note 2, Table 2, Chapter X, for Herbert's holdings of the 1790 loan.
Compiled from RG 53, Entry 288, NC120, volumes 1078 and 1079, "Registers
of Depreciated Loan Office Certificates Cancelled and of Certificates
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Issued for the Specie Value Thereof," October 1785 to December, 1787,
and RG 53, Entry 294, NC120, Volume 1080, "Register of Loan Office Certificates Presented to the Continental Loan Office ••• and of Interest Thereon
Pursuant to the Requisition of Congress of the Eleventh Day of October,
1787," National Archives, Washington, D.c.
5
Lowry's total investment was
personal estate was:

31 slaves
livestock
horses
crops on hand
boats
carriages
farm implements
furniture

est~ated

at $12,000.

His inventoried

$3,846
1,136
433
483
410
135
173
350
$6,966

His personal estate, rounded to $7,000, was combined with his land, worth
a minimum of $5,000 for his 525 acres (no land as valuable as his, according to tax assessment, was sold in the period; at the assessed rate of
$3.20, it was worth $1,680; at $10.00 per acre, the figure at which
several less valuable large farms were sold, it was worth $5,250; at
$20.00 per acre, $10,500). Minimum annual earnings were based on his inventoried crops and barreled pork only, plus estimated beef sales of $280
and dairy sales of $120. This would have netted him $958.00, or 8.3 percent of his investment. MaxLmum earnings of $1 9 500, or about 12 percent,
were based on earnings of $500 from corn, $400 from wheat, $100 from small
grains, $100 from pork, $280 from beef, and $120 from dairying. This did
not seem unreasonable even when the consumption requirements of his
household of 40-50 people were considered. At 1789 prices, 250 barrels
of corn would have earned $500 and only 35 acres, at a yield of 25 bushels
per acre, would have produced such a crop. Lowry had 120 barrels of corn
in his inventory.
6

~lk Herald, May 6, 1802, page 4.
Three-fourths of the farms of
over 200 acres sold for more than $6.00 per acre between 1790-1799.

7

Wilson Miles Cary's sale of the family seat, Celeys, and subsequent
retrenchment first in Williamsburg, then on his Fluvanna County land, was
a case which might be attributed to hope of farming more profitably on
newer land, but even this was more likely the result either of gross mismanagement or loss of z1,000 annual income from the colonial post of
naval officer of the Lower James River Customs District. See Fairfax
Harrison, The Virginia Cary's, Chapte£ ~!A, for details of Cary's disastrous timber deal with the French and charges br his sister th~t he lost
by mismanagement one of the country's largest fortunes.
8

James T. Lemon estimated the average southeastern Pennsylvania farm
in 1790 earned Z!OO annually, that goods worth about t60 were consumed on
the farm, and at least h40 ($133.20) was cash income from f~ sales
available for the purchase of non-farm goods and services. His model
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farm was 125 acres.

The Best Poor Man's Country, p. 180-181.

9Among the mortgages Miles King held in the 1790's that were secured
by land, slaves, and/or cattle, but did not arise from the sale of a
farm, were several for farms of this size. Robert Smelt, Thomas Minson,
Sarah Dixon, and John Pool borrowed from $219 to $455, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34. Only Minson had to sell part of his land to pay the debt.
Fifty-~hree percent of the farms of this size remained ~n the hands of
the same ~~ers for more than eleven years, and fewer changed hands
within five years than did farms of 201-500 acres (Table 17, Chapter VI).
Cash or securities were rarely found in the estates of these farmers.
10
Robert Smelt, who died in 1795, ordered his 150-acre farm and all
his personal estate sold at his wife's death (will of May 3, 1795, Deeds
and Wills, Book 34). His wife died within a year, and all of Smelt's
property, including his slaves, was sold in 1796 for $3,450. Debts of
$1,119, including the balance of the loan owed Miles King and a judgment
against Smelt from a lawsuit he lost, were larger than usual in an estate
of this size, so his net worth of $2,331 was less than many comparable
farmers would have realized (Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pages 505-507,
515-517).
11
.
Since Silverthorn owned 15 head of cattle and Saunders 22 head, it
was assumed they rented farms of at least 100 acres because owners of
smaller farms rarely had this many cattle. Silverthorn inventory of
May 5,.1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 12; Saunders inventory of December 4,
1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Judy Saunders was able to purchase two
slave children before she died. Since the children were disposed to
heirs in her will, they were not included in the estate inventory. Their
valuation would have added from $100-150 to her personal estate (Will of
July 2, 1794, Deeds and Wills, Book 34).
12

See inventories of tenants: James Marshall, 23 head of cattle;
Baldwin Morris~ 10 head of cattle; William Brown, 26 head of cattle; and
of owners: John Moore, John Robinson, Robert Smelt, and Frazier Stores
in Deeds and Wills, Books 34 and 12.
13Miles King lent Francis Ross $390, secured by his 50-acre farm and
James Baker $360 on his 60 acres, but Baker defaulted his loan (Deeds
and Wills, Book 34). The settlements of estates of this size also contain much evidence that farmers were regularly able to borrow smaller
amounts of money, but many of the debts were unpaid when they died.
14McHolland owned 25 acres when he died (settlement, estate of William McHolland, July 27, 1798, Deeds and Wills, Book 34). Payments "to
get up the etock" were more common in estates of this size than in larger
ones.
15 James Tompkins, a poor tenant with four head of cattle, whose inventoried personal property was worth only t25 ($83), hired one slave in
1794; John Phillips, another tenant 7 also had four head of cattle and an
inventory worth only bl5 ($50), yet he hired one or t~o slaves in most
years between 1784 and 1798. Neither man owned slaves when he died;
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Phillips hired, rather than owned slaves in the 1780 1 s, because he paid
taxes on different slaves each year (inventory of John Phillips, November 4, 1800, Deeds and Wills, Book 12); Tompkins's executor paid Z4.17.6
($16) for "the hire of Negro" (inventory of James Tompkins, November 9,
1796, and estate settlement, January 26, 1797, Deeds and Wills, Book 34).
Owners could Bfford to hire more slaves than tenants -- Archelaus Yancey
hired three slaves, James Stores hired three, and John Bayley from two to
four slaves in various years (Deeds and Wills, Book 12, pp. 496, 373-374,
291, and Manuscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1810).
16

Each of the six estate settlements of decedents owning about 25
acres showed such debts and assets. Their debts ranged from $25.00 to
$300.00, while those of tenants were usually about $70.00. See estate
settlements of David Saunders, February 27, 1800, William McHolland,
July 27, 1798, James Stores, February 24, 1796, James Howell~ August 28,
1807, Nathaniel Bell, September 27, 1792, and Margaret Bell, December 27,
1798 9 Deeds and Wills~ Books ~4 and 12.
17
.
When Charles Stores, who owned twenty acres, died, all his personal
property was auctioned by the sheriff, but his brother-in-law, Thomas
Fenn, Juni.or, bought the five head of cattle, two horses, four hogs, and
the household furniture. Fenn then deeded the property to his neice and
nephew for the use of his sister in raising and educating the children
(Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 86). Nearly all the payments made by the
overseers of the poor were to less fortunate widows whose families could
not provide for them. The personal estates of such women were meager.
Elizabeth Russell (who managed to hang onto 13 acres of land on whi~h
the taxes were overdue) owned personal belongings worth less than $10.00
when the sheriff sold them in 1792 (estate sale and settlement, March 9,
1792, Deeds and Wills~ Book 34)~ Public charity was willingly extended
only to widows with young children and the aged or infirm. Considering
the number of poor families in the county, the welfare rolls were small.
Between 1786 and 1792, the overseers of the poor made regular payments
for the support of children to no more than ten people each year. Nearly
every one of these were the families of tenants or very small landowners.
In 1786, these payments totaled $83.00. Another $210.00 was spent on
"general provisions for the poor," and $130 for doctors and miscellaneous
expenses, for a total welfare expenditure of $423.00 or 35 cents per
~i~hable taxpayer.
In 1788, the year of a disastrous hurricane which
destroyed most of the county's crops, total expenditures rose to $663.00
or 54 cents per tithable. Minutes of the Overseers of the Poor, Elizabeth
City County, Vestry Book of Elizabeth City Parish, St. John's Episcopal
Church, Hampton, Virginia. When county officials wanted to build a workhouse in the 1790 1 s, it was not meant primarily to employ local indigents,
but unemployed sailors from other areas temporarily out of work and thrust
upon the county for support. Petition to the state legislature, Elizabeth
City County, Legislative Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. Even those widows who were left with some personal property, such as Margaret Bell and Rebecca Howell, lived in much reduced
circumstances with few cattle and little furniture.
18

In 1781 laborers in Virginia were paid

two

shillings per day with-
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out board, so if lucky enough to be employed year round, they might earn
$103.00 in a year. Table Z 318-329, "Daily Wages of Selected Types of
Workmen, by Area: 1621-1781, 11 u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Historical Statistics, P• 771. Seamen of the state boats Patriot
and Liberty were paid from $80.00 to $120.00 (if they worked twelve
months) in 1788-1789. Auditors Papers 224 (accession number 13147), Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va. Wages in Norfolk may have risen in
later years, but no statistics were available. For more data on incomes
of unskilled workers and the cost of living in the South at the tUne of
the Revolution, see Jackson Turner Main, The Social Structure of Revolutionary America, Chapters 2-4.
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CHAPTER X

THE TOWN OF HAMPTON

Independence from Great Britain brought a definite end to Hampton's
waning status as a major port of entry.

The offices held and fees col-

lected when the town was the location of the Lower James River Customs
District disappeared.

l~e

London merchant firm of Osgood and Capel Han-

bury never sent another agent after their county property was confiscated.
Ships continued to be built in the Hampton yards, and small ships employed in the coasting and West Indian trade dodged the sand bar that
nearly blocked the shallow harbor, but even these activities declined as
Norfolk's superior

faciliti~s

monopolized foreign and local trade.

With

no large hinterland of its own to compensate for the loss of external
trade, Hampton remained the small village of some one hundred houses that
it had been at the beginning of the eighteenth century.

The wharves,

warehouses, granaries, and taverns of earlier years decayed and were replaced by local stores, churches, and a school that catered to county
residents.
Although Hampton's decline as a port with crucial economic functions
began many years before the Revolution, the loss of direct revenue from
the colonial customs district headquarters and British naval hospital in
the town,and the indirect profits that local tradesmen had derived from
them, were probably the major loss that resulted from severing British
ties.

Whatever damage the town sustained during the war, especially in
474
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the last years when it served as a hospital base for the Yorktown campaign, was minimal in comparison to the shelling of Yorktown or the burning of Norfolk.

A state customs office was established at Hampton after

the war and then replaced after the Constitution was adopted by a federal
one but each included only the north side of the James River in the Hampton district, and Norfolk had its own customs house.
Comparison of the duties collected by the United States government
respectively at Hampton and Norfolk verified the 1770 report of John
Williams, inspector general of the colonial customs service, that Rampton's share of the combined trade of the two ports was negligible and
showed that the smaller town was unable to gain even a minor share of the
vastly expanded trade after 1792 (Table 1). 1

In most years between 1792

and 1810, no duties on imported merchandise were collected in

Hampton~

though in the seven years from 1792 to 1799 Norfolk's collections more
than tripled in volume.

2 Although Hampton failed to collect enough fees

to pay the salary of the collector of the port, it did still serve until
1822 as a minor port of entry at which vessels in the coastal trade could
pay their tonnage duties.
· These statistics left little doubt about the relative importance of
the two ports over most of the years between the Revolution and 1810, but
there waa coufllcting evidence about the extent of Hampton's foreign
trade during the 1780's.

Lyon G. Tyler believed that the town, "like all

the seaports of Virginia, suffered very much from the results of American
independence.

Its trade with the West Indies was cut off and the town
3
A contemporary
made little advance for many years after the Revolution."
view of the town's trade near the end of the decade was recorded in a
letter Robert Brough, who had just been appointed Searcher for the Hampton
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Table 1
Comparison of Gross United States Cut3toms Receipts
Collected at Hampton and Norfolk, 1792-1810

Year

HamEton
Import Duties on
Merchandise

Norfolk
Lmport Duties on
Merchandise

Tonnage
Dt1ties

Tonnage
Duties

dollars

1792
1794
1795
1796
1797
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810

o.oo
8.56
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
o.oo
136.25
o.oo
o.. oo
o.oo
o.oo
10.70
o.oo
o.oo

16.03
58.22
41.32
65.29
42.37

o.oo
o.oo

7.66
66.08
60.46
50.39
40.72
38.22
34.29
68.99
34.40
39.64

195,506.31
270,192.39
305,173.34
375,946.70
408,088.44
618,247.79
487,183.80
555,352.91
n.a.
517,002.96
n.a.
n.a.
526,548.11
38,067.51
108,878.85
239,731.99
333,935.94

18,332.42
2,651.28
3,672.05
5,246.44
6,350.20
10,888.58
15,818.58
15,403.98
n.a.
17,531.08
n.a.
n.a.
4,386.50
7,328.18
4,105.44
4,312.28
6,310.02

Source: U.S. House of Representatives, An Account of the_Receipts and Expenditures of thu United States
for the Yearf!T 1792 ••• 1810 (Philadelphia, 1793-1811). Copies of the accounts printed in 1793 and 1798 were
missing from the collection at the National Archives. Data for the port of Norfolk for 1802, 1804, and 1805
was omitted from the microfilmed pages of th~ abov·e report that ,,ere used to compile this table.
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Customs District, 'qrote on April 31, 1788 9 to Governor Edmund Randolph.
Brough asked that his annual salary of b20 be increased to recompense the
costs of hiring

~

boat to inspect "all the vessels coming in and going to

sea ••• from newport news to the Old Fort, between the Bars, etc., which
makes a circumference of 20 odd miles."

Brough added that "if his dut:iec

were confined to Hampton Town, and the receipts there from Delivery of
Goods, it .[Sic7 would be trifling indeed."

4

But a series of records from

the immediate postwcr yesrs inrlieated that when Norfolk was still in the
process of rebuilding its burnt streets, and when the force of prewar
custom of clearing at Hampton was not yet overcome, numerous ships entered
the Hampton customs district presumably from the West Indies.

There was

no overall record of the volume of trade for this period, but among the
state auditor's papers were dozens of vouchers signed by the naval officer
of the port of Hampton certifying that vessels (mainly of 20-50 tons) had
paid the duties on their cargoes and permitting them to land the balance
anywhere in the state.

Mixed cargoes of molasses, rum, sugar, brandy,

oznaburgs, limes, oranges, cordials, rice, indigo, coffee, raisins, or
soap filled the holds of these small ships, though a few, such as the
thirty ton sloop Hannah, given permission to proceed from Hampton to
Petersburg on March 24, 1787, carried only rum, sugar, and molasaes.

5

Large vessels equipped for the European tobacco trade seldom entered at
Hampton, although such ships were plying the Atlantic and bringing back
to Virginia manufactured goods such as the textiles that made up the
bulk of the csrgo of the 202-ton ship Ann, which cleared into the South
Potomac Customs District bound for Quantico.

6

The fact that most of the

vessels clearing at Hampton intended to dispose of their cargoes at upriver ports supported Robert Brough's claim that the town's own trade was
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trifling.
by the

The aggressive action of the Hampton customs officers, supported

stat~

schooners Liberty and Patriot stationed in the town, in

patrolling the lower James River (a right disputed at the time by the
Norfolk naval officer) very U.kely accounted for the volume of clearances
in the port.

7

Either the tempo·rary closing of the West Indian trade to

American ships between 1788 and 1793, or the establishment of new rules
for operation of the federal customs service ended the brief prosperity
of the Hampton customs office.
Residents of the town did own brigs, sloops, schooners, and pilot
boats, some of which may have been employed in foreign trade, that were
hg~e~

in nearby ports with deeper harbors and better facilities than

Hampton's.

In 1793, Joseph Selden registered with the clerk of the county

court a power of attorney from his business partner, Philip Purcell, of
London, authorizing Selden "to sell all that Brigg Two Brothers, Sailes &
rigin, also the sloop Chances Sailea & Rigin if you think proper ••• ," to
"receive all the debts belonging to Joseph Selden & Philip Purcell ••• ,"
and to "appropriate the money that arises from the sales of those articles
to the express purpose of building a pilote Bote, or any other kind of
vessel that you may think proper, for to sell her or to keep her Imploide
a~

you may think the most benifissial to you and myself."

8

The 1794

inventory of Barbara Jones included two vessels, one or both of which
may have been used in the ferry service she operated.

The Boat Charles

was valued at b250 ($832.50) and the Boat Jude at h40 ($133.20). 9

The

following year, her son, Thomas Jones, Jr., sold the Boat Charles to
James Borrowdale, a recent emigrant from Great Britain to Hampton.

A

mortgage for the $900 "balance due" from Borrowdale to Jones for the purchase of the boat was secured by an expensive Hampton house and lot that
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Borrowdale had bought from Miles King the previous year,

~r.d

within less

than a year the payments on the boat were completed by Borrowdale's
widow.

10

Based on the estimate that was made by the county pilots of the

cost of building boats in 'the area in the 1790 1 s, the Char lee was at
least 33 tons in size and probably twice as large if it had been built
in the 1780's.

11

The most intriguing fragment which strongly suggested that Hamptonowned and operated vessels were engaged in foreign trade concerned the
town's most famous seafaring brothers, James and Samuel Barron, during
a little-known period of their lives, the years between 1789 when the
Virginia customs service was disbanded and 1798 when both men were among
the first lieutenants commissioned in the

u.s.

Navy.

12

In a complex

agreement of June, 1790, a schooner of sixty-five tons was contracted to
be built in William Price's Hampton shipyard for Samuel and James Barron
at the expense of Miles King, who received in exchange the Barron
brothers' rights to part of Little England and several Hampton lots.

13

Although no further records of this schooner have been found (see Table 3)
and it may never have been completed, it seems most likely that the
Barrons followed the exchange of their inherited land for a merchant
schooner by employing themselves for the next eight years in overseas
trade.

However, both Samuel and James Barron remained Hampton residents

throughout those years, and although they moved their families to Norfolk
when they entered the

u.s.

Navy in 1798, by 1804 both brothers were again
14
living in Elizabeth City County.
A final record of a ship, whose value precluded its use solely in

coastal trade or piloting, was the "schooner with rigging" appraised at
$3,000.00 in the 1810 inventory of James Goodwin Mallory, the son-in-law
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of Joseph Meredith, mariner.

15

None of the vessels mentioned above

appeared to have been pilot boats, and any, except the Boat Jude, might
have been employed in the West India trade or on long voyages along the
American coast.

But, such vessels, unless they were regularly engaged

in smuggling, did not contribute directly to the town economy.

By 1804,

the town had no vessels permanently registered for foreign trade, and
the bulk of its small tonnage was employed in the American coastwise
trade. 16

If any Hampton merchants or mariners were fir-~cing foreign

voyages out of other ports, no direct contemporary references to their
activities could be found, and it was impossible to tell from the existing records the

~ttent

to which the owners of the ships discussed above,

or other Hampton merchants or mariners such as Miles King, John Hunter,
Joseph Meredith, Moss Armistead, William Brough, Robert Armistead, Robert
Brough, Jacob K. Wray, or George Wray, may have been deriving substantial
wealth from foreign trade.

17

In a regional economy in which foreign trade played such an exceptionally important role, knowledge of ventures, invesonents, and partnerships of the county's merchants would be necessary to understand fully
how

R

variety of factors -- changing sources of credit! different crop-

ping practices, opening and closing of various foreign markets -- affected
thP. county and town.

The best source for untangling the complex web of

partnerships, agencies, and individual investments through which eigh•
teenth-century business was conducted are the letterbooks and accounts
of merchants.

None of these records existed for any Elizabeth City

County or Hampton merchant, nor were more than a scattered handful of
indecipherable references to their activities found in the papers of
me~chants

in adjacent areas whose papers have survived.

Newspaper adver-
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tisements yielded little information except the negative conclusion that
local merchants did not use the columns of the Norfolk newspapers to
advertise their wares, or their desire to charter ships, or to obtain
specific cargoes.

18

The public records of the United States, Virginia,

and Elizabeth City County were equally unsatisfactory
information.

sourcf~S

of direct

Pension applications, loan ledgers, appointments lists, the

state auditors' receipts for disbursements, and county deeds, wills, and
court orders provided only clues to the occupations of men who were merchants or mariners and to the fact that a number of them had amounts of
cash capital unusual in an agricultural or small village economy.

Even

the records of a complex and longstanding lawsuit finally brought before
Justice John Marshall's circuit court in 1802 did little except make
clear how complex the secret cooperative arrangements, silent partnerships,
and interlocking ties among different firms engaged in overseas trade
were and how impossible it was to distinguish the residence of those
named when they belonged to the Virginia families, such as Tabbs, Bookers,
orArmisteads,whosegenealogical records of descendants by the end of the
eighteenth-century require page after page to list the network of families
spread over numerous counties.

19

The public records did provide substantial indications that there
were in Hampton between 1780 and 1800 at least a dozen men and one woman
who had the wealth and experience to carry on business affairs on a
broader scale than the county economy alone might have provided.

20

These

people possessed, besides real estate, luxurious personal effects, and
slaves, exceptional amounts of cash, sums much greater than even large
farmers (which most of them also were) usually earned.

Table 2 lists the

Hampton residents who owned federal securities during the period and the
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Table 2
Federal Securities Owned by H3mpton Residents. 1785-1808
Nome

1785

Jones
Ilarbara Jones
Hiles King
Robert Selden
Francis Riddlehurst
John Hunter
Jacob Wrny
W:n. A. Bailey
James Barron
William Price
Moss Armistead
John Perry
Jrotes Davis
Eliza Drury
Moseley Armistead
& James Dixon
William Lively
Srunuel B. Cunningham
Robert Brough
Robert Armisteadd
Thos. Jones, Sen.
Roa Latimerll
Robert Livclye
~rohn

1786

1787

1,183a

1,326

1790

1791

1792
dollars

1793

1797

1, 785

1,114
3,047

2,256
637

686

3,627

760

1,555

1,372

1,320

1800

1806

1808

488
488

444
488
488

1,120
1,120

4,406
3.697
1. 722
·2,417
1.665
1,090
639
563
476

-- a

725
498
238

596
498

167
317
264

191
167
317
147
238

178

178b

213
200

173
62
68
179

6,89QC
179

352

86

~isted in 1786 as King and Selden.

b Listed in 1787 as James Dixon only.

Dixon was Armistead's step-father.

cBrough moved tc• Norfolk during 1792 and in subsequent records wna identified as a resident of that city.
dProbably the mE:rchant of Hampton, although several adult men living in the town and county bore this name in the 1790's.
~eirs of Pnsco~r Herbert, mariner. In these records, Herbert described himself as a Hampton resident, but he lived on a
farm outside the towrl limits. See footnote 4, Chapter IX, for Herbert's securities in the years 1785-1787; the amounts of his
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Table 2, continued
investments in the 1790 loan were 1790, $1,043; 1791, $547; 1792, $550; 1793, .$2.457; 1794, $479; 1798, $2,256 (transferred from
the estate of his mother-in-law, Barbara Jones), and an additional $957 in funded six percent stock of the assuced debt, no date
(but between 1792-1798 from adjacent entries in volume 1137).
Source: RG53, Er.try 288, NC120, volumes 1078 and 1079, "Registers oJ: Depreciated Loan Office Certificates Cancelled and of
Certificates Issued for the Specie Value Thereof," October, 1785 to December, 1787; RG53, Entry 294, NC120, vohune 1080, "Register of Loan Office Certificates Presented to the Continental Loan Office .... and of Interest thereon Pursuant to the Requisition
of Congress of the Eleventh Day of October, 1787; RG 53, Entry 307, NC120, "Accounts for the Loan of 1790 (179).-1835), 11 volumes
1137 (Funded Six Percent Stock, Assumed Debt), 1138 (Deferred Six Percent Stock, Assumed Debt), 1139 (Funded Three Percent
Stock), 1140 (Funded Six Percent Stock), 1143 (Deferred Six Percent Stock), 1144 (Public Debt, Ledger C, No. 2, Deferred Six
Percent Stock), 1145 (Funded Deferred Six Percent Stock), 1146 (Ledger C, Funded Three Percent Stock), 1147 (Public Debt,
Ledger C, No. 2, Funded Three Percent Stock), and 1148 (Funded Three Percent Stock), National Archives, Washington, D.C.
Securities held in 1785-1787 were usually originally issued in 1778-1779, and had been redeemed for new certificates issued
after 1785 that were deflated to current specie value (the amounts listed in the table). These investments obviously repre-

sented savings from prewar or wartime earnings.

484.
minimum amounts of their holdings in various years.

21

On the basis of

the amount of such securities owned by county residents in the 1790's,
Van Beck Hall ranked Elizabeth City County among the

t~enty-three

Virginia

counties with the largest amounts of "capital and money ready for investment."

Residents of these twenty-three counties (which were predominantly

far more urban and industrialized areas than Elizabeth City County) held
over $5,000 in federal securities, while those of the other sixty Virginia
counties had lesser amounts.

22

The size of the holdings in 1785 of two

Hampton men, Miles King and John Jones, were remarkable because there
were only a few men in the state (among them George Washington, several
members of the Custis family, and John Hatley Norton), who owned more of
these widely dispersed securities.

23

However, no resident of Hampton or

Elizabeth City County was among the far smaller numbers of Virginians whu
bought federal securities issued in 1798 and subsequent years. 24
Besides being an indirect measure of

investme~t

capital, ownership

of federal securities was also an indication of possible participation in
the larger regional and national economies, since transfers of these
negotiable certificates were a convenient way to settle accounts between
residents of different areas.

Thus, while some Hampton people, such as

Francis Riddlehurst and Barbara Jones, were making long-term investments
in federal securities, others, such as Miles King, Jacob Wray, Robert
Brough, John Perry, and Thomas Jones, Senior, were accepting them from
their creditors and using them to pay their own debts.

25

Another indirect measure of investment capital was the amount of
cash gifts or bequests such people made to their heirs, since such sums
would presumably have been a source of liquid capital available to the
donor before the gift was made.

Barbara Jones listed in her will a total
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of

~2,900

($9,657) cash gifts she and her husband (John Jones) had made

to their children in addition to the federal loan office certificates,
26
bonds, and ''book debts" she left.
Jacob Wray' s 1798 will specified
bequests of hl,200 ($3,996) in cash and Virginia state bonds and indicatGd
that he had given his sons the bulk of his property some years before. 27
John Hunter gave his heirs ~1,350 ($4,496) when he died in 1795. 28

In

a will written in 1810, five years before his death, Miles King said that
he had given his son, Miles King, Jr., over
previous years.

29

~,000

($3,330) in cash in

In 1803, John Rogers created a trust fund for his

three sons of ~750 ($2,498) in cash.

30

Joseph Meredith's will did not

include any specific cash bequests, but among the property he left his
wife were "bills, bonds, obligatory writings, and accounts," which he
believed sufficient to warrant his wife's exemption from posting security
as his executrix.

31

Foreign trade may have been the source of the wealth such people
accumulated for their heirs, though, if so, it was transmitted to them
as often in the form of investments in county land and slaves as in cash
or shares of ships.

Or, these wealthy few may have been living luxuri-

ously as rentiers from the properties their ancestors

assF~bled

earlier

in the eighteenth century when town and county were at the peak of prosperity as trade and tobacco centers.
Miles King, and Thomas

32

J~nes, Senio~

A few, especially John Hunter,

(after 1795) may well have derived

their laLge incomes primarily from buying the produce of county farmers,
selling manufactured goods to local inhabitants, and financing both by
liberal extensions of credit on which interest payments and occasional
forfeitures of securities provided an extra source of profits.

33

There was no indication that Osgood and Capel Hanbury, the English
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businessmen who were dominant in the county's prewar mercantile records,
ever re-established their local ties.

34

After the county's citizens had

pressed for the confiscation of their local base of operations for the
interior tobacco trade that was their main Virginia interest, there was
little reason for them to return to an inconvenient port.

Other closer

ties did remain between Hampton merchants and those in Great Britain, of
which there were just faint reflections in the public recorda.

Besides

the Selden-Purcell correspondence, the most important of these was a letter in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, written by Thomas Bland, merchant of
London, on March 19, 1793, announcing that his agent, Charles Young, was
coming to Virginia with full power of attorney to collect debts and settle accounts, both past and future.

The letter was received by the

Elizabeth City County Court on February 24, 1796, but the first visible
effect of Young's collections came four years later when Hampton merchant
Robert Armistead was forced into bankruptcy.

35

The paucity of records for the immediate postwar period may have
led to an underestimation of the impact of postwar debts to British firms
on the Hampton economy, but available evidence indicated that they were a
negligible factor.

There was a sharp contrast between tl1e creditors

shown in the estate accounts of the colonial years, particularly among
merchants, and those of the years 1782-1810.

Before the Revolution, most

deceased merchants and many farmers owed quite large amounts of money to
English firms.

Afterwards, it was rare to find a farmer owing anyone

outside the county, and local merchants' creditors lived in Alexandria,
Philadelphia, or Norfolk.

36

The new networks of trade developed after independence may have
still ended in Great Britain, but, if so, goods and credit came to Hampton
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via the merchants located in the larger American cities.

One consequence

of this change was that men ambitious for successful careers in business
left Hampton for the cities that were the centers of foreign trade, of
speculation in federal securities, provision

~e:-ti£icates,

and military

warrants, and of the new corporat1 .')r.s to construct canals and steamships.
For them, Hampton was a place to gain experience and a stake on which to
base a plunge into more challenging waters.

37

Accompanying economic losses from the redirection of trade after the
Revolution was a decline in the number and remuneration of government
jobg.

During the colonial years a few town residents profited handsomely,

and others indirectly, from the location of the Lower James River Customs
District headquarters in Hampton.

38 Afterwards the salary and fees of

the local customs offices were nominal.

The blow from the loss of colonial

offices may have been temporarily eased in the 1780's by the stationing
of the state customs schooners, Patriot and Liberty, in Hampton.

These

schooners, which patrolled the entire Chesapeake Bay for the state, purchased the bulk of their provisions in Hampton, had repairs done in the
local shipyards, and bought clothing made by a town seamstress.

Of the

thirty men who made up the crews of the schooners, all of whom were
exempt themselves from personal property taxes, fifteen paid taxes in the
county on slaves, livestock, or horses.

Some of these men only lived in

the town while serving on the Patriot or the Liberty, but others were
town residents before end after serving on the schooners.

39

The adoption

of the Constitution and establishment of the federal government ended the
need for a state customs service, and the comparable jobs in the national
government were transferred from Hampton to Norfolk.

Although Hampton

men, some of whom retained their residence on the north side of the James
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River, continued to hold a number of lucrative posts in the port of
Norfolk, federal employment played no important direct part in the county
economy until the construction of Fort Monroe was begun in 1819.

40

The indirect tmpact of the loss in trade and employment to the local
economy could be measured by the decline in tavern accommodations.

Be-

fore the Revolution, Hampton had several notable taverns to serve travelers conducting business in the town or arriving from or departing to
overseas destinations.

41

Some of these survived the Revolution and con-

tinued to function throughout the 1780's, when there were three or four
42
licensed ordinaries in Hampton and one on Mill Creek.
But, in the
early 1790's several of the old tavernkeepers retired, and after the middle of the decade the entire county supported but two licensed taverns.

43

These taverns, both of which were probably in Hampton, evidently were
primarily interested in local custom, for despite the fact that travelers
were sometimes forced to lay over in Hampton to await arrival of the
stage from Richmond, one who did so in 1796 found the only inn in Hampton
"destestable."

The Duke of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt added, "we could

find in it but two small beds to accommodate five passengers of us who
arrived together. 1144
Although by the mid-1790's the town's long-term transition from an
important port of entry for foreign trade to a village servicing the
local county economy was essentially completed, there remained two maritime occupations, shipbuilding and piloting, that were an integral part
of the Atlantic trade which sustained the larger economy of the

l~er

Chesapeake Bay region.
Construction of ships was the only significant manufacturing carried
out in the town between 1782 and 1810. 45

The loss of the records document-
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ing the enrollments of ships built in Hampton prior to 1815 made it impossible to measure accurately the size of the shipbuilding industry of
the period in comparison to earlier or later years or to the production
of other areas.

Fragmentary sources showed that normally between 1784

and 1810 at least one ship was launched each year from the Hampton ways.
Table 3 describes some of the ships built in Hampton during these years
that were registered in other American ports.

46

While it is possible

that this minimum list seriously underestimated the production of the
Hampton shipyards, it did accord fairly closely with the average of from
one to four ships built and enrolled at Hampton each year between 1815
and 1860 when the records were almost complete.

47

Most of the ve3sels described in Table 3 were sloops or schooners
of thirty to fifty tons.

Larger ships were also built, however.

The

largest of these recorded was the Virginia Packet, of more than 284 tons,
launched in 1794.

This was the ship to which James Caton, a Norfolk

merchant, referred in the following letter, written on October 5, 1794:
" .... as he

ffi.

W. Pollarif' and myself have a ship building at Hampton and

expect will be launched in all this Month and hope to get her to Sea in
r

all Nov , I wish you would inquire if a freight can be got at Richmond
for Bristol or London of 3 to 400 hogsh

8

•••• 11

Later Caton reported,

"the new ship at Hampton was launched 27th Instant the Virginia Packet.
We chartered her previous to her being launched for Jamaica and back."

48

As Table 3 shows, the town also had a relatively large share in building
ships for the federal government, possibly through the
native

u.s.

naval officers, James and

S~el

Barron.

i~~luence

of the

Two of the first

ten United States revenue cutters were built at Hampton in 1791 and 1792,
one of w·hich, the Active, was used to patrol Maryland waters and the
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Table 3
Vessels Built at Hwnpton As Registered
in American Ports, 1784-1810
DescriEtion of Vessel
Year
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1790
1791
1791
1791
1792
1794
1797
1799

Type

1800
1800
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1806
1806

schooner
briganteen
sloop
pilotboat
brig
ship
revenue cutter1
schooner!
briganteen
revenue cutter
ship
brig
schooner or
briganteen
schooner
schooner or brig
schooner
gunboat
schooner
schooner
gunboat
gunboat
gunboat

1806
18093
1810

gunboat
schooner
schooner

Size

Name

Builder

tons

95ths

126
30
37\
95
162
47
45
97
47
28'•

52

Liberty (rebuilt)
Ab~

Brothers
Nancy & Sally
Genteel
Hope
Virginia
Virginia
Ceres
Active
Virginia Packet
Hope
Resource
Ranger
Assistance
Regulator
Federal Gunboat
Flying Packet
Bacchus
Federal Gunboat
Federal Gunboat
Federal Gunboat

73

126
39
110
49

No. 2

--28

64

No. 58
No. 59
No. 60

----

Geo. Hope

23
82

51
30

--71
70
----

--

--

Federal Gunboat No. 61
Income

--24

--33

~

53

47

Geo. Hope 2
Geo. Hope
Geoo Hope
John Pool &
Richard Servant
Pool & Servant
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Table 3, continued
1since the revenue cutters were schooner-rigged, there may have been only one Virginia built at Hampton
in 1791, which was later described as a schooner when registered at New York in 1798.

2James Barron, of the u.s. Navy, supervised construction of this gunboat.
3Built in Hampton district.

Source:

See note 46.
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other, the Virginia, patrolled the Virginia shores.

Under Jefferson's

presidency, the Republican preference for smaller defensive gunboats
benefitted the local shipyards where five of the vessels were built
between 1803 and 1806.
George Hope operated the best documented and almost certainly the
largest and most profitable shipyard of the period.

An emigrant from

Cumberland, England, Hope came to Elizabeth City County in 1771, when
he was about twenty-two years old, probably already skilled in ship
carpentry.

Within three years he contracted ties with the county's

established maritime families by his marriage to Rebecca Meredith Ballard,
sister and widow of seamen.

49

The outbreak of the Revolutionary War

evidently furthered Hope's rising career for in 1782 he was a far wealthier man than any of the other Hampton ships carpenters, but the source
of his fortune has not been found in either local or state records.

50

In

1782, when he paid taxes on 332 acres of farm land, part of which was
leased, he ranked in wealth among the upper twenty-five percent of county
farmers.

51

but since

The following year two town lots were added to his tax bill,
the~e

was no

reco~d

of Hope's owning town property before 1791,

it was probable that in the 1790's he was leasing a shipyard site on the
Hampton River which he bought in 1794 from James and Samuel Barron.

In

1791 he had purchased three other lots (about one and one-half acres) on
Mill Point, in Hampton, a property that had long been in possession of
leading maritime families.

He lived at the Mill Point property in one

of the town's larger two-storied brick houses until his death in 1819.
But even before he bought his shipyard and home in Hampton, he had become
a major county landowner.

In 1787 his holdings jumped to 632 acres and

by 1810 he owned a total of 909 acres divided into several distinct farms.
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The bulk of his real property was acquired between 1787 and 1795.

The

incomplete record of deeds in the 1780's made it tmpossible to ascertain
exactly how much money he invested in land in the nine-year period, but
between 1791 and 1795 alone the amount was $2,367.63 (b711).

If this

much capital was derived from the earnings of his shipyard, its profits
were handsome.

By 1793, he was among the county's ten largest landowners,

and in 1810 he was one of the three people in the county who owned more
than 900 acres of land.

52

Political office coincided with Hope'a acquisition of substantial
farm acreage.

In 1787 he was appointed a justice of the county court,

and in 1794 he was unsuccessfully nominated for sheriff.
unique man

Hope was a

the only outsider who rose during and immediately after the

Revolution to political and economic power in the county, he was also
one of the only two men directly engagecl in a maritime occupation who at
any time between 1782 and 1810 sat on the county court that was dominated
by the wealthy merchant-farmer class.

53

Hope employed a large workforce whose size varied considerably from
year to year according to the number of ships he had under construction.

54

He hired skilled independent workers, such as Warren Hopkins, who paid
.
55
his own tithable tax, owned a slave, and a Hampton house and lot.

In

most years Hope also employed a number of other free apprentices whose
tithable tax he paid.

56

Though the bulk of these men were young (between

16 and 21 years old), they apparently were not serving a formal apprenticeship because they seldom remained in his employ more than two years.
In fact, the names of Hope's free workers in the 1780's were a good example of the lack of rigid specialization in the county economy, for although at least two became local ships carpenters, and three never ap-
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peared again in the county records, the largest number came from Elizabeth
City County farms and returned to them after a year or two in his shipyard.
At least an equal, and often a larger number of Hope's workers were
slaves,

s~

men that he owned, but most of whum were probably hired. 57

Unfortunately, the dropping from the personal property tax lists of the
names of the individual slaves in 1786 and of free workers in 1792 for
whom others were paying tithes made it impossible to tell whether slave
labor tended to replace free workers in Hope's shipyard after 1790.

The

fact that in 1794, when he was building the exceptionally large 284-ton
Virginia Packet, he increased his free workforce by a maximum of one men,
while the number of slaves on whom he paid taxes jumped from twelve the
previous year to twenty-four that year suggested this possibility.

Only

in the years 1786 and 1787 did he have about the same number of free men
and adult slaves on his tax list; afterwards there were always at least
twice, and sometimes three times as many adult slaves as free men on the
list, but, of course, some of the slaves did farming or household chores
for him.

58

Much less is known about the other shipbuilders of the town.
Allyne owned and operated in the 1770's the shipyard Hope later

Samuel

bou~ht.

But Hope's main competitor in the early post-revolutionary period was
William Price who had the contract to build the Barron's 65-ton schooner
in 1790.

Price previously had done extensive repairs on the state cus-

toms schooner Liberty, but there were no other direct references to his
role as a shipbuilder.

His real property holdings were modest:

a Hamp-

ton lot which he sold in 1784 and five and one-half acres of land outside

A resident of the town until at least 1798,
59
Price evidently kept no separate household in the later years.
He also
town between 1787 and 1791.
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employed fewer men than Hope.

The state paid Price and his assistants,

James Harvey, journeyman, and William Kirby, for work they did in 1788
on the Liberty.

60

He never paid taxes in the 1780's for other free men

except in 1789, when he paid the tithe of one other man, and his tithable
adult slaves ranged in various years of that decade from none to one
61
woman to four people of unknown sex.
Perhaps his employment primarily
of independent craftsmen, such as Harvey and Kirby, made his profits less
than those of George Hope.
A few other artisans of the trade were mentioned briefly in the
records.

The state made payments to Charles Jennings, block-maker, in

1788-89 for work he did on the Liberty.

William and Robert Armistead,

carrying two of the most common names in the county, were designated as
ship carpenters on the tax lists.

Robert Armistead was one of the men

for whom George Hope paid taxes in the 1780 1 s, as was John Pool, who in
partnership with Richard Servant, built Federal Gunboats Number 60 and 61
62
in 1806.
Jennings, the Armisteads, and Servant were all descendants of
elite families in the county, but all of them lived in modest circumstances.

Jennings, who owned 50 acres of land and leased another 77

acres, was wealthier than the other men mentioned above.

In some years

he paid the tax of one free worker; he hired three adult male slaves a
year between 1784 and 1787, and in later years probably hired the six or
seven whose taxes he paid.

63

The state paid Price, Hope, and Hopkins six shillings per day for
their work in 1788-89.

James Harvey, as a journeyman, was paid three

shillings per day as were un-named workers listed as "hands." The invoice Price submitted to the state auditor noted that he "found myself
and hands provisions while at work aboard the Liberty."

Even ordinary
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free shipyard workers, at these wages, were earning about one-third more
per day than the two shillings paid to unskilled laborers.

The wages of

the ship carpenters were about three times what an unskilled worker could
command.

Of course, Price and Hope probably earned far more than this

in profits from the ships they contracted to build.

64

The amount of the

income of these craftsmen depended, though, on how many days they worked
each year.

The fact that most of these men owned only a small house and

lot in Hampton, but could afford to own or hire from one to seven adult
slaves indicated that they enjoyed a comfortable standa1:d of living.
Their accumulated lifetime's savings could not be measured, since no inventory from this group has survived.
The other skilled craftsmen whose livelihood depended upon foreign
trade were the somewhat larger group of pilots.

Waiting off Cape Henry

in their pilot boats, these men boarded incoming ships to guide them
through the shoals and sandbars of the Virginia harbors while their crews
brought their own boats after them.

Theirs was a closely regulated pro-

fession whose apprentices were approved by the county court, whose masters were licensed by state commissioners, and whose rates were determined by the state legislature.

Contemporary visitors such as the Duke

of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt noted that Hampton was the "residence of a
few pilots," while Lyon G. Tyler believed it was "the headquarters of
the pilots of James River ..... "

65

Although Tyler's claim may have been

exaggerated since James River pilots also lived in Norfolk and at Lynhaven Bay in Princess Ann County, there were at least thirty-eight pilots
living in the county in 1791-92, a significant occupational group that
encompassed about thirteen percent of the free white adult males in the
county at the time.

66

Sixteen of these thirty-eight men lived in Hampton,
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while fifteen lived on county farms (centered mainly along the shores of
Mill Creek or the James River), and the residence of seven was unknown.
Although the pilots petitioned the state legislature in the early
1790's claiming inflation had rendered "it impossible under our present
fees, although we cheerfully encounter every danger and risque of the Sea,
to maintain and Support our familys free from want ••• ," the local records
revealed that most of the pilots earned an income well above the average
in the county, and probably were able to maintain a standard of living
comparable to that of farmers who owned about 200 acres of land.

67

Thirty

(or 79 percent) of the thirty-eight men owned real property in the county
during their lifetimes.

Eleven of the pilots owned farms, seven owned

farms and lots in Hampton, and twelve owned lots in the town only.
majority of the pilots' farms were small.
eighteen were of fifty acres or less.

~ly

The

Eleven (or 61 percent) of the
one pilots James Latimer,

ever acquired more than 125 acres of land between 1782 and 1810, but his
maximum holding uf 576 acres placed him for a time among the county's
largest farmers.

68

While the food grown for family consumption or sale

contributed additional income to the farmer-pilots, they were, as Table 4
shows, a small minority of all county owners c£ every stze farm except
those under ten acres.

69

The Hampton pilots were mainly clustered in

homes along the Hampton River.

The property of Francis Ballard, insured

in 1795 for $700, included a small wooden dwelling of one story (30 feet
by 20 feet), a kitchen, and a storehouse. William Jennings' one-story
frame house and separate kitchen, insured at the same time, was worth
$400.70
The value of the real estate owned by the pilots was substantial,
but not sufficient to rank

th~

among the upper half of the county's free
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Table 4
The Size of Farms Owned by Eighteen Elizabeth
City County Pilots, 1782-1810

Size of
Farm

Number of
Pilots

Total Number
of Farms in
County, 1798a

3
3
5
4
2
1

13
36
38
41b
47
10

Percent of All
Farms Owned
by Pilots

acres
under 10
10- 25

26-

so

51-100
101-125
over 500

23.1
8.3
13.2
9.8
4.3b
10.0

~able 5, Chapter VI.

bTota1 number of farms of 101-200 acres.
Source:
families.

Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City County.

Their personal property was more impressive.

74 percent) used slave labor.

Twenty-eight (or

The variance in numbers of slaves on whom

pilots paid taxes in different years indicated same of the slaves they
employed were hired, but deeds of manumission and estate records also
showed that many of the pilots owned slaves.

71

It was likely that the

adult male slaves worked on the boats alongside the pilots, sometimes
becoming as fully qualified in steering ships into the deep channels to
avoid sand bars and sunken vessels as their licensed masters.

This was

the way in which Caesar Tarrant became a pilot whose skill was so respected among his fellows that they petitioned the state legislature
asking that "the Examiners be empowered to grant Branches J:.ficenseS/ to
such apprentices and Black Persons as the County Courts may think proper
to Recommend and the Examiners find duly qualified."

72

Although the

legislature apparently did not act upon the recommendation before Tar-
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rant's death the petition implied that Tarrant was not the only black man
who was in fact a pilot (though unlicensed), but the local records eon73
tained no further evidence on the point.
The manumissions of the only
two Male slaves freed by the thirty-eight pilots did not mention their
skills.

74

But the fact that there was also a correlation between the

size of the pilots• farms and the size of their

slaver~ldings

indicated

that their slaves, both male and female, also shared the farmwork common
to most of the county's bonded workers,
The pilots' boats were the second most valuable personal property
owned by some of these men.

Three boats listed in inventories ranged in

total value from hlOO ($330) to

~187

($623).

But, significantly, only

six of the fifteen pilots who died before 1810 owned all or part of a
pilot boat.

75

In this case it could not be assumed that incomplete

records concealed a substantially wider ownership of this most essential
means oi livelihood among the other pilots who died, nor could it be
assumed that all the living pilots owned their boats.

For there was

ample evidence that other people frequently were the owners or the eoowners of pilot boats.

Sometimes these were relatives of pilots, such

as William Watkins' widow, who bought his boat at the estate sale; but,
others were county people entirely unconnected with piloting who invested
in pilot boats, such as William Westwood, who bought James Banks' boat
at his estate sale, John Field, a farmer-merchant, who owned one-half of
John Curle

King~s

boat, the William, or Edward Face, who owned two-thirds

of John Jennings' boat, the Jefferson.

76

Most revealing of the higher real income and living standard of the
pilots, though, were the personal effects in their inventories.

Besides

the valuable gold or silver watches and spy glasses needed for their work,
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their homes contained the fully-curtained expensive beds, mahogany and
walnut furniture, looking glasses, pictures, china, and glassware typical
of the county fQmilies who farmed about 200 acres of land.

77

Not unexpectedly among a group whose livelihood was well-regulated,
well-paid, and secure, migration was infrequent.

Of the thirty-eight men

only three seem to have left the county between 1792 and 1804, during the
years of heaviest out-migration among the rest of the population.

78

Fif-

teen (39.4 percent) of the men had died in the county by 1810, a large
proportion, but probably not excessive among a sample of mature men selected on the basis of their having already been qualified in 1791-1792
79
to pursue a hazardous occupation.
Fifteen others were present in the
county through 1809, and fourteen (36.8 percent) were present in 1810,
when twelve headed census households and two paid personal property tax,

° Five men (15.8 percent),

but U.ved in the household of another person. 8

whose names disappeared from the records between 1805 and 1809, may have
migrated or died during the time when the economic chaos of the embargo
(which the county pilots as a group supported despite its devastating
impact on their income) followed closely upon "an alarming and dangerous
sickness," which "seized almost every family in that and many of the ad.
t count i es •••• ..81
Jacen

If these men migrated, it was noteworthy that the

pattern of migration among this occupational group was distinctly different from that of the remainder of the county population, which grew in
the same years at an average annual rate slightly higher than that of the
United States.

82

If pilots seldom moved away, neither did they allow in-migrants to
enter their ranks.

Nearly every one of the thirty-eight pilots had a

family name which could be traced back for at least several generations
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in Elizabeth City County.

And the apprentice pilots recommended to the

State Board of Examiners by the county court in subsequent years were
mainly the sons or nephews of these men.
to

reconstr~ct

83

Although it was not possible

the families of all the pilots from county records that

contained no birth, marriage, or death registers, the partial existing
records revealed a marked tendency for piloting families to intermarry,
seemingly to a far greater extent than any other social group in the
county.
An interesting comment on the political structure of the county was
the fact that despite their relative wealth and long residence, no pilot
ever participated in the direct government of the county by sitting on
the local court between 1782 and 1810.

Although their frequent absence

on the waters of the Bay and adjacent rivers may explain their lack of
political offices, it did not prevent them from serving on grand juries,
as captains of slave patrols, or from being the only organized occupational group in the county that repeatedly sought to influence the state
legislature.

84

Although the well-paid craftsmen of the small shipyards and the
pilots were undoubtedly a stabilizing factor in the town economy, there
was no indication in the local records that they were able to divert any
substantial part of the region's growing foreign trade in the years 17951807 to Hampton.

Travelers who came first through Norfolk in these years

were struck by that cityjs vast -uount of construction and perhaps then
exaggerated the stagnation of Hampton.
in 1796 that

11

One of these travelers remarked

Since the removal, however, of the general custom house,

Hampton has declined, its streets are covered with grass, little or no
business is done, and many of the houses are uninhabited and are tumbling
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down." 85 There were no separate records of the town's population before
1810 to support or refute such observations, but indirect evidence suggested that what the travelers, who all came in the mid-1790's, saw in
Hampton was probably a temporary phenomenon that was part of the larger
movement of people out of the county.

The

co~~ty

population dropped

sharply in 1796, rose briefly, then fell again in 1799 and 1800 as more
people left the area than moved into it.

By 1800, twenty-four percent

of the county's 1794 population was gone, and the town could hardly have
escaped the consequences of such drastic population change.

The gradual

increase in the county population that began in 1801 restored the 1794
population only in 1809.

86

Hampton may have suffered a disproportionate loss of people in the
1790's, but rather than becoming a ghost town it apparently shared in the
growth that began throughout the county after 1800.

There was no india-

putable evidence of this, however, because the true population of the
town could not be ascertained for any period, not even 1810.

There were

apparently somewhat more than one hundred free households in Hampton at
the end of the Revolution.

The Berthier map (Figure 1), prepared for the

French forces in 1781, showed 97 numbered houses and stores in Hampton.
However, this map probably only included those buildings actually used
as billets, since archeological work done in the summer of 1973 located
the foundations of houses with artifacts showing occupancy at the time of
the Revolution that were not on the map.

87

But, the extent of the under-

estimation of the town's houses on the map can probably never be gauged
in a town that has been continuously occupied and rebuilt in the subsequent 193 years.

When the federal census was taken. in 1810, there were

112 households in the town containing 997 people, or about one-fourth of
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the county population.

No errors were found in the count of the town's

households, but the total population figure was inflated by the inclusion
of all slaves in the town households of the nineteen Hampton residents
who also owned farms in the county.

An unknown proportion of these black

workers must have actually lived on the premises of the farms where they
labored, many of

·~hich

were too far from the town to permit them to walk

back and forth each day.

But, if the 112 households were an accurate

measure of the number of free families, then the town was probably about
the same size in 1810 as it had been in 1781.
The town's recovery by 1810 may have actually been more pronounced
than these figures suggest, because in 1811 a petition was sent to the
state legislature seeking permission to annex additional land to the
town.

88

Analysis of the real estate sales in Hampton during the 1790's

showed that even the statement that many houses were uninhabited and
tumbling down must be viewed with some caution.

The market for lots and

houses did not collapse, as might have been expected if the abandonment
of trade and population were as thorough as the traveler suggested, although (in contrast to farmland) there were markedly fewer town properties
sold in 1797-1799 than in the previous six years.

89 Significantly, there

continued to be buyers both for inexpensive and expensive lots and houses
throughout the decade.

A small house crowded on part of a lot could be

bought for as little as sixty dollars, but a large two-story brick house
on King Street cost two thousand dollars in 1797.

Eleven of the forty-

one real estate transactions in the town between 1791 and 1799 were for
$666.00

(~200)

or more.

All of the evidence does suggest that, in terms of both economic and
population growth, Hampton after the Rc•olution was a stagnant town, one
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which might recover in one decade some of the loss of another, but which
did not find the way to dynamic development from village to city.
best explanation of this was that at least by 1800, if not

The

earlier~

the

principal function of the town had changed from ·_hat of the mid-eighteenth

'

century.

No longer a port of any significance, it re=ained the center of

county government, of the local economy, and of such services necessary
for the people of the lower peninsula as doctors, churches, and schools. 90
At a time when American cities, and even large towns, were heavily dependent either on foreign trade or on the control of the trade of a large
and prosperous hinterland, not upon industrialization, for economic development, the gradual loss of supremacy and finally of every vestige of its
former foreign trade and the lack of a large hinterland (precluded by its
location at the tip of a narrow peninsula) inevitably relegated Hampton
to a minor role in servicing one of the smaller Vriginia counties.

91

In-

stead of competing with adjacent Norfolk, Hampton became its satellite.
Until the end of the War of 1812 it was from that growing city that manufactured goods were obtained for local sale by Hampton merchants in exchange for products of the county farms.

When the Norfolk economy, built

during the years between the Revolution and the War of 1812 on the neutral
Caribbean trade with colonies of France and England, collapsed in the depression following the Treaty of Ghent, Hampton quickly became subsidiary
to Baltimore, whose location was less advantageous for the West Indian
trade, but more soundly based to tap the resources of both the Chesapeake
92
Bay region and the interior of the middle Atlantic stateo.
One measure of Hampton's dependent relationship was that after 1800
the most common creditors outside the county were Norfolk merchants, who
supplied the town's businessmen with credit and the goods they sold.
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the absence of mercantile records, this relationship was best documented
in the debt proceedings and eetate accounts in the local court recordeQ

93

Norfolk merchants also financed Hampton retailers by acting as silent
partners in their firms, es, for in6t&nee, in the case of Robert Lively
and Company, of Hampton, a firm in which Robert Cary Jennings of Norfolk
was the un-named partner.

94

Before 1802 there was at least one merchant in Hampton, Miles King,
who acted as a small-scale local banker, receiving cash deposits from
county residents on which he paid interest, evidently earned by his re-investment of the money in his varied enterprises.

But, it was impossible

to even guess the extent of King's banking activities since they appeared
only in the probate records of his clients who died with money still on
deposit.

95

In the twenty years from 1782-1802, King was also the primary

source of short-term credit for county people.

His mortgages for debts

secured by land, slaves, livestock, or household possessions were recorded
more frequently than those of any other person.

96

After King left the

county, Thomas Jones, Senior, another well-established Hampton merchant,
became the most frequent creditor of local farmers, but there was no evi97
dence that Jones accepted money on deposit as King had done. '
Neither county merchants nor farmers had access to organized banking
facilities before 1810.
&

However, they may have created an alternative to

bank in the trust fund of the Hampton Academy, which was established by

an act of the General Assembly of January 12, 1805.

A possibility that

needs further careful research is that the primary motivation behind the
movement to sell the endowed lands of the Syms and Eaton free schools and
to replace these county schools by the Hampton Academy (to which the proeeeds of the land sales were transferred) was the

d~sire

of some county
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men to obtain control over the cash endowment of the new school.

The

subsequent records of the investment of the Academy's funds in local
mortgages and short-term loans left no doubt that the Hampton Academy
Trust Fund provided a most important source of credit in the county after

1807.

By 1810, the trustees had at their disposal at least $6,629, more

than half of which came from the sale of school lands to men from other
counties, and was thus a net addition to the capital wealth of Elizabeth
City County.

98

The school trustees, though elected, were all wealthy

men themselves, mainly large landowners, but included were two Hampton
retail merchants, Thomas Jones and John Cooper.

99

While it seemed likely that Hampton merchants played an important
intermediary role in gathering and marketing local farm products, especailly the small surpluses of the many small farms in the county, there
was

a~st

no direct evidence of this function.

100

The importance of the

town as a center for distributing manufactured and imported goods to
county farms was much better documented.

A number of estate settlements

noted cash payments to merchants such as Miles King or John Hunter for
"sundries furnished."

The detailed accounts of the Mallory estate showed

the remarkable variety of goods purchased by that family in Miles King's
store.

One inventory, that of John Perry, keeper of a tavern and small

store, further indicated the range of products available.

Perry, whose

merchandise wes valued at about t380 ($1,265), sold china (including 5ets,
pitchers, tea pots, tureens, sugar bowls, and coffee pots), snuff, physic,
bed cords, hats, candle sticks, soap, spelling books, lumber, thread of
several kinds, pencils, fans, buttons, combs, knives, tongs, gloves, pins,
snuff boxes, wire fishing lines, brushes, desk furniture, hoes,six kinds
of handkerchiefs, gunpowder and shells, books, needles, coffee, ribbon,
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shoes, cravats, tea, paper, pepper, cards and dice, sugar, nails, waffle
irons, and textile yard goods, including kemmet cloth, flannel, plains,
cotton, calico, brown holland, linen, cheesecloth, muslin, corduroy,
velvet, durants, and striped Nankow.

Larger merchants, such as Miles

King, offered similar goods, but in greater variety, especially those
luxuries, such as fine cloth, women's hats, morroco leather shoes, and
imported spices and liquors.
of farm implements:

Other merchants carried a greater variety

ploughs, shovels, spades, scyl:.hes, i'akes, forks, ox

chains and yokes, whips, crosscut saws, axes, logging chains, carts,
wagons, and wagon

wheel6~

101

Beginning in 1798, the state of Virginia levied an annual tax of

$15.00 on "retailers of merchandize of foreign growth or manufacture."
In that year ten licenses were granted to eight men and two women.

102

Six

of these businesses were definitely located in Hampton, one was located
on Mill Creek, and the location of the remaining three could not be
determined~

Table 5 lists the number, names, and location of licensed

retail merchants each year between 1798

a~d

1810o The number of licenses

issued increased each year until 1805, when there were seventeen merchants in the county.

In 1810, when seventeen merchants were also li-

censed, including sixteen men and Qne woman, twelve were located in Hampton; census districts 3, 4, and 5 each had one resident retail merchant;
and the location of the business of one, Edward Nowell, who neither owned
real property, nor had a separate census household, could not be determined.

Nearly half (eight) of the 1810 retailers also owned or leased

farms, ranging in size from 21 acres to 275 acres, but none were among
the county's largest landowners, such as shipbuilder George Hope or
Charles Collier, who by 1808 was operating the ferry from Norfolk to
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Table 5
Elizabeth City County Retail Merchants, 1798-1810

Name

Location

Robert Armistead
Henry M. Elliott
Edward Face
Thomas Jones, Sen.
Charles King
Lysander McDonald
Elizabeth Pasteur
Disey Perry
William Smith
John s. ~lestwood
John Barbee
Ezekiel Dawes
John Dunn
John Fields
John Jordan
Corbin Spriggs
Michael Willis
Horatio Whiting
Amelia Brough
Edmund Ellie
Thomas Blanchard
Samuel Ellis
Archer Moody
William Banks, Sen.
Elijah Jarvis
Richard Smith
George Mitchell
Richard Roland
William Dawes

Hampton

X

?

X

Hampton
Hampton
Hampton

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

xl

Mill Cr.
Hampton

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

Hampton

X

?

1798

1799

1800

1801

Years Licensed
1802 1803 1804 1805

1806 180'7 1809

X

1810
X

X

X

X

?

X

X

Hampton

X

X

?
?
?

X

X

Hampton
Hampton

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

?
?

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Hampton

X

:It

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

7

X

X

xl

?

X

Hampton

X

?
?
?

X

X
X

Hampton
Hampton

Hampton

X

X

X
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Table 5, continued
Name
William .Jordan
Thomas Latimer, Jr.
William Drury
Charles Jennings, Sen.
William Brough
John Lewis
James Christie
William Cooper
Robert Fields
Robert Lively2
Joseph Monetti
George Armistead
Wi lli.13m Dyson
John Rogers
Edward T. c. Allen 3
Miles Smelt
John Cary
John Burgher
William Face3
William Proby
Merritt Patrick
Herbert & Robinson4
John B. Cooper
Amelia Ker
John w. Jones
Francis M. Armi~tead
William Parish
Teakle Savage
William Hiclanan
Edward Nowe 11
Total Licenses

Location

1798

'/

1799

1800

1801

1802 1803

1804 1805

1806 1807

1809

1810

X

Hampton

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Hampton

X

X

?

X

?

X

Hampton
Hampton

X
X

?

X

?

X

Hampton

X

?

X

Hampton

X

?
?
?

X

Hampton

X

?
?

X
X

Hampton

X

?
?

X

X

X

Hampton
Hampton
Hampton
Hampton
dist. 3
dist. 5
Hampton
diet. 4

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

?

X

10

12

13

11

15

13

13

17

15

14

16

17
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Table 5, continued
1

Died during last year in which license ·w-as held, or within following twelve months.

2After 1806, license issued to Robert Lively and Company.
3In 1806 a joint license was issued to Edward T. C. Allen ar.d William Face.
4John Herbert was one member of this partnership, but Robinson's full name is not known.
Source: Manuscript lists of retail licenses, appended to Land and Personal Property Tax Records,
Elizabeth City County, 1798-1810 (except 1808).

512.
Hampton.

103 Although the local merchants may have been less inclined

after 1800 to divert capital into investments
pr~decessors

i~

real property than their

of the revoluticnary generation, such as Miles King, John

Jones, Jacob Wray, Moss Armistead, or Augustine

~ore,

it was also pos-

sible that the relatively small amounts of land they acquired reflected a
narrowing of the scope and profits of their business activities.
Many men and a few women attempted to earn a livelihood in retailing
in the county, but

fe~

succeeded in doing so.

Among fifty-nine people

\mo acquired a retail license in the twelve years between 1798-1810,
twenty-eight, or 47.5 percent, failed to continue their business for more
than one year.
twelve years.

As Table 5

sh~~s,

no one held a license continuously for

Four man, Thomas Jones, Senior, Ezekial Dawes, Corbin

Spriggs, and George Mitchell, and one woman, Amelia Brough, stayed in
business for nine or ten years.

Another six men, Charles Jennings, Senior,

Archer Moody, Robert Lively, Thomas Latimer, Junior, John

s.

Westwood, and

John Cary, maintained their businesses for five to eight years.

Although

four of these eleven successful merchants were in-migrants, many of those
- ~ were newcomers. 104 Twenty-s i x ( or 44 • 0
wh ose b us i ness careers were -Dr1er

percent) of the fifty-nine people who held licenses were in-migrants.
But, the largest number both of failures and successes in retailing came
from county landowning families.

Typical of these were Robert Armistead,

Henry Elliott, Edward and William Face, Charles King (son of Miles King),
John

s.

Westwood, John and Robert Fields, Robert Lively, Amelia and Wil-

liam Brough, Richard Roland, Miles Smelt, and Merritt Patrick.
While three-fourths of the county's retail merchants were located in
Hampton by 1810, only a few of the free artisans and craftsmen who served
the farm economy seem to have lived in Hampton.

Among the few town arti-
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sans whose occupations could be identified were John Banks, blacksmith;
Minson Proby, carpenter; William Hodge, tailor; and Rachel Jones, seamstress and teacher.
&~~

More often, though, carpenters, wheelwrights, millers,

weavers lived in the county near their clientele, where they often

combin~d fat~ifig

with their trade.

Because of the incomplete record of

occupations, it was impossible t ·:1' fully identify the number of artisans in
the county at any time or the proportion who lived in and served different
areas of the county.

105 Among those artisans who lived outside Hampton

were John Wilaon, blacksmith; Thomas Jeggitts, bricklayer; Robert Sandifer,
William Allen, and William Pierce, carpenters; John Skinner, Jr., wheelwright; and Edmund Patrick, weaver.
Hampton was the traditional residence of the majority of the county's
doctors, although not of the two free midwives known to have been prac106
tieing during the period.
Table 6 lists the doctors known to have
been practicing in the county between 1782 and 1810.

107

Elizabeth City

County had a relatively large supply of physiciane in proportion to its
population between 1787 and 1797.

There were, in this decade, between

five and seven doctors in the county each year, or about one doctor for
108
each 575 people, including slaves.
But after 1796, the combination
of a disproportionate number of deaths among the county doctors, the outmigration of at least one, and possibly two doctors, and the apparent
failure of the county to attract new practitioners drastically reduced
the number of men trained in medicine.

Between 1797-1800, there were

three doctors; between 1800 and 1803, pLobably there were only two; and
after 1803, only one man, Dr. John James Ward, could be identified.
Since there was no record of Dr. Ward's presence in the county after
1807, and no replacement for him could be found, there were presumably no
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Table 6
Elizabeth City County Doctors, 1782-1810
Physician's
License!

Years :Known to Have
Been in the County

Date of Death
__ or Migration __ _

Name

Origin

John Brodie

resident before 1775

John Applewhaite

in-migrant

Job Colton

Gloucester Cty., Va.

Valentine Hanm

native, ECC

Wilson Cary Selden

native,

John James Ward

England

Nathaniel Whitaker

Csnaan, Mass.

1795

died, 1795

Canaan, Mass.

1795-1796

died, 1796

1787-1803

died, 1803

William

s. Whitaker

Benjamen Dessenis
1

France

~cc

-1784

died, 1784

1787-1789

1782-1800

died, 1800

1789

1788-1796

died, 1796

1787-1789

1787-1795

name disappeared
from records
after 1794

1787

1785-1794

moved to Loudoun
Cty., Va., 1795

1794-1808

name disappeared
from records
after 1807

(not licensed)

Between 1787-1789 Virginia levied a tax on practicing physicians,

surg•~ons,

and apothecaries.

Source: Deeds, wills, estate accounts, and co~rt records, Elizabeth City County, and the Manuscript
Land and Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-lBlOe
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doctors in the county between 1808-1810.

109

Catherine Massenburg, one of

the two midwives identified in the 1790's, lived in the county until
1806.

110

Mrs. Frazier, the other midwife then, could not be identified

precisely enough to trace.
While the

see~ing

No other midwives were named in later records.

decline of medical service after 1797 and its

total collapse after 1807 may have been more a reflection of inadequate
records than of the actual situation in the county, there were same facts
that suggested the lack of doctors was real.

Although little was known

about the skill and training of most of the men who called themselves
doctors, the data in Table 6 clearly showed the dependence of the area
on in-migrants. 111 Only two of the eight men practicing between 1785 and
1795 were natives of Elizabeth City County, and both presumably left the
112
area in the latter year.
Only one of the remaining six men was known
to have come from the surrounding Virginia counties, which, significantly,
supplied most of the in-migrants to

Eli~abeth

City County after 1800.

The four doctors from outside Virginia, who came from England, France,
and New England, indicated the county's dependence for professionals on
the small stream of in-migrants from these distant places, a stream which
could all too easily be deflected to more prosperous communities.
Another factor that may explain the decline of m2dical services was
the inadequacy of the income of a number of the physicians in the 1790's.
Although their fees, as judged from estate accounts, were ample, bills
of h20 ($66.60) or more were often paid by the executors of m' estate
many years after the death of the person treated.

113

None of these doc-

tors acquired the wealth, social standing, or political position of a
pre-revolutionary doctor such as Walter McClurg.

Instead, despite advan-

tageous marriages to daughters or widows of local families, chronic
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indebtedness haunted several of those doctors who remained long in the
county.

John Brodie and John Applewhaite both died deeply in debt, and

Job Colton and John J. Ward both lost most of the property gained through
their marriages.

114

Evidently it was impossible for these doctors to

collect enough in fees within the county to maintain a standard of living
115
comparable to that of physicians elsewhere in America.
The financial
problems of
income.

Dr~

Ward were, however, related to his living beyond his

In 1803, when he owed $1,100, he aigned a lease to rent a Hamp-

ton house at $100 per year for seven years, a rent that was nearly twice
what Ezekiel Dawes paid for a house and warehouse he leased for his home
and mercantile business.

Small houses were available for rent in the

town at the time for less than $5.00 per year.

116

The town supported even fewer lawyers than doctors.

Two local law-

yers, George Wray, Junior, and George Booker, were heirs to landed fortunes that gave them an independent income.

The other lawyer from the

community, Robert Saunders, supported himself while practicing in Hampton
by serving as commonwealth attorney, and, soon after he inherited much of
the wealth of his father-in-law, John Hunter, Saunders moved to Williamsburg to practice.

In 1810, a wealthy lawyer, B. Williams Pryor, moved to

the county, bought 160 acres of land, and was elected to the General Assembly as the delegate of Elizabeth City County in 1811.

The experience

of these four men, who were the only ones who could be identified as lawyers living in the county between 1782-1810, indicated that private practice of law before the local court at Hampton was not a separate, selfsupporting profession, but primarily an activity of the landed gentry.
The brief notations in the county court orders mentioned only one case in
which a lawyer, whose name was not given, was employed by the defendant,
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the slave Ned, who was charged with conspiracy and rebellion in 1800.

117

Although medical services available in Hampton declined after 1800,
the town's importance as the center of county religious and education
institutions increased when two new churches and an academy were built
there.

Between 1782 and 1800, though, the town's only church, the Epis-

copalian successor to the one colonial Anglican parish in the county,
offered only intermittent services.

This church, along with many in

Virginia, suffered from the after effects of the Revolution:
lishment and loss of i.ts glebe land.
years~

disestab-

In contrast to the pre-revolutionary

when the parish was held by long-tenured and strong-willed minis-

ters, after the war, ministers came and left, or died, after serving
118
unusually brief periods, and sometimes there were none.
The vestry
ceased its recorded meetings in the summer of 1784 and did not resume
119
Despite the nominal support of some of
them until the fall of 1806.
the county's wealthiest and most politically powerful families, the Episcopal church did not fully recover until the late 1820's.
The rise of strong competitors, first from a swiftly growing Baptist
congregation in the 1790 1 s, joined a decade later by the Methodists
converted by Bishop Francis Asbury, probably contributed to the disorganization of the Episcopal church.

The first record of the county's Bap-

tist congregation was its 1794 listing as part of the Dover Association,
which recorded the church (whQ8e location was noted as Elizabeth City
C~unty,

not Hampton) as having been founded in 1791 with 100 members and

clatmed that by 1792 its membership had grown to 176 people, although the
church still lacked the services of a minister.

120

A membership of 176

was large relative to the number of adults in the county in 1792.

There

was no information in the records about the racial composition of this
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church, but it may have included black members (free and slave), as did
many of the Virginia Baptist congregations.

If so, the Baptists had

succeeded in converting within one year over one of every ten adults,
free and slave, in the county.
adults, then its conversion rate

If its membership was limited to white
~~s

even more impressive:

fourth of the people over sixteen years old in the county.

auout one121

Although

it was not clear whether the Baptist church originated among farmers or
townspeople, in 1801 the congregation decided to build its church in
Hampton, after Hannah and Worlich Westwood donated the land on which it
1?2
would stand. By that ttme the church's members were drawn both from
the countryside and Hampton, because two of the three trustees who accepted the gift of land from the Westwoods were farmers from the Salters
Creek area of the James River Census District (near the present East End
of the City of Newport News), and one was a Hampton resident.

123

Since

all three of the trustees were landowners, and the two farmers were drawn
from the upper-middle class, being among the 46 people in the count.y who
owned more than two hundred acres of land, the membership

of the Baptist

church at the end of the eighteenth century was not entirely recruited
124
from the many poor people in the countyo
The formation of the Methodist church was probably inspired by the
preaching of Bishop Francis Asbury in Hampton on April 14, 1800, but little is known of its first decade except that a Methodist Society was
formed in the town.

In

June~

1810, two Methodists, John Stith Westwood,

a Hampton merchant, and Richard Gilliam, took oaths as ministers before
the county court.

125

The following year, Westwood and Gilliam were among

the nine trustees of the Methodist Episcopal Church who accepted a gift
of land from Elizabeth Margaret Mallory on which a new brick building was
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erected by March 5, 1812, when Bishop Asbury again preached in Hampton.

126

The Methodist trustees, at least, were a much more town-dominated

group than the Baptists.

Only one of the nine men lived on a fann outside

Hampton, although two others owned farm as well as town land.
least five of these nine trustees were drawn from the

127

coun~y's

At

wealthiest

families, and one, George Hope, an inactive member of the county court by
that date, was among the three people who owned more than 900 acres of
land in 1810.

128

Although none of the Methodist trustees had served as

Episcopal vestrymen, the inclusion of men such as George Hope, and his
son, John Stith Westwood, and William Armistead among the elders of the
Methodist congregation suggested that it had gained a strong base among
part of the county's ruling class.

Methodism evidently also appealed to

in-migrants, though, for Richard Gilliam and Gilbert Dawes were men who
had come to the county after the beginning of the nineteenth century, and
Thomas French and William

s.

Sclater came after 1810.

The Hampton churches must have poorly served much of the county's
population.

Nothing in the county records proved that slaves were in-

eluded in the formal Christian community.

If this were the case, about

one-half of the county's people were excluded.

It was certain that the

two church buildings in existence prior to 1810 could not have held 3,608
regular communicants, nor even Easter Christians.
the county's free middling

a~d

Very large numbers of

poor people must also have been excluding

in practice by the distance they lived from Hampton.

Although the known

names of the elders, or trustees, of each of the three churches indicated
that men of more than average wealth handled the business affairs cf
their churches, and may have dominated the congregations, it was undoubtedly
significant that it was the two denominations which allowed a lsy ministry
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which could expand their membership in a community too poor or unwilling
to support a paid clergy.
Elizabeth City County was among the minority of Virginia counties
which had any free, semi-public schools in the eighteenth century.

Its

two schools, founded through the February 12, 1634/35 bequest of 200
acres by Benjamin Syms and the 1659 bequest of 500 acres by Thomas Eaton
that established trusts whose income was to pay for free education of
county children, were inadequate to the needs of the number of children
in the county after the Revolution.

In 1810, when the age groups of free

white county children could first be determined from the federal census 9
there were about 1,786 children under sixteen years old in the county.
But tlle 936 of these children who were slaves never attended the Syms or
Eaton school, nor any other formal school of record in the county between
1782 and 1810.
~h!ldren

in the

It was possible that a few of the some 35 free black
ccu~ty

were

two free black men signed

arlmdtt~d t~

th~

the Syms or Eaton schools since

1803 petition asking that the schools con-

tinue to operate as they had for decades.

129

If so, there were a total

of 850 free children, of whom 628 lived on farms and 222 lived in Hampton.
Many of these were, of course, infant8 7 and cnly e

ve~r

privileged few

children in the county must have continued their education until age 16.
There were probably an estimated 465 free children ag~d 7-15, or between
130
140-150 ages 7-10.
Two schools, each with only one teacher, both of
which were located far west of the Hampton River, could not possibly have
served even all of the county's free children well.

But the abolition of

these two schools by an act of the General Assembly in 1805, and the
founding in their place of en academy at Hampton, served the majority of
free children who lived on farms even less well.
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When the possibility of the Hampton academy was first broached in
another 1803 petition from men mainly living in Hampton or East of the
Hampton River, the residents of the western part of the county protested
to the

legit;;iatt(i:'~ ~~a.t

many of them were poor men who had no means of

transporting their children to distant Hampton, and that those children
would receive

n~ e~~~ation

if the

t~o sci~~ls

were closed.

Noting that

the town was six miles away from the existing Eaton school and ten miles
from the Syms school, they conclude:d that "an Academy might as well be
established in Kentucky as at Hampton if those poor children cannot
repair there for to receive their education."

131

This petition from

ninety-six men was in vain, though; the legislature accepted the arguments
of the eighty petitioners who favored the academy.

These arguments were:

(1) that disestablishment of the Anglican church ended the co-trusteeship

of the parish vestry and county court over the schools, and that the subsequent a5sumption of that responsibility by the court alone was illegal;
(2) that as the old leases of the school lands were expiring, it was a

propitious time to reorganize the schools; and (3) that because it was no
longer possible to find tenants willing to lease the school lands under
the stringent terms of the original bequeets, not enough money would be
obtained from future leases to "induce a Man of literature" capable of
providing the "useful and ornamental education11 desired to take either
teaching post.

132

Although neither of the two 1803 petitions from the county said that
the schools were not in operation, and the petition pleading for retention
of the terms of the two original bequests implied that the schools were
functioning satisfactorily, the legislature's act of January 12, 1805
justified the General Assembly's action by stating:

"that for a number
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of years past, the schools thereon established, have been most shamefully
neglected, the buildings suffered to tumble into ruins, and the land dismembered of nearly all its most valuable timber, and used for purposes
not designed by the donors:

That the magistrates of the said county •••

are unwilling to exercise any

eut~~rity

over the said property ••• in con-

sequence whereof, one school is totally discontinued, and the other
under no control, but in the most -::retched and deplorable situation. 11133
The "number of years past" may have been only the two years between 1803
and 1805, during which the county court, a majority of whose members had
endorsed in 1803 the founding of the

acad~

at Hampton, had refused to

renew leases of school lands or hire teachers.

The entire wording of the

pro-academy petition clearly established that when it was written in 1803
the plan to take over the old schools was not so much initiated because
those schools were tumbling down in ruins as because a more ambitious and
different school was wanted in Hampton, "a Seminary of learning on a
larger Scale" or an "Academy with a Library of Philosophical and Mathematical Apparatus •••• " This petition included a detailed scheme for
selecting the trustees of the proposed academy, who, it was suggested,
should "be a body Corporated" with power to name successors in perpettlity,
to deposit or invest in 11 Publick funds or Stock," to buy, sell, and lease
land: as well as "determining on and adopting the System of Education
proper for the said Academy," hiring faculty, =ctt:!.:-.c; fees, and proscribing rules for students.

134

Sale of the school lands provided an endowment for the Hampton Academy, which was established

g~•~rally

upon the plan suggested by its pro-

ponents, except that the legislature required that the trustees be
elected.

This school survived until the Civtl War. 135

The academy was
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obligated by the 1805 Act to admit free of charge "the poor and indigent
children residing in the county of Elizabeth City," and six other poor
children each year from the parish of Poquoson in York County; all other
children were to pay "an adequate and reasonable compensation •••• " 136
Thus only those parents who accepted the stigma of being publicly declared
"poor and indigent" could send their children free to the Hampton Academy.
And many of the

poor~

free children who lived close enough to the town to

attend were probably kept from doing so by their parents' inability to
affo-r-d private tuition to prepare them for the Academy's instruction in
Greek, Latin, and mathematics.

The closing of the Syms and Eaton schools,

which had offered elementary education in reading and writing to free
county farm children and the founding instead of the Hampton Academy
which offered a more advanced course primarily to the children of those
few town and county residents who could pay both for their prior private
instru~tion

and their tuition at the Academy appeared to have been less

a mark of educational progress, than a demonstration of the power of the
county's wealthiest people to dominate and change local institutions to
better serve their own clage interest.
This interpretation of the school issue was indirectly confirmed by
the county court orders, which indicated there was a marked decline after
the Revolution in the interest of the court in maintaining the standard
of literacy that had prevailed in the county until the 1770 1 s.

During

the first seventy years of the eighteenth century, the parents, guardians,
and masters of apprenticed children were often cited for failure to

edu~

cate both boys and girls, and apprenticeship agreements approved by the
court required masters to teach their charges to read and write.

137 No

post-revolutionary court orders or grand jury presentments, issued in the
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ten years for which r.eeords remained (1784-1788, 1798-1802, and 18081810), punished or condemned any county resident for negligence in edueating children, and the brief orders to apprentice orphans showed no
concern with the nature or quality of the instruction the children might
receive.
The services the town offered county residents by 1810 included
seventeen retail stores, the courthouse, three churches, and one school.
There may

al~o

have been a masonic lodge, but its continued existence be-

tween 1786 and the 1820's was uncertain.

138

There were, however, no

doctors, newspapers, public markets, or theaters such as could be found
in the city of Norfolk.
The tension between town and county that briefly surfaced in the
school petitions may have reflected deeper resentments county farmers
felt toward the Hampton men on whom they largely depended to sell their
crops, extend them credit, and from whom they,had to purchase manufactured or imported goods.

There was a surprisingly small group of towns-

people with direct personal interest in the farm economy for only nineteen Hampton residents owned farms in 1810.

And, although these included

some of the county's largest landowners, such as George Hope, Worlich
Westwood, Charles Collier, and Diana Wray, the majority of the large
farmers did not maintain a house in town.

At least thirteen of these

nineteen who owned farms lived in Hampton because they worked there, or
because their deceased huabands had worked there.
So, it was not surprising to find, that with so small an overlapping
town-farm population, the town residents had certain distinctive characteristics.

Even with the inclusion of the slaves in the 1810 census

households of the wealthy who also owned farms on which some of their
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Table 7
Comparison of the Age Structure of Free White Residents
of Hampton and County F~s, 1810
Hampton Residents
Female
Male
'%.
no.
~
no.

Years

Farm Residents
Male
Female
~
no.
no.
"L

0-15

114

41.7

101

39.6

295

47.8

305

46.6

16-25

74

27.1

56

22.0

108

17.5

121

18.5

26-44

67

24.5

65

25.5

137

22.2

150

22.9

18

6.6
100.0

ill

33

12.9
100.0

77

12.5
100.0

78
651+

11.9
99.9

over 44

273

Source:

m

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.

slaves must have been employed, the ratio of slave to free population was
slightly lower in Hampton than in the rest of the county.
popul~tion

Among the farm

of 1810, 49.0 percent were slaves and 51.0 percent were free;

among the town population 45.6 percent were slaves and 54.4 percent were
free.

But, nearly as many Hampton households used slave labor as did

those of landowning farmers, and far more townspeople could afford to
employ slaves than could tenant farmers.

Only 21, or 18.7 percent, of

the 112 town households had no slaves resident.
the

si~e

of households also differed.

139

The age structure and

Table 7 compares the age structure

of the free white people (the only sector of the population for which the
census recorded age and sex data in 1810) living on farms and in the town.
There were

propor~icnately

fewer free children in Hampton than there were

on farms, and significantly more youug adults between the ages of 16 and
25

y~~~a

lived in the town.

There were only a slightly larger percentage

of adults aged 26-44 in the town population, but men over 44 were only
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Table 8
Age of the Heads of Free White Households of
Hampton Families According to Sex~ 1810
Male

Female

Nwnber.

Percent

Percent of
Total Free
Adult Pop.

16-25

13

14.9

37.8

0

o.o

35.1

26-44

53

60.9

42.3

12

52.2

42.7

19.8

11
23

47.8
100.0

'99.8

Years

over 44

21

87

24 .. 1

99:9

9'9:9

Number

Percent

Percent of
Total Free
Adult Pop.

22.0

Source: Manuscript Federal Census of 1810, which did not list the age of the heads of the two free
black town families, those of Lucy Tarrant and James Kelsick.
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half as many, on a percentage basis, in the town as in the country,
although the proportion of women over 44 in the two places was nearly the
same.

Hampton was apparently not,

then~

a place to which farmers too old

to work their land retired, but rather a place where the careers of young
people began.

This observation was confirmed by the ages of the heads of

town households, shown in Table 8.

The thirteen men in Hampton under 26

years old who headed households comprised about 15 percent of the town
heads of households,

The ten male landowners of the same age heading

farm households wer.e only 6.7 percent of all male farm-owning household
heads, an6 the ten landless men under 26 were only 10.7 percent of the
male tenant household heads.

The percentage of male household heads in

Hampton aged 26-44 was comparable to that of landless male heads of farm
houeeholds 7 but significantly higher than that of men of that age who
headed landowning farm households.

And while men of over 44 years were

only 24.1 percent of the town household heads, they were 31.2 percent of
the male heads of landless households, and 41.5 percent of the male landowners heading households.

Among the small group of women in the county

who headed households, no significant number were under 26 years of age.
Those aged 26-44 were 52.2 percent of women household heads in the town,
as compared

t~

33.3 percent of landless women and 42.3 percent of land-

owning women heading households.

The percentage of town women over 44

who maintained their own household was about the same as that of the
comparable group of landowning women, but mueh lower than the 60.0
percent of landlass women who did so.

140

It was uncertain exactly why people were able to set up their own
households in Hampton at an earlier age than they could in the county's
rural districts.

Town employers were probably more willing to hire young
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men than landowners were to trust them with responsibility as tenants.
And cheap housing may have been more readily available in the town than
in the countryside.

Conversely, the low percentage of men over 44 in the

town was probably related to the possibility of acquiring farm land to
rent or own during the course of one's lifetime and to the preference for
farming, when it was possible, over the ltmited job opportunities in
Hampton.
Not

uneApeetedly~

than rural ones.

as Table 9 shows, town households were smaller

Free people who lived alone, or even childless couples

were exceedingly rare on the county's farms, but there were seventeen
such households in Hampton.

Eleven of these mnall town households also

had slaves living in them, though.

The remaining six town households with

one to two free people and no slaves may be compared to only five such
households in all six rural districts of the county.

Five percent more

town households, including slaves, had from three to five people resident
than did farm households, but there were virtually the same percentage of
households of six to eight people, including slaves, in both town and
country.

A total of 62.6 percent of the liaropton households, including

slaves, had eight or
farm households.

fewe~

people, as compared to 54.2 percent of the

Large families were not unknown in the town, however;

nine families had from nine to seventeen free residents.

There were

forty-two households of this size when slaves were included in the household group.

Some of the latter appear larger than they probably were in

fact, because the slaves of town residents who owned farm land were all
placed by the

census~taker

in the town household.

It certainly seemed

unlikely that, even with eight small children at home, Robert Armistead
would have euq•loyed thirty-two slaves in his Hampton house and store, and
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Table 9
Size of Hampton Households in 1810 in Comparison
to Farm Households of Elizabeth City County

Nwnber of
People in
Household

NUmber of Households
Excluding
Including
Slaves
Slaves

17
60
26

1-2
3-5
6-8
9-12
13-17
18-30
31-51
1

7
2
0

0

m:

Percent of All Households
(including slaves)
Town
Farml

6

5.4

34
30
21
10
10
1

30.4
26.8
18.8
8.9
8.9
0.8
100.0

m

2.0
25 .. 3
26.9
22.1

13.0
6.7
4.0
100.0

See Table 15, Chapter VII.

Source:

Manuscript Federal Census of 1810.

none on his 275 acre farm.

Nor were Diana Wray and her four young child-

ren likely to have used the services of the twenty-one slaves counted at
her Hampton house when she owned a 310 acre farm as well.

Of the twenty-

one Hampton households with thirteen or more people, including slaves,
ten were those of people who also owned farm land on which some of their
slaves probably lived and worked.

Most of the remaining eleven were

townspeople who were largescale users of slave labor.

Only four of these

had from six to eight slaves; three had ten slaves each; and four had
from twelve to seventeen slaves.

The merchant, Thomas JoneY, Senior, with

seventeen slaves and nine free people for a total household of twenty-six
people, used more slave labor than any other person whose interests were
solely in the town.
In Hampton, as on the

f~s,

it was more often the number of free

residents over fifteen years old who contributed to the large numbers of
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free people in a family than young children.
the age group 15-25 years.

Most often these were in

Some, like those on the farms, were probably

adult children still living at home, but others may have been apprentices
or lodgers.

These large, complex households with either grown

children~

lodgers, apprentices, grandparents, or other relatives, were only slightly
under one-third (31.8 pereent) of all town households.

Nuclear families,

composed only of parents and minor children (and often slaves) were 68.2
percent of all Hampton households.

So, even though many Hampton houses

were very small (see Figure 2), these homes were probably, on the whole,
less crowded than those of farm families.

141

This was not always so,

however, fQr in some cases even small houses were shared by two families.
For instance, in 1802, the court supervised the division of the Hampton
house and lot of Richard Dixon, deceased.
his wife's dower,

11

Robert K. Brown was given, as

the front room at the West End of the hc1u5e and the

room above stairs with one-third part of the garden on the East End of
the house," and Henry Kennedy got the rema1.ning two-thirds of this five142
room house.
Such divisicns of small properties implied a meager income, for
what else would have induced two families to quarrel over and then sharP.
so few rooms in a house?

Unfortunately, the difficulty of identifying

residents of Hampton before the 1810 census preeulded analysis of the
inventories of its residents, especially those too poor to own lots, on
a basis comparable to that done for farm residents whose livestock and
implements told their occupation.

Poverty exieted alongside considerable

wealth, though, in Hampton as in the countryside.

One example was the

petition John Harper, Senior, sent to the state legislature on December

5, 1809.

He had been wounded in the Revolution, but had managed to
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Figure 2.

Exterior walls of a typical, small one-story Hampton
house of the eighteenth century.
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support himself by his "own manual labor" until be became to old to work.
Now, he wrote, he was "forced to seek in the Charity of his Country an
143
asylum from the pinching grip of necessity."
Although there was no
indication that the General Assembly granted Harper's plea for a state
pension (which

ur~et

have been a common one), the county had exempted him

from all taxes because of his poverty.
Although the European wars had a beneficial influence on Elizabeth
City County agriculture, the effect on the
glance, seemed to have been harmful.

t~rn

of Hampton, at first

Ambitious merchants and at least

one doctor migrated to nearby booming urban areas; the famous taverna
closed their doors.

Eventually, a county supporting as many as seven

doctors was without any after the beginning of the embargo in 1807.
wars' influence was overwhelmed by another trend, though:

The

the readjust-

ment of the town to the closing of its harbor to deep draft ships by a
sandbar that had obstructed trade even before the Revolution.

This broke

the town's effectiveness as an ocean entrepot, a development which was
only confirmed when the Revolution swept away the busit1ess
the colonial customshouse.

engende:-e~

by

The lack of geographic access to a large

agricultural hinterland prevented Hampton's growth as a collecting point
for internal trade.
By the mid-1790's the town completed its adjustment and became a
satellite to Norfolk.

Its merchants received their goods from across

Hampton Roads and shipped the agricultural products they collected across
the same waters.

There was still enough commercial and fin&ncial activ-

ity, though, to maintain real estAte values in the town.

George Hope's

shipyard prospered as did a few other ships carpenters and artisans.

The

community of pilots was stable and some were as prosperous as middle class
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farmers.
Such serious dislocation did not occur without social conflict.

The

Anglican-Episcopal church declined; but the Baptists and Methodists
established strong local churches.

The wealthy members of the county,

perhaps sensitive to a loos of status and opportunities for their children,
insisted upon establishing an academy teaching Latin, Greek, and mathematics.

In order to

car1~

our. their project, which also provided needed

capital for local borrowers, they rutl1lessly closed the two rural schools
in the county which had taught reading and writing in spite of the protests of the parents of children in those schools.
The services Hampton offered the wider county community by 1810 were
minimal when compared to what could be found in a town of comparable size
in New England.

For

instance~

in Kent, Connecticut (which had an area

only slightly larger than Elizabeth City County and a much smaller population), there were by 1812 ten schools in town plus three others in the
outlying districts. 1~ Although Elizabeth City County had a long tradition of semi-public schools and illiteracy was rare among its free population, in keeping with southern tradition it had never levied taxes on
its citizens to support education of its free children, much less considered meeting the educational needs of hundreds of child slaves.

Even the

construction of new churches failed to provide places of worship for all
the county's people.

The vast majority of working people in the county

were either slaves or impoverished small farmers, who could not pay
taxes or make voluntary contributions to support social institutions.
The political dominance of the minority who could afford such payments
put them in a position to provide for the needs of their own class alone.
But the elite of the town and the county farmers who worked over one
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hundred acres could not by themselves sustain the local economy.

When

fifty percent of the people were slaves, who could not participate freely
in a market economy, and the largest number of the legally free people
were too poor to buy many goods or services, it was not surprising to
find that Hampton's economic development was stunted.

Although young

local doctors went into practice shortly after 1810 and the decaying
Episcopal church was eventually repaired, Hampton experienced no significant growth until slavery was abolished.
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Notes for Chapter X

1see Chapter I for Williams's report on the pre-revolutionary trade
of the two ports.
2

The development of Norfolk, and its ability to absorb migrants from
adjacent counties such as Elizabeth City, can be indirectly measured by
the rising and falling receipts from duties on imported goods shown in
Table 1. The phenomenal growth of the port in the late 1790's corresponded closely to the years of peak out-migration of free people from
the county and of the lowest rate of in-migration. As Norfolk's foreign
trade stabilized betw~en 1801 and 1806, so did the county population in
Elizabeth C~ty, and shortly before the disastrous tmpact of the embargo
on Norfolk, the rural population of Elizabeth City County began once more
to rapidly increase. Compare Table 1 to Figure 4, Chapter II.
3

Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton and Elizabeth City County, Virginia, P• 44.
4
William P. Pa~er and s~~el McRae, editors, Calendar of Virginia
State Papers, volume 4, pp. 431-432. Also see Joseph Meredith's letter
to the Governor, MBxch 2, 1788, declining the post of searcher because
the duties were not commensurate with the salary, Ibid., p. 405.
5
Auditor's Papers 224 {.accea~:!.on 13147), Virginia State Library,
Richmond, Virginia. John Ashton Wray was the naval officer for the state
at Hampton, although his father, Jacob Wray, frequently acted for him,
and it was the elder man who was appointed first collector of customs at
Hampton under the federal government. It was assumed these vessels came
from the West Indies from the nature of their cargo, although the documents gave no point of origin.

6

Ibid. Although no documents were found among the records of the
port for ships of over 80 tons or for vessels with cargoes of primarily
European goods, such as that of the Ship Ann, see the letter of Andrew
Johnston, British merchant, to Governor Harrison, June 21, 1783, stating
that "He had arriv'd at City Point in the ship Flora from Liverpool, with
a cargo of Goods -- had paid duties at Hampton as a Brithh Bottom •••• "
in Calendar of Virginia State Papers, volume 3, P• 499.
7
A letter, dated March 4, 1788, from J. Parker, of the Norfolk naval
office, to Governor Randolph complained of several causes by which Norfolk
"loses the business legitimately her own, 11 among them the practice of the
naval officer at Hampton of receiving "deposits from vessels in Hampton
Roads." His principal charge, however, was that Maryland merchants were
bringing in smuggled goods which were later sold in Virginia. He concluded
that "the melancholy appearance of these towns, Norfolk, Hampton, etc.,
surpasses any period I have known before or since the Revolution ••• ,"
Calendar of Virginia State Papers, volume 4, pp. 448-449.
8

Letter of Philip Purcell, London, November 9, 1792, to Joseph Selden, Hampton, Va., recorded April 25, 1793, Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
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From the remainder of the letter, it appeared that Purcell had not been
in touch with Selden for two years and that their partnership was limited
to the ventures undertaken in the brig Two Brothers and the sloop Chance.
But Selden had owned an American privateer c~ded by Captain Parcel
during the Revolution according to an affadavit filed by his brother,
Wilson Cary Selden, National Archives, Washington, D.C.
9

Inventory of Barbara Jones, December 29, 1794, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34, pp. 258-259. From the value of her boats and the n~b~~ of
slave ferrymen she owned it seems probable that the ferry Barbara Jones
operated after the death of he.r husband, the merchant John Jones, in
1783, was one from Hampton to Norfolk (and possibly also to the Eastern
Shore), rather than that on the Hampton River.
10
Mortgage, May 1, 1795; release of mortgage, April 1, 1796, Thomas
Jones, Jr. to Anne Rosetta Borrowdale, who paid a total of $940.10 in
principal and interest; deed, September 25, 1794, Miles and Martha King
to James Borrowdale, all in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Whatever enterprise James Borrowdale came to the county to pursue was cut short by his
death in early 1796; within a feW" months of that death his widow, Anne
Borrowdale, married John Ashton Wray, former naval officer at Hampton in
the 1780's, and moved with him to Norfolk. Wray's death the following
year bro~~fit her back to the county to sell her Hampton house and settle
her share of her lest husband 1 o property with his father, Jacob K. Wrey.
There was no further record of the Boat Charles among these transactions.
11
In 1791, the pilots reported to the legislature that "a comparison
of the rates and prices of Ship building, now and what they were at the
passing of the Law under which we are now govern'd, at that time, Vessels
cou'd be built from i4 to h5 p 1Pei7 Ton, now the prices are from b7.10
to t8 p Ton." Petition of October 20, 1791, Elizabeth City County Legislative Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
12

James Barron II probably left the state service as early as 1786,
before the death of his father, James Barron I, who was the senior officer
in the revolutionary Virginia State Navy and commander of the state custmns se::-vice boats during the Confederation. Samuel Bart·on II, however,
was serving as Lieutenant of the Patriot in 1788-1789, when the last payrolls were filed with the state auditor. See Auditors Papers 224 (accession number 13147), Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. The only
biography of James Barron II, An Affair of Honor, by William Oliver
Stevens, published by the Norfolk County Historical Society of Chesapeake, virginia in cooperation with the Earl Gregg Swem Library of the
College of William and Mary, 1969, contained no information on the professional life of the two men between 1788 and 1798 -- see Chapters I
and II.
13

Two contracts, dated June 7, 1790, set forth the agreements between
Miles King and James and Samuel Barron; both, signed only by King are in
the James Barron Hope papers, manuscript and rare book collection, Swem
Library, The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Virginia. Although the contract said the delivery of the schooner would constitute
payment "in full for the said land," in 1792 a deed between King and the
BarrQns was entered at the Elizabeth City County courthouse in which King
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paid them t300 for what seems to be the same Little England tract and
twenty acres of woodland.
14In 1795 both Samuel and James Barron and their wives described
themselves as residents of the county in a deed selling to George Hope
the Hampton shipyard inherited fr~ James Barron I, but in 1798 Samuel
and Elizabeth Barron were living in Norfolk when they sold another Hampton lot. Deeds of January 21, 1792, August 28, 1795, and February 28,
1798, in Deeds and Wills, Book 34. Although the careers of both brothers
in the u.s. Navy were initially exceptionally successful (for within
three years each had attained the highest rank of captain and survived
the Jefferson administration's reduction of officers), both were soon
eclipsed and forced into premature retirement in Hampton. In 1805 illness forced Samuel Barron to relinquish command of the American fleet at
Tripoli; he had just recovered sufficiently to take over the shore post
of commanding the Norfolk naval shipyard in 1810 when, at a celebration
of the appointment in Hampton, he suddenly died. The later career of
James Barron was more interesting, because it was indicative of the close
family and business connections of the Hampton Roads mercantile-mariner
group. In 1806, as the senior American officer aboard, it was James
Barron who surrendered the Chesapeake to the British ship, Leopard, off
Cape Henry. For this action, he was brought before a court martial in
1809 and suspended from the navy for five years. Although the area's
economy was still suffering from the effects of the embargo, in the
spring of 1809 he obtained comm~nd of a 140-ton brig, the Brazilian,
owned by Norfolk merchant Robert Cary Jennings (absentee-owner of a Hampton lot and silent partner in the Hampton firm.of Robert Lively and Company), bound for Pernambuco, Brazil. This trip to Latin ~erica was followed by others for Jennings and for Barron's brother-in-law, William A.
Armistead of the Norfolk firm of Armistead and Kelly. Barron continued
to command Norfolk merchant vessels trading in the Western Hemisphere and
southern Europe until the beginning of the War of 1812. Throughout these
years, although he shipped out of Norfolk, his residence was in Elizabeth
City County. Both Barron brothers seemed to have moved their families
back to the county by 1804 before their career troubles began. Samuel
Barron purchased a Hampton lot in 1804 and later added an 81 acre farm;
James owned no land, but in 1810 was living in census district 6, where
Samuel Barron's widow and children also maintained a household. Both
paid taxes on slavea each year aft~r 1804, but the men were apparently
exempt themselves from the tithable tax. Manuscript Land and Personal
Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810, and the Manuscript Federal Census of 1810. See William o. Stevens, An Affair of
Honor, Chapters III-VI, for an account of the Barrens's careers. Although
this book was based on family papers, and the facts us·ed above were welldocumented by citations from letters, Stevens's accoun·t of the Barrons
personal life and private property is entirely unreliable and at odds
with the county records. For the connection of Robert Cary Jennings to
the firm of Robert Lively and Company, see Elizabeth City County Circuit
Court Orders, 1809-1827, page 21.
15
Mallory also owned 75 acres of land and four expensive Hampton lots
(inherited from Meredith), as well as twelve slaves (at least seven of
whom formerly belonged to Meredith), when he died. Little is known about
him, but since his inventory included no farm equipment, it was more
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likely he was a mariner than a fa~er (inventory of February 22, 1810,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 193).
16

In 1804, Hampton's aggregate tonnage was Qnly 440 tons, 80 95ths,
or fewer than seven ships the size of the schooner built for the Barrens.
On the temporary register of ships in foreign trade was 109 tons, 78
95ths. There were 221 tons, 26 95ths enrolled and licensed permanently
for the coasting trade and another 109 tons, 71 95tbslieensed for that
trade were ships of less than 20 tons. American State Papers, Documents
Legislative and Executive of the Congress of the United States, Commerce,
volume I, p. 626.
17
One later reference, of dubious value, was found. In an 1850 affadavit supporting a revolutionary war penaion claim made by William
Brough's son, James Barron (then 82 years old) recalled that ·~. Brough
was also a useful member ~f society in those days, of great necessity, in,
as much, as he did cause to be built vessels for the West India trade,
which were of great value in introducing th~ necessaries of life and
munitions of war into our state whenever the absence of the enemy from
our waters rendered trade practicable." Although Brough himself, in an
1826 pension application, described only his militia service, the recommendation of Brough's service in financing wartime trade to the West
Indies was the only mention Barron made of this activity in the many pension letters Barron wrote for county residents (Revolutionary War Records,
William Brough, National Archives, Washington, D.C.). Joseph Meredith
referred to h:j.mself as ''mariner," a term usually reserved for captains of
merchant ships. The other men were all merchants active in the Uumediate
postwar years when the town was most likely to have been the seat of such
ventures.
18
Norfolk merchants, and those from Hampton who moved to Norfolk, did
use newspaper advertisements frequently for all these purposes. And it
is logical to presume, since county mortgages often contained a phrase
providing that in case of default the property held as security would be
sold at a public auction advertised by notice published at the door of
the county c~~rthouse or in a Norfolk newspaper, that local merchants
would have turned to the newspapers of that city. rather than those of
Richmond.
19

See Tabb v. Gist et al., tried in the Circuit Court, District of
Virginia, in the November term, 1802, in which several Virginia firms who
were engaged in the tobacco trade on consignment to London merchant S~tel
Gist were trying to get free of the debts Tabb owed Gist. Tabb and his
father, Thomas Tabb, had traded through at least five stores in Amelia
County prior to the Revolution -- handling as much as 1,000 hogsheads of
tobacco a year, according to testimony in the ease. This John Tabb could
have been an Elizabeth City County resident, who died in 1786, but there
was na positive evidence that he was and some negative that he was not;
for instance the executor of the John Tabb of the case ~as Dr; Thcmaa
Shore, whose name did not appear in the county recorda. Other partnerships named in the case were Moss Armstead & Compar.y, Richard Hill &
Company, Richard Booker & Company, and William Watkins & Company. The
Armstead firm of the ease probably was that of the Elizabeth City County
merchant, Moss Wallace Armistead (always spelled with an "i"), who died
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deeply in debt in 1786. There were Bookers in the county, but no Richard
was found of the right age, and the principal seat of this family waa in
the southside counties such as Amelia County where the stores involved in
the case were located. The William Watkins who lived in Hamptcn after
the Revolution was not a merchant, but a licensed James River pilot. On
the important point that a wealthy merchant could be intimately involved
in complex arrangements for importing and exportins; gcods without his
name appearing in any public records, Marshall's decision noted that John
Tabb was "a continuing partner of Richard Booker and Co.: and responsible
for all their undertakings.... The connexion ~etween Richard Booker &
Co., and Richard Hill & Co., and Moss Armstead & Co., was .a :atter of
general notoriety; which is sufficient in a case of this nature •••• " Gist,
because he believed Tabb involved in these secondary companies had
extended credit to all of them. Case No. 13,719. Tabb v~ Gist et al.
(1 Brock 33;1 6 Call. 279) 23 Fed. Cas., pp. 595-605. 1. Reported by
John w. Brockenbrough, Esq.
tncluded in this estimate were the men mentioned in previous ras~s,
Joseph Selden, James Borrowdale, John Jones, Miles King, John Hunter,
Joseph Meredith, Moss Armistead, Robert Armistead, William Brough, Rober~
Brough, Jacob K. Wray, George Wray, and Barbara Jones. Possibly John
Rogers and Thomas Jones, Senior, (merchants), George Booker (atto~ey),
Worlich Westwood, Francis Riddlehurst (publican), James and Samuel Barron,
and Francis Bright (mariners) should be included in such a group, as well
as county residents Augustine Mooz·e, Senior, (who may have been an agent
or partner of Thomas Nelson and Company), Pasccw Herbert (mariner), David
Brodie, John Lowry, and Wilson Mi.les Cary.
20

21

The totals in Table 2 were compiled from ledgers recording the
names of people who, in the 1780's, redeemed Revolutionary War loan office
certificates (primarily the issues of 1778-79) for new certificates, and
of those who bought three separate loans issued in 1790. The Revolutionary War bonds were redeemed at deflated specie values. Because the loan
ledgers are incomplete for the years after 1792, the holdings of town
residents after that date may be nnderestimated.
22
Van Beck Hall, "A Quantitative Approach to the Social, Economic,
and Political Structure of Virginia, 1790-1810, 11 mimeographed copy of a
paper delivered at the annual meeting of the Southern Historical Association, Washington, D.C., October 31, 1969. Since only one county resident,
Pascuw Herbert, owned securities issued in 1790 and afterwards, and the
balance were held by Hampton residents, the rank of the county on this
scale was determined by the town's wealth. Because there are no direct
records of the size of Virginia towns in this period, Hall ranked them
according to whether there was a newspaper published in the town, the
amount of compensation of postmasters in 1801 and 1816, a listing of the
number of houses in some of the towns in Jedidiah Moree's 1798 and 1804
Gazetteers, and the tonnage registered in the various ports. Hampton
ranked low on this scale, among the seventeen towns with only one of the
above factors, and below twenty-nine other Virginia towns and hamlets.
On this basis, Rall classified the county as a ~'ral one.
23
RG53, Entry 288, NC120, volume 1078, Nacional Archives, Washington,
D.C. King's holdings in 1788, a year for which there only remain records
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of the interest paid, evidently were larger than those of the previous
three years for he was paid $628 in interest (RG53, Engry 292, NC120,
volume 1081, National Archives, Washington, D.C.). King was a delegate
to the Virginia Constitutional Convention, and, according to Jackson
Turner Main, was among those whose undecided votes were probably won by
the Federalists, The Anti-Federalists, Critics of the Constitution,
1781-1788 (Chapel Hill, 1961), note 24, p. 227. John Jones, also a Hampton merchant (who besides had kept a tavern and held the ferry franchise
from Hampton to Norfolk, Nansemond, and the Eastern Shore), was elready
dead in 1785 and his widow, Barbara Jones, who continued some of his business activities, probably ~~ed the securities.
24
See RG 53, Entry 302, NC120, vol~e 1087 (Dividenda of interest,
1807 Navy 6 percent stock), Entry 326, NC120, volume 1178 (Dividends of
interest on old and new eight percent stocks, 1798 and 1800 naval loans),
Entries 3D9 and 310, NC120, ~olume 1150 (Ledger of eight percent stock,
1798 and 1800 naval lo~~s}~ ~nd Entry 311, NCl20, volume 1152 (Ledger of
L·.~~~ .•dana domestic aix percent st.ock and four and one-half percent stock)
s~tional Archives, Washington, D.C.
The later stocks were sold almost
exclusively to Virginians who lived ln Norfolk, Richmond, and Petersburg.
Former county residen~.: James McClurg and George Wythe, both of Richmond,
were among the heaviest subscribers in the state, but Norfcik cesidents,
including the Marine Insurance Company of that city, held more of these
securities than did the investors of eithGr P~chruond or Petersburg. Thus,
it appears that investment capital, as well as population, was drawn at
the end of the eighteenth century to these cities from smaller towns like
Hampton. However, interest payments were made as late as 1830 on $1,663.89
worth of the 1790 bonds retained by the heirs of Pascow Herbert, who lived
on a farm outside Hampton, but who listed himself as a town resident on
the federal records. See Chapter IX for other county residents who owned
federal securities in the 1780's.
25 The latter process was particularly evident in the ledger books of
the 1790 loan which named the individuals and companies from which and to
which varying amounts of stock were transferred. Only Brough, and then
mainly after his move to Norfolk, was speculating heavily in these securities, along with land bounties, military certificates, and interest
warrants of the state, see Norfolk Herald, May 6, 1802, P• 4.
26

Barbara Jones requested that her son, Thomas Jones, Jr., be "taught
such other branches of learning as ~y fit him for business and society,"
because "when he arrives at a rroper age it is my desire that he may be
taught the business of a merchant as he will be better situatefiic7 for
that business than any other," undated will, recorded January 22,-1795,
Deeds and Wills, Book 34.
27
Wray also left th~ea houses and lots in London which he had inherited from his father, a wealthy Hampton merchant-mariner, in 1758 (Ori~
ginal will number 333).

2Bw111 of December 26, 1794, recorded June 26, 1795, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.

29

will of October 30, 1810, recorded February 27, 1815, Will Book
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Number 3, pp. 199-200, Corporation Court, City of Norfolk.

30Deed of trust between John Rogers, William Brough, and Robert
Brough in Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 270.
3
Lwill of March 12, 1797, recorded January, 1798, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34.

~or instance, all of the people discussed above who left substantial cash bequests, except Joseph Meredith and John Rogers, were descendants of mercantile families or had themselves been merchants before
the Revolution. Meredith ~~anded an American privateer during the
Revolution, but hie ~ill and his continued references to himself as a
mariner suggest that he did not retire from the sea in 1783. Rogers
married one of the daughter3 of the elder Robert Brough, whose land went
to his two sons and ~1hose personal property was divided among five
daughters, so that it was unlikely his wife's share was large.
3

33 See Aubrey

c. Land's comments on the importance of such successful
local merchants to the economy of the mid-eighteenth century Chesapeake
region and on the large profits their activities could yield in "Economic
Behavior in a Planting Society: The Eighteenth-Century Chesapeake,"
Journal of Southern Histori, volume 33, number 4 (November, 1967),
PP• 476-480.
34 John Hunter, the post-revolutionary Hampton merchant (who was probably the son of William Hunter, an early eighteenth-century merchw.t-. in
the town), had no apparent connection to the Hanburys and was definitely
not the same man as the John Hunter who was one of their colonial agents.

35 see pp. 263-265 for the complete text of Bland's 1793 letter. By
1800 Armistead owed Bland's fi~ $6,384.88. Charles Young sold the debt
to an

Al~andria

merchant, Robert Patton, Junior, who took title to a

450 acre farm which Armistead had inherited from his father in settlement
of the debt. Patton paid land tax on the farm through 1804, although he
was never resident in the county. Although Armistead. had a retail merchant's licence in 1801, he did not obtain another until 1810, by which
time he had increased his county land holdings from the 81 acres that
remained after he transferred his large farm to Patton to 275 acres.
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 38; Manuscript Land and Personal Property
Tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.

36See, for instance, the settlements of the estates of John Perry,
who kept a tavern and store in Hampton, and Joseph Meredith, mariner.
Forty percent of Meredith's debts of ~730.8.7\ were owed to Norfolk merchants, and the balance to county creditors. Most of the hl69.19.1~ that
Perry owed was due to Norfolk firms, although he had a debt of hl5.11.10
to "Seiper of Philadelphia." In each of these cases the assets of the
estate were far greater than the debts. Meredith's estate was settled
February 25, 1800, Deeda and Willsi Book 34, p. 526; Perry's estate was
settled July 23, 1801, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 90.

37

Among the Hampton men who maue such moves were James McClurg, a
doctor who moved to Richmond immediately after the Revolution and became
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one of the state's largest pruchasers of federal securities after 1790,
as well as mayor of the city; William Armistead Bayley, who transferred
his business to Norfolk soon after the Revolution; Robert Brough, who
closed his Hampton business accounts in the fall of 1792 and moved to
Norfolk, where he became a partner in Thomas Bland and Company, tmporters
of ·~oollens, linens, ship chandlery, ironmongery, hardware, glassware,
oil, paints, wines, and almost 2very article in the retail lines," the
clerk of the Dismal Swamp Canal Company, a founder of Napthali Masonic
Lodge 56, a justice of the Norfolk Borough Court and chamberlin of the
city within a very few years (quotation from an advertisement in the
American Gazette and Norfolk and Portsmouth Public Advertiser, January 29,
1796); and Miles King, who in 1802 traded property in Hampton for a house
and lot in dawntown Norfolk, where he lived and served as mayor for
several years before his death in 1815.
38
See Chapt~-r 1:
39
Receipts for purchases of provisions, payments for repairs, miscellaneous expenses, and complete payrolls of the Liberty and the Patriot
at'e in Auditors Papers 224, (accessiC"•"l number 1314 7), Virginia State
Library, Richmond, Va. Names on the payrolls were compared to the county
personal property tax lists for the years 1784-1789.
40
For instance, all four of the masters of the federal revenue cutters
based in the Port of Norfolk in 1802 were men from Elizabeth City County.
These jobs, among the highest paid in the port, were held by Francia
Bright of Hampton, William Bam and William Parish, both of wt~ lived on
Mill Creek, and Roe Latimer. Their annual salaries ranged from $504.40
to $906.60. Report of Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin to the
Congress, February 17, 1802, American State Papers, Class X, Miscell~~
neous, Volume 1, p. 274.
41Mary Brough's Brick House Tavern, advertised in the Virginia Gazette
upon its opening in 1751, was the place where George Washington stayed
when he came to Hampton. The Virsinia Gazette, May 30, 1751; Julia c.
Spruill, Wcman's Life and Work in the Southern Colonies (Chapel Hill,
1938), p. 299. Mrs. Brough was only one of several women who kept
taverns in the county in the eighteenth century. Among the other taverns
in the town that operated between mid-century and the Revolution were
John Jones• Lower Brick, Francis Riddlehurst 1 s Bunch of Grapes, and the
George.
42
A£ter the Revolution, the state of Virginia levied an annual tax,
usually of ~, on each licensed ordinary, which was collected with other
personal property taxes. During the 1780's licenses were issued for at
least three taverns in Hampton each year. In 1782, when there were six
taverns licensed in the county, five were probably located in Hampton,
and in 1787 there were definitely four licenses issued to Hampton residents. Richard Bryan's and Pennuel Crook's ordinaries, licensed only in
1782, were probably in Hampton. Others, who definitely kept taverns in
the town during the decade, and the years in which they held licenses,
were Francis Riddlehurst (1782-1789), John Paul (1782-1787), Edward Mit•
chell (1782-1787), John Perry (1789), and William Smith, Senior, (17871789). In addition, Elizabeth Pasteur, of Mill Creek, held a license in
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1782 and again bet~een 1785-1789. Manuscript Personal Property Tax
records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
43

Riddlehurst, Paul, Pasteur, and Smith quit the tave~n business, but
continued to live in the county for some years. Perry, whose primary
business had been a store, died. Elizabeth Pasteur, Disey Perry (John
Perry 1 s widow) , and William Smith all held retail licenses in the late
1790 1 s. Smith, however, opened a tavern again in 1804. Two new men,
William Kirby, Senior, and Edward Mount Chisman, opened taverns in the
1790's, and Chisman continued in the business until after 1804, when the
tax on ordinaries was dropped. Both of the 14tter men also served aa
federal customs collectors for the port of Hampton (Kirby, 1796-1800;
Chisman, 1801-1804)" ~·
44
LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt entered Virginia through Norfolk on this
trip, then took the mail ferry to Hampton, which he described as a "small
village, 11 whose growth wee barred by the difficult channel entry to the
port. His entire description of the town took only a paragraph: 11 Hampton
is the only place where, on proceeding from Norfolk, a person can debark
who proposes to travel by land through this part of Virginia. The arrival of the-Kichmond stage three times a week, and the residence of a few
pilots who wer~ induced to choose this spot for their place of abode on
account of its proximity to the entrance of the Chesapeake, give to this
petty village some little share of activity, though indeed it is very
little. The :f.!ln here is detestable.... It is said to be in contemplation
to erect a more convenient one: so much the better for those who may
come after us." He also included the following comparison of exports
from Hampton and Norfolk, although he erroneously believed that the Hampton customs house had been closed in 1795:

1791
1792
1793
1794

Hampton

Norfolk

$ 1,393
4,961
11 '789
41,947

$1,028,789
1,147,414
1,045,525
1,687,194

noted. Duke of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt,
States of North America, the Country of the

45

There was one mill, of unknown size, type, and capacity, located
in the town on Mill Point. Although manuscript returns of the 1810
Census of Manufactures for the county are missing, there is no evidence
in other. records, such as the property descriptions in deeds or the
vouchers preserved among the state auditors papers, to suggest that other
industries existed. Even in 1820, there were reported only two manufacturing concerns in the county, a castor oil factory and a tannery
(Manuscript Returns, 1820 Census of Manufactures, microfilm M-279,
National Archives, Washington, D.c.).
46
I am grateful to Charles J. Shoemaker, of Hampton, for sharing with
me the results of his own research. He is collecting information on
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vessels built in Hampton by laborious search of the registers of ships in
American ports. Although not complete, his compilation was the best
record available of ships built in Hampton from the seventeenth century
through 1931. For the years 1782-1810, the most useful registers he
found were those in the Virginia Executiva Papers and the New York City
enrollments; he expects to find more when he searches the Baltimore
enrollments. Although later in the nineteenth century vessels were also
built on Harris Creek, during these years he found only one instance of
construction in the county outside Hampton. Interview with Charles J.
Shoemaker, 2130 Newton Road, Hampton, Virginia, August, 1974.

47Although 15 ships were built in 1815 and 11 in 1816, this number
was unusual, and undoubtedly due to ~he destruction of maritfme vessels
in the War of 1812. After 1816 it was rare for more than four ships to
be built in any yea!'o ~·

48The second letter was dated November 29, 1794. In a subsequent
letter, dated August 2, 1795, Caton referred to Hampton shipbuilder
George Hope as his "good friend."
Norfolk Public Library.

Manuscript letterbook of J::=ea Caton,

49Virginia A. Garber, The Armistead Family, 1635-1910 (Richmond,
1910), p. 135.
50Lyon G. Tyler, in his History of Hampton and Elizabeth City County,
claimed (p. 41) that Hope supervised construction of gunboats for the
at a shipyard near Richmond but cited no source for his
statement. Charles J. Shoemaker has "reservations about Tyler's statement.... I have found two inRtances referring to George Hope in the Virginia navy records. (1) On 26 Sept. 1776, George Hope was empowered to
enploy workmen and superintend the building of six flat bottomed boats to
transport troops (Journal of the Navy Board, 26 Sept., 1776). A later
reference specifically says that they were being built at Hampton. Various men built 30 flat bottomed boats at this time. (2) In January,
1782, the state advertised for persons to build four large gallies (Journal of the Council of the State of Virginia, volume 3, P• 22, 9 Jan.,
J. 782). James Barron (I) wrote to Governor Harrison on 1 March 1782, and
enclosed a draft of a galley drawn by Mr. Hope (Papers Concerning the
Virginia Navy for 1779-1783, Virginia Navy Records, volume 3, section L).
The Governor requested James Barron to find out if Mr. Hope was willing
to build the gallies at Portsmouth. I don't know why the governor specified Portamouth. Anyway, no gallies were built. The state was out of
money and wanted them built on credit." Comment on original draft, January, 1975. The scant county records for the years 1771-1782 yielded no
supplementary references.
Ameri~an f~r~es

51 See Table 2, Chapter VI.
52Deede purchasing property from William Cunningham, July 26, 1791,
from William and Sarah Cary and Beverly Smallwood, June 12, 1795, from
Samuel and Elizabeth Barron and James and Elizabeth Mosel~y Barron,
August 28, 1795, from Thomas and Euphan Latimer, January 16, 1795, from
Edward Cowper, August 28, 1795, and from Sarah, Charles and Mary Jennings,
July 21, 1795, from Warren Hopkin8, January 1, 1793, ell in Deeds and
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Wills, Book 34. Since much of the county land Hope bought was in densely
wooded sections, he may have purchased some of it to secure a supply of
timber for his shipyard. Evidence that Hope was buying valuable lumber
was an indenture of June 28, 1792 recording the obligation of Thomas
Scott of Warwick County to supply Hope with "5~350 feet of three inch Oak
Planks on or before the first day of January, 1793 ••• ," also in Deeds and
Wills, Book 34. Although Hope also rented 88 acres of school land between
1782 and 1301, his will of November 23, 1818 (recorded July, 1819) proved
that he owned the rest of the real property on which he had paid taxes,
original will number 490. For his rank among county landowners, see
Tables 4-8, Chapter VI and Manuscript Land Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1782-1810.

53The other man was Charles Jennings, block-maker (descendant of a
f~ily

powerful in county politics early in the eighteenth century and
son-in-law of Samuel Watts, one ~i 'he county's largest landowners), who
was appointed to the court in 1798 and later served as county sheriff.
In contrast, pilots, such as James Latimer, who acquired 576 acres of
farm land, never achieved representation on the court during these yeara,
despite the facts that ~heir work in the Chesapeake Bay did not take them
away from the county for long periods and that their petitions to the
state legislature revealed a high degree of political consciousness.

54The variation in the number of both free and slave workers for whom
Hope paid tithes did not steadily rise as he acquired more land, but
fluctuated independently of the amount of acreage he owned at various
times.

55Auditors Papers 224, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
56 In 1784, u county grand jury presentment charged George Hope with
failure to list "his apprentices, to wit: David Pearce, Thomas Sheperd,
James Coopc=, ~'!.!.l!mn House, and George Mitchell." The court ordered the
charge dismissed and the names added to "the list of taxable property."
Court Order Book, 1784-1788, p. 3. Hope also paid the tax for William
Nettles in 1784. George and Rebecca Hope had eight sons, none of whom,
except one in 1792, were among the men whose taxes Hope paid that were
named in the tax records of the years 1784-1792. In 1784, he finally
paid taxes for six other men, all over 21; in 1785, for five other men,
aged 16-21 years; in 1786 for four other men, aged 16-21 years; in 1787
for one other man over 21 years old and six younger men, uged 16-21 years;
in 1789, when the separate claseifica~ion of men aged 16-21 years and
those over 21 years was dropped, he paid taxes for three other men over
16 years old; and in 1792, he paid taxes for four other men, one of wham
was his son. In subsequent years, when he may have been paying the
taxes of some of his sons (who may also hav£ been his apprentices), as
well as those of other free employee5, he paid tithable taxes for from
two to seven men besides himself. Manuscript Personal Property Tax
Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.

57see the discussion of hiring of slaves in Chapter IV.

S~uscript Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1782-1810.
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59
According to a deed of February 26, 1791, between John Harper and
James Wood, Harper bought a lot on ltmDpton River from William Price on
October 28, 1784 (Deeds and Wills, Book 34). Price paid t8Xes on the
5% acres, which he may have leased or owned, betweer. 178?-1791. Since
the deeds for those years were incomplete, the fact that none recorded
his ownership did not necessarily indicate he rented the land. Price
probably retired from active work in the early 1790's for he paid no personal property tax in 1794 or 1798, although other documents indicated
his presence in Hampton (see, for instance, a receipt by David Yancey,
April 28, 1798, for money Price paid ~ executor of the estate of Archelaus Yancey, Deeds and Wills, BQQk 3~)~ Manuscript Land and Personal
Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.

60Auditora Papers 224, Virginia State Library, Richmonds Virginia.
Pri~e

was

designated "ship carpenter" in these records, as was George

Hope.
6

~nuscript Personal Property

1782-1810.

Tax

Records, Elizabeti~ ~i~y County,

6

~his may have been John Pool, Senior, a pilot, or John Pool,
Junior, both of whom were adult county residents in 1806.
63
Note that after 1798 Jennings was a member of the county court and
sheriff. See Chapter VI for the terms on which Jennings rented the 77
acres from Mary Curle. Manuscript personal property tax records, Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810, Virginia St.ate Library, Richmond, Va.
64wages from receipts in Auditors Papers 224, Virginia State Library,
Richmond, Virginia. Price also charged h4 for materials used in the repairs. See Chapter IX, for comparative wages of ordinary workers. Jackson Turner Main, in The Social Structut:e of Revolutionary J..merica, cited
evidence from th~ lat~ 1780's that "shipwrights made as much as 4/6 sterling in Connecticut and 6/ or even higher in South Carolina" (page 77),
so Hampton was:s were not lower than those of other coastal cities. Note
that the pilots' petition, cited in footnote 11, reported that costs of
ship construction rose rapidly in the 1780's, a trend which might have
influenced George Hope to substitute chesply hired slave labor for skilled
free craftsmen who could command premium wages.
65

For the full text of LaRochefoucauld-Liancourt 1 s comments on Hampton
see footnote 44. Lyon G. Tyler, History of Hampton and Elizabeth City
County* Virsinia, p. 44.
66
The names c,f theee men were found prima::ily among the signatures on
two petitions submitted to the state legislature (Elizabeth City County
Legislative Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia)
in 1791 and 1792, supplemented by additional names found in wills, deeds,
and on the land and personal property tax lists. The thirty-four men
who signed at least one petition, all of whom were presumably licensed
pilots, were William Absolum, James Baker, Edward Ballard, Francis Ballard,
William Banks, Charles Bayley, James Been, John Bean, Jr., William Bennett, John Brown, Abraham Cowper, Edward Cowper, James Cunningham, John
Cunningham, William Roe Cunningham, John Davis, David Hicke., John Jennings,
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William Jennings, John Curle King, James Latimer, Edward Mallory, Elija
Merchant, John Mitchell, Christopher Morris, David Parrish, John Parrish,
Mark Parrish, Benjamin Rudd, David Rudd, Edward Rudd, James Servant,
Robert Watkins, and James Wood. Four other men, resident in the county
in 1791-92~ served as pilots in the Virginia navy but did not sign the
petitions. They were James Banks, William Ham, Caesar Tarrant, and William Watkins. There were 390 free white males over sixteen years of age
in the county in 1790, according to the federal census, of wb~~ approximately 293 (or 75 percent) were over 21 years of age, the min~ probable
age for mastering a craft with a fi.ve-year apprenticeship. See Chapter
II, Tables 1 and 4.
67

Petition No. 69-3476, Elizabeth City County Legislative Petitions,
Bcx 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
68
Latimer bought 64 and 1/3 acres of land in 1787; by 1790 he had
added another 32 acres; and in 1795 he pur~ha~e.d an additional 370 acres
of land along Chesapeake Bay that was probably mostly sand and salt
marsh, since it bore the lowest tax rate in the county. Between 1798
and 1803 he sold one 15-acre tract, but bought an additional 125 acres,
giving him a total of 576 acres of land. In 1809 he sold the 350 acre
farm, but retained 226 acres of better land. Manuscript Land Tax Records,
Elizabeth City County, 1782-1810.
69
The pilots' maritime income was not, therefore, essential to the
economic viability of the many county farms of from 10-50 acres, the vast
majority of which had no apparent regular aource of non-farm income.
70
S~e Chapter IV for further description of these properties.
Ballard
and Jennings were the only two pilots who insured their houses against
fire.
71 Unfortunately, none of the fifteen pilots who died before 1810 left
a complete estate record, but partial probate records showed that Francis
Ballard, John Curle King, Edward Rudd, Charles Bayley, Christopher Morris,
John Jennings, and John Parrish each owned from four to twelve slaves
when they died. Of the remaining eight meni five left no trace of their
estate, two left incomplete records which did not preclude their having
owned slaves, and only Caesar Tarrant (a free black man) definitely did
not own slaves when he died. Francis Ballard manumitted his five slaves
in his will, and James Latimer freed a man, Sam, in 1799 (see Table 1,
Ch~pter IV). Latimer was probably the largest slaveholder, as well as
the largest landowner, among the pilots for he held 29 slaves in his 1810
census household, many more than any of the other pilots in the group
still alive when the census was taken. Only three of the fourteen pilots
from this group included in the 1810 cenaus and personal property tax
lists owned no slaves, and only one of these, David Hicks of Hampton,
headed a separate household.
72

Petition of October 20, 1791, signed by seventeen pilots, Elizabeth
City County Legislative Petitions, Box 1, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Va.
73
The staff of the Hampton Association for

~he

Arts and Humanities
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has thoroughly searched state records for further facts about Tarrant's
life but has found no evidence that he ever obtained a pilot's license.
Nevertheless, the state had recognized him as a legitimate pilot during
the Revolution and, since he was able to buy a Hampton house and lot for
1:.20 within i:hree. years of winning his freedom, his income seemed to have
been comparable to that of aome other pilots; so, it was assumed he continued to work at piloticg, perhaps as an assistant to a licensed pilot,
and he was included among the group of 38 pilots. I am indebted to
Charles J. Shoemaker for reference to a legislative petition that proved
at least one free black man in the Norfolk-Portsmouth area was licensed
as a pilot at this time. This 1816 petition from Harry Jackson, a "free
man of color," reported that his father, also named Harry Jackson, was
a "regular Branch pilot who obtained his branch when it was legal" under
an act of the Assembly of 1797 and kept a "lawful size pilot boat." But,
although the father had been teaching his son piloting since he was fifteen, before he reached legal age the passage of a new law on January 23,
1802, which prohibited new "Negro or mulatto pilots," had prevented his
obtaining a license. The endorsement on the petition noted the request
for a license was reasonable. Quotation from c. J. Shoemaker's notes on
a petition to the General Assembly of Harry Jackson, November 28, 1816,
Norfolk-Portsmouth Legislative Petitions, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. Caesar Tarrant's death in 1797 prevented htm from benefiting from the legislative process as the elder Harry Jackson did.
74

see Chapter IV for further discussion of these manumissions.

75 Edward Rudd, James Banks, and William Watkins each owned their
boats; John Jennings, John Parrish, and John Curle King owned from onethird to one-half of theira.
76Watkins' estate was sold on February 5, 1798, Deeds and Wills,
Book 34, p. 392; Banks' estate was sold on October 8, 1795, Deeds and
Wills, Book 34, p. 499; John Curle King's one-half share of the William
was valued at $225 in the inventory of his estate taken on November 17,
1802, Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 332; John Field s~ld his half interest
in that boat for $250 the month before King's inventory was taken to help
pay his mercantile debts in Norfolk, receipt dated October 5, 1802 to
Field from George Mcintosh, appended to a deed of trust of September 23,
1802, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 172; John Jennings noted in his will
that he had bought his one-third of the Jefferson from Edward Face, will
of April 24, 1801, recorded July 23, 1803, Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
P• 263. Also John Parsons, who was not a pilot, owned one-half of the
pilot boat Nancy, inventory of July 28, 1803, Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
p. 327. The records of the estate of Francis Ballard, a Hampton pilot,
were complete enough to prove he did not own a boat when be died (will
of November 25, 1802, recorded April 26, 1804, in Deeds and Wills, Book
12, P• 320, and inventory of February 28, 1804, Deeds and Wills, Book 33,
P• 90.)
77

See the inventories of James Banks, October 8, 1795, William Watkins, February 5, 1798, b~th in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pages 499 and
392, Francis Ballard, February 28, 1804, and John Curle King, November
17, 1802, both in Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pages 90 and 332, which revealed a remarkably stmilar collection of personal possessions among
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these pilots who died between 1795 and 1804, ~1d who included men who
were unmarried and married, Hampton residents and farm owners. None of
the pilots who left estate records had either caah assets or government
bonds.
78

David Rudd and James Servant were gone by 1794, while William Roe
Cunningham's name disappeared from the tax records after 1798. Four
other men may have left th~ county temporarily in the 1790's, when their
names did not appear on the personal property tax lists, but they were
listed in 1804. Since in a number of cases other pilots, probably the
captains of boats, paid tax~6 fu~ men who were licensed pilots, these men
may have remained in the county without thei~ names appearing on the
tithable lists. In the 1780's the names of men whose tithe3 were paid by
others were recorded on the ~ax lists; in the 1790's the names were not
listed, but among pilots ~~o paid taxes there were a number who paid
extra tithes for free men, incl~ding some who had no sons. The four were
James Bean, William Bennett, John Cunningham, and William Hamm.
79
Ten of the fifteen men left partial estate records, while the deaths
of the other five were confirmed in relative's wills or notations on the
tax lists. They were Caesar Tarrant, James Banks, John Curle King, William Watkins, Francis Ballard, Edward Rudd, Elijah Merchant, Edward Ballard, William Banks, Charles Bayley, Edward Cowper, JS!!!e!! CtJtnninghsm,
John Jennings, Christopher Morris, and John Parrish.
80

Heading census households were Abraham Cowper, William Jennings,
James Latimer, John Bean, Jr., John Brown, John Cunningham, William litW,
David Hicks, Edward Mallory, Mark Parrish, Robert Watkins, and James
Wood. William Bennett and John Davis did not have separate households.
William Absolom paid taxes in 1809, but his ~e was missing from the
1810 list.
81

James Baker, James Bean, John Mitchell, David Parrish, and Benjamen Rudd. See the pilots' petition of December 16, 1808, supporting the
embargo, and the December 22, 1807 petition of John Cooper, Sheriff, explaining his delay in collecting the county taxes, in Elizabeth City
County Legislative Petitions, Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richmond.,
Virginia.
82

See Table 5 and Figure 4, Chapter

II~

83 see, for instance, in the 1808 County Court Orders: "John Baines
having produced a certificate from James Wood of his servitude as an
Apprentice five y9ars ••• ," he was reconmended to the state coumissioners
to receive a pilot's license (p. lu, Court Orders, 1808-1816). In this
case, Baines was the nephew of Wood, whose son, John Wood 5 also completed his apprenticeship later in 1808 (p. 19, Court Orders, 1808-1816).
Since the court orders for only the years 1798-1802 and 1808-1810 were
preserved, it was impossible to fully analyze the relationship of apprentices to pilots or the number of new pilots admitted to the profession
throughout the period.
84
The pilots' concern with state legislation was due to the fact that
their profession was regulated by state, not local, law. But, merchants,
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for instance! did not petition the state for repeal of the retail licensing laws that taxed them; neither did physicians or tavernkeepers protest
similar acts affecting them.

85Unidentified author, eleven page fragment of a diary kept between
March 23 and April 4, 1796, manuscript 5:1__UN, 3.4, Virginia Historical
Society, Richmond, Virginia. Although this author found Norfolk unhealthy, dirty, poorly planned, and with many ruins still standing from
the burning of the city, the vigorous building program underway in that
city was described in same detail, including sketches of typical mansard
frame houses and log wharfs.
86
see Chapter II.
87The key explaining the numbers of the Berthier map has never been
located. Information on the foundat~.~ns of houe;es not on the map was
supplied by Joseph Benthall, Archeologist~ Hampton Association for the
Arts and Humanities, who supervised extensive digging in the town in 1972
and 1973 under a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities.
The complete report of that project has not yet been published, but the
reproduction of the Berthier map (Figure 1) is part of the preliminary
material assembled for the report that the Hampto~ Association for the
Arts and Humanities has generously allowed me to use.
88
Petition of December 16, 1811, Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth
City County, Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
89 The number of town real estate transactions each year, as recorded
in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, was:
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795

8
3
3
7
8

1796
1797
1798
1799

6
2
3

1

41

An average of 5.8 properties were sold in each of the years 1791-1796,

and an average of 4.6 were sold each year over the nine-year period. An
average of 10.4 tracts of farm land were sold during the twelve years
from 1790-1801, but in contrast to the town, more property was sold each
year in the last half of the period than in the first half. See Table
18, Chapter VI.

90There is a useful discussion of the import&lce of considering the
function of eighteenth-century southern towns in "Camden's Turrets Pierce
the Skies!: The Urban Process in the Southern Colonies During the Eighteenth Century, 11 by Joseph A. Ernet and H. Roy Merrens, The Wi llism and
Maq Quarterly, third series, volume XXX, number 4 (October, 1973),
pp. 549-575. The functions of any town might also change at different
tUnes, a point well-documented with reference to the economy of Norfolk
in Peter C. Stewart, "The Co!mnercial History of Hampton Roads, Virginia,
1815-1860," Ph.D. dissertations The University of Virginia, 1967.
91
On the exceptional importance of the neutral trade, especially the
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West Indian re-export trade, in American urbanization of this period, see
Douglass c. North, The Economic Growth of the United States, 1790-1860,
Chapters II-V.
92

See Stewart, "Commercial History of Hampton Roads," pp. 15-20, on
the economic catastrophe suffered by Norfolk at the end of the War of
1812, climaxed in the panic of 1819 by the bankruptcy and permanent collapse of sixty independent merchants in the city. Although between 1819
and 1860 there were in Norfolk a number of agents of mercantile firms
based in other cities, there were no significant number of independent,
indigenous merchants in the c:.+.y until after the Civil War. A long petition, dated November 20, 1816 7 from the Elizabeth City r..ounty sheriff to
the state legislatu~e, explaining his delinquency in coilecting taxes,
stated that the main trade of the county was with Baltimore (Legislative
Petitions, Elizabeth City County, Box 2, Virginia State Library, Richreond, Vir~;. nia).

93 See footnote 36. Typical of the mercantile debts recorded in the
deed and will books was a deed of trust, September 23, 1802, showing John
Field, a Hampton merchant, was indebted to George Mcintosh, a Norfolk
merchant, for $1,097.12 (Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 172). As noted
above it was extremely rare for county farmers in this period to owe creditors outside the county.
94
See footnote 14 for the court records which proved the relationship.
Also in 1805, shortly before the firm was formed, Jennings invested the
exceptionally large amount of $3,330 in a Hampton property which probably
was used as the headquarters of the firm, since Jennings never became a
resident of the county (deed, October 2, 1805, Joh~ s. and Eliza King
of Elizabeth City County, to Robert C. Jennings, Norfolk, selling a Hampton lot and dwelling house for tl,OOO, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 455).
9"JSee, for instance, the will of Rebecca Dewbre, dated October 23,
1792, recorded February 26, 1795, which gave to one of her sons "the
money I sold my land for which I pide ,lSic7 to Miles King ..... 11 The settlement of her estate listed among the credits '~ilea Kings Bond dated
June 28, 1791 ••• b67.3.2 and interest to 2d Dec. 1795 ••• b14.16.6%. 11 Since
a deed for part of the land sold by Mrs. Dewbre was dated June 8, 1791,
the bond dated the same month was certainly the money to which she referred in her will (Deeds and Wills, Book 34, p~ 345).,
96
Typical of these debts, sametimes entered in the deed and will
books as a mortgage, sometimes as a deed of trust, were the b117 owed by
Francis Ross in 1791, due in seven months, and secured by SO acres on
Back River, Sarah, a wench, Jack 9 a boy, Lettlcia, a girl, twelve head
of c~!!!~, ~~n head of sheep, and all appurtenancea and profits of the
security; the ~200 owed by Dr. John Applewhaite in 1792, due in eight
months, and secured by four slaves, two horses, and a chair; the £150
11
specie lent Robert Smelt" in 1792, due in six months, secured by two
slaves, and tw1enty-two head of cattle; or the b100 owed by Sarah Dixon,
due in eight months, and secured by two slaves, two horses, seventeen
head of cattle, and all her household furnishings. King continued making
such loans, preeumably for farm operating expenses in most cases, until
shortly before he left the county (see for instance, the mortgage from
James Turnbull to King, dated March 23, 1801, due October 1, 1801, for a
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debt of ~30, secured by the Negro Sam, three steers, and one cow), but
none were found for loans he extended after he moved from the county. In
none of the cases cited above, which were just a few of the many debts
due to King recorded, was the debt incurred to p~rchase land from King,
another category of debts which placed many other county residents under
King's obligation. It seemed probable that part of the large acreage
King accumulated during these years came from foreclosure of land pledged
to him to secure farm operating credit. All of the debts cited above
were recorded in Deeds and Wills, Book 34, except that of Turnbull, which
was in Deeds and Willo, Book 12, p. 77.
97
Although Jones's name first appeared on the personal property tax
lists in 1789, and his business was well-established in the 1790's, there
were few records of loans due him in that decade. After 1800, when King
was preparing to move to Norfolk, many of the loans Jones made were re=
corded (see Deeds and Wills, Books 12 and 33, passim). One interesting
example of the manner in which such merchants extended credit both on
goods purchased and in cash was the mortgl:~.ge dated March 1, 1801, due on
December 1, 1801, showing Edward Cowper owed ''Thomas Jones, merchant,"
t.75 for "goods sold and delivered," and a further t.25 11 received in cash, 11
which was secured by "Negroes: Israel, Tom, Phillis, and Hager," Deeds
and W1ll3i ~k 12, p. 81. At the time he incurred this debt, Cowper
also owned 95 acres of land, which was not included in the security for
the debt. Although all or part of the land owned by debtors was often
pledged as collateral for such short-term credit, slaves and livestock
were the most common assets backing the loans. And among the large class
of tenants, particularly after 1800, the latter were the only assets
available. See, for instance, the mortgage dated June 4, 1804, due August 1, 1804, in which John Barbee, Junior, an in-migrant tenant, used his
slaves Clary, Jude, Harry, and Rose as security for the 1:.40 owed to
Jones, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 340. Thus, the broadly based ownership of slaves in the county provided not only a source of labor for the
free population, but also the basis for further credit, a factor that was
undoubtedly important among farmers in solidifying sentiment against
manumission or emancipation of slaves. Another source of credit for a
few years at the turn of the century was a woman in-migrant, Johanna
Finnie. Several brief references to her in the deeds and wills, such as
a power of attorney to Worlich Westwood to collect money due her on
''bonds, notes, accounts, or any other way" and to "file legal suits as
necessary, 11 indicated her residency in Hampton, her wealth, and her participation in the economy, but, since she never owned land or paid personal property taxes ~~ her own name, it was impossible to tell how long
she remained in the town or exactly what her role was in its business
affairs (Deeds a~d Wills, Book 12, p. 21).
98
The deeds for the sale of the school lands, beginning in March,
1806 and continuing to 1816, were recorded in Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
pages 519-521, and Deeds and Wills, Book 33, PP• 40-45, 47-48, 106, 171,
and 644-645. By April, 1809, 773 acres of the Eaton school lands and 200
acres of the Syms school lands had been sold, mostly for cash, but in the
few instances in which credit wss granted the loans wer~ due by 1810.
The first loans made from this fund were granted late in 1807, and at
least in the first years, the recipients were the wealthy landowners of
the county. See the mortgage to Robert Brough, a county out-migrant to
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Norfolk, but a substantial investor in county land after 1804, dated
November 16, 1807, for h862.1Se0 secured by 100 acres (Strawberry Banks)
and two Hampton lots; to William Armistead {of the mill), owner of 781
acres, dated June 11, 1808, for $300.00 secured by three slaves, Will,
aged about 42 years, Venus and Amy, both about 36 years old; and to
Augustine and Ann Moore, owners of 225 acres of exceptionally valuable
land. Not only were these first loans for relatively large amounts of
money, but they also extended credit for a much longer period, three years
in each of the above cuses, than had been normal either on loans to purchase land from an owner or on those obtained from local merchants. Loans
continued to be made from this fund until the Civil War.

99Tbe Act of 1805 provided that eleven trustees were to be elected
every three years by the county voters. The men who signed the dee~s and
loans in 1807-1808 were Geor~e Wray, Thomas Watts, William Armistead,
Thomas Jones, Miles Cary, John Cooper, Samuel Watts, Robert Armistead,
George Booker, William Lowry, and Charles K. Mallory.
100see Chapter VIII for discussign of the few facts available.
101 Few estate accounts omitted payments to the prominent merchants
such as Miles King, although in many it was impossible to tell whether it
was for goods purchased or cash credit. One which used the phrase "sundries furnished'' for payments due King and John Hunter was that of Robert
Wellings, April 21, 1791, Deeds and Wills, Book 34. The accounts of the
estates of Francis and Mary Mallory, which listed all items purchased by
Mary Mallo~y or for her orphans and the slaves of the estate between 1787
and 1792, provided the ruost complete record of the consumer goods which
could be bought in Hampton {Deeds and Wills, Book 34, pp. 102-105, and
431-438). The inventory of John Perry, taken February 18, 1798, was in
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 17. Also see a mortgage of Nov~ber 1, 1802,
Thomas Cemp to William Armistead, which. listed the array of farm tools
in Cemp's inventory, in Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 249.
102 Quotation from the heading of the list of those who obtained retail
licenses, appended to the manuscript personal property tax list, Elizabeth City County, 1798. In 1801 and subsequent years the wo:r.d "foreign"
was no longer included. The list of retail merchants' licenses was
usually appended to the manuscript personal property tax returns, except
in 1799 and 1804, when it was appended to the land tax returns. Manuscript Land and Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
1798-1810.
103Both of the men who owned more than two hundred acres had inherited
their land prior to becoming ~er~hants, so their holdi~~s reflected the
tendency of the agricultural gentry to enter merchandizing, rather than
the diversion of business profits to investments in land. An interesting
discussion of the tendency of eighteenth-century merchants throughout the
United States to invest a substantial part of their profits in land is in
Thomas c. Cochran, Business in American Life: A History (New York, 1972),
Chapter 1. Those who owned land, and the amount of their acreage in
1810, were: John Jones, 21 acres, Ezekial Dawes, 50 acres, Rebert Lively,
97 acres, Charles Jennings, Senior, 77 acres (long-term lease), Francie
M. Armistead, 108 acres, Teakle Savage, 101 acres, Robert Armistead, 215
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acres, and John Herbert, 242
beth City County, 1810).

~cres

(Manuscript Land Tax Records, Eliza-

104
The four successful in-migrants were l~zekiel Dawes, Corbin Spriggs,
George Mitchell, and Archer Moody. Perhaps a woman merchant, Eli?.abeth
Willis Brough, who never held a license in he4 own right, should also
have been included in this group. A pre-marital covenant of May 29, 1801
between Samuel Selden (acting as legal agent for Elizabeth Willis), Elizabeth Willis, widow of Michael Willis (who held a retail license in 1800),
and William Brough specified her sole right to the property she would
bring to the 11ew marriage from her former marriage, and also gave her control of all property she "now has or hereafter may have." Brough agreed
to make no claim to "any part of the stock in trade of the said Elizabeth
Willis, and that the said Elizabeth may carry on her merchandize and receive the profits and apply them as they arise for ever thereafter as if
she was sole and unmarried." In 1802, William Brough obtained a retail
license which he retained through 1805. Since the other women with license~ ~ere either u~~~~ica or widows, it appeared likely that Brough's
license wae actually for the business of Elizabeth Willis Brough that was
continuously in operation between 1800 and 1805 (Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
P• 74).
105
The relatively few names and occupations found over the entire span
from 1782 to 1810 were found primarily when the person identified himself or herself by trade in a deed or when payments were made from an
estate ~ccount to a person whose trade was identified. Identifying free
artisans from the latter records was complicated by the problem of discriminating between payments made to an owner for wurk done by slave
artisans and payments to free artisans.
106

See Chapter V for a brief discussion of the role of the midwives in
delivering babies of slaves.
107
All of the men listed were residents of Hampton, except Benjamen
Dessenis, who live~ near Salters Creek. Though he was listed as Dr.
Dessenis on the tax lists and in other documents, he neither paid the tax
on practicing physicians between 1787-1789, nor were payments to him iound
in estate accounts, so he may have never practiced medicine in the county.
All of the other men listed were paid medical bills by estate executors,
except Wilson Cary Selden (who presumably was practicing at least in 1787
when he paid the physician's tax). Selden was paid b12.19.7 in 1787 by
the Overseers of the Poor "for attending the sick," Vestry Book of Elizabeth City Parish (St. John's Episcopal Church), Hampton, Va. Two other
doctors, J. G. Wood and John King, were each noted in only one record,
but probably remained in the county only a few months, since no further
trace of them could be found on the tax lists or in the local records.
108
Based on the 1790 total census population of 3,450.
109

Dr. Ward was not listed on the 1810 census, nor was any other person who could be identified as a doctor. By 1813, Dr. Samu~l ~~ltQn, son
of Dr. Job Colton, was practicing in Hampton (see letter of Thomas Griffin and Robert Lively to Sta. Crutchfield, July 4, 1813, Calendar of Virginia State Papers, volume 10, p. 242.
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llOManuscript Land and Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1782-1810.
111
wilson Cary Selden was trained by an apprenticeship to his brotherin-law, James McClurg, who held a medic~l degree from the University of
Edinburgh, Scotland. Selden and John Brodie both ranked as surgeons with
the American forces during the Revolution, and John Applewhaite was a
surgeon's mate in the 9th Virginia Regiment. See Wyndham B. Blanton,
Medicine in Virginia in the Eighteenth Century (Richmond, 1931), PP• 330334, 343, 389, and Appendix I. Walter McClurg, a doctor who came to
Hampton from Scotland in the mid-eighteenth century, died during the Revolution. His son, James McClurg (a 1762 graduate of the College of. William and Mary), practiced in Williamsburg before the Revolution, served
during the war in Hampton as a surgeon at the naval hospital, but tnoved
permanently from Hampton in 1779, when he accepted a chair at the College
of William and Mary.
11 2wilson C8ry Selden sold his extensive inheri~ed properties in Elizabeth City County to move to Loudoun County, the home of his second wif~,
where he built an expensive home, participated actively in politics, and
practiced medicine until his death in 1835. Valentine Hamm stmply disappeared from the county records after 1794, but since there was no record
of his death, it was likely he migrated. Another county resident of this
period, James Westwood Wallace, heir to one of the county's largest estates, took a medical degree at the University of Edinburgh, Scotland,
but moved to Fauquier County when he returned to the United States.
113

An extreme example was the settlement of the estate of Arthur Henderson, who died in 1795. Henderson owed over ~50 ($166.50) to Drs. Whitaker,
Ward, Applewhaite, Hamm, and Colton. Although some of the bills dated
from 1792, not all were paid until 1800. In this and other cases, though,
it was possible that some of the bills were for services rendered to heirs
and slaves of the estate after the death of the head of the household
(settlement of July 24, 1800, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 25).
114
Applewhaite's estate, when finally settled in 1810, still owed Miles
King ~278.12.3 (Deeds and Wills, Book 33, pp. 216-217). Job Colton, Benjamen Dessenis, and John J. Ward married the daughters and granddaughter
of Robert Brough, the elder. William s. Whitaker married Rebecc~ Selden
Barron, daughter of Cary Selden, sister of Wilson Cary Selden, and widow
of Richard Barron. There was thus a marked tendency for physicians to
marry within a very limited circle of families. Another of Dr. Selden's
sisters was married to James McClurg, who was a first cousin of the
Brough sisters who married Colton and Dessenis. Dr. Ward's debts were so
large that, despite pre-marital covenants repudiating any elai~ to his
wife's house in Hampton and her slaves, these were auctioned in 1799, and
purchased by her uncles (William and Robert Brough), who had paid his
debts in Norfolk, probably to prevent Ward's imprisonment. By 1803, Ward
still owed one of these in-laws, Robert Brough, $1,100, secured by his
horse, chair, furniture, medical equipment and ~~pplies, and bills due.
See tripartite indenture, January 4, 1795 between John James Ward, Mary
Courtney Bowrey, William and Robert Brough; mortgage of March 14, 1797,
showing Ward owed Robert and William Brough ~200 for payment of debts
Ward had incurred with the Norfolk merchants Samuel Coleman and Company,
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Clemson and Johnson, and Moses Myers; and indenture of bargain and sale,
March 6! 1799, between John James Ward and Mary c. B. Ward and William
and Robert Brough, which confirmed that because of the Ward's failure to
pay accumulated debts of ~280, all of theix property (the Hampton house
and lot, two slaves, one riding chair, two horses, the household and
kitchen furniture) was sold at public auction and purchased there by the
Broughs, all in Deeds e~~ Wills, Book 34. The later debt of Ward to
Robert Brough was recorded in Deeds ~~d Wills, Bcok 12, pp. 268-269.
Long overdue medical bills were not unique to the post-revolutionary
years, though; in 1786, Dr. James McClurg, as executor of his father's
estate, sued five county reaidents for debts dating from 1773, Court
Orders, 1784-1788, pp. 330-331.

115see comm~nts on the relative wealth and luxurious standard of living of American doctors generally in the post-revolutionary years in
Jackson Turner Main, The Social Structure of Revolutionary AmericG,
pp. 144-145 and 275-276. There wae no evidence in the county records
that the doctors' financial problems were caused by non-medical activities, such as land speculation~

116see the leases of March 29, 1803 and October 1, 1805 in Deeds and
Wills, Book 12, pp. 331-333 and 480-481. The settlement of the estate
of John Landrum, filed June 28, 1804, showed that he paid only $4.48 per
year for his Hampton house (Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 385).
117eounty Court Orders, 1798-1802 and 1808-1816.
118see Jacob Heffelfinger, Kecoughtan Old and New or Three Hundred
Years of Elizabeth City Parish (Hampton, 1910), especially the appendixes
which list the ministers, their dates of service, and the vestry of the
church. Van Beck Hall attempted to measure the comparative strength of
the Episcopal congregations in the Virginia counties after the Revolution
on the basis of whether they had ministers continuously between 17901810, or for only part of the time, or no minister at all. He erred,
however, in ranking Elizabeth City County among the parishes served coatinuously by an Episcopalian minister. An even more serious error in
ranking the strength of the county Baptists casts doubt on the validity
of Hall's data on churches. He placed the county among those with no
organized Baptist churches, although the source he cited not only listed
the Elizabeth City County congregation, but showed a membership that
measured by his scale (the number of Baptist communicants as a percentage
of the 1790 free white population) would have placed the county mmong his
small group of "most-Baptist" counties. Van Beck Hall, "A Quantitative
Approach to the Social, Economic, and Political Structure of Virginia,
1790-1810," p. 6, Appendix I, and notes 23-25.
119

No meetings of the vestry were recorded between August 11, 1804
and November 27, 1806. In the interim between the meetings of the vestry,
its vestry book was used to record the minutes of the county's elected
overseers of the poor. Aft.er 1806, the book was used again for the
official records of the church, but the vestry did not meet again until
August 11, 1810. Vestry Book of Elizabeth City Parish (St. John's Episcopal Church), Hampton, Virginia.
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120John Asplund, The Universal Register of the Baptist Denomination in
North Amarica for the Years 1790, 1791, 1793, and Part of 1794 (Richmond,
1794), PP• 24-31e The register also listed 176 members in 1793.
121Based on the 1792 population esttmates of 924 adult slaves and 680
free adults, 11.1 percent of all people over 16 years or 25.9 percent of
the frae adults were Baptists. Although the Baptist records did not
specify that children were not included in its membership, it seemed
reasonable to assume that a denomination based on adult baptism counted
as members only those people considered old enough to exercise free will.
It was unfortunate that no clues could be found to even suggest whether
or not this church included black members. One of the earliest Baptist
churches in the area was the black congregation at williamsbnrg, and there
~es e bl~ck minister of a mixed congregation at Portsmouth i~ 1810. A~p=
lund 1 s Resister listed "Negro and L'l..dian" churches separately, including
t.he congregation of 200 in Williamsourg (listed as located in York and
James City counties), that was s~rved by the black ordained ministers
Gowen P~hlet ~~d Joseph ~ad~ B~low this church's listing was the
notation, 11There are a number of Negro Preachers in the Southern States
unordained, no notice taken of in this Register." But no evidence was
found of an unrecognized black congregation in Elizabeth City County,
nor of any unordained black ministers. It was certain that the Elizabeth
City County Baptists were not among the Virginia churches that opposed
slavery (see Chapter IV).

122Deed of Worlich and Hannah Westwood to James Burke, Richard Backhouse, and Richard Hurst, Deeds and Wills, Book 12, P• 53. Worlich Westwood may not have beeu a Baptist, however, for the minutes of the Episcopal vestry meeting of November 27, 1806 noted William Lowry was elected
to replace Worlich Westwood, deceased.

123 James Burke owned 215 a.cres of land and Richard Backhouse owned
250 acres. These men thus ranked amcng the upper twenty percent of county
landowners i~ the size of their holdings (see Table 6, Chapter VI). Richard Hurst owned a lot in Hampton.
124See note 123, above.

Since the holdings of Burke ~nd Backhouse
ranked them near the bottom of the 46 largest landowners in 1801, they
could not be described as coming from the county's upper class of farmers.

125eourt Orders, 1808-1816, p. 81. Gilliam was licensed to keep a
tavern in Hampton in 1813, but his occupation before that time could not
be determined. Also see The Daily Press, Newport News, Virginia, February 7, 1969, for an article reviewing the history of Hampton's first
Methodist Church.

126The trustees were George Hope, John Stith Westwood, George Hope,
Junior, Richard Gilliam, William King, Gilbert Dawes, Thomas French,
William Armistead, and Williams. Sclater (Deed of February 7, 1811,
Deeds and Wills, Book 33, p. 317).

127William Armistead did not live in Hampton; however, it was lwpo~
sible to tell which of the three men of that name in th~ f!ounty at the
ttme, all of whom were large farmers, was the Methodist trustee. The
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three men were William Armistead, sheriff or "red hair" (notations used o"
tax records), who owned 326 acres; William MOsely Armistead of Back River,
who owned 226 acres; and Captain William Armistead of the mill, who owned
737 acreB~ George Hope and John Stith Westwood, both of whom lived in
Hampton, owned 909 and 150 acres, respectively. Manuscript Land Tax
Records, Elizabeth City County, 1810.
128
The five were George Hope, George Hope, Junior, John Stith Westwood
(who later inherited all the Westwood property in the county, including
over 500 acres from Worlich Westwood's widow), William Armistead, and
WilHam King. Although King owned only a Hampton lot in 1\UO, he bad
owned 316 acres prior to 1806, when he sold his farmland and moved to
Hampton.
129

Estimates of the number of slave and free Black children a~e those
explained in Appendix 4. See the petition of November 30, 1803, signed
by 96 county residents, including the free black men, William Williams
and Thomas Wise, in Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth City County, Box 2,
Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia. This was the only petition
of the period signed by any free black person.
130

Estimates of the free children of various ages were based on the
data about the age structure of the free white population in 1810 shown
in Table 9, Chapter III.
131

Petition of November 30, 1803.

132

Petition of 1803 (no further date, but identified hereafter as the
pro-academy petition), Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth City County,
Box 2 (oversize), Virginia State Library, Richmond, Virginia.
133

Printed in Helen Campbell Jones, "The Syms and Eaton Schools and
Their Successors," William and Mary Quarterly, second series, volume 20
(January, 1940), p. 12.
134
Pro-academy petition of 1803. An introductory paragraph to the
specific plan for the academy mentioned that trustees might be elected
by a majority of county freeholders.
135

see the discussion of the sale of the school lands and Helen Campbell Joties, ''The Syms and Eaton Schools."
136
Helen C~bell Jones, "The Syms and Eaton Schools," P• 12. After
1759, the Eaton school had admitted free only children of parents certified as poor, but not necessarily indigent, by the trustees, while those
whose parents could afford it were charged tuition.
137
see the Elizabeth City County Court Orders, 1731-1769 and the Guardian's Accounts for 1737-1748. Also see Marion L. Starkey, The First
Plantation, P• 34.
138
Hampton's St. Tanmany Lodge, founded February 2, 1759, was ranked
as the fifth oldest in the state by the Grand Lodge of Virginia in October, 1786. The lodge has no records proving its continuity between that
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date and its earliest lists of members in the 1820's. See '~illiamsburg
Lodge of Masons," William and Mary College Quarterly Historical Papers,
volume 1~ n~, 1 (July, 1892), P• 1.
139
There wer~ twenty-two households listed on the manuscript census as
having no resident slaves, but at least one of these household headls,
Elizabeth Dessenis, owned slaves. 17.5 percent oi the county landowning
families used no slave labor and 35.3 percent of the tenant families had
no slaves in their households (see Table 4, Chapter VII).
140
compare Table 8 to Table 23, Chap~er VI, and Table 11, Chapter Vti.
141

Fi~•re 2 shows the partially ~~osed footing of the exterior walls
of a typical, small one-story Hampton house of the eighteenth century.
The foundations of the North Street house, which burned in the Civil War,
were excavated by the Hampton Association for the Arts and Humanities in
1973. I am grateful to the H.A.A.H. for permission to use this photograph.
142
Deeds and Wills, Book 12, p. 182.
143
Legislative Petitions, Elizabeth City County, Box 2, Virginia State
Library, Richmond, Virginia.
144
There were 50,000 acres of land in Kent, compared to nearly 34,000
taxed acres in Elizabeth City County; Kent had 209 adult men in 1796, compared to 306 free males and about 420 adult male slaves in Elizabeth City
County. Charles s. Grant, Democracy in the Connecticut Frontier Town of
Kent, PP• 15 and 34. Of course, by 1812, Kent was no longer on the Connecticut frontier.
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CONCWSION

The pattern of economy and society of

post~revolutionary

Elizabeth

City County described in the previous pages seemed to conform closely to
the model of New England in the 1790's first suggested by Charles
Grant.

s.

He noted "the pressure of population on a limited supply of land"

in Kent, Connecticut, had resulted in a situation in which
of economic opportunity at Kent,
dark by 1796."

1

b~tght

11

the picture

in 1751, had turned relatively

Grant's picture of too little land for families to di-

vide among their children, of fewer places for aspirants to political
office, of both increasing concentrations of wealth for some and poverty
for others, of higher ratios of labor per acre of land, of smaller average size farms, and of resulting high rates of migration has since been
found net to have been unique to Kent and other historians have claimed
such conditions pervaded much of the American scene.

2

Kenneth Lockridge,

among others, has speculated on what the role of such changes may
been in causing the American Revolution.
hypothesis:

3

h~ve

Jack Greene summarized this

"Several case studies of ccmmunit.ies as diverse in size and

character as Boston and Chester County, Pennsylvania, strongly suggest
that during the decades just prior

t~

the Revolution, opportunity was de-

clining and the social structure becoming less open in the older settled
communities as a result of overcrowding brought on by a shortage of land,
increasing social stratification, a greater concentration of wealth in
the hands of thP. upper classes, rising numbers of poor, and a pronounced
561
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tendency toward political elitism.

All of these developments, the

argument runs, created deep frustrations among those who found opportunity
constricting and their life prospects growing correspondingly dimmer.

The

supposed result was the creation of severe underlying tensions between
the privileged and the unprivileged, landed and landless, masters and
/,

servants, even fathers and sons."..,.

Greene himself was skeptical that

these changes provided the necessary cause for

t~~

Revolution and noted

that scholars who seemed to be advancing such an interpretation, such as
Kenneth Lockridge and Gordon Wood, have done so hesitantly.

5

Evaluating the causes of the American Revolution, even in Elizabeth
City County, was outside the scope of this study, but, perhaps, some
ment on the effects of the Revolution

~re

c~

unavoidable in a study which

began in the closing years of that event and attempted to trace the lives
of the generation most affected by it.

Jack

American Revolution failed as a societal

Green~

concluded that "the

revolution~"

which he defined

as "a discontinuous process of structural innovation" and contrasted to
the on-going "social revolution" of the eighteenth century, in which
changes were "quantitative increments" or "qualitative. changes within an
existing structure."

The long-term social revolution should not, he

thought, be confused with the American Revolution, despite the fact that
the latter event may have

acceler~t~d

eighteenth-century revolution.

6

or altered the form of the broader

Greene's distinctions were applicable

to Elizabeth City County where no evidence of internal

r~7~l~ti~n

directly

attributable to the American Revolution was found, nor even much change
that might have been attributed to breaking the colonial connection with
England or seven years of war.
The most obvious manifestation of the lack of fundamental structural
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change was the unquestioned continuation of slavery.

The white inhabi-

tants made no known application of the principles of human equality
stated in the Declaration of Independence to the black majority whose
lives they controlled.

No record of the manumission of a single slave

was found in the decade following the Revolution.

The sparse records of

county life in the 1770's and 1780 1 s revealed little about how the black
majority responded to the Revolution.

Some, such as. Joseph Harris,
~

fought with the British against their masters, while others, such as
Caesar Tarrant and Pluto Brough, served with the American forces.

The

number and age distribution of the county slave population at the end of
the war provided indirect evidence that opportunities to escape slavery
in the chaos of revolution had been few.

In the decade following the end

of the American Revolution, the news of the black Haitian Revolution
apparently sparked a latent revolutionary impulse among the slaves of
eastern Virginia.

Although they left no direct records of insurrection

in the 1790 1 s, rumors and fears of mass revolts were rife among the
slaveowners of Elizabeth City and surrounding counties.
If the conflicts between free debtor and creditor, large planter and
small farmer, tenant and landowner played any role in the county revolutionary movement there was no sign of it by 1782.

Nor was there any up-

heaval in the control of the county's political structure that had long
been exercised by an elite of large farmers and merchants.

These men led

the county into the Revolution and came out of it with their control unchallenged.

The prosperity of both the town and rural areas in the 1780's

precluded any Shaysite political mobilization.
There was a good deal more evidence that the Revolution's impact
was one of accelerating longer-term changes that had been at work long
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before the break with England.

In this category might be placed the

decline of Hampton as a foreign port of entry, the transition of the agricul~ural

economy away from staple crop production of tobacco for

~ort

to England toward more generalized farming which produced a surplus of
meat and corn for export to regional markets in the West Indies and urban
areas of the United States,

ou~-migration

sure of population upon land.

of the population, and the pres-

Lack of data made it impossible to measure

quantitatively the extent to which the Revolution intensified the procesees of change in the town and rural economies or altered the rate of
migration.

The markedly different pattern of population growth after the

Revolution could be compared to that of the last colonial decades.

Be-

tween 1755 and 1773 the county population had remained nearly stationar}•e
The total estimated increase in the near twenty years (when the rest of
the Virginia population nearly doubled) was from 2,707 to 2,909 people.

7

The Revolution apparently ended this long period of stagnation and initiated a phase of short-term cycles of a few years of growth at rates
above those of the state or nation, followed by years of sharp population
decline and negligible growth, and then by a repetition of the growth
phase.

Although it was impossible to establish any measures of the flue-

tuation of birth and death rates that might have accounted for some part
of this change in the number of county inhabitants, it was apparent that
high migration rates could have explained most of it.
Changes that ac.c.ompanied the American Revolution may have
an unprecedented movement of people in eastern Virginia.
about fifty-eight percent of the free adults, who probably

sti~lated

Each decade
~ook

with them

nearly as large a number of black slaves, emigrated from Elizabeth City
County.

8

Historians have long noted that the 1790's were a decade of
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mass migration within the boundaries of the United States.

Because so

many people quickly passed across the mountains in these years, it generally has been assumed that the opening of new western lands was the primary cause of the migration from long settled areas such as Elizsbeth
City County.

Examination of the destinations of a limited sample of

county residents who left record of where they went showed this was no·t
the case.

Nearly all moved to Norfolk or other adjacent counties within

the coastal waters of Virginiae
people

sudd~nly

auother.

Little evidence was found of why so many

decided to move, or why they chose one place rather than

It was inferred that the

prima~y

factor was the increase1 eco-

nomic opportunity that developed in Norfolk as that city began to experience a boom from the neutral trade with the West Indies.

If this ex-

planation is correct, the migration was due more to the indirect consequences of the English reaction to the French Revolution than to the
American Revolution.
If the strains of a long settled area that historians have observed
in New England were present in Elizabeth City County before the Revolution (and there is every reason to
geographic migration of the

1780 1 ~

b~lieve

they

were)~

it may be that the

and 1790's was a response to the failure

of the American Revolution to solve social problems.

If the lack of any

internal revolution in social conditions within the county anciior the
fact that return to a sUnpler, purer age was not a possible outcome of
the break with England disillusionPd some, people may have begun, consciously or unconsciously, to search for e

~ifferent

external solution to

the limited, constricting opportunities they faced at home.

Instead of

class conflict, or even limited demands for social mobility within the
existing structure, the widely observed geographic mobility in America
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may have expressed a hope of finding another place where
as great as the ideals of the nation suggested.

opportu~ity

was

Since the myth of virgin

land had not yet caught the imagination of these easterners, they looked
to areas they knew for any slight opening in the social fabric.
Quite evidently, though, it was not only the people of Elizabeth

----

uro:e

coastal region.

The in-flow i>f people to the county from the near coun-

ties of Chesapeake Bay was
natives.

to search for opportunity within the

conc.urre~t

with the

out.~migration

of county

By 1810, about one-fourLt of the county's population

posed of these new in-migrants.

Wb.S ,

.om-

Rather than providing a solution to

social tensions, such circular intra-regional migration must have only
compounded them.

Although the obvious strains in county society at the

turn of the century, when out-migration was at its height, had been overcome by 1810, there remained a population that was older than usual, that
had a large number of new residents to integrate into its institutions,
and that pressed upon the available land resources.

For even though the

county's net rate of population growth over the entire period from 1782
to 1810 was low, the density of its population increased fxom 67 to 69
people per square mile.

9

Since this was a higher density than was found

in the New England communities historians have diagnosed as suffering
fr~ ov~rpopulation,

it could reasonably be concluded that the basic

problem in Elizabeth City County was one of a larger population than the
supply of land could

a~commodate.

Few modern consultants would hesitate for a moment before recommending a well-administered plan of family planning and birth control for
the county.

Overpopulation, or high ratios of people in comparison to

resources, is a problem so omnipresent that 1974 was designated by the
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United Nations as World Population Year and it is not surprising, then,
that historians now see more clearly those past situations in which a
principal problem seemee to be the pressure of people upon the land.
Such neo-Malthusian interpretatiuns of historical problems are, however,
subject to exactly the same type of criticism that can be leveled at contemporary attempts to explain third world problems solely in terms of

.
popu 1at1on
press i ng upon resources. 10

Karl Marx denied, nearly one hun-

dred years ago, that there was an "abstract law of population'' applicable
to human beings and insisted instead that "every special histori;. mode of
production has its own special laws of population, historically valid
within its limits alone."

Rather than focusing upon the number of people

per square mile as the source of social tensions, he suggested looking at
the mode of product:i.on, or the way in which wealth and power were exercised, in the specific historical context. 11
No attempt was made in this study to measure the distribution of
total wealth in Elizabeth City County.

The primary forms of wealth were

ownership of land, of slaves, and of capital.

The distribution of the

ownership of land over the period was analyzed in Chapter VI;

There was

little significant change in the distribution of sizes of farms over the
years 1782-1810.

By the latter date, 21 percent of the farms were under

26 acres, 42 percent were under 51 acres, 62 percent were under 101
acres, 32 percent were of 101-500 acres, and 6 percent contained more
than 500 acres.

12 The most significant development in ownership of land

was the increase in the extent of absentee-owned land after 1800.

By

1810, 33 percent of all farms and 36 percent of the total county acreage
13 The distribution
were owned by people who did not live in the county.
of slave

~ership

could not be accurately measured because the practice
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of hiring slaves was so widespread in the county throughout the years
studied that the two types of lists of the distribution of slave labor
often used to evaluate distribution of ownership (the personal property
tax lists and the 1810 manuscript census schedule) were judged invalid as
indicators of ownership, rather than the use of, slave labor. 14

!nven-

tories of estates also were deficient indices of actual ownership of
slaves.
~otal

15

Furthermore, the problem of measuring the distribution of

wealth in a society in which over one-half of the population were

themselves one of the most important cc=ponenLs of wealth presented a
theoretical difficulty '\'rhich it seemed as well to avoid.

Although hold-

ings of federal securities and cash assets in probate records were a
rough gauge of liquid capital wealth, the lack of merchants' records preeluded any good estimate of the total extent of that type of property in
the county.

For these reasons, indirect means of measuring the differ-

ences in access to land, slaves, and credit were used:

the size of farm,

land tenure, use of free labor and slave labor, availability of shortterm farm credit, and the general standard of living as measured by the
material household goods and farm equipment accumulated during a lifetime.
These measures indicated that wealth was inequitably distributed
among the people of the county.

The proportion of the population who

were denied even the right to direct wages and the control of their own
labor power by slavery decreased from a high of 58.1 percent in 1789 to
49.9 percent in 1810.

16

Except for this relative growth in the percen-

tage of free workers, there was no indication of a tendency toward more
equitabLe distribution of resources and some reason to believe that the
increase in absentee ownership, the probable increase in the

numbe~

of

tenants, the decrease in the number of horses, and a possible decrease
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in the average number of cattle, may have pointed, instead, to more concentrated ownership of the means of production other than slaves.
But these changes were probably not of great significance for ownership was not the only way in which people acquired use of productive resources.

Inde~d,

tha most significant discovery about the economy and

social structure of Elizabeth City County may have been that there was a
safety valve that functioned to alleviate social pressures, but it was
not geographic mobility.

Instead, the availability of land for rent and

slaves for hire (as well as capital in the form of short-term loans) gave
a large proportion of the free population access to the productive resources that were critical in the agricultural sector.

The terms on which

land and slave labor could be hired were both relatively favorable to the
renter and differentiated.
Cash tenancy was the normal form on non-owning land tenure.

Rents

were quite cheap, approximating the amount of interest a purchaser would
have had to pay annually on money borrowed to purchase land, although the
tenant on a small farm paid a higher rate per acre than did those who had
the livestock, farm equipment, labor, and management experience required
for larger tracts.

There were no sharp social or political barriers

~~

tween the owner and tenant of farm land; the greatest distinctions depended

~ather

on the size of farm because tenants on tracts of over one

hundred acres had a markedly higher standard of living
twenty-five acred.

t~~

owners of

Cheap rent allowed the sons of established county

families, who often inherited slave labor, the opportunity to farm larger
tracts than they could have afforded to buy and to maintain a standard of
living not much below that of their parents.

The largest single group of

landless, ten&lt families in 1810 were the fifty-six percent who were
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related to landowning families lung established in the countyo

These

people held the largest share of the leased farms in census district 3,
where the county's most prosperous and fertile lands were locatedo

In•

migrants from other counties were another significant group of tenants,
constituting 29 percent of the 1810 landless families.

But these people

tended to concentrate on poorer land and smaller farms in
4 and 5, East of Hampton River.

C€n8~~

districts

Fifteen percent of the landless tenants

in 1810 came from a permanent class of free county

workers~

many of whose

families seem to have lived in the county since before the Revolution
without ever acquiring an acre of landc

17

It appeared that the

op~~ation

of the aystem of tenancy in the county tended to perpetuate the existing
relations between classes of the free population.

Because the absentee-

held lands were in large part those retained by out-migrants, they were
divided into farms of all sizes.

There were more farms of leas than one

hundred acres available for rent than larger ones, and the increase in
absentee ownership neither resulted in the break-up of large tracts nor
the amalgamation of smaller farms.
The hire of slaves was as differentiated by type of labor as the
hire of land was by size of farm.

It was far more expensive to rent

the labor of an adult male slave for a year than it was to rent a small
farm.

For instance, between 1795 and 1801, Fanny Baines (one of a

small group of women tenants operating county farms) hired both a 40
acre farm and an adult slave, named Jacob, from the estate of Francis
Pool.

She paid the following amounts for each:

18
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!!.!!.

~

1795

b5.3.0
3.. 3.0
5.1.0
5.1.0
3.0.0
3.2.0
3.0.0

... , ,...,

,

70~

1797
1798
1799
1800
1801

Slave
~

9. 1.0
13. 3.0
10. 0.6
6. o.o
7.10.0
10. 2.0
7.10.0

But those farming as few acres as Fanny Baines usually employed slave
women and children, whose hire ranged from

~8.16.0

($29.30) per year to

as little as providing only food and clothing, an expense that customarily
was minima1. 19

Development of a system of hiring out the labor of slaves

so sensitive to the earning capacity of enterprises, both farm and nonfarm, minimized the cost of owning slaves (since any whose labor was not
immediately profitable to the owner could be hired out to another person
for at least the cost of maintenance), while it

m~i:ized

the participa-

tion of the white population in the institution of slavery.

This was one

of the best possible ways to insure the stability and continuation of
slavery in an economy whose margins of profit were probably less than
those of staple crop production.

Despite the fact that a very large num-

ber of slaves were removed from the county, apparently by the process of
following migrating owners, slavery was little diminished in absolute
terms.
The use of slave labor by the white population of all classes had
other consequences.

Slavery may have been the key factor in maintaining

an essentially patriarchal family structure among free families decades
after its erosion might have been predicted had available land been the
sole

sour~e

of

tr~ditional

dependency by migration.

family power.

20

Many adult children escaped

But among those who remained, especially the

males, dependence upon their families was prolonged until after age 25.
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Only about ten percent of the 348 white households in 1810 (including
both farm and Hampton families) were formed by people of leas than 26
yearse

21

Slavery may have affected the age at which free adults could

form hoyseholds in two ways.

Although many families had little land to

offer as an inducement to their children to remain as unpaid household
workers, control over the prospective inheritance of alaves could have
functioned in much the same way that Philip Greven found control over
land did in Andover, Massachusetts, at the end of the seventeenth century.

22 Furthermore, the prevalence of slave labor and the rarity of

farming any sizeable tract of land without slaves increased the capitalization required for entering farming.
true of the young

f~er

Although this would have been less

who began by hiring both land and labor, either

the costs of doing so were enough to inhibit formation of young households
or the owners of land and/or slaves were unwilling to trust management of
their property to younger men and women who were forced to stay so long
on their family's farms.
Such a situation also affected black families.

If the type of

slavery that existed in the county may have reenforced ties of children
to parents in white families, it seemed to have weakened those between
master and slave and may have disrupted slave family relationships.
Hiring lessened the

owner~s

aeuae of

r~~ponsibil!ty

for the day-to-day

welfare of slaves; increased the exploitation of black child labor (both

by forcing the children to work systematically at an earlier age and by
making them often begin that work in a strange household where they wer.e
without the protection of family or older friends); and meant that slaves
must frequently have moved from working on a large farm and living in a
relatively affluent household to laboring another year on a small farm
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where food, housing, and clothes may have been meager if the family hiring
the slave was itself poor.

23

These disadvantages may have been offset by

the better understanding of the white economy and culture that slaves who
were hired probably gained -- an understanding that may have helped develop a sense of personal

wc~th

and independence among the county slaves.

24

It is possible that an increasing concentration of ownership of
slaves may have been occurring over the long-term, which, if so, was concealed behind the availability of slaves for hire.

Whether this was

true, or not, the widespread participation cf the white population in the
exploitation of black slaves prevented any possibility of a class alliance
of the poor of both races.

Under such circumstances, the native families,

both black and white, saw a large number of their children leave the
county each year, yet opportunities within the community narrowed slightly
as newcomers with money to buy land or slaves or to establish themselves
as merchants or tenants kept high the pressure of people upon the land.
It cannot be suggested that Elizabeth City County was the prototype
of the Virginia locality in the post-revolutionary years.

Only one-half

of one percent of the etate's population in 1790 lived within the county
borders and by 1810 the comparable percentage was infinitesimal. 25

It

seemed more likely that the county was typical of the lower Chesapeake
Bay area which, depending ypon the number of counties included in the region, contained from seven to thirteen percent of the 1790 Virginia population.26

Elizabeth City County may have had more fertile land than some

adjacent counties such as James City County; it probably had more people
in relation to its area than Warwick County, but fewer than Accomac or
Northampton Counties.

Yet all the localities in the region shared a

temperate climate, access to the food resources of the sea, good trans-
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portation facilities and closeness to markets, and a small nonfarm job
sector that may have provided significant incume and stability.

There

appeared to be a tendency for this region to experience similar economic
changes throughout the succeeding years of the nineteenth century as
shown in the development of the commercial shellfish industry after 1820
and the transition to truck farming after the Civil War.
It is poSP'
developme;it

:-,;.~~ h':.~":'V"!:.

;-c~:~":·;:d.nec!

t~·at

one :::spect of the county's

histori~:il

to an ·.asue of more than regional importance:

the

question of profitability oi Hgriculture and the continuation of slavery
in the upper South duo.·11,g the Ante-Bellum period.

Despite the massive

growth of slavery in the cotton states, which shifted the center of the
slave population from Virginia to Georgia, slavery itself never disappeared,
nor even declined absolutely in the upper South.

One explanation of this

has been that the breeding and export of slaves from states such as Virginia sustained the entire agricultural economy of the region.
eX~lauativ»

Another

may be found in the manner in which hiring of slaves in Eliz-

abeth City County maximized the profitability of the institution.

Ever•

though the earnings on products grown on the county's farms with slave
labor were small in comparison to those to be had from cotton culture,
they may have been comparable to or larger than the profits on alternative investments within the region.
The problem of the persistence of slavery in the Old South is only
one of many questions that still puzzle historians seeking to reconstruct
the early American society of the region.

Perhaps the patient

d~velopment

of a series of community studies will eventually provide the necessary
basis for interpreting the history of the lives of the people of the most
populous revolutionary state.
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Democracy in the Connecticut Frontier Town of Kent, pp. 98 and 103.

2
see, especially, Kenneth Lockridge, "Land, Population, and the Evolution of Ne~-1 EP..gland Sodety, 1630-1790 ~ 11 Philip Greven, Four Generations, Part III, James T. Lemon, The Best Poor Man's Country, pp. 226227, and Jackson Turner Main, The Social Structure of Revolutionary Amer1£!, pp. 286-287. Main was more optimistic than the other historians
cited that the Revolution reversed some of these patterns.
3

nsocial Change and the Meaning of the American Re•.rolution," Journal
of Social History, volume 6, no. 4 (Summer, 1973), pp. 403-439.
411 The Social Origins of the American Revolution: An Evaluation and
an Interpretation," Political Science Quarterly, volume LXXXVIII, number 1
(March, 1973), pp. 10-11.

5

..!!?.!£• t

6
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21. Emphasis in the original.

7
see Tables 1 and 2, Chapter I. The Virginia estimated population
in 1750 was 231,033 and in 1770 it was 447,016 (u.s. Bureau of the Census,
Historical Statistics, Table Z 1-19, p. 756).
8

See Table 4, Chapter III.
9
Sixty-seven ~~= t~P, ~opulation per square mile in 1790, based upon
the federal census population.

10
An example of such modern criticism i"i an article, ''The FamilyPlanning Contt'oversy, 11 by Erland Hofsten, chief demographer of the Swedish
Central Bureau of Statistics and former director of the United Nations
Regional Institute of Population Studies, Accra, Ghana, in Monthly Review,
volume 26, number 6 (November, 1974), pp. 17-30.
11capital, A Critical Analysis of Capitalist Production, translated
by Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling from the third C~rman edition and
edited by Frederick Engels (Moscow, Foreign Langu&ges Publishing House,
1961), volume I, p. 632.
12See Table 10, Chapter VI.
13 See Table 14, Chapter VI.
14see the discussion of this issue in Chapter IV. For an argument
(based on the ass\a-mp.tion that Virginia tax lists before 1800 and federal
census schedul~s afterward indicated slave ownership) that the inequality
in the distribution of slaves among slaveholders in the South r~ined
constant between 1790 and 1860, see Lee Soltcnt, "Economic Inequality in
the United States in the Period from 1790 to 1860," The Journal of Economic
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History, volume XXXI, number 4 (December, 1971), PP• 822-839.

16See Table 8, Chapter II.
17see discussion in Chapter VII.
18settl.ement of the estate of Francis Pool, Deeds and Wills, Book 12,
pp. 381-382. Jacob's rate of hire was not unusual. In 1799, the estate
of William Hatton rented a 58 acre f~ for a total of tS.O.O and hired
out the adult male slave, Ballard, to another person for bl2.0.0 (settlement of the estate of William Hatton, filed August 1, 1808, Deeds and
Wills, Book 33, pp. 203-204). Also see Table 7, Chapter IV.
19See Table 7, Chapter IV., The usu~l rate of annual hire for a woman
without small children was between t3 and ~ or between $i0 and $13.
20 see Philip Greven, Four Generations, for a fine discussion of the
impact of the size of landholdings on four generations of patriarchal
f~llie~ and thP.ir sons in Andover, Massachusetts, especially pp. 268-273.
21 Thirty-four households were headed by men or women under age 26;
included were eleven of 108 white landless households, ten of 150 white
landowning farm households, and thirteen of 90 white Hampton households.
See Table 11, Chapter VII, Table 23, Chapter VI, and Table 8, Chapter X.
Only 8.1 percent of farm households were formed by individuals in this
age group in 1810.
2

~our Generations, PP• 268o273.

23 see discussion in Chapter IV.
24 see discussion in Chapter V.
25 Based on the 1790 county census population of 3,lt.SO and the Virginia
population of 691,737. See Appendix 1, Table 1.
26The seven counties whose population t~tal was seven percent of the
1790 state population were Accomac, Northampton, Gloucester, James City,
York, Wat~i~k, and Elizabeth City County. If the four counties of Isle
of Wight, Nansemond, Princess Ann, and Norfolk were added, the eleven
counties had thirteen percent of the 1790 Virginia population. See
Figure 1, Chapter III, and Table 1, Appendix 1.
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STATISTICAL TABLES AND FIGURES
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Table 1
Census Population, Elizabeth City County, 1790-1870
Total
Free

Slave

Total
County

------

-Total
Virginia

Year

White

Free
Black

1790

1,556

18

1,574

1,876

3,450

691,737

1800

1,238

11l

1,256

1,522

2, 778

801,608

1810

1, 799

75

1,874

1, 734

3,608

869,131

1820

2,076

70

2,146

1,643

3,789

928,348

1830

2,704

131

2,835

2,218

5,053

1,034,481

1840

1,954

44

1,998

1, 708

3, 706

1,025,260

1850

2,341

97

2,438

2,148

4,586

1,119,348

1860

3,180

201

3,381

2,417

5,798

1,219,630

1870

2,832

5,471

8,303

--

8,303

1,225,163

Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census, Ninth Census of the United States:
(Washington, 1870), p. 68.

Statistics of Population

Figure 1.

Census Population of Elizabeth City County,
1790-1860.
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Table 2
Total Number of Individuals Whose Names Remained On, Disappeared
From, or Were Added To the Personal Property Tax Li$tS
in Five Year Intervala, 1784-18091
Total

And On

Not On

New Names

1784:

335

1789:

211

1789:

124

1789:

159

1789:

370

1794:

233

1794:

137

1794:

110

1794:

343

1798:

214

1798:

129

1798:

111

1798:

325

1804:

179

1804:

146

1804:

162

1804:

341

1809~

223

1809:

118

1809:

152

1809:

375
1

Included fo~ all years are estates, women, non-residents, and in
the 1780's those whose taxes were paid by others.
Source:
1784-1809.

Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City County,
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Table 3
Recorded Sal-es ot Slaves in Elizabeth City County, 1782-1610
Sold By

Nam~

of

Sex Description

Slc.-;e
Est. Joseph Selden

Lea
Viner
l'ntty
Ckorge

M

II

Hannah

n

F

Ca.te
ll'
F
Rachel
Ben
M
M
Charles
F
Betty
Betty' a C.i:lild
F
Thnner
M
Tom
Nancy
F
F
Mo11y
1
p
Molly
Venus
F
F
Phoebe
M
:Peter
p
Nelly

II

II

II

II

II

II'

II

II

"

"
"
"
11

II

11

11

"
"
"n

11

Est. Simon Hollier
I!

"
"
"
"
"11

"
"

11

"

""

11

Est.

"
"
"
Eat.
"
"
II

11

It

II

11
II
II

"
Mary Mallory

F
p
F

wench

Fanny

II

II

Dan

M

girl
girl
boy

11

11

Samuel Berry
Pegg
Pe(Sg 1 s Child
Sylv:l.a
Sylvia's Child
I'billis
Pb:illis 1 ChiLd
Ph:lllis' Child

M

man

F

.

Mo~>es

M
F

John Parsons
II

11

"
"
"

11

"

"

II

"

II

Est. Ja:nea Bray Annistead
Rachel Jon eo &: Isaac Redman
11

11

11

II

George Booker
John Williams

"
"

II
II

~

F

Milly

Lancaster

F
M

1787
1787
1781
1787
1787
1787
1781'
1787
1767
1788
1788
1788
17SS
1788
1788
1788
·1788
1788
1789
1789
1789
1789
1790
1790
1790
1790
1790
1790
1790
1790
1791
1791
1791
1791
1791
1792

2

1560

F

Jim ~Amy 1 a son~ M
Jack Amy 1 a DOD M

167

t216
150
63
67
J.33
99
89
133
216
150
167
133
150

wench
boy
wench
girl
girl, infir.n
wench
wench

"

F

Year

160
197
249
55
{ 221
100

II

11

Price
Dollars
118

"

II

"

II

II

11

II

11

"

~e

Years

boy

150
26
8
2

26
30

[200
100
150

Purchaser

Residence of
Purchaser

George Latimer

ECC

"
"
Nathan Yanoy

"

George Wrey
George Booker
John Brown

ECC
ECC
ECC
Richmond

ThOl'IBB Hatton
AUglWtine Moore

ECC
ECO

Robert Brough

EOC

11
II

II

"
Brough

Robert
William Brough

"

11

ECO
ECC
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Table 3, continued
Sold :By

Name of
Slave

Elizabeth Parrish
Job Colton
Est. Thomas Wootten

Sylvia3
(korge
To:n
Pender
1!uryer

II

II

n

II

II

II

II

II

II

Hannah

II

II

II

II

II

n

Hannah IS Child
Hrumah IS Child

II

II

n

II

"

II

II

n

II

John :Banks
Est. Rebecca Dewbre
II

II

II

Est. Moss Armistead
II

"

II

Grace &:"Wm. Mannice
II

II

II

II

II

Peter
Lucy
Lucy 1 e Child
Sa:n
Judith
Fanny
Hannnh

Pegg
Milly
Caleb4
Sylvi~

''
n
Jess.
Bo·11rey
1.!e.tl
Mary Bowrey Ward &: John Ward Ben
11
11
n
11
II
Ihoebe 4
Charles
Est. Moss Armistead
II
II
II
Davy
II
II
II
Esther
11

Mary

II

c.

II

Ua.nny

II

II

"
II

George

II

II

II

II

"
"

II

Moll
Sue
Sue's Child
Sue's Child

II
II
II

II

II

II
II
II

Est. John A. Wray
11

11

II

II

II

II

11

"

II

Lewis
Nan

Matilda
Old Nanny
Jenny

Sex
F
M
M
F

F
F

Description
Mulatto
.boy
boy
girl
girl
wench

Age
Yee.rs

Price
Dollars

6

43
167
38

55
33
tl.43

M
Ji'

bo;, very sickly
old

M

boy
girl

F
F
F
F
F

woman
wench

16
10
19
20

M

F
M
M
M
F

over 50
over 50

68

{3.46
45
135
11
125
149
165
{276
266
250
{ 97

M

[•o•

Id

F
F
M

F

1477

F

M
F
F

F
F

boy

3
50
25
10
8

1..

103

[m

Year

Purchaser

·-·
1792
1792
1792
1792
1792
1793
1793
1793
1793
1793
1793
1793
1794
17913
1794
1795
1795
l'l95
1795
1795
1795
1795
1795
1796
1796
1796
i796
1796
1796
1796
1796
1796
1796
1797
1797
1797
1797

Residence of

Purchaser
Grace Bowrey
William Brough
widow Wootten

ECC
ECC
ECC

II

II

II

II

II

II.

John Perry
Miles King

ECC

Willis;.n Bro\l8h 5
WilliaJl Brough;
Wil:Ualll Brough
William Bro\l8h5
Robert Brough

ECC
ECC
ECC
ECC
Nor1'olk

II

II

Robert llrough6

"
"
11

ECC

II

Norfolk

"

n

II

n

II

"
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Table 3, continued
Sold Br

Name of
Slave

Peter Manson
Est. Robert Wallace
II

II

II

II

II

II

Nancy
Sam
Port shire
Bridget

II

II

II

NEl.llDy

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

"
"

"

Rose
Jack
Sarah
Sarah I s ahild
Tom

II

II

"

"

II

II

II

"
II

II

Dolly
Mary

John Davis7
Lydia
Colley
Joe
Nancy
Nancy's ahild
Patty
Patty's ahild
Tom
George

Est. Mary Mallory
II

Est. Robert Smelt
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

If

II

II

II

II

If

If

II

II

II

"

II

II

II

II

"
Est.

Moss Armistead
II

II

"
"..
"
II

II

II

II

II

II
II
II

II

rr

"II

Est. Wm. Armistead, Senr.
Est. Augustine Moore, Senr.
II

Sex Description

II

II

II

II

II

"

II

I!

"
II

"
II

II

"

"

n

II

Tom
Nancy

Ham:JsJ:J.e
Tom
Jack
Sam
Patty
Lucreshey
John Petersburg
Harry9
E!!ther
JeDD3
Charlotte
Lucy
Lucy's Child
Edy

p

mulatto

Age
Years
ll

M
M
F
p

girl

[135
25
250
277
403
157
250
300

M

M
F
F
M

p

emall boy
men
wench

M
D1
p

mlder 2
F

m1der 2
M
M

M

F
F
M
M
M
F

p

M
M
F
F
F

p
p

90

{·14

F
M
p

Price

boy
boy

Year

:Purchaser

Reeidence of
Purchaser

1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1798
1799
1799
1799
1799
1799
1799
1799
1799

Robert Brough

Nor!olk

Miles King

ECC

Miles King
Miles Xing

ECC
ECO
EOO

Dollars

[2oo
(334
167
112
250

{1os
133
176
200
174
122
266
67
62
3

"].78
{195
150

Mrs. Toapkins
II

II

II

John Skinner
II

II

ECO
II

David Smelt, Jr,
Ointhia Smelt

"Miles King
John Moore
William :Moore
George Booker

ECC
ECC

ECO
ECC
ECC
EOC

II

II

II

II

II

II

Michael Xing

EIJC
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Table 3, continUed
Stld By
Est. Charles Jones
n

n

II

II

"

·n

11

'II

"

II

II

"

n

"

II

Est. Bartlett Fields
Peter !Aenson
Miles King
Est. James Goodwin
Eat. Jobn l'err;y
Jobn Rogers
Mary CUrle
Est. James Goodwin
II

II

II
II

Est. Cary Selden
n

II

II

Old Jack
Jerry
Daniel
Sylvia
Milly
Orbar

M
M
M

:~:fl

Est. wm. La' ~er, Jr.
Eat. Jobn Applewhaite
Robert Armistead
II

Sex

Grace10
John Davie
Moll

II

II

Name of
Slave

Billy
Peter
Moses
Peter
Amy 12
Luck;y 12
Boafain
Sem 2
Sam
Bristol

F
F
F
F
F
F

woma:o.

M

man

M
M

negro

F

woman

266
20
20
100
150
217
167

M
F

Venue

II

II

II

Frank
M
James Kelsick13 M
Violet 14
F
M
Isaac

.

240
197
350
270

M

II

Elizabeth Guy

44
207
216
183
155
121
187
137
406
ll7
20
250

[545.

II

"

:Price
Dollars

M
M

II

Peter Manson and George
Massenburg

25

M

II

II

9

old WJ:>man

F

II

II

girl
girl

M

II

II

AP..t:

Yeaz·s

Dinah
Hannah

Charles Collier
Richard Backhouse

Description

old ID!ln
old woman

F
F

Mary

F

Nanoy15

F

Auber
Sukey

F
F

.
Violet's son

;a

40
4
Violet's child 2
yellow negro
woman
girl
girl

{400

Yeu.r
161)0
181)0
18)0
1800
1800
. 16)0
1800
1801
1801
1801
1801
1801
1801
1802
1802
1802
1802
1802
1802
1802
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803
1803

Purchaser

Residence
of Purchaser

Robert Pield
Robert Brough
Jobn Davi.o

ECC
Norfolk
ECC

Robert Brough

E'orfol.lt

capt. Jobn Gilbert
Sarah & Mar,r Armistead Norfolk
II

II

II

II

II

II

II

Samuel Selden

ECC

James Ke1sick
Sarah McCaa

ECC
ECC

II

II

II

II

II

II

39

100

1803

Amelia Brough

ECC

18

170
183

1804
1804

Ann Wel.liDgs
AmelJ a Brough

ECC
ECC

"
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31 continued

Tab~e

Sold By

Name of
Slave

Robert Selden
Peter Manson

Charlotte
Phoebe
Sally
Nancy
Patty
lied
Joe
Billy

n

"

II

II

Est. John Skilmt1r
II

II
II

II

II

"n

n
II

Est. Richard e.nd James
Servant
Est. Richard Williams
John Randle
II

II

II

"

licary Bright
Est. Joseph Nichola
11

II

II

II

II

11

n

11

"

Jamas Bay top
Est. John Smith
11

11

" Benjamin Brown
Rev.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

a.

9.
10.
ll.
12.

Young Willit
George
Sukey
Rose
Will
George
Tom
Bose
Frederick
Robin
Phillis

Sex

Description
girl

F

F'
F
p
p
M
M
!4
F
F
M

133

Phoebe's child
II

"

negro woman
her child
old negro won:an
child of Venus
II

II

II

II

II

II

M

!4
F

!4
M

F
F

2
2 mos.

{400

{674

F

M

Price
Dollars

21

M

p

!:J:,.e
Years

wench
man
man
man

woman
boy
boy
girl
woman

[98
20

~00

200
240

257
400
3
500
205
100
103

Yeu.r

Purehaner

1804
1804
1804
1804
1805
1805
1805
1805
1806
1806
1806
1806
1806
1806
1807
1807
1807
1807
1807
1808
1808
1808
1808

Thomas F. Phillips
ECC
Robert Brough
NorfRlk

"

Residence
of Purchaser

"

II

r:
fi

Norfolk

II

II

"

II

n

II

II

II

Miles King

II

widow Williams
William Heynes16
:r

II

II

11

ECC

America Walker.
Norfolk
l~CC
William Shanks
BCC
Thea. F. Philli7s
Thomas Ma.dderal
John Madderal7
John 1'. Aimietead
ECC
Teackle Savage
ECC
ECC
T• Mourning
Humphrey Garrett

John Brown retunled Molly to the Hollier executor because when abe arrived 1n Ricl:..n.!.ind abe was 11 illi'irm11 • Molly
was sold at a~ction for a second t~e in Hampton, but her purchaser's name was not recorded.
Also included in the price was a cart and two yoke of oxen.
Suboequently sold to Robert Brough in 1795.
These sales reun1 ted part of the family of ·Phoebe and Ben previot<sly separated by the 1nberi tance of !iary c.
and Srace Bon-ey. See note 5.
William Brough purchased the slaves at auction for his brother, Robert Brough, by 1795 a resident of Norfolk.
Jacob Wray 1 who sold the slaves as executor of hie1 son's estate, had given these four slaves to John Ashton
Wray two years earlier, yet he did not bUJ' them bE~ck himself.
John Davie bo'.lght his freedom from Miles King 1n J.801.
Nanny's child.
l'urch!lscd outside the county 1n 1796.
Robert Brough had bought Grace's older sister in 1798.
Daughter of Lucy and Caesar Tarrant.
Sale was part of a fa:nily property settlement. Robert ArmiEltend bought Lucky, Boe~tain, sam,. and :Bett for
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Table 3, continued

$700.00 from his brother-in-law's or.edi tors in E'orfolk in 1800.
13. Collier bought Keleiclt in Norfolk in 1802.
14. Richard Backhouee kept four of Violet•s children, aged e:.l.x to twelve. Subsequently manumitted and married to Jamea
Kelsiek.
15. Three of her daughters and two grandchildren were sold to Robert Brough. Subsequently manumitted and married to
Jack Hampton.
16. Haynes was a resident of Elizabeth City County in 1798, but his name did not appear on the 1804 personal
property tax ).1st aDd there is no evidence he W9.S living in the county in that year.
17. Tholll.!ls and John Maddera wer~ the principal heir'- .of Joseph Nichols and 1Dher1 ted the bulk of his slaves. They
were not residents of Elizabeth City County.

Source: Deeds and Wills, Books 34, 12, and 33.
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Table 4
All Absentee Farm <hmers, 1810, by Size of Farm and
by Geographic Area of Elizabeth City County

Size of Farm

James River
No.

Acres

Census District
3
4

2
No.

Acres

No.

Acres

No.

-·6

5

Acres

No.

Acres

No.

Acres

Location
Unknown
No. Acres

acres
.!!!l.der 10
Live owners
Estates
Hampton res.
10-25
Live owners
Estates
Hampton res.
26-50
-riVe amers
Estates
Hampton res.

2
1
1

41
25
21

1
3

50
30
150

1

100

1

1
1

25

2

84

1

36

2

148
223

1

25

3
4

65
95

1

'57

180
179
75

2

11.0

285

1
2

1

3

1

24

41

2

45

4
3

151
114

2
2

124
197

1
1

107
156

51-100

Li'V'e

owners
Estates
Hampton res.

101-200
Live owners
Estates
Hampton res.

3

2
3

232
433

2

2
2
1

335
2

1

150

:-

i

172 -·
278

2
1
1

200
65

2

329

1

102

oa

64a

77

1

150
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Table 4, ccmtinued
______
Size of Farm

Census District

James River
No.

Acres

No.

4

3

2

Acres

No.

Acres

No.

1,668
267
1,135b

2

ob,c

5
1
480b,c 4b

1
1

550
728

3

2,041d

2c

1,362c

5
Acr~No.

6
Ac~

No.

Acres

Location
Unknown
No. Acres

acres
201-500
Live owners
Estates
Hampton res.

2
1

242

Over 50..Q.
Li V·e owners
Estates
Hampton res.
TOTAL

16

1,324

16

462

3,221

24

7,258

805

1
1a

263
254a
219

1

15

1,592

12

1,536

1

214

1

250

16

1,144

~oe Cowper's estate owned 64 acres in District 6 and 254 acres in District 5 and was counted as an
owner in District 5 only.
b

Worlich Westwood, Jr., a Hampton resident, owned 205 acres in District 2 and 300 acres :l.n District 3;
he was counted as an owner in District 3 only.
cGeorge Hope, a Hmnpton resident, owned 634 acres in Distric·i: 3 and 275 acres in District 2; he was
counted as an owner in District 3 only.
d

Some of Miles King's 789 acres may have been located in other districts.

Source: 1810 Manuscript Federal Census, Land Tax and Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
Countyp 1810. See note to Table 14, Chapter ·v.
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Table 5
Summary of Distribution of Land Among Three Types of
Non-Re$1dent Owners, Elizabeth City County:, 1810
SizEl of

Farm
acres

Live Absentees
Numbll!r
Acres

Absentee Estates
Number
Acres

~mton

-

Number

Residents
Acres

Under 10

1

3

0

0

0

0

10-25

3

176

7

169

1

21

26-50

8

326

5

181

4

186

51-100

7

628

10

731

4

349

101-200

~;

1,325

8

1,152

2

252

201-500

10

3,198

3

835

5

1,296

501-900

{+

2,591

1

728

2

1,233

0

0
34

0
3, 796

i9

1

909
4p246

Over 900
Totals

0

4l

8,247

-·
Source:

Appendix Ta.ble 4.
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Table 6
Distribution of Land Among Resident Owners Only, by Size of Farm
and Geographic Area, Elizabeth City County, 1810

Size of
Farm

James River
No. Acres

2
No. Acres

3
No. Acres

Census Districts
4
No. Acres

No.

5
Acres

No ..

6
Acres

Hampton
No. Acr~s

acres
Under 10

1

1

1

6

1

3

2

13

3

20

6

17

0

0

10-25

4

90

3

75

3

63

3

66

8

128

0

0

1

21

26-50

3

125

6

260

3

135

8

295

11

404

1

40

4

186

51-100

10

838

3

236

3

230

4

332

sa

354a

3

218

4

349

101-200

6

922

5

649

a

1,158

4

590

3

427

0

0

2

252

201-500

0

0

3

1,056

3

739

7

2,368

2

591

1

246

5

1,296

501-900

1a

730a

0

0

2

1,262

0

0

1

514

0

0

2

1,233

Over 900
Total

0

0

0

1

991
4,571

0
28

0
3,664

34

1

lz.OOO

0

0
521

1
19

909
4,246

2s

0
2,706

21

2;282

24

3,438

rr

~avid Brodie owned 57 acres on Mill Creek in Di9trict 5 and was also awner of record fo~ Celeys 730
acres in James Rhrer District, actually owned by Sarah Goodwin, a resident alien.

Sourc1!: 1810 Manuncript Federal Census, Land Tax and Personal Property Tax Records, Elizabeth City
County, 1810. See note to• Table 14, Chapter V.

APPENDIX 2
AN ANALYSIS OF THE UNDERCOUNTL"iG OF FREE ADULTS IN THE PERSONAL PROPERTY
TAX R.'EOORDS OF ELIZABETH CITY COUNl'Y BASED ON COMPARIS0:1 OF THE
1810 MANUSCRIPT FEDERAL CENSUS SCHEDlJLE AND THE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND LAND TAX RECORDS OF THAT YEAR
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There was an apparent

d~screpancy

between the number of free adults

enumerated in the 1810 federal census and those paying personal property
and land taxes.

The three lists contained the names of 365 census heads

of households, 395 personal property taxpayers, and 317 landownerse
dividual

name~

of the three.

In-

appeared on all the lists, or on two lists, or on only one
Two fa4:tors considered at the outset of the analysis were

the difference in the timeG of year when the three lists were taken and
in the definition of the names on each list.

The tax lists were compiled

between March and June, 1810, and the census list in December of that
year.

Thus, there was a

~eriod

of six to eight months in which a certain

number of people moved in and out of the county, aged, or died.

Secondlyt

the cens,us listed the 365 resident individuals who considered themselves
heads of their households.

The other two lists were of those who paid

specific taxes, both resident and non-res:f.dent individuals and estates,
for themselves and others.

The complexities of the discrepancies in the

lists resulting from dtfferent definitions of the people on them will be
discussed further below.
There were 317 names on the land tax list.
sis 52 names from this list were eliminated.

In the

foll~1ing

analy-

Of these, 48 were estates

of decedents with no known heirs in the county (thus the live beneficiaries of the land were presumed to have been non-residents), two were
estates of men who had heirs within the county who were also landvwuers
in their own right, and two were non-resident owners aiter whode names
on th2 land tax list another place of residence was noted.

There remained

592
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593.
265 named live landowners.
There were 395 names on the personal property tax list.

Taxed in

this category were slaves over twelve years, horses, mules, mares, colts,
ordinary licenses, stud horses, coaches, carriages, riding chairs, and
free males of sixteen or more years.
nated from this list.

Three names were initially elimi-

Two were men, who paid taxes on slaves but none

for adult free males, after whose names Norfolk was listed as place of
residence.

One was an estate (N. Samuel Cooper) which paid taxes on two

free adult males and six slaves, but which could not be matched with any
census household because no family of the same name had two free adult
males on which tithes were not paid. Tithable taxes were ·paid for 400
free adult males, while 481 men of sixteen or more years were counted on
the census.,
The analysis was done by making a separate card for every individual
named on any of the three lists.

The cards were then sorted into seven

groups according to whether the name appear.ed on all three lists, only on
the census and on one of the tax lists, only on the two tax lists, or only
on any one of the three lists.

The fifty-seven people named on the land

tax list only were assumed to be non-resident landowners and were not conside~ed

further in this analysis.

the land tax.

In

furth~r

There remained 208 resident payers of

sorting two people who paid land and personal

property taxes, but did not head a census household, were judged probable
non-residents, leaving 206 resident landowners.

After the preliminary

sorting, the cards for estates of taxpayers who were dead at the time of
assessment and whose heirs were resident in the county were removed and
their

prope~ty

assigned to the heir.

After these adjustments every card

remaining represented a free adult, live at the time the tax lists were
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compiled, and resident in the county at same

t~e

during the year.

Each

card listed all of the information from the three lists about that person.
The six categories may be summarized as follows:

-- 167

p~cple

named on all three lists who were resident heads of

census households and paid both real and personal property taxes. 1

Listed

on these individual's cards was the age, by sex, of all white residents
of the household, the number of free black residents, the number of slave
residents, the number of tithes paid on f?ee males, the number of tithes
paid on slaves, and the amount of real estate owned.

Not all household

residents necessarily belonged to the same family or had the same name.
The 1810 census did not list names

~f

members of a household, nor did the

1810 personal property tax list name men whose taxes were paid by another
person.

Therefore, a

ihan

working for &&other, living in his household,

and not paying his own tithe (such as an overseer or apprentice) would
not have been named on either list.

-- 18 people on the census wh1) paid the land tax, but paid no personal property tax.

On their cards there was no information about pay-

ment of tithes on slaves or free adult males, but all of the other information above was recorded.

-- 136 people on the census who paid personal property taxes, but
~w~.~d

no land.

of real estate

Their cards contained all of the information except amount
owned~

44 people on the census who owned no land and paid no personal
property taxes.

These cards contained no information about payment of

tithes or real estate ownership.
-- 24 people who paid land and personal property taxes, but were not
listed as heads of a census householdo

These cards contained data on
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payment of tithes and real estate owned, but no information on the total
number of residents in the houselU>ld (if the individual represented a
household), no data on age or sex distribution, and no total of free
blacks or all slaves, including those under 12, who lived in the household.
65 people who owned no land . paid personal property taxes, and

yet were not listed as head of a census household.
those in the group
ship.

above~

~xcept

These cards were like

they had no data on real estate owner-

The initial assumption was that errors in recording the population

were to be found in the last five groups.

I.

Males~

The first object of the analjsis was to find why the personal
erty tax list recorded 81 fewer free adult males than the census.

pr~p

But

it was not a simple search for 81 men, but a more complicated investigation of all men on the census not accounted for by name in the free male
tithes and of all the men who paid tithes whose names did not head a census household.

The results of this study are shown in Table 1.

There were, in fact, 183 adult free white men on the census, living
in 115 households, who apparently dicl not pay personal property taxes.
Eighty-eight resident free males paid personal property
not head a census household.

t~~s, b~t

did

The reconciliation of these discrepancies

may be explained as follows.
One minor statistical discrepancy concerned the recording of free
black adult males.

On the census these men were counted in a separate

column ("all other free persons, except Indians, not taxed") and so were
not among the 481 adult free males recorded on the census.
black men lived in the county in 1810.

~Telve

free

Eight were recorded on the census
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Table l
Comparison ot Pree Adult Males (11M+l6) Counted <>n the Census, Land,
and Personal Property Tax Lists of Elizabeth City County, 1610
Number of Heads of Census· Hou£•eholds
3 Lists
Census & Census
Census
Lsnd
ll: 1'.1'~
TOTAL NAMES

167

18

136

44

HEADS OP CENSUS HOUSEHOLDS
Census & P.P. !!4+16 Totals

101

0

99

4

0
0

5
0

0
0

6
-6

lo4

Match
Free black males, taxed P.P.
Free black males, not taxed P.P.
Women, no titb3ble peopleb
subtotal

0
1

106

0

Personal Property Taxpayers
Not Heading Census Households
P.P.a
P.P. & Landa
55

Total
l!!l!+l6

-/+

24

+ 9

1
11

12"

DISCREPANCIES

Excess P.P. tax payments
n~ber of excess FM+l6
Excess Cen81J.S 11M+l6
number of excess FM+l6
subtotal
EXCESS H4+16, CENSUS

Paid own tax, sWJ.e name as a
census family
Could have paid own ta.x,
different family, aged 26-44
11
11
over 44
Tax paid by men who died
No tax paid, men aged 16-2:1
II
II
II
II
II
OVer 44
Exempt by law or court order
Probably axempt, paid no tax on
~+16, but listed on P.P. tax r.oll
Unexplained
Came to county after June
subtotAl

1

2

0

(2)

(o)

(3)

(0)

59

12

31

32

0

+5

M12

M

ill)_

61

32

32

+85

+14

+40

+44

-17

- 5

- 6

- 4

+25

+ 7

0

- 5
- 6

- 2•
0

- 2

- 4

+13
+ 6

0

0
-1

+ 2

0
0
- l

J§2l

+T4

0

0

- 2
0

-47

- 1

-23

-16

0

- 2
-1

0

- 3

- 4
- 1

- 5

0

- 4

0

0
0

- 3
0
-14

0
0

- 6

- 9

- 6

- 6

- 5

-'35

-40

-44

-a7
- 6

-10
+ 2

+46

+ 2

+rr

- 5

-'i2r
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Table 1, continued
Number of Heads of Census Househclds
Census & Cen~~s
Census
3 Lists
& P. P.a
Land
net subtotals, P• 1

Perscnal Property Taxpayers
Not Heading Census Households
P.P. a
P.P. & L!mda

Total
FM+l6
-/+

+ 46

+11

-112

2
0

1
+ 3

+

EXCESS TAXPAYERS
Women, no liM+l6
Free black males, not on cenaus
Probably non-resident, paid no
:FM+16 tithable tax
Died after paying taxes
FM+l6, estate not assigned
Paid own tax, presumed aged 16-25
subtotal

+ 16

+T9

Total

+ 65

(+2)c

l

0

+ 6

+ 4
+ 2
+ 22
+ 31

+

- 81

~;
2~.

Number of Free Adult Males on Census
Number of Free Adult Males, Personal Property Tax List
Net Number of Free Men Aged 16-25 Not Taxed
Personal Property Tax Lists.
b. Tithable ~eople c P&+l6 or slaves +12 years.
c. One male ~who died after paying taxes, but before the census was taken) had paid tithes of two ad\'ll.t free men.

Be

Source: Manuscript Federal
CO\tnty, 1810.

Cen~.1s,

3

+ ·::

0

+ 1

0

1810, and Manuscript Land and Personal Propert1 Tax Recorda, Eli:mbeth Cit1
.

481
400

65

598.
and paid the tithable tax; one was recorded on the census, did not pay
the tax, but may have been under 16 (the census recorded no age distribution for fraa blacks).

Three free black men, living in one household,

were omitted from the census, but they paid their tithable tax.

A group

of 32 men, who paid their own tithes, had the same surname as a census
household with excess free adult males (those who had paid no tax) and
were assigned to that household.
property

c~~~- ~ere

The remaining 151 census and 53 personal

checked closely to find the

~:~=ce3

of the other

discrepancies.
Initially within each group who owned land, the cards had been sorted
according to the amount of acreage and/or town lots on which taxes were
paid.

While the main results of this analysis are discussed in Chapter

VI, it is significant here that no correspondence was found between the
number of excess free adult males on the census and the amount or type of
real

~roperty

owned.

Furthermore, the excess free adult males were dis-

tributed proportionately
and those which did not.

~ng

census households which owned real property

Thus, real estate ownership as a measure of

social class did not reveal anything about

~ho

the e:cess free males were.

Further evidence that it was not the landless or the landed poor, or the
very wealthy, who apparently were missed on the tithable list was found
in examining the cards of those whose tithable listings matched that of
the census.

Many in each of the above groups were counted accurately.

Four other groups of men were identified.

The most significant of

these were those men exempted by law or the county court from payment of
the tithable tax.

Continued from the colonial years were legal exemptions

from tithable taxes granted to ministers and constables and the power
given to the county courts to ex~t residents for charitable reasons. 2
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599.
The post-revolutionary acts specified that the county court could declare
people exempt from public taxes because of age, infirmity, or for other
charitable reasons.

In addition, exemptions were granted to ferrymen

while holding thel.r position, and to iJIIDigrant artisans, mecltanics, or
handicraft tradesmen for a period of five years.

3

It wae impossible to trace exactly the number of exemptions in the
county for two reasons.

Less important was the fact that records of

occupations were fragmentary so that it was impossible to compile a list
of ministers or ferrymen.

Some of these men could be identified, such as

ferryman Charles M. Collier.

More important were the saps in the county

court order books between 1788 and 1808.

In the two years prior to 1810,

the court exempted by name seven men; the number and names of those exempted in previous years were lu6t.

A total of ten men were identified

as exempt from the tithable tax by known occupation or court action.
Another thirteen men were listed on the personal property tax lists but
paid no tax on free adult males.

Since their names could not have been

overlooked, they were presumed to have been exempted.

More difficult to

determine was the status of fourteen other men, all over 44, who paid no
personal property tax.

Six of these were the only adult

census household and were probably exemptG

mal~

in their

The other eight could have

paid their own tax, since they lived in census households in which another
male paid the tax.
men

fr~

It is probable that the court exempted twenty-eight

the tithable tax.

A second group were three men (paying tithable tax for four free
men) who died after paying the taxes and before the census was taken. 4
A third group were eight men,

i~ &~~r f~ilies:

li3ted on the census

only, who probably movecl into the county after taxes were assessed.
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The

600.
men heading these households were in the age group 26-44.

Although none

had ever paid any taxes in the county before 1810, all paid personal property taxes in

1811~

For the last group of nine men, three named on the census and lsnd
tax list and six named on the census only, all aged 26-44, no explanation
could be found for the failure to pay taxes.

In each of these cases the

male head of the census household was the only male adult in the family.
Six had paid personal property taxes in years immediately previous to
1810.

Of these, James Cunningham and John Cooper had paid the tithable

levy in 1809 and did so again in 1811, so it was likely they were erroneously omitted from the 1810 list.
empt from the levy -- two of

thes~

The

~ther

four men were probably ex-

paid tax on slaves, but no free males

in 1811; two paid no personsl property taxes in 1811.

Two of the fore-

going four men, one in each group, paid land taxes in 1810.

The three

other men in this group paid no tax in 1811 nor had they paid taxes in
any year previous to 1810.

Offset against this group are five tax pay-

ments for tithable males recorded on census cards in excess of the free
adult males in the household.
Another way of analyzing the discrepancies of the two lists was to
consider whether the excess men might fall within a particular age group.
While the personal property tax lists grouped together free: males over 16,
including free black men, the census divided free white men (but not black
men) according to those who were 16, but under 26, who were 26, but under
45, and who were over 45.

Fifty-seven percent of the excess free adult

males on the census were found among the men aged 16-25.
signifieant number of

~cess

There was no

men in the other two age groupings.

While

87 men in the 16-25 age group did not pay the tithable tax, 89 men did.
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These figures were adjusted, however, to

acc~unt

for the men who paid the

tax, but were not assigned to a census family of the same name.

There

were 43 such men, of whom 13 were in the age group 26-44 and were cases
in which an independent male could have paid the tax to match the
count

(i.~.,

cen~us

in a census householrl vith another male paying personal

property taxes or in a household headed by a woman), and of whom eight
were over 44, but in the above situation.

The

remaini~

22

!!!~n ~.,ho

paid

their own tithable tax must be assumed to have been between 16 and 25
years, so the adjusted totals would

~~

65 men in that age group who did

uot pay their taxes and 111 men who did.

The total of 176 is six less

than the 182 men listed on the census in this age group, but these six
can be accounted for among the men exempted from the tax by the

c~urt.

Some men who paid the tax may have died or left the county before the
census was taken, but it was unlikely that enough did so to have affected
the totals significantly.
II.

Females.
The names of ninety-one women appeared on the three lists.

Table 2

shows the total number of women on each list and the percentage these
women were of all census households or taxpayers (excluding unassigned
estates).

Table 3 shows the number of women in each of the seven cate-

gories, the type of property on which they paid taxes, and the explanation of 't-."h.y those Hated ouly on the census did not pay taxes.
Every woman among the 67 on the census was recorded as heading her
hous:.!hold; however, on the other two lists the unadjusted figures were
inflated by the allocation of estates of dead male relatives to women
heading census

hous~holds.

\rnen thaae RGmen were removed from each

group, the resulting adjusted number of women paying land or personal
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Table 2
All Women Heading Households or Paying Taxes in Elizabeth City County, 1810,
As a Percentcge of All Households or Taxpayers
Unadjusted
Number of
Women
number

Percentage of
All Households
or Taxpa·~rs
percen1:.

Census

67

18a

Land Tax

55

Personal
Property Tax

36

List

a

Total number of census hou:seholds:

b

Total number of taxpayers:

265.

c

Total nwnb.er of taxpayers:

390.

Adjusted
Number of
number

Percentage of
All Households
or Taxpayers
llercent

21b

36

1'•

9C

33

8

Women

3f5.

Source: Manuscript Federal Census, 1810, and Manuscript Land and Personal Property Tax Records,
Elizabeth City County, 1810.
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Tal:•le 3
All Women Heading Households or Paying Taxes in
Elizabeth Ci~y County, 1810

3 Lists

Census ~
Land Ta:c

Census &
P.P. Taxa

Land &
P.P. Taxa

Census

Land
Tax

Total

21

12

11

2

23

20

2

91

Paid Land Tax
Resident
in OTril\ name
husb.and' s estate
Non-resident

21

12

0

2

0

20

0

55

10
11
0

4
8
0

0

1b
0
1

0

0
0

0
0

0
0
20

0
0
0

15
19
21
36
33
3

Number of Women

P.P.
Taxa

Paid Personal ProEertx Tax
in own name
husband's estate

Zl

0

11

2

0

0

21)

18
3

0
0

11
0

2
0

0
0

0
0

2
0

horses only
free male +16 only
free male +16 & slaves
slaves only

1
0
2
18

0
0
0
0

0

0
1
0
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

12
6
6
0
0

0

0
G

23
11
5
4
3

0
0
0
0
0

}?aid No Personal Property Tax
no tithable mal~s or slaves
free male +16 paid m•m tax
free male 16-25, not taxed
husband paid tax before death

0
0
0
0

0
2
9
0

0
0
0

-

0
0
0

Total

0

1
1
4

2

30

0
0
0

35
17
11
4
3

0

0

0
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Table 3, continued

~ersonal Property Tax.
b

These wcxnen lived in the census household of a relative of the saute surname.

Source: Ml1t1uscript Federal Censm1, 1810, and Manuscript Land and Personal Property Tax Records,
Elizabeth City (~unty, 1810.

605.
property taxes (those who paid in their own names) showed the bias against
independent women in the

t~ lists~

The reduction in the land tax column

was signific.ant of the prevailing law of inheritance.

A widow ordinarily

received her share of slaves and other personal property within a year uf
her husband's death.

But, since she was entitled to only one-third of

his land, the entire estate was frequently held in trust until her children
were grown, unless she demanded a legal partition of the property by the
county court.

In the majority of cases the estate was not partitioned,

but instead taxed under the name of the deceased husband, often for periods of ten years or more.

Among the thirty-six women paying land taxes

in their own names, twenty-one were

~~robably

non-resident, although some

of these women may have lived in the census households of relatives.
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606.
Nctes for Appendix 2

1one non-resident, ~~l2s King was included in this group because
7
he maintained a census household in the county in which only slaves were
resident. Although he was counted as a resident, he lived in Norfolk and
did not vote in Elizabeth City County in the 1810 election.

2~e~ween 1748 and the Revolution mariners were exempt as tithables,
7
but this law was not re-enacted after the Revolution. See Hening, vol. 6,
p. 43 and John H. Williams, Index to Enrolled Bills of the General Assembli
of Virginia, 1776-1910 {Richmond, 1911).
3Hening, Statutes, volumes 12 and 13; Williams, Index; Jmnes M.
Matthews, editor, Digest of the Laws of Virginia of a Civil Nature (Richmond, 1856)! volumes 1 and 2; General Assembly of Virginia, Acts of the
General Assembly of Virginia (Richmond, 1802). In the 1780's sailors in
the Virginia state navy were exempted of their own tithes in Elizabeth
City County {manuscript personal property tax records, 1782-1788) and
later some seamen, such as William Hamm, James Barren, and Samuel Barron,
had exemptions although no legieiative authority was found.

4C~urt Ord~r Book, 1808-1813, and Manuscript Personal Property Tax
records, Elizabeth City County, 1811.
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APPENDIX 3

BIAS IN THE INVENTORIES AND PROBATE RECORDS
OF ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY F.A..lUIERS
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Probate records of same type were found for eighty-five free adults
who died between 1782 and 1810.

record~d

Those with a

sale, or final settlement of their estate

~ere

inventory, estate

probably over one-third of

all the free heads of households dying during these years (assuming a
death rate of 25/1,000 and 333 households, 224 household heads would have
died in the twenty-eight years, of whom eighty-five would have been 37.9
percent).

These probate records were kept in

bo~nd

volumes, along with

deeds and wills, which were prepared by the clerk of the court as the
documents were received by the county court.

While the form in which the

records were kept precludes assuming that a large

n~ber

of probate rec-

ords were lost, acme were obviously missing from the beginning and the
end of the period.

Although the first book of documents used in the

study (Deeds and Wills, Book 34) contained many probate records from the
1780's, these were ones which were returned to the court after 1790.

Ei-

ther complete books of the records presented to the court were not kept
during and immadiately after the Revolution or they have subsequently
been lost.

While the delay in returning probate records to the court

minimized the loss of records from the 1780's, it was the factor which
accounted for the missing records near the end of the period.

Although

all of the probate records in Deeds and Wills~ Book 12 (1796-1806) and
Deeds and Wills, Book 33 (1809-1818) were copied, some additional records from the years 1800 to 1810 could probably be found in a search of
the thousand-odd pages of the two subsequent books of wills and deeds
which cover the years 1820-1831.
608
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Among the eighty-five people with probate records, some left only a
final estate settlement, so those for whom neither inventory nor estate
sale total (showing the value of their goods

Ao~n

after death) was avail-

able were excluded from the analysis of inventoried personal estates.
Then, the remaining names

we~e

farmers and which were not.
in

~~e

ers.

checked to determine which decedents were

All those who owned land (paid land taxes)

year of their death were included in the landowning group of farm-

The occupation of the landless decedents was determined by whether

their property, as listed in the inventory or estate sale, contained
farming implements, livestock (excluding those with only one cow), and/or
harvested crops.

Fifty-eight names of farmers were found by this process,

42 of whom mmed land and 16 of whom were landless.
The bias of the sample must be questioned.

Proportionately fewer

landless people left probate records than did landowners.

In 1810, land-

less families were 42 percent of rural households, but they were only 28
percent of the sample of farmers with probate records, while landowning
families were 58 percent of the 1810 households, and 72 percent of the
sample.

Considering that some

laud~ing

decedents had gross personal

estates vahuad at less than zlS, while none of the landless ones did, it
seems reasonable to assume it was the poorest class of tenants and farm
workers, with little property for potential creditors to claim or heirs
to divide, whose estates never went before the county court.

If this

were true, the disparity in the wealth accumulated during their lifetimes
between the landless and landowning families was even greater than is
indicated in Chaptez VII.
However, the bias in the sample of landowning decedents seemed surprisingly small.

The bulk of the landowners in the sample died between
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1790 and 1805.

To test the validity of the sample

agains~

all owners of

land, the percentage of owners of each size farm in the sample and the
percent~ge

of all owners of each size farm in 1793, 1798, 1801, and 1805

were compared.
Table 1
Validity of Probated Landowners As a Sample of Gross Personal
Wealth of All Elizabeth City County Landowners
Size of
Farm
acres

Number of Owners 1 All Farms
1793
1798
1801
1805
percent

1-25
26-50
51-100
101-200
201-500
over 500

20.0
18.8
23.1
18.0
14.5
3.9

Source:

21.9
17.0
20.5
21.0
15.2
4.4

21.6
19.5
19.5
19.9
15.3
4.2

Farmers with
Probated Inventories

22.5
19.6
19.6
18 .. 7
14.2
5.4

21.4
16.7
14.3
21.4
11.9
14.3

Tables 4, 5, 6, and 7, Chapter VI, and Table 9, Chapter VII.

The most serious bias among the landowners whose probated inventories survived, as compared to all landowners, was that those owning
more than 500 acres were over-represented.

There were over three times

as many inventories for this group as there were owners at any one time,
indicating that it was rare for a person who owned this much land not to
have a probate record.

Contrary to expectation, the under-representation

of landowners was not among those who owned the smallest farms, but among
the two groups owning 51-100 acres and 201-500 acres..

However, given the

crudity of the inventory as a measure of southern agrarian wealth, differences on the order of five percent do not seeFJ crucial.
There were, however, other more serious but less evident sources of
bias in the county probate records.

The special problema presented by
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the most

~aluable

form of southern personal property, slaves, were so

significant that it was concluded that the inventory or estate sale was a
poorer basis for estimating wealth in areas where slaves ruade up the largest part of personal property than in those geographic sections where
slavery did not exist or was unimportant economically.
Each adult slave was so valuable in relation to any other personal
property that the omission of even one from the inventory of a decedent
could seriously distort the measurement of that person's actual wealth
while living.

Unfortunately, it was very common for people to dispose of

slaves by gift or will prior to death.
slaves before he died in 1807.

Joseph Nichols owned nineteen

Fifteen were given to heirs in his will

&id four were ordered to be sold.

Only the latter four slaves were in-

cluded in the inventory of his estate, but their value of $760.00 was

66.0 percent of the total inventoried personal estate of $1,151.17.

In-

clusion of the fifteen other slaves (five adults and twelve children)
that Nichols owned when he died would have at least doubled the value of
his personal estate.

An even more extreme example was that of William

Armistead, Senior, who until shortly before his death owned at least 46
slaves.

None were listed in his probate records except one male, John

Petersburg, who was 6old before the estate was finally settled.

The

b806.5.3 for which Armistead's other personal property was sold at two
estate sales in 1799 was obviously a gross underestimation of his true
personal wealth.

Other wealthy men whose known

disposition~

of their

slaves removed them from the personal estates inventoried at their death
and whose wealth was thus significantly underestimated in the probate
records were Robert
Watts.

At~istead,

John Armistead, John Hunter, and Samuel

But, this bias was not limited to wealthy decedents.
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For instance,

Judy Saunders, a tenant farmer, disposed of her two slaves by will.
When no will existed it was harder to tell if or why slaves were
omitted from inventories.

Somettmes an apparent

~~ission

of slaves may

have resulted from their having been hired, not owned, or held for life
only, especially in the case of women.

But, in other ca3es, slaves not

inventoried were later sold by the executors of an estate.

The personal

wealth of at least two men was grossly underestimated by the exclusion
from inventories of slaves they owned.
ventoried in 1791 at only

~16.5.9,

Moss An1istead 1 s estate was in-

with no slaves included.

Though the

property inventoried was usually close in value to the amount for

~bich

the estate sold a month or so later, in this case, though detailed records
of the estate sales do not exist, two sales brought a total of b254.15.8
(the figure used in the tables), but many additional slaves were also
sold (and listed separately from the estate sales in the final estate
settlement).

These slaves, as well as large amounts of bonds, provision

certificates, and interest warrants, raised the assets of the estate,
when it was finally settled in 1797, to ~2,053.11.4%, rather than the

h116.5.9 inventoried in 1791

(whi~h.

second estate sale for h115.01.9).

in

f~~t

was the property sold at the

But there was no indication on the

1791 inventory that it was a partial record of Armistead's personal
wealth or that it was the second inventory made, so that if only this
docume~t

remained, the historian would assume it was a complete record.

Similarly, John Ba7ley's 1797 inventory of

~32.5.4

included no slaves,

though later court records of the division of his slaves among heirs
indicated they were valued at more than
Other

wea~~esses

~700.

of the inventory or estate sale in computing south-

ern wealth should be noted.

One was the slaves held for life or owned
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by other members of the family, usually women, besides the decedent.
Such slaves undoubtedly made sizeable contributions to the

~ealth

of

~he

family group, but may not have appeared in any of the probate records,
though they were often

~tscussed

in wills.

Thus, the wealth of the

cwners of 1,000-acre Buckroe plantation was underestimated in the records
of John Page's estate.
1800, amounted to

His personal property, as inventoried in July,

~773.19~6,

in~luding

eight slaves valued at z306.10.0.

But, his ·llife, Eli:?:ebeth Mallory Page, o-.med at least ten slaves she had
inherited from her father's

~state

two years before Page's death, which

were her exclusive property according to a 1795
prior to their marriage.

t~~st

agreement signed

Since slaves were the norma: pat't of

inherited by women, as wives and daughters, often for life
in some eases even when no

mar~iage

&~

only~

astate
and since

settlement was recorded these slaves

were kept separate from a husband's estate, the wealth of both the husband and wife needs consideration probably not necessary in northern. states.
Indebtedness, as well as slavery, characterized rural Virginia, both
before and after the Revolution.

And careful study of the few estates

for which full records existed made it evident that the inventory was a
measure of gross wealth which sometimes disappeared when creditors presented their bills.

Thus, the seemingly large estate of Moss Armistead,

discussed above, was so encumbered with even larger debts that it was
necessary to sell not only his slaves, but also his 216 acre farm to settle his estate.

In contrast, Frazier Stores, Senior, who owned 180 acres,

and whClse personal property was inventoried at 1:.362.,8.8, had only t.31.J..9
in outstanding debts.
~he

But, Stores had exceptionally low debts among all

Elizabeth City County residents for

~hom

probate records existed.

thirty estates settled between 1782-1810, only three had debts of less
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than ten percent of their inventoried personal property; ten more had
debts amounting to less than fifty percent; thirteen had debts of over
fifty percent; and four had debts in excess of assets in parsoual property.

So, while problems of accurately counting slaves underestimated

real wealth in some estates, the custom of settling sometimes longstanding debts at death resulted in overestimation of net wealth if only
the inventory or estate sale was available.

Nevertheless, as a statis-

tical tool, to be used with reservations as a crude measure of gross
personal estate, the inventory or estate sale (which rarely varied as
much as ter. percent from the inventory when both were available) was the
best measure of personal wealth because so many moLe survived and because
numerical comparisons were far easier using the simple inventory or
c;;st."'' . '-;

sale total than the complex final astate settlements.
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APPENDIX 4

ESTIMATES OF CORN CONSUMPTION IN
ELIZABETH CITY COUNTY, 1810
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As other scholars have noted, esttmating corn consumption for the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, when human consumption patterns
and livestock feeding practices were very different from those of today,
is a hazardous procedure.

In 1839, estimated average per capita consump-

tion of both humans and animals was 22 bushels

an.~ually,

but it was aso

sumed that cattle were not fed shelled corn in Elizabeth City County in
1810, so this estimate must be regarded as too high.

Reasoni~~ ~long

similar lines, David Klingaman used an estimate of 11 bushels of corn per
capita each year in his study of 'The Significance of Grain in the Development of the Tobacco Colonies," and this figure was used as the basis of
the maxtmum

cons(~uption

1

estimate for the countyo·

l1axtmum Consumption Estimate.
The total county population in 1810 was 3,608 people according to
the federal census of that year.

If each used 11 bushels of corn in a

year, 39,688 bushels would have been consumed.

But 28 percent of the

population (455 slaves and 542 free people) lived in the town of Hampton,
~o

the estimated 10,716 bushels they bought from county

f~rmers

must be

deductecl from the 39,688 bushels used in the county to arrive at an estimate of farm consumption (corn not for sale) of 28,972 bushels.
Minimum Consumption Estimate.
This estimate (shown in Table 1) was based on the possibility that
slaves, who according to most accounts were fed less meat, used more corn
each year than the free population and on the fact that children (those
616
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Table 1
Minimum Consumption Estimate
FrE'\e
-children
adults

Farm Population:

Slave
children
adults

Hampton Population:

628
704
1*332

X

3 bushels/year =

X

6 bushels/year

690
589
1,279

X

Free
-children 222
adults
320

X

=

6 bushels/year =
12 bushels/year =

3 bushels/year
6 bushels/year

=

Slave
-7hildren 246 X 6 bushels/year
adults
209 x 12 bushels/year

=

X
X

4,224

1,8~

6,108

j'~~}
'

11.196
17,304

666J 2,586
1,920

=

1,476} 3 984
1
2, 508_) 6,570

=

Total estimated farm consumption:
17,304 bushels
Total estUnated town consumption:
6,570 bushels
Total estUnated county consumption: 23,874 bushels

under sixteen years) eat less than adults.

George Washington allowed his

adult slaves 14.4 pounds of corn per week, which was approximately one
bushel per month.

2

So it was assumed that each adult slave consumed twelve

bushels of corn per year and that each slave child under sixteen got six
bushels (for although children above ten years doing farm work might eat
as much as adults, those under five years would eat much less).
free population ate one-half as much corn as their sl.:l...,.c:!, ead:'!
would have used six bushels and each child three bushels.

If the
"'~ult

3

The number of free white children and adults in both town and county
farm

populati~Jns

was given in the 1810 federal census, but only the total

number of slaves and free black people residing in the town and in the
county was known.

On the basis of the kr•own age dist-cibution of the free
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population, thirty-five of the free blacks were assumed to have been
children and forty to have been adults.

But the proportion of children

among the slave population was larger, if the personal property tax lists
were accurate.

Personal property taxes were paid for 796 slaves over

sixteen years in 1810, or

fo~ty~six per~ent

1,734 counted on the census.
incl~d2d

of the slave population of

Besides children, the 938 remaining slaves

aged people no longer able to work, but their consumption

levels might also have been lower.

These percentages (54 percent child-

ren, 46 percent adults) were used to estimate the number of children and
adults in the town and farm slave populations.

4
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Notes for Appendix 4

1
Klingaman 1 s discussion of per capita corn and wheat consumption
estimates is exceptionally useful (Journal of Econamic Histor~, volo 29,
p. 273 and note 22). Also see James T. Lemon, ·~ousehold Consumption in
Eighteenth-Century America and Its Relationship to Production and Trade:
The Situation Among Farmers in Southeastern Pennsylvania," Agricultural
History, XLI (January, 1967), No. 1~ pp. 63-65, and The Best Poor Man's
Country, p. 155. The greater importance of wheat in the Pennsylvania
diet meant far less corn was used per capita.
2.rable Z388-405, "Basic Weekly Diets in Britain and America: 1622
to 1790»" u.s. Bureau of the Census, Histarical Statistics, p. 774.
Washington's slaves had 1.9 pounds oi corn per day or 57 pounds in an
average month; 56 pounds of corn equal one bushel.
3

James Lemon, in The Best Poor Man's Country, p. 155, allowed 6.3
bushels per capita for Pennsylvania farmers, who probably ate much more
wheat. But Marvin W. Towne and Wayne D. Rasmussen estimated human per
capita corn ~onsumption between 1800-1840 at only 4.4 bushels yearly
("Farm Gross Product and Gross Investment in the Nineteenth Century,"
cited iLn David Klingaman, "The Significance oi Grain in the Devel.o~ent
of the Tobacco Colonies," note 22, p. 273).
4

See Table 1, Chapter !! and Table 9, Chapter III.
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